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PREFACE
THE author's

interest in Colonel Richard Mentor

John

son was aroused about ten years ago, when he became
resident in Kentucky.
local controversy

seh?"

that time there was considerable

over the question,

Although

attempting

At

a

"

the author has not

Who killed Tecumbeen

interested

in

to solve what is probably an insoluble question,

it did lead to the research that has enabled him to present

in full an account of this picturesque character.
During the search for the facts in connection with John
son's life, the author was the recipient of many kindnesses
in the following

libraries: the Kentucky State Historical

Society Library, Frankfort, where the Secretary-Treasurer,
Mrs. Jouett Taylor Cannon, was very liberal with her time
and assistance;

the Lexington

Public Library,

where the

librarian, Miss Florence Dillard, was always very accommo
dating; the Library of Congress, especially the Manuscript
Division; the Library of the University of Chicago; the
Wisconsin State Historical Society Library, Madison; the

Library of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville; the Georgetown College Library; the Louisville
Public Library; the Newberry Library, Chicago; the Li
brary of Transylvania College, Lexington; the Library of
the Filson Club, Louisville; the George Washington Uni
versity Library, Washington; the Archives of the Depart
ment of War; and the Paris Public Library, Paris, Ken
tucky.

The author is grateful for help so kindly given by many
individuals. He is sorry that space will allow him to men7
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g

tion the names of a few only. He is particularly indebted
to Professor Dixon Ryan Fox of the Department of His
tory, Columbia University, whose several readings of the
manuscript,

valuable

suggestions

and kindly advice

have

materially improved every chapter. To Professor Evarts
Boutell Greene of the same department the author is in

for his several
To Professor
valuable suggestions incorporated therein.
William B. Jones and Miss Katherine Bradley, both of
debted

for reading

Georgetown,

the manuscript

and

and to Miss Nellie Mae Gabhart, colleague of

of History,

grateful for
For whatever mistakes of omission or
a helpful interest.
commission that may be found in the work the author bears
the author in the Department

he is

sole responsibility.

L. W. M.
GEORGETOWN,

JULY,

1931.

KENTUCKY,
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CHAPTER I
THE PIONEER ANCESTRY
PART i.

OF

RICHARD M. JOHNSON

The Johnson Family Establishes
Itself in Kentucky

VIRGINIA was the first of the English-speaking colonies
in America. The tidewater became in the course of time a
land of the genteel, of entail, of primogeniture, of an estab
lished church —of all that goes to make up an aristocracy of

It

was an old England implanted in a new environ
ment that began to develop into a new social structure
birth.

modeled after the old.

Up in the Piedmont away from the tidewater and large
plantations the successive stages of pioneering, each farther
removed from the influence of Europe, moulded a society
more distinctly American than its predecessor.

The people

if

were a hardy folk living on small farms with few,
slaves.

any

Many were Scotch-Irish and dissenters from the

Anglican church system predominant on the seaboard.1
" the established
Many men in the Piedmont began to view
clergy and the established religion as inseparable appendages
of Monarchy, one of the pillars 'by which it was supported.
.

.

.

Having

started the decaying

edifice, every dissenter

put to his shoulder, to push it into irretrievable ruin."

2

Turner, Proceedings of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
December 14, 1893 (Madison, 1894), "The Significance of the Frontier
in American History," loc. cit.; Scruple, American History and Its
1

(New York, 1903), pp. 62, 77.
Benedict, A General History of the Baptist Denomination in America
(Boston, 1813), vol.
pp. 23, 65, 77; Jefferson, Notes on Virginia
(Boston, 1802), p. 216.

Geographical

Conditions

ii,

2

13
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The war of the Revolution
calamities to

followed,

Virginia in 1778 and

Jefferson's governorship,
the greatest

difficulties

KENTUCKY

1779."

bringing heavy

In

the period

of

from June, 1779, to June, 1781,
were financial.
The continental

had so depreciated by 1780 that Congress
reported that the fluctuating state of the paper currency was

paper currency
productive

of evils that could not

be efficiently

remedied

without calling in and sinking the whole.4
By the middle
of March of that year they were passing at least thirty-nine
fortieths below their nominal value and continuing to depre
ciate.5
When the British carried the war into the South in
1779, almost everything required by the Americans for re
sistance, from men, horses and wagons to clothing and food,

In June,

Jefferson wrote to
Washington, Commander-in-Chief of the American army:
" The want of
This will be
money cramps every effort.
8
supplied by the most unpalatable of all substitutes, force."
Deserters were taken from the militia, court martials were
had to be impressed.

held, men were made soldiers
were given to

"

1780,

for eight months and orders

endeavor to purchase on credit, or impress

In

of October,
Jefferson called General Gates' attention to the necessity of
a hundred wagons and teams."

7

the month

3Imlay, A Topographical Description of the Territory of North
America (London, 1797), p. 7. Imlay wrote that many people east of
the mountains fled to Kentucky "in search of an asylum against the
calamities of the war."
*

Journal of Continental

Congress

(Washington, 1910), vol. xvi, pp.

205, 263.
»

Ibid.,

p. 263.

Memoirs, Correspondence and Miscellanies from the Papers of
1829), vol. i, p. 175; Writings of
Thomas Jefferson (CharlottesviHe,
Thomas Jefferson (Washington, 1853), vol. iv, p. 88, Jefferson to Wash
ington, June i1, 1780.
8

»

Jefferson, Memoirs, vol. i,

12, 1780.

pp. 180-81,

Jefferson to Stevens, September
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impressment

of

one

"

15

and described the situation to Washington as

extensive disaffection."

*

Discontent

and distress

followed in the wake of the pressure of war.
Contrasted with this gloom and disaffection

were the

of hunters who, upon their return to the East,
vivid descriptions of the western country beyond the

accounts
gave

Fertile soil, agreeable climate and abundant

mountains.10

so essential to pioneer

salt springs,

homes, were all to be

found in Kentucky.11 These reports influenced many men
in the vigor of health, who saw only gloomy prospects at
home, to venture west
not think

"to

for themselves

see

of being confined to

as they could

the sterile mountains

of Vir

ginia, where only small parcels of fertile land could be
12
found in any one place."
Previous to 1778 most of the

for extensive agriculture was " monopolized
by great landholders, for the purpose of selling at high
land suitable
prices."

Since it was almost impossible for the poor people

of this and adjacent colonies —especially those with large

families—to pay the prices demanded, this situation led to
the settlement of several thousand families upon the Ohio.18
Robert B. McAfee, a contemporary, said that in 1774 and
1776 the whites were making great exertions for the settle
ment of Kentucky and that in the previous year they came

in such large numbers that

" it was
impossible to carry

* Ibid., pp. 193-94, letter of October 28, 1780.
9

Ibid., pp.

192-93,

letter of October

26, 1780.

Kentucky Gazette, August 25 and September I, 1826, giving Brad
ford's "Notes on Kentucky"; Imlay, op. cit., pp. 307-8, giving Filson's
account of Kentucky; McAfee, Kentucky (as condensed by Collins, MS.,
Durrett Collection), p. i.
10

11Semple,
11

McAfee,

op.

cit., pp. 64, 76-77;

Life

Imlay, ibid.,

23, 1845 (MS. Durrett Collection), p. 28.
13 Franklin,
Works of Benjamin Franklin
p- 364-

p. 318.

and Times of Robert B. McAfee

commenced

April

(Boston, 1856), vol. iv,

KENTUCKY
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for them."

Most of these settlers came
into Kentucky over Boone's Wilderness Road.1*
The pretext for the right to settle this land was based
upon a purchase made by some British commissioners from
the Six Nations of Indians at Fort Stanwix in I768.15
The King's proclamation of 1763, which entitled all officers
sufficient provisions

who served in America in the late war with
France bounties in vacant land in America, was another
factor in the settlement of Kentucky, for many of these mili
tary warrants were, in 1773, placed in the hands of the
and soldiers

surveyor

of Fincastle county, Virginia, which then included

all of present Kentucky.
sioned by the governor

Deputy surveyors

of Virginia to hasten

were commis
the surveys.18

Virginia further encouraged the settlement of Kentucky
through its offering of settlement rights," and through its
provision for commissioners who were to sit as a court for
the granting and examining of certificates of settlement and
preemption amounting to fourteen hundred acres of land.18
Humphrey Marshall, the early Kentucky historian, said that

Virginia appreciated the importance that the possession of
land in fee simple would have on the prosperity

and wealth

of the West."
McAfee, Kentucky (condensed by Collins)
opened this road for the Henderson company.
14

,

pp. 13-24.

Boone

had

Imlay, op. cit., p. 6 ; Franklin, Works, vol. iv, pp. 332, 369 ; Hulbert,
Historic Highways of America (Cleveland,
1903), vol. vi (Boone's
Wilderness Road), pp. 21-23. Sir William Johnson, the British agent
who purchased this territory, allowed Doctor Walker, the Virginia com
missioner at the congress, to extend the Virginia line to the Tennessee
river, and the Crown had finally to approve.
15

19

Kentucky Gazette, September 8, 1826 (Bradford's Notes) ; McAfee,
i. See I. S. Harrell, Loyalism in Virginia (Durham, 1926),

op. cit., p.
chap. i.
17

Imlay,

op. cit., pp. 6-7.

« McAfee, Life

and Times, p. 83; McAfee, Kentucky, op. cit., p. 61.

"Marshall, History of Kentucky (Frankfort,

1824), vol.

1, pp.

80-81.
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As pointed out by McAfee, the provision of food for
settlers that came in such large numbers was a serious prob

Driven by their necessity, the whites slaughtered game
in large numbers and thereby alarmed the Indians who,
prompted by the presence of British agents, were induced to

lem.

wage war against the newcomers.20

In

this way began the

Indian warfare against the multiplying cabins
and forts. The country began to assume an entirely new
state and spirit, from quiet peace to initiative against the
Indian war parties —to caution, cooperation and stratagem.
disastrous

It was through George Rogers Clark's dramatic

success

at

Kaskaskia, however, that peace was temporarily established
in that section of the country,21 while the law providing for
a land office for the sale of land warrants further induced
the discontented from North Carolina and Virginia, especi
ally, to move into Kentucky.22

Among those drawn into the stream of migration which
followed this era of confidence was Robert Johnson, the
father of Richard M. Johnson. Cave Johnson, a brother of
Robert, said: "On the 1st day of April 1779, my brother
Robert, myself and one other man [William Tomlinson] set
"
out from Orange County, Va., for a visit to Kentucky."

From Cumberland river, where the Johnsons joined several
McAfee, Kentucky, op. cit., pp. 13, 33 ; Marshall, op. cit., pp. 65-67 ;
Kentucky Gazette, September 22, 1826 (Bradford's Notes).
81 Marshall,
op. cit.; Kentucky Gazette, September 22 and 29, 1826
(Bradford's Notes) ; Draper MS. 328439 (Daniel Trabue's Memoirs,
20

1779)-

"'Hening, Statutes at Large (Richmond, 1823), vol. x, pp. 35-36;
Kentucky Gazette, October 6, 1826 (Bradford's Notes) ; Draper MS.
op. cit.

The land office commissioners appointed according to the act of the
Virginia legislature, were to sit as a court to examine and grant certifi
cates of settlement and pre-emption.
This court met at Harrodsburg
(McAfee, Life and Times, p. 83.)
on October 13, 1779.
28

Johnson, Cave, Reminiscences

(a single printed sheet).
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of Bryants from North Carolina, the party traveled
on by way of Boonesborough
to North Elkhorn, where
families

Bryant's Station was settled.
Robert Johnson went on to
Here he
Lexington, which had recently been established.
acquainted himself with some military surveys made in 1774
by John Floyd for Patrick Henry, from whom he purchased
A survey of land which Lieutenant James
two tracts.2*

Clarke of Virginia claimed under the royal proclamation of
1763, had been assigned to Patrick Henry.
The survey was
made on July 8, 1774, "on North branch of Kentucky
called

ing."

Elk Horn creek — near

" A

deed

a large

Buffalo road and cross

made in

1794 by Robert Johnson and
his wife, shows that Robert purchased

Jemima Suggett,
from Patrick Henry the land upon which he eventually built
Johnson's fort near Great Crossings on the Elkhorn.28
In the fall of 1779, Robert Johnson, who had returned to

Virginia for his family, started again from Orange county,
Virginia, to go by water to Kentucky."
The winter of
1779-1780, which was reported as being one of great sever
"
ity and which was often referred to as the Hard Winter,"
was spent at Wheeling, where the Johnsons were ice-bound
until March, i78o.28 They must have suffered severely that
**

Ibid.;

Draper MS. ijCCao*).

According to the account given by

Shane, Johnson made the purchase before they came from Virginia "of
(Draper
both, or either, Patrick Henry, or Madison —military claims."

MS.

Roosevelt in speaking of the Floyd party in 1774, said
The first survey they made was one of two thousand acres for
'
'
Colo. Washington ; and they made another for Patrick Henry."
(Roosevelt, Winning of the West, New York, 1917, vol. i, p. 130.)

that

I3CC2OQ.)
"

u

Year Book of the Society of Colonial Wars in the Commonwealth
Kentucky, p. 70. Taken from the original in the land office, 1917.
S8The original
Frankfort.
27

deed

is

Johnson, Reminiscences;

in

the

Kentucky

State

Historical

of

Society,

Draper MS. I3CC2O9.

Draper MS. S7ji3 (Memorandum of Trabue, 1827) ; Draper MS.
McAfee, Life and Times, pp. 86-87. Cave Johnson in his
Reminiscences says Pittsburgh.
28

I3CC20O,;
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of the wild game was frozen to death
and when even many horses and cattle perished, for in addi
tion to the hardship occasioned by the scarcity of game, the
settlers faced the problem of providing food for the great
influx of people.29 From Wheeling, Robert Johnson took
winter, when much

family down the Ohio, landed at the Falls (now Louis
ville) and took up his abode on Beargrass creek, on John

his

Floyd's land, where he remained less than a year.80

While

he lived at Beargrass,

Johnson took an active part
in defending the settlements of that section from marauding
Indians.81 During the summer of 1780, he went out with

of General Clark against
To avoid the possi
the Indians of the Miami country.82
bility of being entirely cut off from food, General Clark
first established Fort Jefferson below the mouth of the Ohio
an expedition

under the command

which he garrisoned.
Going on to Cahokia, he learned that
an expedition from Detroit under the command of Colonel
Bird, who had with him the renegades Girty and McKee
and a force of British regulars and Canadians with six

of artillery, was intended against Kentucky and that
their first object of attack was Louisville.
Clark and his
pieces

aides set out to intercept Bird, who was influenced to change
his plans, however, when the Indians learned that the Louis

ville stations were protected by cannon from Fort Jeffer
son.83 Robert Johnson must have suffered unusual anxiety
when he learned that Bird planned an attack upon Louis
ville,
29

for Mrs. Johnson was there awaiting

McAfee,

op.

cit., pp. 86-87

;

the

Kentucky Gazette,

birth of their

October

13,

1826

(Bradford's Notes).
80

Draper MS. i3CC2o9; Johnson, Reminiscences.

Kentucky Gazette, op. cit.; McMurtrie,
Sketches
(Louisville, 1819), pp. 107-9; especially Johnson, op. cit.
31

82

Johnson, op. cit.

at

Kentucky Gazette,

op. cit.

of Louisville
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This child, born while the Johnsons made
their home at Beargrass (Louisville), was Richard M. John
fifth child."

Thus was born, amidst the most trying circumstances,
one who was to be the first native Kentuckian elected to

son.

her legislature,

to the national

of the United

presidency

and to the vice-

Congress,

States.85

Richard's mother, Jemima Suggett, daughter of Lieuten
ant James Suggett and Jemima Spence, was born in Orange

Virginia, June 29, 1753." She was the great-greatof Richard Lee of Shropshire, Eng
great-granddaughter
land, who came to the colony of Virginia during the reign
of Charles I, as secretary and one of the King's Privy
county,

Council.

In

married in Orange county, to
Robert Johnson, a son of William Johnson and Elizabeth
Cave, his wife.
Elizabeth Cave's father, Benjamin Cave,
was vestryman of Saint Mark's Episcopal Church, Virginia,
1770,

she was

He was also representative from
Orange county to the Virginia House of Burgesses in 1756,
from

1731

and acquired
3t

to

1740.

through an English

patent

Draper MS. 13CC209; May, Genealogy of
not given), pp. 2, 90.

the

a

large

estate.

Johnson Family (place

and date of publication
*B

Johnson, op. cit.; Marshall, History of Kentucky (1824), vol. i,
Louisville Public Advertiser, January 15 and February 5, 1842;
Extra Globe, August S, 1840, vol. vi, p. 122.
Some authorities claim that Richard M. Johnson was born in the
fall of 1781, but a close study of conflicting evidence has led the author
to conclude that the fall of 1780 is the correct date, especially since he
was born at Beargrass.
Johnson spoke of Louisville as "the place of
my nativity" (Louinnlle Public Advertiser, February 5, 1842). See also
Draper MS. 3OCC45 ; May, Genealogy of the Johnson Family, p. 90;
Tribune Almanac (New York, 1868), vol. i, 1838-54, p. 28.
pp. 81-82;

88 May, Kentucky Historical
and Genealogical Magazine (Frankfort,
May, 1899), "Genealogy of the Johnson Family," loc. cit.; Courtney,
History Quarterly of the Filson Club (Louisville, April, 1929), "Some
Descendants of Colonel Richard Lee Through His Great-great-great

grandchild,

Jemima Suggett,"

loc. cit.
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William Johnson, father of Robert, was one of three broth
ers, reputed to be from Wales.87
The sluggishness of Beargrass creek, which was thought

"

of consequences injurious to the health
of the inhabitants of the town," ** may have had some
weight in Robert Johnson's decision to leave Beargrass, for
in the late fall of 1780 he moved his family to Bryant's

to be

productive

where Jemima with four small children and the
infant, Richard Mentor, experienced the memorable siege."
Station,

Early in August,

1782,

a large

force

of Indians assem

in a grand council at Chillicothe, where they were met
Girty, in order to inflame the minds
by Girty and McKee.
of the young warriors against the Kentuckians, delivered an
address against the settlers who had already been harassed
Following the
by small parties of marauding Indians.
council, a large body of allied Indians, six hundred strong,
bled

marched from Chillicothe and on the fifteenth appeared be

"

fore Bryant's Station

as suddenly

as

if

they had risen

from the earth, and surrounded it on all sides, calmly await
ing the approach of daylight, holding themselves in readi
in upon the inhabitants the moment that the
40
During the night
gates were opened in the morning."
ness to rush

the women and children

had been helping to mould bullets,

for all the men who were not too old were preparing to
march to the aid of Hoy's Stockade.
As recited by one of
the heroines of the siege :
"Ibid.;
cinnati,

ibid.; Rogers,

1861), p.

II.

Biography of Elder John T. Johnson

*>McMurtrie, Sketches of Louisville, pp.

(Cin

10-11.

'•Draper MS. 13C0209 (Shane's Notes giving Suggett's account);
Durrett, Filson Club Publication Number a
Johnson, Reminiscences;
(Louisville, 1897), loc. cit.
Kentucky Gazette, November 17, 1826 (Bradford's Notes)
Sketches of Western Adventure (Covington, 1872), p. 62.
40

;

McClung,
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At early dawn all
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the men in the stockade paraded with their

guns and accouterments and food enough for four days. The
women and children were all out to say good-bye, and the gate
was about to be opened for their departure, when suddenly on

of the stockade there was heard the most unearthly
noise of guns and shouting and screaming, so that many of the
children began to cry for fear. We all ran to the picketing and
saw through the portholes a party of thirty or forty Indians
the back side

standing among the corn, brandishing their tomahawks, firing
Some of
guns, and yelling like the hideous savages they were.
the young men were for rushing out at once and attacking them
openly. But the older men who understood Indians better, said
"
No ", for it was only a decoy party to draw us out. . . .*l

The Indians had expected the men to run to the portholes
on the side of the fort where the first shots were fired and
thus leave undefended the side

of the fort where the main

of Indians were concealed in high weeds near the
Those
spring upon which the fort depended for water.

body

within the fort realized that they must prepare to face a
siege, so some missing pickets were replaced in the fence

of logs that connected

the cabins

— the

whole

forming a

stockade —and two men were hurried off on fast horses to

Lexington for aid.42
But one alarming difficulty was discovered — there was no
water within the fort!
"What shall be done? went from
lip to lip, and even our bravest men seemed alarmed at our
Confident that the large
peril from this lack of water."
body

of Indians concealed about the spring would not show

themselves until the leaders saw a chance to capture the
stockade, a plan was at length proposed that the women
should go after the water as was their usual custom.

Some

of the men would not listen to a plan that would risk their
wives and daughters but necessity overcame their opposi-

« Draper MS.
42

13C65 ;

McClung,

op. cit., p. 66.

Draper MS. 13C74; Kentucky Gazette, November

17,

1826.
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Tradition has handed down to posterity the name

of Jemima Suggett

it,

Johnson as the one who first spoke
approval of the plan. Although captain of the militia and
commander of the fort, Robert Johnson was not there to
for as representative
accept his wife's proposal or reject
of Fayette county in the Virginia House of Burgesses, he

of Virginia during

The
women took off their shoes, in order that they might run
the faster
they had need, and supplied themselves with
at the capital

the

siege.41

if

was

Leaving Sally, James and Wil
liam in the fort with their infant brother Richard, Mrs.
Johnson, with her little ten-year-old daughter Betsy, led the
buckets to carry the water.

While the brave Jemima was on her
perilous mission, her aged father was invoking the blessing
of Heaven, for one of the inhabitants of the fort said:
"
The aged Parson Suggett was too old to take part —was
way to the spring.45

who rushed on, but
them to flight.

A

a

4e
praying for the fort and people."
The women filled their buckets and returned in safety to
the fort when the sun was not more than an hour high.
Fifteen young men then went out and fired at the Indians,

heavy direct fire from the fort put

small body

of the most daring Indians
a

few houses and stables,
but an easterly wind blew the flames toward them and drove
them back.47 Their attempt to fire the fort with lighted
reached the fort and set fire to

Draper MS. 13C64-65 Kentucky Gazette, op. cit.
** Filson Club Publication Number 12, p. 40 May, Kentucky Historical
and Genealogical Magaaine, p. 27; Draper MSS. 13C74 (Joseph Ficklin's
;

;

*»

account),

22Cio; 9j116-7
11CC241-3 (Mrs. John Arnold's account),
(Major John H. Craig's account), 13C116, isCiio, 13C194.
*BDraper MSS. 13C63-65; Filson Club Publication, op. cit.; Kentucky
Historical and Genealogical Magazine, op. cit.
48

Draper MS. 35244.

Draper MSS. 11CC243,
Kentucky Gazettt, November
47

(Lewis Arnold's
(Bradford's Notes).

11CC245
17,

1826

account);

24
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arrows was arrested by the aid of children, such as James
Johnson, then eight years old, who was placed on a sloping
cabin roof by his mother and given water with which to
extinguish the flames. A lighted arrow fell upon the sugartrough cradle in which the infant Richard M. Johnson was
lying, but his sister Betsy extinguished the flames.*8
During the afternoon aid from Lexington and Boone's
Station succeeded in dashing into the fort. After sunset,
Simon Girty hailed the fort and demanded its surrender,
but this was indignantly refused.
attacking

During

the

night the

forces withdrew.4*

Captain Robert Johnson returned from Richmond, Vir
ginia, in time to take command of a company from Bryant's
Station on the expedition which General Clark carried into
the enemy's country.
Bryant's Station, which was the place

of rendezvous for

of the county, was left
with only enough men to care for the fort when the various
wings of Clark's army met at the place where Cincinnati is
now located. The forces boasted one cannon, before which
After the Indian cornfields and villages
the Indians fled.
the upper part

were destroyed, the Kentuckians returned to their forts.80
**Filson Club Publication,

Argus of Western America,
May 26, 1824. The children were not necessarily exposed to the Indians'
view, for the roofs of most of the early forts were turned wholly
inward (Perkins, Annals of the West, Cincinnati, 1846, p. 237).
op. cit., p. 42;

Kentucky Gazette, op. cit.
The British captain, William Caldwell, who commanded the besiegers
at Bryant's Station said that he was on his way to Wheeling when a
him that a force which they
message from the Shawnese informed
The
believed to be led by Clark was on the march into their country.
Kentucky
decided
pay
Caldwell
to
Captain
be
false
but
report proved to
a visit so he crossed the Ohio with three hundred Indians and rangers
Col
and marched directly for Bryant's Station (Durrett Miscellaneous
lection 1780-85, Haldimand MSS., Series B, vol. cxxiii, p. 297, from the
40

Canadian

Archives.)

Military certificate number 422, dated
Johnson, Reminiscences.
August 10, 1787, was granted to Robert Johnson for service under
80
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Mann Butler, an early Kentucky historian, said
.

.

.

only exposed to stragglers and small parties."

In

" This

appears to have put an end to the formidable
invasions of Kentucky; after this period, it was

campaign

Indian

:

25

1783 the people

out on the lands."

in stations

"

51

began to move and settle

It

was at this time that Robert Johnson
left Bryant's Station and settled at Great Crossings on the

Ben Guthrie, who arrived in Kentucky in the
fall of 1783 and settled with Robert Johnson about the last
of October, said:
Elkhorn.52

Cave Johnson, a bro. of Robt. Johnson was of our company
Cave Johnson had been out in 1782.
[I] Heard that
Robt. Johnson intended to build a Station at the Crossings, and
wanted some young men to help him. I then went over to
Bryan's S., and there remained till we got Big Crossings Sta
tion finished. It was picketed in. The Big [Crossings] were
15 mi from Bryan's S.53

....

...

There is little on record

of how Johnson's fort was

built, but
condition of the country . . . produced the
scheme of several families living together in what was called
stations . . . formed by building log houses connectedly, only
leaving openings for gate-ways. . . . They were generally fixed
.

.

.

the

savage

Rogers Clark against the Wabash Indians.
The certificate was
September 2, 1800. Another dated December 10, 1788, was
entered December 20, 1802 (Military Certificate Book Number I, pp. a,
The original, which is in manuscript, is in the Kentucky State
147.
Historical Society, Frankfort.)
George

entered

"Butler, History of Kentucky (Louisville,
B2

Johnson,

op.

1834), p. 131.

cit.; Marshall, History of Kentucky (1812), vol. i, p.

190.

"Draper MSS. HCC2S3-4, 11CCi67.
account,
(Ned Darnaby's
11CCi67, gives the date as 1784. Guthrie stated that Johnson went in
the fall of 1783 and that he returned to Bryant's Station in June, 1784,
to reap some wheat which he had sown in the fall of 1783.)
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in a favorable situation for water, and in a body of good land.
Frequently the head of some party of connexions, who had a
settlement and pre-emption right, seized upon these opportuni
ties to have his land cleared, which was necessary for the support

of the station.

.

.

."

Issuing from a rise of ground that commands much of
the surrounding territory, is a large spring that sends its
overflow winding through a little valley to the place where
a buffalo trace crossed the Elkhorn a few hundred yards
away. On ground overlooking this spring Johnson built his
fort, and close by, where its waters empty into the Elkhorn,
he built his mill.
The location of Johnson's fort, from
which his children must have observed many a herd of
buffalo as they crossed the stream, was very convenient to
obtain buffalo wool which, together with the bark of wild
nettle, was used in the manufacture of cloth.
Inside the

of clothing were manufactured
by hand as were most of the articles of furniture and
"a
utensils, for
tin cup was an article of delicate luxury,
" " The food was of the
almost as rare as an iron fork."

picketed enclosure all articles

B4

VII.

Imlay, Topographical Description of North America,

p.

163, letter

Perkins, Annals of the West, p. 235 ; Taylor, History of Ten
(Frankfort, 1823), p. 43.
Robert Johnson, who was better situated than many of his time in
early Kentucky, did not depend entirely upon home manufacture.
A
letter to Harry Innes, July 2, 1795, acknowledged the receipt of seventysix yards of linen for which Johnson was to pay "Thirteen pounds 14/6"
(Innes Papers, MS., vol. xxi). Among the articles which the Johnsons
brought from Virginia was a leather-covered treasure chest and an ebony
French clock inlaid with pearl, now in the possession of Miss Katherine
Bradley, great-great-great-granddaughter
of James Suggett, father of
Suggett
In
addition
to
a
biblical concordance bearing
Jemima
Johnson.
Johnson,
of
signature
the
Robert
she has a shovel and a pair of iron
of her great-great-grandfather, John
tongs, formerly the property
Suggett, Jemima's brother, which tongs were used to bar the heavy
wooden gates during the siege of Bryant's Station.
55

Churches
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The richest milk, the

most wholesome and nutritive kind.

finest butter and the best meat that ever delighted

man's

with a relish which health and labor
Richard M. Johnson's lusty appetite always
only know."
demanded a full share, for there is a tradition in the family
that when the children took their spoons to eat bread and
milk or mush and milk from the same bowl, Richard's
palate were here eaten
B*

father would have to hold him back until the others had
started or he would get the lion's share."
plenty, Richard grew to be
masculine

prominent

and excellent health."

of

features,

"

Nurtured in such

rather heavy make, large

with a robust

constitution

B8

Robert Johnson turned his station at Great Crossings
over to an overseer while he went out to make surveys;
for even while at Bryant's Station he " had more surveying
59

to do, than he co[uld] accomplish."
The liberal land act
of 1779, and an act of the same year establishing a land
office that should keep all records, supplemented by the acts

of 1780 and 1782, created a greater demand for the busi
ness of surveying.
In the years 1783, 1784 and 1785 a
great part of the country was surveyed and occupied, court
houses were built in the respective counties and roads were

In

1784 Johnson went out surveying with Daniel
Boone as pilot. Upon his return, Johnson helped to cut out

opened.*0

the road
59

from Blue Licks to Bryant's Station to connect

Perkins, op. cit.

"M

B

MS.

in possession of the author.

Draper MS. 3OCC4589 Draper MSS. HCC2S4,
11CC2S6. As a surveyor who learned the
topography of the country at first hand, Robert Johnson drew a map or
surveyor's sketch of Kentucky and dated it June 16, 17, 1792. This map
appears in Filson Club Publication No. 27, James Rood Robertson,
58

Inc. cit.
80 Hening, Statutes at Large, vol. x, pp.
50,
Description of the Western Country, pp. 16-17.

315, vol.

xi,

p. 85 ;

Imlay,
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with the one already built from Bryant's to Great Crossings.
Before roads were built to connect the stations, settlers used
"
which were as plain as roads, after they got
buffalo traces
out of the cain."

EBONY FRENCH CLOCK
THE SIGNATURE
COVERED

OF

"

Johnson's position

as surveyor

gave

INLAID WITH PEARL AND GOLD; BIBLICAL CONCORDANCE
ROBERT

TREASURE

BEARING

JOHNSON ; IRON TONGS, IRON SHOVEL AND LEATHERCHEST BROUGHT FROM VIRGINIA TO KENTUCKY

BY THE SUGGETT3 AND JOHNSONS

(see footnote 55).

(Courtesy of Miss Katherine and Mr. Eugene Bradley, Georgetown.)

him an opportunity to locate the best land in the state and
the most desirable
81

for sale.

Draper MSS. 11CCass,

Between 1783 and 1812 he was
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said to have owned one-third
was also frequently

of Scott

county.82

2Q

Johnson

absent from his fort on scouting expe

for the country was far from being safe from the
historian, said : " So
Collins, a
Indians.

ditions,

contemporary

great was the confidence reposed in his skill and courage
.

.

.

that he was called to take a conspicuous part in almost

every hazardous

enterprise."

of horses

corded

being

**

stolen

Several
and

instances are re

his

Negroes

being

while at work in the fields outside Johnson's
fort." On May 13, 1786, James Madison wrote to James
"
We hear from Kentucky that the Savages con
Monroe :

attacked

85

During the years 1787 to 1789
Johnson led several excursions against the Indians. Some
time during the latter year he pursued them across the Ohio
On September 1, 1789, the county of
but was defeated.88
tinue to disquiet them."

Woodford

8T

recommended to the governor

of Virginia that

Draper MS. siCCa11 (His commission, dated July 17, 1798, shows
he was in the fifth division in the state of Kentucky) ; Gaines,
History of Scott County (Georgetown, 1904), vol. i, p. 49 (According to
Gaines, Richard M. Johnson was the second largest land owner in the
county) ; Durrett Miscellaneous MSS., Book 1780-1785 ; Kentucky Gazette,
January 9, 1796; Daily Globe, July 7, 1835; General Index to Deeds,
Mortgages etc. of Fayette county, Kentucky, 1794-1903, which shows
that from 1791 to 1810, Robert Johnson possessed hundreds of acres of
land located in the counties of Fayette, Jessamine, Clark, Montgomery
and Boone.
See also Georgetown Patriot, October 12 and November 16,
92

that

1816.
83 Collins, Kentucky (Maysville, Cincinnati, 1847),
History of Kentucky (1812), p. 190.

"Draper

MSS.

I3C76-7,

11CCi22-3i;

p.

515; Marshall,

Kentucky Gazette, December

15. 178785

Madison,

delphia,

Letters and Other Writings

of James Madison (Phila

1865), vol. i, p. 238.

Draper MSS. iiCCi22-31, iiCC22o-3O (Captain Joe Taylor's ac
count), 11CCi24 (Colonel John Graves account) and 11CC99-ioi (John
Rupard's account).
e8

87

Woodford

was

formed

from

Statutes at Large, vol. xii, p. 663)

;

Fayette county in 1788
Kentucky Gazette, August

(Hening,
23, 1788.
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Robert Johnson be made lieutenant-colonel to take command
of the troops of the county in defense against the Indians.48
The Indians became so threatening that the inhabitants of
the several counties were called to meet at Danville July 2,
1790,

where it was resolved that the field officers in the

district of Kentucky should meet later at Danville to con
sider a mode

of

defense.89

The national administration was now also convinced that
more energetic measures against the Indians were necessary,
so Brigadier-General Harmar was placed in command of
both regulars and militia to invade the enemy's country and
destroy villages and crops.
tucky,

who had command

John Hardin of Ken
detachment of Kentucky

Colonel

of

a

militia and some thirty regulars, was ambuscaded and his
This was followed by a second disaster.
men destroyed.

His two defeats caused great discontent between the regu
lars and militia.70

A

board which met at Captain Thomas

Young's Tavern in Lexington on December 8, 1790, to in
vestigate the conduct of Colonel Hardin, was composed of
some of the most prominent men in the state including
Robert Johnson and Isaac Shelby.

Johnson and his col
leagues unanimously approved the conduct of Colonel Har
din as that of a brave and active officer." The following
year, 1791, an army composed of regulars from Kentucky
and from back parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia who
went on an expedition

into the Northwest under the com

State Papers (Richmond, 1884), vol. v, p. 25.
Robert Johnson reported to General Charles Scott that
the number of militia in Woodford county was one thousand, one hundred
and sixty-six (Kentucky State Historical Society Files, MSS., section 1,
box 1, jacket i).
••

Calender

In April,

89

of Virginia

1791,

Kentucky Gazette, July

19,

1790.

Butler, History of Kentucky, pp. 190-94; McAfee, History
Late War in the Western Country (Lexington, 1816), p. 2.
70

71

Kentucky Gazette, December

11, 1790.

of

the
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of General Arthur St. Clair, was attacked while en
Kentucky
camped and the greater part of it destroyed.72
was not free from Indian depredations until General An
thony Wayne's victories made possible the treaty of Green
mand

in

Even before

Governor Isaac
Shelby appointed Johnson lieutenant-colonel of the twelfth
regiment,74 and as late as April, 1793, Robert Johnson was
active in the protection of the frontiers.78
ville

1795.™

the time

Preparations for the Indian raids and expeditions which
Robert Johnson and his followers undertook, and the thril
ling stories told upon their return to the fort, must have
made a deep impression upon the youthful mind

M. Johnson to whose ears the Indian yell was

of Richard
a

familiar

Referring in later days to Indian dangers, Richard
said :
as brothers in those days of com
mon danger.
The passion of fear was unknown to them
. . . and their gallant deeds have left us an example of pat
riotic devotion to our country, which will not lose its influ
sound.

" Our fathers were

ence

for generations to come."

PART 2.

78

Colonel Robert Johnson, a Pioneer Statesman

Robert Johnson was not only a leader in military affairs
during the pioneer days in Kentucky, but also in the political
life of the state, and he must be credited with having
directed the interests of his son Richard, then of an im
pressionable age, to affairs

found to be

leaders
menace

of

state.

inseparable

These affairs pioneer

from

the

ever-present

of Indian attacks.

" McAfee,

op. cit., p. 3.

"Ibid.
"Kentucky
1786-1792,

Gazette, June 30, 1792; Durrett Miscellaneous
military officers for 1792.

"Durrett
T*

Extra

Miscellaneous

MSS., Book

1793-1798.

Globe, August 5, 1840, vol. vi, p. 122.

MSS., Book
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The termination of the general conflict at the Peace of
"
Paris marked the beginning of a new era in the war be
tween the Indians and the exposed frontiers

The governments

of Virginia and of

the

of America."
United

States

seemed

resolved to consider the Indians as friends and to

permit

no hostile

measures against

1784, the committee

of the

the

On July 10,

states, appointed by Congress

sit during its recess, reported that

of

them.77

"it

to

is the earnest desire

United States in Congress assembled, to be at peace

with them — that they have for that purpose appointed com
missioners to treat with them. . . . And that they may rest
assured, the United States will not, in the meantime, under
take anything to their disadvantage, unless provoked thereto
by hostilities on their part."

In 1784

7*

ranking military officer in Kentucky
(which was divided into three counties) was Colonel Ben
It was
jamin Logan, who bore the title of county lieutenant.
the highest

at this time that Logan received intelligence

of a premedi

tated attack on Kentucky by the Cherokee

Indians.

this rumor proved to be false, it was sufficient

though

lead Logan

Al
to

that did not cease until

to initiate activities

Kentucky became an independent state within the federal

union."
Faced with what Logan thought would be an immediate
attack from the south on a large scale, in addition to hos
tile demonstrations

from the north, he felt that action was

TT Littell, Political Transactions in and Concerning
fort, 1806), pp. 9-10.
78

of

Journals of Congress, vol. ix,
States.
The Kentuckians,

the

action,

chafed

under

Journal of Committee
to vigorous
which took away from them a

p. 16,

who

these restrictions

Kentucky (Frank

section:
were

accustomed

with the Indians in a way which seemed to them
vitally necessary (Shaler, Kentucky, A Pioneer Commonwealth, Boston,
freedom

in dealing

1888, p. 98.)
79

Kentucky Gazette, December I,

1826;

Littell,

op. cit., p. 15.
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Kentuckians did should be
done collectively.80 Logan as county lieutenant did not have
the power to call out the militia for such an extensive cam
and that whatever

necessary,

paign as would be necessary to meet the emergency.
was
use

He

further hampered by the lack of ammunition for public
since he had no authority either to purchase or requisi

tion private stores

of

it.

As

a last resort, he called together

in the district to get advice from them as
to how such an emergency should be met.
This resulted in
the election of one representative from each military com
pany in the district to meet on December 27 at Danville for
a few inhabitants

the purpose

of providing for the public

defense.81

The elections were held and the convention met.

After

for ten days, the body finally resolved that the
many inconveniences under which the district of Kentucky
labored might be removed by the legislature of Virginia,
" from their remote and detached
" no redress
but,
situation
"
debating

would be forthcoming
until the district had a government
of its own." The convention then recommended the elec
tion of representatives from each county to meet in another
convention

at Danville on

May 23,

1785,

to deliberate on

making application to the legislature of Virginia for per
mission to become an independent state within the confed
Robert Johnson was a representative to this
eration.82
The convention met on
convention from Fayette county.88
the day selected, deliberated for nine days and passed reso
lutions to the effect that separation from Virginia was de
sired, and that after separation the district should be erected
into an independent state which should then be taken into
the union of the United States of America, and enjoy equal
80

n
82

Butler, History of Kentucky, p.
Ibid. ; Kentucky Gazette, op. cit.
Littell,

" Collins,

op. cit., pp. 16-17.

Kentucky (1847),

p. 146.

144.
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privileges in common with the states already in the union.84
These two conventions were the first

of a series of conven

tions called to discuss the question of separation from Vir
ginia. Kentucky did not become an independent state, how
ever, until after the new federal government came into
existence.85

When the convention, called for the purpose of adopting
the first constitution of Kentucky, met on April 2, 1792,
Robert Johnson was a delegate from Wood ford county;8*
when electors met at Lexington

on

May

15, to choose a

governor and state senators, he had a part in the choice of
Isaac Shelby as the first governor of Kentucky and was
himself chosen senator to represent Woodford in the state

Woodford was soon to see two other offices
bestowed upon its first citizen, for the newly elected Gover

legislature.87

nor, as has been mentioned, appointed Johnson lieutenantcolonel, commander of the twelfth regiment of the state,

while he was given additional prominence and power as one
of the county judges.88 In June, 1792, Woodford county
was divided, creating Scott.

Georgetown became the county

Robert Johnson was named one of the town trus
He was also one of the judges of the court of quarter

seat and
tees.

sessions.89
•*

Johnson was one of the state directors of public

Kentucky Gazette, December

I

and 8, 1826.

The act was approved February 4, 1791, by George Washington,
President of the United States (Kentucky Gazette, March 19, 1791;
Calender of Virginia State Papers, vol. v, p. 258.)
8B

88

Kentucky Gazette, December 17, 1791 ; Journal of Convention,
E, p. 2 (Durrett Collection).

1788-

1792, Section

"Kentucky
The constitution

Gazette,

April

provided

21,

May

that electors

12 and

19,

and June 30,

should choose the governor

1792.

and

senators.
88

June
89

Durrett Miscellaneous

MSS., Book

1793-1798; Kentucky

Gazette,

30, 1793.

Kentucky Gazette, June

30 and

July

7, 1792;

Littell, Statute Law of
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of considerable importance
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at that time

when a permanent capitol had to be planned and built.

After

Frankfort was selected as the state capital
and Johnson became one of the town trustees.90
Robert Johnson was also interested in the navigation of
a keen contest,

the

river, which was still under dispute with
Considerable discontent rankled in the minds of

Mississippi

Spain.
certain

American citizens,

from the time that President

Washington issued his proclamation of neutrality between
the French and English.
The spirit of party was becoming
factious,

and as an evidence

of it the Democratic Society

was instituted in Lexington, upon the Philadelphia model.91

of French interest manifested
itself in the United States by the establishment of this first
Democratic Society at Philadelphia, for it was modeled in
close imitation of the French clubs, more often called
Early in

1793 the contagion

Jacobin clubs. The Lexington Kentucky club was founded
in August, 1793, and in rapid succession these societies were
established in Georgetown, Paris and other places in the
The presence of French immigrants in Kentucky
state.

box

I,

section

I,

ii,

Kentucky (Frankfort, 1809), vol. i, pp. 61, 91, 206; Hening, Statutes at
Large (Philadelphia, 1823), vol. xiii, p. 170. Enrolled Bills, 1792; Durrett
Miscellaneous MSS., Book 1793-1798, Original Memorandum Book of
Through the efforts of Robert Johnson "Lebanon
Governor Shelby.
" was changed
"
"
Georgetown
by the Virginia legislature of
Station
to
"
It had been a question whether Buffalo Crossings " or " Lebanon
1790.
"
Station should become the county seat (Gaines, History of Scott County,
See also Kentucky State Historical Society Files (MSS.)
p. 249).
vol.
jacket 4, date 1794.

Collins' Notes (Durrett MSS.), Letter of April 17, 1793; Hening,
at Large, vol. xii, p. 390; Smith,
Journals to the Western
Country, p. 77 (Durrett Collection). Johnson had also had
part in
the erection of the court house at Lexington in 1788 {Kentucky Gazette,
February 16, 1788)
Marshall,
Kentucky Gazette, January 19, 1793
History of Kentucky (1824), vol.
5;
Journal,
session,
House
p.
1792,
90

op. cit., p. 82,

;

;•", ,

Marshall,

i

»!

.

pp. 19, 22.

I

ii,

;

a

3

Statutes
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With the Lex

probably added effectiveness to these clubs.92

ington and Georgetown Democratic Societies Robert Johnson
was intimately associated.
He believed that their great
object

was

nation's

to

capital

send petitions

and

urging the federal

remonstrances
government

to

the

to adopt

of the Mississippi river —
a question of extreme uncertainty since 1785, when John Jay
"
" for
had been inclined to cede these
a limited
rights
measures to obtain the free use

period.93

As early
observed

as

1788,

Brissot, a traveler in Kentucky, had

:

The Western inhabitants are convinced that this navigation
cannot remain a long time closed.
They are determined to open
it by good will or by force; and it will not be in the power of
Congress to moderate their ardor. Men who have shaken off
the yoke of Great Britain, and who are masters of the Ohio
and Mississippi, cannot conceive that the insolence of a handful
of Spaniards can think of shutting rivers and seas against a
hundred free Americans.
The slightest quarrel would be
sufficient to throw them into a flame.9*

Robert Johnson, who referred to the Democratic Society at
" our
Society," was a member of the com
Georgetown as
mittee of correspondence for Scott county, whose duty it was
to keep in touch with the associated clubs.95 The French
plan was to make

of

these

clubs debating

and resolving

Butler, History of Kentucky, pp. 222-23; Collins, Kentucky (1847),
In April,
p. 47; Marshall, History of Kentucky (1824), vol.
p. 91.
Society of Lexington that
1794, one Lachaise informed the Democratic
he would go to France to secure aid in freeing Louisiana from Spain and
opening the Mississippi (Durrett Miscellaneous MSS., Book 1793-1798).
in

ii,

92

94

(MSS.), vol. xix, Johnson to Innes, November
1808.
Brissot, New Travels in the United States of America (Dublin,

Innes, Papers

I,

93

95

1794.

Innes,

op.

cit., Letter of the Scott county

committee,

January

9,

1790), p. 283.
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societies coextensive with the union and to play on the sus
ceptibilities peculiar to each locality.98

At Philadelphia,

Genet, who had arrived in this country

April, 1793, made the Democratic
Club that was founded there an abettor of his plans. Soon

as

envoy from France in

made himself acquainted

with the political
character of Kentucky, and in August he had digested his
plan of operation, which included the invasion of Spanish
thereafter

he

possessions

on the

Clark

made generalissimo

was

Mississippi.

George

Rogers

of the proposed

army.9T

General

When the administration satisfied itself that such a definite
plan was on foot, President Washington, on March 24,
warning the people against en
listing or assembling for any unlawful purpose.9"
On May 13, following, many inhabitants of the state met
with the Democratic Club at Lexington, where Robert John
1794, issued a proclamation

son was appointed

a member

of

a committee

of three to

provide for a special meeting to be held June 24, when the
question of the navigation of the Mississippi would be dis
cussed further. In addition to the appointment of a com
mittee of correspondence, it was also decided that, when it
was
»•

expedient,
Marshall,

"Ibid., pp.
July 19, 1794-

representatives

from the county

meetings

op. cit., p. 86.

87-94;

Collins, Kentucky (1847), p. 47; Kentucky Gasette,

/&«/.; Richardson, Messages and Papers of the Presidents, 17891897 (Washington, 1896), p. 157.
Isaac Shelby, Governor of Kentucky, who thought President Wash
ington would send an army into Kentucky on the slightest pretext, be
98

the matter concerned the federal government alone.
He
that Kentuckians were too loyal to the federal government to
take part in an act so injurious, and even questioned whether he, as
governor, had any legal authority to restrain or punish the citizens prior
to their accomplishment of such an invasion (Butler, History of Ken
l1eved

that

believed

p. 225; Marshall, op. cit., p. 98; Shaler, Kentucky, pp. 128-29;
Papers,
vol. xix, Shelby to Innes, October 5, 1808.)
Innes,

tucky,
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should be chosen to meet in a general convention
erate on the question
state was excited

for

of security and rights."
months,

and relief came

to delib

The whole
only after

Spain ceded to the United States, in the treaty of 1795, the
right of deposit at New Orleans.100
In the state legislature, on November 23, 1796, Robert
Johnson, who had been elected representative from Scott
"
county the May preceding, reported a bill
concerning
This bill, which grew out of con
occupying claimants."
flicting land claims, was passed on December 9, and was
" Bob
known to Johnson's contemporaries as the
Johnson
Law." It sought to allay a question that was to be one of
the most persistent issues in the state for a number of
years.

On November 26, Johnson's reelection

sentative from Scott county was reported to the

In

the year

1797,

when

as a repre
house.101

Virginia and Kentucky agreed

that each state should appoint three commissioners

to de

termine the boundary line between them and so bring to an
end the land disputes due to the overlapping

surveys, Robert

Johnson was named as one of the three to represent Ken
After several unsuccessful attempts, the six comtucky.
Innes, op. cit.; May 13, 1794; undated paper in Innes following the
date of June 23, 1794; Kentucky Gazette, May 17, 1794; Marshall, op.
90

cit., p. 119.
100

Innes, op. cit., Shelby to Innes, October 5, 1808.

Journal of the House, 6th session (MSS.), November 8, 22, 23, 26
and December 9, 1796; Journal of the House, 1798, p. 31, November 19,
1798; Little, Life of Ben Hardin (Louisville, 1887), p. 39.
In 1788 when Kentucky was negotiating to sever her connections with
Virginia the district promised in articles of agreement with Virginia that
all private rights and interests in land within the district derived from
the laws of Virginia before the separation should have precedent over
But Virginia was too lax in the
any laws passed by Kentucky as a state.
of
her
lands
and
disposed
many conflicting land claims
she
had
way
grew out of her carelessness. The law which became effective in 1797
was an endeavor to protect the rights of occupying claimants.
Infra II,
101

footnote 11.
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finally reached an agreement which was subse
In addition to
quently signed by the respective states.102
this, Johnson was appointed commissioner of the fifth dis
" the valuation of lands and
trict for
dwelling-houses and
missioners

the enumeration

of slaves."

103

The battle of Fallen Timbers on the Miami and Auglaise
rivers, in which Kentuckians fought side by side with
regulars of the United States army,10* together with the

of 1795, brought prospects of political calm
in Kentucky. This was not to be realized, however, for the
year 1798 was a time of great political excitement over the
Alien and Sedition laws of John Adams' administration.
Spanish treaty

Probably the first public meeting called in opposition to
these unpopular laws was held in Scott county, Kentucky,
and was presided over by Colonel Robert Johnson. At this
meeting resolutions

were adopted

"

expressive

of the

sense

of the people."

Amos Kendall said in the Georgetown
Patriot, shortly after the death of Robert Johnson, that " to
him should attach the credit of first calling forth the public
10IS

iniquitous measures."
Following this
initial move of Robert Johnson, meetings were called at
Lexington and other parts of the state. When these meet
on those

voice

" had blown
"
Kentucky into a flame against the Alien
and Sedition laws,108 the citizens of Fayette and adjacent
ings

counties

met

at Lexington

on August

15.

The number

102 Calendar
of Virginia State Papers, vol. viii, p. 444 ; Littell, Statute
Law of Kentucky, vol. i, p. 348 ; Marshall, op. cit., pp. 176-77.
103 Draper MS.
3iCC2ii (His commission was dated July 17, 1798,

Palladium, September 4, 1798. The district included the counties of
Fayette, Woodford, Scott, Dark, Montgomery and that part of Franklin
north of the Kentucky river.)
1MShaler,

Kentucky, p. 130; McAfee,

History

of

pp. 6-8.
105

Ibid.,

p. 143 ; Georgetown

«• McAfee, Life

Patriot, August

and Times, p. 248.

10, 1816.

the Late

War,
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present was computed to be between four and five thousand.

Robert Johnson was elected chairman of the meeting, at
which resolutions were adopted stating, in part, that the

Alien Bill was unconstitutional
and well-armed

and that a well-regulated

militia was the only safe defender of a re

publican government.107

Robert Johnson was a member of a committee of three
appointed in the house of representatives to draft an answer
to that part of Governor James Garrard's message that bore
He also seconded the Ken
on the Alien and Sedition laws.
tucky resolutions proposed by
on them on November

John Breckenridge, and spoke

2O.108

was the ac

Breckenridge

of the Democratic party in Kentucky
and Johnson was one of its most prominent and active
knowledged

leader

members.

In

the controversy

which became

over calling a convention

acute in May,

1797,

to alter, amend or readopt the

constitution of Kentucky, Robert Johnson took an active
part. Believing as he did that the people were not ignorant

of the rights they enjoyed under the old constitution and
that they did not want a change of government, he opposed
all efforts made in the legislature to provide for a conven
tion.
But when a convention finally met at Frankfort on
July 22, 1799, Johnson was one of two elected by Scott
county to represent it; and when on August 17, 1799, the
new constitution,

which was to go into effect June I, 1800,

was ready for signatures, he signed the document.109
107

Kentucky Gazette, August

15, 1798;

Palladium, August

Journal of House of Representatives, November
5, 1798, pp. 8-16; Palladium, November
Kentucky Gazette, November 14, 1798.
108

November

21, 1798.

7, 1798, p. 6, and
13

and 20,

1798;

Kentucky Gazette, February 14, March 7 and 14, November 28, and
26, 1798; Collins, Kentucky (1847), p. 55; Palladium, De
cember 12, May 9, and July 25, 1799; Journal of the Convention, 1799,
pp. 4, 49; Butler, History of Kentucky, p. 291.
109

December
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the last election under the old constitution in May,

Robert Johnson was a candidate for the Congress of
the United States but was defeated. In the following year
1799,

for the lieutenant-governorship

he was on the ticket

but was

again defeated. However, in 1802, he was a successful can
didate for the state assembly.110
His defeat in 1804, when
he was again a candidate for lieutenant-governor,
put him
out

of politics until

in the lower house

1810.

Then he was once more found

of the legislature, where he served con
fall session of 1813-18i4.m
Whether

tinuously until the
he was in the house or the senate, Johnson was always an
active member, serving on several important committees in
cluding that on religion, of which he was regularly a mem
ber, and acting as presiding officer

of the house when called

to the chair.112

One of Robert Johnson's acts as a member of the state
legislature, which throws much light on his attitude toward
the War of 1812, in which his son Richard M. Johnson
distinguished himself, is seen in a circular issued from
the legislature

to its

constituents.

Robert Johnson

was

of the committee that drew up and signed the
paper which called the attention of the people to an act
passed by the legislature authorizing Governor Shelby to
organize and detach three thousand of the state militia for
any time not to exceed six months, and to be employed either
in the state or the service of the United States. The cir
a member

cular read:
Palladium, May 9, 1799, and May 22, 1800; Littell, Statute Law of
Kentucky, vol. i, pp. 38-53 ; Kentucky Gazette, May 29, 1800, and August
110

6, 1802.
111

Guardian

of

Freedom,

February

I

and August 27, 1810; Kentucky
11, 1810; Journal of House,

Gazette, February 14, 1804; Reporter, August
1810-1811,
112

p.

4; Journals for the years

House Journals for

1810-1811,

1810-1814.

the years 1796, 1798, 1810-1814;

p. 31, December

10,

1810

(especially).

House Journal,
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Fellow Citizens — The fate of our volunteers that have re
cently fallen by the enemy, and the situation of those that re
main under the command of Gen. Harrison, demand more of us

than the sympathetic tear — some measures more efficient than
OUR VENERABLE
that of mourning, must be resorted to
—
GOVERNOR
the distinguished hero of King's Mountain, will
lead his Western sons on to the battle
who can remain in

....
....

active at home, while our fellow-citizens are falling victims to a

rapacious enemy ? They obey the call — let us fly to the standard
of our country — looking to him for support, who rules the des

of the world.118

tinies

PART 3.

It

Colonel Robert Johnson, a Pioneer Leader
in Education and Religion

was not only imperative
should

state

overcome

that the builders

the supremacy

of a new

of the forest and

thwart the savage who made war against them, but it was
also necessary that they should shield and nurture those
infant institutions which, in the opinion of pioneers like
Robert Johnson, must be a part of the bone and sinew of
Kentucky.114

In

of the Virginia legislature of 1783, amending
"
certain escheated lands
an act of 1780, which had set aside
" for the
in the County of Kentucky
erection of a public
school or seminary, Robert Johnson was named as one of
"
11B
He was
the
trustees of the Transylvania Seminary."
an act

"» Niles' Register, April 3, 1813.
114 It was a prevailing sentiment
institutions

throughout

were necessary in a democratic

A

Kentucky that literary

society (Marshall, History

of

large proportion of Kentucky's popu
of what may be fairly called educated, dis
lation was "composed
tinguished from instructed men" so were able to judge intelligently the
needs of their society, more so than was "the lot of any of the original
(Shaler, Kentucky, p. 113).
settlements"

Kentucky,

11B

1812, vol. i, p. 443).

Records

Seminary

xi, pp.

of Proceedings of Board of Trustees of Transylvania
; Hening, Statutes at Large, vol. x, pp. 282-83, vol.

(MSS.)

287-88.
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diligent member of the Board of Trustees up to the time
it was joined with the Kentucky Academy (which grew out
of a split in the Board of the Seminary over a religious con
a

troversy

118)

University.117

and given, in 1799, the name

of Transylvania

During the sectarian controversy

over the

control of Transylvania Seminary and the consolidation
movement which followed, Robert Johnson, who had taken
prominent part in both, became a chartered trustee of an
academy in Scott county not far from his home. The act

a

of December 17, 1798, incorporating the board of this in
" be
stitution stated that they should
known by the name of
m In addition
the Trustees of the Rittenhouse Academy."
to his activities as a member

of

Robert John

these boards,

with other prominent men of the state,
"
The Kentucky Society for Promoting Useful
had founded
m
Knowledge."
" Robt.
Johnson and Jemima his wife, of the Suggett
family, were Virginians by birth, and were members of the
Baptist Church at Blue Run, before they removed to Ken
tucky." 12° On May 29, 1785, Robert and Jemima with
son, in connection

Ibid., pp. 104-5; Littell, Statute Laws of Kentucky, vol.
Peter,
345;
Filson Club Publication Number 11, he. cit.
118

i, pp. 228,

VIII,
119

p. 76

;

Journal of Senate and House of Kentucky, 1798,
pp. 240-44; Kentucky Gaeette, January

cit., vol.

ii,

118

;

ii,

111 Ibid., pp. 1, 34-35, "5-22, 170, iv, vi, ix, xii, xbc-xx, xxiv
(the pages
of these old records are numbered first with Roman numerals and later
Draper MS. IJCC73.
with figures) ; Littell, op. cit., vol.
pp. 234-35

23,

Littell, op.

1800.

Infra,

p. 38911.

Kentucky Gazette, December

15, 1787 and

February

16, 1788.

Biography of Elder John T. Johnson, p. 1.
Isaac Backus, the able Baptist historian who lived through the stirring
Revolutionary times, accounts for the fact that two thirds of the people
in

Rogers,

Virginia

1

120

became dissenters,

by

stating

that

the

Episcopalians

had

all the power of government but never allowed others much
liberty (Backus, Church History of New England, Boston, 1796, vol.
Thomas Jefferson expressed about the same opinion
pp. 299-301).
(Jefferson, Notes on Virginia, Boston, 1802, p. 216).

ii,

almost
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neighboring relatives and friends founded the Great Cross
ings Baptist Church and the following year Elijah Craig,
who had been pastor of the same Blue Run Church in Vir
ginia before removing to Kentucky, became its first regular
On a rise of ground overlooking the Elkhorn and
pastor.
"
within a few hundred yards of the fort, a meeting house "
was erected on land Robert Johnson donated for that pur
Here, the pious old Robert Johnson with his family
pose.121
and his slaves went to church
erator or clerk or chairman

;

here, he often acted as mod

of important committees; and

from this church he was usually a delegate when the congre
gation was represented in an associational meeting.122 The
duties and responsibilities

of this

that fell to the lot

of the leaders

and other early Baptist churches in Kentucky, such

of the community

of both slave
and free, hearing and trying civil disputes among those of
as regulating the morals

their own membership, and responding to calls from sister
churches to act as arbitrators in settling their differences —
all were assumed by this one institution.128
Church Records (MSS.) Book 1, pp. I, 52;
Great Crossings
Draper MS. HCC232; Scott, History of Orange County, Virginia (Rich
mond, 1907), p. 42; Semple, History of the Rise and Progress of the
Baptists in Virginia (Richmond, 1810), pp. 415-16.
121

Church Records ; Minutes of Elkhorn Association
Association, formed in 1785 by three churches, to
Elkhorn
The
(MSS.).
which Great Crossings Church was gathered before the year was up,
was the first Baptist association in Kentucky. At its first conference,
and for many years thereafter, Robert Johnson was a delegate from the
In the Elkhorn Association, as in his own
Great Crossings
Church.
122

Great Crossings

church, he was a prominent figure.
128

A

church

often took the place of

a

grand

jury or

magistracy.

Questions the local churches were unable to solve, devolved upon the
associations.
At a business meeting of the Great Crossings Church on

"
it was recorded that
Brother Johnson's Harry is
Excomm:ted by this church for disorderly conduct" (Great Crossings
Church Records, Book I, p. 16). On one occasion it was decided that
"
It is the opinion of this Church that Brother Robt. Sanders pay nineteen
December

3,

1796,
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The duties of the churches and associations in acting as
arbitrators and disciplinarians were increased during the last

of the eighteenth century, largely because of the
changing morality of the age. When France declared her
decade

self a republic on September 21, 1792, Kentucky glowed
with enthusiasm. The enmity between the French and Eng
lish which led the former to aid the Americans in their war

of independence served

Americans during the struggle,
but when the war was over, France, the intimate and trusted
friend of grateful and impressionable young America, exer
cised a powerful influence over her people.
To many Amer
the

of that day, the declaration of France in 1792 marked
"
the dawn of a political millennium and
the glorious French
Republic was taken right to the heart of the American Re
icans

124

But contrary to American hopes and expecta
tions, the French Republic failed, both politically and soci
ally, and, in the eyes of many religious leaders of the day,
public."

Bushels of Wheat to Brother Robt. Johnson (and it to be Merchantable
Wheat), on account of a contract" (Ibid., p. 20). On another occasion
"
suspension of this church for pre
one good brother was not only under
senting Brother Sanders for Running his fence across the Road in three
"
"
"
(Ibid., p.
but also
for comparing the church to a Bull Ring
places
July,
decided
congregation
agree
In
the
same
"that
it
is
not
1799,
14).
"
able to the Gospel for any of her members to attend on Barbaques
(Ibid., p. 30). In January of the same year it was recorded: "hearing
the matter respecting Bro. Samuell Shephard having joined the Free
mason

Society,

It

is therefore

determined

that said Samuell

Shephard

(Ibid., p. 28). The Elkhorn
Association minutes show many instances of where the question of
slavery was considered.
This was further agitated by a personal con
troversy between Jacob Creath and Thomas Lewis over the exchange
of two slave girls. In the controversy, which resulted in a schism in
the Elkhorn Association, Robert Johnson was moderator of the council
(Minutes of the Elkhorn Association, vol. iv, p. 83 ; Spencer, History of
Kentucky Baptists, Cincinnati, 1886, vol. i, p. 311; Fishback, Defense of
Elkhorn Association in Sixteen Letters, Lexington, 1882, Letter 3, p. 31.)
is no longer

1M Spencer,

a member

of this Church"

op. cit., pp. 497-99; Gammell,

Missions (Boston, 1849),

p.

I.

History of American Baptist
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Men of strong
republican in principle

licentious and infidel.125

profligate,

in Kentucky, although
and filled with enthusiasm for popular rights and liberties,

convictions

believed that their

would fail

if

efforts

to establish

real democracy

a

something were not done to counteract the evils

in American society growing out of republican sympathy
for the cause of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. In order
to awaken an indifferent public to the presence of what they
considered deplorable conditions in society, the pioneers re
sorted

to

and

emotional

sensational

of propa

methods

The churches of the Elkhorn

Association set
aside a day of fasting and prayer to ask that God would
check the growth of iniquity and infidelity.127
As a result
"
of the languishing state of religious affairs, there were, in
most parts of the United States, remarkable outpourings of
ganda.128

the Divine Spirit, among different denominations,"

and the

" Great Revival " of
1799-1801 swayed the American mind

to a religious frenzy verging on mental disorders.12*

After

the election

of Jefferson, leader of the Democratic-

Party, new blood began to assume the responsi
Such men as Richard M. Johnson
bility of statesmanship.
Republican

—enthusiastic for

of republicanism and social soli
out of the depths of conspiracy, and
carried her into the War of 1812, the most actively patriotic
the cause

darity — let Kentucky

in the union, as later pages will show.
Laboring to restore order during distressing times in his

state

church and association
and noble character

is seen the conscientious,

of Robert Johnson, revealing qualities

French Revolution (New York, 1926),

125

Mathews,

128

Schlesinger,

persistent

p. 248.

New Viewpoints in American History

1922), pp. 11o-Ii.

Minutes of Elkhorn Association, vol.

128

Ibid., pp.

50, 84 ; Benedict,

i, p. 64,

General History

nation in America and other Parts

of

the

August

of

the

World, vol.

8, 1795.

Baptist Denomi

ii,

127

(New York,

pp. 251-52.
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that made him the military leader, the statesman and the
educational and religious promoter that he was.

The Great

Crossings Church lost an influential and valued member
when it recorded on the fifth Saturday in May, 1815: "A
"
letter of dismission is granted to Brother Robert Johnson
" to receive a deed from Brother
and trustees were appointed
Robt Johnson for one acre of Ground around the meeting
129

Johnson, who had been a widower since the
death of Jemima in 18i4,180 took up his residence in Galla" He
tin county, Kentucky, where
bought a farm and laid
131
off a town, at now Warsaw,"
and where, a short time
"
a young
previous to his seventieth birthday, he married
girl of about 17, a daughter of old Wm. Bledsoe, a baptist
house."

preacher."1*2

On October

15, seven months

later, Robert

Johnson died and was brought back to Great Crossings and
buried by the side of his first wife, Jemima Suggett John
son. In the burying ground close to the Great Crossings
meeting house and a few hundred yards from the site of the
fort where Robert Johnson with Jemima and their children
faced and conquered the frontier, lies a flat tombstone with
the

following inscription

129

Records

"•/Wrf.,

p.

:

133

of Great Crossings

Church,

Book

2, p. 17.

ii.

Draper MS. I5CC49 (Richard Butler's account).
"
On June 7, 1816, Amos Kendall wrote : Passed on to new Fredericksburg, a town ten miles above Vevay on the Ohio, laid off lately by tfie
"
Johnsons,
(Kendall, Autobiography, Boston,
a sheer speculation
1872, p. 173).
Before and while living in Gallatin county, Robert John
181

son was actively engaged in bus1ness

transactions

(Gallatin County Deed

Book C, pp. 257-58; also Order Book C, Court held June 12, 1815).
Draper MS. I5CC49; Gallatin County Marriage Book, 1799-1816,
This marriage record gives the name of the bride as "Jemima
"
and the date of the marriage as March 9, while Deed Book C,
Bledsoe
p. 327, mentions a marriage contract of March 18, 1815, and the bride's
" Fanny." Marriage
name as
Book 2, p. 20, gives the name as " Jemima
"
Bledsoe
and the date of the marriage as March 19.
lss Copied from the tombstone at Great Crossings.
132

p. 21.
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Col. Robert Johnson
husband to

Jemima Johnson
was born

July

17, 1745

d 15 of October 1815.
aged 70 years.

From the time that Robert Johnson settled upon a part of
the free lands of Virginia, and during the years that his
courage and integrity placed him in the front ranks of those
who implanted and nurtured in the wilds of Kentucky a
new civilization, he taught his children the duty of a public

In refer
of the people.181
early days, Richard M. Johnson once said :

servant in defending the rights

ring to these

...

we together imbibed the free spirit of Democracy. The
principles of civil and religious liberty were unfolded to our
youthful minds, as we regaled ourselves at the family board, or
surrounded the social fire, when the toils of the day were ended.
The sentiments were then engraven upon the tablets of our
hearts."8
Such was the heritage
was the epitome

"* Enunons,

of Richard M. Johnson, and such

of his own life.

Biography of Rkhard M. Johnson (New York, 1833),

pp. a-6.
118

Extra

Globe, August 5, 1840, vol. vi, p. 122.

CHAPTER
THE BEGINNINGS

II

RICHARD M. JOHNSON'S
POLITICAL CAREER
OF

RICHARD M. JOHNSON was the first native son of Ken
In the fall election
tucky to sit in her general assembly.1

of 1804, Scott county chose him

as one

of two representa

tives to which the county was entitled to sit in the state

of representatives.2 Surely the county never regretted
this choice, for its pride in him was abundantly shown

house

It

whenever an occasion permitted.

co

in which Scott
county was launching a native son of Kentucky on his
political career, the father, Robert Johnson, went down in
incidence

that

in the very same

was an interesting

defeat as a candidate

Richard

for the lieutenant-governorship.8

M. Johnson entered upon his political career

Kentucky's

when

election

confidence

"

in the federal government
" and
Great Revival
the elec

Both the
tion in 1800 of Thomas Jefferson to the presidency were,
for Kentucky, stabilizing events. The Governor of the
began to increase.

state,

in his communications

to the general assembly

...

1804, voiced the new sentiment

"

I

for

of the state when he said:

to be able to say, that the common
wealth is in a prosperous and flourishing state
in har
mony with j|er sister states — pursuing like them, those prinam happy

...

1

Supra, p. 20.

3

Guardian of Freedom, August 11, 1804; Journal of House of Repre
of Kentucky, 1804, p. 52; Kentucky Gazette, August 14, 1804.

sentatives
•
14,

Guardian of Freedom,

August

27,

1804;

Kentucky Gazette, August

1804.
49
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of genuine republicanism which . . . strengthen the
cords of our confederacy, and promote the prosperity and
*
grandeur of the American nation."
The same spirit of party was shown at a jubilee held in
the "Republican Lyceum" of Great Crossings, Scott county,
in commemoration of the purchase of Louisiana. Richard
M. Johnson was chosen president on the occasion. The
spirit of the meeting was expressed in the following toast:
" The
peaceful purchase of Louisiana including the island
of New-Orleans . . . [established] a permanent basis for
the political and moral importance of the Western hemi

ciples

Negotiatory measures the first and military
prowess the last expedient in a Republican government."
After expressing the unanimity of the western states in their
endeavors to accelerate their growing importance, the toast
continued by boasting that there was not an aristocrat in the

sphere.

.

.

.

number present
the least

"

to administer

to

...

modern

federalism

comfort in the awful hour of its dissolution."

B

Richard M. Johnson seems to have caught this spirit of his
fellow westerners for in his first oration delivered at Great
"
The ac
Crossings on the Fourth of July, 1804, he said:
cursed train of evils which threatened to precipitate America
from her elevated rank in the scale of Nations
no
longer exists to disturb the public tranquility. . . . Repub

...

lican economy

has succeeded

warms and animates the bosom
pervades the different ranks

taxation.

of

the

.

.

.

Patriotic zeal

rising generation, and

of people."

8

In the legislature that opened in 1804, Richard M. John
"
" for the
son began his career of
unremitting Vigilance
preservation of Republicanism, which he was to exert for

8

5

*

Recognizing the energy and industry

Marshall, H1story of Kentucky, vol.
Kentucky Gazette, May 22, 1804.
Ibid., July

17, 1804.

ii,

almost half a century.

p. 368.
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of which he was capable and which later came to be known
as characteristic of his whole life, the house of representa
tives put him into harness.

On November 6, 1804, one of

first days of the session, Johnson was placed on one of
the most responsible and exacting committees in the legis
" to meet
lature, that of the Courts of Justice. This was

the

adjourn from day to day, and take into their considera
tion all matters relating to Courts of Justice, and such other
matters as from time to time be referred to them; and
and

report their proceedings with their opinion thereupon to the

"

T

"

such other matters
were referred to
Many
this committee which required much industry and patience.
The committee was to inspect the journals of the late ses

House."

sion, draw up a statement

of the matters then pending and

undetermined, state the progress made on each, and examine
what laws had expired

since the last session.

mittee was also to inspect such temporary

The com

laws as expired

with the end of the session or that might be nearing expira
The result of this investigation was to be reported
tion.
to the house, together with the opinion of the committee,
which had power to send for papers, persons and records

for its information.8
On the same day, November 6, Johnson was placed on a
committee of six to prepare and report an address in answer
On November 8, on
to the Governor's communication.
motion of Johnson himself, it was ordered that leave be
given to bring in a bill to amend the penal laws of the
Johnson was placed first on this committee
to prepare ft and bring it in. Within a few days, Johnson's
name was connected with several minor committees, such as
commonwealth.

the one to
7

draw up a bill

" to
provide for the removal of

Journal of House of Representatives

of Kentucky,

1804, p. 9.
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in the navigation of the Ohio, at the
This was a question which Johnson was to em
rapids."
phasize later in the national Congress.

the obstructions
9

Although the state constitution had just been revised in
1799, the house, by a vote of 40 to 17, declared in favor
of providing for a " bill for taking the sense of the people

for calling

a convention

"

for that purpose.

Johnson voted
bills of this session

in the affirmative.10 Among other
drawn up by a committee of which Johnson was a member,
was one to amend an act concerning occupying claimants

In Johnson's

land.11

practice of law

he became

of the poor land claimant, whose cause

of

the friend

he championed

with

Johnson had it in his heart to
eliminate this existing evil, a question the state found diffi
cult to allay. The origin of this trouble dates back as early
out pecuniary compensation.

of the Virginia legislature of

as the land act

1779,

already

referred to.

The general assembly, on November 27, 1804,
drew up the following resolution, which was communicated
to Governor Christopher Greenup :
WHEREAS, owing to the manner of appropriating lands on the
western waters, adopted by the state of Virginia, previous to
the erection of the state of Kentucky into an independent state,
there are many conflicting claims to land, and the titles to real
property in this state are hereby rendered precarious and un
settled ; and inasmuch as many claims to lands in this common
wealth are held by non-residents, who have it in their election
to have their suits tried in the state court, or in the Court of
the United

which gives the non-resident a decided ad
vantage, the resident having no such election . . . the artful
and wealthy land claimant, who is an inhabitant of ftiis state, by
9

Ibid.,

pp. 14, 1 6.

10

Ibid.,

11

Ibid.,

legislation,

States,

p. 19 ;
p.

24.

Kentucky Gazette, November

27, 1804.

Robert Johnson was also interested

supra, p. 38.

in this class of
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transfer of his title to a non-resident, may give jurisdiction
to the court of the United States, and thereby put it out of the
power of his indigent opponent to pursue and support his claim
with success.12
a

These resolutions

of

insisted that the judiciary

each

indi

vidual state should be considered as best qualified to decide
upon the laws as enacted by its legislature.

The resolution

asked that the senators from Kentucky be instructed and the
representatives in Congress requested to endeavor to procure
an amendment to the Constitution

of the United States that

would confine the power of federal courts to cases in law
and equity arising under the Constitution and laws of the
United States.13 To effect the success of this principle be
came a favorite ambition of Richard M. Johnson, who later
became its champion in the United States Congress.
Another question before the Kentucky house of 1804 that
" an Act
involved constitutional power was
to amend and
'
An Act incorporating the
repeal in part an Act entitled

" This act to amend and
Kentucky Insurance Company.'
The act creating the
repeal had originated in the senate.
Kentucky Insurance Company was passed in 1802 to enable
"
" to
an association of patriotic gentlemen
encourage the
raising and exporting of the produce of the country by de
voting their funds to insure boats and cargoes on the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers." The house of representatives con
sidered the bill in the committee of the whole on December
"

The question had been before the body several
times as to the constitutionality of parts of the bill. The
12,

12

1804.

Kentucky Broadsides,

dated 1804.

"Ibid.
Journal of House of Representatives of Kentucky,
1804, p. 74; Kentucky Gazette, December 11, 1804.

14
1,

15

Marshall,

op. cit., pp. 348-9;

Kentucky Gazette,

1804, December

op. cit.
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general assembly put itself on record as believing that so
much of the act as authorized the said company to establish

inimical to the true interest of the people of the
commonwealth, and that, in the first place, the general as
a bank was

sembly did not intend

to make it a bank

of circulation.

The power to issue what really passed as bank notes was
considered to have a direct tendency to banish specie from
the country and concentrate in Lexington where the com
pany was located what might remain, and thereby prevent the
free circulation

of

The legislature
also believed that the establishment of a bank was hostile to
that spirit of independence, which ought ever to be encour
specie among the people.

aged in a republican government.18

Both Henry Clay and
Johnson seem to have taken an active part in the progress
of the question through the house. Both insisted that what
ever stand was taken by the house as to the objectionable

part of the charter should be known to the people.17 The
importance of the question at this time is seen in the legis
lature's attitude toward corporations and contracts affecting
private rights, and in the fact that its consideration of the
question
the

"

struck an entering wedge

" for
the legislature of

following years.18

In

spite

of the sentiment in the house of representatives

against a bank, Johnson was, on December 12, named first
on a select committee to which was referred a bill to estab

lish a bank in Frankfort. On December 13, Johnson re
ported the bill to the house, but this question was absorbed
in the question of the insurance company which came up
again the next day.19

On December 10, 1804, Richard M. Johnson asked the
18

Journal of House,

op. cit., p. 94.

"Ibid.
ii,

Marshall, History of Kentucky, vol.
14 Journal
of House, op. cit., pp. 95-100.

18

p. 374.
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privilege of bringing in a bill to authorize the trustees of
Rittenhouse Academy, already referred to, to dispose of the
The house made Johnson a
lands vested in them by law.
member

of a committee to prepare and bring in

that purpose.

II,

a

bill for

The bill, which was reported on December

passed the house on the fifteenth

and was returned to

that body on the seventeenth, became a law when signed by
the Governor, December 19, 18o4.20

On November 4, 1805, the legislature convened for that
year. Richard M. Johnson, after having been successful in
the state election in August, again appeared as a representa

This legislature went on record as op
posed to waiting for the time set to end the compromise

tive from Scott.21

clause in the federal Constitution, which prohibited the fed
eral

government

from

the

preventing

slave

trade

until

On November 19, the house resolved that the sena
tors from Kentucky be instructed and the representatives in
the Congress of the United States requested to take all legal
1808.™

and necessary steps to obtain an amendment to the federal

Constitution that would give the Congress of the United
States power to pass a law to prevent the importation of
slaves or people of color from the West Indies or elsewhere

This resolution also authorized the
governor to transmit copies of the resolution to all the sena
into the United States.

tors and representatives in Congress

of

and to the executives

in the union, requesting them to lay the matter
In this way the legisbefore their respective legislatures.28
each state

Ibid., pp. 90-108, iio-11; Littell, Statute Law of Kentucky (Frank
fort, 1811), vol. iii, p. 244.
20

21

Journal

of House of

op. cit., p. 372 ;

Representatives,

Kentucky Gazette, August

Constitution of the United
"Journal of the House, op.
overlooked that this was one of
federal Constitution; see Article
82

States

1805,
13,

pp. 89-90;

Marshall,

1805.

of America, article I,

section 9.

cit., p. 42.
The legislature apparently
the two unamendable provisions of the

V.
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lature of Kentucky took an early stand against continuing
the right to import slaves into the United States.

The legislators at this session authorized the building of
two bridges across the Kentucky river, the incorporation
of a water company at Frankfort," and took up, on No
vember 21, a bill to repeal in part the act incorporating the
That part of the charter

Kentucky Insurance Company.

that allowed the company to establish a bank was consid
ered a hazard to the people and unfavorable to the spirit

of

independence, especially that part which gave the company
power to issue bills of credit without subjecting the stock
holders to the payment

of those bills.

voted against repeal.25

On December

the passage

Richard M. Johnson
5,

the house reported

of the bill notwithstanding the objections of the

who vetoed it on the basis that the act of 1802
incorporating the insurance company and giving it the right
governor,

to emit bills

of credit,

etc., was a contract solemnly entered

Although the house voted for repeal over the gov
ernor's veto, the senate refused to concur.27
The bill to in
corporate a bank in which the state should hold stock came
into.28

up again in this session.

Johnson favored it but it did not
The next year, however, it met with success and
pass.
soon rivalled, if it did not supersede, the Kentucky Insur
ance Company.
This bank in later years was destined to
incur the same hostility and fate as that of the insurance
company.28

Aaron Burr had

succeeded

2*

Littell,

2B

Journal of the House,

to the vice-presidency

in the

op. cit., pp. 280, 287.
;

Kentucky Gazette, December

op. cit., pp. 82, 84 ;

Kentucky Gazette, December

op. cit., p. 89; also

Kentucky Gazette, December

op.

cit., p. 42

5. 1805.
28

Journal of House,

19, 1805.

"Journal of

House,

Again Johnson voted against repeal.
Journal of House, op. cit., p. 107 ; Marshall,

26, 1805.
28

op. cit., p. 374.
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election

of

1800, when the Republicans,

In

victorious.

a letter

spoke his mind when he

led by Jefferson were

to Gouverneur

"
said:

I

57

Morris, Hamilton

will
speak with an

trust the Federalists

for Burr. I
intimate and accurate knowledge of character."

not finally be so mad as to vote

2"

Hamil

checked Burr's

political maneuvering when he
defeated Burr for the governorship of the state of New
York, because of Burr's connection with the northeastern
secession movement, a movement which had grown out of
ton again

Federalist discontent over the election of Thomas Jeffer
son.80 As a result of Hamilton's consistent opposition to
Burr's plans for his own elevation, the two men met on the
duelling field, where Burr took the life of Hamilton, and by
doing so put an end to his own political career in New York.
Dejected over his own failure, Burr seems to have re
That
solved to begin life anew in the western country.

Burr was well informed of the intrigues of prominent men
in Kentucky, both with Spain and France, looking toward
separation from the union, there seems to be sufficient evi
dence.
But Burr, not conscious of the political revolution
in the minds of the westerners since Jefferson's elevation to
the presidency,

hoped to use the nucleus

of the separatist

movement for his own selfish schemes.

After

the movements

was started

of Burr

in Frankfort,

became

suspected,

a paper

Kentucky, called the Western

World, having for its ostensible object the exposure of the
connection the Burr movement had with the Spanish in

of earlier times. Many citizens became anxious to
hear the voice of their own government on the subject but,
"
as Humphrey Marshall said,
Nonentity itself could not
trigues

have been more completely silent."
29

Stanwood,

30

Ibid., pp.

41

Marshall,

History of

the Presidency

70-71.
op. cit., pp 376-79.

81

The Western World,

(New York, 1898), vol. i,

p. 7<k
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was read with avidity, and society became

ex

ceedingly agitated over the question.

On county court day in Scott county, January 26,
a mass meeting was held at Georgetown

1807,

on the subject of

Richard M. Johnson delivered an ad
dress pertinent to the occasion, after which the following
Burr's expedition.

resolutions were unanimously

adopted

:

Resolved, That we, a portion of the citizens of Kentucky, now
assembled, do unequivocally express and solemnly declare our
firm attachment to the confederacy of the United States . . .
guaranteeing to each state a republican form of government.
. . . Resolved, That the expedition of Aaron Burr, and others in
conjunction with him, should be opposed . . . and those con
cerned in this scheme of ambition, denounced as traitors to our
republican government . . . whether they intend a dismember
ment

of the Union, or a descent upon and a conquest of the late

Spanish provinces.82

In this

way Johnson placed himself positively against the
intriguing element of the West. To him fell the leadership

\

of the new Kentucky, loyal and patriotic —one of the first
leaders of a new era in the political history of the state.

At this
Congress

time Johnson was the representative-elect to the
of the United States, having been chosen in the

fall of 1806 to represent the district composed of the coun
ties of Shelby, Franklin, Scott, etc.88
He took his seat at
first session of the tenth Congress,

which opened on
October 26, 1807." Congress was called to meet on this
early date by a proclamation of the President on July 30
the

"
"
necessitated consulta
great and weighty matters
"
tion to
determine on such measures as in their wisdom
because

« Palladium,

February 5, 1807.
M Kentucky Gazette, August 21,
84

ment

1806.

Annals of Congress, 1807-1808, vol. i, pp. 781-783; Benton, Abridg
of Debates (New York, 1857), vol. iii, pp. 612-13.
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of the United States."

"

In his annual message on October 27, the President called
the attention of Congress to the circumstances which seri
ously threatened the peace of the country and mentioned
that the pacific inclination of the people had induced Con
gress to forbearance in the face of many wrongs, but that
such a policy was not an insurance for continued prosperity.
"
referred to the
and
com
He

many injuries

depredations

mitted on our commerce and navigation," in spite
tablished usage

of the

of nations, which led this country to

"

es

send an

extra-ordinary mission to London with instructions framed
in the sincerest spirit of amity and moderation." 38 Notwith
standing these friendly overtures, a British admiral ordered
a search of the Chesapeake, which resulted in the Chesa
The President
peake-Leopard affair on June 22, 1807.
pointed out that the government of Great Britain had added
to her maritime violations

"

an order interdicting all trade

by neutrals between ports not in amity with them."
sideration

of

these accumulating

In con

grievances, which aroused

indignation of American citizens, the President sug
"
Whether our movable
gested to Congress the question :
force on the water, so material in aid of the defensive works
" Thus, it is seen, that
on the land, should be augmented."
the

the tenth Congress
sies

was faced with international

controver

growing out of the renewal of the European war in

for the wisest and most ex
In spite of Republican hostility
perienced statesmanship.
to military power, the question of defense naturally became
1803.

These problems called

an important issue, and in this Johnson was, from the first,
The question of national de
to play a conspicuous part.
fense was not the first, however, to demand his attention.
48

Richardson,

Presidents,

vol. i, p. 424.

••/Wd.,p.
87

Ibid.,

A Compilation of

425.

pp. 426-428.

the

Messages

and

Papers of th*
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The House of Representatives gave immediate attention
to a contested election in Maryland, which involved a point

of constitutional law.
a committee
report

of

When the House resolved itself into

the whole on November

12, to consider the

of the committee of elections to which the question

had been referred, Johnson took a keen interest in the ques
tion." The committee had reported that it was of the
dence

"

of that State, restricting the resi
of the members of Congress to any particular part of

opinion

that the law

the district for which they may be chosen, is contrary to the

Constitution of the United States

"

and that the unseated

member was entitled to his seat in the House.8*

"

On the

next day Johnson spoke of the
importance and magnitude
" in that the debate had assumed
of the principles involved
that, in the question at issue, a conflict between the state
and federal sovereignties was involved.

" State
sovereignties

He considered the

as the great palladium

against

anti-

" and
republican tendencies and encroachments on rights

he

would, while he retained a seat in the House, recognize the
But on
power contended for to be the power of a state.'0
this occasion the question was on the federal Constitution.
He questioned whether any state legislature, or any other
power

of legislation, could add qualifications to any member

of the House. He laid it down as a principle that every con
traction of qualifications for representatives was an abridge
Since the committee of
ment of the liberty of the citizen.
elections considered the qualifications of members to have
been unalterably determined by the federal convention, unless

changed by an authority equal«to

that which framed

Annals of Congress, 1807-1808, vol. i, pp.
Abridgment of Debates, vol. iii, p. 615.
ss

so

Annals of Congress,

4»

Annals,

870-871,

896-98 ; Benton,

op. cit., pp. 871-872; Benton, op. cit., p. 616.

op. cit., p. 896.

the
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Constitution at first, and had agreed that neither the state
nor the federal legislatures are vested with authority to add
to those qualifications, so as to change them, he would vote
in favor of the report of the committee. This report was
accepted by the House.41

In conformity

to the suggested program

of Jefferson in

his annual message, on December 9, the House proceeded to
consider the amendments reported by the committee of the
whole to the bill sent from the Senate entitled,

appropriate money for the construction

"An Act

to

of an additional

of gunboats."*2

On December 11, Johnson rose
and said that he was in favor of the bill because the nation
" when
had arrived at a crisis,
this nation must receive
satisfaction for injuries inflicted, and a security from future
number

wrong.

[Americans have] before them evidence suffi
cient to demonstrate the probability of war." ** Johnson
referred to the new instructions given to our minister at the
Court of St. James since the Chesapeake affair, and to the
.

.

.

failure of the negotiations under these instructions.
Now a
special minister was expected from Great Britain to nego
tiate a settlement on this side.

He hoped that since the door

for possible reconciliation,

England would
show a real desire to make an honorable settlement. But
in a letter to a friend of his at Lexington, Kentucky, dated
was

yet open

December 8, 1807, Johnson mentioned the confidential dis
patches from Monroe in London, the termination of the

negotiations and the coming of the special minister, Rose.
"
He said that the appointment of Rose is not considered
as very auspicious. . . . Itohas been my uniform opinion
that we should again be called from the plough to defend
rf., pp. 896-97,

949-50; Benton, op. cit., p. 616.

42

Benton, op. cit., p. 628.

43

Annals of Congress,

1807-8,

p. 1151;

Palladium, Jan.

21, 1808.
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those sacred rights which we have purchased by blood and

"

treasure."

On December

18, the

President of the United States com

municated to Congress a message

"

showing the great and
increasing dangers with which our vessels, our seamen, and
merchandise are threatened on the high seas and elsewhere
from the belligerent powers of Europe." The message sug
"
in safety these essential
gested the importance of keeping
resources."

*B

In conformity

to the President's advice the

Senate reported a bill to the House providing for an em

On December 21, the

bargo on all ships in American ports.

House met in secret session and resolved itself into a com
mittee of the whole to consider this bill, which was passed
"
the same day, Johnson voting
The bill was ap
aye ".
proved by the President on the next day.48

In

a letter from Washington, December 23, 1807, to the

of Frankfort, Kentucky, Johnson told them of the
In
Embargo Bill and gave his opinion of such legislation.
vivid language he showed a clear knowledge of the situation :

citizens

The President of the United States on Friday recommended
to the consideration of Congress, the subject of an immediate
embargo — which measure passed into a law on yesterday —
which closes our ports against foreign nations, with a permission
for all foreign vessels to depart from our waters and jurisdiction
with the loading they may have on board at the time they receive

....

of this Act
this important measure
wise and sound policy.
A retrospect of her
[England's] conduct . . . awakens the most painful sensations
of the soul. The cruelties, the calamities, the dire afflictions
of the American revolution, the Barbarities and miseries of an

an official notification

...

I consider

Palladium, December

44

Ibid.

**

Richardson,

;

Presidents,

31,

A Compilation of

1807.

Infra,

p. 73.

the Messages

and Papers

of tin

vol. i, p. 433.

48 Annals
of Congress,
Run ton, op. cit., p. 641.

1807-8,

vol. i, pp. 1217-1222; vol.

ii,

...

p. 2814;
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the impress
Indian War carried on by British influence
ment of American seamen from the year 1792 . . . the capture
of our vessels in pursuit of a lawful and profitable commerce
. . .

the outrage upon the Chesapeake

.

.

press at the same

.

These things had filled the
cup of national forbearance, and the President makes a last ap
peal to the justice, the reason, the honesty of the British govern
ment.
The negotiation terminates in London . . . and the
a special minister to restore a good understand
sending
time upon the American mind.

.

.

.

...

ing — A proclamation

issues from the Cabinet of St. James.
This proclamation commands the naval officers of Great
Britain to search merchant vessels.
In the exercise of
.

. .

...

which right heretofore they have enslaved ten native Americans
. . . [to] one British subject.
In this situation, France has de
termined to enforce rigidly the blockading decree of November
the 2 rst 1806, against all the dominions of Great Britain without
exception of the United States; by which . . . the rights of
neutrals are prostrated ; and more than nine months ago we were
officially notified by the British Cabinet that whenever that de
cree was enforced against the U. States by France, there would
be a retaliation by declaring all France

.

.

.

and dependencies

under her influence in a state of blockade.
By which . . . the
whole of the valuable commerce of the United States is jeopar
dized by being made lawful prize to the two great belligerent
powers of Europe. . . . France and her dependencies are driven
from the ocean . . . and the vessels of the United States have

of East and West India
continental
goods
powers of Europe. . . . The
vessels of the United States have also wholly supplied the
French and Spanish West Indian Colonies . . . with European
been the only carriers of the supplies

...

to

the

In Spain and Portugal there is annually a large
productions.
deficit of grain; besides they have received large quantities of
fish from the United States. . . . What will be the operation
of this measure upon Great Britain? Perhaps still more fatal.

It

is probable and almost certain that the coalition

of France

with Denmark will exclude England from the trade of the Baltic.
In which event she would be entirely dependent upon America."
*T

Palladium, January

28, 1808.
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He maintained also that the British West Indies depended
upon the United States for all supplies, and that the United
States afforded the only market for their rum and molasses.
The balance of trade between the United States and Eng
land was in favor of England by $12,000,000, and England
would loan this money to any power, he said, on condition
of an alliance against Napoleon.
The embargo, he con
tended, would also affect the manufacturing interest in Eng
land.

Besides other raw material,

the United States

fur

nished England with 31,000,000 pounds of cotton annually.
She manufactured annually 60,000,000 pounds which em

One-half of the British laborers
employed in this industry would be unemployed if our cotton
was cut off. The 250,000 left would feel the want of a

ployed 500,000 laborers.

for articles of manufacture.48 This letter clearly
outlined the whole policy and object of the administration
market

in declaring the embargo — a conscientious attempt to bring
England to terms without war, by economic pressure.
On January 23, 1808, in pursuance of a notice given to
the Republican
eighty-nine

representatives

each house

of Congress,

of them convened in the Senate chamber

past six in the evening.
president

of

of

at

half

Stephen R. Bradley was appointed

the caucus and

Richard M. Johnson was made

The body proceeded to recommend candidates
to the citizens of the United States for the presidency and
secretary.49

vice-presidency

at the next presidential

election.

For the

of president, the vote stood: James Madison, 83;
For the office
George Clinton, 3 ; and James Monroe, 3.
office

of

George Clinton, 79;

John Langdon, 5;
Henry Dearborn, 2; and John Q. Adams, i. The result of
the vote led to the adoption of resolutions stating that James
vice-president:

" Ibid.
«

Western

World, February

18, 1808.
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Madison of the state of Virginia should be recommended
to the people of the United States as a proper person for
president for four years, beginning with March 4, 1809.

For vice-president, George Clinton of the
was recommended.

of New York
its reason for

state

The caucus gave as

party the con

candidates to the Republican

recommending

viction that Republican union was necessary in the present
crisis of our national affairs.50
In February, the House of Representatives had under
consideration

the question

of

of an increase of the military

On February 17, 1808,
Johnson said the western country was particularly inter
He called the attention of the House to
ested in this bill.
the fact that when the army was reduced a little while be
fore, we had not in our possession the great territory ot
Louisiana, nor did we have thirty or forty thousand Indian
establishment

the

United States.

He was not a believer in a

warriors collecting around us.

standing army, he said, but felt, especially since the people
were not burdened with a public debt, that a small addi

The Louisiana territory was
too important an acquisition to be left to the influence of
British traders who were exciting the hostility of the In
dians against the Americans by furnishing these people with
tional

force was necessary.51

supplies.

It would

not be long before the English would

He said

engross the whole peltry trade.

forces up the Missouri or Mississippi?

:

"

Will

Have you any
you not protect

M

your people in that country ?"
Johnson's activity in be
half of the Louisiana territory never relaxed until he saw
the

government

promote

the Yellowstone

51

Annals of Congress,

"Ibid.
53

Infra,

pp.

191-192.

1807-8,

vol.

ii,

which mention will later be made."

p. 1625.
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The opposition to the embargo spread rapidly. Jefferson
was amazed.
To Gallatin he wrote : " I did not expect a
crop of so sudden and rank growth of fraud and open
opposition by force could have grown up in the United
" The Federalists were especially active in invec
States."
tive. When the House, on February 22, 1808, resumed its
consideration of a bill to amend the Embargo Law, the
debates continued with earnestness and no little asperity.

"

Johnson rose and declared himself to be an enemy to in
sinuations unfounded and attacks unprovoked." He added :
a direct charge, against any member on this floor,

"...

tending to put them in a degraded and infamous view, is

contrary to honorable conduct, and cannot be excused, much
I should consider myself dero
less can it be justified.
gating from the dignity of a Representative, were I to level

...

against any member, because he differed

a reflection

from

me in political sentiment.

But what expressions have we
heard, on a subject on which they were not applicable!"
He called the attention of the House to the fact that those
that voted for the embargo were accused of being governed
by foreign influence, that their steps were marked by folly
and madness, and that they were forging chains to bind

America to the French Emperor.
say that

I

"If

.

.

.

any man shall

am governed by any other impulse than duty, or

I

influenced by any other motive than my own,
consider it a base and unprincipled

calumny."
Jefferson wrote to Johnson on March 10 :

I

say that

I

°5

of the good opinion you are
of my conduct in the administration of our
This approbation of my fellow citizens is the

cannot but be deeply sensible

pleased to express

government.

M Jefferson, The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, vol. v, p.
of August 11, 1808.
88

Annals,

op. cit., pp. 1660-61.

336,

Letter
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richest reward

I

can receive.

I

am conscious

intended to do what was best for them.

...

It

67

of having always
has been a source

of great pain to me, to have met with so many among our op
ponents, who had not the liberality to distinguish between polit
ical and social opposition ; who transferred at once to the person,
the hatred they bore to his political opinions.54

Johnson was evidently determined to give the Jeffersonian policy — economic pressure as a substitute for
war — a chance.
To a friend in Georgetown, Kentucky, he
"
You have given me a high office and I cannot
wrote :
leave it until I discharge my duty, and until we all adjourn.
I was about the first who arrived, I will be the last to quit

"

adjourned on April 25, to meet
again, as provided in the Constitution, on the first Monday
in November.58
the

cause."

Congress

On the return to his constituency, Johnson did not cease
to exert himself in behalf of the administration.
At the
courthouse in Georgetown, on the day of the county court,

of Scott county convened and appointed Field
ing Bradford chairman of the meeting at which Richard M.

the citizens

Johnson made considerable comment upon our foreign rela

After declaring
"
our lawful commerce
that foreign nations had annihilated
"
as a neutral," he said :
At a time when the whole Euro
tions

and the next presidential

election.

pean world is convulsed with war and commercial hostility

...

it becomes at last our imperious duty, as citizens of a
free government, to speak and declare our sentiments with

respect to the measure and conduct
ment."

of the general govern

Following this introduction, resolutions

drawn up

Jefferson, ap . cit., pp. 256-7.
57 Games' History
p. 408, Johnson to Jimmy
of Scott County, vol.
"
Kelly, April 13, 1808. This was not James Y. Kelly, author of Remin
iscences of Col. R. M. Johnson."
58

Den ton, Abridgment

of

ii,

58

Debates, vol. iii, p. 710.
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by Johnson were unanimously adopted.
The resolutions
showed approval of the existing administration and the
measures

of the last Congress, particularly that of

bargo which,

it was stated,

"

had

the em

preserved much

of our

from plunder."

The second resolution expressed
approval of the Republican caucus held in Washington,
which recommended James Madison for President, and
property

stated a determination

unless he make a public

elector,

" for
any person

not to vote

declaration

"

as an

in favor of

James Madison previous to the election."
On November 7, 1808, the second session of the tenth
Richard M. Johnson,
Congress met as appointed by law.
Joseph Desha and Benjamin Howard were representatives
from Kentucky at the opening of the session.*0 On Novem
ber 8, the President delivered to both houses of Congress
his eighth annual message.
He referred to the fact that the
" awakened to the
two major belligerents had not
duty and
In that
true policy of revoking their unrighteous edicts."
"
situation he availed himself
of the act authorizing a sus
"
pension, in whole or in part, of the several embargo laws
to produce this solitary effect.
crees

"

In

that the orders and de

had been assumed by each as a retaliation

asserted acquiescence in the aggressions

administration

"

"

presumed

that

a

for an

of the other," the

sufficient

inducement

"
compliance with
by providing that in

might be found
our just demands by one belligerent and a refusal by the
other in the relations between the other and the United

of

United States would open her
trade with the one that complied with our just demands."
States, the government

In

the

that this liberal and candid experiment

bargo

still remained.

Jefferson thought

«•

Kentucky Reporter, September

80

Benton, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 36.

26, 1808.

failed, the em
that in spite

of
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"
" the
it had the im
privations imposed by the measure
"
of saving our mariners and our vast mer
portant effects
cantile property, as well as of affording time for prosecuting
the defensive and provisional measures called for by the
occasion."
He felt that since the belligerent measures were
"
still in force
it will rest with the wisdom of congress to
decide on the course best adapted to such a state of
things."

81

These words led Congress,

in this session, to

bill for the embargo.
Congress was informed by the President that the appro
priations made by the last Congress for the security of our
coast had enabled the administration to erect defenses as
substitute a non-intercourse

formidable as the amount of appropriations

would allow.
Of the gunboats authorized by the act of December it was
decided that it was necessary to build only one hundred and
three in that year. Under the act of last session for raising
an additional military force, sufficient officers were appointed
to carry on the business of recruiting.82 On November 28,
1808, the House resolved itself into a committee of the
whole to discuss foreign relations, resolving

finally that the

United States could not submit to the late edicts of Great
On the thirtieth, Johnson rose and said :
Britain and France.

"

An

unanimous

expression

of this sentiment

give us confidence in each other.

.

.

.

woul<f~]

The whole nation
would understand this declaration, that he who is not for us
is against us — no neutrals."

astonished

to see the

.

.

.

He continued by saying

House inundated

he was

with publications

from the eastern states declaring that we had no cause of
complaint against Great Britain ; that we should rescind the
proclamation
vessels
81

;

"Ibid.,

Great

Britain's

armed

that we should repeal the non-importation law

Rfchardson,

Presidents,

of interdict against
A Compilation of

vol. i, pp. 451-53p. 454-

the

Messages

and Papers

;

of

and
the

I
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it affected Great Britain should be
All this was asked in spite of the fact that the

that the embargo
taken off.

as

policy of England and her destruction of our
commerce buried for a moment the party spirit in America
and produced indignation and protest against her from the
On this occasion the
great commercial cities of the union.
temporizing

of Boston requested the President to send an
"
Let the commercial
envoy to England, but, Johnson said :
It is for them principally that
interest cease to complain.
we now suffer."
Johnson was of the opinion that when
our minister pressed one great subject of complaint, some
merchants

greater outrage was committed to draw attention

from the

"The misrepresentations in this country,"
the violations of the embargo, and the hope
he
of changing the parties in the United States, or of produc
ing a separation of the States; these miscalculations have
destroyed entirely the efficacy of this measure [embargo],
former injury.83

"
continued,

and been a main cause why Great Britain has not relaxed

in her injustice toward America."

8*

In

a letter to the

of the Kentucky Gazette, dated December
said

:

"

I

1, 1808,

rather think a war spirit is on the rise.

editor

Johnson
There

seems to be but one sentiment among the republicans,

we have no alternative

between the system

that

of non-inter-

or measures leading immediately to war." 85
Shortly after this letter was written, James Madison, in
his inaugural address on March 4, 1809, professed the be

--^course,

lief that the determined spirit and united councils of the
nation would safeguard its honor and its essential interests.*8
A few weeks later, on May 22, 1809, the first session of the
Annals of Congress, 1808-9, Pp- 53°. 612, 581-3 ; Kentucky Reporter,
June 24, 1809. (Taken in shorthand by Mr. Gales.)
01 Annals
of Congress, op. cit., p. 587 ; Kentucky Reporter, op. cit.
88

45

Kentucky Gazette, January

88

Richardson,

op. cit., p. 467.

3, 1809.
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eleventh Congress opened with Richard

yi

M. Johnson present

from Kentucky.87 On the following day, in his special mes
sage, the President stated that Great Britain had at last
made

overtures

to offer satisfaction

for

the attack on the

Chesapeake and had instructed her minister at Washington

This was done after the American ministers

accordingly.

in London and Paris had been instructed to inform the re
spective governments to which they were accredited that
the authority vested in the Executive to renew commercial
with that power which first withdrew its re
As a consequence of the
strictions would be exercised.
the President stated that the
proposed accommodation,
commerce with Great Britain would be renewed on the tenth
intercourse

day

of the coming

June.88

So confident was the President that the turn of affairs
would lead to success, even with France, that he referred
" Under
the existing aspect of
Congress to the fact that
affairs

I

have thought it not inconsistent

with a just pre
caution to have the gunboats . . . placed in a situation in
"
curring no expense except for their ordinary maintenance.
An order to discharge the increased quotas of the militia,
under an act of March, 1808, was issued in the same spirit.89

This sudden change in international affairs, together with
the optimism of the President, led Johnson to write in a
letter to his constituency on May 30, 1809: "Notwith
standing the many violations of the embargo system, it has
compelled Great Britain to yield to our just claims in several
prominent

points,

prompt negotiations
"Annals,

and extorted
as to

a promise

He said further

others."

op. cit., p. 9 (11 Congress,

part

i)

;

of Debates, vol. iv, p. 124.
88

Richardson,

89

Ibid.,

p. 470.

op. cit., p. 469.

to proceed to

Supra, pp.

61, 69.
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How this negotiation will terminate, time alone will unfold.

One thing is certain — you have placed your confidence in a
President who will never sacrifice the rights of this nation to any

....

the president by proclamation has opened
foreign powers
the commercial intercourse between the two nations by suspend
ing our embargo system, as it respects Great Britain. . . . The
people of the United States never will pay contributions and

The people

I

will never
consent to be the hewers of wood for Napoleon, nor drawers of
water for the King of England. . . . There are some points
upon which all honest politicians, all Americans will agree ; viz.
the sacred union of the states, resistance to foreign aggression,
and keeping out of the wars of Europe as long as the honor
of the nation will admit of it.70
taxes to foreign nations.

Jie declared at another time

:

"

I

represent,

shall always think war a

compared with submission to be taxed by a foreign
;overnment. It was that manly stand, it was that war-like
>lessing

ittitude which produced the happy result which all are will

In proclaiming these words, Johnson
felt assured of the approbation of his. constituents, for in
his letter to them in May he had said \* It is my boast that
I represent a district of patriots and warriors
with
71

ng to approbate."

....

whatever anxiety it may be attended, such is my happiness

in serving freemen that I can never wish to serve men of
other principles." "y*
The prospect of satisfaction that the overtures of Great
Britain seemed to offer ended when on August 9, 1809,
"
Whereas
James Madison issued a proclamation stating :
it is now officially made known to me that the said orders
in council have not been withdrawn agreeably to the com70

Western World,

June

29,

1809 ;

1809; Kentucky Gazette, June 20, 1809.

n Kentucky

" Ibid.,

Reporter,

July

Western World,

1,

1809.

op. cit.

Kentucky Reporter, June 20-21,
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munication and declaration aforesaid
.

.

.

73

I

do hereby proclaim
that the trade renewable on the event of the said orders,
:

being withdrawn, is to be considered as under the operation

of the several acts by which such trade was suspended." ™
In his first annual message to Congress on November 29,
1809, the President spoke of the gravity of the situation
resulting from the failure of negotiation, in these words:
"

It

is with deep concern that

the favorable

I

am now to inform you that

prospects have been overclouded by a refusal

of the British Government to abide by
ister plenipotentiary,

the act

of its min

and by its ensuing policy toward the

United States as seen through the communications of the
minister sent to replace him." T4 After the recall of David
M. Erskine, the envoy extraordinary and minister pleni
potentiary, hopes were indulged that the coming

"

of Francis

would contribute to alle
James Jackson, his successor,
viate the disappointment which had been produced, and to
remove the causes which had so long embarrassed the good
understanding

of

the

two nations."

versal as this expectation

Reasonable

and uni

was, the nation was doomed to

when it was disclosed that the new minister

disappointment

had no authority to enter into explanations

relative to either

nor any authority to
substitute proposals concerning the orders in council."
In a speech before the House on December 20, 1809, on

branch of the disavowed arrangement,

joint resolution approving the conduct of the chief exec
utive of the United States relative to his refusal to receive
any further communication from the British envoy, Richard
the

M. Johnson said that two questions were raised: "Whether
the disavowal
73

Richardson,

j

originated in British perfidy, or in the mistake I
op.

" Ibid., pp- 473-4" Ibid., p. 474-

cit., p. 473.
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or misconduct of D. M. Erskine Esq. the British minister—

...

of Mr. Jackson . . .
by which he endeavored to shift the odium of the disavowal
from the King of England to the Executive of the United
" Our
States."
Johnson expressed himself as feeling that

and also

the unwarrantable

embarrassments

charge

had never been so great since the revolu

tion, nor our injuries so numerous,
vated."
to the

so serious,

so aggra

He said: "The crisis was awful, which presented
American people the alternative of war, embargo, or

disgrace —our situation

was rendered more perilous

by the

divisions at home."
This change for the worse
came, too, while we were contemplating a new era in our
history. He insisted that the real cause for British perfidy
"
internal

We were afloat upon the ocean, upon
the broad basis of the laws of nations, under which for a
was the fact that

few years we were growing in wealth and happiness in a

of Great Britain."

manner that excited the jealousy

7e

When a bill concerning the commercial intercourse be
tween the United States and Great Britain and France and
their dependencies was introduced by Mr. Macon, Johnson^
"
This bill excludes British and French from trading
said :
with us and we permit our citizens to go where they please
regulations." He added that this so-called
non-intercourse bill had caused defiance to our authority,
and had also lessened our revenues without injuring our
" We have tried
enemies.
experiments in non-intercourse
under certain

They have failed to coerce our enemies." "
Johnson then signified his intention to try out Macon's Bill
No. 2, which provided, besides opening intercourse with the
entire world, that in case either France or England should
withdraw her edicts before March 3, 1811, non-intercourse
and embargo.

79

Kentucky Gazette, January

"Kentucky
27, 1810.

30, 1810.

Reporter, March

17,

1810;

Kentucky

Gazette,

March
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would be restored against the power that refused to enter

of

into an agreement on the merits

He said

the bill.78

he

would take this bill as a substitute for the non-intercourse
since it had proved to be a failure. As early as February
22, 1810, in speaking on an amendment to a bill concerning

"

However weak the nonJohnson said :
intercourse might be, he would never vote for its repeal
until a substitute was adopted. . . . Were he certain the
roof would fall and crush him after voting against the

non-intercourse,

would not hesitate to die with his vote."
Rather than obstructing manufacturing, for which he was an
advocate, he maintained that the bill would foster and pro

amendment,

tect

he

Referring

it.

to the

fear

of

some

persons that the

measure meant war, he said that we had just cause
against both nations

and that the calamities

of war

could not be

much greater, that this measure was neither war nor was it

it than any other measure.
He
added :
Where I am known I believe none will doubt my
readiness to go to war both with France and Great Britain
rather than submit longer to their depredations and insults.
more likely to produce

"

I

have never had any other sentiments since the attack on

the Chesapeake."

He then referred to that

chants who had embarrassed

class

of mer

by inviting
foreign nations to continue their depredations, and who re
fused to make any sort of resistance to a foreign foe.
He
"
I wish to see a complete non-intercourse pro
declared :
the government

duced, and British fabrics excluded until Great Britain shall
do us justice."

War before dishonor was his

slogan.79

In support of his proposal that an additional fifty per cent
tax should be levied upon imported goods, wares and mer
chandise, Johnson said on
78

Richardson,

"Annals

of

April

18, 1810:

op. cit., pp. 481-2.
Congress,

Gazette, March 27, 1810.

1810,

part

2,

pp.

1318-19,

1442;
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This discriminating duty of fifty per cent, will produce the
It will encourage internal im
most salutary consequences.
provements and domestic manufactures, give a spirit of enter
prise, and bring money into the Treasury to discharge the debt
of the Revolution.
It will encourage the commerce of friendly
Powers . . . [but] destroy those ancient ties of commerce which

So long as France and Great Britain
believe that we are dependent upon them for a market, or their
goods, so long will they insult the honor of our flag, and trample
threaten

to enslave us.

of this nation. . . iHow can I meet my fellowcitizens and say that Congress has yielded up their rights to
France and Great Britain? Have we lost confidence in the
I hope not. The people are firm, and we have noth
people ?
upon the rights

ing to fear. . . . The people of Kentucky are industrious, and
they delight in times like these to clothe themselves in domestic
manufactures ; in what we call, in common parlance, homespun.
They meet in this ornament, to celebrate with the sentiments of
freemen the anniversary of our independence.
But they have
their calicoes and their silks also, which they can, and do put on,
when it suits them ; and in this way they contribute to pay rev
enue to the exchequer

of the United States.

...

the farmers are mentioned.
language

in Kentucky.

.

.

.

I

The distresses of
with that

am not acquainted

Until this session,

I

have

never

upon agricultural cupidity. . . . We
have been laughed out of some measures, we have been alarmed
out of others; but I cannot be operated upon by either of these
I will not relinquish the ground we have taken unless
motives.
I discover in it radical
heard

members

declaim

defects^0

In

of March

friend in Lexington, Ken
tucky, Johnson referred to a rumor that Mr. Armstrong,
the American minister, had made an arrangement with
"
I can not put confidence in it."
Napoleon, but, he said :
The question of the adjournment of Congress was at that
time in committee and in the meanwhile, he said, the House
80

a letter

19, to a

Annals of Congress, op. cit., pp.

1909-12.
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militia bill which proposed to raise 100,000 officers
and men to be in readiness if we should have courage here
to vindicate the honor of the nation.81
debated a

On a question of reducing the army and navy of the
United States, Johnson said on April 16:

...

we are about to abandon commercial restrictions, and we
have utterly refused to use force for the purpose of protection,
and still we are required to keep up an Army and Navy. Un
less you use them, the Army and Navy, in time of peace, are
engines of oppression, and beyond an economical peace estab
I will not make that mel
lishment they are inadmissible.
an
army and navy at the
ancholy situation worse by keeping
expense of six millions, which must drive us to the necessity of
I have preferred a strong system of
taxing the people.
I
commercial restriction. . . . But if this will not do
would vote for a positive and unequivocal declaration of war

...

...

...

against both Powers.82

Johnson said that his hopes rested in the people and always
" We
would.
may disgrace ourselves by our acts, but thef
people will rise in the majesty of their strength, and the
world will be interested in the spectacle." M
Johnson was speaking in harmony with the Governor of
his state when he said the military force beyond an eco
nomical peace establishment was inadmissible, for Governor
Charles Scott, in a recent communication
had referred to the militia

to the legislature,

of Kentucky and had said that

" in
every government,

which values either its rights or

existence,

to a respectable amount,

exist.

I

such a force

mean not, by that, a standing

should

army, as much or

more to be feared, than the worst enemy; but select well
81

Draper MS. SCC6, Letter of March

Annals of Congress,
Gazette, May 29, 1810.
82

83

Kentucky Gazette,

op. cit.,

op. cit.
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equipped, and well organized

corps

of militia, composed of

of our citizens."
In the election of 1810 to choose representatives to the
twelfth Congress, Richard M. Johnson won over his oppo
nent by a large majority.85 The third session of the eleventh
8*

the younger part

Congress opened on December 3, 1810, as appointed by the

Constitution, with Johnson present from Kentucky. In this
session a bill was introduced to provide for the admission

of the territory of Orleans into

the

union on an equal foot

ing with the original states.
Johnson had remained silent
upon this question until the bill was about to be voted
upon, when he said he felt it his duty to express him

To

right of selfgovernment to this people Johnson said he had listened with
"
self.

the

objections

to extending

He asked

the

What reasons of state, then,
have we to disappoint the just expectations of this impor
tant Territory? The principles of every State constitution
great anxiety.88

:

in the Union, the political creed so often professed on this
floor, the sentiments of freedom as often expressed, and the
articles of the Federal Constitution which circumscribe our

of this Territory to

powers all unite to enforce the claims
State sovereignty.

I

cannot,

my sanction from the wishes

I

will not therefore withhold

of the people."

Johnson called

of the House to an article in the treaty by
which the territory of Louisiana was obtained from France,
stating that the inhabitants of the ceded territory should be

the attention

admitted to the union as a state as soon as possible.

John
"
son said :
We are thus solemnly bound by compact to
admit this Territory into the Union as a State . . . and we
are bound by a still more sacred tie to Him who gave us
84
85

Argus of Western America, December 6,
Kentucky Gazette, August 14, 28, 1810

1810.
;

Debates, vol. iv, p. 215.
88

Annals of Congress,

1810-1811,

pp. 381, 520.
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independence to extend

the blessings

79

of liberty to these

8T

it is practicable."
The act was approved
on February 20, 1811, and Louisiana entered the union as
people whenever

a state the next year.88

As provided by its charter, the first bank of the United
States was to run for twenty years. In 1811 the question
of renewal of the charter was before Congress. On Janu
ary 22, Johnson rose and stated that he was opposed to the
renewal of the bank charter, because he believed it uncon
stitutional, inexpedient and improper.80
He said: "This
is not a struggle on our part to repeal any act
tion, or to deprive any citizen

of corpora

of any vested rights claimed

either by nature or by any political act; but an exertion in

favor of equal laws and equal justice to all the people of
the United States, to prevent monopolies from being given
to a moneyed aristocracy, unknown to the Constitution and
dangerous to the liberties
the State sovereignties."

of the

people,

and subversive

of

Twenty years ago, he said, the

Federalists created the bank upon the odious

" Will we
encourage,"

doctrine

of

Johnson,
this moneyed aristocracy and continue this privileged order
in the bosom of our country twenty years longer?"
He
"
added:
If the people of the West and beyond the moun

implied

powers.

"

asked

tains have any political idol, it is the union
,

of the States.

As the Bible^and New Testament are dear to every Chris
tian, so [is] the Union of the States in a political point of
view.

.

.

." Johnson felt that

if

the bank charter was re

newed for another twenty years it would be an institution so
deeply rooted in the country's economic
be expelled.
*i Ibid.,

life it could not then

He thought it would compete with the state

pp. 520-21;

Kentucky Reporter, February

9, 1811.

Annals, op. clt., Index of approved Bills, pp. 1326-28 ; Adams, History
of the United States (New York, 1821), vol. vi, p. 235.
89 Annals, op. cit., p.
717.
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for making profits, and

of all banks chartered by state legis

latures.90

It
of

was very unfortunate for the country that the time limit
the old charter of the bank of the United States came to

an end at so critical a period in the history

At

this time war was approaching,

of

the

bank went the contraction

of

the country.

and with the destruction

of the currency

as the

of a foreign financial cataclysm and the failure of
England to meet her obligation to America. Henry Adams
"
said :
The necessity for such an institution was merely
one of the moment, but in the period of national history
result

between 1790 and 1860, the year 1811 was perhaps the only
moment when destruction of the Bank threatened national

ruin."

9l

That the nation faced a crisis and that the seriousness of
the situation had produced an unspoken demand for war
can be seen in a speech of Johnson's on December 11, 1811,
when the question

of our foreign relations was before the

House.

He referred to Great Britain's failure to fulfill her
promises and to offer redress for wrongs she had committed ;
"
regardless of our moderation and our justice, she has,"

"

'

brought home to the threshold of our territory,'
"2
measures of actual war."
Johnson, as a western man,
believed that in 1811 the savages were again at war on the
frontier, not for fear of the white man's encroachment on
their territorial rights, but as the result of British influ

he said,

ence.98

•Jn

a moment

of oratorical elation Johnson exclaimed:

*°Ibid., pp. 717-25; Kentucky Reporter, March
91

Adams,

92

Annals of Congress,

nlbid.,

op. cit., vol. v, pp. 329-330.

p. 1191.

1811-12,

p. 456.

9, 1811.

THE BEGINNING OF HIS POLITICAL CAREER
"

I

gi

rejoiced that the hour of resistance is at hand. . . .
[England's] infernal system has driven us to the brink of
a second revolution, as important as the first.
Upon the
Wabash . . . and within our territorial sea . . . the war
9*
He was persuaded that " We
has already commenced."
feel

of Great Britain
by war, or formally annul the Declaration of our Independ
must now oppose the farther encroachment
ence,

and

ourselves

acknowledge

her

devoted

Colonies."

Probably no man in an American Congress promised so
much as Johnson for himself and his constituency in case
of war to preserve American independence. Certainly the
degree to which the promise was fulfilled saw no parallel

He said:

that day.

"I

in

pledge myself to this House, and

my constituency to this nation, that they

will not

wanting
valor,
nor
in
of
men
and
in
their proportion
money to
As to his own wish, he
prosecute the war with effect."
said:
shall never die contented until I see her [Eng
land's] expulsion from North America, and her territories
be

"I

incorporated

with the United States."

95

The next chapter will enable the reader to decide for him
self whether Johnson's pledge for himself and his constit
ae
or sprang from a purposeful
uency was mere declamation
sincerity, a confidence in his people and a belief in the right
Interest and confidence in the people
eousness of his cause.

of Johnson throughout his political
career. His early environment gave him an appreciation of
the common people— he was one of them — and he made for
himself a rule of life to place confidence in their power and
to be always on the alert for their interests.
were both characteristic

In this

same session

of

Congress

it became necessary to

He had reference to the Battle of Tippecanoe
•*/&«*., pp. 456-7.
1811 between "the Prophet" and W. H. Harrison.
•5

Annals, op. cit.,

98

Adams, op. cit., vol. vi, p. 142.

p. 457.

in

7
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for additional revenue, since a decline in shipping
had lessened the amount of duties received ; a plan was pro
jected for internal taxes.
Johnson opposed a twenty-five-

provide

tax on whiskey as too injurious and unjust
to the western country.
For his part, he would never agree
to lay an internal tax on people to maintain an expensive
establishment.97
On January 21, 1812, when the House
cent-per-gallon

of the naval establish
time when war was only a question of days,

had under consideration
ment and at a

the increase

Johnson opposed a naval establishment in that it would be
"
" for
necessary to
its
pledge the property of the people
He expressed himself as not being able to do this,
upkeep.

for on

the people at home alone could the

war be prosecuted

For " when we are upon

with any expectation of victory.
the heels of a second revolution; when the people are likely
to be most pressed for the ways and means to carry on the
war with vigor and certain success, the ruinous system of a
"
He must
great navy is pressed upon us."
deny the
capacity of the United States to maintain a navy without
oppression
lieved a

"

would be
nation."

to the great mass

" would
great navy
"

of the community."
be more than a

He

liability.

be

It

dangerous to the peace and tranquility of this
He said he had been in favor of an increase of

gunboats only because
on the coast.

"

I

they supplemented the fortifications

will not vote,"

he said,

" one cent for
a

force which is destined to keep foreign nations in check in

" and which would
only add to America's taxes
and a national debt.
History had taught him that when
f" a nation puts forth her strength upon the ocean, the inI terior of the country will be neglected and oppressed with
I contributions."
In Johnson's way of thinking, " navies
have been and always will be engines of power, and em
distant seas

9T

Annals,

op. cit., pp. 1140-41.

THE BEGINNING OF HIS POLITICAL CAREER

of ambition and war; that the conse

ployed in projects
quences

debt."

"8

of a navy are perpetual internal taxes and a public
There was no chance for the success of a bill to

increase the navy when Congress
and the

the army,

crease

83

flinched at taxation

"

"

had already voted to in

War Republicans

staunchest

which was a necessary concomitant to
such legislation.
Even the British minister was led to gauge
the possibility of war with America on the basis of the Re
publican

prejudices

"

against

taxation,

and reported

to his

in the possibility of
war" because of American prejudice to taxation and debts."
Humphrey Marshall's paper, the American Republic, said,
on April 10, 1812:
they have war, they are told by 7
that

government

he could not believe

"If

their oracles, Johnson and Clay, that they are to have taxes.J
. . . Congressmen
and their families, like the Johnsons,
may get contracts and become

rich.

.

.

They will stigma

.

tise those who favor peace, with every vile epithet they can

He referred to Johnson

devise."

mill."

10°

But

the

most

careful

"

This great wind
reading of Johnson's
as

and letters show that he was actuated by motives
patriotism and honor. In a letter written to his friends

speeches

of

in Scott county, March 18, 1812, he said: "We are deter
mined to declare war before we adjourn, and we are de
termined to adjourn in a few weeks. . . . Nothing but the
want of troops in the North prevents a declaration of war
at this moment.

The times are difficult

— honor

calls

for

decision!"101

In

spite

of Republican hesitancy to declare war

•8

Ibid., pp. 875-6,

99

Adams,

100

878, 884.

op. cit., pp. 155-156.

American Republic, April
with the government

contracts

especially
101

pp.

because

191, IQ4-97-

Ibid., April

10, 1812.

10,

is

1812.

brought

The story of the Johnson
out in chapter v.
See

84
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war necessitated everything contrary to the principles of the
Republican party — from increased taxation to the invasion

of foreign territory by the militia — the " War Hawks,"
through force of will and intellect, led Congress to act.102

When the President met Congress behind closed doors on
June 1 8, to satisfy the demand of those who were for war
and to obtain his own reelection, he advised, in his message
to them, that war be declared. This was done, and Richard
M. Johnson gave his vote for war 108 as willingly as he later
gave

of himself on the field of battle.

102

Adams,

108

Annals of Congress,

op. cit., p. 171.

Gazette, June 30, 1812.
op. cit., pp. 322-23.]

1811-12, part 2, pp. 1637, 1679-82; Kentucky
The bill was approved June 18, 1812 [Annals,

CHAPTER

SERVICE IN THE WAR OF 1812

JOHNSON'S

THE " War Hawks "
publican program

III

"

of

of war, but when it

were willing to renounce the Re

peaceful coercion

"

for

a declaration

point of providing for the
necessary means to enable the government to carry on a
successful war, their Republican prejudices to taxation, and
came to the

army and navy, led to conspicuous
A declaration of war was made
blunders in statesmanship.

especially

to a large

on June 19, 1812, without first providing the physical equip
ment and the unity of action necessary to such a declaration.

The country had to suffer humiliating military reverses and
national disaster before the prejudices of the party in power
would allow a partial sacrifice of its pet financial and mili
tary program.
Johnson was among the formidable group of war advo-j ,
cates in Congress and yet no one at that time was less will-\
ing to sacrifice his Republican philosophy for a complete 1
military program than Richard M. Johnson. Not that he
lacked foresight or that he failed to appreciate the realities \
of war, but he was overconfident in the ability of the people /
to provide its sinews directly.

It

was not until the second session

gress, which assembled on November
months

of the twelfth Con
2, 1812,

after several

of unsuccessful war, that Congress moderated its

prejudices

sufficiently

national emergency.

to make some provision to meet the

An

act was passed to raise additional

military forces, the maximum to be twenty regiments.1
At this session provision was made for an increase of the
naval establishments by allowing for the building of four
1

Annals of Congress,

1812-13,

P. 1322.
8S
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and six forty-fours.

Another act was passed
to supplement this military program by providing for the
building of six sloops.2 Providing for this increase in both
seventy-fours

the army and navy were several acts appropriating money,

including one providing for an appropriation of one million

for

dollars

each

of

these

departments

for the year 1813.

Provision was also made for a more perfect organization
of the army and a more efficient way of providing for it.

An

of Superintendent

of Military Supplies
was created in the Department of War. The head of this
office

General

office was to reside in Washington and supervise the pur
chase

and distribution in each military area.8

Republican

of internal taxation, as seen in Johnson's determined
stand on the Excise Bill, led Congress to rely upon a loan
and to wait for some military success which would enable
fear

in the extra session, by accumulated pressure to
effect a real taxation program.
The President, in his mes
Congress,

sage before the special session on

May 25,

1813,

said that

of $16,000,000 authorized by the act of the pre
vious eighth of February had been contracted for. He said
that while due provision had been made for the expenses of
the loan

the current year, the limited revenue and the dependence

on

loans showed that the time had arrived when it was necessary
to provide adequately

for the future supplies of the treasury,

and that he was now assured that the time had come to risk

"a
*
Following
well-digested system of internal revenue."
these suggestions, and the system of internal revenue adopted

in the extra session in May, Congress reluctantly gave up to
necessity a principle,

but not to the extent that the times

required and the potential resources
*

Ibid., pp.

1315, 1352.

*

Ibid., pp.

1317-18,

*

Richardson,

A

1346-

Compilation

dents, vol. i, pp. 528-29.

of the country would

of

the Messages

and Papers

of

the

Presi
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Yet the nation and the people themselves
underwent some changes in spirit after going to war; of
this revolution Congress took advantage.
In his fifth an
" If
nual
to
the President could
have allowed.

message

say:

Congress

the

war has increased the interruption of our commerce, it has
at the same time cherished and multiplied our manufac
tures." B And he could say in his sixth annual message on

"We

20, 1814:

September

have seen them

[the people]
everywhere paying their taxes, direct and indirect, with the
greatest promptness and alacrity."

*

The spirit of the western people in this war can be under
stood only in the light of their proximity to the Indians,
"
for it was the combined counsels and schemes of the Brit
principal chiefs among the Indans
that sowed the seeds of war.7 Following a disagree
ment over the manner of opposing Wayne's army on August
20, 1794, Little Turtle, the Miami chief, whose influence

of

ish agents, and some

"

the

then began to wane, remained friendly to the United States,

while Blue Jacket, the Shawnee chief, gave his allegiance to
the British.8 Soon after this, Blue Jacket and the Shawnee
Indian, Tecumseh, determined to draw all the Indian tribes

of lands by any one
tribe,9 and join the British in the event of war.10
In 1805, Tecumseh's brother took advantage of the death
of an influential Shawnee prophet and assumed his sacred
into a confederacy,

prevent the sale

The Indians recognized

office.11
8

Ibid.,

8

Ibid., p.

p. 539, President's
550.

in the new Prophet the

Message of December 7, 1813.

This was not true of the New England States.

McAfee, History of the Late War in the Western Country, pp. 2-3, 8,
slbid., p. 8; Drake, Life of Tecuntseh and His Brother the Prophet
(Cincinnati, 1841), p. 81.
T

9

This was contrary to the Treaty of Fort Greenville.

op. cit., pp. 8-9 ; Drake, op. cit., pp. 83, 92-93.
Schoolcraft, " Travels in 1821," in Kentucky Gazette, September
1825; Drake, op. cit., pp. 86-88; McAfee, op. cit., pp. 9-10.
10

11

McAfee,

30,
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power to perform miracles and the Indian agents took ad

of their credulity.12

The Prophet, who had settled
near the mouth of Tippecanoe creek, a tributary of the
Wabash, in 1808, was not invited to the conference called
by William H. Harrison, Governor of the Indian Territory,
who had received instructions from the President in Sep
vantage

tember 1809 to extinguish Indian titles to a large area of
land east of the Wabash.
This conference ended in the
treaty

of Fort Wayne.18

Tecumseh then threatened all the

chiefs that signed this treaty.

Early in

1810, a number

of

events led the whites to conclude that hostile designs were
being made against them by the Indian brothers.
the Governor was authorized

by the Secretary

In July,

of War to

He failed in an attempt
take steps to protect the frontier.
to come to terms of peace with Tecumseh, who became more
determined to form a confederacy

of all the Indian tribes,

both North and South.1*

Toward the close of the year 1811, Governor Harrison
considered the situation so alarming that he resolved to move
troops toward the Prophet's town on the Wabash and de
On November
mand that all hostile designs should cease.
7, 1811, a surprise

attack was made upon Harrison's

well-

Under these circumstances was fought the
Battle of Tippecanoe, to which Richard M. Johnson referred

chosen camp."

12

Schoolcraf t,

op. cit.

These
McAfee, op. cit., p. 11; Drake, op. cit., pp. 105-106, 113.
authorities differ as to the tribe claiming this land and the right of the
Prophet to it.
18

"Drake,

124-128; McAfee, op. cit., pp. 12-14;
History of the Late War Between the United States and
Great Britain (Philadelphia, 1839), p. 23. Harrison invited Tecuraseh
to a council at Vincennes to present his claims to the land. The council
took place on August 12, 1810.
op. cit., pp. 112-113,

Brackenridge,

« Brackenridge,
of. cit.,

p. 146.

op. cit., pp. 23-25;

McAfee,

op. cit., pp. 17-18;

Drake,
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in his war speech to Congress when he said that the war
had already begun on the Wabash.18
One of the first acts of the general government after the
declaration of war was certain was to provide security for
the northwestern frontier. William Hull, Governor of the
Michigan Territory, who was appointed brigadier-general by
the President, took command of the army under auspicious
circumstances.17
The War Department invested General
Hull with full power to invade Canada (where the people
had been led to believe that the
than savages

"

might justify.19

July

13)

"

Americans were worse

and extend the conquest as circumstances
Once in Canadian

territory, which he en

into which he marched unmolested
" took
for a distance of sixty miles, he procrastinated and
" while the
counsel only from his fears
daring English com
mander, General Brock, and Colonel Proctor, who super
When
seded him, were seizing the resources at hand.20

tered on

General

12, and

Hull received

a communication

of Fort Michilimackinac that

from the commander

he had surrendered

that post

in order to prevent a general massacre at the hands of the
Indians, he said : " The whole northern hordes of Indians
will let loose upon us," and soon thereafter returned to
Detroit, where his position was still considered precarious.21
1S

Supra, p. 81.

Richardson, Messages and Papers of the
McAfee said: "The frost of time had given
him a venerable aspect, and the idea of his revolutionary
services in
(McAfee, op. cit.).
spired the troops with confidence"
17

McAfee,

Presidents,

op. cit., pp. 50-51 ;

op. cit., p. 514.

« McAfee,

op. cit., p. 62.

Draper MS. 22U40 (Original MS. on the defense of Dearborn against
the attack of General W. Hull) ; Armstrong, Notices of the War of 1812
19

(New York, 1840), vol. i, p.
20 Armstrong,
op. cit., pp.

17.
17-24.

McAfee, ibid., p. 70 (Lieutenant P. Hanks in his report to Hull
spells it Macinaw and McAfee uses the same spelling) ; Niles" Register,
September 26, 1812; Armstrong, op. cit., p. 32.
21
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Meanwhile, the Governor of Kentucky, General Charles
Scott, learned of the critical situation of General Hull

"

and immediately

of

determined

to send reinforcements

made

On August 25, he issued orders to the
militia of Kentucky, stating that Governor William H. Har
rison had been authorized by his appointment to take com

up

volunteers.28

of the militia ordered to Canada for
"
which appears to be in
army under Hull,

mand of a detachment

relief of the

the

situation," and that he thereby authorized
the detachment of five hundred mounted volunteers from the
militia of the state.24
a most perilous

Richard M. Johnson had proposed to raise five hundred
volunteers of mounted infantry to march at once to Detroit,
In
and called a meeting for that purpose on August 3i.25
pursuance of the authority given General Harrison by Gov
ernor Scott, the former appointed Richard M. Johnson one

of his aides

28

of the mounted
Richard M. Johnson, Esq.

and delegated the acceptance

companies to him as follows

:

"

will accept of the companies who first tender their services
22 The governor
had received by express a letter from the colonels in
Hull's army stating that they suspected him of treasonable views, that

he was not competent to command and should no longer be trusted.
a conversation

between the colonels of the Ohio volunteers

In

and General

James Taylor of Kentucky, it was determined that Hull should be
deprived of his command ; but the refusal of any one to assume the
responsibility of command under the circumstances led to the abandon
ment of the project (Kentucky Reporter, September 19, 1812; McAfee,
op.

cit., pp. 83, 102-3).

28

Nile s'

Register,

September

12,

1812 ;

McAfee, ibid.

Kentucky Gazette, September I, 1812.
Harrison was appointed
major-general by brevet on August 25, 1812 (Roster of Officers of War
of 1812-15 (MS.) Kentucky State Historical Society). Under the head
"
ing,
Huzza for the Hero of Tippecanoe ", the Kentucky Gazette of
" Now,
September 8, said :
Now, they
the backwoodsmen are satisfied.
can, with confidence, rally round the standard of their country."
2*

25

Niles' Register, September

28

McAfee,

op. cit., p. 109.

12, 1812.
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and will attend at Georgetown until
Monday evening next the 3 Ist inst. for that purpose. . . .
to the number required

;

The names of the officers will be returned to Mr. Johnson
and afterwards announced.
It is expected that each
man will furnish himself with twenty days' provisions . . .
Ammunition and arms (musquets)." 2T The Kentuckians

...

join Hull at Detroit by way of New
port, where news was received that General Hull had sur
began their march to

rendered to the British General, Brock.28

of August 15, demanding the
surrender of Detroit, played upon Hull's fear of the In
"
dians :
It is far from my inclination to join in a war of
General Brock, in his letter

extermination; but you must be aware, that the numerous
body of Indians, who have attached themselves to my troops,
will

be

beyond my control the moment

the contest com

29

Not only were the people in the fort astonished
at the surrender which followed, but it was disapproved by
80
the officers and resented by the common soldiers."
A letter from Dayton, Ohio, of August 24, 1812, con
mences."

tained an extract

of

Urbana which said

of Miami
" .
tinued :
27

:

a message sent to the commissioners

"

British flag now waves at

Rapids

from Piqua."
The same letter con
fort Wayne the only remaining barrier is

100 miles
.

.

Kentucky Gazette, September I,

James was
op. cit.).

the

at

lieutenant-colonel

Richard M. Johnson's brother
under his command (Roster of Officers,
1812.

Darnell, A Journal Containing an Accurate and Interesting Account
Kentucky Volunteers and Regulars . . . in the year 1812-13
(Philadelphia, 1854), pp. 6-7.
28

of

. . .

89

McAfee,

op. cit., p. 85;

Taylor, Autobiography (Durrett Collection),

p. 98.

McAfee, op. cit., pp. 85, 89.
General
"very generally shed tears, and the
common expression as they indignantly dashed down their arms, often
'
' "
breaking them to pieces, was damn such a general
(Taylor, op. cit.;
McAfee, op. cit., p. 89.
Taylor,
Taylor said
8»

op.

cit., pp. 98-100;

the

common

soldiers
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"

in the most imminent danger," and
an express has just
arrived with letters from the commissioners at Piqua re
all

questing

the armed

men

that

could

be

sent

imme

81

General Harrison, who overtook the army be
diately."
tween Lebanon and Dayton on August 31, told Elias Dar
nell, who accompanied the relief expedition, that Fort Wayne
was in danger from both Indians and British, and that a

Harrison had orders to go
to Fort Wayne, and on September 9, 1812, the army
marched for that place, except the mounted volunteers, who
remained at Piqua till twelve o'clock to rest their horses and
Richard M. Johnson
elect a major to command the corps.
forced march was necessary.82

for this office.

was chosen

By night Major Johnson over

The next day Harrison, after holding a
took the army.
council with his field officers, ordered the destruction of the
Indian villages in the vicinity. Johnson's battalion, belong
ing to Colonel Wells' division, was ordered to destroy the
The expedition
Potawatomie villages on the Elkhart.88
reached Fort Wayne on September 18, in time to save the
Major Jereboam Beauchamp wrote to Isaac Shelby
place.
"
from Washington county on September 13, 1812:
Seeing
the distress of our frunteears and the defeat of Hull's
army, I think it is the duty of Every friend to his Country
to do all he can in defending it.

...

I

Cald on Col David

Clever Last Satyrday to call his Ridgment to geather amediately.
orders.

...
.

.

.

I

[This]

he

therefore

Refused Stating he had Know
hope that you

general to call the two Ridgments.

...

will authorise the

I

also hope that

your Exclency will will authorise me or any body Elce, that
Letter of Joseph Pierce, contemporary copy made by General Payne
Kentucky State Historical Society Files
I,
jacket
box
Section
8,
49(MS.)
81

and sent to Governor Scott,
82

Darnell,

« McAfee,

op.

cit., p. 10.

op. cit., pp. 121-23,

128-29.
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to Raise a Company
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of mounted Riflemen and go on

3*

The army was reinforced by five hundred
Since General Harri
mounted rifllemen from Kentucky.
amediately."

son had not been legally authorized

by the general govern

of this army, the command devolved
upon General Winchester. On September 24, a communi
cation from the War Department assigned to Harrison the
command of the Northwestern Army and ordered him to
retake Detroit with a view to the conquest of Upper Canada.
The mounted riflemen started for St. Mary's under the
command of Harrison, and by September 30 they came near
Fort Defiance, between the Maumee and Auglaize rivers.
They rebuilt the fort and rechristened it Fort Winchester.
On October 20, the weather was reported desperately cold.
December 29 was the beginning of the forced marches, the
" most serious,"
Darnell, " ever
ment to take command

performed by the

says

Americans."

The army was almost destitute of clothes,

shoes and provisions.85

On September 25,

1812,

Harrison had described condi

tions to the Kentuckians in a letter written from Piqua, in
which he said :
Can any patriot sleep easy on his bed of down, when he re
flects upon the situation of a sentinel exposed to the cold of a
winter's night in Canada, in a linen hunting shirt. . . .1 trust
that I know my fair countrywomen too well to believe that this
Blankets, over
appeal to their patriotism will be ineffectual!
alls, roundabout jackets, shoes, socks and mittens, are the articles
wanted.

.

.

.**

The patriotic women of Kentucky were already busily en-

" Beauchatnp

to Shelby,

September

torical Society Files, Section I, box

" Darnell,

*•

op. cit., pp.

19,

9,

13,

21, 29, 39, 41 ;

Kentucky Reporter, September
Kentucky, September 25, 1812.

26,

1812.

jacket

57.

McAfee,

1812,

Kentucky State His
op. cit., pp. 128, 131.

Harrison

to the

People of
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gaged in making provision for the army.

Governor Shelby,
in a letter to Secretary of War Eustis, wrote on September
" Patriotic
Spirit of the ladies in
5, 1812, extolling the
"
Letters to the Governor,
making Markees and Tents."

written from various towns in the state, show that great
exertions were made to provide clothing which was sent by
Colonel Thomas Buford to Harrison. A letter from Thomas
W. Hawkins of Georgetown, written to the Governor on
October 17, 1812, states that

A

number of the patriotic Females of Scott County have de
posited with me, sundry articles of clothing &C intended as
donations to the Kentucky volunteers under the command of
Gen. Harrison. . . . More are daily expected agreeably to the
intention of the donors they were to be subject to your order.
I have discovered that Colo Thos Buford has been authorized
by Gen Harrison to collect and forward all supplies of this kind
to the army.

...

„, ,,, „ . .
Th W Hawkins

Blankets 24 pantoloons 50 waistcoats 14, Coats 9,
22 Socks 286 pair — mittens 46 pair Shoes 55 pr.88

Darnell said

Shirts

"

The ladies who sent this clothing deserve
It was as late as January 25 that
the highest encomiums."
the clothing from the women of Kentucky arrived at camp.8p

In

:

of the campaign, St. Mary's was chosen the
principal depot for provisions, and Sandusky for artillery
and military stores. Major R. M. Johnson was still at Fort
Wayne. After Harrison had time to digest the plans he
dispatched Captain Hite to Fort Wayne with orders direct
ing the horsemen under Colonel Simrall and Major Johnson
87

5,

the plan

Shelby's Letter Book

1812.

jacket

Military

A (MS.) Letter

Papers,

Kentucky

4, Shelby

State

to Eustis, September

Historical

Files,

Hawkins to Shelby, October 17, 1812, Kentucky State
Society Files (MS.), Section I, box 9, jacket 56.
»8

89

op.

cii.,

58.

Darnell,

op. cit., p. 45.
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a message to the Sec

retary of War, dated Piqua, September 24, 1812, Harrison
"
said :
Major Richard M. Johnson's Battalion of Mounted
riflemen were at Fort Wayne a few days ago. I authorized
their return to St. Marys after they had consumed the corn
at Turtle's town."

McAfee said that " With such prompti

tude and eelerity were these orders
that the front
a distance

of

received."

40

obeyed and executed,

of Johnson's battalion arrived at St. Mary's,

63 miles, about 13 hours

after the orders were

On September 30, the companies of Cap

tains Roper, Clarke and Bacon

were ordered to choose a

major and form a battalion, which, when associated with
Johnson's mounted battalion, would compose a regiment
which would require a colonel. Johnson was elected colonel
by the regiment.41

On September

Harrison again wrote to Eustis from
He said that
Piqua that the army was in need of clothing.
"
" for the
should furnish
the
watch coats
27,

government

He told Eustis that he, Harrison, was
taking the responsibility of providing for these necessities.
militia sentinels.

Lieutenant James Johnson had orders to furnish one hun
dred and fifty from Pittsburgh.
Harrison told the Secre
tary that he considered himself fortunate in having several
members of the next Congress in his army, that he had
seven members-elect for the next Congress; and two, Rich
ard M. Johnson and Samuel McKee, who belonged to the

"

House of Representatives.

He said these could give
testi
mony that will not be questioned upon the floor of that body
as to the propriety and necessity of many alterations in our
42
military arrangements."
Harrison, Indiana Historical Collection,
Papers of William H. Harrison," Harrison
1812, loc. cit. ; McAfee, op. cit., pp. 142-3.
40

41

McAfee,

44

Harrison,

ix, " Messages and
to Eustis, September 24,
vol.

op. cit., p. 144.
op. cit., p. 158,

Harrison to Eustis, September

27, 1812.
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The energy and zeal enlisted in behalf of the national
in the western country, composed of Kentucky,
cause

of Pennsylvania and
Virginia, after the ignoble surrender of Hull, form a true
example of a young democracy training itself for leadership
Tennessee, Ohio and the western part

by the only accepted

at hand

standards

— trial

and error.

The spirit was that of a crusade.
It was asserted that
Kentucky alone gave nearly 15,000 of her citizens to meet
Men marched without regular commis
the national crisis.
nor caring for any remuneration
Miles' Register was pleased to note

sions, neither expecting

from the government.43
that the spirit of the nation was completely aroused by the

of General Hull. It stated that the
" in a flame of
whole western country, which was
patriotic
"
of

shameful

surrender

resentment,"

voluntary companies,

offered the example

having in their ranks the most distinguished
bers

of congress, generals
"
"

.

.

.

and other

citizens, mem
officers

of the

rolling to the frontiers, in force suffi
cient to look down opposition, if duly supplied with muni
" A spirit of that character, if spread
tions of war."
throughout the nation, would have supplied the deficiencies
of the national government. While clothing, war material
and sufficient cooperation were lacking generally, an old
Kentucky warrior could boast, when informed of Gov
militia

that were

ernor Shelby's orders to discharge the Volunteers from fur
" Well,
ther service,
Kentucky has often glutted the market
with flour, hemp, pork and tobacco —and now quite in Char
acter, she has done

It

it with VOLUNTEERS

! !

!"

4B

industry and
Harrison and his

was this spirit that bred the indefatigable

complete sacrifice

that enabled General

army to place the frontiers in a position of defense.
*»

Niles' Register, October

**

Nile? Register, September

*5

Kentucky Reporter, October

10, 1812.
19, 1812.
3. 1812.

Gen-
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in his first step — that of the relief
of the frontier posts. The Indian tribes were driven to
peaceful behavior or were driven to the Canadian frontiers
eral Harrison succeeded

of their villages and crops. This was
done principally by the mounted men. By the first of Octo
ber the Northwestern Army had the situation sufficiently in
hand to prepare for the offensive as soon as the weather
by the destruction

permitted.

A

letter from Headquarters

6, 1812, to the Kentucky

situation

at St. Mary's, dated October

Reporter reflected the changed

:

The ist battalion of mounted riflemen from Kentucky, in the
regiment under the command of Col R. M. Johnson, having
faithfully performed their tour of duty, as directed by the gen
eral order, of his excellency, the Governor of that State of the
24th Aug. last, are hereby honorably discharged. . . . [These
men] have rendered the most essential service to their country,
by penetrating that of the enemy to a considerable distance,
burning their towns and destroying their provisions ; and by that
means rendering them unable to leave their families for the
The General feels par
purpose of annoying our settlements.

ticular obligation to Col R. M. Johnson, for his zeal and ability

The letter stated that the general ordered the discharge of
the first battalion through his aid-de-camp, Colonel R. M.
Johnson." The Reporter of October 10, 1812, announced
that the Colonel gave his troops their discharge at St. Mary's
on the fourth and that he himself had just returned to the
An extract of a letter from Camp
state from that place.
Defiance, dated October 11, 1812, says:

Col R. M. Johnson's corps of Mounted Volunteers has left
term of service had expired — it was inconvenient for

us — their

the men composing it to remain longer from their families —and

there was little prospect of their being soon engaged in active

" Ibid.
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Whilst they remained, they displayed a zeal and alac

service.

rity honorable to themselves and their commander.47
Johnson was relieved of his military duties in time to
attend the opening of the second session of the twelfth
On
Congress of the United States, November 2, 1812.
November 4, President Madison presented his fourth annual
message to both houses.

He referred to the misfortune at

Detroit, but thought it was not without its consoling effect.
"
It was followed by signal proofs that the national spirit
rises according to the pressure on it." He said this patriotic

of the

districts less remote had gathered an
ample force under the command of Brigadier-General Har
rison, who possessed the entire confidence of his fellowHe noted further that the greater portion of this
soldiers.
zeal

states and

force was proceeding on its destination toward the Michigan

territory after having relieved Fort Wayne.48
According to the Annals, Johnson took an active part in
The one problem
almost every question in this Congress.
that he had on his heart was the situation of the North
western Army.
Johnson differed with the President in that
the former believed the Northwestern

Army was not ample

On November 10, Johnson pre
to control the situation.
sented to the House a resolution that he had drafted for
its consideration, the object of which was to authorize an
expedition

of mounted volunteers against the hostile tribes

of Indians on
dence

the

northwestern

that the people

and the

of the United States had the power

will to destroy the hostile savages and

47

Ibid., October

48

Richardson,

Presidents,
*•• Annals

28, 1812.

He had confi

border.49

he believed

28, 1812.

A Compilation of

the

Messages

and

Papers of the

vol. i, pp. 515-16; Miles', September 12, 1812.

of

Congress,

1812-13,

p. 146; Kentucky Reporter, November
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it was the duty of Congress to organize the power of the
people and so direct that power as to make it effective.00
He believed the most effective means to this end would be a
winter campaign of mounted men, well selected, well organ

By the

ized and well conducted.

use

of such

a force

he

believed the Indian war would be ended within sixty days.
Because of the extensive frontier it was impossible to guard

So far, no
end to these attacks had been accomplished since the Battle
of Tippecanoe. Johnson believed " that a winter campaign
of mounted men would place us on an equality in our con
test with the Indians; and he pledged himself for the effi
it from Indian attacks with an ordinary army.

of such an expedition, if sanctioned and authorized
by Congress, and left to the Executive of Kentucky, so far

ciency

from that state." In the winter
season when the trees were bare, the Indians' winter quar
as the forces were taken

ters could be more easily discovered and their winter pro

visions could be destroyed.
The resolution was agreed to
without debate."
On December 26, 1812, this proposition of Richard M.
Johnson was submitted to General Harrison for his advice.

In his reply to the War Department, Harrison said he was
"
sorry not to be able to agree with my friend, Colonel
Johnson, upon the propriety of the contemplated expedi
tion." Harrison thought it possible to surprise a particular
" The Indian towns can- \
Indian town and succeed, but that
He said, moreover, that |
not be surprised in succession."
so

Annals,

op. cit., p. 146 ;

51

Annals,

op. cit., pp. 146-47;

James Allen

Reporter,

op. cit.

Kentucky Reporter,

to Governor Shelby,

dated December

op. cit.
12,

A

1812,

letter of
said

that

for the purpose of setting on
foot a campaign against the Indians that winter. He offered a plan for
such a campaign that would be arduous though practicable since the
recent events of the army had been "a little unfortunate" [Allen to
Shelby, December 12, 1812, Kentucky State Historical Society Files

there was before

Congress

(MS.),

box 9, jacket

Section

1,

a

resolution

56].
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during the months of February, March and April the Indian

"The men are hunting, and the

towns were all abandoned.
women and children

.

.

.

scattered about making sugar."

As to the possibility of destroying their corn in that season,
Harrison mentioned that it was " universally hid in
the
"
earth."
After receiving Harrison's advice, the govern

...

ment abandoned the proposition for the winter.

Believing as he did that the regular forces should be
strengthened by a contingent that could be called into imme
diate service, Johnson submitted the following proposal to
the Secretary of War early in 1813 :

It is

two Regiments of mounted men to
serve for any period not exceeding four months after meeting at
any place of rendevous, not exceeding 300 miles from Cin
cinnati. The corps to be completely organized upon the prin
ciple of the men choosing their own officers as far as practicable
. . . [and] to be commissioned by the Executive of Kentucky
as no difficulty will exist as to the Militia laws upon the subject
— the men to be so far equipped, that the order of march can
be taken up within four days from the call — to average 30 miles
proposed

to raise

per day until the point of destination shall be reached —The
Corps not to cost the U. States a cent until the commence
ment of actual service —This force to meet any emergency, or
any plan that may hereafter be adopted ; such a force united to
the rangers could in 50 days invade the Country of the Savages.

...

If

this force should not be wanted, it will cost the Govern
ment nothing — it will have a tendency to kindle the flame of
Military ardour, & introduce Military discipline : — Each man to
it,

&

carry with him 30 days provisions. . . . Advantages of this
such as do not
corps — ist The most efficient men will join
2d
service,
all
the
wish to join the regular
expense of organiza

It

;

3^

will prevent the U. S.
tion and recruiting will be saved —
troops in the West from being surprised or defeated from lack

M McAfee, History

of

the

a

if

called upon at
of reinforcements — 4th
proper time, this
force will continue in active service during the greater part of
Late War in the Western Country, p. 284-5.
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the Spring & Summer campaign.
tion that the men may
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take any place or situa

give me — I want nothing for my trouble

— If any opportunity of

service offers

I

do not wish

This plan is not

.
idle during the recess of Congress.
unless
desire
it
am not to
the
Govt
they
upon
impressed
—
gratified
respectfully submitted

to be

.

.

I

be

Rh: M: Johnson53

On February 26, 1813, Johnson received the following
notice from the War Department :

You are

hereby authorized to organize and hold

in readiness,

[Besides] the Gov
ernor of the State of Kentucky will be required to commission
the officers when selected, to serve four months after being
called into actual service; and six months, if required by the
The pay of the officers and men to commence
United States.

a regiment

of mounted

Volunteers.

.

.

.

from the actual service and march of the corps, under the direc
tion of this department.5*

"
Henry Adams says, One of Armstrong's happiest acts, at
the beginning of his service as War Secretary, was to accept
the aid of Richard M. Johnson in organizing for frontier

"

On March I, 1813, John
"
son acknowledged Armstrong's letter
authorizing me to
raise a Reg* of mounted volunteers. Permit me to say that
I return home with a confidence that your labours will meet
defense a mounted regiment."

of the people. . . . The gov. of K. is
taching upwards of 3000 militia." 88

the expectations

de

Letters to Secretary of War (MSS.), Packet 38 J, 1813, Old
Records Division, War Department, Johnson to Armstrong, received
February 23, 1813.
83

"Kentucky Reporter, April

3, 1813,

Armstrong to Johnson, February

26, 1813.
s8

History of the United States, vol. vii, p. 129.
to the Secretary of War, Old Records Division, War De
Packet 38 J, 1813, Johnson to Armstrong, March 1, 1813.

Adams,

sa Letters

partment,
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Upon his return, Johnson began preparations for raising
On March 24, he wrote to Arm
the mounted regiment.
"
"
strong enclosing a handbill headed Kentuckians in which
patriotic citizens of the
state to come to the aid of the regular forces. But Johnson
was convinced that Harrison would not call for the regiment
after it was raised, for he said to Armstrong :
he made a passionate appeal to the

From a variety of considerations I am certain you will have
If you should think
to authorize Genl. Harrison to call for it.

I

should be glad you would give him authority as we
with me
shall not feel justified in going without an order from the war
The Regt will be ready to march in 30 days from
department.
—
I am convinced that we can scarcely maintain the
this time
ground we now occupy in this Country with our forces, without
volunteers & militia.5T

On March 31, Johnson expressed greater anxiety concern
ing the official recognition of the Kentucky militia :
It

for me to describe the sensation in this State
from an intimation that the Militia now called from this State
would not [be] employed, or recognized by the Government of
the U. States — I am certain you cannot rely upon the Regts of
is impossible

the 2000 to be raised in the Western Country, and the recruiting
service

is very dull.

mounted

men.

.

.

.

.

.

.

[But] thousands will turn out as

Nothing at this moment

is so desirable as

to authorize a large temporary force.58

"

The people here are
On another occasion Johnson said :
not fond of the foot service — but will obey any order of
things—"
General

59

Harrison's

J,

Miami Rapids a

Johnson to Armstrong, March 24, 1813.
Ibid., Johnson to Armstrong, March 31, 1813.
59 Ibid., Packet,
Hon. R. M. Johnson, Johnson -to Armstrong, July
57

Ibid., Packet

plan to make the

58

24, 1814.
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from which he might effect a sudden passage of the
strait on the ice and so take Malden was frustrated due to
base

of provisions and the difficulty of transportation

his lack

continuously to the
lakes.80
His order, late in 1812, that General Winchester
march to the Rapids,81 together with the reports in January
that British forces had arrived from Canada and that In
dians were collecting for the purpose of burning Frenchtown, put new life into the army. The solicitations of the
across

the swamps

stretching

almost

French and the eagerness of his own men for action per
suaded General Winchester to order out a detachment of
over five hundred men to march to the River Raisin, where

of that quarter had suffered acts of plunder
and violence by the Indians.82 After a short engagement
the inhabitants

at Frenchtown, the enemy gave way and the village was
taken without the loss of a man.83 Failing to fortify their
camp, however, to which the road of approach was left
without a picket, the Americans were surprised by the In
dians, who pursued the retreating forces and either killed
or captured them all.8* Even the prisoners which Colonel
Proctor promised protection were victims of the most
grewsome savagery.85

Captain John Payne of Kentucky said that the disaster
of the Raisin operated so powerfully upon the arrangements
of General Harrison that there was no prospect for a fur
•°

McAfee, Late War, pp.

81

He

believed

the Kentuckians would

term expired in February,
cit., pp. 167, 203-4).

if

•2/ttd., pp. 167, 200-204;
February 13, 1813.
43

167, 194.

Ibid., pp. 205-7

;

they were actively

Darnell, Journal,

ibid., pp. 47-8, 52

**Ibid., pp. 207-15; ibid., pp.

"Ibid.,

remain

;

ibid.

48, 51-54.

pp. 214-18; ibid., pp. 53-56,

59-75.

after their
(McAfee, op.

in service
employed

p. 46;

Western

Citizen,
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until spring, and perhaps
On February 21, 1813, Governor Shelby of
summer.88
" The
late disaster
Kentucky wrote the Secretary of War :
which happened on the 22d ulto. at the River Raisin . . .
ther prosecution

the campaign

has fallen heavily on this state every officer and soldier ex

of Kentucky, and . . . more
to be lamented is the apparent impossibility of advancing to
"
powerful and
avenge our loss." After referring to the
"
which the disaster had on the minds of
unpleasant effect
" To avoid future misfortune and
the people, he continued:
reanimate the public mind will it not be advisable to change
the rout of advancing into Upper Canada? . . . Instead of
cept the General were citizens

I

would advise a decisive
step to be taken to secure the superior command of Lake

making another attempt by land,

Erie."

87

Immediately

upon the receipt

of the news of the defeat

at the River Raisin, the legislature

of Kentucky passed an

act authorizing the Governor, who should take command in
person, to detach three thousand militia
service

of the

state

for the

of the United States for a period not to exceed six

Governor Shelby directed that one brigade be sent
to reinforce him and placed General Green Clay in com
On April 12, Harrison arrived at Fort Meigs
mand.88
months.

which, according to reports, was to be attacked by General

Proctor, but General Green Clay, who was delayed by mud
88

Payne's

Letters for

87

Shelby's

Letter Book A, pp. 42-45, Shelby to Armstrong, February

1813

(Durrett Collection).

31, 1813.

Ibid., Shelby to Armstrong, March 20, 1813; N tks' Register,
February 27, 1813. We have already noted that Robert Johnson, father
of Richard M. Johnson, was a member of the state legislature at this
important crisis of the nation's history, and that he, as a member of
the committee of three, sent out the appealing circular to that body's
" Kentucky
Patriotism " (supra, p. 42.
constituents under the title of
88

See Niles" Register,

April

3, 1813).
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and swollen streams, did not arrive with his twelve hundred

Kentuckians until early in May.89
In a postscript of one of Governor Shelby's

John Payne,

letters to

he said that the

information of the investment of Fort Meigs, by a British
and Indian force, soon reached Kentucky, and filled every
bosom, unacquainted with the strength of the place, with alarm,
and the greatest anxiety for the safety of our army. Colonel
Richard M. Johnson . . . had, under the directions of the Sec
retary of War, raised and reported a Regiment of Mounted
.

.

.

Infantry for service when called for. The exigencies of the
case, and the remote situation of the State of Kentucky from the
Seat of the General Government rendered it out of the ques
tion to delay until dispatches could arrive from the War Office.
Colonel Johnson therefore applied to the Governor of Kentucky,
and offered to take the responsibility of the measure upon him
self, [and] received permission to march on to the relief of Fort
Meigs.70

Richard M. Johnson's letter, informing the Secretary of
War that he considered it necessary to march the mounted
regiment, follows :
Blue Spring Scott County May I2th 1813

Sir,

I enclose you a Handbill which will appraise you of the rendevous of the Mounted Regiment. It is to be regretted that a
State of things should exist which leaves no doubt upon our
minds as to the propriety of anticipating your wishes as to our
march; at a crisis so momentous to the Western Country.
In
therefore
the
sentiment,
call
of
the
advice
of
obeying
the
public
chief Magistrate of this State, & consulting what we conceive
would best Support the exalted Standing of the President, your
well earned reputation, & the republican cause in the West, we
••McAfee, pp 256-64; Miles' Register, April
70

Payne's

to Payne,

Letters,

dated May

1813.

I,

24,

1813.

This was attached to a letter from Shelby

1813.
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fondly hope to meet your approbation & sanction — In the mean
time I shall be all anxiety to hear from you directly, or thro
General Harrison or Gov Shelby either of whom will know
where I am — With sentiments of great respect your ob. Sevt.

Rh : M : Johnson
NB In opening

a campaign in the West the

worth double the number of infantry
against the Indians — R M J.n

M. Regt will be

to operate

as

flankers

Johnson's call for the mounted regiment was indicative of
his earnestness and his energy

THE

Regiment

the authority

:

Of Mounted Volunteers

was organized under

of the War Department, to await its call, or to

meet any crisis which might involve the honor, the rights, and

of the country — That crisis has arrived ! Fort Meigs
is attacked — the North-Western army is surrounded by the
the safety

defending the sacred cause of the country, against
a combined enemy, the British and the Indians. . . . The inter
mediate garrisons are also in imminent danger, and may fall a
bleeding sacrifice to savage fury, unless timely reinforced.
The
frontiers may be deluged in blood ; the Mounted Regiment will
present a shield to the defenseless. . . . On Thursday the zoth
of this month, the regiment will rendezvous at the Great-Cross
enemy

.

.

.

ings, Scott county

raised in Henry,
Gallatin, Boone, Campbell, Pendleton, Bracken and Mason. . . .
Each man will take ten or 15 days provisions, and go as lightly
burthened as possible. . . .
;

except the companies

.

.

.

Every arrangement will be made — there shall be no delay.

The soldier's wealth IS HONOR —connected with his Country's
cause, it is Liberty, Independence and Glory, Without exertions,
raisin's bloody scene may be acted over again ; and to permit it
would stain the national character. . . .

n Letters

to Secretary

Jackson, May

of

Rh: M : JOHNSON, Col. R. M. V."
War, op. cit., Packet 309 J, 1813, Johnson to

12, 1813.

Handbill, A Call for the Mota1ted Regiment, enclosed in letter of
Johnson to Armstrong, op. cit.; McAfee, Journal, pp. 1-2.
12
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In this call Johnson added that " An extra Powder-Horn,
Bullet-bag, Forage-bag, five flints, &c. will be important."
He stated also that the regiment would consist of about
fifteen hundred

men.78

The Kentucky Gazette of March 30, containing an earlier
order of Johnson, shows that he had made detailed pro
visions for the organization of the regiment to be composed
of a thousand men to serve " for the term of four months."

He said that

he

confidently

expected that each

company

would be completed in less than twenty days from the re
ceipt of his order.74
Johnson's later order to rendezvous
shows that an additional five hundred was expected. Niles'
Register printed a notice, dated April I, 1813, which said:

"

The most flattering accounts are received from various

quarters,

that the mounted regiment

(to be commanded by

R. M. Johnson) is rapidly filling its ranks.
tuckians.

In

This suits Ken-

the old war, they were all carried to the enemy

They are prejudiced in favor of a corps of
this description." " The newspapers made frequent refer
on horseback.

ences to the mounted regiment.

When official

confirmation of Johnson's appointment
(which was mentioned in the public prints) was not imme
diately forthcoming, Governor Shelby revealed a perplexed
mind as to his own attitude toward Johnson's bold patriot
ism.
On April 18, he wrote to Harrison:

I

have received no communication from the President of the
S.,
U.
nor from the Secy, of War, relative to the authority said
to be given to Mr. Johnson to raise a Regiment of Mounted In
fantry, newspaper publications is all I have seen on that subject.
do not know what law that Regt. is said to be under. . . .
Indeed the State constitution forbids the appointment of a

I

78

Ibid.

74

Kentucky Gazette, March

" Niles'

Register, April

17,

30, 1813.
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of congress to any office of Trust or Profit under its
authority. The Federal constitution is equally cautious. . . .
Under existing circumstances I could therefore take no notice
of the Mounted Riflemen.79
member

Both Shelby and Johnson thought the decision to put the
mounted regiment in motion a wise one, but both were ex
pecting more definite instructions from Washington.

On

April 27, Johnson wrote asking the Secretary of War to
direct the Governor of Kentucky to commission the officers
who had raised the mounted

He referred to
"
in which you
Armstrong's letter of authority to Johnson
say the Governor of this State will be requested to commis
sion the Regiment, which is construed to mean that he will
be requested by you so to do.

it." " In

regiment.

...

The Governor only waits
a letter of May 8, Governor

your letter to do
Shelby wrote to Thomas Bodley, a quarter-master general,
that Colonel Richard M. Johnson, who had a corps of
mounted volunteers organized under the authority of the
Secretary of War, had suggested to him his intentions to
march at once to the relief of Fort Meigs and to the aid of
fellow citizens now on the march to that post under General
Clay. The Governor referred to the difficulty Johnson had

for his troops, and continued:
" From the
emergency of the case and the great service

in raising money enough

which this corps might render to their country, I feel dis
posed to give them every aid in my power, and therefore

will advance 1000$ of the sum you
78
received from Colo Morrison."
Bodley replied that he
recommend that you

with the Governor in his sentiments, and said:

concurred

"•Harrison, Indiana Historical Society
Harrison, April 18, 1813, loc. cit.
77
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Shelby's
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Collection,
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1813,

vol.

ix, Shelby

to

Johnson to Arm

27, 1813.

Letter Book, A, pp.

11o-11,
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May

8, 1813.
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Mr. Abraham J. McDowell, who has the
money in his hands, to appropriate one thousand Dollars for
the purpose of forwarding the detachment under the com
mand of Colo. Johnson." " In the meantime, the Secretary
of War wrote to Harrison : " . . . the frontiers of the
Territories seem to be in a state of much excitement from
the attacks of small parties and the dread of large ones.
Would these be sufficient reason for sending Colonel John
son's Mounted Riflemen into that section of the District?
You can better estimate the character of their demands
than I."80
On May II, 1813, the Governor of Kentucky
" The
wrote to Colonel Johnson :
information
of the
attack on Fort Meigs . . . justifies a belief that a reinforce
ment ought to be sent on to the aid of Gen1 Harrison, the
you will request

...

Johnson had his
entire approbation and sanction, he said, to march with the
mounted regiment. The crisis would, in his opinion, justify
emergency can only be met by horsemen."

its immediate march. He called Johnson's attention to the
fact that the men in the regiment must look to the general
government for compensation for their services.81
The situation at Fort Meigs changed when Procter got
Dearborn had captured
Fort George. This event, with the fact that the Indians
were deserting him in large numbers, alarmed the British
general, and on May 9 his retreat from the fort began.
word

that the Americans under

General Harrison was relieved from danger for a while.
On May 18, 1813, he was so satisfied with the changed
" From
situation that he wrote to the Secretary of War :

son,
gl

May

1813,

Kentucky State Historical

May

Society

81.

Harrison, Messages and Papers, vol.
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80

8,

11, jacket

ii,

w Bodley to Shelby, May
Files (MS.), Section I, box

p. 435,
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I

learn that Colo Johnsons Regt.
Mounted Riflemen were ordered by Gov. Shelby to ren-

the Kentucky newspapers

of

on the 20th inst. for the purpose of
marching to Fort Meigs. I have dispatched an express to
*2
McAfee
the Colo, desiring him to dismiss his men."
records how Harrison's wishes were received: "May 21",

devous at Georgetown

left

the

Great-Crossings

and

about

twelve

from

miles

we met an Express from Genl. Harrison, John
Johnson,88 who turned us back a few miles, as he was

Georgetown

T.

not authorized

to receave us, great dissatisfaction and con

fusion prevailed for some time until we met Col. Johnson
who ordered us on again which again restored us to
order." "
On May 22, Johnson's regiment had reached Newport,
and on this date Major Payne wrote that an express had
"
the seige of Fort Meigs has been
brought the news that
The letter makes known the fact that Payne and
raised."
Colonel Johnson visited Harrison, who had arrived in Cin
" re
cinnati to visit his family.
Payne, said Harrison,
ceived us expressing

his

that

regret

the services

of the

Mounted Regiment could not be accepted by him. Colonel
Johnson handed him a letter which he had received from
the War Office, intimating that Genl. Harrison was author
82

Harrison, Messages

A

and Papers, vol.

letter

ii,

8B

ized to receive his regiment."

of Johnson's ex

p. 450,

Harrison to Arm

J.

strong, May 18, 1813.
88 " Being sent to Kentucky with orders to the mounted regiment com
Johnson, he was taken with fever
manded by his brothers, R. M., and
and did not return." He had been volunteer aid to General Harrison

...

"McAfee,
8B

Company

Payne Letters,

Memorandum

Letter of May

Book or Journal

22, 1813.

(MS.),

p.

3.

&

.

a

;

since about the first of February (May, Genealogy of the Johnson
"
was in Fort
Family, p. 105)
Richard M. Johnson said that John T.
injured
by
was
Ball in the
Meigs when fort was attacked . . [He]
"
had his horse killed under him while aiding in the sortee
Fort
(John
son to Armstrong, April 9, 1816, Letters to Secretary of War, Packet,
Hon. R. M. Johnson, 1816, Old Records Division, War Department).
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of permitting the regiment to serve
their country, dated May 23, 1813, and written at Cincin
plaining the importance

It

nati, was addressed to Harrison.

says in part

:

The attack upon Fort Meigs, the small force which you were
known to have to defend that important post, the danger of the
intermediate

Posts on the left wing of the army under your com

mand and other considerations equally important and impressive

induced me to anticipate the wishes of the President and Secre
tary of War in marching the Regt. of Mounted Volunteers to

You are aware
your command with every practicable dispatch.
that the Gov. of the state of Kentucky had also recommended
the measure.
After having fixed the day of Rendezvous I was
happy to receive a letter from the Secretary of war in which
intimated that you were authorized to call the Regt. in exe
cuting the plan of a Campaign which you had reported to the
Secretary, and stating positively that you were authorized to use
the Regt. for the defence of the Territorial Frontiers.
Under
this view of the subject, I considered it my indispensible duty
he

to march the Regt. to the

Ohio River and prepare for actual ser

vice. I am well convinced that if the Regt. should now be dis
missed, it cannot easily be collected. . . . My desire to continue
in the service with the Regt. does not arise more from the great
anxiety of officers and men to serve their country, than from
what I consider the real advantage which will result from that
service. I am now anxiously awaiting to know what is your
determination and whether you consider the service of the Regt.
at this time important and necessary, if so, to receive your orders
upon that ground and I wish your decision, as I am convinced
that whatever course you may pursue, it will meet the entire
approbation of the President of the

U.

States

and

Secretary

of War.
With sentiments of great respect and
esteem your Obt. Servt.

88

May

Harrison, Messages and Papers, vol.
23, 1813.

ii,

(Signed) R. M. Johnson.8'
p. 459,
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On the same date, May 23, Harrison wrote to the Secre
"
tary of War :
Upon my arrival here yesterday evening, I
was informed that Colonel Johnson had arrived at Newport
a few hours before with his Regiment.

.

me this morning and delivered the letter

.

.

He called on

of which the

en

He further stated to me that when he
met with the person bearing my order for turning back the
closed is a copy.

consulted the officers upon the propriety
dismissing their men, and it was the unanimous opinion

troops

of

.

.

if

[he]

.

in the expectation of
. . . actual service they could never again be brought into
I
the field.
This . . . induced him to
come on
am persuaded that a demonstration in the direction of Fort
Wayne, by such a body of mounted men would be attended
that

they were now disappointed

....

...

...

I shall order them therefore
with very happy effects.
"
to Fort Winchester in the first instance. . . ."

" The General has
decided, and the decision is in our favor. This moment I
Major Payne also wrote on May

23

:

start over the River to carry the pleasing intelligence to the

Tomorrow I expect to march. Col. Johnson M
brought over with him blank commissions signed by the
Governor, so we have all received them." 89
troops.

.

.

.

On May 29, the following order was issued by Colonel R.

M. Johnson

:

It is important

that the Mounted Regiment should be at St.

. . . every possible exertion
will be made to proceed
from this place as soon as the high waters of the Miami and,
Mad-River, will permit. . . . Every Capt. and commissioned
officer is charged
to use every exertion to have the arms

Marys

...

put in prime order
87

Ibid.,

88

Colonel

89

Payne Letters,

pp. 458-9,

.... a correct record

should

Harrison to Armstrong, May

23, 1813.

Richard M. Johnson.
op. cit.,

Letter of May

be made

23, 1813.
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of the Regiment during its continuance in service.

1*3

This

will depend on the officers in whom punctuality, fidelity, intelli
gence and industry the greatest confidence

On June
that he

4, 1813,

is

placed.90

Johnson wrote Armstrong that it was well

(Johnson) had taken the precaution to provide gun
"
arms
with

without sights
[out]
main Springs, with [out] screws &c.," and that he believed
it would have been impossible to arm the regiment with
smiths as the public

were

them.91

After a two days' march from Camp Meigs, Johnson
arrived at the camp at Lower Sandusky on July 3, 1813.
On that date he wrote to Armstrong of his activities on the
frontier, and added

:

I am

now under marching orders to Huron & thereto to Cleve
land to assist in guarding this Frontier & for other objects to
facilitate the movements of the N. W. Army — Everything at
the moment is favorable for a march to Canada. The day will
be a Jubilee to the West.
Nothing under Heaven would so
All look with anxiety for the moment &
animate their Spirits.
then we may all rejoice together

—
.

.

.

Rh

We buried next morning Raisin about

:

12

M : Johnson
of our Slain fellow

citizens.92

He wrote to Harrison :
Having been in the most active service for upwards of forty
days, and having travelled upwards of 700 miles, much of it
forced marching, it is natural to conclude that most of the horses
are weak; and we feel great pleasure,

and obligations to you,

in finding your arrangements such as to enable us to recruit the
•°

McAfee,

Op. «'»., pp. 6-8.

Letters to Secretary of War, Old Records Division, War Depart
ment, Packet 214 J, 1813, Johnson to Armstrong, June 4, 1813.
** Ibid., Packet
248 J, 1813, Johnson to Armstrong, July 3, 1813.
91
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ready to move with you, to
Detroit and Canada, against the enemies of our country, is the
first wish of our hearts.
As to the men they are active,
healthy and fond of service.98
horses

be

...

On June 7, the mounted regiment arrived at Fort Wayne.*4
Here General Harrison had ordered Colonel Johnson to take
command, including the posts on the Auglaize, to scour the

frontiers and cut off small parties that might
invest the forts or be found marching from the Illinois and
Wabash toward Malden and Detroit.
According to the
northwestern

order, Johnson was never to remain three days at one place."
At Fort Wayne, the strictest discipline prevailed by order

of Colonel Richard M. Johnson.

No gambling,

for ex

ample, was to be allowed.98

At

the request

dered Johnson, on

of

the

July

Secretary

of War, Harrison or

9, to proceed direct to Kaskaskia.*7

Believing that the Secretary or the President was unac
quainted with the immediate situation, Johnson made a pro
"
"
test.
His letter of July 9, from
Camp Mouth Huron
on Lake Erie, to Harrison shows his extreme concern :

I have

been afraid to distress the officers and men

of this Regt.

communication of the contents of yours, until I can again
hear from you; after faithfully stating facts which cannot be
entirely known to you much less could the President know them
on the 9th June when he gave an order to the War Dept to direct
I
regret that
the march of this Regt. to Kaskaskias
I had not the speed of an arrow to give him the statement I am
with

a

98

son,

Harrison, Messages and Papers, vol.

July

pp. 482-3, Johnson to

Harri

4, 1813.

B4

McAfee,

op. cit., pp. 16-17.
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McAfee,

A History of
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McAfee, Journal,

"Ibid.,

ii,
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p. 33-

p. 21.
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War in
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p. 291.
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That great and good man would not

hesitate one second to comply with my reasonable

wishes.

[In undertaking] the march

.

...

to Kaskaskias

.

.

.

.

.

the Regt.

could not average more than 15 miles per day. . . . Say 30 days
It would then require at least 15 or

to travel to Kaskaskias.

for active service

20 days upon grain and forage to fit our horses

upon the frontiers, or into the enemies country.

He continued to say that the regiment could not get to
" This,
Kaskaskia with more than four hundred horses.
Sir, is a Regt. for which I stand pledged in the hour of

will

totally useless to their
beloved country, to say nothing of the prospects which now
opens to them in this quarter of usefulness of glory and
peril,

be destroyed and rendered

He mentioned the splendid service the mounted

honor."

regiment could render in their present situation and outlined

of the service and movements of the regiment to
that time, in these words : "To Fort Wayne from the
point of our rendezvous 300 miles. Our Circuit to Lake
something

To Camp Meigs
Michigan about 200 miles, making 500.
from Fort Wayne 100 making 600 miles. To River Raisin
and back 60 miles to this place 70 miles making a total of at
least 730 miles, and this is the Soth day since we took up
of march." He expressed the belief that there was
no great body of Indians on the frontiers of Indiana and
"
Illinois but that they still remain in the circle of Brownsthe line

town, Malden &c. . . . If the Regt. had been destined to
Kaskaskias in the first Instance, no service would have been
more acceptable, except a wish to be attached to this part of

W. Army." Johnson was willing to take the entire
responsibility if Harrison would detain the mounted regi
the N.

ment where it was at that time.98

son,

Harrison, Messages and Papers, vol.
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On July 20, the regiment arrived at Urbana, where the
pp. 487-90, Johnson to

Harri
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following address was made by the officers to their com
mander, Colonel Richard M. Johnson:

It having become necessary to address you upon the present
situation of the Regiment . . . under your command . . . the
order of Gen'l Harrison to march to Kaskaskia . . . cuts off the
high expectation which we had anticipated of seeing and aiding
in the fall of Malden and the recapture of Detroit, together with
the opportunity of avenging ourselves upon our cruel and relent
less foes. . . . We assure you, that it is with pleasure, we serve
under your command, as we have been eye witness to the zeal
and fortitude with which you have labored to be useful to your
country and attention to your regiment. The principal object
of this address is to apprize you of the situation of our horses
and to urge the propriety of changing the route proposed
you have yourself witnessed to have been over as bad roads as
ever human beings traveled . . . many of our horses sunk under
us, By which many were forced to abandon their all and walk
at the hazard of their lives. . . . [Yet] these things . . . have
not broken down our spirits or lessened our zeal to serve our

....

country. . . . [An order to] accompany you in the discharge
of our duty to any quarter of our wide and extensive Frontier
If our country expects services
will always give us pleasure.
from us she must let us be placed in a proper situation."

On July 20, Colonel Johnson made the following reply to
" The commandant . . . has
the address :
receaved the com
munication of the officers . . . requesting a change of the
route to Kaskaskia by the way

...

of remounting themselves.

of Kentucky for

[It is

certain]

the purpose

no hesitation

of granting
It is therefore granted with the advice of

exists as to the propriety and evident necessity
the request.

...

The Captains are authorized to
accept Volunteers for 60 or 90 days. . . . The companies

the field officers present.

99

McAfee, Journal,

pp.

.

37-41.

address was drawn up by him.

.

.

McAfee

says in his Journal

that this
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convenient will Rendezvous

at the Great Crossing the 17*
10°
August, the balance at Louisville on the 15th."

On July 12, 1813, Harrison enclosed to the Secretary of

War Johnson's letter remonstrating

against the orders that

In

took him away from the main army.

his letter, General

"

will find it
Harrison made it known that Colonel Johnson
difficult to enforce obedience to the order for marching to
101
the Illinois territory."
Harrison had already written to
the moment I received it I
Armstrong, on July 9 :

"...

dispatched a special express to Col. Johnson directing him
102
to proceed immediately to Kaskaskia."
But before Arm

strong could have received Harrison's letter of July 12, he
"
wrote the General his
regret that the letter ordering Col
Johnson Westward ever reached you. Since the date of that
letter, information has been received that the whole story

of Dixon and his intention of attacking St Louis

etc.

with

which Governor Edwards so often alarmed himself and
others was without foundation." Armstrong said the error
ought to be corrected

"

late to do so.

if

possible and asked

if

it was too

" would
said,

Johnson's Regiment," he

be

useful in making demonstrations by land while you go by
108
water for protecting the frontiers. . . ."
General Harrison wrote Secretary Armstrong on July 23,
have sent after Colonel
1813, from Lower Sandusky:

"I

Johnson he may be overtaken at Urbana but the greater part
of his men will have scattered and gone off to Ky. after
100

Ibid.,

p.

41.

This page in the Journal is not numbered
from those last numbered.

but

is

101

Harrison, Messages and Papers, vol.

strong,

July

12,

ii,
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p. 490,

Harrison to Arm

1813.

Harrison to Armstrong, July
The reference
1813.
to the order from the Secretary of War directing Johnson's
here
Mounted Regiment on.
102
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108
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491,
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The prospect of assembling a sufficient force
to raise the siege [of Fort Meigs] in a short time is
10*
On July 31, Colonel Johnson sent the follow
gloomy."
ing order to Captain Robert B. McAfee: "The march of
the Mounted Regt is changed and again attached to the
fresh horses.

Northwestern Army under the command of Genl Harrison
. . . the
General having receaved a letter from the War
department [to that effect]. . . . Therefore the companies
. . . will rendezvous at the Great Crossings, Scott County,
" New
on the 15th of August next," except those ordered to
When Captain McAfee
port on the 17th day of August."
received word that Fort Meigs was again besieged, he jotted
down in his Journal that the new order showed the absur
dity of Harrison's first one.105

To avoid

of inaction, and particularly to give em
ployment to a great mass of restless Indians which had been
assembled at Malden in March and April, General Procter
began the campaign with a demonstration on Fort Meigs.
While he had the aid of Tecumseh, Procter was in hopes
of enticing Green Clay and his insubordinate militia out of
"
their fortifications and of engaging them in a field-fight."
He hoped also to draw Harrison, who was at Lower Sandusky,

a state

to Clay's defense, and so leave forts Stephenson,

Cleveland and Presque Isle exposed that he
the more easily capture

(Procter) might

them.108

Harrison to become more active in
large force of militia to supplement his

These movements led

bringing together a
regular troops as soon as possible, that he might be ready
for a second invasion of Canada as soon as Lake Erie was
On July 31, 1813, Governor
under American control.107
Harrison to Armstrong, July

104

Ibid.,

105

McAfee, Journal,

«>8

Armstrong, Notices of
Ibid., p. 167.

107

p. 495,

23, 1813.

pp. 45-6.
the

War of

1812, vol. i, pp.

163-64.
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of Kentucky
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of the General, made an appeal to the
"
in these words :
Fellow

Soldiers

:

Your Governor has taken measures to act effectually against
in upper Canada.
General Harrison, under the
authority of the President of the United States, has called
upon me for a strong body of troops to assist in effecting
the grand objects of the Campaign.
The enemy in hopes to
the enemy

find us unprepared,

has again invested

Fort Meigs."

The

Governor said he preferred to rely on the ardor and patriot
ism of his countrymen rather than on an enforced draft,
and so appointed August 31 for a general rendezvous of
"
will meet
Kentucky volunteers at Newport. He said :

I

I

will lead you to the field of battle
and share with you the dangers and honors of the cam
" Fellow citi
The
closed in these
:
you there in person,

paign."
zens

!

appeal

words

Now is the time to act ! and by one decisive blow,

put an end to the contest in that quarter."

To

103

the men assembled at Great Crossings on August 15,

Richard M. Johnson gave notice that the
mounted regiment was again under marching orders and
that the vital interests of the country demanded dispatch.
1813, Colonel

He issued definite orders concerning the use and care of the
horses in the regiment, saying: "The efficiency of a mounted
Regiment depends much upon the condition of the horses."
He also gave recognition, in these orders, to the efficient
1°8

Shelby's Appeal to the

Collection).

Militia of Kentucky, July

31, 1813

(Durrett

In a letter of Archimides Smith, written from Lexington, Kentucky
August 6, 1813, to Governor Shelby, he said he had noted the Governor's
He informed the
circular letter calling for volunteers for Canada.
campaign
he
had
been
out
in
the
recent
of the Mounted
Governor that
Regiment and wanted to go again. He asked the Governor to give him
He said, however, that in
a commission in the Medical Department.
case of no opening, he felt "perfectly satisfied" as he would go any
way (Smith to Shelby, July 31, 1813, Kentucky State Historical Society
Files, Section I, box 11, jacket 74).
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medical staff, stating that during an active service

of two

months not one man was lost by sickness.109

In

a letter

of January

2,

1812, Armstrong

had urged

William Eustis, then Secretary of War, the propriety
of gaining control of the lakes and rivers which formed the
Canadian line of defense, but no efficient measures were
taken by the general government until October of that
This effort was watched with great interest. On
year.110
August 31, 1813, the regiment of mounted volunteers, which
encamped at Fort Armada on the Auglaize, received tidings
" that our
fleet on Lake Erie had sailed for Malden with
upon

on board and that a cannonading had been
heard, every pulse beats in high expectation of success." m
The glad news of a naval victory came at last to the mounted
regiment on September 15. Captain McAfee said that in
1000 sailors

the evening they were visited by the officers

of Fort Meigs,

who informed them that on the tenth the American fleet on
"
Lake Erie had swept nearly all the British vessels which
gave us great joy, we had the Regt paraded and fired a
salute, every heart was open with rejoicing, this victory had
opened a door

for the N. W. Army to enter into Canada,

never has anything happened so fortunate.
upon us in this quarter, and a vast field

Heaven

smiles

of commercial and

112
political greatness rises in prospect before us."
On September 16, the regiment of mounted men marched

to

Fort Meigs and camped on an island above it.

same day an express

On the

arrived from General Harrison order

ing Colonel Johnson to move everything

on to Malden.113

100

McAfee,

110

Armstrong Notices, p. 177. Note number one; Appendix, Letter
Armstrong to Eustis, January 2, 1812.

No.

op. cit., pp. 50-53.

22,

1" McAfee,
112

McAfee,

«» Ibid., pp.

op. cit., p. 58.
op. cit., pp. 69-70.
70-71.
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On September 20, spies brought an Indian prisoner into
camp. He was immediately examined by Colonel Richard
"
M. Johnson, who told him that one lie would cost him his

life."

The information obtained from the prisoner was that
the Indians were preparing to meet at the Huron river, in
two miles of Brownstown, and that the British had con
cealed from the Indians a knowledge

of the loss of

the

Brit

ish fleet.
The Indian seemed to think that the British and
their Indian allies, sixteen hundred and fifty strong, would
abandon Malden.114

Colonel Johnson gave orders on September 25, while en
camped at Fort Meigs, to be ready at a moment's warning
to march to the Raisin river and Detroit. Just before dark
on this day orders were received from headquarters to march
to that place.

The regiment began its march at sunrise on
" came
to the bones
September 27, and during the day they
of 13 or 14 of our countrymen killed at the River Razin

the 22d January last and which had been interred

by Col.

Johnson the 29* of June last, the Indians having dug them
up. (they cry aloud for revenge!) the bones of men lay at
intervalls for three miles until we come to the River Rezin.
. . . The Chimneys
of the houses in which the Indians,
burnt our wounded

prisoniers and their bones burnt to
cinders yet lie open to the calls of vindictive justice of a
much injured country." "B

McAfee said that on September 30 the mounted regiment
"
entered Detroit where
every heart beat High in the cause

of

He said the fort was yet smoking in
ruins.118
On this same date, Harrison wrote to the Secre
tary of War: "The Col. arrived this day at Detroit and his
his country."

"4 Ibid.,

pp. 73-74-

Ibid.,

pp. 76-80.

115

p. 84.
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On October 2, the army

from Sandwich and made a forced march of twentyfive miles up the Detroit river and Lake St. Clair without
"At sunrise " on October
seeing anything of the enemy.118
"I
crossed the Detroit River into Canada.
3, said McAfee,
. . .
[Here] a Council was held by Genl. Harrison and the
Governor [Shelby] in which it was decided to pursue Proc

set out

ter up Lake St Clair and the River Thames, and the march

ing orders were issued in the night for to start at five oclock
in the morning." 119 On the morning of October 4, an
early start was made, but before the army had gone very

far, it was for the first time fired upon by the Indians across
the Thames river. A warm encounter ensued near a bridge
that crossed a branch of the river. All but the sleepers and
sills of the bridge was torn down by the enemy; but part of
McAfee's company crossed over on the sills after a half-hour
encounter with the Indians under Tecumseh.120
On October 5, the pursuit of the enemy began early, with
Colonel Johnson's mounted regiment in front. The Indians
were in a thick wood across the river.

The mounted men
immediately formed the line of battle and waited for the
Each horseman was ordered
coming of the foot soldiers.
11T

Harrison, Messages and Papers,

strong,

vol.

ii,

to take one foot soldier behind him on his horse and cross
p. 555,

Harrison to Arm

September 30, 1813.

Kentucky Gazette, November
Moravian town, written by the editor

I,

118

Telegraph,

who

Article on the Battle of
of the Georgetown, Kentucky,

1813.

was in the battle.

I,

It

was said that Harrison was forced to pursue the enemy. See
Harrison's letter to officers of grand army at Fort Thomas, Ky., Ken
1813, and July 22, 1816; McAfee, Journal,
tucky Gazette, November
p. 86; Shelby to Harrison, Letter of April 21, 1816, Kentucky Gazette,
119

July

22, 1816.
a

I,

120 Kentucky Gazette,
participant;
November
1813, account of
McAfee, op. cit., p. 90-92; Harrison's official account of the Battle of
the Thames, McAfee, op. cit.
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The British formed a line of battle in a thick
woods on the right of a swamp that ran parallel to the river
about two hundred and fifty yards from it. The mounted
regiment advanced some distance in front of the foot sol
diers after crossing the river.
McAfee said that he sug
gested to Colonel Johnson that since they were in advance
the river.

of the main army,

a line

of battle should

be formed.

This

of the situation sent to Harrison, who
was asked for orders.
In the course of half an hour Gen
eral Harrison came riding up.
After the General had sent
out spies to view the situation of the enemy and they had
was done and word

returned, he directed that the lines on the extreme left should

"

L ". But in a few moments after con
in an
versing with Colonel Johnson, the General directed one bat
talion to form a charging column on one side of the swamp
be formed

and the other battalion to take the same formation on the
other side.1"

On this change of plan, Harrison reported that after
"I
moment's reflection,

a

determined to refuse my left to the

Indians, and to break the British lines at once by a charge
of the mounted infantry; the measure was not sanctioned
by anything that I had seen or heard of, but I was fully
122
convinced that it would succeed."
According to the

of Colonel Johnson and of those who claimed to
have been witnesses of the conversation between Johnson
statement

and Harrison, it was Johnson who convinced the General that
such a daring plan would succeed, but Harrison always re
sented the fact that Johnson was credited with
121

Ibid., pp.

by McAfee
122

57, 94-98;

it.128

Jere

Harrison's Official Report of the Battle copied

in his Journal.

Harrison's Official Report of the Battle,

op.

cit.; Kentucky Gazette,

September 24, 1840.

Harrison to John Payne, December
Payne Letters,
McAfee's statement in Kentucky Gazette, September 24, 1840.
128

30,

1835 ;
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Kirtley, adjutant to the mounted regiment, who went

to Harrison with the news that the men could not cross the

Harrison to Johnson, said:
heard Col. Johnson request Gen. Harrison to permit

swamp and who returned with

"

I

him to bring on the battle by charging the enemy; Gen.
Harrison gave leave, and then returned to the infantry.
In the meantime Col. R. M. Johnson ascertained that he
could cross the swamp, and did so with the 2d battalion,
leaving Col. James Johnson to charge the British with the
Ist battalion "."* Although Johnson suppressed accounts of

"

asked
his personal bravery,125 he was frank to say that he
permission of Gen. Harrison to begin the battle. Harrison
128
On another occasion, in referring
granted the request."

to the battle, Johnson mentioned accounts that represent him
as charging the British infantry at the head of his regiment.

"

I

had nothing to do with charging the

Infantry at the

of my columns, or with the attack except to plan and
"
•direct it."
He added : Even General Harrison, when he
head

wrote his official dispatch, was ignorant as to the manner in
which it was fought, and of the most material details." 12T
Richard M. Johnson's letter to Secretary of War Armstrong,
written as soon as Johnson had recovered sufficiently from
his wounds to be able to make a report of the battle, follows :
Statement of Jeremiah Kirtley,
Gazette, September 24, 1840.
124

l28 Captain

(Cincinnati),

September

1,

1840,

Garrett Wall's account to Walter Scott, in the Evangelist
May 6, 1835, loc. cit.

128 Journal
of Illinois State Historical Society, July,
Address at Springfield, Illinois, May 19, 1843, loc. cit.

1920,

Johnson's

Draper MS. 3oCC37, a clipping from the American Plebian, April
!843, containing
Johnson's Address before the people of Oswego,

127

13,

in Kentucky

New York.
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2ist Nov 1813

Dear Sir,
My situation has prevented me from making any communica
tion to you since the Battle of the 5 ult — altho I am at this time
very helpless I hope I shall have the pleasure of seeing you in the
city of Washton the last of Jany — The confidence which auth
orized me to organize the M. Regiment, the Tory opposition
which its organization created and a great variety of other con
siderations, made it my anxious wish that the character conduct
and services of the M. Regiment should be Known — It was the
only corps that protected

the

-Frontier & quieted the alarms of

without which Regt ten
thousand Infantry could not have overtaken & captured the
British and defeated the Indians as was done on the 5 ult — and
the people

exposed

to

danger,

and

nothing is said to lessen the Merit of the Infantry, composed of
Kentucky Militia, too much cannot be said of their merit. I
send you an imperfect Sketch of the late Battle on the River
Thames fought solely by the M. Regt. at least so much so that
not fifty men from any other corps assisted —
After I reed orders to charge the British with the Regiments

I

of my compys had crossed the swam [p]
of which General Harrison speaks & that it was practicable for
others to do it. Knowing this to be the wish of Genl. Harrison
I crossed & fought the Indians & British at the same time the
discovered

that one

ist Battalion under my Brother & Majr Payne 500 men were
ordered to charge the British. I crossed with the 2d under Majr
Thomson 500 men & fought the Indians 1200 or 1500 one hour
and twenty minutes drawing them from the extreme left of my
line at which last point we came near Gov Shelby who ordered
Col Simeral to reinforce me, but the Battle was over & altho the
Indians were pursued half a mile, there was no fighting: We
Killed upwards of five to one. When General Harrison made
his official report he was not advised of the new disposition
which

I

gave to my 2d Batallion

—

Rh.
128

M.

Johnson.128

Letters to Secretary of War, Old Records Division, Department of
309 J, 1813, Johnson to Armstrong, November 21, 1813.

War, Packet
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Colonel Johnson, in a letter to Secretary of War Armstrong,
written in the year 1834, said in a postscript: " It is due to
truth to state, that I requested General Harrison to permit
me to charge, and,

knowing that

I

had trained my men

it during our short service, he gave the order."
signal

for the simultaneous

attack

12°

for
The

of the first battalion

against the British and the second battalion against the In
dians was a trumpet sound from the wing commanded by
Colonel Johnson, which was instantly obeyed.180
Lieutenant-colonel James Johnson and his five hundred
men charged the British forces under Procter that were
between the Thames river and the swamp.
The
militia was stationed in the rear of the mounted regiment
stationed

when the battle

The first battalion immediately
broke the line of the British regulars with a rush " like a
When the British lines broke, one-half of the
storm."
began.181

Americans wheeled to the right and the other to the left
and completely surrounded the British, who immediately
Procter was stationed considerably in the rear
surrendered.

of

his troops and seems to have commenced his flight the

Captain McAfee said he
"
was given orders to pursue and that he put himself at the
head . . . and continued the pursuit six or seven miles . . .

moment

beyond

he saw his lines break.

the Moravian

town which was full of waggons,

Armstrong, Notices of the War of 1812, vol. i, Appendix letter no.
21, Johnson to Armstrong, December 22, 1834; Kentucky Gazette, Sep
tember 24, 1840, account of Jeremiah Kirtley.
129

K entucky

I, 1813, account of a participant,
Kentucky, Telegraph; McAfee, Journal, p. 99.
The trumpet that sounded the charge is deposited in the Kentucky State
Historical Society Museum, Frankfort.
The pistol that Colonel Johnson
180

Gazette,

November

Editor of the Georgetown,

used in the battle is in the Museum

also.

181 Armstrong, op. cit.,
Johnson to Armstrong,
Kentucky Gazette, op. cit.

December

22,

1834;

128
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coats, caps, valices, Knapsacks and clothes.
had retreated in the most confusion."

l"

.

. .

The enemy

On the left wing, composed of the second battalion which
Colonel Richard M. Johnson led against the Indians, the
"
183
much more obstinate."
When the trumpet
battle was

for the general charge,

previously agreed to,
Colonel Johnson and the veteran Indian fighter, William
Whitley, sixty-three years of age, advanced with his hat off at
This advance guard, selected
the head of the forlorn hope.18*
from those who stepped forward in response to Johnson's
sounded

call for twenty volunteers

"

as

willing to doom themselves to

" "*
certain death
by drawing the first fire of the enemy

and so giving the battalion an opportunity to rush upon the

Indians before they had time to reload their guns, had not
advanced far in front of the battalion before a heavy fire
was poured upon them from almost every direction.188
182

McAfee,

op. cit., pp. 100-101 ;

McAfee, op. cit., Harrison's Report.

Ibid., p. 101 ; Harrison's Report in McAfee's Journal.
"
The Forlorn Hope" was composed of William Whitley, Benjamin
S. Chambers, Garrett Wall, Eli Short, Joseph Taylor, Robert Payne,
William Webb, John L. Mansfield, Samuel A. Theobald, Samuel Logan,
"
Richard Spurr and John McGunnigle.
Fifteen of them were stricken
down forever, four were wounded and one miraculously escaped unhurt.
The grand old pioneer William Whitley was among the slain." A note
states that "William Whitley might have had any command he desired
1»>
144

in the expedition
position

1812,

Frankfort,

185

. . .

but he volunteered as a private soldier, and retained

by preference

that

" (Quisenberry,
Kentucky in

the

War

of

1915, p. 94.)

Draper MS. SoCC39; Kentucky Gazette, January

6, 1817,

McAfee's

account of the battle.

McAfee, Journal, pp. 101-2 ; McAfee, History of the Late War in
MSS., Book
Western Country, pp. 391-2; Durrett Miscellaneous
1810-1819, letter of George T. Cristman to his father, October 10, 1813.
According to the promise made to his people at Great Crossings, Ken
tucky, May 18, 1813, that he would endeavor to save as many lives as
possible, Johnson initiated the strategy of advancing the forlorn hope to
draw the whole fire of the Indians (Young, Col. Bennett H., Filson Club
Publication Number 18, loc. cit.).
1s8

the
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The Indians had taken advantage of the thick brush, trees
and logs, behind which they were screening themselves.
These objects were an impediment to the mounted horsemen,
so Johnson ordered his men to dismount and charge. Thus
it was that all but Johnson, the commanding officer, dis
and fought in Indian

Each man was
armed with a rifle, a hatchet and a large knife.
Johnson
Re
carried two pistols loaded with ball and buckshot.187
The
peated charges and repulses took place on both sides.
battle on this side of the swamp, which lasted less than thirty
mounted

minutes,138

by Colonel Johnson's men
Governor Shelby's troops that pressed into the

was fought entirely

of
This obstinate battle ended in a total defeat of the

and some
lines.

fashion.

Indians.189

In

this

Johnson saw his advance
guard, the forlorn hope, nearly all cut down by the first fire
of the Indians and was himself severely wounded, having
been shot through the thigh and hip.
He continued in front
of his men, however, gallantly fighting as long as the fight
ing lasted in that section.140 All the members of the forlorn
engagement

Colonel

hope had been killed, wounded or dismounted, except John
son, who, during the latter part of the battle, met in personal
combat an Indian chief supposed to have been Tecumseh.
Johnson was saved only by the smoke of battle, which

him from his enemies.
Already very severely
wounded, he had requested Dr. Theobald to keep close to

screened

1" Draper MS.

3oCC37.

188

Kentucky Gazette, January

189

Harrison In his official report of the battle said that Shelby brought

23, 1836.

Dr. Theobald's

account.

Johnson in his letter to Armstrong, December 22,
were given too late.
Johnson's letter to
Armstrong, written soon after the battle, gave the time as one hour and

up reinforcements.

said that such orders

1834,

twenty minutes, supra, p. 126.
140

of

Kentucky Gazette, op. cit., Dr. Theobald's account
Late War in the Western Country, pp. 391-94.

the

;

McAfee, History
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Thus it was that Dr. Theobald was an eye-witness to
the death of the Indian chief that Johnson killed.1" The
white horse which the Colonel rode was mortally wounded
and fell once to her knees but was able to rise and carry her
rider, as she was guided in a walk, through the lines of dis
mounted men back to the infantry, where Dr. Mitchell was
stationed as surgeon. The noble animal expired soon after she
carried her rider to safety.142
Colonel Johnson did not have
the strength to dismount but was taken from his horse and
laid on the ground, very much exhausted by the loss of blood.
The Doctor saved the Colonel from bleeding to death by stop
him.

ping up the wounds and by the use

of cold water carried to

him from the river.14"
The account of the Battle of the Thames that conforms
most closely to all the reports and accounts
engaged in the battle is the letter

of Lieutenant Robert

Scrogin, which reads, in part, as follows

I

of those that

:

in the battle of the Thames, and
acted as Lieutenant to the Company commanded by Capt. Matson.
On the morning of the 5th October 1813, Gen. Harrison
directed Col. Johnson to push on ahead with his mounted regi
ment, and overtake the British army and the Indians then re
treating up the river Thames. . . . This order was executed by
In a few minutes we
Col. Johnson . . . with great vigor.
was present and engaged

came to the river

Thames and received information from a
prisoner taken by us, that the enemy intended disputing the pass
141

The Doctor was only about ten feet from Johnson when the latter

encountered the chief.

Ibid., McAfee,

McAfee referred to Dr. Theobald's
He also included Chambers' and Payne's
He also included Chamber's and Payne's
statements as good arguments in favor of the belief that Johnson killed
McAfee at this time challenged anyone in Kentucky to
Tecumseh.
142

op. cit., p. 394.

statement as good testimony.
statement as good testimony.

disprove these statements.
143

Kentucky Gazette, op. cit.
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of the river. We then halted until the infantry came up ;
Gen. Harrison ordered each horseman to take a soldier of the

age

foot behind him and cross the river.

[After completing the
crossing] the army formed on the north bank of the river about
12 o'clock.
General Harrison came in front of the regiment
where Col. Johnson was. . . . He observed to Johnson that it
was impossible for the footmen to overtake the enemy till late
.

.

.

in the day, and requested him to push on with his mounted regi
In a moment the mounted regiment was in a gallop,
ment.
and soon reached the bottom where the battle was fought. . . .
Col J. . . . dispatched a messenger to inform Gen. H. that the
enemy had halted. . . . Here the Colonel gave orders to his

...

officers to stand firm.

.

.

Let it be remembered, that he always

.

in charging columns whenever in danger. . . . Col. J.
taught his men in sham battles, and, in his patriotic speeches
. . . the superiority
of that mode. . . . [In the bottom] the
two armies remained in this position, both without moving. . . .
Gen. Harrison came up to Col Johnson, and after examining the
'
lines and position of the enemy, said to Col J. form your regi
ment on the left, to fight the Indians, and I will bring up the
infantry and commence an attack on the British.' - Col. Johnson
then took myself and some others to select a situation, and sent
Capt. Jacob Stucker to examine the swamp, and see if it could
marched

be passed.

We examined and found it wholly impassible.

.

.

.

After reaching the front of his regiment Gen. H. came up and
'
I have
asked if he was ready, to which the Colonel replied
examined the swamp and find it impassible.' The General ap
I had a fair view of their faces. . . .
peared disappointed.
After a moment the General said, ' You must retire Colonel and

...

act as a corps

of reserve.

.

ness that carried conviction.

The Colonel replied with a firm

.

.
.

.

.

'

Gen.

the enemy, and the battte shall be won

H. permit

me to cliarge

in thirty minutes!

An

awful stillness was produced by this chivalrous request. The
two looking each other steadfastly in the face — when Gen. H.
answered, 'damn them! charge them! and I will return and in
form Gov. Shelby . . . that I have changed the order of battle.
. .

.

Capt. Stucker came up and informed Colonel Johnson that

'
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found a crossing place in the swamp, where the Indians
Col. Johnson was then with his brother . . . preparing
to attack the British with the whole mounted regiment. On
receiving this information, Col R. M. Johnson turned to his
'
brother James, and said, brother, take my place at the head of
the first battalion, and charge the British — I will cross the
he had

were.

swamp and f1ght the Indians with the second battalion.
These words
Brother, you have a family,
have none!

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

thrill of delight and admiration. . . . Col. James John
son, at the head of the first battalion, with 500 men, charged and
took the whole British force, except a few dragoons and Indians,
without a loss of a single man.
gave a

Lieutenant Scrogin said he saw no more of Colonel R. M.
"
When all was over, I re
Johnson until after the battle.
turned.
Col. R. M. Johnson was lying almost lifeless, and
bleeding from five wounds.

...

It

is a notorious fact, that

Colonel R. M. Johnson fought the Indians, with his second
battalion of 500 men, without any aid, except a few soldiers

of the infantry who left their lines and pressed into the
fight.

.

.

When a reinforcement

.

was ordered under Col.

Simrall, the Indians had fled before it reached the battle
ground."

A

l"

contemporary

account

of an eye-witness is found in a

Jr., to his father, dated Moravian
— three days after the battle. He
1813

letter by Peter Trisler,
villages, October 8,
told his
Thames.

father

of the part

he had

in the battle of the

He said that Colonel Johnson was badly wounded.

Kentucky Gazette, November 28, 1835. Letter of Col. Robert
Scrogin. Note the likeness to Johnson's Letter to Armstrong on De
cember 22, 1834, in Armstrong's Notices, vol. i, Appendix, letter No. 21.
"
Scroggins'
Harrison, in a letter to John Payne, Dec. 30, 1835, said,
myself
and
says
passed between Johnson
. . . statement of what he
last,
untrue."
relative to the charge, is absolutely, from first to
John
"
"
fool and
Chambers writes to Payne, July 4, 1836, that Scrogin is a
"Paryletic" (Payne Letters).
144
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" As
soon as I saw him fall I immediately called out to sev
I saw an Indian
eral of our men to save Col. Johnson.
rushing on him when he was down, but he managed with the
bravery and strength he had left to shoot the Indian before
he was in striking distance of Col Johnson.
Tecumseh was
I looked at
shot directly in the left side of the breast.

...

him after his death."

14B

According to the testimony of those who claimed to have
been in the battle, Tecumseh wore no mark of distinction,
but was dressed in plain Indian dress."8 As soon as he fell,
the Indians

(who had been wounded
and believed he would die in the battle) had instructed his
warriors in a council the day before.148 That Tecumseh fell

in

fled,147

as Tecumseh

the battle there is no doubt,

for

he never again appeared

to threaten the Americans.

On the evening of October 5, 1813, General Harrison
" I
wrote to the Secretary of War :
have the honor to in
form you, that by the blessing of Providence, the army
under my command

has this evening obtained

a complete

victory over the combined Indian and British forces under
the command of General Procter. I believe that nearly the
whole

of

the enemy's regulars are taken

or killed.

Amongst
the former are the superior officers excepting Gen. Procter.
145 Peter Trisler to his father, October 8, 1813, Durrett
MSS., Book 1810-1819.
McAfee credits Johnson with

Miscellaneous

having killed
McAfee, Late War, p. 394. See Bernard Mayo's account of
the killing of Tecumseh, American Mercury, April, 1930, loc. cit.
Tecumseh,

London Press of 1820, reprinted in Louisville Daily Journal, Sep
1831 ; Draper MS. 2YYSi
(Drake's Notes) ; Draper MS. 5885
(Col. John O'Fallon's account).
147 Kentucky Reporter, March 19,
Account of Samuel R. Brown
1814.
(in Colonel Johnson's corps). In this article Brown states that Colonel
148

tember 6,

Johnson encountered Tecumseh.
"8 Draper MS. 238165, Chau-be-nee
Shu-ben-eh
{Chicago

to Bourassa:
(or Chambley)
(same Indian) in a personal statement at a hotel in Chicago
Democrat, reprinted in Kentucky Gazette, January 30, 1840).
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My mounted men are now in pursuit of him. Our loss is
The brave Col. R. M. Johnson is the only
very trifling.
officer whom I have heard of that is wounded; he badly,
"*
not dangerously."
but I
hope

Thus a complete victory was at last obtained over the
British and their allies in the long-suffering West and
Northwest. That so complete a victory was obtained against
forces was due largely to the persistency of Colonel
Johnson in whipping into shape, for this grand climax of the

these

northwestern

campaign, his volunteers,

and his

"

novel ex

of charging through the British lines with mounted
" The shock was indeed so
infantry."
unexpected and im
" that all the resistance the British and Indians

pedient

petuous

could make availed them little.150

General

Harrison was

forced to recognize the part the mounted infantry played in
the battle.

In

his official account he said

:

"

It would

be use

Sir, after stating the circumstances of the action, to pass
encomiums on Col. Johnson and his Reg1. Veterans could
The Col's numerous
not have manifested more firmness.
1B1
wounds prove that he was in the post of danger."
President Madison, in his annual message to Congress,
less,

December 7, 1813, gave credit to those most responsible

"
relieving an extensive region of our country from

for

a merci-

Niles" Register, October 23, 1813, Harrison to Armstrong, October
When Major W. T. Barry rode from the rear to see the body
5, 1813.
of his friend who was reported killed, he met soldiers bearing Johnson
in a blanket back to where the reserve was stationed. Johnson smiled
"I will not die, Barry (said the Colonel) I am mightily
up at Barry.
"
(Kentucky Gazette,
cut to pieces, but I think my vitals have escaped
July 30, 1840; Extra Globe, July 22, 1840) .At a speech made in
Detroit in 1840, Colonel Johnson made grateful recognition of the bold
and timely aid of a Mr. Labodie, who had carried Johnson in his arms
from the field of battle (Kentucky Gazette, October 29, 1840).
149

150
181

McAfee, History of the Late War in the Western Country, p. 396.
Ibid., p. 398 ; Harrison's official account of the battle, in McAfee's

Journal.
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warfare which desolated its frontiers and imposed on

its citizens the most harassing services

" when he said

:

The success on Lake Erie having opened a passage to the ter
ritory of the enemy, the officer commanding the Northwestern
army transferred the war thither, and rapidly pursued the hostile
troops, fleeing from their savage associates, forced a general
action, which quickly terminated in the capture of the British
and dispersion of the savage force.
This result is signally honorable to Major-General Harrison,
by whose military talents it was prepared; to Colonel Johnson
and his mounted volunteers, whose impetuous onset gave a de
cisive blow to the ranks of the enemy, and to the spirit of the
volunteer militia . . . who bore an interesting part in the scene ;
more especially to the chief magistrate of Kentucky, at the head
of them, whose heroism signalized in the war which established

of his country, sought at an advanced age a
share in hardships and battles for maintaining its rights and its

the independence
safety.152

To Richard M. Johnson

the nation was greatly indebted

for his patriotic boldness, untiring industry, complete sac
rifice and novel strategy of using mounted men so effectively
in bringing about this signal victory.
Richardson,
Presidents, vol, i,
152

A Compilation of
p. 535.

the

Messages

and Papers

of

the

CHAPTER IV
A

NATIONALIST IN THE HOUSE
1814-1819

ON October

17,

1813,

twelve days after the Battle

the Thames, the whole regiment

of

of

mounted men, with the

of Colonel Richard M. Johnson and the other sick
and wounded left under the care of James Johnson, started
Gov
by the way of Detroit for their homes in Kentucky.1
exception

ernor Shelby's troops began their march home on October
12, with some British officers as prisoners in their care."
Those of the mounted men left with Colonel James Johnson
were later returned from Detroit to Lower Sandusky by the
water route on Lake Erie.8 At Detroit Colonel Richard M.
Johnson was kept very quiet for a number of days until he
recovered sufficient strength to begin the long journey over
land to Great Crossings, Kentucky.
For this journey he
was placed upon a bed prepared for him in a carriage, and
" After
a distressing journey, in which he endured, with a
characteristic fortitude almost peculiar to himself, the most
excrutiating sufferings, he reached his own home in Ken
tucky in the early part

of November."

4

On November 25, Captain Robert B. McAfee breakfasted
with Colonel Robert Johnson and a number of guests at
Crossings.

Great
1

McAfee,

2

Ibid.,

p. 108.

8

Ibid.,

p. 113.

Company

Mr. McAfee said that
Memorandum

Book or Journal,

he
p.

saw
113.

Emmons, Authentic Biography of Colonel Richard M. Johnson,
There is a tradition that Johnson made this journey in a hammock,
of blankets, swung between two horses.
4
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" Colonel

Richard Johnson who is just able from his
"
On January I, 1814, the
wounds to walk with a crutch."
Kentucky Reporter stated that the citizens of Lexington
gave Colonel Richard M. Johnson a public dinner at Captain
Postlethwait's Inn.

It

gave this paper

"

great pleasure to

state that Col. Johnson is fast recovering from the severe
wounds he received in the battle of the 5th of October, and
that he will shortly take his seat in congress."

*

Among
the toasts given on this occasion was one by the Colonel in
" The Canadas — such
these words :
part as may be con
quered by our arms, may it never be ceded away, but be
incorporated with and be made a part of the American

"
Union." This was followed by one to the Colonel : Col.
R. M. Johnson —what he advocated in the councils of his
1
country, he supported on the field of battle."

We have noted above that Governor Shelby was given the
responsibility of holding as prisoners of war certain British
General Harri
officers taken in the Battle of the Thames.
son, in his dispatch to the general government, had requested

to know what disposition should be made of the prisoners.
The Secretary of War sent for General James Taylor of
Newport, Kentucky, who was then in Washington, to in
" as
to the state of our jails in Kentucky."
quire of him

Taylor replied that the jails were very poor, but that the
state penitentiary, just completed at Frankfort, was com
posed of several brick buildings in which the cells were well
lighted.8 This information obtained from General Taylor
seems to have been satisfactory to the President, for at his
request the Governor, after his arrival in Kentucky, went
5

McAfee, op. cit., November

8

Kentucky Reporter, January

25, 1813, page not numbered.
1,

1814.

Ubid.;
8

ibid.

Taylor, Autobiography,

p. 122.

1814; Kentucky Gazette, January 3,
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before the general assembly to get its approbation

for con

fining the British prisoners in the new Kentucky peniten
tiary. The general assembly accepted the care of the British
prisoners as a recognition

in the northwestern

of

the services given by

campaign.

Kentucky

Suitable rooms in the peni

for that purpose.9
The Governor in
" .
letter to the keeper of the penitentiary said :
. . these

tentiary were provided
a

buildings have been selected because they afford more secure
and better rooms than any other prison in the Western
Country — and not out of any disrespect to, nor with any
intention of wounding the feelings of those whom the fate
of war has put in our power. You will . . . afford those
officers every convenience consistent with their safe keeping."

10

Frankfort in the fall of 1815,
pleasure of seeing most of the British

General Taylor, who visited
said that he

" had

the

officers who were at our surrender

"

at Detroit in the Peni

The officers told him that they were sur
tentiary."
prised to find Kentucky so advanced in civilization as it
was,

" that
they had no conception of finding so much in

telligence and refinement

among

the Ohio

and Kentucky

officers and contrasted them with their militia or provincials

who they said were generally ignorant
Taylor said he found the
and rough in their deportment."

as they called them,

officers contented and that they agreed

"

they never lived as

well in their lives." The diet given them was as good as
that served in the taverns in Frankfort. This good treat
ment was said to be quite different from that which the
Americans were receiving at British hands.12
•

Shelby's Letter Book

A,

December

12,

1813, and Shelby

to Secretary

of State, December 8, 1813.
10

Ibid., Shelby to Major Anderson Miller, December

" Taylor,
« Ibid.

op. cit., p. 109.

8, 1813.
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The Kentucky Gazette of February 28, 1814, announced
"
that
Col. Richard M. Johnson set out about ten days
since for Washington City, having so far recovered of his
13
wounds to be enabled to ride on horseback."
On March
"
12, Niles' Register stated that
The brave col. Johnson,
who commanded the mounted regiment at the defeat of
Proctor . . . arrived in this city yesterday . . . and took
his seat as a representative from Kentucky."
But it went

"

on to say that although his general health was
re-estab
lished," he had not yet recovered the use of his left arm
On March 7,
and hand, which were shattered in battle.1*
1814, Johnson took his seat in the House at the second

of the thirteenth Congress, which had opened on
December 6, 1813." He was not very active in this session
that closed on April 18. His name is not associated with
any prominent question until the fall of the year. It is true
that the President had considered Johnson's name as one of
the three commissioners to be appointed to arrange for a
session

Indians, who were peacefully
toward the Americans after the battle of the

treaty with the northwestern
inclined

Thames ; but since Johnson was a member of Congress, the
President thought it incompatible with the constitution to
connected with the govern
Accordingly, the appointment was withdrawn.1*

appoint anyone so immediately

In
sition,

the

August election Colonel

was elected

« Kentucky
14

representative

Johnson, without oppo
from the Third District

Gazette, February 28, 1814.

Niles' Register, March

Annals of Congress
March 21, 1814.
18

12, 1814.

1813-14,

vol.

ii,

ment.

p.

1831; Kentucky

Gazette,

of War, Old Records Division, Adjutant Gen
Johnson to Armstrong, Packet Hon. R. M.
July 24, 1814; Kentucky Gazette,
Armstrong
to
1814,
Johnson
Johnson
finally composed of General
was
The
Commission
20,
June
1814.
Harrison, Governor Shelby of Kentucky, and Governor Cass of Michigan.
18

Letters to Secretary

eral's office,

War

Department,
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of Kentucky for the fourteenth

Congress of the United
On
States.17
August 8, 1814, President Madison issued a
proclamation appointing September 19 as the day set by him
for the assembling of Congress in an extra session, because
of " great and weighty matters claiming the consideration
of Congress." 13 According to this proclamation the third
session of Congress opened on the prescribed date. Colonel

Johnson took his seat on the opening day.19
But the environment of the third session was quite dif
ferent from that of the session held a few months pre
In a special message on September 17, Madison
viously.
said to the president

of

the Senate

:

The destruction of the Capitol by the enemy having made it
necessary that other accommodations should be provided for the
meeting of Congress, chambers for the Senate and for the
House of Representatives with other requisite apartments, have
been fitted up, under the direction of the superintendent of the
city, in the public buildings heretofore alloted for the post and
other public offices.20

Although these exertions to provide accommodations for
the two houses were made by the government prior to the

of the congressmen, the first thing that claimed
"
the attention of Congress was
their own condition." The
House of Representatives in particular was most uncom
fortably provided for— members were more numerous than
The prospects of the discomfort and the unthe seats.
health fulness of the situation were so far from pleasant that
assembling

the members became eager to get away.21
"Kentucky
18

19
20
21

the belief that

Gazette, August 8, 1814.

A Compilation of

Richardson,

Presidents,

In

the

Messages

and

Papers of tht

vol. i, p. 544.

Annals of Congress,
Richardson, op. cit^
McMaster,

History

vol. iv, pp. 231-2.

1814-15,

vol. iii, p. 301.

p. 546.

of

the

American People

(New York,

1927),
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of the nation were identified with
security of the public councils and the safety of the

the confidence and credit
the

public records, a committee was appointed to consider the

wisdom of the expediency of removing the seat of govern
ment from Washington. Colonel Johnson gave his vote for
a study of the question.22
The report of the committee was
in favor of removal because the expense of defending the
city of Washington would be enormous, possibly constitut
ing half the cost of the whole war.23 But, in the mean
time, the enemy had retreated from Chesapeake Bay without
showing any intentions of coming back again, and the mem
bers had become

accustomed to the hardships

and discom

forts of their exceptional position.
The Colonel took his
stand against removal by his voting with the majority
against a third reading.24
The President had called Congress in extraordinary ses
sion to take up without delay the subjects of financial
supplies and of a military force on a scale commensurate
with the extent and the character which the war had as
These questions Colonel Johnson had deeply at
sumed.25
"
On October 24, after having made some observa
heart.
tions to show the extreme inequality and oppressiveness of
the additional tax on distillation, compared with any other
tax proposed," z9 he gave his vote in favor of one hundred
per cent increase in the direct tax for war emergency.27
But on November 28, he gave his vote against the third
22

Benton,

Abridgement

of

the

Debates

of

Congress

from

1789-1856.

vol. v, pp. 322, 326.
23

Niles' Register,

24

Ibid., Benton, op. cit., p. 338.

25

Richardson,

28

Annals of Congress,

" Benton,

op.

October

15, 1814.

op. cit., p. 550.
op. cit., p. 454.

cit., vol. v, pp. 347, 355

cents tax per gallon on whiskey

;

;

Annals,

Annals,

op. cit., p. 458,

op. cit., pp. 694, 700.

for

20
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reading

of the bill providing for the establishment of

national

bank,

after he had moved the previous

" which
to expedite the public business

the

a

question

times imperi

28

ously demand."
Johnson, in referring to his attitude toward a national
bank, said in a letter from Washington dated February 6,
1836:

When

I came

into public life the United States Bank was in
In 1811 the proposition came before Congress to
existence.
renew its charter. It then became my duty to investigate the
subject in all its bearings, and the conclusion to which I then
Great moneyed mon
arrived has never undergone any change.
opolies, controlled by persons, irresponsible to the people, are
liable to exercise a dangerous influence, and corporate bodies
generally, especially when they have power to effect the circu
lating medium of the country, do not well comport with genius
of a republic. Their bearing is always likely to be favorable to
aristocracy, and prejudicial to liberty and equality; they con
stitute
a power in which the weight of a majority of those
who achieved, and who still sustain our independence, is never
felt. Nor would I regard that a bank by Congress, nor any

...

other bank which has ever been proposed, as the exercise of a
constitutional act. . . . With these views I gave my vote against
the re-charter

of the old Bank.

.

.

.

Before the close of the late

compelled

...

I

was

by a sense of paramount duty to vote against

the

war, when another national bank was recommended
measure.29

In

of the President of the
United States, Congress attempted to provide for an in
crease of the land forces to meet the expected increase of
accordance with the request

the British military forces that would be let free after the
18

Benton, op. cit., p. 386.

Kentucky Gazette, April
February 6, 1836.
29

2,

1836,

Johnson to Dawson and others,
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of Napoleon in Europe. But Congress was to fail to
provide for the raising and equipping an army as completely
defeat

it failed to provide the country with a currency when it
refused the right to charter a national bank. Johnson was
in favor of a bill to authorize the President of the United
as

States to accept the services

of volunteers who might organ

for military services and offer their
government of the United States. He was

ize and train themselves
services to the

in favor of the military committee's proposal to extend the
term of service from nine to twelve months.
This addi
tional three months would give a period for discipline and
training of the volunteers with a full nine months for real
a period

of

In

fact, Johnson would not have objected to
two years' enlistment as the militia bill originally

field service.

provided for, because he believed it would make the militia
Of this class of recruits
as serviceable as the regulars.
Johnson believed the nation should have the services of one
hundred thousand.80

Although the bill before Congress did not embrace all
— for it did not go far enough to
Johnson had desired
meet the impending crisis of the country— he preferred it
"
to none.
It was high time," he added, " that Congress
should rouse themselves from their lethargy."

81

He thought

it unnecessary and distracting to argue the constitutionality
of the bill. It was to him not a question of whether the
government could control and train the militia before it was
in actual service, nor whether a system of military con
scription was needed, but it was the certainty of the need of
a national army to defend the frontiers from the enemy's
The bill, as ordered on December 14,
augmented forces.
President to call upon the several
states and territories for their respective quotas of 80,000
1814, was to empower the

80

Annals of Congress,

nlbid.,

p. 900.

op. cit., pp. 519-21.
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militia to serve for two years for the defense of the fron
tiers.82
Johnson called the attention of the House to the
fact that if this bill was rejected, the country would have to
depend for defence upon six months' militia. He was dis
gusted at the delay and hesitation

of the House to

accept

the bill as it came from the Senate, saying that it was the

only proposition which had been offered for the defense ot
When the House, on December 28, voted to
the country."
After this, the attempt to
postpone, the bill was destroyed.
enlarge the army was abandoned and Congress left the gov
ernment to carry on the war with thirty thousand regulars
and six months' militia.84

A

of provision
for the army but which affected the sensibilities of John
question, less weighty at the time than that

son's constituents

to such an extent that he gave to it a

of his energy, was that of the cause of the
capture of Washington by the British. To the people of the
"
western country
the burning of a few houses, and the
great folks of Washington City being scared to the woods,
were of but little moment compared with the disgrace the
large measure

national

character

sustained."

85

To

this was coupled the

" that it was
belief
owing to the imbecility and neglect of
Sensitive on a ques
duty in the officers of government."
tion which concerned either the honor or character of their
rulers, one writer stated that

it,

Those in power saddle others with the blame — and those that
and censure those that
are out of power wash their hands of
"
"
—
remain in
We the people
are thus deluded, and know as
82

Ibid.,

88

Ibid., pp.

p. 929.
974, 633.

History of the United States, vol. viii, p. 280.
85 Draper MS. 7CC8, Scott to editor of Kentucky Reporter.
Reference
here made to Madison's flight to the Virginia woods after he was
alarmed, without cause, for fear the British were after him.

is

84

Adams,
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of the principles and motives that govern the ins or outs
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if both parties were upright or irresponsible.38

Feeling the pressure of public opinion, Colonel Johnson,
four days after Congress assembled in an extraordinary
session, September 22, submitted to the House a resolution
providing for the appointment of a committee to inquire
into the cause for the capture of Washington by the enemy.
The resolution also provided for the power to investigate
the manner in which the public buildings and property were
destroyed and the amount in value of public and private
property destroyed. The committee was given the power to

for papers and persons."
On the following day, Johnson agreed to include in the
resolution the cause for the capture of Alexandria, Virginia.
He said his object for presenting the resolution was to
send

obtain information concerning preparations made for imme
diate defense, what measures were authorized
by the administration for the defense

and adopted

of the district previous

to the invasion of it by the enemy, and also the collection
and disposition of this force by the commanding officers of
What
the various divisions of the government and army.
he wanted to do was to find out on whom the blame rested.88

On

after the amendment was agreed to, the
House proceeded to appoint the committee, of which Colonel
the same day,

Johnson was made chairman.89
Colonel Johnson, as was his custom, proceeded with great
diligence to get all the information he could possibly gather
Draper MS. op. cit. The author of the letter said he wished to
keep R. M. Johnson firm on the question of investigation in order that
he would ascertain the facts without being seduced by Eppes and the
Virginia aristocracy or some other electioneering faction.
86

87

Annals,

88

Ibid.,

89

Benton, op. cit., vol. v, p. 322

op. cit., p. 305.

p. 309.
;

Niles' Register, November

12,

1814.

/
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The correspondence shows that he asked not
only broad, all-inclusive questions, but that he asked of
particular persons questions pertinent to their respective
This necessitated delay. On No
positions as witnesses.
on the subject.

vember

1814, Johnson made a reply to some expressions
anxiety on the part of a number of members of Congress

of

5,

of the findings of the committee was
To enable the House to judge of the labor im

the report

because

delayed.

committee,

posed on this

body a statement

of

Johnson proceeded to give the

the extensive investigation

There were eleven major reports.

on.

report was accompanied

At

letters.

major
pages

being carried

General Winder's

by one hundred

and twenty-three

that time there were already on hand the eleven

containing three hundred

reports,

and two hundred

and

fifty-nine

and ten letters, besides daily and

almost hourly interviews with persons on the subject.

Other

letters and reports were expected.40

On November 29, 1814, Colonel Johnson delivered to the
House a very lengthy report, accompanied by voluminous
"
documents. He said that the committee was
charged with
an inquiry so intimately

concerning

the

character

of the

administration, the sensibility of the nation, and the honor
of its arms . . . [that the committee had] endeavored to
combine dispatch with effect."

41

From the mass of docu

ments, Johnson selected those that tended to give an impar
tial account of the whole affair, and moved that these be

printed."

It

from the evidence collected that those in
authority, both civil and military, were aware of the de
fenseless condition of Washington and of the probability
appears

*° Benton,

op. cit., pp. 357, 386;

« American
Johnson's

*2 Benton,

Papers, Military Affairs,
Annals, op. cit., p. 689.

State

report

;

Annals, op. cit.,

op. cit., p. 386.

p. 689.

vol. i, no.

137,

p. 524,
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forces against

of Napoleon in Europe."

appears that the civil and national

laws were ineffectual

in compelling the militia to heed promptly the call of their
respective governments,

that the enemy was permitted

to

land without opposition, and that both civil and military
officers made but blundering efforts to provide for defense
even after the enemy landed.44
One member of the House expressed disappointment that
the committee

had not expressed a decided opinion, and

"

"

that the report was a sort of a chronicle
of facts only.
But, as expressed by Colonel Johnson, it was the opinion of
the committee that its duty ended when it had collected all
the facts possible.
Whatever conclusions might be deduced
from the evidence, the committee preferred to leave to those

for themselves.45
By the people of the West the report must have been
accepted as a confirmation of their belief that the national
disaster was due to the ineptitude of government officials.
qualified to decide

But the American people were not inclined to dwell upon the
humiliation to which the capture of Washington had sub
jected them or to recount the indignities received upon the
ocean.
They were prepared for peace, and with a spirit of

of empire building
in the West. A sentiment of nationalism grew out of the
experiences of the War of 1812 which manifested itself in
the creation of a national bank, a protective tariff and in

national

confidence they began the task

ternal improvements
43

American States

at national expense.

Papers,

cit., p. 580, Van Ness to Johnson,
Monroe to Johnson, November 13, 1814;

op.

23, 1814; ibid., p. 536,

November
ibid., pp. 524-5, Johnson's report.

American State Papers, op. cit., p. 539, Letter to Armstrong, October
1814; ibid., p. 582, Van Ness to Johnson, November 23, 1814.

44

17,

45

Annals of-Congress,

1814-15,

vol. iii, pp. 689-90.
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President Madison, in his message to Congress, outlined
the subjects to which Congress was to give its attention
after the establishment of peace. To Congress he said on
February 18:
The reduction of public expenditures to the demands of a
peace establishment will doubtless engage the immediate atten
tion of Congress. . . . The wisdom of Congress will . . . pro
vide for the maintenance of an adequate regular force, for the
gradual advancement of the naval establishment ; for improving
all the means of harbor defence; for adding discipline to the
distinguished bravery of the militia, and for cultivating the mili
tary art in its essential branches, under the liberal patronage of
Government.48

In

his seventh annual message on December

5,

1815, to the

first session of
Congress assembled on De
cember 4, Madison continued in the same strain, saying that
"
in order to display the beneficence as well as the justice of
the fourteenth

the Government,

and to inspire a martial zeal for the public

service upon every future emergency

"

provision should be
made to give solace and support to the veteran and the in
valid.
He believed " the character of the times particularly
we ought not to be unpre
inculcates the lesson that
"

...

pared

for war.

This consideration will sufficiently recommend to Congress a
liberal provision for the immediate extension and gradual com
on our maritime
pletion of the works of defence, both
frontier, and . . . inland frontier. . . . As an improvement in
our military establishment, it will deserve the consideration of
Congress whether a corps of invalids might not be so organized
and employed as at once to aid in the support of meritorious

...

individuals excluded by age or infirmities from the existing es
tablishment, and to procure to the public the benefit of their
48

Richardson,

Presidents,

A Compilation of

vol. i, p. 553, President's

the

and Papers of
of February 18, 1815.
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Message

the
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of their exemplary discipline. I recom
mend also an enlargement of the Military Academy . . . and
the establishment of others in other sections of the Union.4T
stationary

To

services and

these recommendations

of

the

President and to others

Colonel Johnson gave his devoted attention during the years
after the war. He was especially active in looking out for

In a letter
welfare of the infirm and needy soldier.
from Washington, April 28, 1816, to the editor of the
Georgetown Patriot (Kentucky) he said:
the

The Bill which originated in the House of Representatives
providing for the payment of six months to the detachment of
Militia taken prisoners in Col. Dudley's defeat passed yesterday
into law. Both houses of Congress extended this provision
with great unanimity, which marked that liberal sentiment-.
in extending relief to those who suffered during the war.48

.

.

This act, approved April 27, provided for the payment of
those militia from Kentucky, under the command of Colonel
Dudley, who were captured at Fort Meigs. This payment
was for the term of six months and was to be made in the
same manner that the claims of regular troops of the United
States were paid.49

Three days after the opening of the first session of the
fourteenth Congress, December 7, 1815, a resolution was
introduced in the House providing for standing committees
in addition to those for which provision was already made.

The duty of the committee on Military Affairs, appointed at
this time, was to take into consideration reports from the
War Department, together with petitions and other matters
relating to the army, and report, from time to time, its
opinions to the House.50
47

Ibid.,

On December

pp. 564, 566, President's

Patriot, May

48

Georgetown

*B

Annals of Congress,

11,

1815-16,

Message,

u,

December

it was resolved
5,

1815.

B»

Ibid.,

1816.
pp.

1869-70.

p. 380.
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Military Affairs, of which Colonel

Johnson had been made a member and on which he con
stantly served as chairman, should be instructed to inquire
into the expediency of providing by law for the relief of
the widows and children of all non-commissioned officers,
musicians and privates that had been killed or had died in
service during the late war.51
On this same date Colonel
Johnson made a motion that the Committee of Claims be

of liquidating any claims
made by citizens of the United States against the same for
the loss of property while they were in service during the
Warof18i2.52
On December 27, Johnson spoke on a bill providing com
pensation to citizens for property lost or destroyed while in
the military service of the United States. He said :
directed to consider the expediency

of the men, immediately interested in this
subject, had the strongest claim upon the justice of Congress.
The farmers and mechanics, and men who, generally speaking,
.

.

.

the character

gained

a livelihood by labor;

men who had lived in domestic

until called upon to defend the soil
. . . many of them really poor,
flocked to your standard — virtuous, valiant and patriotic.
ease, quiet and happiness,

and the rights of their country

These men, said Johnson, never aimed at power and author

ity and distinction but were, after helping to elevate the
" to retire
character of the nation to the highest pinnacle,
to private

life to enjoy, under the shade of the vine and the

which they have, with others,
defended."
Johnson believed that horses lost in battle from
unavoidable casualty should be classed with horses killed in
battle. Unless this provision was made in the bill, he con
fig tree, rights and privileges

tinued, unjust distinctions would result.

Johnson was particularly interested in this bill because it

« Ibid.,

p. 382.
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troops
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a whole,

saved thousands

but his

to the United

States, at the moment that it enabled the commanding officer
to protect invaded frontiers, to pursue the enemy, and force

"

him to battle or surrender."
In many posts," he said, " no
other force would have done; the forces never disappointed
expectation, and Congress

sion to be just

if

should not hesitate on this occa

not liberal."

This bill containing

— especially

as

liberal

horses — as
provisions for losses of property
Colonel Johnson could ever have desired, passed the House
on December 28, by a large majority and on April 9, 1816,
was approved by the President.53

Johnson was not only upon the alert to gain for war
veterans and their heirs all that a grateful government
should offer as compensation, but he was eager that all those
eligible to moneys from the government should be informed

of application for the same. In the
Georgetown Patriot of April 27, 1816, his constituents were
" An
informed
had
law
:

as to the proper method

that Congress

passed a

entitled

for lost property captured or
destroyed, while in the military service of the United
" to
States." Johnson said the purpose of his letter was
call the attention of the public to this subject, that they

act to authorize

[might]

the payment

prepare to take the earliest

steps

to present and

He pointed out the fact that all

substantiate their claims."

claims must be presented within two years from the passage

of

In

the act.8*

the editor

a later issue

of the same paper

he addressed

:

Dear Sir, — I have already mentioned to you the subject of
the invalid's pensions, which places the militia on an equality
with the regular army, and hereafter they will be placed on the
88

Ibid., pp.

404-409,

" Georgetown

1806, 1809.

Patriot, April

27,

1816.

i
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pension list by the Secretary of War under rules of evidence to
I enclose you a note from Mr. Boyd who
be fixed by him
superintends this business under the direction of the Secretary
of War, which gives the rules adopted in case of the regular
army. . . . You will also discover that the Secretary of War
has appointed an agent in Kentucky, to pay all pensions belong
ing to citizens of Kentucky after the 5th of September next.

....

.

.

.

Col. Crocket of Jessamine [County]

is the Agent.

The letter from Boyd giving rules for the regular army
was enclosed in Johnson's letter. Johnson said the rules for
"
the militia would be
of course as much like those adopted

"

in the case of the regular army as can be with propriety."
Colonel Johnson was not only interested in obtaining
compensation for the deserving fellow soldiers, but he would
have been pleased to see provision made by Congress to en
able those soldiers disposed to avoid the charity
ernment in the form
58

Ibid., May

April

4, 1816,

of pensions to do

so by

of the gov
enlisting in

Johnson to the editor of the Georgetown

Patriot,

19, 1819.

Boyd's letter said

:

Sir — the

Surgeon's

commanding

officer

certificate of disability, and the discharge of the
of the District, being all the evidence required to
place a regular soldier on the pension list. . . . The proofs as regards
militia will be the same, with this difference: that as regular discharges
and certificates of disability are not always furnished to this class of
troops, and the respective signatures of their officers being generally
it will be necessary for the commanding
unknown to the government;
officers of Militia drafts from the States and Territories, to certify the
certificates of disability granted by Surgeons, stating that they were duly
commissioned and acted as such, and that both the certificates of the
Surgeons and the discharges of the commanding officers, setting forth
the time, place and wound of the disabled soldier while in the line of
his duty, be acknowledged before some judge of the state, clerk of the
I have not spoken with the Secretary on this Head. . . .
county, etc.
Secretary of War will sanction these, or other regula
the
[Whenever]
tions . . . printed copies . . . will be distributed . . . through the several
Military districts of the United States.
Georgetown Patriot, May 4, 1816, Boyd to Johnson, April 18, 1816.

...
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This corps, recom

of Congress by the President,

mended for the consideration

would have given those soldiers that were only partially
incapacitated a chance to serve the government in garrison
duty, and so to receive pay

for their

services.58

On February 15, 1816, Colonel Johnson, in a speech on
a bill making further provision for military services during
the late war, summarized

provisions made by Congress
for military establishments since the war. Referring to
some objections to the bill, he said that in the reduction of
the

the army since the war from sixty-two thousand men to ten
on February

thousand

17,

1815, many officers

were dis

The bill was to
make provisions for these through a donation in land.'7
it,

missed from service on May 15, following.

Every member in this House, and every citizen out of
ought to know that we have already provided for the soldier of
the regular army, both in land and in money; every

soldier in

the regular army, at his honorable discharge from

the public

service, was entitled to either one hundred and sixty, or three

;

a

hundred and twenty acres of land, and the retained bounty of
In
twenty four dollars, according to the terms of enlistment.
addition to this the soldier was clothed and fed, received his
bounty of one hundred dollars, be
eight dollars per month,
sides his retained bounty of twenty four dollars and in all such
cases where the soldier dies in the service . . . his heirs are

we reasonably
officers

...

.

a

.

.

it

entitled to the benefit of the provision to which he was entitled.
. . . Thus
was the very first care of the military Committee
to see the faithful soldier provided for. .
. The
faithful
soldier deserved all this . .
and in case of wounds, to this add
the provision of
Under this view, can
pension for life. . .
oppose the provision

of land and bounty to the

?58

B8

Annals,

87

Ibid.,

p. 979; Georgetown

58

Ibid.,

pp. 979-80

;

op. cit., pp. 409-11.

ibid.

Patriot, May

11, 1816.
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Johnson referred to the increased duties of the military
committee, which were so varied, as the result of the claims
of the different classes, that the committee " endeavored to
embrace the cases of all who were entitled to consideration."
" for the
The committee reported bills
purpose of organiz
ing a corps of invalids; for the wounded, a pension; for the
widows and orphans, half pay to five years; for the dis
59
missed and deranged officers, a bounty in land."

In

of January

Colonel Johnson lamented
the attempt to abolish the office of Claims and to transfer
such business to the Department of War. He expressed his
a letter

9, 1817,

of the soldiers
thought it highly honorable of President

regret that some desired to reduce the claims
and stated that he

Monroe that he gave orders
Johnson said

:

the certificates

" In
the

of

case

to counteract

of invalid pensions

I

have had

pensioners in every case of invalids that

was found on the Kentucky roll transmitted
ett,80

such a move.

the pension agent, that upon application

to

Mr. Crock

to him by the

wounded soldier he might find no difficulty in drawing his

The colonel took note of the fact that the com
mittee of Military Affairs was about to report a bill to
establish a factory of small arms on the western waters in
pension."

"

conformity to a resolution

purpose."

which

I

introduced

for that

81

So energetic had Colonel Johnson been as chairman of
the military committee that the Kentucky Reporter was able
" deserves
to say that Colonel Johnson
great praise for his
*2
In a letter
anxiety for the sufferers during the late war."
*»Ibid.,

p. 985

;ibid.

Kentucky Gazette, January 27, 1817, letter of Johnson's dated Jan.
from the Argus of Western America. Col. Crockett of
county,
was the Pension agent for Ky. See letter of Johnson
Jessamine
the
Georgetown Patriot, April 19, 1816, in the George
editor
of
to the
town Patriot, May 4, 1816.
80

9, 1817, taken

8*

Kentucky Reporter,

May

13, 1818.
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dated January 8, 1819, Johnson referred to Revolutionary
"
I shall by this mail transmit
claims committed to his care :

Benj. Johnson of Georgetown [Kentucky]
the original papers in the cases suspended, and the cases
rejected; to whom application will be made. . . . My Brother
to my brother

understands the mode

in his power."

of proceeding and will give all the aid

•*

On December 14, 1818, Johnson spoke warmly in sup
port of a bill to extend, for a further term of five years,
the pensions granted to widows and orphans of the militia
that served in the late war.8* This act, originally passed
on April 16, 1816, which provided for the widows and
children of the militia and volunteers, the rangers and sea
" An
fencibles, was entitled,
act making further provision

for military services during the late war and other pur
" Such widows,
and in case of no
poses." It provided that
widows, such children . . . shall be entitled to receive, (as
the half pay to which they are entitled,)
at the rate of
85
Colonel Johnson said
forty eight dollars per annum."
"
the law was
bottomed on the true principles of our gov
ernment, and sustained by justice, without reference to the

of charity and gratitude." He thanked God that
upwards of two millions annually had recently been granted
to the surviving officers and soldiers of the Revolution.
This money had been spent by the government mostly in the
duties

West was a wilderness at that time,
and he was in hopes that the East did not begrudge a pen
"
sion to the veterans of the War of 1812, who were
mostly
88
from the West."
eastern states

83
84
85

as the

Argus of Western America, January
Kentucky Gazette, January I, 1819.

(The Act

to amend

the

1341-42.
88

Kentucky Gazette,

op. cit.

29, 1819.

Act) Annals of

Congress,

1816-17,

pp.
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Among other subjects of a military nature that the com
mittee had under consideration from time to time was that
of additional armories and military schools. On December

of War at the time,
wrote to Colonel Johnson as chairman of the Military Com
mittee of the House on the advisability of the establishment
He raised the question whether or
of a western armory.
7, 1818,

John C. Calhoun,

not the armories
arms necessary

Secretary

already established could fabricate

for

the

country.

whether arms could be provided

with private

armories

best by national

concerns.

national armories could manufacture

Calhoun believed

arms at least as cheap

concerns, and could produce a better quality

as private

arms.

they could, an addi

He also raised the question

tional armory was unnecessary.
or by contracts

If

all the

He agreed that arms should be manufactured

of

within

As to the number of arms
that the armories at Harpers Ferry, Virginia, and Spring
field, Massachusetts, could furnish, Calhoun said the Ordi
the country

and not imported.

nance Department reported on December 2, 1818, that these

two armories could supply twenty-five thousand stands of
arms annually.
He estimated that this amount was not
growth of the coun
He also believed
try would necessitate an increasing supply.
that since the national defense depended upon militia princi
pally, and that since militia was more wasteful of arms
sufficient

for present

needs, and that the

than regular troops, it was a further argument
creased supply
cost

of arms.

for an in

Taking into consideration

of transportation within the country,

the

high

the supply

of

cheap labor in the West and the wide distribution of arms
necessary to defend the extensive western frontier, he be
lieved that the West was entitled to an armory."

In December, 1815, Colonel Johnson reported from the
committee on Military Affairs a bill that had for its purpose
87

American State Papers, Military Affairs, vol. i,

p. 773.
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academies:

of Columbia; one at Mount Dearborn,
South Carolina; and one in the vicinity of Newport, Ken

one in the District
tucky.88

man

of

The House had already appointed Johnson chair
a special committee

to consider

that part

of the

President's message of December 5, 1815, that dealt with
the military peace establishment, including military acad
emies.89
Johnson wrote to Captain Alden Partridge of the
corps of engineers at Norwich, Vermont :

I

am very much indebted to you for your several communi
I made a liberal
cations on the subject of Military academies.
use of your ideas in the Committee & in the house added to my
own reflections.
After much difficulty I thought we had se
cured three, but upon a discussion of the Subject the house
lessened

the number to one additional

Military academy.

...

I

thousand prejudices &
objections. &
although one may be established it will not be on a scale as
liberal as recommended by you & as I was desirous to have it.
have to encounter

...

a

is expected that] tomorrow the military committee will
I hope to succeed in some amagain act on the subject.

[It

...

mendments.70

Among the questions growing out of the discussions on
the floor of the House that the committee on Military

Affairs had to consider, was the belief that the contemplated
academy, or academies, should

have as far as possible a

national character and should therefore

be established

" ex

of the General Government, and
have no relation to the States."
To effect this object some
clusively under the control

considered it expedient to establish one academy at the seat

of government, where,
88

Niks' Register,

09

Annals of Congress,

70

Johnson Papers

as Representative

Cuthbert

said, the

December 30, 1815.
1815-16,

p. 377.

(MSS.), Johnson

to Partridge, January 4, 1816.
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youth would be attached only to

of

the

In

nation."

"
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" the
dignity and splendor

Mr. Cuthbert, Colonel Johnson said

reply to

The object of making us one people

:

was one dear to
his heart; so sacred that he would oppose no Constitutional
measures calculated to promote it.
But if it was now contended
that a great national

.

.

.

Military Academy was to aid effectually

in that important object, by collecting at one point and amalga
mating the military spirit of the nation, this proposition did not
It ought also to propose to abolish the Acad
go far enough.
emy at West Point, so as to leave but the one now proposed to
be established

here.

He " could not assent to the idea of rivalship between the
States in consequence of multiplying the Military Acad
72

emies."

Colonel Johnson thought it expedient for the government
" The
to establish these academies, because
people of every
section

of our country

rights,

if

Officers

.

.

.

had spirit to vindicate their

in the mode of doing it.
only were wanted to lead them on." " Colonel
they were instructed

Johnson had insisted, when Congress on December 9, 1817,
had considered the reduction
no reduction

of the

peace establishment, that

should be made in the general staff

7*

but he

" a reduction of the rank and file
was in favor of
of the
"
™
Niles'
observed
Register

army."

that

and talents and numerous opportunities
rect judgment on the subject

of

"

his experience

of maturing a cor

taught Johnson the necessity
providing the militia with trained leadership.79

71

Annals,

12

Ibid.,

« Ibid.,

op. cit., pp. 421-22.

p. 423.

pp. 423-4.

™

Niles' Register,

75

Annals of Congress, 1817-1818, vol. i,
Niles" Register, op. cit.

»•

December 20, 1817.
p. 421.
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It

was partly in this spirit that Johnson submitted
the House on January 29, 1819, a resolution calling

of

to

for

"

Western
Waters." At this time he included the suggestion of estab
lishing a school of practice for the artillery to be located in
the vicinity of Washington."
On this same date Calhoun
wrote to Johnson, as chairman of the military committee,
that he believed the question ought not to be decided simply
in reference to the need of the military establishment in
the establishment

a

military academy on the

of the government to dis
seminate, by education, a knowledge of the art of war.

peace,

but that it was the duty

Calhoun believed the academy should be so located as to
accommodate the southern and western portions of our
country.78

The question of establishing the military academy was
side-tracked by another brought forth in the President's an
—"

of December 5, 1815
the establishment of a
national seminary of learning within the District of Colum
bia." 70 With this proposal of a national university Colonel
nual message

Johnson was in sympathy and to this movement he con
tributed no small part, as we shall see in later pages. That
Colonel Johnson seemed inconsistent in his stand on the
proper location for these respective institutions, a university
at Washington and an academy in the West, was not because
he thought that an academy at Washington would not answer
the purpose

of one on the western waters, but

because

he

desired to bring financial relief to his people in the West.

The whole of the United States as well as the industrial
world was faced with an industrial depression that became
In the United States local conextremely acute by 1819.
77

United States Congress House Documents,

78

American State Papers, Military, vol. i,

79

Richardson,

Presidents,

A Compilation of

vol. i, p. 568; Annals

of

1818-19,

113.

p. 834.

the Messages

Congress,

vol. vi, no.

and

1815-16,

Papers of the

pp. 20-21, 377.
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ditions intensified the critical condition in the money market.
The eastern capitalists had invested their capital in manu
facture during the days of the embargo and during the War
of 1812. Now that peace had come, these infant industries
were confronted with keen competition

from England, which

flooded the American market with goods that could move
more freely into American markets in those days before a
sufficiently protective tariff came to the rescue

In

industry.80

of American

the West, a liberal land policy on the part of

"
known as the
credit system ",
had led to over-investment in public lands.
To intensify
this situation a chaotic banking system had grown up in the
the

national

government,

country after Congress had failed to renew the charter of
the national bank.
Although the experiences of the War

of

led Congress to discard its prejudices against a
national bank, its reestablishment in 1816 did not ward off
1812

"

The whole paper system, of which it was the
"
head and the citadel," said Senator Benton,
after a vast

a panic.

expansion, had suddenly collapsed, spreading desolation over
the land, and carrying ruin to debtors. The years 1819 and

Johnson saw

had upon his governmental

policies

it,

as Colonel

8I

and the influence

reflected in

a

it

This situation,

of gloom and agony."
is

1820 were a period

letter

:

of his written January 2, 1819, as the result of an inquiry
he made of the Secretary of the Treasury, William H.
Crawford.
He said

...

I

on
Mr. Crawford
of the universal pressure upon Banks and individ
uals in every part of the United States, but particularly in rela
tion to the Western Country.
The object of inquiry was to as
have had several conversations with

the subject

Ibid.,

p.

pursued in relation to public

Years View (New York, 1854), vol.

p.

3.

Benton, Thirty

s1

5.

80

be

i,

certain the policy that would
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deposits belonging to the government as well as to future pay

Land Offices, for land in Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois and Missouri Territory. One great cause of distress
the accumulation of
and pressure in the western country
funds in the Land Offices from the balances due from individ
is,

ments into the several

uals in consequence

of the internal taxes previous to the repeal
of that system, and to the not having objects of public expendi
ture in the western country to exhaust those government funds.
Heretofore the excess of these public deposits over and above
the amount expended in the western states and territories, was
handed over to the U. S. Bank and its Branches or some state
or local Bank, which had to pay the amount when demanded by

This accumulated the notes of our
department.
Banks,
best
which were returned in bulk to be settled at short
periods without keeping their paper in ordinary circulation.
obvious, that this system would necessarily produce
Here
pressure upon Banks directly, and through these monied insti
is

it

the Treasury

I

a

a

in

it

I

is

tutions upon the people.
do not believe that this
the only
But believing that
cause of pressure.
had no ordinary share
stag
producing
pecuniary embarrassment which threatens
nation of domestic traffic and internal commerce,
was anxious
to learn what was in the power of the Secretary of the Treasury.

I

...

have ascertained

that he intends

as

far as he can con

of

the paper upon our Banking institutions

in

a

sistently with his duty, to keep the special deposits to the credit
of the Treasury and not transfer them to the U. S. Bank, with
view to make use of and to expend as much of these public
monies in the western portion of our Country as the objects of
public expenditure will call for, which will prevent the recoil
such large quan

is

a

a

it

tities, by throwing much of
back into ordinary circulation.
But this will not be complete remedy, nor
complete remedy
in the power of the government so long as such vast sums of
money are paid into land offices in the western country and the

.

public expenditures fall so far short of this branch of our reve
. How very important would the making of roads and
nue. .
This added to the payment of our
canals be to our country?
troops stationed

in the west would in some degree, equalize
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of public monies on the seaboard and in the

fortifications, national armories, military
With this view and
of
the public debt & &.
academy, payment
many others, I at a very early part of the session brought before
the national legislature the subject of establishing at least the
one military academy and one national armory on the western
eastern

states

in

waters.82

f

As

a promoter

of

the

program of nationalism,

/Johnson's interest included
(improvements

and domestic

also the question
manufacture.

Colonel

of internal

The latter, he

said in 1816, should claim our first attention.

" It is

as

important as the independence of the Nation; for how can
any nation be independent without making its own necessi
He believed that since many citizens of the
ties of life?"
nation had turned their capital into domestic manufactures,
there was a

" moral
obligation existing upon

the govern
83

ment to give reasonable protection to these people."
On
December 22, 1817, Colonel Johnson offered a resolution to
empower the committee on Commerce

"

to enquire into the expediency

and Manufacturing

of providing by law for

clothing the Army and Navy of the United States exclu
" He was again ex
sively in American manufactures."

of Congress the sentiments of his own
"
Home Industry," for
constituency upon the question of
pressing in the hall

during this period domestic manufacture was popular in
As a compliment to
Kentucky as a sign of patriotism.
Lewis Sanders, who had a factory in complete operation,
and also Messrs. Postlethwait, Brand and Company, both of
Kentucky, the Kentucky Gazette was happy to say
Argus of Western America, January
January 2, 1819.
82

83

Kentucky Gazette, May

84

Annals of Congress,

ber 27, 1817.

22,

1819,

:

"

.

.

Johnson to editor,

13, 1816.

1817-18,

vol. i, p. 495; Niles' Register, Decem
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our own circle affords strong proofs of patronage to home
industry, in addition to the evidences manifested by our
The students of Transylvania University, and
many of the gay members of fashionable life, both in town
and country, appear in home spun dress." 85
The same
neighbors.

of the almost universal senti
" The
ment of the country at that moment when it said :

paper expressed appreciation

great interest displayed, at this time, throughout the United
States, by almost every class

of citizens, in the discussion

of domestic manufactures, fairly creates
the supposition and hope that the next congress will make
and encouragement
'

home industry

'

a paramount

subject of legislation."

88

Probably no experience of the late war impressed Colonel
Johnson more than the country's need for improved com
munication.
He had voted in Congress, February, 1817, in
favor of John C. Calhoun's bill to appropriate the govern
ment's bonus obtained from the national bank for the build

ing of roads and canals, and when this bill had been returned
by the President with his veto, Johnson voted for the pas
Being almost
sage of the bill over the President's veto.87
thoroughly an administration man during his whole con
gressional career from 1807 to this time, his stand showed
expressly his convictions

On March

on this important matter.

14, 1818, the

House had before it a resolution

of Congress to
of posts, mili
appropriate money for the construction
tary and other roads as well as canals and improvements of
On this resolution Johnson spoke in em
water courses.
that would have acknowledged

the power

He said that in his congressional career he
had never voted for any proposition that he did not believe
was sustained by the express letter of the Constitution.
phatic terms.

85

Kentucky Gazette, November

88

Ibid., September

"Annals of
8, 1817.

26, 1819.

3, 1819.

Congress,

1816-17,

pp- 934,

1062; Niles' Register, March
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He claimed for Congress no grant of power under that clause
of the Constitution which speaks of the common defence and
welfare;

nor did he stand here in any other character
than as an advocate for State rights. . . . [But to reject this
proposition would be a] vital attack on the integrity of the
States, and on State rights. . . . If to the States alone belonged
the power of making roads and canals, he could not, he said,
conceive of anything more calculated to weaken the power of

general

the States, than to subject those roads and canals, when made

by the States, to the control of the General Government, for the
purpose of exercising its Constitutional power of regulating the
intercourse between the States !

He used for example the opening of a canal around the
falls of the Ohio at Louisville at the state's cost and the
result that would take place when the national government
would use its power to regulate trade through it. To see a
canal built by government appropriation around the falls
was one of his ambitions.
He referred to the roads from
Georgia to New Orleans, from Nashville to Natchez, the
Cumberland Road to Ohio, a road from Detroit to Fort
Meigs and from Fort Meigs to Lower Sandusky, and said:
" If these were violations of the Constitution," he
ques
" the Constitution was worth
M
tioned whether
preserving."
Johnson saw at this time, too, the great possi
bilities of steam navigation, a subject to which reference
will later be made.89 In consequence of this interest, John
son, on December 28, 1818, made a motion that the com
Colonel

mittee on Post Offices and Post Roads should be instructed

Annals of Congress,

October
•»

28, 1818.

Infra,

p.

»»

193.

1818, vol.

ii,

to inquire into the expediency of authorizing the Post
Master General to contract for the transportation of the
mail by steamboat or otherwise on navigable rivers in the
pp.

1381-83; Kentucky Reporter,
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for the car

Colonel Johnson was especially
in the establishment of a post route by water

interested

land.90

from Cincinnati, Ohio, to New Orleans.01
recorded on December 12, 1818, that

Niles" Register

"The new Steam-boat,

Johnson, built by Col. Johnson, of Kentucky, passed Shaw92
The opportunity to profit
neetown the first of October."
contract

by government

was no doubt

that

an incentive

The

supplemented his alertness to catch the popular trend.
business

of steamboat building proved to

be as unprofitable

to the Colonel personally as it was profitable, by example, to
the growth of the West.
The steamboat enterprise was
the beginning

of Johnson's severe financial difficulties,

as

brought out in chapter five.
That Colonel Johnson took the initiative in this most
opportune enterprise is an additional example of his consis
tent watchfulness
thousands

to meet the demands

of the day.

He saw

of people moving from the East — many driven

by poverty during the depression following the war.
by this never-ending

stream

"

Fed

of new-comers, the West was

Towns grew and villages sprang up
with a rapidity which even in these days of rapid and easy
93
Simultan
communication would be thought amazing."
eous with this rush of people was the progress of steam

almost transformed.

"

No characteristic of that remarkable era was
9*
so noteworthy as the development of steam navigation."
Interested in the prosperity of the people, Johnson saw in
the development and improvement of communication in the

navigation.

90

National Intelligencer, December

•»

Niles" Register,

January

M Ibid., December is,

29,

1818.

2, 1819.

1818.

McMaster, A History of the People of the United States from the
Revolution to the Civil War, vol. iv, pp. 384-5.
93

•*

Ibid.,

p. 397.
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West an enhancement of the wealth, strength and political
prosperity

of the western country.

In January,

1819,

in connection

with military appro

priations for the year, the House seriously considered the
question of internal improvements from the standpoint of
military necessity, together with the advisability of employ
ing soldiers to make roads.95

To

this proposition Colonel

Johnson was very favorable.
The late war with Great Britain was not many years past —

he hoped it was not forgotten — it had brought to our knowledge

of not having military roads. . . . The
itself
of this experience, had directed the
government, availing
army, otherwise reposing in sloth, and contracting the vices of
the camp, to be employed to a greater extent in a species of duty,
the fatal consequences

in which they had frequently been employed before.

.

.

."•

Colonel Johnson believed that the President of the United
States as Commander-in-Chief of the army had power to
use the army in the construction of military roads.
None, he said, would deny the right to make a bridge by the
Army, for its own safety in retreat, or for the purpose of cross
ing a river in pursuit of an enemy . . . and he could see no
difference in principle, if the causeway became a paved road on
dry ground. The real question for the house to decide now,
was, whether they would pay the poor soldier, who receives five
an extra ration or allowance for
dollars a month only
laboring on public works. . . .9T

...

Ten thousand dollars for the construction of roads by the
soldiers was secured in the bill approved by the President,
February 15, 1819, which made provision for military ser
vices for that year.08 On February 19, 1819, the National
95

Kentucky Gazette, January

90

Ibid., January 29, 1819.
Ibid., Kentucky Reporter,

97
98

22, 1819.

January

Kentucky Gazette, February

5

and

27,
12,

1819.

and March 12, 1819.
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Intelligencer spoke of the progress already being made in
the building of roads by the military.
It referred to the
road running from Plattsburg to Sackett's Harbor; of the
one from Columbia,

Tennessee, to Madisonville, a distance

of fifty miles ; and the road from Detroit almost to the foot
of the rapids of Miami of the Lake, a distance of seventy
miles in all.

These were the only military roads begun up

to that time."

To Colonel Richard M. Johnson and Henry Clay the
people of Kentucky accredited the honor of having been the
most conspicuous promoters of the nationalist program in
For their loyal support of that part of the pro
Congress.
gram in which they were interested, the people of Lexing
ton and vicinity made preparations for a dinner in honor
of Henry Clay, their " immediate representative," and Rich
" efforts with
the other members
ard M. Johnson, whose
of this State, were united with those of Mr. Clay upon
" the "
these interesting subjects
cause of freedom, and
;
the propriety of recognizing the independence of the estab
lished governments in South America
improvements."

This

same

.

.

.

and

.

.

.

internal

invitation to Colonel Johnson

on the part of the committee of arrangements mentioned to
" that
gratitude so strongly felt by the people of
Johnson
this town and its neighborhood, for the distinguished and
10°
important services you have rendered your country."
During the entire congressional career of Colonel Johnson

there was not at any time a question to which he gave his

uncompromising support that so taxed his popularity as the
Compensation Bill that provided for a change in the com

of members of Congress from a per diem to a
fixed amount. That he weathered the storm of opposition

pensation

99

Ibid., February

100

19,

1819.

Kentucky Reporter, June

3, 1818;

Kentucky Gazette, May

29, 18181
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A

to the bill can be credited only to his unusual popularity.
letter

July

of Governor James T. Morehead of Kentucky, dated

23, 1816, commented bitterly upon his personal pres
The Governor wrote to Mr. Sharp, a representative in
tige.

Congress from the sixth congressional district

of Kentucky:

you assert, with much apparent exultation, that Colonel
Johnson introduced the bill, and you seem hence to conclude that
it cannot be improper, and that the people will not so severely
condemn it. What, is everything that Colonel Johnson chooses
to propose and advocate in congress to meet with the blind ap
probation of every man? Because his friends have partially
succeeded in a foolish attempt to convince the world that he
killed Tecumseh ; and because he was wounded, gallantly fight
.

.

.

ing his country's battles, are you therefore to bow down with
reverence before him; become his servile follower and imita
tor? Do his wounds sanctify his measures? . . . You were
chosen by them [the people] ; — not to be a moon, borrowing all
your light from the twinkling of Colonel Johnson's mind.101

On numerous occasions Colonel Johnson had chafed under
the extravagance of Congress in the use of its time.
The
Annals record many attempts made by Johnson to bring
about the dispatch of business in the interest of the country.
On March 4, 1816, the Colonel reached the extremity of
forbearance on this point; he rose and said that
he considered it his duty to make a proposition to the House,

of which was the dispatch of public business, a more
punctual attendance of the members of Congress
by
changing the compensation of the members from six dollars per
day into a gross sum for each session, and by other regulations
the object

...

with the subject,

having the same tendency; and to
deduct the compensation of members in proportion to their ab
sence from the House during the session.
The public business
connected

1"1

Register of Kentucky State Historical

tember, 1924), p. 285, Morehead

to Sharp,

Society

July

23,

(Frankfort,
1816.

Sep
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of three months, no
with any certainty, the termination of

been so protracted, that at the close

has

could yet

member

see,

the session.102

Johnson referred to the rule adopted by the House "that
no member should speak more than twice on the same ques
"
tion."
But he found it
was easy to evade the rule, by

varying the question, and, indeed, the rule was nominal, for
leave was always granted, when asked.
The cry for the
question was a kind of disorder that had no influence, be

of the Speaker, at all times, to suppress

it,

cause it was the duty

...

is

...

It

:

a

.

if

Johnson did
not assume that these evils existed without notice on the
".
. during the war,
part of the House, for he said
universal disgust, clamor, and censure through
there was
out the nation at our much talking and little action.
high time that Congress should be redeemed from
a

member was on the floor speaking."

imputations which have lessened very much the confidence

of

the people."

108

he said

:

In referring to the time when the country was in danger,
We wanted energy and decision of character to take wise and
The people called for dispatch of business,
strong measures.
and we answered them with long speeches. We were many
times upon the point of taking the most important questions
motion for adjournment was carried. In
. . . when
a

...

a

this way, from day to day, from week to week, and from month
to month,
long session was spun out, the six dollars per day
pocketed, and little or nothing done to relieve our distresses.104

As was his custom,

of thepeople
first, and with this in view took the responsibility of intro
102

he considered the interest

Annals of Congress,

1815-16,

p. 1127; Georgetown

™*Ibid.,
104

p.

27, 1816.
1128;

Georgetown

ibid.

Patriot, May

18, 1816.

Patriot, April
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reference to the ques

:

is also well known that daily and hourly we hear the en

treaties

of claimants, urging us to act upon their petition, until

the applicants in many

to return home

upon the
bounty of friends, and continue to attend Congress many years,
without a decision of their cases; and in most instances their
claims were of the most meritorious character.105
cases have

One of the most dangerous evils that would grow out of
the present situation, he said, was that ultimately Congress
would have to sit all the year as the business of the nation
This would eventually drive every man from
increased.
Congress

whose time was valuable to himself and family,

and who was not wealthy enough to make such a sacrifice

of time.

In

a few years, riches and not patriotism would

rule the nation.

After presenting the facts,

as he saw them,

Johnson pro
posed that a committee should be appointed by the House
to study the question in its various phases and report its
findings to the House. After some discussion, the House
agreed to the resolution
mittee

and proceeded to appoint the com

of which Colonel Johnson was

On March

made

chairman.""1

Johnson reported a bill from the committee
advising a change in the mode of compensation to the mem
The committee suggested that instead of
bers of Congress.
the six dollars per diem then paid, fifteen hundred dollars
The next day the
a session should be paid to each member.
6,

House resolved itself into a committee of the whole to dis
cuss the bill upon which Colonel Johnson thought there
would be no diversity of opinion. The sum of fifteen hun
" was
as low as it ought to be, and
dred dollars, he said,
Patriot, April

105

Annals,

op. cit., p. 1128;

108

Annals,

op. cit., pp. 1129-1134; Georgetown

Georgetown

Patriot,

27, 1816.
op. cit.
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received by twenty-eight
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clerks

Johnson said he did not

the lump sum should be fifteen hundred

dol

lars or half that amount since he was aiming at reform only,
"
to protect the rights of the people.107
The
cost of living,

daily wages, yearly salaries, all had risen, the pay of the
members of congress was still what it had been twenty seven
108
years before."
The House acted on this bill with dispatch and in the
Johnson was eager to see for every
measure. On March 8, the bill passed the House by a large
majority; six days later it passed the Senate, and on March
As passed, it pro
19, 1816, it was the law of the land.109
manner that Colonel

vided that the president
speaker

of

of the Senate pro tempore and the

House should receive three thousand dollars

the

each; that each

senator and representative

should

receive

fifteen hundred dollars; and that in all cases where any sena

tor or representative should absent himself while Congress
was in session, a deduction should be made from the sum
allowed in proportion to the time of his absence.
The excep
tions were specified.110

In

of July 15, 1816, Armistead G. Mason, Sen
ator from Virginia, wrote to John T. Mason, a candidate
for district judge in Kentucky :

I

a letter

expected the Compensation

Bill would

ment and dissatisfaction throughout the

create great excite

Union, but

I

did not
I am extremely
anticipate the effects produced in Kentucky.
sorry for the opposition to Colonel Johnson and for the manner
in which Sharpe has been treated.
The first
regarded as one

I

Annals, op. cit., pp. 1150-58; Niles' Register, March
town Patriot, May 18, 1816.
107

108

McMaster,

109

Annals,

op.

op. cit., p. 357.

cit., pp. 203, 1188.

, p. 1801.

9, 1816;

George
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of the most honorable, patriotic and useful men in Congress.
I hope they will both be reelected. I hope also that Mr.
Clay will not lose his election although I cannot say I regret the

...

opposition to him. His disgusting vanity and inordinate am
bition were fast destroying his influence and his usefulness as
a public man. . . . Our elections not coming on till the spring,
the subject has not been much agitated here, but I think it prob
able that every member from the State who voted for the bill
will be turned out, and that the bill will be repealed as it ought
to

be.111

The opposition to Colonel Johnson in the fall of 1816
In a letter to General James Taylor of
was very strong.
Newport, Kentucky, Colonel Johnson wrote relative to the
coming election

I

:

do not expect that any

of my Brothers or myself can be at

I

therefore confide in you to
Newport
have justice done me in case any false reports or rumors injuri
ous to my election should be conjured up for electioneering pur
poses — as to the Compensation Bill I authorize you to state (if
necessary) that I will without instruction do that which I shall
find to be the wish of my constituents, that in case of Instruction
during the Elections.

I

will obey.

An

.

.

,112

Argus of Western America,
Plain Truth," referred to a meeting held
"
"
that was
averred
have

anonymous writer in the

"

signing himself
in Harrison county

falsely

to

" for the
been held
purpose of defeating Col Johnson's
He said that at this meeting
tion to congress."

elec

political matters composed the common theme, it was thought
William and Mary College Quarterly, April, 1915, vol. 23, p. 232,
J. T. Mason, July 15, 1816. Solomon P. Sharp was a
He was defeated in the next
representative in Congress in 1815-16.
election because of his vote for the Compensation Bill.
111

A.

G. Mason to

"»
July

Scrap Book of Mrs.
25, 1816.

T. L. Jones (MSS.),

p. 76,

Johnson to Taylor,
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... to discuss or express their sentiments; and
especially the late act of congress, denominated the compensa
tion Law. ... A committee [was] appointed to draft resolu
not improper

tions expressive of sentiments
mentioned

of the company, on the above
On the reading of the resolutions, Col

subject.

R. M. Johnson, who
quence and enthusiasm

was present,

arose,

and

addressed the company

with great

elo

for the space of

two hours, boasting his past services, while with uplifted hands
and tearful eyes, he committed himself to the mercy of that en
lightened and Charitable people, and contended that they should
«rase the first resolution, which was expressing the Compensa
tion Law to be unjust and indelicate.
The vote was, however
taken, and in opposition nearly to the whole company with

5

or

6 others, whose sycophantic dispositions were influenced wholly
by the Colonel's presence, voted against its adoption.118

Amos Kendall, who was at that time the editor of a
"
newspaper in Georgetown, said he intended to
give Rich

I

of the Compensa
tion Bill, I think it not a sufficient reason for rejecting him
On June 30, Kendall recorded: "Politics have
altogether."
ard my vote.

.

.

.

Though

disapprove

waxed very warm within a few days."

114

The generality of his constituency believed in the Colonel
too thoroughly to deny themselves his services. The George
town Patriot expressed the view of the people when it said :

It will

with pleasure by most of the American people
that the constituents of Johnson and Clay have not forgotten
their long and faithful services in the disapprobation which they
have almost universally expressed with regard to the compen
We have no doubt these gentlemen true to the prin
sation bill.
be seen

ciples which they have always professed will take the first oppor
tunity to conform to the instruction which has been so loudly
expressed and either repeal that law altogether or so modify
it as to make it more agreeable to the wishes of the people. The
118
114

Argus of Western America, August
Kendall, Autobiography, p. 175.

2, 1816.
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which has been excited will have the good effect to
keep constantly in the mind of the representatives his depend
ence on the people and the necessity he is under of consulting
sensation

their opinions and their

interests.115

On August 30, Kendall mentioned that "The election passed
"*
away without any further trouble in town."
Elected over his opponent, Mr. Taylor, by a majority of
581 votes,117 Colonel Johnson felt duty bound, upon his
return to Congress on December 2, 1816, to take definite
On
action toward the repeal of the Compensation Law.
December 4 he rose and said that
always believed in the right of instruction ; and, at any
time during his political course, he should have considered him
self both honored and bound by the will of his constituents ; the
nature of the trust implied a duty, on the part of the Represen

'he had

will consult the happiness, and carry into effect,
he knows
the will of those who elect him.118

He then made
choose

a

as far as

it,

tative, that he

motion to the effect that the House should

committee

a

of repealing the compensation
One object was, to gratify that portion of his constitu

to inquire into the expediency

law.

[He] well knew that
many, very many, of his political friends, were in favor of the
measure

.

.

. .

.

ents who were opposed to the measure.

.

J

but he well knew that they would all either unite
Patriot, August

115

Georgetown

118

Kendall, op. cit.,

117

Georgetown

10, 1816.

p. 176.

Patriot, August

10, 1816.

for Taylor

for Johnson
Scott

County

1052

Franklin County
Harrison County

118

Annals of Congress,

584

1816-17,

p- 235-

,

430
665

653

613

2289

1708
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or acquiesce in a repeal of the statute; that the public mind
might be tranquillized.

The question was put before the House, which agreed
without a division. Johnson was made chairman of the
committee to investigate further the question of the com
pensation

of

members.119

On December

18,

Colonel Johnson made an elaborate

report relative to the compensation of members of Congress.
The report was accompanied by a bill providing for the

of the law passed at the last session and for the sub
stitution of a new law providing for a daily allowance in
stead of an annual salary.120 The committee reported that
A history of
the law "does not still appear to be wrong."
The law
the pay of members of Congress was reviewed.
that fixed the compensation of members at six dollars per
day until the previous session of Congress, was passed in
repeal

1789 and was based upon the average paid by the states to
the delegates to the Congress under the confederation.

From

(with the exception of the attempt in
1796) no effort had been made to raise the pay of the mem
bers. But in the meantime the seat of government had been
removed to Washington and the expense of living had in
creased progressively, until money had only half of its
1789 to 1816

This, and other facts, seemed to the com
mittee to justify an increase in the pay to congressmen.121
former value.

" The

late famous compensation

law was rather objected to

on account of its manner than for the amount of compen
sation which it allowed. . . . Every reflecting man . .
believed that that was insufficient to command the talents

.

of

"2
any gentleman who had business of his own to attend to."
119

Kentucky Gazette, December

120

Annals,

121

Ibid.

1MNiles'

Annals,

op. cit., pp. 235-6, 243.

op. cit., pp. 312-20.

American State Papers, Miscellaneous,
Register, December

20,

1817.

vol.

ii,

;

23, 1816 ;

no. 415, pp. 403-4.
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On January 22, the House agreed not to repeal the exist
"
ing act until from and after the present session."
It also
took a stand against the revival of the old compensation
law, thus leaving it to the succeeding Congress to act, of
necessity, on the subject.123
cedure so as

Johnson suggested this pro

"
to leave it to the next Congress, four-fifths

of whom were

elected to regulate

The continuation of Colonel

this matter." lf*
Johnson in the House of
"

for several more years seemed
providen
tial," said William Emmons.125
Emmons had in mind the
Representatives

part Colonel

Johnson had in exonerating

General Jackson
the American forces

in the latter's conduct as commander of
against the Indians in the Seminole War.

Just before the question relative to Jackson's invasion of
Florida in the Seminole War came up, Colonel Johnson was
made a member of a committee to study the letter and the
report of the acting Secretary of War on the application of
Major-General William Henry Harrison respecting his ex
penditures of public money while commanding the North
On January 23, 1817, Colonel Johnson
made a report to the House for the committee to which the
The committee reported
letter and report were referred.12*
western

Army.

of

of documents
"
the committee are
and the most respectable witnesses,
unanimously of opinion that Genl Harrison stands above
that after the examination

a great number

suspicion, as to his having had any pecuniary or improper
connection with the officers of the commissant for the supply

of the N. W. Army."

127

1M Annals, op. cit., pp. 706, 1278.

«* Kentuc ky
125
128

Gazette, February 3, 1817.

Biography of Colonel Richard M. Johnson, p. 49.
N tks' Register, February I, 1817, p. 380; Annals, op. cit., p.
Emmons,

709.

House of Representatives Collection, 2nd series, no. 204, MSS. in
Library of Congress ; American State Papers, Military, vol. i, p. 667,
no. 154; Annals of Congress, 1816-17, Pp- 709-10.
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The exoneration of Major-General Jackson was an event
of even more weight, and its influence on American history
even more momentous.
Jackson afterwards became the out

"
of the democracy of the middle period " —
the frontier fell heir, for a time, to the leadership that the
Virginia dynasty had held, for the most part, until 1825.
The airing of the question that embraced America's inter
standing leader

national relations with Spain and England had its beginning

in the investigation by Congress of the questioned right and
authority that Jackson had in the invasion of Florida. This
question was given its first public notice, in an official way,
when the President referred to it in his second annual mes
He said that
sage to Congress on November 16, 1818.
when General Jackson had been authorized to enter Florida
in pursuit of the Seminoles, care was taken not to encroach
on the rights of Spain, but that he had discovered sources
of aid and encouragement to the offending tribe so danger
ous and so defiant to the engagements made by Spain in
1795 that it had been necessary to cut them off by prompt
and thoroughgoing measures.
The President promised to
lay before Congress copies of Jackson's instructions and of
correspondence with the Secretary of War, which would
Jackson, it will
be recalled, had taken Spanish forts at St. Marks and at
Pensacola.
He caused a Scotch trader named Alexander

amply explain and

justify his

conduct.128

In

later years when Johnson and Harrison were political opponents,
reference was made to this report in favor of Harrison, inferring that

Johnson, in this report, fully vindicated Harrison's bravery and genius
as a commander.
Even in political speeches Johnson spoke no word
In letters, he spoke well of him. But this report had
against Harrison.
to do only with Harrison's connection with pecuniary affairs ; of the
charge of corruption Johnson, as a representative of the committee,
fully vindicated him. Infra, p. 449.

A Compilation of

Richardson,

Presidents,

vol.

ii,

128
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Arbuthnot and an Englishman named Robert Ambrister
to be hanged, despite their British citizenship.
On word of
these high-handed

of

question

proceedings the cabinet was divided on the

a public

of the General, all but John

censure

Quincy Adams favoring it.

Meantime, the matter had been

brought before Congress.129

On November 18, 1818, the House agreed to refer that
part of the President's message relating to the Seminole
War to a select committee, of which Colonel Johnson was
chairman.
On January 12, 1819, the committee on Military
Affairs reported the results of its investigation, which were
presented in the form of both a majority and a minority re

The majority report, presented to the House by Rep
resentative Thomas M. Nelson, was accompanied by a reso
lution expressing disapproval of Jackson's conduct in the
port.

Seminole

War, and especially of the trial and execution of

Arbuthnot

sented by Richard
ablest

"

The minority report, pre
M. Johnson and ranking among the

and Ambrister.130

of his state papers, declared that General Jackson had
himself, to his army, to
and to his country." It stated that Jack

a sacred duty which he owed to

the Government

son, as commander

of the army, had not overstepped his

rights and that to him, his officers and his men the country
owed its thanks.181
Henry Clay, in a speech which occupied
upwards of two hours and which was spoken of as having
been

"

unusually

eloquent and impressive,"

supported

the

majority report and its resolutions.1*1
129

Adams,

The Diary of John Quincy Adams (New

York,

1929),

pp. 196-200.
1s°

Niks' Register, January

16, 1819.

Collection, 1819 (MSS.), Box 25. The
handwriting
of Richard M. Johnson; U. S. House
original MS. is in the
Documents, 1818-19, no. 86, p. I ; Kentucky Gazette, January 29, 1819;
Kentucky Reporter, February 10, 1819.
181
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Register,
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23 and 30,
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Richard M. Johnson supported the minority report by
saying that he felt justified in countering the majority
report because he felt that the censure of Jackson was due

of the law and facts connected with the
affair. Colonel Johnson took Vattel, one of the greatest
writers on international law, as authority for his conclusions
in reference to the execution of the two British subjects,
to a misconception

Arbuthnot and Ambrister.
Considering the treacherous
enemy with which Jackson had to cope, and the order he
"
"I
was under
to give security to the frontier,"
do not
"
censure gen. Jackson," said Johnson,
but, as before my
1M
God, I give him my thanks."
Johnson took exception to his colleague, Clay, on the
subject of the Treaty of Fort Jackson. He believed that as
victors in the war this treaty ended we had a right to dic
tate to the Indians the nature of the terms. Johnson said :
On whose head should the blood fall, if you cannot control the
Indians, with the Bible?
I wish to God you could. . . . [And]
towards that object I will do, and have done, as much in my
There is at this moment, in the heart of my
sphere as any one.
country a school for the education of the Indians in the arts
of civil life.18*
The Colonel said that toward Clay he had not only feel
ings of friendship but of affection, yet he must disagree with
him on such an important subject. Johnson said he would
" if the em
"
be
the last to raise the sword against them
ployment of the Bible would appease the fury of the In
" when
dians. But, he asked,
they flourish their tomahawk
over your head, are you to meet them with the bible in your
1"Ibid.,
February

Supplement

to vol.

xv,

p.

135.

Last date in vol.

xv is

20, 1819.

Kentucky Reporter, February 24, 1819. Johnson had reference to
the Indian school established on his farm at Great Crossings, to be known
131

later as the Choctaw

Academy.

Infra,

pp. 349, 362.
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hands, and invoke their obedience to that holy religion,

of

which the speaker tells us?" 135 That cannot be the method
"
The Indians
do not declare war,
against a savage foe.
but come like a thief in the night."
Colonel Johnson felt,
said he, that General Jackson had displayed more knowledge
in the wilds of Florida, on this subject, than any member

"

who had taken part in the discussion.
You may bring
censure and sorrow
on the grey hairs of him, whose
hand never faltered in the discharge of duty to his country.
You knew his character, sir, when you sent him there, and

...

knew he would finish what he begun."

188

After hearing

in the two reports and the debates led
by Clay and Johnson, the House of Representatives rejected
the facts as presented

of censure reported by

the resolution

the committee

of Mili

tary Affairs.1"
Johnson's speech, which had been delivered with simplicity
Niles' Register
and power, received widespread recognition.
referred to it as

"

"

It

the best speech he ever made."
'

was
'

with force and eloquence sufficient to stagger
"
the opinions most strongly enforced by his colleague
" ex
The Kentucky Gazette records that Johnson
Clay.138
delivered

hibited

"

research

great

and ability."

His argument

was

replete with authority and evidence, interspersed with the

most bold and animated

flights of eloquence."

It

was at

of the ladies present
"
in the galleries, left his usual place in the House and occu
"*
a
more favorable to their observation."
this time that Johnson, at the request

position

pied

1" Ibid.
1»8

Ibid.

l"U.

S. House Journal, iSth Cong., 2nd Sess., 1818-19, pp. 239-241;
Benton, Abridgment of Debates, vol. vi, pp. 332-3; Kentucky Reporter,
February 24, 1819.
IB3

Niks'

Register,

"» Kentucky

January

30,

1819.

Gazette, March 26, 1819.

A NATIONALIST IN THE HOUSE,

181^-1819

jgi

Even New England recognized the momentousness of the
occasion.
The Salem (Massachusetts) Register said:
Everlasting honors are due to Col. Johnson and the members
who united in the remonstrance against a report unfavorable to
the reputation of Gen. Jackson.
The memory of that illus
trious commander can never be lost, while gratitude and hope
exist in our country. And it will always be remembered that
Col. Johnson dared to support the reputation of the Republic,
and to do honor to the services which have blessed our country.
Could we have some emblem of this worthy member, we could
bind it upon our

hearts.1*0

Johnson and Clay were both so prominent at this time
that the celebrated portrait painter, Charles W. Peale, in
order to enrich the gallery of the museum at Philadelphia
of which he was proprietor, painted their portraits as two

of America's famous

characters.141

But the debate which

brought into greater prominence Kentucky's two most illus
trious citizens, was the beginning of the parting of the way
Colonel John
between them, which, by 1825 was complete.
son, for the moment in the ascendency, was to become an

of Jacksonian democracy ; while Mr. Clay, in part
because of his own ambition to reach the presidential chair,

exponent

became its bitter opponent.

Johnson, whose popularity was now at its height, made
as usual, overtures of concilation to the opposition.

He congratulated himself,

he said,

that

the difference

of

opinion on this occasion was not a factious difference. When
he glanced at the Characters of those who had already spoken
on opposite sides of the question, he saw with pleasure that this
was no mere party squabble. . . . [Though] the interest and wel
fare of the community required free and unreserved discussion,
"0 Kentucky
141

Reporter,

February

Kentucky Gazette, December

17, 1819.
11, 1818 and

March

19, 1819.
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of friendship today
towards gentlemen, as friends and politicians, which he did
before the commencement of the debate.142

he declared he should feel the same warmth

Henry Clay was too deeply stung by defeat when the
House sustained the minority report to be reconciled by
any friendly overtures that Colonel Johnson could make.
To Jackson, on August 4, 1819, the Colonel wrote from
Great Crossings, Kentucky, that the recent election in which
victorious made him confident that he had not lost
popularity by advocating the cause of the country and the

he was
cause

of General Jackson.

I

I

took on that occasion
never shall regret [said he] the part
was willing to sink
I
did
not
the
as
calculate
consequences
and

I

or swim with the cause. I never did feel my duty so strong &
it was the sense of duty that made me take a bold ground & put
out my whole strength in defiance of the opinions of others
To a sense of duty I never feel the pulse
or the world at large.
—
of friendship I am extremely sorry that my friend Mr. Clay
should have taken a part which has so deeply wounded that
I did all in my [power]
friendly feeling which once existed.
could do no more, and although I never pre
tend to influence a friend as to his social intercourse with others,
much less would I make any suggestion to one of your age and
I would only say that it would be to me a source
experience.
of great gratification & joy if you could so far forget those
things as not to give yourself any further trouble about them
I have many considera
except as to your social intercourse.
tions operating upon my mind to wish this thing.148

to prevent it.

I

This herculean effort to vindicate a successful frontier
soldier was the last important act of Colonel Johnson in
Congress

before

his temporary

142

Kentucky Reporter,

143

Jackson's Papers,

1819.

February
vol. 53

retirement

to private

life.

24, 1819.

(MSS.), Johnson

to

Jackson, August

4,
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It was known early in

1814-1819

183

1818 that

Johnson was contemplating
retirement. On March 31, Senator Barbour offered a reso
lution to Congress requesting that a sword be presented to
Colonel Johnson as a testimony of the high esteem Congress
had of the daring and distinguished valor displayed by John
son and the regiment of volunteers under his command in

charging the enemy at the Battle of the Thames on October
He said that one motive he had in offering this
5, 1813.
resolution at this time was the notification made by Colonel
Johnson that he intended to retire from public life.11* The
notice of his contemplated retirement was made in February
to his constituents, who were informed that he would decline
reelection at the next general election.
The Colonel, who
approved rotation in office, believed he had served his con
stituents in the House of Representatives long enough.145
There seemed to be general regret that Colonel Johnson
proposed to retire. To the administration then in power he
had been of signal service. He was secretary of the Repub
lican caucus held in the chamber of the House of Repres
entatives on March 16, 1816, that nominated Monroe to the
people

of

the United States

for president, and Daniel D.

Tompkins of New York for vice-president.
During 1817,
when the secretaryship of war was refused by Isaac Shelby
of Kentucky, the Kentucky Gazette suggested Colonel John
"
no man,"
son for this vacancy in the cabinet. There was
said the Gazette,

" whom we should

be more happy to see

in that department . . . both as a reward for his services
in the defense of his country, and the goodness and excel
lence of his character. . . . We think he is entitled to some
marks of distinction from the country he has so faithfully
and honorably served.
formed

.

.

."

148

But other plans had been

for him, and his retirement was

144

Annals of Congress,

145

Kentucky Reporter,

"• Kentucky

1817-18,

pp. 302-3.

February

25, 1818.

Gazette. May

13,

1816;

a part

Monroe, Papers

of the plan.

(MSS.),

vol. xv,
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On July 25, 1818, Clay wrote to Adam Beatty, who had
requested his advice as to running for the United States
Senate :
should think the event would greatly depend

"I

upon the persons who might happen to be your competitors.

Should Colonel Johnson offer, (he has been talked of, with
what authority from himself I know not,) or perhaps Breck147
The Reporter said it
enridge, you would probably fail."
was pleased to note from the Gazette that there was a possi

bility of rilling the coming vacancy in the United States
Senate with
Col R.

M. Johnson.

But we have understood, that although

warmly solicited to serve, Col Johnson has not given his final
assent, and submits himself in this respect more to the wishes

...

He has not thrown him
is,

of his country than to his own.

self before the public as a candidate, but
as he always has
in
to
serve
his
station
willing
any
country
they may call
him to.
We are well assured, that his disposition to retire,
for awhile at least,
his predominant wish.148
been,

is

...

Niles' Register stated that infor
mation had been received that Colonel Johnson, at the re
quest of his friends, had consented to serve in Congress as
senator from Kentucky
the legislature of the state should
17, 1818,

a

if

On October

Smith and Colonel Johnson to Monroe, March 19, 1816 — letters
informing Monroe of his nomination for the presidency; Kentucky Re
porter, August 13, 1817. The Gazette thought the Secretaryship of War
should be offered to Johnson whether he would accept
or not. John
Quincy Adams said the post had "been offered to Governor Shelby,
of Kentucky, at the urgent recommendation of Colonel R. M. Johnson,
but he had declined
who had expressed the opinion he would accept
determination that he had taken
on account of his age, his habits, and
(Adams, Diary, p. 195, entry
not to engage again in the public service."
of April
1818.)
p.

117

55,

"8

Colton, Private Correspondence

Clay to Beatty, July

K entucky

Reporter,

of

4,

a

it,

it

General

Henry Clay (New York,

25, 1818.

September

23,

1818.

1856),
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This news of

him.149

the possible

choice

of Johnson met with approval in other

shown

by a letter from Washington to the editor

"

states,

as is

of the

I was happy to see, in your paper,
Kentucky Gazette:
Col. Johnson announced as a candidate for the Senate of
the United States ; and from the notice which is taken of it
in most of the papers of the Union, I conclude it will be a
subject of general felicitation, should it meet the views of

his own state to elect him." "°

On December

18, the state legislature proceeded to elect a

senator to Congress
place

for

a period

of six years, to take the

of Isham Talbot, whose term was soon to expire.

Johnson lost by twelve votes : seven in the senate and five
in the house of representatives.151
The votes stood: 67 to
55. Niles" Register called attention to the fact that Johnson
was not a declared candidate for the place to which Logan

was elected, and stated further that the Colonel's friends
intended to support him for the office of governor at the
ensuing election.152 The Gazette also called attention to the
fact that Johnson, not a declared candidate, was run by
some of his friends and that he would be presented as a
The Gazette then stated:
for the governorship.
" We should be
sorry to see such talents and patriotism
confined to
a single state.
[It also said] that for
soundness of principle, elevation of sentiment, invincible in

candidate

...

...

tegrity and persevering industry, no man living is superior
158
As late as July, 1819, Johnson wrote
to Col. Johnson."
to President Monroe in the following intimate terms :
1411Niles"
15»

Register, October

1818.

17,

Kentucky Gazette, December

"1/Wrf., December

25, 1818.

1M

Niles' Register,

January

1B3

Kentucky Gazette, January

not dated.

11, 1818.

(Letter dated November 30.)

2, 1819.
22, 1819,

from the Delaware Watchman,
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I feel very anxious that you should leave the city of Wash
ington in the hot & sickly season, that you may restore your
health & acquire vigour of body to undergo the many duties
which devolve upon you. The great body of the people are
firmly united to you & approve your administration — I have
been firm to the same cause & my popularity never was so great
& so firmly fixed in the affection of the people.1B4
That Johnson had a place in the affection of the Presi
dent, also, is shown by the President's

of the presentation of

sion

the

words on the occa

sword voted by Congress to

Colonel Johnson.155

In April,

Johnson, then in retirement, wrote from
Blue Springs, Scott county, Kentucky, a circular in the
form of a valedictory address to the electors of the third
"
The 4th of March dissolved the
congressional district :
political relations which has subsisted betwixt us for the
1819,

of twelve years, and I now occupy the desirable sta
tion of a private citizen." 158 The Kentucky Reporter of
April 14, commented upon the retirement in a way highly
space

154

Monroe Papers, vol.

18,

Johnson to Monroe, July

11,

1819.

Kentucky Gazette, May 5, 1820. The President said on this oc
"
I now perform an office which is very gratifying to my feel
casion :
The
sword manufactured at the factory of Mr. Starr in Middleings."
ton, Conn., at a cost of one thousand dollars, bore the statement that it
was voted by Congress to Richard M. Johnson in testimony of his
gallantry in the Battle of the Thames.
Mr. Starr stated that the blade,
which was of the sabre kind, could not be broken —that it had been
severely struck against fifty other swords without the least impression
The hilt was formed by the head of an eagle
being made upon its edge.
an
in
its
mouth ; the head of the guard was a bust
bearing
open wreath
of Ceres ; the thumb pieces on each side formed a spread eagle, holding
in its talons an emblem of agriculture ; and the bow of the guard repre
The orna
sented the union of the states by a wreath of branches.
ments of the scabbard were of solid gold, and the case of bird's-eye
maple was of superior beauty and workmanship.
(Nileif Register,
155

April
158

22, 1820.)

Ibid., April

16,

1819;

Kentucky Reporter,

April

21, 1819.

A NATIONALIST IN THE HOUSE,
complimentary

to Colonel Johnson.
that a public servant,

It
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said in part

:

" It
is

who has proved his
fidelity to the people, and his capacity to serve them, as well
as Col. Johnson has done, will long be permitted, with their
consent, to enjoy the retirement into which he has now
not probable,

gone."

"7

As a result of the miscarriage of plans in the Kentucky
legislature on December 18, 1818, Colonel Johnson became
a candidate for the state legislature from Scott county.158

On August

6, 1819, the

Kentucky Gazette gave notice that

the Colonel was successful

After an

at the polls against five other

of about fourteen years,
he again took his seat in the lower house of the general
assembly of the state at the bidding of a constituency that
was proud of the high esteem in which he was held through
out the nation for his services to his country.
Johnson passed from the stage of national action for a
His reputation and ambition were to carry
moment only.
candidates.1B9

absence

him to that body which took the initiative in honoring him

with the sword in testimony of his gallantry at the Battle
of the Thames.
Johnson's opportunity came with the retirement of John
Crittenden, senator in the Congress of the United States.
On November 26, 1819, the Kentucky Gazette said:
We regret excessively to learn, from very high authority, that
Mr. Senator CRITTENDEN will decline going to Washington —

...

and resign his office.

If

he should absolutely yield his sta

tion, it will behove the legislature to select a judicious succes
sor. — The interests of the state point to the wia«.180
April

157

Kentucky Reporter,

158

Kentucky Gazette, July

139

Kentucky Gazette, August

His

closest competitor

180

Ibid., November

16,

14,

6,

received 667.
26, 1819.

1819.

1819;

Kentucky Reporter, July

1819.

Johnson received

21, 1819.

1154 votes.

1
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On December 10, Johnson, by a majority of 15 votes, was
elected over his opponent, John Adair, to fill the vacancy in
the United States Senate occasioned by the resignation of

J. J.

Crittenden.181

In

commenting on the election

son the Kentucky Gazette said

of John

:

Very great exertions were made by the federalists and others
to shut out Col. Johnson. . . . The anti-democratic party could
not have started a more potent man than Gen. Adair. . . . [On]

of the very formidable opposition [of Adair] the tri
umph of Col. Johnson is of a splendid nature. . . .182

account

On Saturday,

December

11,

"The

speaker read and laid

M. Johnson, return

before the house a letter from Col. R.

ing thanks for the honor conferred on him yesterday." 183
In this way the " friend of the people " was elected to the
Senate of the United States. In the capacity of a senator,
Colonel Johnson performed as great services for the in
terests

of the people

as he

did in the House of Represen

tatives.
181

Western Monitor, December

14, 1819.

182

Kentucky Gazette, December

17,

188/&trf. ;

Johnson's letter

1819.

dated December

Argus of Western America, December

31,

1 1,

1819.

1819,

is found

in

the

CHAPTER V
THE YELLOWSTONE EXPEDITION AND JOHNSON'S
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
RICHARD M. JOHNSON'S
ready

hinted

at became

financial

acute

about

embarrassments

al

This burden

1819.

was made heavier by the fact that he backed his brother

"
James in what became known as the Yellowstone Expedi
tion." This expedition was sponsored by the United States
In November, 1818, the Senate and House
government.
of Representatives received the following message from the
"

President :
With a view to the security of our inland
frontiers, it has been thought expedient to establish strong
posts at the mouth of the Yellowstone River, and at the
Mandan Village, on the Missouri." l It was thought that
much good would come to the tribes
more

of Indians through

It

contact with the whites.

immediate

was clearly

from experience that independent savage com
munities cannot long exist beside civilized communities.
"
The President said : To civilize them and even to preven:

understood

their extinction
should
.

.

cease,

.

and

.

.
.

.

their independence, as communities,
. the
control of the United States
2

should be complete and undisputed."
The Jay treaty with England in 1794 conceded reciprocal
.

rights of trade across the border between Canadians
Americans.8
trade with the
1

and

This enabled Great Britain to secure free
powerful nations of Indians within the north

U. S. Senate Journal, iSth Cong., 2nd Sess.,

1818-19,

'Ibid.
8 Hill, Leading American Treaties
(New York,

p. 18.

1922), p. 53.
189
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of the United States.4 By the establish
ment of military posts, of trading companies and houses,
western territory

and the distribution of gifts, Great

Britain obtained not

only trade but such complete ascendency and influence that
she could, and did, excite the Indians to make war against

After the treaty of Ghent, and as early as
1816, the Congress of the United States passed a law pro
viding for the use of military force against any foreigners
This same act
entering its territory without a passport.

the Americans.8

provided that no license to trade with the Indians within its

territory be granted to any foreigner, and that any trade
carried into such territory should be forfeited."
The Lewis and Clark Expedition, which President Jeffer
son sent into the Missouri and Columbia river region in
1804, had stirred the imagination of John Jacob Astor.7
Astor, like sundry Bostonians, saw the opportunity that
the fur trade with the Indians in the Northwest offered,
especially when this peltry obtained from the Indians for a
trifle was exchanged in China for silks and tea. Astor

followed up the discovery of Captain Robert Gray, who
entered the mouth of the Columbia river in 1792, and the
Lewis and Clark discoveries, by actual occupation of Oregon.
Although the treaty of Ghent in 1814 provided for the

British refused to include the
The two
Oregon territory in the scope of this treaty.

status quo ante hellum, the

nations agreed in 1818 to a joint occupation of the territory.

Joint occupation initiated

a race

for full control between

the

two nations.8
4

Daily National Intelligencer,

March

17,

1820.

*Ibid.
7

Adams,

York,
s

History

1924), p. 224.

Ibid.

of

the

Foreign Policy of

the

United States

(New

THE YELLOWSTONE EXPEDITION
Among the Americans who saw the significance of this
situation and its possibilities were Colonel Johnson and his
brother James, who set to work to join forces with other
These men
congressmen who had also caught the vision.9
used their efforts to influence the government to pave the
way for the growing missionary efforts among the Indians
on the frontier. These missionary enterprises, leading to the
occupation of the Oregon territory by Americans, gave to
the United States its most valid claim to that region.
The Argus of Western America for December 8, 1818,
stated that Colonel James Johnson was preparing two steam
boats which, with troops and provisions, would ascend the

Missouri river to the Yellowstone river in the spring.
The paper mentioned a report that a fort was being built at
Cow Island, four hundred miles from St. Louis. The In
dians were found to be very hostile and Johnson was pre

"

If it be possible
paring the boats to repel their attacks.
it is intended by Colonel Johnson who has contracted to
furnish the supplies, that a steam boat shall also ascend to
this point." 10 This contract seems to have been made with
of War on December

1818."

The arti
cles of agreement, according to the report made to the House
the Department

of Representatives

by Calhoun,

2,

Secretary

of War, were

Thomas S. Jessup, the
and Colonel James Johnson, Scott
quartermaster-general,
county, Kentucky, through his brother Richard M. Johnson,
" . .
his attorney-in-fact :
. the said James Johnson hereby
stipulates and obliges himself to furnish two steam boats
made between

Brigadier-General

which steam boats shall be charged with the transpor
tation of provisions, and munitions of war, detachments
and their baggage, or other articles, to the military posts in
.

.

9

.

Ibid., p. 225.

10

Argus of Western America, December

11

House Documents, i6th Cong., ist Sess.,

8, 1818.
1819-1820,

Document

No.

65.
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said waters."

12

It

was stipulated

that

if

the two boats

were not enough, a third one or more would be furnished;
and that

if

upon experiment steamboats could not be used,

after due and timely notice, there would be provided " a
sufficient number of Keel-boats." General Jessup obligated
"
himself
to furnish a corporal's guard for the protection

of

each boat."

In
a

13

a letter dated December 29, 1818, to the chairman

military committee,

ordered to the mouth

...

J.

6f

C. Calhoun said: "The expedition

of the Yellow Stone, or rather to the
is a part of a system of measures,

Mandan Village
which has for its objects, the protection of our northwestern
frontier, and the greater extension of our fur trade."
He
said that to guard against Indian hostilities, it had been
thought proper to increase our forces on that frontier and
to occupy new posts better calculated to cut off all inter

course between the Indians residing in our territory and

He added that the Mandan village
had been selected because of its nearness to the establish
ment of the Hudson Bay Company on the Red river of the
foreign traders or posts.

lakes."

It

was recognized as being too difficult to fix the

prices or to allow definite

so the contract

compensation,

mentioned above stated that James Johnson should be al
" reasonable
General Jessup fur
lowed a
compensation."

from time to time, upon
The agreement provided
Johnson's giving good security.
ther agreed to make advances

that

" In

case

of disagreement

settled by two disinterested

...

persons

the matter shall be
.

.

.

and in case of

their disagreement, they shall choose an umpire."
™Ibid., No.

50.

"Ibid.; House
part

™

Reports,

i6th Cong.,

1st Sess., 1819-20;

A.

14

House Report No.

15

House Document

24, op. cit.,

No.

part B.

50, op. cit.

Report No.

24,

THE YELLOWSTONE EXPEDITION
As early as October 30, 1818, Colonels James and Rich
ard M. Johnson had become interested in the possibilities
of steamboats on the western waters and had commenced
the building of a steamboat at Leestown, one mile below
Frankfort, Kentucky.18 It was designed to be a trader on
the Mississippi, Ohio and Kentucky rivers.
Gazette said

The Kentucky

:

We hail this as the commencement of an effort which will
exhibit to us the importance of the navigation of the Kentucky
river, and give a new spring to the trade of this place and the
central parts of the state. A few more individuals with equal
industry, enterprise and public spirit, would soon teach us how
to realize the advantages of our natural situation.17

On March 29, 1819, Johnson wrote to John C. Calhoun,
"
" at
Calhoun
telling of the launching of the steamboat
Leestown.
He said: "The novelty of the scene attracted
1B
the attention of the citizens of Frankfort and its vicinity."
On April 12, he again wrote to Calhoun, telling him that
James Johnson had gone to Louisville, and added

:

I

shall send him five most valuable negro fellows of my own
to join in the enterprise, they are all anxious to go. the most
of the party have taken a good Rifle &c and when they were
seen on the road & marched through Town as much interest was
created as during the war.
In one week the " Johnson ", the
"
"
"
will hoist Colours for Bell
Expedition
Jefferson ", & the
Fountaine My Brother Joel will command the Johnson, my
Brother Henry will command the Expedition, my Brother Benj
Johnson will command the Jefferson and the Calhoun will be
commaded by Maj Sebree a near Kinsman takes on Boad my
18

Kentucky Gazette, October

" Ibid.

30, 1818.

of War, Old Records Division, Adjutant Gen
eral's Office, War Department,
Packet: Hon. R. M. Johnson, 1819,
Johnson to Calhoun, March 29, 1819.
18

Letters

to Secretary
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I

Brother James & Genl. Jessup upon his arrival at Louisville,
never did see as much interest excited & the good wishes, & the
prayers of the people are pourd out for its

On August 23, Johnson again

success.19

wrote

to Calhoun

:

"

I

in my life."
On April 26, 1819, Colonel Richard M. Johnson wrote to
Andrew Jackson telling him that his brother left home for
Louisville, where he had four very good steamboats and
"
The splendor of
many small craft for the Yellowstone.
20

never knew as popular expedition

the expedition

& the importance

of

these

distant military
21

He sug
gested to Jackson that his presence at Bellefontaine would
On May 18, Johnson
add importance to the enterprise.22
wrote to Calhoun: "We hear good news from James John
son he rides the waves & stems the current of the Missis
occupations have attracted the public attention."

2S

The Kentucky Gazette
mentioned the arrival of the expedition under Colonel James
Johnson at St. Louis, where he was visited by respectable
"

sippi & Missouri triumphantly."

citizens, where the

appeared to be alive
" the final exe
and where

whole population

"

of the enterprise
cution of the views of the government on this interesting
subject was looked to as the completion of the greatest

to the success

military operation that could have been projected on the
24
American continent."
Besides the contract to supply the Yellowstone Expedi
tion, James Johnson had also a contract with Colonel Gibson
19

Ibid., Johnson to Calhoun, April

20

Ibid., Johnson to Calhoun,

21

Jackson Papers, vol. lii, Johnson to Jackson, May

23

Letters to Secretary

1818,

12,

August

1819.
23, 1819.
18, 1819.

of War, op. cit., Packet Hon. R. M. Johnson,
Johnson to Calhoun, May 18, 1819.

« Kentucky

Gasette, May 28, 1819.
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Richard M.
country.
said
that he had been compelled to raise funds by
Johnson
drawing bills payable in Philadelphia and Washington
to supply Orleans and the adjacent

if

which,

not met, would be injurious to his brother and to

"

The difficulty of the times as to the
circulating medium of the country," he wrote Jackson on
April 26, 1819, "is a good reason why the Govt should be
liberal."" He referred to the fact that his brother had
the government.

fed Jackson's army at New Orleans during the last war and
mentioned the punctuality with which James met that emer
gency in spite

of high prices.

In

behalf

of his brother,

Richard M. asked Jackson to write to Gibson, with whom
He also emphasized
James had the contract of the South.
the importance of advances in money.28
In a letter to
James Monroe, July 14, 1820, Calhoun referred to ad
vances

I

:

for your perusal several letters from Col. Richard
His brother's transportation contracts will prob
ably ,about square with the advances, but his brother will fall
enclose

M. Johnson.

greatly indebted to the government on his provisions contracts
for 1815, 17, 18. His present object is to obtain the transporta
tion; contract for West Point for his brother.
would be glad
oi'your opinion in relation to it. My present impression is that

I

t<6

avoid all censure, the contracts ought to be made on public

proposals.27

/'
,'

Orleans, provisions amounting

to $109,319.59;

for the post

of Baton Rouge, provisions amounting to $8,458.76; for the
Jackson Papers, op. cit., Johnson to Jackson, April 26, 1819.
Ibid. ; vol. xliii, Johnson to Jackson, January ao, 1817.
27 American Historical Association Report (Washington, 1899), vol.
176, Calhoun to Monroe, July 14, 1820.
25

29

p.

ii,

,

James Johnson was an extensive contractor with those
from whom he purchased supplies for the United States
In 1818, he supplied, for the post of New
government.
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of Natchitoches, provisions amounting to $3,647.69;
for the post of Arkansas, provisions amounting to $4,132.33 ; and for the post of St. Louis, provisions amounting

post

to $67,848.87.28

A

contract,

dated

April

1,

between Abraham R.

1818,

Woolley, acting as agent for the United States, and James
Johnson was witnessed by Richard M. Johnson and signed
by Benjamin Johnson, who guaranteed its execution.

The

contract

specified that James Johnson should manufacture
"
and deliver within nine months
thirty thousand pounds of
good and approved cannon powder

for

each and every pound delivered

barrels

...

"

at

"

thirty five cents

in good and substantial

to be furnished at the

expense

of Colonel

James Johnson, and the boat or boats in which the said
powder shall be transported shall have an additional lining

of well

boards to protect the casks and powder

seasoned

from the dampness of the bottom of the boat." 29 The
powder was to be inspected by Woolley before Johnson de
livered it at Pittsburg, New Orleans, Belle fontaine, or some
intermediate point to be designated by George Bomford.
28

American State

No. 175, contracts

Papers,

made in

sentatives of U. S. by

J.

Military Affairs,

1818, communicated

C. Calhoun,

vol

i,

pp.

848-51, \

"A"

to the House of Repre

Feb. 25, 1819.

';

The St. Louis contract is an example of the items of contracts Johnsom
made with agents of the U. S. Government.
"

1,025 hundredweight

of bacon, at

689 barrels of pork, at $15
2,871 bushels of peas or beans

11

cents per pound

*•

Ibid.,

p. 855.

\
'

at $2.33

of corn meal at $4.50
1,582 barrels of flour, at $7
643 barrels of whiskey, at 50 cents per gallon
of soap, at 10 cents per pound
230 hundredweight
9,645 pounds of candles, at 19 cents
402 bushels of salt, at 66 cents
6,430 gallons of vinegar, at 25 cents" (p. 851).
2,343 barrels

\
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Other contracts were also made by James Johnson during
this year.

of the United States riflemen reported
General Daniel Bissell, commander of the Yellowstone

Colonel Chambers
to

Expedition, loaded with
troops and provisions, and with Colonel Johnson the con
tractor accompanying, had reached Bellefontaine, and that
the boat was proceeding with difficulty.
He said that no
Expedition,

that

accommodations

the

steamboat

had been made

for

the troops, save a plat

form on the upper deck which left the men exposed to the
scorching sun, the rain and the dews of the night. He said
there was no way for the troops to exercise for their
health.80
Colonel Johnson did not succeed in getting the
provisions received upon his arrival, and because of a civil
suit which had been adjudged unfavorable to him and which
he was determined to resist, an inspection

It was

of the goods was

opinion of Colonel James Johnson
that the contract did not call for the landing of provisions
or for the opening and repacking to preserve them, which
not effected.

the

would entail considerable additional expense.
barrels

were landed and these were immediately

the civil officers.
barrels

Only a few

Chambers

claimed

of provisions averaging

that

a deficit

seized by

found the

he

of about twenty

pounds to a barrel, and that the brine running from these
barrels was highly colored and very offensive in odor.81

James wrote from Bellefontaine to Richard M. that he
had been much perplexed at that place but that he had tried

He believed that
"
Colonel Chambers and General Bissell were both
privately
"
When the
to exercise

throwing

patience

cold

water

and

moderation.

on

the expedition.82

steamboat Expedition arrived at Bellefontaine,
30
81

Jackson Papers, vol. liii, Chambers to Bissell, May
Ibid., James Johnson to Richard M. Johnson, May

two sheriffs
21, 1819.
23,

1819.
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on shore endeavored to get aboard the boat by strategem.
Colonel James said that he wished to unload, so asked
Chambers,

Colonel

who came aboard upon his arrival, to

receive the provisions, but that Chambers refused.

The best

Chambers would do was to order a guard placed over the
In the absence of Colonel James Johnson, Lieu
goods.
tenant Downing

written orders,

was placed over the provisions but, upon
was forced to abandon them.
But Lieu

tenant Craig, captain

of the boat, met the sheriff with a

pistol and ordered him not to come on board.

The order

was obeyed.

Johnson was at a loss what to do, so decided
to move down to the mouth of the Missouri on the Illinois
side and build a warehouse there.88
On May 27, 1819,
James wrote to his brother from the mouth of the Missouri
that he had made that a place

of deposit.
"
were

He said that the

sheriff and Colonel Chambers
glad we have retreated
with no blood shed." James insisted that his brother should
get Mr. Calhoun to sanction the place as a place of deposit —
"
"
here we can discomfort all the hell hounds of St. Louis."
After receiving this letter, Colonel Richard M. Johnson
wrote from Kentucky to Calhoun, giving him the circum
On June 19, 1819,
Colonel Atkinson, the commander of the United States In
fantry, wrote General Jackson that he would proceed with
the three boats already at St. Louis in about six or seven
stances

as presented by his brother.85

days.88

Richard M. Johnson wrote

from his home on
June 27, 1819, that the vast expenditures which were neces
Colonel

sary

for

stone —at

the preparation

least

of the expedition to the Yellow

"
$200,000 —

has created debts which it is

»«

Ibid.

»*

Ibid., May 27, 1819.
Ibid., Richard M. Johnson to Calhoun, June

85
88

Ibid., Atkinson to Jackson, June

19, 1819.

14, 1819.
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from the Govern

to meet without great aid

He said that if advances were not made by the
consequences would result

the most injurious

government,

to the pecuniary affairs

of his brother and to

his own credit, and added

:

"

I

injury of

the

find myself very unhappy at

finding myself dunned for money & not the means of pay
ta
He referred to the very large deposits the gov
ment."
ernment had in the Missouri bank and said that the Presi
dent could, upon recommendation
put into his

(Richard

or order, have the money

M.'s) hands

as

for James

agent

Johnson.89
Colonel Richard

M. Johnson and his brother had already
suffered losses as a result of going security for one J. Prentiss, who was said to have swindled them out of the securi
ties he gave for the loan.40 Major W. T. Barry was an
On July 9, 1819, John
other who owed the Colonel money.
son wrote Richard Smith, cashier of the United States Bank
at Washington: "Majr Barry is now with me (Lexington)
and finds that it will not be in his power to meet his Bill
"

which Johnson requested Smith to pay
out of any funds of Johnson's that Smith may have on
In a previous letter to Smith, Johnson had written
hand.41
"
I can assure you that I have been
from Great Crossings :
the most unfortunate man on earth in my friendship for
upon me for 4200 $

others.

It

has given me often great uneasiness & produced

great derangement in my pecuniary concerns.
can not describe our distress here

"Ibid., Johnson
a"

to Jackson

[?], June

.

.

.

Language

for want of money."

'*

27, 1819.

Ibid.

"Ibid.
40
10,

Kentucky Reporter,

4l Richard

M. Johnson

"Ibid., Johnson
of

March

24,

1819;

Patriot

(Frankfort), April

1826.

1819.

Papers, Johnson to Smith,

to Smith,

May

14,

1819.

July

9, 1819.

See chapter

vi for panic
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Johnson had written to Calhoun:

is impossible to describe to you the distress

of circulating

"It

of this country

Loans cannot be ob
tained from Bks. or individuals — both are calling in their
"
Debts by wholesale, & nothing can be purchased on credit."
The following day Johnson wrote asking Smith to act as

on account

medium.

for James Johnson and to handle money due the latter
from the Departments of War, Navy and Post Office,*4
He suggested that O. B. Brown
and also from Gibson."
agent

also be authorized to handle these sums, so that in the event
that Smith should, at some time, be too much engaged, there
The Colonel said that his
would be no money difficulties.
brother James was then in Louisville to complete arrange
ments and that when he returned he would make some ar
rangements with him (Richard M.) to have the latter super
On
intend money matters in Washington and elsewhere.48

July

30, Johnson wrote Smith that his bills had begun to
return in consequence of the exhaustion of his funds in

Smith's hands and the withholding of the advance which he
In a letter written the
expected from Colonel Gibson.47
next day to Smith, he said that a bill for $10,000, dis
counted at the Baltimore office as a part

of

a loan obtained

of James Taylor, would be due
at Lexington toward the last of August. Johnson said that
upon some stock purchased

he could not,

with convenience, meet the bill at the Lexing

of War, Old Records Division, Adjutant Gen
Packet, Hon. R. M. Johnson, 1819,
eral's Office, War Department,
Johnson to Calhoun, March 29, 1819.
43

Letters

to Secretary

41

In

45

Johnson Papers, Johnson to Smith, March
Ibid., March 29, 1819.

James Johnson gave notice that his line of stages would
commence running between Louisville and Lexington, and would soon
Kentucky. (Reporter, June
(Maysville),
be extended to Limestone
i1, 1817).
48
47

1817

Ibid., July

30, 1819.

29 and 30, 1819.
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2OI

with

He asked Smith, in Washington, to pay
$5000 of this bill out of Johnson's funds in the Washington
bank, and said that through the agency of O. B. Brown of
the

directors.

that city the other $5000 would be accommodated for sixty
or one hundred and twenty days.18

The St. Louis bank gave a notice in the Kentucky Gazette
that on September 15 the stock-holders would be called to
propriety of continuing or closing
the bank.
The reason given for the probable suspension
of their banking operations was the failure of Richard M.
Johnson and his brother to meet their obligations to the
bank.49
The Johnsons proposed to submit the whole trans
action with this bank to any judicial tribunal in the United
take into consideration

the

States, except in Missouri territory, but the proposition was
rejected by the bank.50

In

regard to his relations with the

M. Johnson wrote to Langdon
Cheves, cashier of the main branch of the National Bank
bank, Richard

Lexington

at Philadelphia

:

From the experiment, which I have made since the receipt of
your letter enclosing the resolutions of the Board, in relation to
my debts in the office at Lexington & those associated with me,
I have discovered, that it will be in my power to discharge the
whole of my debt in this state within the period of six months
in negociable notes secured by real estate in almost every case to
an amount considerably above the sum for which the note or
notes is given. . . . Property has lost its charm with me &
poverty has no terrors in my mind. My object is to pay off
every

debt.51

The Kentucky

Gazette appreciated

48

Ibid., July

49

Kentucky Gazette, August

the

sacrifices

31, 1819.
6, 1819.

*°Ibid.

"Johnson

Papers,

Johnson to Cheves, October

17,

1819.

being
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Johnsons. On July 30, it gave notice that the
six regiments of infantry under command of Colonel At
kinson had departed from Belle fontaine in the steamboats
Expedition, Jefferson and Johnson, accompanied by a num
made by the

ber

of keels and barges for the upper Missouri.

The last

report, it said, gave the boats as being about one hundred
miles up the river.

"

The magnanimous zeal of Col. John
son, and his indefatigable industry, deserve to be crowned
with the most brilliant success.
There are few men who
would have hazarded what he has done, to carry into execu
tion the views of the War office." "
Colonel James Johnson, in a letter to the editor of the
Argus,

stated that the campaign

up the Mississippi

was

accomplished and that the steamboat Expedition had arrived
at Cow Island, but could not proceed

for want of water.

He said keel boats would carry the supplies on.

James ex

with the steamboats but had to remain at the
mouth of the Missouri to aid in the immense shipments
pected to be

going up each river.53
President James Monroe wrote from Lexington,
tucky, to Calhoun, July 5, 1819:

Ken

The people of the whole western country take a deep interest
in the success of the contemplated establishment at the mouth
of the Yellow Stone river. They look upon it as a measure,
better calculated to preserve the peace of the frontier, to secure
to us the fur trade, and to break up the intercourse between the
British traders and Indians, than any other which has been taken
by the government.54

He requested Calhoun to advance $50,000 to James John52

Kentucky Gazette, July

M Argus
54

No.

30, 1819.

of Western America, October

U. S. House Documents,
65.

:6th Cong.,

29, 1819.

Ist Sess.,

1819-20,

Document
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son on account

of

the contract made by

203

him with the War

Department, and $57,50x5 additional when he transmitted to

War Department

the

of the four boats which

a transfer

were employed in the expedition to the Yellowstone.55

Thus, the President on his tour of the West, obtained
first-hand impressions of how seriously that section was
taking the expedition, and how it appreciated the sacrifices
The Commentator

being made to effect it.

of Frankfort

of the proposed expedition in an imagi
nary picture of the exploration of the Missouri river and its

presented its idea

tributaries — that being the closest communication with the
waters of the Pacific ocean.
It said : " By making a turn
pike road a few leagues across the Rocky Mountains, a route

" that
flows into the Pacific.

is opened to the river Columbia

" A new
communication with Asia will thus be established.
. . . We shall see the productions of China, and the eastern
world, brought to the mouth of the Columbia river." Thus,
" the line of the Columbia, Missouri, and
Ohio will even
tually become the channel of American commerce with
India."

58

The Kentucky Gazette said

:

" We believe
that most of

Yellow Stone expedition, which are
occasionally found in some of the Western newspapers, and
the outcries against the

sometimes heard in street conversations,

are predicated upon

political animosity to our patriotic Johnsons, and a deeprooted envy of their high standing with the American gov
ernment."
It said further : " Who does not think of the
Hurculean undertakings of the Johnsons with admiration?
Who does not wish success to these men, not on account

of their enterprise only, but of their valor, their patriot

ism?""
58

Commentator,

"Kentucky

February

24, 1820.

Gazette, October

8, 1819.
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On February 3, 1820, the Secretary of War, Calhoun,
pursuant to a resolution of the House of Representatives,

of money paid Colonel James Johnson
for his Yellowstone contract. He said that some of the
charges of the contractor had not been admitted because
reported the sums

they were said to be too great, that the delays were blamed on
the contractor,

of low water was also refused.

because

quired

and that the cost of detention

as

to whether

public

of the

vessels

The House in

notice was given

before

the

for the contracts.

The secretary
replied that public notice was not given because it was the
practice of the department to keep from the public the
proposals

were received

of troops.58
The Frankfort Argus, in referring to the resolution of
the House of Representatives that took into consideration
the accounts of Colonel James Johnson1 for transportation
of men, arms and provisions up the Missouri, said that
movement

Of
Johnson's account amounted to $266,818.15.
this sum, the government had paid him to date $229,262.00,
The quartermaster-general de
leaving $37,056.15 still due.
Colonel

clined admitting $20,000
boats at the mouth

for the detention of the steam

of the Missouri, and also declined the

transportation expense from Belle fontaine to Council Bluffs.
The Argus believed the government should not abandon this
enterprise through a failure to appropriate the money neces
sary, but that it should expend money on the western fron

tier for defense in proportion to its expenditures in the East,

for the defense of the Chesapeake,
It believed that one of the chief causes of

such as expenditures

Mobile, etc.

financial embarrassment in the West was the constant drain

of money from the West to the government in payment for

It

was suggested that had this money been
expended in the West in payment for produce or labor, it

public lands.

58

House Document

No.

65, op. cit.
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would have done much to ameliorate the financial stringency
there.
The Argus gave the Johnsons credit for purchasing

in the West the supplies for the Yellowstone Expedition.59
The House of Representatives refused to appropriate any

for

to continue above Council
Bluffs, and refused to concur with the Senate on the propo

more money

the expedition

sition.80

Soon after this, and for a period of over a year, the
Johnsons seem to have exerted themselves to meet their
The deed books of Fayette county, Kentucky,
obligations.
show numerous entries where James and Richard M. John
son mortgaged or deeded to the Bank of the United States
certain lands to secure notes to the bank to which the

John
for large sums. The United States
circuit court's order books for the district of Kentucky at
Frankfort records even more pressing financial difficulties
of the Johnsons. There were a number of suits involving
thousands of dollars brought against Richard M. and James
Johnson and their associates by the Bank of the United
sons were

indebted

States.81

The failure of Congress to agree to the amount of in
debtedness due to

James Johnson led to referees being
chosen as provided for in the contract.
On the basis of the
B9
8°

Argus of Western America, March
Daily National Intelligencer, April

9, 1820.
13, 1820.

Order Book H of the United States Circuit Court for the District
of Kentucky (Frankfort), pp. 35, 36, 37, 38, 42, 83, 84. Order Books I
and K list also suits against the Johnsons by the Bank of the United
States and others.
James and Richard M. Johnson to the Bank of the
United States: On June 1, 1820, Deed Book T, p. 515; September 11,
1820, Deed Book U, p. 517; September 11, 1820, Deed Book U, p. 520;
May 12, 1821, Deed Book U, p. 355 ; September 22, 1821, Deed Book U,
p. 522; September 22, 1821, Deed Book U, p. 524; October 15, 1821, Deed
Book Y, p. 217. There are also deeds to the Lexington Manufacturing
Company, in 1820, and to different individuals — all from James and
Richard M. Johnson— between dates 1817 and 1829.
81

KENTUCKY
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decision rendered by the judges, an award was paid to him

The Department of War and James

by the government.82

Johnson agreed to the expenditures necessary to reach
Council Bluffs.83 But the government brought suit in 1822

for several claims,

involving
The Johnsons offset the government
claims by over $13,000, which the jury allowed them.
The
verdict rendered November 13, 1822, reads as follows:
" We of
the Jury find that there is due to James Johnson
against

the

Johnsons

each

of dollars.

thousands

from the government of the United States thirteen thousand
five hundred and Eighty five Dollars and twenty seven cents.

It

is therefore

was following

considered that the Debts go hence."
these

lawsuits

**

It

Johnson, in an

that Colonel

of War, expanded his In

agreement with the Department

dian school, which gave his political opponents an excuse to
declare the appropriations
academy
82

In

tucky

"

case

made

a most scandalous
no.

District

2565

for the

imposition."

expenses

in files of the United States Circuit

(Frankfort)

United States and James

of the

*5

Court, Ken

of 1818, between the
Intelligencer, December

is filed the contract

Johnson;

National

2, 1820.
83

Reporter,

January

Order Book H, op.
83 Infra, chapter viii,
•*

15,

1821.

cit., pp. 401-8
pp. 377-378.

;

Niles' Register, December

21, 1822.

CHAPTER VI
CHIEFLY IN THE SENATE
1820-1837

PART i.

First Years in

the Senate

JOHNSON'S twelve years' experience in parlia
mentary procedure, together with his acquaintance with the
men in Congress and his familiarity with national affairs,
COLONEL

made it possible for him to assume at once the duties

of

his new station, when, on January 3, 1820, he presented his
credentials, was qualified and took his seat in the upper

of the United States Congress as a senator from
In a letter of thanks to the general assembly
Kentucky.1
of Kentucky at the time of his election to the Senate by
"
that
he said he intended to
with him
house

carry

body,

principles and those feelings, which

I

those

am proud to

...

see

pre

I trust
vailing in the General Assembly of Kentucky.
that Kentucky will never find in me a disposition to shrink
from my duty." At times, he was conscious of the diffi
culty

of deciding what was the interest of the

state, but he

said his mind would never waver in making the good
state

and the

decisions.2

On January

will of the general assembly

of the

a guide to his

II,

Colonel Johnson submitted a resolution
proposing that the committee on Indian Affairs be directed
to inquire into the expediency of making such alterations
in the system of Indian trade as would tend to secure the
Annals of Congress, 1819-20, p. 46.
2 Argus
of Western America, December

1

December

11,

1819, to the General

Assembly

1819, Johnson's letter of
of Kentucky.

31,
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of the frontiers, and to promote the civilization and
happiness of the Indians.8
" the resolution
that
peace

Colonel Johnson told the Senate
originated in a perusal of the report on that important

of

movement

pedition."
it was

*

the government

In

called the

Yellow Stone Ex

speaking further on the resolution,

he said

in accordance with the policy pursued by the Government . . .
in relation to the natives, the amelioration of their condition,
of annihilation.
the blessings of civilization: ananoFaTsystem
The great means of influence over the sons of the forest, are,
trade and intercourse; and as nothing can restrain the effects

It is a fact,
be wisely regulated.
most
to,
the
authen
both
the
alluded
and
established
report
by
tic information, that the avarice and profilgacy of Indian trad
ers has often had a direct tendency to counteract the benign
effects of this policy, and to circumscribe the influence of bene
volent societies, devoted to the work of their instruction in the
of this influence, they should

precepts

While we have an army its principal

of Christianity.

strength should

be seated

upon the western waters.

Although the standing army was reduced after the late
war, it was larger than it had been before. This made it pos
sible for the department to keep three regiments on the fron
But Johnson
tiers, where only one was kept before the war.
it a small force indeed compared with the magni
To maintain the army on the frontier,
tude of the object.
the establishment and maintenance of posts was a legitimate
object of expenditure.
Johnson said that he would ever
thought

consider it his

"

duty to promote the disbursement

of

a

fair

proportion of public money in the West, where it can be
5
Such ex
done to the benefit of the whole community."
8

Annals, op. cit.,

p. 80.

4

Ibid.,

Supra,

5

Annals,

pp. 82-3.

op. cit., p. 83.

p. 189.
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penditures would not, he thought, diminish the revenue but

would go

" into the hands of the

people,

and, by enabling

them to purchase public lands and make payments on debts
already contracted under fairer prospects, would return into
the public coffers."

The resolution was agreed to.*

In

the year 1819 Congress was to be faced by one of the
most disturbing questions of the decade: the admission of

of Missouri and Maine into the union.
The
rapid settlement of the Missouri Territory which led its
citizens to petition Congress for statehood, was the result of
the states

Amos
Old America breaking up and moving westward.7
Kendall, in an editorial in the first number of the Georgetown
Patriot, of which he was editor, referred to the expansion
of the West after the War of 1812 when he said:
Editor confesses

joy too glowing
for expression, when he views the population of the East, roll
.

.

.

the

he feels

a sacred

ing wave after wave into the western wilderness, stripping
nature of her wildness, and carrying civilization and refinement
New
into the den of the beast and the haunt of the savage.
states . . . rise like islands from the ocean of woods, increasing
our wealth and strengthening our power.8

The bill providing for the admission of Maine came up to
In
the Senate from the House in the session of 1819-20.
the Senate an amendment

was reported

by the judiciary

provisions for authorizing the people
of the territory of Missouri to form a convention and take
other steps preparatory to their admission into the union.
There were some objections to having both questions in
corporated in one bill, but after debate the Senate refused
committee embracing

8

Ibid., pp. 83-84.

T

Turner, Rise of

the

New West,

1819-29

and 79.
8

Georgetown

Patriot, April

20, 1816.

(New York, 1906),

pp. 67
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Johnson voted to keep the two

in one biH.9
On January 17, 1820, Senator Roberts of Pennsylvania
moved to add to the bill an amendment that would prohibit
slavery or involuntary servitude in the state of Missouri.
On January 18, Senator Thomas from Illinois presented a
bill to prohibit the introduction of slavery into the terri
tories of the United States north and west of the contem
The bill was referred to a select
plated state of Missouri.

of five, of which Richard M. Johnson was

committee

a

member.10

From the moment the Senate took into consideration the
subject of the admission of Maine and Missouri, the de, bates
On the first day of Feb
were warm and exciting.
ruary Colonel Johnson rose and said that the patience of the
Senate was already exhausted. The debate, he said, was at
"
" a war of
but in
first represented as being
sharpshooters
its progress

"

we have been

Now

saluted with the thunder

of

it time to change the metaphor
a harvest which is over ; and.
to one of rural character,
I feel myself literally but a mere gleaner." He continued

artillery."

he thought

"

by saying that he felt that the senators had misunderstood
each other.

they would accomplish

it,

Those who have advocated the measure of restriction, have
used language which would indicate a disposition to proceed to
universal emancipation, alike regardless of the means by which
and of the sovereignty

of the States

9

tended

it

for the sovereignty of the states, and opposed

Annals,

10

Ibid.,

is

tolerated; at the same time charging upon the
present proprietors of this species of property all the odium of
that perfidy and cruelty by which slavery was first introduced
into the country. Those, on the other hand, who have con
in which

the

op. cit., pp. 85, 101, 118-119.

pp.

119, 158;

Daily National Intelligencer, January

24, 1820.
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of restriction as an assumption of power unknown in

Constitution, have given a latitude to their expressions
which has been construed into a justification of the abstract
principle of slavery.11
the

Johnson did not believe anyone would pretend that Con
gress could interfere with the subject of slavery in the
several states,

and that no member

of the Senate could

advocate the slave trade without
exciting the indignation of the whole nation. . . . For
own
my
part, in verity I protest, that no person in existence
more detests this abominable traffic in human beings than my
self ; and I am confident that every man whom I represent has
the same abhorrent feelings in relation to the subject.
But, sir,
the right of Congress to interfere in property of this, and other
.

.

.

it

it,

description, is quite a different question. . . . The General Gov
ernment, if not pledged to guarantee to us the enjoyment of
from
certainly have no right, Constitutional or moral, to wrest
.

a

it

I

I

.

.

Notwithstanding these sentiments, no person can more
do, the existence of involuntary servi
sincerely lament, than
States;
tude in the United
and none would make greater per
discover
sonal sacrifices, could
way, in the providence of
God, to bring
to an end.12

us.

As was his usual custom, Johnson quoted biblical
sages to give weight

to his point.

He said that both Jew

and Christian, as well as heathen peoples,

have held slaves

" believers
down through the centuries, and that
unbelievers,

in divine revelation,

pas

as well as

from the patriarchs

of

God's ancient people to the present time, have been the pro
prietors of slaves, without one admonition from Heaven in

of inspiration against it." He concluded
"
from this that
neither patriarchs, prophets, nor apostles,
to whom the word of inspiration was committed, ever made

the whole book

11

Annals,

12

Ibid.,

op. cit., p. 345.

p. 346.
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[of slavery] a test of piety, or matter of ani
madversion."
He pointed out that it is a wise policy,
"
our
the subject

Before we compel

...

eye

brother to pluck the mote from his

to take the

beam

occasion he wanted to call the attention
an experience

of his when

"

from our own."
he

On this

of the Senate to

first came to Washington.

He said it was with
mingled emotions of horror and surprise that I saw citizens
from the non-slaveholding States, as they are called — yes, and
both branches of our National Legislature — riding in a coach
and four, with a white servant, seated before, managing the
reins, another standing behind the coach, and both of these white
Is this, said I to myself, the degraded con
servants in livery.
dition of the citizen, on whose voice the liberties of a nation may
depend? I could not reconcile it with my ideas of freedom ; be
.

.

.

cause, in the State where

All

alone were servile.

I received my first impressions, slaves
white men there, are on an equality;

and every citizen feels his independence.
no patrician or plebian

We have no classes —

rank.14

Johnson added that, personally, he could not stand having
white servants dressed in livery. "No, sir, when the honest
laborer, the mechanic, however poor, or whatever be his
employment, visits my house, it matters not what company
is there, he must sit with me at my board

I

him

.

.

.

recognize a fellow-citizen and an equal."

because

in

This was

for Johnson was known to entertain all classes
at his home in democratic style.15 He said that among the
not idle talk,
slaves

want

there were no beggars, nor vagrants,

of employment or crying for want of bread.

he said, could not be pointed out as true

North where slavery did not exist.18

" Ibid.,
14

pp. 346-48 ;

Annals,

pp. 348-49 ;

Johnson believed that
28, 1820.

Kentucky Gazette, May

12,

313-317.

op. cit., p. 349;

This,

in the cities in the

Daily National Intelligencer, April

Annals of Congress,
chap, vii, pp.

« Infra,
18

none idle for

Daily National Intelligencer,

op. cit.

1820.
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in every ten-mile square in the United States

just as competent to make a constitution as the whole
collected wisdom of the nation.
He was taught to believe
"
in the revolutionary doctrine,
vox poptdi vox Dei." Com
was

petent to draw up a constitution or not, he believed that
Congress

had no constitutional

power to place restrictions

upon Missouri as a condition to her entrance into the union.

After Johnson had concluded,

a vote was taken on the re

strictive amendment offered by Senator
measure was voted down 27 to 16."

On February

Roberts,

which

17, the Senate agreed to an amendment to

in all the territory ceded by France to the
United States which lay north of thirty-six degrees and
thirty minutes north latitude, except that part of Missouri
the effect that

lying north of that line, slavery and involuntary servitude,
All slaves fleeing to
except for crime, should be prohibited.
this territory, escaping from their masters in slave states,
were also excepted and were to be returned to their masters.

The vote was 34 to 10 and both senators from Kentucky
agreed to the amendment.18

The House of Representatives
Annals, op. cit., pp. 355-59.
While Colonel Johnson was speaking

objected

to the Senate's

17

against

restrictions,

legislature

In

his brother

on the subject

of

in the United States

offered

James
admission

the

a resolution

of Missouri,

Senate

in the state
conditionally.

recognized the fact that the federal laws pro
of new states into the Union, and that it was

substance the resolution

vided for the admission

just and proper that all new states should be established on an equal
footing with the original states to preserve, especially, state sovereignty.
For if Congress could in one instance, as in the case of slavery, take an
exception, it would establish a power in precedent that would be the
The resolution
means to make the new states little more than provinces.
provided for the instruction of the state senators and representatives
to use their efforts to obtain the admission of the State of Missouri
without mention of the question of slavery. (Lexington Public Advertiser,
January
18

5, 1820.)

Ibid., pp.

427-28.
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A

amendment to the Maine Bill.

warm debate took place.
Colonel Johnson was in favor of a conference with the
House on the bill. On February 28, the Senate voted, in
spite of considerable opposition, to confer with the House."
This compromise spirit, to which Colonel Johnson joined
his efforts at this crisis, was successful,

for on

the day

fol

lowing, the House was persuaded to yield to the Senate.
The southern representatives in Congress forming a breast
work of opposition to restriction were able to win over from
the northern ranks enough members to defeat the restric"
"
Senator

tionists.20

was the work

of

Benton

said that this

the South,

compromise

sustained by the united voice

of Mr. Monroe's cabinet, the southern senators and a
That this con
majority of the southern representatives.21
ference of both houses so quickly ended in the surrender
of the House to the wishes of the Senate, where the slave
holders were in the ascendency, was due to several causes;
among them were the fear
the Democratic

party in the

of disunion, and the menace to
"
Era of Good Feeling."

On March 2, the Senate passed the bill with the amend
The
ments and sent it to the House for concurrence.22
House took up the consideration of the bill the same day
and it was passed.28

By the final decision it was agreed to

admit Missouri as a slave state and Maine as a free state;
while the great territory west of the Mississippi belonging
to the United States and north of thirty-six degrees and

thirty minutes, outside the new state, was pledged to free
dom.24
That Richard M. Johnson gave his vote for this
March

Annals,

19

Niles' Register,

20
21

Turner, Rise of the New West, p.
Benton, Thirty Years' View, vol.

22

Annals,

23

Benton,

4, 1820;

165.
i, p. 8.

op. cit., p. 469.

Abridgment of

the

Debates

vol. vi, p. 571.
24

op. cit., p. 459.

Niles' Register,

March

11, 1820.

in Congress

from

1789-1856,
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of his whole life — his constant

is typical
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en

deavor to allay disunion.

This agreement, however,

did not settle

the

Missouri

Unfortunately the territory included in its con

question.

stitution several objectionable clauses : one recognizing slav
ery; one forbidding legislative interference with it; and an
other giving the legislature power to forbid the emigration
of free people of color into the state.25 When the territory
made formal application

for admission, the House refused

Not until Henry Clay proposed the appointment
joint committee of both houses to propose a plan of

to grant it.

of

a

settlement, was an agreement
was one

Colonel Johnson

reached.

of the senators who served on this

committee.28

On August 10, 1821, the President formally proclaimed the
admission of Missouri as a state.27
Thus was allayed for
a brief interval the slavery question of which Van Buren

"

Disguise the matter as we may such agi
tation must, in the light of reason and justice, be regarded
as alike offensive to the spirit and derogatory to the mem
then declared

ories

:

It

of the Revolution."28

is interesting

to note that

this statement was made at a time when the last President
to the generation

belonging

that promoted

the Revolution

was already in office.29

That the slavery question could not
easy compromise
velopment

Thirty Years' View,

Benton,

28

Ibid.,

27

Richardson,

in the de
The claims to Texas acquired

vol. i, pp. 8-9.

pp. 9-10.

A Compilation of

1789-1897,

vol.

ii,

Presidents,

set at rest by an

must have been evident even

of foreign policy.

25

be

the Messages

and

Papers of the

p. 96.

Van Buren, Annual Report of the American Historical Association
for 1918 (Washington, 1920), Autobiography of Martin Van Buren,
vol.
*•

ii,

28

p. 137.

Daily National Journal, February

19,

1825.
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by the Louisiana Purchase

could not be pressed for fear

the anti-slavery

in the Northeast.

opposition

of

The southern

of the cabinet well realized this and dissuaded
Secretary of State John Quincy Adams, who though a New

members

Englander was an ardent expansionist, from pressing for the
Rio Grande boundary, at least for a time.80
Texas was sacrificed for Florida. The treaty with Spain
for the transfer of Florida was concluded on February 22,
Spain delayed ratification until October 24, 1820,

iSiQ.81

because the Spanish government had been led to believe that

the United States was not enforcing her neutrality

in the

civil war between Spain and her South American prov
inces.82 The delay brought the treaty before the Senate for

In

for ratification.88

a second time

spite

of the fact that

Missouri question had disturbed the national tranquility,
the Senate, with the administration behind
ratified the
treaty almost unanimously.
dent on February 22, 1821.

It

it,

the

was approved by the Presi

Four western senators, alone,

refused to barter away the territory below the Sabine, and

of

Richard M. Johnson.84 This important
vote was given with the approbation of his constituency, for
he was reelected Senator in Congress without opposition.
" the
The Kentucky Reporter records that Johnson,
patriotic
one

these was

soldier, statesman and friend

of Kentucky."

of mankind, has

American State Papers, Foreign Relations,

32

Adams,

88

Years' View, vol.

i,

Benton, Thirty

31

pp. 15-16.
vol. v, p. 133.

Writings of John Quincy Adams (New York, 1917), vol.
to Don Vives, May
1820.

Adams

3,

9,

80

vii, p.

the best wishes

aB

ratification did not take place within the six months' time

Spain's

limit.
cit.,

p.

85

Kentucky Reporter,

November

16, 1822.

Annals

17;

of

Congress,

1820-21,

p.

1810;

op. cit.

July

29 and November

1822

;

op.

American State Papers,

4,

8* Benton,

Niles' Register,
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Yet Adams, a likely presidential candidate, was bound to
suffer from this course, as he would as certainly have suf

As early as February 20, 1822, the
Secretary was conscious of a growing opposition, for he
fered from the other.38

wrote to a friend in reference to falsehoods reported against

him

:

"

This system of

secret

defamation has been pursued

with special industry, since the attempt at the close of last
year to obtrude upon the Union at this present session of
congress a caucus candidate for the Presidential election
of 1825." " A movement was begun within the party to
place a caucus candidate in the field early, in spite of the
fact that a definite opposition to a caucus within the same
party was begun as early as

April,

Thomas Bayley of Maryland

1820.

wrote

Representative

James Monroe

on

April 10:
caucus took place on Saturday night — about 50 members
convened — two propositions was presented by Colo Johnson —

A

The first was that it was unnecessary to interfere with the
Nomination of the P. and Vic P. — unanimously agreed — the Sec
ond resolution was to adjourn Sine Din [sine die}, which was
decided in the same way.88

In

fact, ever since 1816, there had been a clique within the

Democratic

William H. Crawford
candidate for the presi

party determined to place

of Georgia before the nation as a
This group wished to get the party back to its
dency.89
old tack: strict construction of the Constitution and states'
In the caucus of 1816 Mr. Crawford proved to be
rights.
88

Adams, op. cit., p. 193; Benton, op. cit., p. 16.

Adams, as Secretary

of State and instigator of the treaty was, at the time, considered its real
author
87
88

(Benton,
p. 208,

Intelligencer,
89

p. 15).

Letter to Joel Lewis, February 20, 1822.
Monroe Papers, vol. xviii, Letter of April 10, 1820; Daily National

Ibid.,

April

10, 1820.

Daily National Journal, September

2, 1824.
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formidable opponent to Monroe, with a vote of 54 to the
latter's 65. The only thing that saved the Virginian was
the fact that he had the Madison administration back of
a

him.

At

this time the movement against the caucus had not

become

general and most

presence

to

of the Republicans

it.40

gave their

"

But by 1824 the so-called
Era of Good Feeling" was
at an end. New issues of national importance began to ob
trude themselves. The nationalism growing out of the War

of

of Jefferson so definitely
" loose construction "
that it was not pos

had stamped the party

1812

with the taint of

sible to hold the Democratic

party together much longer.
Then, too, the party no longer had a candidate of the Vir

Sec
ginia school to enable sentiment to hold it together.
tional ambition to win the crown of the Virginia dynasty
led to an unusual

crop

of candidates in

the

The

field.

rivalry of sectional ambition caused the election of 1824 to
In 1822, Adams believed
be pending nearly three years.41
"
An interest prematurely excited and growing from
that
is fixing upon persons and
day to day more intense
not upon principles as the rallying points for settling the
*2
succession to the chief magistracy."

...

It

was natural that the question

of how

the party should

make a choice from among these several candidates would
destroy unity

In

of action.

1824, Colonel Johnson insisted
nomination was inexpedient, and

of
large majority of congressmen with

that the caucus system
he had a

son, followed by twenty-three
•

Ibid.

41

Stanwood,

History

of

John

other congressmen, signed a

Daily National Intelligencer,

40

him.48

April

the Presidency,

3, 1816.

from

1788

to 1897, vol.

i,

p. 126.
42

Adams,

Writings, vol. vii,

p. 328,

1822.
48

Niks'

Register,

February

14,

1824.

Letter of Adams,

November

19,
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requested to ascertain
caucus inexpedient

a

how

and to

of their information for the enlighten
ment of the people of the United States.4*
This committee,
of which Johnson was chairman, ascertained that of two
" there
hundred and sixty-one members of Congress,
are
publish the results

one hundred and eighty one who deem it inexpedient, under

existing circumstances,

to meet

in caucus

have good reasons to believe that a portion

.

.

.

and they

of the remainder

found unwilling to attend such a meeting." *5 In
spite of this report a caucus was held by the Crawfordites,
who presumed to recommend Crawford to the people.4* In
commenting on the caucus nominee Peter Force's Journal

will

be

" Whatever Mr. Crawford's merits
may be, the mere
circumstance of his being nominated by a congressional
said

:

caucus has sealed his doom."

"

The western states ignored
the caucus and pushed forward their candidates, Jackson
and Clay — both of whom had been nominated by some of
the states as early as 1822.48 The National Journal was of
the opinion that "The wish of the Western States, to have
a

Western President,

is natural

— is

laudable —though

sec

tional preference should never be put in competition with
49
the general good."
But sectional prejudice could not be
overcome. It was not until the West and South had begun
to nominate their own sons that New England concentrated
on John Quincy Adams. As late as the end of January,
1823,

whether

I

"...

wait till it should be ascertained
B0
am to be a candidate at all."

Adams wrote:

44

Kentucky Reporter, February

45

Ibid.

48

Daily National Journal, September

47

Ibid., August

23, 1824.

2, 1824.

21, 1824.

48

Stanwood,

49

Daily National Journal, August

50

Adams, Writings, vol. vii, p. 360.

op. cit., pp. 126-27.
21, 1824.
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According to the law then existing the choice of electors
had to be made within thirty-four days preceding the first
In six states the electors were
Wednesday in December.51
chosen by the legislature;

in the remaining states,

by the

On February 9, 1825, at twelve o'clock, the sena
tors with the President of the Senate at their head entered

people.52
the

House of Representatives

electoral votes

of the

states.

and proceeded to count the

Kentucky gave her fourteen

votes to Clay and divided the votes

for the vice-presidency,

Calhoun and seven to Nathan Sanford.
giving
None of the four presidential candidates having received
a majority of all the votes cast, as required by the Consti
tution, the President of the Senate rose, announced the
seven, to

result

of the count and stated that the choice of

a president

John C. Calhoun received
votes and so was declared vice-president for four years

would devolve upon the House.
182

The House, after the senators
had retired, proceeded to elect a president and gave Adams
The
a plurality of two votes, so he was declared elected.5*
March 4 next.88

beginning

of the election was a disappointment to Colonel John
son. After Clay was out of the running, Johnson declared
himself in favor of Andrew Jackson, the people's candidate,
Mr. Seaton, one
and at once became an active advocate.
of the editors of the Intelligencer, gives his impression of
result

Johnson's attitude after the election in the following words
Sometime

in the session of 1825-6,

the senate chamber to the secretary's

as

I

:

was passing through

table after the senate had

adjourned, I was hailed by col. Johnson, (sitting near one of
the fire places under the gallery, with one other member stand
B1

National Intelligencer,

62

Ibid.

B3

Benton,

;

Stanwood,

November

op. cit., p. 36.

op. cit., p. 133.

Abridgments,

vol. viii, pp. 323-24.

Ibid. Richard M. Johnson's
House at this session.
°*

2, 1824; Stanwood,

brother, John T., was a member of the
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ing or walking near him), who, in his familiar manner of speak
"
how goes it old friend ; well, when are you coming
ing, said,

out?"
Editor
Col

J.

On what subject, Colonel?
Why, on the presidential question.

Are you not

coming out against the administration?
Editor I can't tell. The administration has hardly com
menced its career yet, and I don't see anything, so far, to con
demn.

Col J. What of that?
from your paper?

Has not Clay taken away the laws

Editor

True ; but that would be making a private grievance
As
a motive for public conduct; and that we cannot do.
for Mr. Clay, I know he is no friend of ours . . . but the ad

...

ministration may pursue a policy that we have approved in other
administrations. . . .
Col. Johnson (with vehemence, and, I think, with an oath)
— I would not care for that. If any body injured me, I would
give them as good as they sent ; and, as for this administration,
we will turn them out, as sure as there is a God in Heaven.
Editor But, col. how can you say so, before you see what
course the administration

will adopt

Suppose they consult the
public interest, and purue a course that you think right ?
Col. J. I don't care [raising his arm and speaking with
warmth], for by the Eternal, if they act as pure as the angels
that stand at the right hand

?

of the throne of God, we'll put them

down.

session, that

is,

Mr. Seaton said further

"

As far back as the preceding
the session in which Mr. Adams was elected
:

president, and even before he was inaugurated,
had determined to enter the ranks

of

col. Johnson
the opposition that was

to be, and urged me to go with him and his party."

David Trimble,

"

55

Niles'

quotation.

Register, April

28,

1827.

Brackets

a

a

from Kentucky, in
speech to the people of his state made in an effort to exrepresentative

are

included

in the
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plain his vote in the House for President,

said that

Major

Thomas P. Moore endeavored to win over to General Jack
son another Kentucky representative, Thomas Metcalfe,
by promising Metcalfe that he would be made a United
States senator in place of Colonel Johnson, who would be
made

secretary

of war if Jackson should

be

elected."

Trimble's statement is supported by a letter from General
Metcalfe, dated October 6, 1826:

I

how the election of Jackson could
bring me so near the senate, and I asked him [Moore] how such
an event could happen as no vacancy could occur for several
was at a loss to perceive

years in Kentucky?

His answer

was —

"

If

Jackson is elected,
"
col. Johnson will receive the appointment of secretary of war !
I then asked him how it could be so understood ? He replied
"
with a significant nod,
that in passing through Kentucky, the
friends of the general or the general himself, — I am not certain
which — had given the intimation to the friends of the Colonel
Johnson."

"

Moore himself gave a version of the affair in these words:
While the Presidential election was pending before the house,
and after

I

was appraised that General Thomas Metcalfe then

for Mr. Adams I mentioned to him
the reception of a letter from Gen. M'Afee, a relative of mine,
" We
and the friend of General Metcalfe, which said
all hope
and believe that General Jackson will appoint Col Johnson Sec
retary of War ; and in the event the party will reward our friend
Gen. Metcalfe for his magnanimity in refusing to be used by
He will be elected to fill the
the antics against Rowan.

a member, intended to vote

vacancy."
B8/Wd.,

"

October

11,

1828,

p. 97;

Commentator,

September

20,

1828.

A Mr. John Green also laid the facts before the public in an address.
"Miles' Register, October 18, 1828; Commentator, September 20, 1828.
B8

Commentator,

op. cit.
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a cabinet office had any effect on

most certainly

not his main reason

Johnson, it was

for supporting General

Jackson. His own social and political philosophy led him
naturally to that support.
Henry Clay gave as his reason for voting for Adams the
fact that Crawford was in very poor health and that Jack
son, as a military man, was not fit to be president.59

" of
disease that Mr. Crawford had was
tion

"

"

The

a nature and dura

that made it doubtful that he would ever be restored

80
The people of
to perfect vigor of mind and body."
Kentucky objected so strongly to Clay's stand that he found
it necessary to attempt a reconciliation with them in a series
"
"
of public speeches.
He was
and
crippled in the effort
"
81
lost his place in the democratic party."

When Henry Clay accepted the first place in the cabinet
of Adams, it gave rise to the imputation of a bargain be
tween them. There was some opposition in the Senate to
confirmation of Mr. Clay's nomination, but the opposi
tion was overruled two to one. When the vote was taken,
seven senators were absent, including Colonel Johnson, who
now, for the first time, found himself entirely separated
from Clay politically.
Clay, in referring to the fact that he
the

requested a senator to ask
the subject

for a committee of inquiry on

of his nomination when his [Clay's] name

came

up, implies that this request would have been made of Colonel
" One of our
Clay said :
Johnson had he been present.

own senators was compelled, by the urgency of his private
business, to leave Washington before my nomination was
disposed of; and as I had but little confidence in the fidelity
and professed friendship

of the other,

I

was constrained to

59

Stunner, Andrew Jackson, as a Public Man (Boston, 1882), pp. 91-2.

80

Daily National Journal, September

81

Benton,

Thirty Years View,

4, 1824.

vol. i, p. 47.
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to a senator from another state."

present my application

M

Whether Johnson purposely absented himself to avoid vot
ing and so escape a possible unfavorable public opinion at
home, is not known, but in 1843 tne following was written

of Johnson

:

From his earliest political career he had been associated with
Mr. Clay from the same state. . . . For the last eighteen years
they have both been conspicious in opposite ranks. . . . But
under no circumstances could he ever be induced to utter a sent
ence to the detriment of Mr C[lay] as a citizen, a gentleman,
and a man of honor, of talents, and of integrity — all his opposi
tion to him is political. As a man, he esteemed him, as an old
friend, he loves him, and in his honor he strongly confides.03

Partisan papers began warfare against the Adams admin
istration at once. The National Journal did not think this
" Era of Good
"
opposition would destroy the
Feeling
by a
new party alignment,

and believed that the new President

if

it existed it had been disclosed
thus prematurely.84 The fight, however, began in the Senate
in earnest. The National Intelligencer of March 29, 1827,
"
in an article headed the Signs of the Time," said that the
should

be pleased

that

organization of a party in the Senate opposed to the ad
ministration, right or wrong, had been admitted by the
The test came over the
confidential organs of the party.
election of a printer for the Senate.85 Among those favor
ing Duff Green, editor of the United States Telegraph, the
opponent of Gales and Seaton, the Intelligencer recorded the
name

of Colonel Johnson.

"3 Kentucky Gazette, March 31,
1825 (Kremer's letter) ; Daily National
Journal, March 10 and April 7, 1825; Benton, op. cit., p. 55; NileJ
Register, August 4, 1827.
88

Kentucky Tribune, October

84

Daily National Journal, February

27, 1843
19,

(Memoir of Col. Johnson).
1825.

M National Intelligencer, March 29, 1827.
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For a more complete understanding of the disorganiza
tion of the Republican party after the election of 1824it is necessary to recall some evils to which the
nation fell heir after the War of 1812, and which developed
into the panic of 1819 and several years of depression.
Most of the western world employed its energies in war for
1825,

of

Abnormal times meant in many
places abnormal profits and overemphasized the spirit of
risk and adventure. When peace suddenly dawned upon a
warring world, this excitement was turned into channels of

a quarter

speculation

a century.

and untried projects.

Individuals ventured to

improve their economic condition without much labor.

In

" Whole
fact the
capital and credit of the country was em
ployed in anticipating the proceeds of labor and the profits
of trade, and the increase of banks gave a powerful impulse
to the fatal delusion."

At

of

*"

war American ports were opened to
the nations, and England seized this opportunity to throw
an immense quantity of foreign fabrics into the American
market.
Importers contracted debts in England, and the
the close

the

merchants in the country stretched their local credit to pur

The farmer overtraded with the
The spirit became
local merchant and both ran into debt.
" The
great
contagious ; the whole nation became affected.
from the importer.

chase

mass

of people

.

.

.

was deluded

...

by the resistless force

of the surplus and newly awakened energies." n

In Kentucky after

the war the commercial

opportunities

of steamboats were embraced
with eagerness. An account has already been given of the
part that Richard M. and James Johnson had in this new

afforded

by the introduction

Court Controversy Pamphlet, Number 3 (Durrett Col
Circular of Thomas P. Moore of House of Representatives of
the U. S., dated January 8, 1821, in same collection.
88

Shannon,

lection)
67

;

Moore, of. cit.
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The optimism of the times, together
with the prospects of fortunes, enabled the promoters of this
new and more rapid mode of travel to borrow extensively.
"
Credit extended her dimensions, and obtained access to
economic accessory.

furnished facilities to credit." 88
Metals had disappeared in the unfavorable balance of trade,
and paper money, which seemed to enhance the price of
labor, was substituted.
Besides the Bank of Kentucky, the
state legislature in 1817-1818 chartered numerous other
banks

;

and

the

banks

banks to facilitate credit.

While this state of things existed, the Bank of the United
"
States placed two branch banks called
offices of discount
" in
and deposits
Kentucky : one in Lexington and the other
in Louisville.

of

These banks collected and cashed the paper

which effected a contraction of the currency
these institutions offered to the business of the country.*'
"
The whole paper system, of which it was the head and
state banks,

the citadel, after a vast expansion

.

.

suddenly collapsed,

.

spreading desolation over the land, and carrying ruin to the
debtors.
The years 1819 and '20 were a period of gloom
and agony."

70

On May 13, 1819,
Frankfort, Kentucky.

public meeting was held in

a large

In

this meeting a series

tions was adopted unanimously

of resolu

setting forth the distressed

condition of the country and requesting the banks to suspend
specie payments, to cease for a time from calling on their
The
creditors and to make moderate issues of their notes.
resolutions

recommended an early call

of the state legisla

ture to give legality to these measures.

A

committee

of

correspondence was appointed and within a few days meet
ings were called all over the state." On May 17, 1819, an
88

™ Benton,
T1

8•

ibid.
Thirty Years View, vol.

Kendall's Autobiography,

p. 223.

i, p. 5.

Ibid.
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meeting was held in Georgetown,

Kentucky, at
which John T. Johnson, brother of Richard M., after mak
ing some remarks concerning the nature of the meeting and
imposing

the pecuniary

of the country, offered reso

embarrassment

lutions that proposed the calling of the state legislature with
out delay so that relief legislation could be obtained for the
public at once.78

Richard M. Johnson was in sympathy with this
movement, for in the next year he was present at a similar
Colonel

meeting at the same place and

"

introduced

" several
resolutions
terly explained
country's

tion."

It

pecuniary distress

"

and very mas

to the effect that the

required legislative

interposi
was pointed out by him that the contraction of

the circulating medium was productive

of

the greatest em

barrassment to the country, that the people found it impos
sible to meet ordinary commercial

obligations

in the pur

of the necessities of life and in the payment of taxes
" the solemn
and debts, and that it was
duty of the next
legislature to increase the circulating medium of the country
through the agency of the Bank, or loan offices bottomed
upon real estate, and to take such other steps as will sustain
chase

the credit

To

of this medium."

73

of, the legislature of
Kentucky was led to resort to a system of relief laws. The
In May,
movement was general all over the country.7*
1819, Johnson wrote to Richard Smith :
avert the evils thus complained

« Kentucky

Gazette, May 28, 1819.

Lexington Public Advertiser, July 26, 1820.
"
Benton said :
No employment for industry — no demand for labor —
sale for the product of the farm — no sound of the hammer, but that of

73
7*

no

the auctioneer, knocking

down property.

Stop laws — property

laws

. . .

of legislator between the creditor and the debtor: this
was the business of legislation in three-fourths of the States of the
(Benton, Thirty Years View, vol. i, p. 5.)
Union."
the

intervention
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Language can not describe our distress here for want of
The people are holding meetings requesting a call of
money.
our Legislature & requesting the State Bk to Suspend specie

I have very little doubt will take place in 60
We attempted to resume Specie payments too soon
& it is my opinion & has been for six months that there would
which

payment,

days.

.

.

.

be a universal Suspension as in the late war.75

It

was during the year

1820 that the relief laws were

The Bank of the Commonwealth was chartered on
November 29, 1820, to pour out paper in profusion without
fear of suspension; and on December 25, a replevin law
passed.

The replevin law was extended to embrace
contracts made in Kentucky before the date of enactment
of the law, as well as those made after its passage. To this
was passed.

retrospective aspect

of the law many conservative men ob

jected on the ground of its being unconstitutional,
the federal and state constitutions,

both as to

since both forbade a law

impairing a contract. The question was brought before the
Court of Appeals of Kentucky from the Circuit Court of
Clarke county which had already declared it unconstitu
tional.
In the fall term of 1823 the Court of Appeals
unanimously

decided, in an opinion delivered on October 8,

1823, by Chief Justice John Boyle in the case of Blair vs.
Williams, and on October 11 in the case of Lapsley vs.
Brashear,

that that part

of the replevin law that was retro

The courts by these decisions
defeated the whole purpose of the relief system.
active was unconstitutional.78
These

decisions

produced

consequent denunciation

very

great

of the court.

exasperation

The judges

and
were

charged with arrogating to themselves supremacy over the
Johnson Papers, Johnson to Smith, May 14, 1819. Supra, pp. 199-200.
T8Littell, Reports Decided by the Court of Appeals of the Common(Louisville, 1899), vol. iv, pp. 34, 46;
wealth of Kentucky (1823),
Law
and Politics (Lexington, 1855), p. 49;
Robertson, Scrap Book on
Patriot, March 13, 1826.
75
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Their authority to declare void an act of the

popular will.

state legislature

"

as

Relief Party
"

"

The newspaper organs of the
and the stump orators denounced the judges

was denied.

usurpers and self made

controversy
cane."

"

18ZO-1837

raged

Kings."

For three years the

throughout Kentucky

"

like

a

hurri

" Relief "
sympathizers believed that the power of
courts to annul a law of the legislature was too much

The
the

like direct legislation.
suffered

It "

was predicted that

to proceed, we should soon witness

if

they were

positive

and

78

judicial legislation."
There was a considerable
"
majority in Kentucky that wished to check this
usurpa
"
tion in the bud
In
by removing the judges from office.
direct

of 1824 the people voted an increased majority
"
Relief

the election

"

of the
into the legislature. But not having
Party
a two-thirds majority they could not remove the judges by
Accordingly, the acts of the legis
impeachment or address.
lature providing for the Court of Appeals were repealed.
The old judges were thus removed by the destruction of
their offices.

A

new court was organized by the legislature

and filled with judges in sympathy with the majority

of the

people.79

But this action on the part of the legislature did not
bring harmony to a distracted state.
Kentucky was now
"
"
"
Old Court
and
New
divided into what was called
"
"
"
Relief
Court
parties, where before they were called
" Anti-Relief."
Each soon had its own newspaper
and
"
"
"
Old Court
Spirit
The
paper was called the
organ.
77

Robertson,

op. cit., pp. 49-50.

Court Controversy Pamphlet No. 26, July,
"
called
Last Appeal," Durrett Collection.
78

1825, article

from Argus,

Ibid. ; Robertson, op. cit., p. 75 ; Patriot, op. cit. In contrast to the
two-thirds majority required by the state constitution to remove judges,
a majority vote was required in each house for repeal of the Court of
79

Appeals.
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of '76 "; the "New Court" organ was called the "Patriot".
At the time of the removal crisis, the question as to the
constitutionality of the replevin laws was before the Supreme
Court of the United States. This court also declared the
The people had already
felt the power of the Supreme Court of the United States
and resented bitterly what they considered the encroachment
of this institution in state affairs. The tests in question
In January, 1819, Kentucky had placed
came first in 1819.
replevin

laws unconstitutional.80

a $60,000

tax on each of the federal branch banks.

time the Supreme Court declared the national

At this

bank consti

tutional in the case of McCulluch vs. Maryland, and that
In
the state of Maryland had no right to tax the bank.
December, 1819, the Court of Appeals of Kentucky sus
tained the state tax by arguing the bank unconstitutional,
but Judges Boyle and Owsley

of the court

accepted

the de

The
cision of the Supreme Court as final and conclusive.81
second test came in 1823 when the Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of Green vs. Biddle again declared
the act of the legislature

of Kentucky, called the Occupying

Claimant Law, unconstitutional

and void as being contrary

The
Virginia and Kentucky.82
question depended upon one of the articles of the original
compact which had been made an integral part of the con
stitution of Kentucky. It provided that all private rights in

to the compact

80

between

Littell, op. cit. ; Court Controversy
; Patriot, op. cit.

Pamphkt,

op.

cit.

;

Robertson,

op. cit.
81

Kendall's Autobiography, pp.

205-6.

Report of Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme
Court of the United States (Philadelphia, 1823), vol. viii, p. I ; National
Intelligencer, March 6 and 14, 1821 ; Patriot, June 19, 1826. This case
was argued in the February term of the Supreme Court, 1821, but no
counsel appeared for the tenant. Judge Story delivered the opinion of
the Court, March 5, 1821.
82Wheaton,
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of Kentucky, derived from the laws

of Virginia, should remain valid and secure under the laws

of the proposed state and should
then existing in Kentucky.83

be determined

"

by the laws
"

Re-organization Act — as the
"
"
New Court
act effecting the
was called —which created
a public upheaval, a majority in the legislature of Kentucky

After the passage of the

united in a protest and appealed to the people

of the

state.

who was speaker of the house at the
" such
time, urged this move, and
a civic battle was never
8*
The result
fought in Kentucky as that which followed."
George

Robertson,

of this contest was the election to the house of representa
tives in 1825 of a large majority opposed to the Reorgan
ization Act. The house of this year voted to repeal this
unpopular act, but the parties in the senate were about equal,
and the move to repeal was defeated there.

The judges of

" Old Court," who held that the act was unconstitu
the
tional, would not give in, and the situation of having two
sets of courts in the state virtually produced anarchy.
Sev
eral attempts at a compromise
another appeal to the people.
the Freemen

of Kentucky

"

failed.

The last resort was

This appeal addressed " To

was written by George

Rob

" Old
ertson.
As a result, a majority in favor of the
Court" party was elected. In the session of 1826 the legis
lature repealed the act and restored the old Court of Ap
Collins, the early historian, referred to this peace
" one
of the most signal
ful ending of the controversy as
triumphs of law and order over the fleeting passions, which

peals.85

83Wheaton,
10,

op.

cit.; National Intelligencer,

op.

cit.; Patriot,

June

1826.

84

Robertson,

85

Ibid., pp.

Scrap Book,

p. 91.

95-7.

Here the State Court was influenced by the Supreme Court's decision
the sanctity of contracts.

protecting
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of the most sober
which is recorded in the annals of a free people." *"
a time overcame the reason

In

its broader aspect the controversy

people,

was related to the

growing nationalism after the War of 1812. It was
that the Supreme Court in assuming the power to
those acts of the state legislatures void that were
accord with the constitutional system as established,

natural
declare
not in

would

scrutiny of those in opposition to
the growth of centralization in the American federation.
In accord with what he thought to be the popular will in
be subjected to the strict

his state, following the Supreme Court's decision reversing
the will of the state legislature in the bank question and the

Occupying Claimant Law, Colonel Richard M. Johnson in
troduced in the Senate of the United States, on December
12, 1821, a resolution providing for an amendment to the
federal Constitution that would restrict the power of the
Supreme Court and safeguard

state sovereignty.

It

stated

that in
controversies where the judicial power
shall be so construed as to extend to any
arising under this Constitution, the laws
or treaties made, or which shall be made,

of the United

States

case in law or equity,
of the United States,

under their authority,
and to which a State shall be a party ; and in all controversies in
which a State may desire to become a party, in consequence of
having the Constitution or laws of such State questioned, the
Senate of the United States shall have appellate jurisdiction."

In

presenting the resolution

the wishes

of

to the Senate he anticipated
the legislature of his state, for he discovered

that between the time he obtained leave from the Senate to
introduce the resolutions
88

and the time

of their actual intro-

Collins, Kentucky (Maysville, Cincinnati, 1847),

"Annals of
January

7, 1822 ;

Congress,

1821-22,

vol.

i, p.

23;

National Intelligencer, December

p. 93.

Kentucky Reporter,
13, 1821.
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in the legislature
of Kentucky
declaring that the Senate of the United
States, or some other tribunal, should be created to take
duction, a resolution

"

had been introduced

appellate jurisdiction in cases where a State is concerned in

judicial controversies

in the Courts of the United States."

Johnson said his motive for assuming this responsibility
originated from serious consequences,

which had lately taken
several of
and the judiciary of the
United States.
More especially a late decision of that Court,
which had declared unconstitutional a certain act of the Ken
tucky Legislature, called the Occupying Claimant Law, which
would overturn the deliberate policy of the State for upwards
of ten years past, the object of which was the settlement of con
place between

the States

flicting land claims, which had been a
perity of the State, and, if persisted in,
disastrous consequences
[It] was
look into the matter before the subject

...

serious evil to the pros
would produce the most
the duty

of Congress to

assumed a more serious

character.88

The Colonel
senatorial

"

expressed a most decided preference

body,

where all the states

were equally

for the
repre

", as the body that should have appellate jurisdiction.89
On January 14, 1822, when the Senate again had John

sented

son's resolution

under consideration,

he said

" the
constitu

tion of the United States contains a clause, prescribing the
manner in which amendments may be obtained.
This is
conclusive evidence ", he said,
that the wise men who formed
ence would develope

it were of opinion that experi

imperfections in the system, which might

National Intelligencer, op. cit. We have already noted that Colonel
Richard M. Johnson gave much of his professional services, without
Supra, ii and iv; Annals, op. cit.,
charge, for the poor land claimant.
88

pp. 23-24.
89

Annals of Congress, 1821-22, vol.
Kentucky Reporter, op. cit.

op. cit. ;

i,

p. 24;

National Intelligencer,
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require a remedy. . . . After an experience of thirty-two years
it becomes our imperious duty to begin this inquiry relative to
the conflicts between the Federal judiciary and the Sovereignty
of the States. . . . The States claim authority which the Fed
! and the Federal judiciary exercises powers
which the states do not acknowledge to be legitimate. . . . The
General Government [Johnson continued] is the creature of the
States, and exists by their permission.
Then, as it is a prin
in
ciple universally acknowledged,
religion and morality, that

eral judiciary denies

the creator is superior to the created, so it is contended

that the

of exclusive decision in all cases
of conflict, whether they respect a violation of the delegated
powers, or the exercise of that authority which is reserved tc
States have the indutiable right

the States respectively,

or to the people.

But Johnson thought this involved a difficulty, for if each
" shall decide
state
separately, confusion would probably
arise from contradictory decisions on the same point, in
To avoid this possible confusion, the
different States."
nation,

he thought,

now to evoke
the path by which to

had lived long enough

the light of experience to illuminate
proceed.

It

is a principle interwoven, both in the theory and practice

of our Government, that every department,

which exercises
Here lies our
political power shall be responsible to the people.
safety and our strength. Representation and responsibility
must go hand in hand — bone of her bone and flesh of her flesh.
In the United States . . . the theory and practice are
united in every department of the Government except the judic

...

iary.

This exception may satisfy the mind that it was never

designed

to confide political or legislative power to that depart

of repealing laws enacted by the legis
both of the General Government and the

ment, especially the power

lative departments,
States
«°

90

Annals, op. cit., pp.

68-74.
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between the people and the judiciary,

"

it

intermediate
appeared to Johnson that justice required an
them,"
tribunal to decide between
a tribunal responsible to
the states and constituted with appellate jurisdiction; that

kind of institution he saw in the Senate.91
Colonel Johnson continued his speech on January 15, on
his proposed amendment to the Constitution. After review
ing the history of the origin of the American Constitution,
" It is
he said :
most wonderful that this mighty evil, aris
ing from the practice of the States, in passing laws impair
ing the obligation of contracts, was never thought of, nor
mentioned in any public document on record in the archives

of this country,

of the

why the Articles of
He then referred
Confederation required amendment."
to the inconsistency and the lack of confidence in the per
as one

causes

**

manency

of statutory laws at that time, knowing that, at

any time, a law passed by a legislature was subject to repeal.

He referred to the law passed in the preceding session of
his state legislature and approved on December
and

for which

the legislature

for

he had the

to pass

94

honor and credit of influencing
law abolishing imprisonment

— the

" Yes, sir," he said, "

debt.

17, 1821,93

ture have passed a law extending

I

find the same Legisla

the prison bounds to the

limits of the county, under a belief that the Federal Judic
iary will declare this law, abolishing imprisonment for debt,
unconstitutional ; as impairing the obligation of contracts." *5
91

Ibid., pp.

82-91.

92

Ibid., pp.

95-8.

93

Acts passed

Beginning,

1st

October

Session

15, 1821.

of

igth General

Assembly of Kentucky

(Frankfort.)

Working Man's Advocate, March 6, 1830 ; Kentucky Gazette, Janu
ary 10, 1835. The passage of this Act at this time must be included in
the relief system of the state.
94

95

Annals,

op. cit., p. 99.
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Colonel

Johnson made several other attempts to get the
Senate to act on this question.
On December 10, 1823, he
said he had made a fruitless attempt, at the last session, to
obtain information through a committee, concerning the
expediency of a new organization of the judiciary powers

of the country; that the measure was then thought to

be

premature, but recent events had proved that it was not so.
The Colonel thought that it was incumbent upon Congress
to remedy the defect in the federal court.

"

He thought that

when a whole

State, and a State that had always been
loyal to the Government, might be convulsed to its very
"
center by a judicial decision
something ought to be done

He presented

in effect, pro
vided that the judiciary committee should inquire into the
expediency of forming and constituting three additional
judicial circuits with an additional judge for each, and should
also inquire into the expediency of amending the law respect
about it.

ing the judiciary

"

a resolution

which,

so as to require a concurrence

of

at least

in any opinion which may involve the validity
of the laws of the United States or of the States respec
seven judges

tively."

••

On May

Amos Kendall's paper, the Argus of
Western America, reported that Messrs. Johnson and Talbot
were pushing in the Senate the modification of the powers
of the Supreme Court, to meet the propositions contained
in the

"

19, 1824,

Remonstrance

" of the
legislature

of Kentucky.

The House of Representatives was discussing the question
at the same time. The Argus boasted that the whole Ken
tucky delegation in Congress had come out for the proposed
The legislature of
amendment in the face of the nation.
Kentucky had attempted with renewed energy to obtain fed
eral action on this question because of the Supreme Court's
decision
98

Ibid.,

of February,
1823-24,

1823, declaring the

vol. i, p. 28

;

Occupying Claim

Argus of Western America, July

19, 1824.
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unconstitutional.97

237
a

letter to

"

Monroe about this time Colonel Johnson wrote :
It is a
most alarming feature in our System that a half a dozen
men in the character of Judges should have such transcendant powers as to control federal & state sovereignty without
It is no doubt a dangerous rock in the Polit
responsibility.
98
ical Ocean."
On February 10, 1825, speaking before the Senate on a
bill to change the judiciary system, Johnson said it pro
vided for three additional judges, making ten instead of
seven.
He said the present system left six western states
without representation in the Supreme Court and with no
The proposed change was
advantage in the circuit courts.
designed to render the Supreme Court independent of the
circuit courts and to circumscribe the duties of the Supreme

Court judges to the District of Columbia.
Johnson thought
that so long as the jurisdiction of the federal court ex
tended to innumerable cases, including cases of municipal
character

and

those

involving

laws,

states'

the

states

would be practically in its control.
He said he felt more
propriety and security in augmenting the number of judges
and committing to them the discharge of circuit duties, in
order that they might mingle with those whom they served

of the people and gain
acquaintance with the local institutions of each state."
" New
"
The
Court
party, after acquiescing in the de
" Old Court," aban
cision of
sustain the
and so learn the feelings and habits

the electorate to

doned state politics, and the unsuccessful
97

viii,

Argus of Western America, May
p.

attempt to amend

1824 ; Wheaton,

19,

Monroe Papers, vol. xvii, Johnson to Monroe, March
given). The letter is listed with the 1819 papers.
98

Register of Debates,
March 31, 1825.
99

Reports,

vol.

i.

1824-25,

vol.

i,

p.

527;

31

(year not

Kentucky Gazette,
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judiciary system was soon almost forgotten in
the new issues of a national character over which the state
the federal

of Kentucky

The old issues were

became so deeply excited.

"

national politics were dis
forgotten and in their stead
cussed with an ardor unknown in Kentucky since the war
fever of 1812." The unpopular name of President Adams

"

"

Old Court
party, which began to
"
lose ground.
The
sword of Jackson and the glory of
New Orleans were thrown in the scale." 10° The Argus re
told heavily

on the

ferred to a Jackson meeting held in Georgetown
20, 1827, in which it was resolved that
the voice

on October

of the people of the United States and of this State

in particular, in reference to the late Presidential Election, was
knowingly disregarded; and whether induced by contempt for
the people, the expectation and promise of political advance
ment
or hatred for the man of the people, we will not stop
to inquire; for we hold that precedent (if sanctioned) as a fatal
stab to the liberties of the people.

...

It

John T. Johnson and three others
committee of correspondence on the part of

was resolved that

appointed a

be
the

with other committees of correspond
With an organization so soon under
ence of the state.101
way, all that was needed to rally the forces of opposition to
the administration was an immediate excuse to oppose the
county to correspond

administration's policies.
The first great measure of the Adams administration, the
"
Panama Mission,
presented the first tangible point for
the opposition which had been anticipated and could not
without an abandonment of cherished
and which there was in truth no disposition to

have been avoided
principles

avoid."

102

10»

Collins, Kentucky (1847 edition),

101

Argus of Western America, October
p.
Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.
ii,

102

p. 93.
31,

1827.

199.
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In behalf of the United States, President Adams accepted
an invitation received from several states of Spanish Amer
ican origin, located in Central and South American, to send a

minister to represent the United States at a proposed con
gress at Panama City. Senator Martin Van Buren of New
York said that it " was a scheme apparently well planned
to captivate republican citizens." It was thought, therefore,
to be a suitable plan to soothe the public mind and to lessen
the irritation

unexpectedly

by angry dissensions

produced

during the recess growing out of the appointment of Mr.
Clay and the doctrines broached in the inaugural address of
"
The subject had a charm in it.
President Adams.108

It

...

had the prestige

of name and subject, and was half victor

before the contest began
head against

it."

;

and it required bold men to make

1M

The debate on the subject began in the Senate upon the
nomination of ministers.
The Senate sat with closed doors
while the newspapers and public
mind in favor of the measure.
this outside current, the Senate,
Buren, proposed to debate the

speakers excited the public

To counteract the effect of
on the motion of Mr. Van
question

with open doors

of documents

unless the President felt that the publication
used in the debates

would be

"

prejudicial to the existing
Mr. Adams declined to give his advice on
negotiations."
The
the subject, and left the Senate to decide for itself.
President's attitude gave great offense to the Senate which,
The
in the end, gave up the idea of a public debate.105
Senate by a vote of 24 to 20 confirmed the President's
nomination of the three ministers.
op. cit., p. 200.

™* Benton, Thirty

Years" View, vol. i, p. 65.

105/Wd.( pp. 65-6; Register

of

Debates, 1825-26, vol.

Van Buren, op. cit., p. 201; Kentucky Reporter,
Register of Debates, op. cit., p. 151.
108

part

I,

Van Buren,

Nothing ever came of the question, other

April

p. 142.
3,

ID3

mission.10*

ii,

for the

Colonel Johnson voted

1826;
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its political significance,

than

the congress

because

itself

Johnson's vote for this administration measure was
no doubt largely due to his sympathy for those struggling
against the monarchies of Europe. With him, it was not a
political or constitutional question, nor a question affecting
a change in our foreign policy.
As early as 1818, in a
speech in the House of Representatives on the subject of
the independence of the La Plata, he connected the subject
failed.

with that of civil and religious liberty.

He said at this time
that resistance to oppression constitutes no crime, nor would
he be ashamed to rejoice in the triumph of liberty and the
"
that
principles of self-government until he was convinced
the monarchies of the earth are superior to the Monarch of
10T

Heaven."

In

his first annual message

to Congress

on December 6,

1825, President Adams introduced another subject to which

He said

the opposition took exception.

:

" The
great object

of the institution of civil government is the improvement
of the condition of those who are parties to the social com
pact.

.

.

.

Roads and canals, by multiplying and facilitating

the communications

and intercourse between distant regions

of men, are among the most important means
of improvement." 108 With this sentiment Colonel Johnson
and multitudes

could heartily agree.

Championing such public improve

ments was, at all times, characteristic

of his public career.

Not only during his career in the House, but also in

the

Senate, he had been a consistent advocate of public roads
and canals.

In

1820, after he took his seat in the Senate..

Colonel Johnson introduced sundry resolutions to the effect
that the general government
the building

108

a canal around

the falls

funds

of the Ohio

for
at

Presidents,

ii,

pp. 1556, 1559.
Annals of Congress, 1818, vol.
Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of tht
1789-1897,

vol.

ii,

107

of

should appropriate

p. 311.
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He said he wished the Senate would consider

of appropriating forty thousand dollars for
the purpose of cooperating with the states of Ohio, Penn
sylvania, Virginia, Kentucky and Indiana to improve the
He believed that every
navigation of the Ohio river.
the expediency

measure which would cherish the union, and which con
verted a great concern into a common interest, should be
taken into the most serious consideration.

In

accord with

Colonel Johnson's motion, the expediency of making Louis
ville a port of entry was referred to the committee of Com
merce and Manufacture.100

Johnson thought these questions

were too important to the interest

of the people of the

western country to ignore or delay.

In January,

in a speech against the postponement
of the bill providing for the building of the Ohio and Erie
canal, Johnson said that Congress had, by a large majority,
He
expressed itself in favor of internal improvements.
"
was of vital importance to the con
thought the question
1821,

venience, the happiness, the harmony,
the Republic."

It

was a national

the West should receive some

and lasting union

of

question and he thought

of the public

expenditure.110

This movement offered to Congress an opportunity to ex
pend part of the federal money in the West.
As late as the session of 1828-1829 Johnson was press
ing Congress to accept a bill authorizing a subscription
the part

of the federal government

to the stock

on

of the

Louisville and Portland canal around the falls of the Ohio
river. Johnson said he was sorry to have to make this
demand, but the work on the canal had begun and, un
luckily, the undertaking was held up because of fraud.
The fact that the work was two-thirds completed, and the
Argus of Western America, March 28, April 13, 1820; Kentucky
Reporter, March 15, 1820; Kentucky Gazette, March 17, 1820.
109

110

Annals of Congress,

1820-21,

p. 156.
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fact that it was not altogether a local affair but of national
importance, convinced him that Congress should help in its
The act was passed, and approved by the
completion.

President on March 2, iSag.111
The President considered that the continuation of the
Cumberland road was the most important of all the internal
improvement movements.112
Johnson was also interested in
the completion and repair of this road which he himself
used in going to the capital and in returning to his home in
Kentucky. The road must have been in good repair in the
spring of 1824, for on June 2 the Argus of Western America
"
said that
Col. R. M. Johnson left Washington City on
Sunday morning the 23d ult. and arrived at his residence
on Friday evening last, in five days and twelve hours.
This
is about seven days in anticipation

of our mails

113

But
four years later, on December 3, 1828 —a year after Con
gress had, in October, 1827, appropriated $30,000 for re
!"

pairs —Johnson asked leave to introduce a bill

for the preser
vation and repair of the road. He said that for the past
twenty years the road had received the attention of Con
gress, which had appropriated

for it in that time $1,700,000,
and Wheeling was

but that the road between Cumberland

it,

now going rapidly to destruction.
It had been the boast of
the nation and it was the duty of Congress to care for it
further in some way. He had formerly introduced a bill
to establish toll gates on
but the bill was defeated by the

of

The road
had become so bad that soon the mail coaches would have
the people's money
to abandon it. Johnson thought that
could be spent in building the road, certainly Congress would
the

President on constitutional

principles.

111

Register of Debates,

l1a Richardson,
118

1828-29,

op. cit., p. 307,

to improve

but that

if

power

vol. v, p. 47.

First Annual

Argus of Western America, June

Message, December

2, 1824.

6,

have the constitutional

it,

if

veto

1825.

it,
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in favor of turning the

road over to the states to keep up repairs.114
ernment did in later years, although

This the gov

appropriations were

made annually until 1833, when the road was completed as

far as Columbus, Ohio.115
Colonel Johnson's adherence to the policy of internal im
provements was certainly not due to the fact that the admin
a

istration of Adams was strongly inclined toward it. This
had been
favorite policy of Johnson's since the War of
1812, as we have already seen.

he believed that he

$30,000

(and

it

would appropriate,

as

it

to establish toll gates on the Cumberland

road,

if

of Monroe's veto of the bill

did on April 30, 1824,

Congress
sum

a

had reason to feel that, in spite

Now

of

was intended to make the appropriations

a

annual) for the purpose of making surveys, plans and esti
mates of such roads and canals as the President of the
United States might deem of national importance in
and military way, and also as agencies in the

of the

carriage

the

Congress

mails,118

—

extension

Wheeling westward.

it

commercial

was his duty to press upon

of the Cumberland

road

from

He said that the people of the West

had no seaports to be dredged and no arsenals and federal

buildings that required consistent appropriations, as in the
East, and that he therefore felt justified in " begging for little
by little

" to
repair and extend that road

so important

to the

who depended upon
for their mails and
Now, when he
other necessary contacts with the East.
it

western people,

114

Register of Debates,

5,

December

settled as

1828-29,

vol. v, p.

New West,

p. 287.

principle," he was

i;

National Intelligencer,

1828.

115

Turner, Rise of

118

Richardson,

1826.

"

a

precedent that would be

4,

a

could expect that Congress by completing the road had set

op.

the

cit., p. 360,

Second

Annual Message,

December
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that the West should be

surprised
opposition

"

as at first,

and improvements.117

"
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opposed by the same

this time on the question of repairs
But the Survey Act of 1824, which

was intended to be annual and permanent, led to calls being
made upon Congress to provide for local rather than national
improvements, until there

"

occurred names

of

places

hardly

of before outside of the State or section in which
they were found." This local use of money put an end to

heard

after

Later,

President
in
his veto of the Maysville Road Bill put an end
Jackson
appropriation

annual

the

to appropriations

1827.

for local objects and the whole subject was

withdrawn from Congress.118
During his senatorial career Johnson, on two other con
spicuous occasions, defended the interests of the West.
He, with Senator Benton, was a consistent champion for a
more liberal land policy on the part

of

the federal govern

ment.

In

1820.

The change from a credit system to a cash system,

of Congress during the years 18201821 Colonel Johnson, especially, pressed for the relief of
land purchasers.119
He was one of the leaders in obtaining
the act of March 2, 1821, that provided for the relief of
the purchasers of public lands prior to the first day of July,
the sessions

the reduction

of

the quantity

of land to

be purchased, the

of the minimum price to one dollar and twentyfive cents per acre, and the extension of the benefit of the
new system of allowing the present debtor to the govern
ment the privilege of relinquishing different tracts upon
reduction

119

Benton,

part

I,

vol.

p. 343;

Register of

p. 489.

Thirty Years' View, vol.

Niles' Register, March

Congress,

1825-26,

4,

"»

vol. iii,

1820-21, pp. 214, 1793;

p. 26.

18, 1820; Annals of
1821.
National Intelligencer, February

1820 and November

3,

Debates, 1827-28,

Debates,

i,

1" Register of

ii,

which he had made payments and consolidating those pay
ments on any particular tract, saved many farmers from the
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of all their property, including their homes.120 This
paved the way for a still more liberal land policy in

later years.

The second major question that gave Colonel Johnson an
opportunity to sponsor the interest of the West, and his
own state particularly, was the tariff of 1828. Johnson had
expressed his sentiments in his speech on the tariff of 1824,
when he emphasized the importance

of protecting domestic

"
renders us,"
industry from a military point of view. It
"
he said,
independent, as to foreign nations, for the neces
saries and comforts of life.
It derives its greatest value
from the fact that it fosters and secures the public lib
121
Colonel Johnson said that the losses and suffering
erty."
the nation endured in the late war were for the want of
domestic manufacture.

In

1828, the tariff question became a political issue that

into the political
Sectional interests were fought
arena of national parties.
for, while those for the country as a whole were sacrificed.
Daniel Webster of Massachusetts, who preceded Colonel
Johnson in his speech on May 9, 1828, thought the proposed
duty on hemp, an important product of the state of Ken
tucky, was too great. He proposed to the Senate an amend
enabled politicians to inject sectionalism

ment to the tariff bill that would give the navy department
the liberty to purchase "American water-rolled hemp" only
when it could be procured

in a suitable quantity and at a

price not exceeding more than twenty per cent

of

the price

of the imported article.122
To this proposal Colonel Johnson made an immediate
reply.

He said his constituents would be astonished at this

motion of an
120

Benton, op. cit., vol. i, p. 12.

1Jl Benton, Abridgments, vol. vii,

""Register of

p. 570, Speech

Debates, vol. iv, part

1, p. 759,

of April

May

29, 1824.

9, 1828.
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of the "American system","*
as it is so plausibly called, to take off the duty from hemp, cotton
.

.

.

avowed

and leading advocate

foreign distilled spirits. If these ar
from duty, what remaining interest has the
None. Strike them out,
west in this long expected tariff?
and the whole western interest is sacrificed — our Western farm
bagging,

molasses,

and

ticles are exempted

ers and manufacturers

totally disregarded, and
comes to one section,

— their equitable rights
"
"
our boasted
American system
be
—
and a system of
system of cupidity

are abandoned
a

We must pay a tribute on all that we
oppression to the other.
suffer
destructive
and
a
sacrifice on all that we sell.
purchase,
. . . The State of Kentucky has been much agitated, but not
"
American system." It is with us a
much divided upon the
A
tariff founded in equity, extending equally
favorite system.
its beneficial effects to all parts of the union, will be favorably
But a partial system, a sectional
system, a mere woolen system, will receive the support of no
party there. . . . We were . . . told . . . that we might
safely rely upon the friendship and support of the east on this
occasion; and I can inform the honorable Senator, that the
friends of the Administration in Kentucky, during the last
received throughout the west.

fought their battles at the polls, under the
banner of the hemp stalk. . . . This fact is not introduced with
a view of stirring up party feelings, but to show something of
the mortification which my constituents must feel, when they
learn that the friend in whom they were taught to confide, has
seized upon their standard to destroy it
the able friend and
August elections,

supporter of the Administration.12*

The vote to adopt Webster's

...

motion was taken, and de

feated 36 to 10.
The Argus rejoiced over this victory

for the West.

of Colonel Johnson

It referred to Webster in

these

words:

128 In fact, the American System included also
the National Bank and
Internal Improvements.
124

Register of Debates, op. cit., pp.

Western America,

July

16,

1828.

762-63,

May

9,

1828;

Argus of
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he cannot

stride

'

of commerce,' can straddle the stream of a flannel
" This
factory.'
paper credited Senator Benton with say
the sea

ing that Colonel Johnson was pushing Webster to the wall
in the Senate of the United States.125 This tariff was
" Tariff of Abnominations " because it sat
known as the
It was the work of politicians
isfied no section or group.
who hoped that its proposition would not satisfy the manu

of the North and that its defeat would assure the
gratitude of the southerners — all to the benefit of Jackson.
facturers

Rather, the bill as a whole succeeded, to the consternation
of its authors and southern irritation was greatly increased.
"
The tariff of 1828 is an era in our
Senator Benton said:
which the doctrine of
nullification takes its origin, and from which a serious
division dated between the North and the South." 128
legislation,
'

being

the event from

'

PART 2.
The democratic

Last Years in Congress

revolution of 1829 by which Andrew

Jackson came to the presidency was not a sudden and un
The only anti-Jackson element of
expected development.
any consequence was that composed of the supporters of the
Even President Adams was
Adams and Clay combination.
not feared by the new combination
Democrats,

as

soon to be known as

with the National Republicans
Time and again they made it clear

contrasted

under Adams and Clay.
that it was Clay

of whom they were afraid.

Duff Green,

editor of the Washington Telegraph, who had been given
the government printing by the anti-Adams men, wrote to

William T. Barry on September 8, 1827, to insist that Barry
" should see Col.
and with him
the
Johnson,

125

Argus of Western America,

urge

op. cit.

«• Benton, Thirty Years' View, vol. i,

p. 95.

Argus
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to take strong ground for

Mr. Calhoun for

V. President."

The object of using Calhoun was to pre
vent Clay from rallying a party against Jackson.128
On
September 8, Green also enclosed in a letter to Colonel
Johnson one Green had written to Major William B. Lewis

To the Colonel

on the same question.

he

wrote :

You of Kentucky are more deeply interested in this matter
I need not tell you that Mr. Clay will not die
than any others.
without a struggle. The poison will still remain in his fangs ;
and so vindicitive is he that those who have stood in his way
need expect no mercy at his hands.
No sooner is Gen. Jackson
elected than he (Mr. Clay) will endeavor to organize an opposi
tion, the basis of which will be personal to Mr. Calhoun. It
will necessarily embrace the range of Mr. Calhoun's friends,
You
and all those in Kentucky who have opposed Mr. Clay.
Judge Barry is a host. He has
have passed the Rubicon.
much confidence in you, and if you act in concert now, you can
demolish Mr. Clay's prospects in the West at once.129

This letter is an example of how the managers of the
Jackson campaign in Washington took upon themselves
"
the responsibility of consolidating the
various interests
which could be brought to his support," while Jackson, after
" 18°
resigning from the Senate, "retired to the 'Hermitage.'

He willingly remained quietly at home to avoid committing
some overt act.131 On October 9, 1827, Duff Green wrote
Samuel Swartwout of New York: "If Gen. Jackson is
127

Both Kentucky papers.

128

Green, Letter Book

(MSS.),

Green to Barry, September

8, 1827.

for Jackson.
It was thought that a
1824 Calhoun was sacrificed
position where he might become heir-apparent to Jackson would assure
his cooperation.

In

1»o

Bassett,

«1 Ibid.,

8, 1827.

Life of Andrew Jackson (New York,

p. 380.

1928), vol.

ii,

«» Ibid., Green to Johnson, September

p. 3791
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it must be without the semblance of bargain." ltf
Green used this plan to call General Swartwout's attention
elected,

of the Jackson managers in making Calhoun the
candidate for vice-president on the Jackson ticket.
He
"
Mr. Clinton knows long since, that if he is a can
wrote:
didate for Vice-President, he will have the Hartford con
vention so thick about his ears that he will be lost in the
to the plan

mire."

133

Green thought that Clinton would see the diffi

culties before him and so not be inclined

toward the vice-

presidency.18*

Colonel Johnson did not agree with Jackson and his
He
managers that Jackson should remain quietly at home.
"
wrote to the chief :
I have never varied in my opinion
that

if

you had visited various parts

invitation or otherwise

of the U. States by

the contest would have been over

long since & the falsehoods against you would have fallen
185
dead from the mouth of slander."
But Jackson replied
to Johnson's letter in these words :
Had you my Dr Sir reflected that

I

people, you would not

for
of the

am not a candidate

the presidency by my own volition, but by the selection

for a moment entertain the idea, that it

would be proper for me now to adopt the electioneering course
pursued by our travelling Cabinet. I have long since announced
my principles to the nation and in pursuance of them have been
silent amidst the violent torrents of the vilest calumny ever
heaped upon man, leaving to the virtue of the people my justi
fication. . . . When we see a travelling cabinet ranging over
133

Green, op. cit., Green to Swartwout, October

188

Ibid.

ists in the

9, 1827.

Green had reference to Clinton's connection with the Federal

War of

1812.

Governor Clinton of New York was for awhile a strong candidate
for the presidency. His popularity came through his success in build
ing the Erie Canal.
13*

185

Jackson Papers, vol. Ixx, Johnson to Jackson, August

22, 1828.
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wielding its patronage for the purpose of cor
franchise and thereby inflicting a wound
it behooves me at least, to
upon our national character
shew by my acts that the professions I have made were based
My enemies
upon principle & that I will not depart from them.
would delight to see me now entering upon a electioneering tour,

the continent,

rupting the election

...

"

it would [realize?] the saying ascribed to Mr. Adams,
that he
would turn democrat & urge them into such extravagance that
the whole people would become disgusted with our government
& cry out for

The people having taken me up must
If they succeed, then it
determine the canvass themselves.
said,
virtue
that
has triumphed over the cor
can with truth be
rupting influence of executive patronage and designing Dema
The people must themselves Triumph . . . then it can
gogues.
be said all power flows from them & when their agents violate
a

change."

their declared will, they will
Colonel
opposition

...

be

hurled from their confidence.1"

Johnson must have resented the fact that the
began to make accusations against General

Jack

son, that his whole record was examined in order that every

irregularity of his life might be exposed. The eleven mili
tary executions, including those of Arbuthnot and Ambrister, for which Jackson was responsible, were recounted.
The whole Florida affair was revived during the campaign.
But Johnson, who had defended Jackson on the Seminole
question, knew that these accusations
the revival

were false and that

of them was mere political

libel.

That Duff

Green, who had established the United States Telegraph

in

Washington on the occasion of the elevation of John Quincy
Adams to the presidency, advocated the cause of Jackson
with fervor, pleased Colonel Johnson, and a degree of
But with
friendship was established between these men.
Mr. Seaton, one of the editors of the Intelligencer, Colonel
Johnson was not so favored.
184

This paper

became

the ac

Ibid., Jackson to Johnson, September, i8a8 (day of month not given).
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of Mr. Adams and, although it was conducted
13T
with
Mr. Seaton encountered
dignity and courtesy,"
the hearty disfavor of Colonel Johnson.
Mr. Seaton, who
cepted organ

"

Johnson that the Intelligencer would
be equally open to both the Jackson and Adams parties, was
"
"
accused by Johnson of
base falsehood
toward him.
Colonel Johnson said that in a conversation he was per
seems to have promised

fectly satisfied with Seaton's replies to him but that after

wards Seaton

said

that he

had rejected

Johnson's

pro

posal.188

In Kentucky

election of 1828 came off
" Old
"
The
Court
party now assumed the

in August.

the gubernatorial

of the National Republican Party and selected General
Thomas Metcalfe as its candidate for governor.
The oppo
sition adopted the popular name of the Democratic-Repub
lican Party and selected William T. Barry, the late chief
" New Court " faction, as
its candidate.189
justice of the
Colonel Johnson was again a candidate for the Senate but
was withdrawn, after which George M. Bibb was put forth
" suffered
from the arts and in
because,

name

having

nothing

of the opposition, [Bibb] was able to unite the
140
whole strength of the Republican party in his favor."
trigues

An

from a letter published in the United States
"
a man of undoubted
Telegraph referred to Mr. Bibb as
ability, and endowed with great firmness and decision of
extract

character."

141

Johnson wrote John McLean of Ohio, Post
" We shall have
master General in the Adams cabinet :
a
warm & bloody political Battle early in Augt. The Parties
Colonel

of Half a Century, p. 42.
(MSS.), vol. i, Johnson to McLean, May

187

McClure, Recollections

188

McLean Papers

189

Collins, Kentucky (1847),

"•

United States Telegraph,

"1 Ibid.

p. 93.

January

20, 1829.

4, 1827.
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Colonel Johnson had good reason
to feel uneasy as to his prospects. Although a great major

ity of the members of the Kentucky state legislature were
on the Jackson side, as soon as the general assembly met,
for Johnson's suc
they began to feel great anxiety
cess.148
His brother, John T., was a member of the lower
house of the state legislature and must have kept the Colonel
well informed
zeal

of the division in the Jackson ranks.1"
"
men for their
tried

of the Jackson

The

favorite

long

"

caused the Adams wing to unite and concentrate its energies
against Johnson.145
James
tucky, wrote to McLean on

F. Ficklin of Lexington, Ken
May 2, 1828, that wealthy indi

viduals anxious to defeat Johnson's reelection to the Senate
would use the press to accomplish their purpose. And be

lieving that the gubernatorial contest would have its influ
ence in determining
the choice of a senator, this group
began to oppose W. T. Barry, Jackson's candidate for gov
ernor.149
In fact the Adams men felt that the defeat of
Colonel Johnson alone would spell the defeat of his party
in the November elections. Thus the Adams minority in
each branch

prejudices

of the legislature raised sectional and personal
When the vote was taken in the

against him.

of the Jackson party that was preju
diced against Johnson because of his private life united
that part

legislature,

their votes with the Adams minority to create a majority
against

him.147

The anxiety for his success must have been increased as
iii, Johnson to McLean, June 22, 1828.
Argus of Western America, December 31, 1828.
«* United States Telegraph, February 12, 1829, taken from the Argus
Rogers, Biography of Elder J. T. Johnson, pp. 20-21.
143

McLean,

op. cit., vol.

149

145

Argus,

148

McLean,

147

Argus,

op.

Ficklin to McLean, May

cit.; infra, vii,

p. 317.

2,

op. cit., vol.

ii,

op. cit.
1828.

;
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election which went against

the Jackson party. Colonel Johnson wrote General Jackson
on August 22, 1828, that Barry was defeated by eight hun
the Jackson candidate for lieutenantgovernor was elected by a majority of over one thousand
dred votes, although

votes, and that in both houses of the legislature the Jackson
men would be in the majority.
In this letter to Jackson,

"

"

Colonel Johnson said that he was
greatly disappointed
at Barry's defeat, but believed that the presidential election
"
" to
in November was secure. It
is impossible," he said,

"

it,

in November
bring all the Country people to the polls
" & the
"8
towns are generally against us."
On October 30,
Colonel Lee Campbell wrote from Louisville to Colonel W.
"
B. Lewis : I never calculated upon
until within the last
a

is

great victory

for Colonel Johnson when Ken

tucky went for Jackson on November
a

In

votes.150

said:

4

was

a

It

Jackson

&

certainty,

it

now ascertained with
Satisfactory
that Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky will go for
reform." llfl

two weeks, but

by eight thousand

letter to the candidate several months before,

"...

&

is

I

&

my object
my wishes are gratified
—
when you shall be elected
look to nothing beyond that —
that Heaven may smile upon you
the fer
your family
1B1
In the entire
vent prayer of your devoted friend."
he had

country General Jackson received one hundred and seventy-

a

148
Jackson Papers, vol. Ixx, Johnson to Jackson, August 22, 1828.
Barry's opponent, Thomas Metcalf, was elected governor, while John
Brethitt,
jackson man, was elected lieutenant-governor.
n» Jackson, op. cit., Campbell to Lewis, October 30, 1828.

«° Collins, Kentucky,
151

Jackson,

op.

p. 93.

cit., vol.

In Jackson's

Ixix, Johnson to Jackson, March
"

10,

1828.

man,

spells

his

right or wrong."

name

"Johnston"

but that "Johnson

is

".

The
letters to Johnson, he spelled the name
Johnston
Colonel corrects him by saying that his namesake of Louisiana, an Adams

for Jackson
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votes to President Adams'

eight electoral

eighty-three.152

The election of Jackson was a triumph for democracy and
"
an assertion of the people's right to govern themselves.
It was a triumph over the high protective tariff and
"
the federal internal improvement policies
of the Adams
administration, and also a victory for the strict construcThe victory also re-established
tionists of the Constitution.
the two-party system in all its old vigor and antipathy.153

...

Johnson was in Washington at the time of the
election of a senator by the Kentucky general assembly on
Colonel

December 23, and before he heard that his name had been

withdrawn in favor of Mr. Bibb, he wrote to his friend
" I received
Crittenden :
your favor two days ago, & find
that the 23d was the trial of my re-election —Whatever may
be the result

I

shall

Johnson continued

deeply appreciate

your friendship."

:

We expect Genl Jackson by the i*t of Feb. Till then there
will form his cabinet. A group of
leading men in various parts of the Union are occasionally men
is scarcely a conjecture who

tion [ed] as the probable mass out of whom we are to form Cab
inet & foreign ministers such as Woodbury Van Buren Ingham,
Dallas Baldwin, McLane of Delaware, McLean of Ohio, Taz-

Vell, Philip P. Barbour, Hayne of S. C. Barrien
to the west such as Benton &c.

besides others

But all is conjecture.154

Johnson's reaction to the turn events had taken is shown
in a letter to his brother, John T., written on January 2 :
" I have received
your favor, giving me detail of the facts
which induced you to withdraw me as a candidate, and run
our friend G. M. Bibb. Your conduct meets my approba
tion, and
1B*

Benton,

I

am entirely satisfied with the result."
Thirty Years' View, vol.

After

i, p. I11.

"'Ibid.
154

Crittenden

ber 25, 1828.

Papers

(MSS.),

vol. iv, Johnson to Crittenden,

Decem
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referring to his service of twenty-two years in Congress
and two in the state legislature, in addition to about nine
months in the field during the War of 1812, he continued:
During the whole of this period,

I have

lived a life of extreme

toil and labor, and at a great sacrifice of property. . . . This
seems to me to be a good opportunity to indulge in my inclina
tion to give place to others better qualified to serve the Republic,
and nothing would overcome this inclination but such a call from
my friends and country as would induce me to believe that it was
my duty to comply with their wishes.155

In

on this letter, the Louisville Advertiser
said that "Such ready acquiescence" on the part of Colonel
commenting

"

merits the highest commendation." "*
At a
Johnson
dinner in the National Hotel in Washington, given on the
anniversary of the Battle of New Orleans, at which the
Vice-President of the United States, John C. Calhoun, the
Speaker of the House, Mr. Stevenson, the Honorable Rich

ard M. Johnson and other congressmen were present, a toast
was offered from the chair on behalf of the committee of

" Our
respected Guest, Richard M. John
—
an inflexible Republican!
He bows to a modified
son
ostracism, to stifle the pretensions of one who falsifies his

arrangements

standard."

to

15T

But Johnson's friends in the fifth congressional district
of Kentucky, composed of the counties of Scott, Harrison,
Grant, Pendleton, Boone and Campbell, refused to allow

"

In Mr.
a modified ostracism."
Johnson to remain in
John W. Tibbatts' recommendation that Colonel Johnson be
elected to represent this district in the United States Conlw United

1829, Johnson to John T.
February
Johnson, January 4, 1829; Niles' Register,
7, 1829.
IB8 files' Register, February 10,
This paper published the com
1829.
ment of the Louisville Advertiser.
157

States

Telegraph,

February

Argus of Western America, January

2,

28, 1829.
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gress, he said

:

"

It will

KENTUCKY

be admitted by all parties, that

Ken

tucky holds not the man more devoted, than Col. Johnson
158
The recommendation
is, to his country and its people."
stated that the majority

of

the people

preferred that Colonel

Johnson should have retained his place as senator, but that
since circumstances prevented the wishes of the people from
being carried out, it was now being urged that he would
allow his name to be used as a candidate for election to the
House of Representatives.159
On March 18, 1829, Colonel Johnson was announced as
" in his old district." 18° In the
a candidate for Congress
August congressional elections of the state he was success
ful at the polls over his opponent, Mr. R. McHatton.181
The Working Man's Advocate, a New York paper, was
happy that
gress.

" This hon. Gentleman is
again

Strenuous

elected

to con

efforts have been made all over the coun

try, to injure his character, and prevent his holding a seat
The Advocate
again within the walls of the Capitol."
"
because the orthodox are afraid
stated that this was done

of his influence, for they unquestionably
desperate effort to stop the Sunday

intend to make a

mails, during the en

And there was good reason for this fear,
suing winter."
for Colonel Johnson had already assumed the responsibility
of checking a movement to abolish the transportation of
In this movement he produced two re
mails on Sunday.
ports of such unusual merit that they won for him the
182

goodly part of the coun
try, especially among the laboring classes in the cities.
During the late twenties the greater part of the United
gratitude and commendation

188 /&«*.,

February

of

a

11, 1829.

«<»

Ibid.

180

Ibid., March

141

National Intelligencer, August

182

Working Man's Advocate,

18, 1829.
17, 1829.

December

19,

1829.
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States became aroused over a movement begun among cer
tain religious groups to attempt to end the transportation

of mails on Sunday.

There seems to have been unusual

excitement on the eastern coast.

It

was believed by many

of an attempt
"a
to unite the affairs of church and state, and that it was
sort of entering wedge to the establishment of a National
people that this move was the commencement

144

Religion."
Congress

was flooded with memorials

requesting legisla

tion for stopping the transportation of mails on Sunday.
A memorial from some of the inhabitants of Boston, Massa
chusetts, addressed to each house
the transportation

of Congress said

:

" That

of the mail on the Sabbath and the open

ing of the Post Offices on that day are great public evils, in
no sense necessary and not counterbalanced by any supposed
The memorial stated
convenience arising from them."

further that keeping the post offices open on Sundays oper
"
ated toward bringing the Sabbath into
neglect and con
They expressed their abhorrence at government
tempt."
with matters of religion but stated that they
wished the government to be active only in avoiding the
weakening of the influence of religion. The memorial con
interference

A similar petition to
tained over a thousand signatures.184
Congress from people in Rochester, New York, stated that
the

Sunday

mails

violated

the divine command.

They

argued that it was not necessary to transport the mails on
Sunday, as Sunday mails did not prevail in the earlier days

of the republic, and also called upon Congress to note that
London, England, did not open its post offices on Sunday.195
The sentiment of all the memorials seemed to be about the
143

Argus of Western America, February

M* House of Representatives
January 5, 1829.
185

Ibid.,

1827, box 44.

Collection

25, 1829.

(MSS.),

1829-30,

Box

49,
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that the law which

required that post offices should be opened on Sunday was
unconstitutional.188

It

inclination to oppose
in
their
efforts to stop Sunday mails, but he
organizations
must also have been influenced by friends.
His friend
Barry was postmaster general in Jackson's first cabinet ; his
"
friend James Reeside, the Land Admiral," was a Jackson
was Colonel

Johnson's natural

mail contracts from Barry as
postmaster general ; and Johnson's close friend, O. B. Brown,
had been recently promoted in the Post Office Department.187
The stand taken by the Post Master General must also have
In a letter to the Post
had great weight with Johnson.
Office committee of the House of Representatives written
man and received lucrative

January 19, 1829, he said that on many routes the mail was
"
When a failure occurs, and
increasing in size and that
throws two mails together, they are so large on some routes
as to exclude all passengers from the mail coach."
He
mentioned also that the one day's delay would effect com
mercial interests and enable persons in large cities to specu
late on property,

without a knowledge of a change of

price.188

To counteract the influence of memorialists Colonel John
son, as chairman of the committee of the Senate for Post
Office and Post Roads, drew up a report on the subject and
"
He said that he had moved
requested that it be printed.
to dispense with the reading

of the report

because

of any of

not wish to trouble the senate with the reading
his reports."

He stated further that

He believed that these petitions and memorials
U. S. Senate Documents,
Mails.
188

1829-1830,

No.

124,

.

.

.

National Intelligencer, February

5, 1829.

were but

Memorial on Sunday

Poore, Perley's Reminiscences of Sixty Years i» the
Metropolis (Philadelphia, 1886), pp. 08-101; infra, pp. 302-303,
187

188

he did

National
310.
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re

of a social and political institution; they were

widely circulated, and people were induced to sign them without

reflecting upon the subject or consequence which would result
from the adoption of the measure proposed.
There was noth
ing more improper than the interference of Congress in the
matter.189

The report was considered one of the most powerful state
Niles' Register gave its
papers of the kind in our history.
& thanks to the chairman, and the committee of the
senate, for the delicate and proper, and yet decided and resolute
manner, in which they discussed and settled a concern so inter
esting. . . . We again render our thanks to Col Johnson, as
well for the manner as the matter of his report. Those who
interested themselves in the subject with clean hands and pure
hearts, have been treated with due respect; and if others have
acted with the secret purpose of connecting religion with poli
respects

and reproved by the doctrines of the
report, which carry with them the irresistible energy of truth.170
tics, they stand exposed

The report, which was made in the Senate on January 19,
I929,171 was thought

to be so important

that it should be

printed in a form more enduring than a newspaper. James
Buchanan called the report an able one.172
The Argus said
it was an able and lucid report.178 From Staunton, Augusta
county, Virginia, came the word that much had been done
there on the subject of the Sabbath mails. That portion of
"
the country was dominated by Calvinism,
But the clamor
189

Niles" Register, January

170

Ibid., February

24,

1829.

7, 1839.

Working Man's Advocate, March 20, 1830 ; National Intelligencer,
January 20, 1829; American State Papers, P. 0. Department, 1790-1833,
No. 74, .pp. 211-12.
171

172

National Intelligencer, February

178

Argus of Western America, February

4, 1829.
25, 1829.
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which was raised against Col. Johnson's report . . . awak
ened the public mind, and they now begin to see their

error." "*

The United States Telegraph
expressed in the Intelligencer:

quoted the views

The sentiments advanced by Col. Johnson are in unison with
those of every man of sense, and will only be carped at, by those
puritanical bigots, who would have the world believe that none
are so holy as they were. . . . To Col. Richard M. Johnson, the
American people are largely indebted, for this single act of
independent PATRIOTISM. . . ."*

The report which received such favorable notice read, in
part, as follows :
That some respite is required from the ordinary vocations of
life, is an established principle sanctioned by the usages of all
nations, whether Christian or Pagan. . . . The principle has
secured the sanction of the National Legislature, so far as to
admit a suspension of all public business on that day, except in
cases of absolute necessity, or of great public utility. . . . We
of sentiment exists among the good
on the subject of the Sabbath day; and
our government is designed for the protection of one, as much
as for another.178
are aware

that a variety

citizens of the nation,

But since there were among the people so many different
religious

views

on the subject, the committee was

opinion that Congress could not interfere.
legitimate

province

of the legislature

It

of the

was not the

to determine

what

religion is true or what false.
Our government is a civil, and not a religious institution.
Our Constitution recognizes in every person, the right to choose
174

Working Man's Advocate,

175

United States Telegraph,

178

National Intelligencer, January

loc. cit.

November

February
22,

14, 1829.

3, 1829.
1829;

American State Papers,
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his own religion, and to enjoy it freely, without protestation.

Whatever may be the religious sentiments of citizens, and how
ever variant, they are alike entitled to protection from the Gov
ernment, so long as they do not invade the rights

of others.

By the transportation of the mails on the first day of the
week [Sunday] it was believed by the committee that the
The com
right of conscience was not interfered with.
mittee asked to be discharged from further consideration

of the matter.1"
Johnson's second report was communicated to the House
of Representatives on March 4 and 5, 183O.178 This report
stated that Congress acts under a Constitution of delegated
and limited powers

making this
report had examined the Constitution in vain for a delega
tion of power authorizing this body to inquire and deter
mine what part of time, or whether any, has been set apart
"
The individual
by the Almighty for religious exercises.
acts for himself; the representative, for his constituents.
and that the committee

He is chosen to represent their political and not their
religious views ; to guard the rights of man, not to restrict
" American
The
the rights of conscience."
people, who
"
" if
of
will lose
hold the
sovereignty

liberty

power

they,

in the person of their representative, shall attempt to unite,
in the remotest degree, church and state." 17t> Those per
sons and organizations determined to stop the transporta

tion of the mails on Sunday had made special efforts to
The
obtain the legislation they desired at this session.

Working Man's Advocate of November 7, 1829, spoke of
" this clerical scheme." Its readers in New York
appointed
"
" to deal with this
committee
The
subject.

vigilance

a

Advocate anticipated like strenuous efforts to influence the
177

National Intelligencer,

178

American State Papers,

179

Ibid.

op. cit.
op. cit.,

No.

87, pp. 229-231.
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On November 28, it referred, in an
" Courier,"
"
article signed
to
the secret and pertinacious
coming

efforts

Congress.

of those honest but misguided men."

18°

Johnson's
Second Report was printed in pamphlet form in New York
and Philadelphia.181 A copy printed on satin and framed
was presented to Johnson and each member of his com
minute.182
The Working Man's Advocate, which was op
posed to everything that savored of a union
state,

and which considered

the Sabbath

of church and

mail

question

a

daring advance toward such a union, expressed its appro
bation

of the

report.188

The report was said to have been written by Amos Ken
" Its
dall,184 but Kendall said :
authorship was erroneously
He said further that the report was
attributed to me."
" en
submitted to him after it was drawn up and that his
tire agency consisted in altering one or two words."
Kendall thought that the Reverend Mr. O. B. Brown was
He said : " It was
perhaps responsible for its composition.
written with great simplicity and power, and had great
mind,

virtually settling the question
But there is no reason to
for many years thereafter."

effect on the popular

185

believe that Johnson was not the real power back of the
report, although he may have sought and received, as he

did from Kendall, some minor suggestions. There is plenty
of evidence throughout Johnson's whole life to show that
he was able to produce able papers himself.

At

all events

the report made him a strongly-talked-of candidate for the
When he was the ac
presidency of the United States.
1so

Working Man's Advocate,

181

Ibid., April

182

United States Telegraph,

IBS

Working Man's Advocate,

184

Kentucky Observer and Lexington Reporter,

185

Kendall, Autobiography,

10,

November

7, and 28, 1829.

1830.

March

10, 1829.

December

p. 307.

12,

1829, and

June

March
17, 1835.

6, 1830.
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the

Kentucky
"

noble
Reporter referred to the Sunday mail report as his
stand, against the encroachment of Church upon State." 1M

This report and the fact that Colonel Johnson had for
a number of years been the prime mover toward getting the
federal government to legislate against the imprisonment of

persons for debt— an evil that some states, including John
son's own, had already abolished — made him a favorite with

This new era in Amer
ican history, ushered in on the wave of the victorious ad
vance of the masses, was an age of reform. Niles' Register
was filled with references to the movement of the masses,
the liberal and reformist elements.

The New York
in the larger urban centers.
papers were filled with accounts of ward meetings of dif
ferent trades or callings to use their weight in the election
"
"
were such
Never before," Niles added,
of city offices.
187
The abolitionists were
movements made in that city !"
especially

active, and the movement against intemperate drinking had

In 1833,
during this period.
the subject of intemperance in the army was brought to
Many congressmen, including
the attention of Congress.
Colonel Johnson, were awakened
its first great development

to the importance of giving a good example to their countrymen

proposed an assembly of public men in Washington, for the
PROMOTION OF THE CAUSE OF TEMPERANCE IN THE UNITED
STATES. Upon the application of Richard M. Johnson . . . the
House of Representatives granted the use of the hall for the
It was held in the evening of the
purpose of the meeting.
of
February, 1833 . . . the first of the kind that
twenty-fourth
had ever been held in the Federal Capitol.138
1M Kentucky Reporter,
18T

Niks'

188

Smith,

Register,

Life

May

April

2, 1835.

5, 1834.

and Times

of Lewis

Cass (New

York,

1856), p. 376.
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The popularity of Colonel Johnson was such that he stood
a good chance to vie with General Jackson as the great
In fact, his power
expounder of the rights of the masses.
was so feared by the inner circle of the administration that
there was an undercurrent

holding back his popularity, very
much like the circumstances that led to his brother's with
drawing his name as a candidate for re-election to the
Senate in 1828.189 Yet Colonel Johnson himself was a per
sistent friend of the administration and did all he could to
hold the diverging groups within the heterogeneous party
He gave special attention to the Calhoun faction,
together.
which was suspected of lacking enthusiasm for the adminis
tration.
On March g, 1829, Johnson wrote to Jackson
congratulating him on the occasion of March 4, when Jack
son took up the duties

of the presidency.

found fault, or were
The Colonel
personnel of the cabinet.
minded,
amiable
& honorable
high
Cabinet."
To emphasize his deter
" I have been
the President he said :

regrets that some disaffected
disappointed with the
called

it a "strong,

He expressed his

people

Cabinet; a business
mined friendship for
your friend in good & evil report, & as I am, so like a plain
blunt man, I speak— I have not left you in seven troubles,
& so far as I have any power I shall not leave you in the
seventieth."

10°

But this tenacious friendship was not able to check the
"
Little Magician," Martin Van
imposing power of the
Buren, in his onward march to favor and power. Calhoun
was Vice-President and the promised

heir-apparent

to the

Jackson, while in the Senate, had already ac
cepted the principle of a single term for the presidency.

presidency.

This
189

came on the occasion

Supra,

of

a proposed amendment to the

pp. 251, 254.

Jackson Papers, vol. Ixxii, Johnson to Jackson, March
"
"
on the Ohio river.
Steam Boat
Johnson wrote while in a
190

9,

1829.
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Constitution in the Congress of 1825-1826 in relation to the

of a president and a vice-president.191
Martin Van Buren " was, next to Calhoun,

election

"

the

ablest

in the Jacksonian party and received the appoint
1B2
ment of Secretary of State in the President's cabinet
in
recognition of his services in the elevation of General Jack
man

son.

By precedent, the office of secretary of state had been

At

the stepping-stone to the presidency.

any rate it was a

position that must necessarily be looked upon with a jealous
Other members of
eye by any aspirant to the presidency.
the cabinet were: Samuel D. Ingham of Pennsylvania (the
state that went over from Calhoun to Jackson in the presi

of 1824), Secretary of the Treasury; John
H. Eaton of Tennessee, a personal friend of Jackson's,
Secretary of War; John Branch of North Carolina, Secre
tary of the Navy; John M. Berrien of Georgia, Attorney
General; and William T. Barry of Kentucky, Post Master
dential election

Three of these men, Ingham, Branch and Ber
rien, were Calhoun men.
The fact that the cabinet was
composed of Calhounites and Van Burenites, together with
the fact that Washington society was not satisfied with
divided one almost from the be
made Jackson's cabinet
a

it,

General.

a

ginning.
The affair that effected the division and disturbed the
harmony of the social and political life of Washington for
period of two years Martin Van Buren called the im
broglio over Mrs. Eaton.193 John Quincy Adams noted in
" Mrs. Eaton, wife of
his Diary in December, 1830, that

191

" the center of much
of War," was then

Benton, Thirty Years' View, vol.

i,

the Secretary

p. 78.

The committee appointed
mode of elect

Andrew Jackson, vol.

Bassett,

198

Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

ii,

Lift of

192

ii,

in the Senate to report upon the best and most practicable
ing the president and vice-president included Johnson.

p. 339.

p. 410.
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The Calhoun members,

apparently egged on by their wives, encountered the indig

of the chivalrous

nation

President by demanding that she

be discountenanced.194

It

Johnson, to prevent
party division which Henry Clay would naturally use for
the advancement of his own party, volunteered to act as a
was at this point

that Colonel

peacemaker by becoming a go-between to get the two fac
tions within the cabinet to patch up their differences.

After

of the public,
"
You have seen a reference
Johnson wrote to McLean :
made in the Telegraph as to a member of congress calling
on Ingham etc. with authority from old Hickory to force
the trouble had been brought to the attention

I

them to visit Mrs. Eaton.

If

so

it is not true.

.

.

.

understand allusion is to me.

My efforts to

together was as a bosom friend to all."
These efforts,

which Colonel

keep

the Cabinet

1BB

Johnson said were purely

voluntary on his part, were interpreted by the opposition as
being authorized

and directed

by the President.198

In

a

statement which was enclosed in a letter to Johnson, Ingham

said:
He, col. Johnson, was the friend of us all, and had now come
at the request of the president to see whether anything could be
done : who thought that when our ladies gave parties they ought
to invite Mrs. Eaton, and as they had never returned her call,
if they would leave the first card, and open a formal intercourse
in that way, the president would be satisfied, but unless some
he knew, that the president
thing was done of this nature

...

Adams, Diary, pp. 398, 400, 402, entries of December 30, 1829,
"
February 6 and March 3, 1830. Adams said
Calhoun heads the moral
party, Van Buren that of the frail sisterhood."
194

1w McLean Papers, vol. vi, Johnson to McLean,
198

Niles' Register,

30, 1831.

July

30, 1831,

July

14, 1831.

Johnson to Berrien and Ingham, June
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was resolved to have harmony, and would probably remove

Mr. Berrien

Branch,

In

and myself.197

with this delicate subject, Johnson wrote to

connection

Berrien

Mr

:

it,

The President never did directly or indirectly express or intiHe informed me that he had been
mate such an expectation.
induced to believe that a part of his cabinet had entered into a
combination to drive Maj . Eaton from
by excluding him and

a

;

;

a

a

;

his family from society that he had been also informed that the
link in the chain,
successive parties to which you allude was
that attempts had been made, even upon foreign Ministers to ex
clude Maj . Eaton and his family from their parties that such
state of things gave him great distress
that he was determined
He then read
at all hazards to have harmony in his cabinet.
the
which
he
intended
to act.
principles upon
paper containing
It disclaimed all intentions, on the part of the President, to
regulate in any manner whatever, the private or social inter
course of the members of his cabinet.
As mutual friend
peacemaker,

I

my object was to make the

above communication in the most delicate manner possible.

.

called upon you, and, as

a

a

...

.

.

I

.

who made the suggestion, or proposition,
[It] was alone
or rather inquiry, whether you could not, at these large promis
-^
cuous parties, invite Maj. Eaton and his family.198
.

.

A

In

this way matters were patched up for

Commentator,

9,

August
statement, enclosed
1831, Ingham's
Ingham
letter of
to Johnson.
198 Ibid., August 30, 1831,
Johnson to Berrien, July 20, 1831.
197

in

was sufficient.

a

it

a

few days after Colonel Johnson's interview with Ingham, Branch and Berrien, these gentlemen, in response to
"
Mr. Branch stated,
Jackson's request, met in his office.
that Col. Johnson had threatened their dismissal."
This
was promptly denied by the President who offered to send
servant for that purpose, when
for Johnson, and called
Branch said
was not necessary because Jackson's word

\
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was thought

in removing

that Johnson's efforts had suc
from the President's mind the belief

that there was a conspiracy to drive Eaton from the cabinet

Johnson said

:

From first to last my efforts were put forth to reconcile the
parties concerned ; they were for the time beng successful. . . .

I

felt happy, however, that I was in a way instrumental in pro
longing the political relations which have since been severed, in
which I have had no agency, and which I deeply regretted.
Having thus acted, to my great mortification I find myself drag
ged before the public to vindicate myself against sentiments and
conversations imputed to me by a part of those friends, without
the opportunity

what

I

did

of explaining to them their misapprehensions of

say.200

"

Kitchen Cabinet," composed of the
President's confidants, was not to be so easily checked in
its determination to pave the way for Van Buren's suc
The inner circle or

cession to the presidency.
such men as

This enterprise on the part of

Major W. B. Lewis and Isaac Hill was made

easier because Jackson left no opportunity for real intimacy
to grow up within the cabinet, since he did not make the
cabinet members as a whole his constitutional
his predecessors had done.

advisers as

The cabinet lacked unity and

loyalty.
Scarcely had the cabinet been pacified when a smoldering
feud

Mr.

between President Jackson and the Vice-President,
Calhoun, broke out into open hostility. The National

Intelligencer heralded the approach of the quarrel by an
nouncing

:

subscription was handed about for sig
nature [s] in the House of Representatives, by the messengers

On Wednesday last

™»Ibid., October

11,

a

1831, Eaton's

"Appeal to the Public," September,

1831.
209

Niles' Register, August

20, 1831,

Johnson to Ingham, July

31, 1831.
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of the House which ran thus : " Proposals for publishing, by
between Gen.
subscription, by Duff Green, a correspondence
Andrew Jackson, and John C. Calhoun, President and Vice
President of the United States, on the subject of the course of
the latter in the deliberations of the Cabinet of Mr. Monroe, on
the occurrences in the Seminole War." 201
The inner circle of the administration secured the facts
about the movement of the Monroe cabinet to bring Jackson
for his invasion of Spanish
before a military court
territory during the Seminole War from Crawford, who
was opposed to the advance

of

Calhoun.202

A

correspond

Jackson and Calhoun followed, in which Cal
houn acknowledged to Jackson that he had proposed the
investigation of General Jackson's conduct by a court of
ence between

inquiry.208

Finally, after some attempt toward reconciliation, Calhoun's friend, Duff Green, decided that the whole move
was a plot on the part of Van Buren to elevate himself, and
that a rupture

was at hand.

He thought that something

should be done to prevent Jackson from becoming a candi
date for reelection and that Calhoun should be run in Jack
son's place.

It

was decided that an appeal to the people
should be made by Mr. Calhoun in a way that would expose

Duff Green said that the Telegraph
would startle the country with the announcement of the
difficulty between Jackson and Mr. Calhoun, and the motive
for it. It was thought that the indignation against Van
Buren would be so great that even the popularity of Gen
the supposed plot.

eral Jackson would be unable to save
Thirty

Yean? View, vol. i,

him.204

In February,
Anto-

t°t Parton, Life of Andrew Jackson (New York, 1861), vol. iii,

p. 331.

Benton,

biography,
202

204

vol.

ii,

Van Buren,

201

p.

167 ;

p. 366.

Benton, op. cit., p. 129.

Benton, op. cit.
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printer to both Houses of

Upon that event the Globe was established by
the administration to give prominence to a second term for
Congress.

Jackson and his bank policy.

Duff Green could

be depended

There was some doubt that
upon because he was inclined

toward Calhoun as the next presidential candidate.
In a
"
few days after the election of a printer, Mr. Calhoun com
mitted the fatal error of bringing before the public, both in
pamphlet and through the 'Telegraph', his correspondence

with General Jackson touching the events of the Seminole
war." 205 Green planned to have the friendly presses take
An attempt was made here
their cue from the Telegraph.
to prevent the appeal from being directed against Jackson.
Richard M. Johnson and Senator Grundy, both
warm friends of Calhoun, and Mr. F. P. Blair, who had
been called from Kentucky by Jackson to found the Globe,
persuaded Blair to publish the appeal in the Globe and indi
Colonel

cate that the appeal was not intended as an attack on

But Blair said

Jack

qualify his paper, that a
Van Buren
rupture would mean the ruin of Calhoun.208
spoke of the attempt to avoid a rupture as follows :
son.

I

he could not

must say a word, in justice to my own feelings, in relation

to the parts taken in this affair by Col. Johnson and Mr. Grundy.
Johnson was the friend of the human race and all who needed

his services in any honorable way could have them. . . . He was
an old friend of Mr. Calhoun, not only willing but anxious to
serve him.
From my knowledge of him I am quite confident
that the idea of the injurious effect which his success in the pro
posed arrangement with

Mr. Blair might

occured to him.207
Kendall, Autobiography,

p. 373.

z°8Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.
soT

Ibid., pp. 381-2.

ii,

20B

p. 377.

have upon me never
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Johnson's great desire to maintain peace is shown in his
letter to Jackson February 13, 1831 :

In answer

to your inquiry

versations with

...

I state

Mr. Calhoun, while

I

that

I

had several con

was preparing a counter

report for the minority of the military committee relative to your
conduct in the Seminole War — Mr. Calhoun always spoke of
you with respect & kindness, and approved of my course & he
never expressed to me any disapprobation of your conduct on
that occasion — the substance of this communication I made to
Mr. Calhoun at his request previous to the publication of his
correspondence with you on that subject.208

In

Johnson could not believe that there was
any reason for a break between the two men on this ques
tion.
Instead of taking the advice of Colonel Johnson and
Senator Grundy, the Globe, on February 19, 1831, came
out with an article exposing Mr. Calhoun and vindicating
fact, Colonel

the President.

A

sharp controversy ensued which led to the

of the Telegraph, which was
soon ranged openly on the side of Calhoun.207
Van Buren was persuaded that the appeal of Calhoun was
designed to fasten the offense upon him.210 Jackson was of
the same opinion and, being confident of Van Buren's inno
cence, became totally estranged from Calhoun.211
Van
Buren decided to resign from the cabinet. With his resig
"a
nation
felt
was
administration's repudiation

necessary
reorganization
212
to guard against misrepresentation."
There were some
hints in the newspapers that Jackson had Colonel Johnson
in mind for the secretaryship of war. The Commentator

Jackson

2°9

Jackson Papers, vol. Ixxvii, Johnson to Jackson, February
Kendall, op. cit., p. 373.

210

Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

211

Benton,

Thirty Years' View,

pp.

ii,

208

that

13,

1831.

p. 384.

180-81.

Jackson Papers, op. cit., Jackson to Van Buren, April 12, 1831;
Jackson to Branch, April 19, 1831, and Jackson to Ingham, April 20, 1831.
812
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said it was proffered Johnson but that he declined the offer.
The Washington Globe denied this.213

"

Colonel Johnson once wrote to General Jackson :
To a
"*
sense of duty I never feel the impulse of friendship."

While his loyalty to Jackson may have been based upon
principle, he was so genial in the exercise of that loyalty
that he was often accused of being subservient.
The Ken
tucky

Observer

6"

Lexington Reporter of July 13, 1836,

a

it

it,

said: "We have always known, and his conduct has proven
that Col. Johnson was the mere slave and tool of Jack
son, Van Buren and others of the party. . . . Really Col.
Johnson appears to glory in being the willing tool of the
Z1B
President — is, in his estimation
post of honor."

This thrust at Johnson was made at the time when the

people,

was

a

bill to distribute the surplus revenue among the states occu
pied the public mind. Colonel Johnson, as we have seen, in
accord with what he thought to be for the welfare of the
leading exponent

of internal improvements.

Jackson, in his earlier days, had no strong objections to
internal improvements at national expense.
But his hos
tility to the Adams-Clay administration caused him to veer
toward strict construction, and when he came under the in
fluence

of Van Buren, who was opposed to internal improve

ment at national expense,

he became more decided upon the

Van Buren said that he was first convinced by
Monroe that the construction of public works under the
direct or indirect authority of the federal government was

question.

and that after that he earnestly
Niles' Register, June

214

Jackson Papers, vol. liii, Johnson to Jackson, August
"
"
The Spy in Washington dn the Kentucky Observer

June

21

and 28,

1831

4,

Commentator,

;

218

set
4,

unconstitutional,

to

1819.

1819.

& Lexing
July
"Spy'"
Reporter,
Davis, a
was
Matthew
L.
The
13,
ton
1836.
correspondent of the New York Courier and Enquirer, says John Q.
Adams, in his Diary, p. 489.
215
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work to arrest the course of legislation on this subject
"which was then making fearful progress." To avoid such
legislation, Van Buren needed the support of the Executive,
so he assiduously set to work to convert the President, who
soon became

a zealous opponent

to internal

improvements

at national expense.21*

Jackson took the occasion of his first annual message to

of Congress to the existence of popular
feeling that the policy of internal improvements at federal

call the attention

the popular sus
ceptibilities, the President suggested what he thought was a
safe plan: the distribution among the several states of the
expense

was unconstitutional.

federal government's

Respecting

surplus revenue according to the ratio

To avoid any possible constitutional ob

of representation.

jections to this plan, he suggested an amendment to the
Constitution that would allow it.217 When Congress ignored
the President's suggestions, the President called on Van
Buren to keep his eye on Congress and bring to his attention
the first bill that could be used to check such legislation.218
Van Buren said the bill authorizing subscriptions to the
stock of the Maysville-Lexington
turnpike in Kentucky
presented the occasion for which the President was looking.

This turnpike company was incorporated by the legislature
of Kentucky and was being forwarded by the representa
tives of that state.
Jackson thought it would give him an
opportunity at least to balk Clay.219
The western members of Congress soon became alarmed
over the floating rumors that the President was hostile to
They induced Colonel Johnson to sound

A Compilation of

the

vol.

Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

219

Ibid.,

;

218

pp. 320-21

Messages

and Papers

p. 452, Message of December

ii,

1789-1897,

of

Richardson,

Presidents,

p. 315.

8,

Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

217

ii,

218

ii,

the proposed bill.

tht

1829.

p. 320.

Register of Debates, 1829-30; vol. vi, part

2, p. 820.
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found that Jackson was contemplating a
veto, to remonstrate with him against such action.
Van
Buren said he was with the President when Johnson called
and that the Colonel expressed a hesitancy to proceed with
his delicate question for fear of giving offense to the Presi
"
dent.
The Colonel
was kindly told to dismiss such fears,
and assured that as the President reposed unqualified confi

Jackson, and

he

friendship he could say nothing on
matter that would give offense."
Feeling free
on the subject, he presented to the President an
the feelings of his western friends in regard to
of the Maysville Road Bill. Colonel Johnson
dence in his

extended his open hand and exclaimed

" General

any public
to proceed
account

of

the subject

If

this hand
of the smith was
!

were an anvil on which the sledge hammer
descending and a fly were to light upon it in time to receive the
blow he would not crush it more effectually than you will crush
" Gen
your friends in Kentucky if you veto that Bill !
Jackson

evidently excited by the bold figure and energetic manner of
Colonel Johnson, rose from his seat and advanced towards the
latter who also quitted his chair. . . . [Jackson exclaimed]
" Sir, have
you looked at the condition of the Treasury — at the
amount of money that it contains — at the appropriations already
made by Congress — at the amount

upon it ?

"— "

No

!

General,

I

of other unavoidable claims
have not ! But there has always

been money enough to satisfy appropriations and
there

will be now

!

"

I do

not doubt

Jackson replied that he had made the examination and
found the funds too low for a purpose of that kind, that
he promised to reduce the national

was determined

to redeem.

debt, and that pledge he

Then Jackson asked Colonel

" ' Are
you willing — are my friends willing to

Johnson :
lay taxes to pay for internal improvements ? — for be assured
I will not borrow a cent except in case of absolute necessity !'
'
No !' replied the Colonel, ' that would be worse than a

veto!'"
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When Colonel Johnson returned to the House,
he replied to the eager inquiries

of his Western friends that the

General had thanked him and

him that he would

assured

thoroughly examine the subject, but his private opinion decid
edly was that nothing less than a voice from Heaven would pre
vent the old man from vetoing the Bill, and he doubted whether
that would.220

On May 27,

Jackson sent his veto message to the
He acknowledged that Congress
House of Representatives.
1830,

had long claimed and exercised
money

for internal

always

been

the right to appropriate

improvements,

"

yet such grants have

under the control

professedly

principle that the works

.

.

'

.

should be

A

'

of

of

the

general

a general, not

of this
distinction would of necessity lead to the subversion of the
221
federal system."
On April 29, 1830, the bill passed the
local, national,

not State

character.

disregard

House and was sent to the Senate for concurrence. On the
occasion of the bill's being before the House, Johnson had
" Roads and canals
said :
were strong links in the chain of
affection which bound this union together as a band of
He should vote just as freely for this road
brothers.
if it were in Georgia, as in his own state." On its return
after the veto of the President, the bill was not supported
by two-thirds of the House but was rejected by a vote of
96 to 90. Colonel Johnson did not record a vote on this
occasion.222
The Kentucky Observer and Lexington Re

...

porter took note of the fact that Colonel Johnson had said
he never yielded to party

feelings or party considerations,

and, after the President vetoed
220

Ibid.,

221

Richardson,

222

Register of Debates,

it,

and asked why he had voted for the Maysville Road

Bill

dodged the question and

p. 487.

1829-30,

vol. vi, part

2,

op. cit., vol.

ii,

pp. 323-25.

pp. 840-42,

1147-48.
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This veto was the third

one on the

It

subject of internal improvements within the states.

came

at a time when internal improvements by the federal government

part of the American
system, and when concerted action on the public mind had
created for it a degree of popularity ; this third veto under such
circumstances was a killing blow to the system.224
had become a point

of party division, and

Two other leading measures,

a

the national

bank and the

tariff, were brought

forth at the same time.
President
Jackson in his second annual message on December 6, 1830,
pressed the question on Congress when he made inquiry
whether it would not be proper to recharter the old bank.

He said that nothing had occurred to

the dangers

lessen

which many citizens apprehended from the bank as

He asked whether it would not

then organized.

it was

be possible

to secure the advantages then afforded through the agency

of

a bank so modified as to obviate constitutional

and other

objections.225

As to the tariff, Jackson, in the same
" The
object of the tariff is objected to by
stitutional,
many

message

said

some as uncon

and it is considered by almost all as defective

of its parts."

:

He said that originally

the power

in
to

impose duties on imports belonged to the several states but
that that power had been delegated to the general govern
ment.22"

In his third annual

message,

on December 6, 1831,

son referred to the bank in somewhat
Instead

of restating

his proposed

different

Jack

language.

plan, he now took the

ground that although he was opposed to the bank as it was
228

Kentucky Observer and Lexington Reporter, October

224

Benton, Thirty

225

Richardson,

228

Ibid.,

p. 523-

op. cit., vol.

ii,

Years' View, vol.

i, p. 167.

pp. 528-29.

15, 1836.
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it for the present to the

investigation of an enlightened people and their representa
2"
tives."
Although the friends of the administration would
have preferred

that the question be left out

dential campaign

of

1832,

the opposition,

of

the presi

led by Clay and

Biddle, the president of the national bank, took the Presi
dent's last reference to the bank as an indication of hesi
Thus they decided to press the
tation and uncertainty.
question and make it a party issue in the campaign.228
The memorial for the renewal of the bank charter was
presented in the Senate on January 9, 1832, and Mr. Clay
immediately followed by presenting the tariff question upon
which he delivered a speech supporting the American sys
tem.229
The memorial of the president and directors of the
Bank of the United States was referred by the House to
the committee

ary 10, 1832.
mitment.280

It

of Ways and Means on the next day, Janu
Colonel Johnson voted in favor of the com
was found that there was a majority in each

of Congress in favor of rechartering the bank. Sen
ator Benton conceived the idea of arousing the people on
the question and so of preparing them for the contemplated
veto of the bill by the President.
He was also responsible
for a motion by Mr. Clayton of the House on February 23,
house

which proposed a select committee to inquire into the
affairs of the Bank of the United States. But an extended
debate ensued and it was not until March was far advanced
1833,

that the committee was

chosen.231

The committee appointed by the Speaker was composed
of Clayton of Georgia, Colonel R. M. Johnson, Francis
Richardson,

228

Benton, Thirty Years' View, vol.

229

Ibid., this

280

Register of Debates,

281

Benton, op. cit., pp. 236, 239-41.

p. 266.

was of three days' duration.
1831-32,

vol. viii, part

2,

speech

p. 558.

i,

op. cit., vol.

ii,

227

p. 1529.
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Thomas of Maryland, and C. C. Cambreleng of New York
opposed to rechartering the bank — together with John
Q. Adams, George McDuffie of South Carolina, and Wat-

— all

of Pennsylvania in favor of it.232 After the inves
tigation was made, Johnson, on April 30, 1832, told the
mough

House that his duties as a member of the committee were
not unpleasant, as his colleagues had stated they had found
In the first place, Colonel Johnson said, he
theirs to be.
had had no anxiety about finding anything wrong with the
bank.233
The committee as a whole had opened every door
"
He added : For
and every window, letting nothing escape.
myself,

I

never asked a question;

or looked into a book,

during the investigation; for the very great industry of
So far as he was con
others elicited everything desirable."
cerned, Johnson said, he did not believe the results of the
reports

of the committee would change those who were for

the bank or those who were against it.

He said

:

I

did not expect to see in the affairs of the bank, perfection
on the one hand, nor did I expect to find swindling and specula
tion on the other.
I expected to see an institution, with great
power to do good and to do evil, and under the guidance of
honorable, and upright, and wise men, subject to error in the
management

of its concerns.

What

I

expected to see,

I

have

seen and no more.234

Johnson voted with the majority of the com
mittee that criticized the bank on many points.
He said
that the majority thought that the pressure on the money
market was due to over-trading on the part of the bank in
There was no doubt in his
its loans and accommodations.
mind that the facilities that the bank offered caused over
Colonel

2'" National Gazette, March 17, 1832;

"a Register of

Benton, op. cit., p. 241.

Debates, op. cit., pp. 2669-70.
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The majority accused the bank of usury,
using branch bank orders as currency, giving donations for
roads and canals, making of loans to editors, brokers and
speculation.235

of

Johnson said that fee
never doubted that the bank, as all other institutions, had
its partialities.
It was natural, he thought, that when it
became necessary for the bank to curtail its accommodations,
it would favor its friends first.237
The minority report was a defense of the bank. John
"
disputed
Quincy Adams, who made a report of his own,
members

Congress.238

Colonel

of the majority, saying that the good nature of
288
As Colonel
Colonel Johnson had merely licensed it."
Johnson predicted, the reports of the committee of investi
the reality

for the Senate, after an
arduous contest, passed the bill for the rechartering of the
bank and the House quickly followed. Colonel Johnson
The Kentucky Observer
failed to cast his vote either way.239
and Lexington Reporter took cognizance of this and asked :
"
Why did he sign the report against the Bank of the United
States — then speak in favor of the Bank . . . and after
wards when the vote was about to be taken dodge the ques
'
'
tion and come up missing ?" Was it to please the Presi

gation

influence,

had very little

"
the
justify the title,

dent and

'

good

Colonel,'

as

the

'roaring Lion' was pleased to denominate him?"240 The
bill was vetoed by the President on July 10, i8^2.2tl By
his veto of the Maysville Road Bill and the bill for re*»«

Ibid.,

288

Benton, Thirty Years' View, vol. i, p. 241.

287

Register of Debates,

288

Benton,

**9Ibid.,

p. 2671.

1831-32,

vol. viii, part 2, p. 2671.

op. cit.

pp. 250-51.

Kentucky Observer and Lexington Reporter,

241

Richardson,

of July

10, 1832.

Messages

and Papers,

vol.

ii,

*">

October

15,

1836.

p. 576, Veto Message
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chartering

the Bank

of the United States, the President

made the presidential

campaign

issues of

that year

not

only the abolition of monopolies, but the protection of the
national Treasury from those whom the President accused
of seeking to raid it.
Johnson's personal efforts to check unfavorable criticism
arising from action on the part of the Kentucky branches
of the bank are shown in a confidential letter of Post Master
General McLean to Nicholas Biddle, dated January 5, 1829.
McLean said

:

The enclosed lists of names have been handed to me by Col.
Johnson of Kentucky, with a request that I would submit them
to you, as recommended

by himself, and

.

.

.

delegation

from

Kentucky, for the appointment of Directors of the Branches of
The
the United States bank, at Lexington and Louisville.
members of Congress from Kentucky favorable to the new Ad
ministration, are under the impression, that during the late elec
tions in that State, great facilities, by the state banks, were given
to those persons, who were favourable to the re-election of Mr.
Adams, whilst almost all accommodation was withheld from the
other side of the contest.
This impression may have arisen,
fact,
from
the
that
the
Directors were favourable to the
perhaps,
Administration, and on that account injustice may have been
done them.
It would therefore seem to be sound policy,

...

every appearance of wrong. And it is sub
mitted with great deference, whether it would not be advisable
to make the selection of Directors for the branches in Kentucky,
from both political parties, where persons can be found belong
ing to both, who are equally competent and entitled to the public
to guard against

confidence.

"

Being friendly to the Bank myself, I
should regret to see a political crusade got up against it.
Some, I know are ready to engage in this course." 3i3
McLean then said,

2t* Biddle

Papers

(MSS.),

vol. xix, McLean to Biddle January 5, 1829.
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The third great question of Jackson's administration, and
one that involved the question of the right of a state to
nullify a federal law, was the tariff question. Colonel John
son was a consistent advocate of a protective tariff after the
During Jackson's first adminis
close of the War of 1812.
tration Colonel Johnson consistently gave his vote against
reduction of the tariff.248
The Tariff of July 14, 1832,
which accentuated the nullification movement in South Caro
lina under the leadership of John C. Calhoun, was supported
by Colonel Johnson when it came up in the House for
Colonel Johnson said that
passage on June 28, 1832.2"
only after he began to perceive the dangers which were

likely to grow out of this species of legislation pushed to
excess, did he become an advocate for the reduction of the
He said : " I considered the views of President
tariff.
Jackson on the tariff and internal improvements as founded
in true wisdom." 24° Thus, to free the country from the

of nullification and rebellion, he gave
"
" Tariff
his vote for the Compromise
of 1833.""
During the latter years of Colonel Johnson's congres
sional career, he was no less assiduous in looking out for
threatening

storms

the veteran soldier and those made widows and orphans in
the late war.247
Possibly the most prominent of the peti
tions for relief in these late years was that

of Mrs. Clarissa

B. Harrison, widow of the late J. C. Symmes Harrison.248
Colonel Johnson, in a speech in her behalf on March 2,
1831,

said that one

243

Register of Debates,

244

Ibid., vol. ix, part

247
248

1830-31,

vol. vii, pp. 359, 450.

2, pp. 3830;

™Maysville Eagle, July
240

of her backers was General W. H.
Appendix,

2, 1835.

Register of Debates, op. cit., p. 1810.
Argus of Western America, February
Commentator,

Representatives.

May

p. 41.

24,

1831,

18,

Speech

1829.

of Johnson

in

House of
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of the signers of the Declara
tion of Independence, who spent the greater part of his
z**
to secure the liberties of his country."
large fortune
Harrison,

the son

one

...

On a bill to refund a fine imposed on Mathew Lyon under
the Sedition Law of 1798, Colonel Johnson spoke in behalf
of the heirs of Lyon. He thought the money had been
taken from him contrary to justice.
could object to paying the heirs

He felt that no one

of the

deceased

one

thou

sand dollars with interest, now that the Treasury was over

flowing. Johnson gave it as his opinion that all men from
the Rocky Mountains to Boston considered the Alien and
"
Sedition laws
most unfortunate." He believed they were
in defiance of the just sentiments of the nation and that
they were against

all the principles

of constitutional

lib

erty.250

But of all his humanitarian efforts, none, with the pos
sible exception of his Sunday Mail reports, brought Colonel
Johnson the good wishes of the nation as did that to obtain
He, himself, as
the abolishment of imprisonment for debt.
we have already seen, was suffering from pecuniary pressure
at the same

distress

time that the panic

of his fellow citizens.

of

1819

Experience

was causing the
had quickened

his sympathy with debtors, and for them he used his influ

We have already noted that Colonel Johnson mainly
contributed to the abolition of that evil in Kentucky.
The
Kentucky Gazette, in referring to this fact, said: "Alive to
the true interest of the people, by whom we do not mean
ence.

J

...

Aristocratic monopolists, Col.
ing for their prosperity.

has been found labor

In

his own State he has

mainly contributed to abolish this bad law."
249

Kentucky Observer and Lexington Reporter, July

«o Political Register, vol. i,
281

251

p. 315, 1832-33.

Kentucky Gazette, January

10, 1835.

In

a treatise

23, 1836.
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of personal liberty and on the writ of habeas
corpus, R. C. Hurd wrote of the relation of debtor and
on the right

creditor as a matter that had concerned the legislature for
a long time. He pointed to the existing conditions in Eng
land and America, where victims of misfortune, irrespective
of sex, were locked in prisons, built and guarded by the
state. He referred to the injustice done to decrepit patriot
soldiers and to helpless women who could, for a pitiful debt
of six dollars, be cast into prison and kept in close confine
ment. But he said that the day of deliverance for honest
He mentioned that
debtors in America was drawing nigh.
Richard M. Johnson had appeared on the scene in their
"
behalf,
having the warmest sympathies for the laboring
classes, to which he was attached both by inclination and
habit." "" Martin Van Buren said that Richard M. John
"
son's
truly philanthropic feelings made him an enthusiast
in the Cause." 253 It was in 1822 that Johnson appeared

" the
acknowledged and resolute
Champion of the long oppressed right of personal liberty —
a right dear to all, but doubly dear to the poor." On De
on the national

arena as

Johnson introduced in the Senate a bill
for the abolition of imprisonment for debt. At this time
and later, he pointed with just pride to the example of the
accomplishment for the masses in his own noble state, and
" with
2M
defended the, ^example
great zeal and ability."
One jiwfr'later, January 14, 1823, in a speech in defense
of his proposition submitted to the Senate to abolish im
prisonment for debt within the federal jurisdiction, he said :

cember 14, 1822,

The power of a creditor to imprison his debtor, is the only
252

Kurd,

A Treatise

on the Rights

of Personal Liberty

2B8

Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

254

Hurd, op. cit.,

pp.

12-13.

ii,

1876), pp. 11-12.
p. 212.

. . .

(Albany,
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case in the United States, where,

among

has legal authority to deprive his co-equal

free men, one citizen
fellow citizen, at dis

cretion, of the right of personal liberty.
opinion
tolerated in

.

.

[But] in my

the principle is deemed too dangerous

humble

.

.

be

a

free government,

.

.

to

for any

to permit a man

pecuniary ^consideration, to dispose of the liberty of his equal.
. . . You
vest the creditor with the prerogative of Heaven,
without imparting

...

I

to him

its

attributes of

righteousness

or

will advance it as an uncontroversible principle,
that poverty is no crime, nor is a failure to fulfill a pecuniary
mercy.

engagement, when prevented

by misfortune, in any degree asso

The victim of penury is a proper object of
If there is a spark of divinity re
sympathy and benevolence.

ciated with guilt.

A striking
maining in fallen man, it inspires this sentiment.
is given us
of a poor widow, recorded in
illustration
Her husband had been a righteous man,
the old Testament.
though reduced to insolvency. After his death, an unrelenting
creditor . . . threatened to sell her two sons into bondage to
Moved
pay the debt. . . . She cried to a prophet for advice.
with divine compassion, he raised a cry to heaven . . . the al

...

...

mighty interposed, by increasing her . . . store^a solitary cruise
of oil) . . . equal to the relief necessity demanded.
Had pov
erty been a crime in the sight of God, she would not have been
rescued from its consequences by a miracle.2"

Johnson said that while riches carried influence into every
" is
found to
society, an analysis of merit showed that it
—
consist in virtue, in honour in benevolence . . . the wealth

of every man
his moral

"

depends

qualities."

alone on his mental endowments and
Colonel

that

Johnson thought

the

of the whole nation concentrated, are
not sufficient to guard against the misuse of power without
"
instruction." He was for stripping
the debtor of every
wisdom and virtue

thing that can benefit the creditor; but do not
»M Speech

of

Col.

Richard

M. Johnson

... to

pamphlet in Louisville Public Library, pp. 1-5.

the

.

reduce

Senate

. . . 1823,

.

.
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wife to unnatural widowhood, the children to untimely
orphanage . . . without solitary advantage to the creditor
!5*
the revenge of a vindictive spirit.''
except
In a letter to President Monroe Colonel Johnson said :
the

...

The abolishing imprisonment for debt in the courts of the

U.

under your administration, would be considered by
the present & future generations as one of those prominent &
permanent blessings, which would give immortality to the chief
States

of a great nation.

...

I

feel confident that your love

and devotion to the rights

of liberty

of mankind will give us your good

will.2"
Senator

Elijah H. Mills of Massachusetts, on December

Johnson made a motion for
the appointment of a committee to prepare a bill to abolish
for debt, observed that the senator from
imprisonment
Kentucky had brought forward the subject on the first
business day of each session for the last three years.258
9, 1826, on the occasion when

Again, the next year, at the beginning of the session, John
son asked leave to introduce what had now become his pet
bill —so determined was he.259 On December 9, Johnson
insisted

that it was not from levity

pressing

this bill upon the Senate.

that he persisted

It

in

was no plaything

which he had gotten up for his amusement, or the amuse
ment of others.
He presented it under a solemn sense of
duty, as one

of the most important, one of the gravest and

which was ever brought before a
"
He would
legislative body at any time in any country.
make bold to say, that, but for the prejudices, which were
most

solemn subjects

258

Ibid., pp. 3-5.

287

Monroe Papers, vol. xvii, Johnson to Monroe, March

2StIbid. for

1827-28,

1826-27,

vol. iv, p.

I.

vol.

part

p.

4.

Register of Debates,

1,

258

1819 papers.

ii,

with

31 [1819], filed
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powerful over human reason, and which so often sub
dued the human mind into an acquiescence to the worst
evils, imprisonment for debt would be considered as tyran
so

nical, oppressive, and absurd, as the Spanish Inquisition."

28°

Johnson then referred to letters he had received on the
question from all parts of the United States. From a letter
of one William Wood, of New York, he learned that

"

within less than two years, one thousand

nine hundred

and seventy-two persons have been received into the debtors'

jail in that city.

In

some instances, men have been

im

for a sum as small as two or three dollars with
neither food nor bed except what was furnished by the
Humane Society." In referring to the Constitution, John

prisoned

son said that it guaranteed civil and religious liberty,
dom

of

speech and

of

the press, and the

"

free

right of each citizen

These principles are
freely to pursue his own happiness.
sealed with the blood of our fathers.
Let us not prove
treacherous . . . for imprisonment for debt is a violation
of those sacred rights." 281
Finally, on January 18, 1828, Colonel Johnson saw his
bill to abolish imprisonment for debt pass the Senate for
"
the second time.282
The Argus said :
The indefatigable
Col. Johnson has succeeded in procuring the passage through
the Senate of his bill abolishing imprisonment for debt." 2M
280

Register of Debates,

op. cit., pp. 11-15;

Daily National Intelligencer,

December 29, 1827.

Daily National Intelligencer, op. cit. The very low sums mentioned
by Johnson must have been misrepresented to him as New York in 1813
had abolished imprisonment for debts of less than twenty-five dollars.
281

Such conditions

existed, however,

in some other states.

Argus of Western America, February 20, 1828; Niles' Register,
April 17, 1824. The bill passed the Senate in April, 1824, but too late
(Register of Debates, 1835-26, vol.
to be acted upon by the House.
part
283

1,

ii,

282

p. 4.)

Argus of Western America,

op. cit.
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The National Intelligencer, on February 4, 1828, stated that
the bill was before the House for a second time after the
"
Senate,
deemed the autocratic branch of our Govern

This paper asked if the
"A

ment," had renewed its sanction.

House could ignore a second time
law whose moral
2M
influence will reach every State."
The failure of the House to accept the bill at this time

President Jackson, on
December 8, 1829, referred to the subject in these words:

delayed the passage several years.

I

would suggest, also, an inquiry, whether the provisions of
the act of Congress authorizing the discharge of the persons of
debtors to the Government, from imprisonment, may not . . .
be extended. . . . Some more liberal policy than that which
prevails, in reference to this unfortunate class of citizens, is
certainly

due

to

them,

and would

prove beneficial

to

the

country.285

Noah Cook of New York, chairman of the standing
committee on the abolition of imprisonment for debt, ap

of mechanics and

pointed by a general executive committee

other working men, wrote to Colonel Johnson on February
1, 1830, that they were about to memorialize the legislature

of that

state

" for the
abolishment of this relic of barbar

He asked Colonel Johnson to give him information
"
as to
the effects of its abolishment in Kentucky."
Cook
"
believed that a word from
be the means
ism."

Johnson might
of placing New York on as high standing as her sisters,
Kentucky, Ohio and Illinois." 288
Daily National Intelligencer,
Representatives

February 4,
"

Intelligencer said it concurred with
288

forking Man's

Advocate,

This was an address
of the People."
The

1828.

One

sentiments.

these

United States Senate Documents,

Annual Message; Richardson,
28s

signed

1829-30,

Messages

February

vol. i, no.

and Papers,
27, 1830.

vol.

I,

p. 13,

ii,

284

to the House of

p. 454.
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of Cook's, Colonel Johnson replied from

Washington on February 9, 1830:

/
'

The subject is of a character to awaken the best feelings of
; and nothing could afford me more real plea
sure than to give you my views, so far as my observations ex
In Kentucky the system was adopted in the Winter of
tend.

the human heart

.

.

.

and has been in

full operation

during that
period of pecuniary embarrassment, such as the history of the
state cannot furnish a parallel. . . . We begin to look back with
surprise and astonishment, that such a barbarity should ever
1821-2

.

.

.

have existed, as that a Republican community should ever have
supposed that such a gross violation

of personal liberty should

ever have been necessary.287

In

a meeting of the citizens

the Masonic

Hall on March

2,

of New York City held in
it was resolved that

1830,

the law imprisoning a man for debt ought to be abolished,
and it was ordered that the resolution
in all the city papers.

It

should be published

was also resolved

that

those

present at
this meeting hold in high estimation the patriotic and able con
duct of Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky, while a senator in
congress, for the benevolent and indefatigable exertions made
by him for the passage of a law for the abolition of all imprison
ment for debt; and also for his more successful endeavors in
actively effecting, in conjunction with others, that important
object in his own state.

This resolution was also ordered to

be printed

in the city

papers.288

Popular support of the reform steadily increased. The
President made further reference to it in his messages, and
these, in turn,

brought pressure on Congress.

™ Ibid.
288

Ibid., March

6, 1830.

On January
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Johnson, as chairman of a select com
mittee of the House appointed to consider that part of the
President's message that bore on the subject of imprison
ment for debts owed under the jurisdiction of the United
17,

1832,

Colonel

His reports

States, made his final report on the subject.2*9

on this question were among his able state papers, and this
last one was the crowning act
gressional career.

Early in

of a long and successful con

1832 a modified

bill to abolish

for debt passed both houses of Congress,270
and on July 14 of that year it was approved by the Presi
imprisonment

dent.271

Amos Kendall, who had himself once suffered imprison
" With the friends of
ment for debt, wrote :
liberty we
cannot now but look back with gratitude and thanks to the
272
To a
persevering efforts of Colonel R. M. Johnson."
grateful public Colonel Johnson was commended for the
highest office in the land. How this popular movement was
frustrated by Jackson's determination to make Van Buren
his successor is developed in a later chapter.278
Z8»

National Gaeette, January

270

Register of Debates, 1831-32, vol. viii, part
Ibid., part 3, Appendix xiv.

271
272

Kendall, Autobiography,

278

Infra,

20, 1832 ;

p. 361.

chap, ix, pp. 396-404.

House Journal,

1831-32,

2, p. 2259.

p. 199.

CHAPTER VII
RICHARD M. JOHNSON — THE MAN
"

I

born in a cane-brake and cradled in a sap
" l
was the boast in later life of Richard M. Johnson,
trough
who always pointed with pride to the days of his childhood.
WAS

From his early

he

days

experienced

the

hardships

of

pioneer life, for we have already seen that he was a child

in arms when the family moved from Beargrass to Bryant's
Station, and a little more than three years old when his
parents removed to the Johnson fort at Great Crossings,
which was at that time an outpost on the frontier.2
That he was able to rise above such circumstances in life
he owed to his talented parents, and to them he always gave

the credit.

It

was a great asset to him to have a mother

who was fond of books and whose refinement descended
from a long line of Virginia's proudest blood. From his
father he imbibed an ambition and resourcefulness
for
leadership in the political, religious and educational activities

of his

day.8

Richard was the first son to qualify for a profession.4

Just what preparatory

school he attended is a conjecture.

There were but two schools in Scott county to which he
could have gone : Elijah Craig's Latin School or, later,
Rittenhouse Academy.5
Johnson read law under George
1

Louisville Journal, October

2

Supra,

i, pp. 20, 34.

*

Supra,

i, pp. 31, 42-47.

4

8-9; Draper MS. 3oCC4S.
Craig's school was opened at Lebanontown (Georgetown), January
Supra, i, p. 43.
1788 (Kentucky Gazette, January 12, 1788).

5

28,

Emmons,

290

op. cit., pp.

14,

1840.
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Nicholas, who died shortly after he accepted a professorship
in the law department of Transylvania Seminary.8 Accord
ing to Robert B. McAfee, a close friend of Johnson, he
was reading law with the Honorable James Brown in Lex
ington in 1800, at which time William T. Barry was also a

At

student.7

this time Brown was a professor

in Transyl

vania's law department.8

Some writers state that Johnson
B
finished a classic and scientific education;
others, that he

"

of Transylvania.10

But the name of Rich
ard M. Johnson does not appear in the list published in
1824, which names the graduates from 1802 to that date,11
nor do the records of the old seminary, or those of the early
university after the merger, give Richard's name.12
In answer to some political propaganda in 1842, the
Louisville Advertiser stated :
was a graduate

It

If

is said by some

of his opponents that he is not

it is meant by this that he never went to
right; but if they mean that he is not well
tical and best sense of the term the charge
no man in Kentucky, not even excepting

college

.

.

a scholar.
.

they are

educated in the prac
is untrue.

There is

Henry Clay, that is

more profoundly versed in political economy — in the foreign and
domestic relations of our country — in short, in all that varied
information so important to a statesman, than Richard M. John
True, he was born in Kentucky, at a time when this state
son.
Draper MS-3OCC4S; Ranck, History of Lexington (Cincinnati, 1872),

8

p. 43; Emmons,

op. cit., p. 9.

McAfee, the Life and Times of Robert B. McAfee and his Family
Connections written by himself commenced April 23d, 1845 (MS. Durrett
Collection), p. 246.
7

8

Kentucky Gazette, January

30,

1800.

Draper MS. 3oCC4S.
10 Ranck, op. cit.,
p. 56; Collins, Kentucky

ii,

9

(Covington, 1882), vol.

p. 184.

Catalogus
Supra,

i,

11
12

Universitatis Transylvaniensis,
pp. 42-43.

Lexington,

MDCCCXXIV.
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'
the bloody ground — When the rifle was
emphatically
more familiar to the hands of the schoolmaster, than the Primer
and Ferule — when few advantages of education were enjoyed.
'

was

But it will be recollected, that Johnson has been placed in ciri

admirably calculated to improve and cultivate the
He has
mind. All his life long he has been a severe student.
read and studied as much as any man in the West, whose life
cumstances

as his. His style of writing is
\ bold, forcible, energetic, and though plain and simple, is a model
pf pure English."

*6has been as actively employed

Johnson, while a student under Brown, also came into
close contact with John Breckenridge and his students at a
The public
meetings called by Robert Johnson, Colonel Nicholas and
time when Kentucky politics was at fever heat.
Breckenridge

to arouse public sentiment against the

and Sedition laws

"

had blown Kentucky

Alien

into a flame."

of the Democratic-Republican
party made a deep impression on the minds of the law stu
dents.14 In the year 1802 — the year of Transylvania's first
Breckenridge

as the leader

graduating class

— Johnson

began his legal practice

was admitted

at Great

to the bar and

Crossings,

Kentucky.18

Later he removed his office to Georgetown, where his brother

John T. studied under

him.1*

These were the years when many poor citizens were in
volved

in expensive litigations with more artful and de-

Louisville Advertiser, April 9, 1842.
The private library of both Richard M. Johnson and his brother, James,
consisted, in part, of government documents, history and government and
military manuals. There were a number of books in the Georgetown
College library that belonged to Colonel
Johnson's private library,
several of which are at this writing in the author's possession.
13

14

McAfee, Life and Times,

pp.

245-50.

"Biographical Directory of American
P-

IIS5Collins,

18

op. cit., p. 330.

Congress

(Washington, 1928),
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signing neighbors, especially over disputed land claims.
Many needed legal advice from a disinterested friend. Such
a friend they found in Colonel Johnson. This whole-hearted
He made
benevolence characterized Johnson's whole life.
it a point to help the poor against the rich in these trying

"

of recompense.
By this course he secured . . . the just reward of his vir
"
tues, the approbation and esteem of his fellow citizens."
This esteem was expressed in their willingness to support

years and often without

the least prospect

him in his first attempt to serve his country,

for it was at

of men and

this time that he gathered together a company

drilled them for a prospective campaign against Spain, which
had aroused resentment throughout the West by taking away
the right of deposit at New Orleans.
Only the timely with
drawal by Spain prevented Johnson from entering upon his

As a result
military career at this early date.18
"
"
"
of his indomitable energy at this time the grand secret
of the devotion of his friends was [expressed in] their
renowned

confidence in his honesty, virtuous patriotism,
ested benevolence

of heart."

and disinter

1S

The companionable qualities of Richard M. Johnson were
well known. A lady in Washington society described him
" The most
as
tender hearted, mild, affectionate and benevo

of men.

...

He whose countenance beams with good
will to all, whose soul seems to feed on the milk of human

lent

20

O. C. Comstock, a Baptist minister and one
time a member of Congress from New York who lodged in
kindness !"

"Emmons, op. cit., pp.
(New York, 1830),

acters

18Latane,
pp. 102-3.

History
Supra,

10-11; Robertson,

Sketches

of Public Char

p. 56.

of American Foreign Policy

(New York, 1827),

i1, p. 58.

19

Kentucky Statesman, December

20

Smith,

11, 1850.

The First Forty Years of Washington Society

1906), p. 128.

(New York,
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O. B. Brown's home where Richard M. Johnson lived dur
ing most of his residence in Washington,21 said of Johnson,
" He is celebrated for his com
in a letter to a friend :
panionable qualities, and of course I could not fail to form
with him an extensive and intimate acquaintance." "
An act of spacious generosity is recorded by Samuel D.
M'Cullough
ington :

"

in his manuscript,

I

Reminiscences

of Lex

recollect going from this little city on horseback to the
"
in Scott County
to see Col. Richard
Great Crossings
A most darling
M. Johnson ; then a member of congress.
friend of mind had become involved to a small sum in Col.
" Dick "
Johnson's Store [Johnson owned a store on the corner

"

...

of Main and Mill streets]

;

...

he was not able to pay, and Col.

Johnson's Agent put my friend in prison for debt. He was
"
then admitted to
jail bounds ", extending some three or four
hundred yards from the jail itself. The jail bounds were
marked on the houses and pavements with a broad stripe of black
paint. The residence of my beloved Foster Father was just
without two feet of the line. . . . [Unwilling] to violate his
truthful Word of honor ; not to trangress the laws of God or
man by one step into the door ; he gave me a letter to deliver to
"
"
Col.
Dick Johnson. After dark, I arrived at his hospitable

I refused gently his hospitable request to stay all
Mansion.
night. That elegant old Gentleman, his body still limping from
the wounds he received at Thames from Tecumseh, wrote three
letters, which I delivered the same night.
Directories, years

21

Official Congressional

22

Kentucky Gazette, March

1816-41.

10, 1820.

23Perrine, History of Fayette County (Chicago, 1882), p. 314.
M'Cullough was born in 1803 and had been graduated from Transyl
vania University in 1824. Although he was the producer of a famous
brand of mustard seed at Lexington, his chief interest was local history
He was principal of a female academy on Market
and antiquities.
street, Lexington, Kentucky.
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from custody for debt due me —
Signed R. M. Johnson.

The second letter was thus addressed to his agent or
" You are
hereby dismissed as agent for me."
Signed R. M. Johnson.
The third letter was addressed to my darling old friend.

"

My dear Sir, —
No word can express my deep mortification and

regret at your humiliation and incarceration by my agent, who
had no authority from me so tojiq.
He is promptly dismissed,
The youth waits for my
and you are as promptly restored.
answer, with whose anxiety I sympathize." 2*

M'Cullough said further that Col. R. M. Johnson was paid
what the gentleman owed him.
The Honorable Richard
" ever
Rush referred to Johnson as a man
industrious in
25
good works."
There are records of the Scott county court to show that

In October, 1828, he
Johnson freed some of his slaves.
appeared in open court and acknowledged a deed of emanipation to his negro woman,

Phebe.28

At

the same court,

Johnson appeared and acknowledged a deed of emancipation
"
to Patsy,
a bright mulatto about the age of 25 years,"
and her child, Frances Anne. Thomas Miller, Patsy's hus
band, paid $150 for the two. Evidently things did not turn
out well financially for the Millers, for seventeen years later
" bind
" Frances,
the clerk of the court was ordered to
out
who was now 16, John 13, Edwina 11, James 10, Isaac 8,
"
Patience 6, Lucinda 5, and Harvey 4,
free children of
24

M'Cullough

(MS.), My Early

Reminiscences

of

Lexington,

pp.

31-32.

"Louisville Public Advertiser, April

2, 1842,

letter dated September

8, 1840.
28

Scott County

Court Records, Order Book C, p. i11.
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color and children of Patsy Miller." These children were
"
"
to Colonel Richard M. Johnson until they
apprentices
"
should severally arrive at the age of 21, to learn the
agri
"
In 1832, Johnson freed Milly Chinn,
cultural business."
another slave.28

The first public appearance of Johnson of which we have
From
any record was as a Fourth-of-July orator in 1804.
fifteen hundred to two thousand citizens convened that day
"
" about half a mile from Great
at the
Republican Lyceum
It must have been a happy
Crossings in Scott county.29
day for the ambitious youth who was selected by his own
The Fourth of July in these
neighbors for the occasion.
formative years of the early nineteenth century was
for the purpose of processions, military
parades; and to- thank God for the wonderful blessings which
he had given to us as a young nation. . . . The third day of

as a Christian Jubilee,

was always given as a holyday to the bl[acks] ** in which
"
to prepare for the fourth day's Celebration.
The " Mistiss'

July

Flour, Bacon, Coffee & sugar; with cakes,
candies and other confections to the servants ; Whilst the Master
dealt out plentifully,

or

" Bos

"...

assisted the servants in erecting

...

a

national

flag which he had procured for them. . . . After the military,
the citizens proceeded in double files, the husband arm-in-arm
with his wife; the Brothers with their sisters, and the young
with their sweethearts . . . and always arm-in-arm.
Next followed the then old magnificent order of Free Masons,
dressed with blue and red sashes, and lamb skin aprons . . .
still followed by the Venerable Patriarchs of the Revolution.
ladies

.

.

.

The Procession [was] proceeded by

a band

of drummers

and fifers.
27

Ibid.; Order Book E,

pp. 367-8;

Ibid., Order Book C, p.
Colour
about thirty years.
28

29

Kentucky Gazette, July

"°

Part of

382.
a

Deed Book

Milly

10, 1804.

p. 649.

was described as follows

light Black."

this word torn out.

V,

:

"

aged
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"

the procession was
Marching to the place of rendezvous,
81
dismissed, to hear the orator of the day."
On this par
ticular occasion toasts were followed by a discharge from
the volunteer rifle company under Captain William John
ston. The toasts were given in true republican sentiment:

"New England politics — may republicanism leven the whole
mass and destroy the remains of torryism, and the essence
of modern federalism."
The Adams administration was
too fresh in the minds of the spirited people of the West,

victory too recent to ignore. The judiciary
"
was the one thorn left to rankle over :
The Judiciary —
may the sacred fountain of justice, send forth its streams
to the extreme parts of America unpoluted by drunkenness,
and Republican

"
corruption, or insatiate judicial vengeance."
in exultation burst forth in true western spirit

infamy,
Johnson

over the republican triumph

:

I

recollect that we possess and enjoy rights and privi
leges of which the refined Grecian, or the virtuous Roman could
never boast ; when I view the living patriot, and see his coun
tenance beaming expressions of universal benevolence, and his
behold the
eye flashing the electric aura of heroism; when
rising generation listening with anxiety at the interesting tale,
ready to drop a tear over the tomb of departed worth, inhaling
When

I

the celestial

flame

from the deliriums;

which animated

their bosom
the dream of idle happiness

...

I

awake

which those
days inspire, to the enjoyment of that pure and substantial fel
icity which makes life desirable and society valuable to rational
beings, which we enjoy under our mild and frugal government.
. . . The accursed train of evils which threatened
to precipi
tate America from her elevated rank in the scale of nations
no longer exists to disturb the public tranquility — the na
tional happiness ! . . . Republican economy has succeeded tax
ation, and home manufactures begin to ornament our citizens.

...
31

M'Cullough, Reminiscences

32

Kentucky Gazette, July

of Lexington,

10, 1804.

pp.

6-9.
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of the rising
of
people.
generation, and pervades the different ranks
zeal warms and animates

Patriotic

He referred to the acquisition

the bosoms

of Louisiana

as

"

the peace

33

of republicanism."
This demonstration of youthful oratory may

ful purchase

be looked

upon as bpmbast. but it shows a certain grasp ofjbe-i&sues
and tendencies of the day, and must have made a favorable

Johnson will never be ranked
as one of America's foremost orators, but until his latter
Mr.
years he was considered an orator of no mean ability.
"
Comstock referred to his speeches in Congress as
pa"
One of his lady admirers, who
triotic and eloquent."
impression on the assemblage.

"

found him
a man of domestic habit and disposition," said
"
further :
Last winter when he defended the widow and
the orphan cause [in the case of Mrs. Alexander Hamilton],
as pathetically as eloquently, there was scarcely a dry eye in
the house.
His eloquence is not that of imagination, but

of the heart."

8B

Robertson,

the contemporary

biographer,

said:
He is honest, fluent and open in debate, . . . There is noth
ing in his speeches either remarkable for eloquence or learning ;
but abundance
of directness and honesty.
Every body is
pleased with the sentiments of the man, if they do not think him
a first rate orator

it must however be acknowledged that there
are those who think him remarkably eloquent.88

" Ibid.,

July

>4 Ibid.,

March

17,

;

1804.

10,

1820.

*5 Smith,

First Forty Years in Washington Society, p. 129. Mrs.
Hamilton applied to the Government for a pension on the basis of her
husband's service in the Revolutionary War.
Colonel
Johnson was
responsible for the large amount of evidence gathered to prove Mrs.
Hamilton's right to the claim. American State Papers, Claims, 17901823, nos. 200 and 299; House of Representatives
Collection (MSS.),
1816-1819, box 20, folder of January 10, 1816.
88

Robertson,

Sketches

of Public

Characters,

p. 55.
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letter published in the Kentucky Gazette stated:

Day before yesterday, Col. R. M. Johnson took the floor, in
of his Report on the subject of the Seminole War. . . .
He exhibited great research and ability. . . . His arguments
were replete^ withTauthority and evidence interspersed with the
most bold and animated flights of eloquence.
The Colonel, in
compliance with the request of the ladies, who crowded the
galleries, left his usual place in the house and occupied a posi
defense

tion more favorable to their observation.

The letter concluded with the assurance that the manner in
which he acquitted himself on this occasion added to the
high elevation that Johnson had so long held in the esteem
and affection of his friends and acquaintances.87
Johnson became a master Mason early in life.88 He is
first mentioned in the records on September 15, 1805, under
Hiram Lodge Number Four, Frankfort, Kentucky; and as

By

a past master in the same lodge on October 6, 18o6.89

of an order of the Grand Master of Masons of the
state of Kentucky, George M. Bibb, a lodge, to be known by
the name of Rural Lodge, was authorized to be founded in
The order bore the date of May 13, 1807.
Georgetown.
A second order, dated May 19, and directed to Richard M.
virtue

Johnson as a past master, was issued by the grand master
"
to empower
the said Richard M. Johnson, together with
" to
" in the
the said Brethren all being Past Masters
meet

said lodge on Saturday the 23d day of May A L 5807
A D 1807 " a°d to proceed to open a lodge in ancient
form.40
On August 28 Mount Vernon Lodge Number
3T

Kentucky Gazette, March

26,

1819.

records, the exact date of his becoming
Because of unsatisfactory
Mason is not known.
It was probably between September 18, 1804,
and March 19, 1805.
38

a

89

Records

of Grand Lodge of Kentucky (Louisville),

vol. i, p.

40

Records

of Mt. Vernon Lodge No.
i.

beginning

records dated May 13, 1807, book i, p.

14

(Louisville),

12.

with
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Fourteen was chartered, taking the place of the (George
From the Mount Vernon Lodge
town) Rural Lodge.41
Johnson obtained, on December 1, 1819, a demit which was
accompanied by a diploma.42
1806,

In

an address on December 27,

Hiram Lodge Number Four of Frankfort,

before

Kentucky, Johnson manifested his concern over conditions
in Europe :
When we turn our view to the great theatre of human action
we behold with concern, the warring elements of ambition.
In Europe . . . the ambition of a few tyrants seems to
threaten the glorious edifice of the moral world . . . and the
temple of freedom, founded upon the rights of man, [is] falling

...
...

Hence we look at those political events, as
citizens and as Masons, with anxious concern for the peace of
the human race, and the prosperity of our infant Confedera
to the ground.

.

.

.

tion.43

Many phases of Johnson's life can be understood only
in the light of his religious affiliation.
We have already
viewed the facts of his father's religious career, particu
larly of his part in the founding of the Great Crossings
Baptist Church, situated on the ground donated by him for
that purpose. The church grounds were within a few hun
dred feet of the Johnson residence. The parents, according
to the records

of the church and those of the Elkhorn Asso

ciation, were very active members.
intimate friend

of

Thomas Henderson,

an

Johnson family, said that he became
"
"
amiable and pious old
acquainted early in 1812 with the
"
Colonel Robert Johnson, who was
devoted from a early
44
Richard
period of his life to the cause of Christianity."
the

« Records

of the Grand Lodge,

42

of the Mt. Vernon Lodge,

Records

ta Palladium, January 22,
1807.
4*

Daily Globe, July

7, 1835.

op. cit.
op. cit., p. 166.
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of piety, but did not join any
church until after the War of 1812.
Circumstances point
was reared in this atmosphere

to the probability that he had the same religious experience
as that

of his brother John T.

The latter's biographer said

:

being raised amidst the fogs and mists of Calvinism, no
one could teach him the simple gospel plan of salvation. In
stead of being directed to repent and be baptized for the remis
"
sion of his sins, he says,
was told that if it was the Lord's
work, he would most certainly complete it." Thus he was left
to wait for, and expect some mystic, nondescript influence. . . .*"
.

.

.

I

For Richard

the

"

sorrows that succeeded
church book of July,

In

mother.48

the spring

"

followed three great
The
each other in short order.

mystic

influence

records

1814,

of the

the

death

of his

same year he lost his brother

Richard, who had always been accustomed to
robust health, had himself been at death's door, for he re
ceived in the Battle of the Thames wounds from which he
suffered throughout the remainder of his life.
Grief and
William.47

suffering, loneliness and contemplation may have had their
influence, for Richard was received by experience for bap
tism in the Great Crossings Church on the first Saturday in
June, 18i5.48 Johnson was not as faithful in attendance as
his devoted old father. The Great Crossings records of the
first Saturday in April, 1820, show the following: "Agreed
that breth. Cogswell and

Bro Gibbs

be appointed to See bro.

Rich. Johnson and cite him to our next meeting to assign
reasons why he has absented himself from meeting so
45

Rogers,

Biography of Elder John T. Johnson, p.

<8

Records

of Great Crossings

Baptist

Church,

13.

book 2, p. 11.

On her

tomb near the church, January 23, 1814, is given as the date of her death.

" Kentucky
48

Records

Gazette, May 2, 1814.

of Great Crossings

Baptist

Church,

book 2, p. 17.
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49

The first Saturday in the following June there
"
The church agrees to Bear with Br. Rich
was recorded:
Johnson hoping he will bee more attentive in coming to

long."

meeting."

5°

Richard M. Johnson had many friends among the leaders
of the Baptist denomination.
These men had a marked
influence upon his life. Richard's father had formed inti
mate friendships with the leaders in his denomination
through his activities in the Elkhorn Association, while his
contacts during the time of his membership on the board of
trustees of Transylvania Seminary brought him the friend
ship not only

of outstanding Baptist leaders, but of Presby

Referring to Jacob Creath, a Baptist min
ister, Johnson, in a letter to Andrew Jackson, dated Blue
am under more
Springs, September 16, 1826, said:
"
"
for my political elevation than any one
obligation to him
"
man on earth."
Johnson introduced to Jackson, Silas M.
Noel, one of the leading Baptists of the day in Kentucky,
"
as
a gentleman of liberal education.
He has distin
guished himself in the discharge of high judicial duties.
°3
. . . He is also my friend."
Johnson was also in inti
mate correspondence with Luther Rice, the great missionary
terians as well.51

"I

...

of

But possibly no one of the
many Baptist leaders, either of national or local fame, had
more influence on him, as we shall see, than O. B. Brown,
"
the
During the greater part of his
preacher politician."
career in Washington he lived at the home of Brown, where
leader

he

the denomination.54

found company

congenial

to his

interests

in politics,

#., p. 65.
80

Ibid.,

81

Su(>ra,

82

Jackson Papers, vol. Ixvii, Johnson to Jackson, September
Ibid., vol. Kx, Johnson to Jackson, March 31, 1821.

88
54

p. 67.
i, p. 43.

Infra, viii,

p. 349.

16, 1826.
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philanthropy and various branches of learning. Amos Ken
dall, who described Mr. Brown as a cheerful, jolly man,
who loved good eating and drinking and delighted in a joke,
" He is
said further :
scarcely ever serious except at prayers
™
and in the pulpit."
One writer described him as a
plain, patriarchal kind of minister, without one particle of the
dandy in his composition. . . . He is almost entirely extem
poraneous in his preaching; and, though he does not aim at
display, he sometimes breaks forth in a strain of natural and
In short,
impassioned eloquence of the old school stamp.
Mr. Brown is an unostentatious, sensible, instructive, substan

...

tial preacher.88

"
an insatiable thirst
Brown's daughter Mary, who had
for knowledge [which] characterized her whole life," was

of history, a number of foreign lan
She was also a
guages and several branches of science.
said to be a student

worker and liberal to the poor."
Amos
Kendall, who with Johnson lived at Brown's home in 1829,
Sunday

spoke

school

of Mary

as

"

an interesting,

well-educated

daughter

of about eighteen years old, who is very sociable and en
tirely amiable in her disposition." He spoke of Mrs. Brown
as

"

not an interesting

versation; but

woman either in her person or con

religious and very charitable to the
"
He referred to A Mrs. Jackson, wife of
poor.
Dr. Jackson, of the army, who is a son of Mrs. Brown by
a former husband. . . . She is quite handsome, and a very
I have spent many hours
agreeable, sociable woman.
"
with these ladies of late."
Johnson, during his long asso
ciation with the members of Brown's household, must have

..."

.

.

.

...

55

Kendall, Autobiography,

88

Baptist Advocate,

57

Sunday

B8

Kendall, op. cit.

p. 288.

December

26,

School Journal, January

1840,

Washington Correspondent.

4, 1837.
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found the bright and studious Mary a delight, for Mr. Cornstock referred to Johnson's own habits of reading and study
by saying:" . . . in our leisure hours . . . various depart

of literature and

ments

science were reviewed."

in literature

59

into several
A little farce or
Once he took time to compose
phases.
It was acted in the
play for children or Boys to speak.
The country schools in Ken
woods and at other places."
interest

Johnson's

branched

"

of his composition.80 The
excellent history of the War of 1812 by Robert B. McAfee
had its inception in Johnson's mind, for McAfee said in
"I
:
solicited
Rh. M
tucky seem to have made use

his Journal
was
Johnson to write the history

by Col.

and James

of our campaign."

91

There is nothing to show that Johnson gave to any lady
in Washington anything more than admiration or esteem,
but in a letter to John McLean we find James Taylor gossip
"I
think there is a prospect of
ing a little when he says :
Col J. Taking a wife. Mrs. Jackson, O. B. B. daughter;
I [trailed (?)] them up a few evenings ago, this between
us." *2 At an earlier date, Mrs. Samuel Harrison Smith
recognized in Johnson some ability toward eloquence, but
added

:

His mind is not highly cultivated, or rather I should say his
taste. . . . He might have been a fashionable man, as he is
But he preferr'd home and is plain
always invited to parties.

f

in dress and manners.

I

should not so warmly have vindicated
shrewdly suspect he is a great admirer of
And I most sincerely believe, if she wished
your daughter.
she might convert him into your son.
He was here all last

I

it,

a favorite, but that

59

Infra., note

87.

80

Henderson

Papers

13,

(Photostats of

MSS.),

Letter to Henderson,

1826.

81

McAfee, Company Memorandum

82

McLean Papers, vol. viii, May

Book or Journal, November
7,

January

1834.

26.
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evening and being as

if you

she play'd and sang.

But Mary does not much fancy him.

please sat enamour'd by her while

She

thinks him too much too old . . . then she wants grace, polish
Now
and a fashionable — and above all he lives in Kentucky.
think the last is the only objection. . . . But Mary only laughs
. . . and like all other young girls thinks she has the world be
fore her to choose and will not have one who to solid worth does
not join the graces and everything which is requisite to a perfect

I

character.93

This was in 1816, when Johnson was feasting on the glories
of his war record and on his reputation as a leading man
" Mr.
in Congress.
Mrs. Smith believed that
Clay would
stand no chance if opposed to him.
He is one of the
leading men in Congress."

8*

It

...

is more probable that

son, who was known to be a lover

John

of music, was enjoying

of Mary because she played and sang
for him. His appreciation of music 85 is shown from time
to time in his correspondence with Mr. Henderson, to whom
" There is
he
in 1826:
the companionship

nothing on earth which has a

wrote

greater

tendency

to chasten the mind

soften

[and]

the

Johnson wrote that he had a good violin and
that he expected to get some flutes, pipes, etc., for the boys
at the Indian school because he wanted every one of them
manners."

to learn to play some instrument.88

Music and literature were Johnson's favorites of the fine
arts. In the latter, the Bible seems to be the book he knew
and liked the best.

His writings, especially his

speeches,

are"*"

resplendent with biblical allusions and quotations, though his
spelling was not always impeccable, as may be seen by the
Smith, First Forty Years in Washington Society,
Smith was addressing her sister.
98

"* Ibid., p.
129.
*5

Infra, viii,

•• Henderson

p. 371.

Papers,

Letter January

14,

1826.

pp.

129-30.

Mrs.
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following extract from a letter to Mr. Henderson : I want
to see you flourish like the Rose of Sharron and the Lilly

of the Valey."

"

Johnson was a familiar figure in the social life of Wash
ington but he did not devote his evenings entirely to social
functions.
He was " always invited to parties. But he
88
so returned to the agreeable family of
preferr'd home,"
Poore,
Brown's.*9
in his Reminiscences, said there was no
lack of social engagements in Washington in Jackson's time.

Mr. Forsythe,

a series

of balls,

of Mr. Dicker-

son, Secretary of the Navy, Major-General

Macomb,

Miller and other prominent

Mr. Van Buren
body.

.

.

.

Gen

men,

one in numbers and guests almost a repetition

»-~each

I

of State, gave

and large parties were held at the residences
eral

'

the Secretary

of the others.

of them, shaking hands with everyColonel Richard M. Johnson was also to be seen at
was at all

all public gatherings, looking, in his scarlet waist coat and illfitting coat, not as the killer of Tecumseh, but as the veritable
Tecumseh himself.70

Amos Kendall wrote to his wife in January, 1829: "Colonel
In February,
\ Johnson is gone to dinner at Mr. Clay's."
he wrote

:

Last night I dined at the house of the Postmaster General.
. . . We were invited at five o'clock, went a little before six, and
The party consisted of Mr. Calhoun,
sat down about seven.
Vice President, General Scott, and Colonel Neale of the Army,
Mr. Ingram, Colonel Johnson, and four or five others, with half
a dozen ladies.71
•7

Henderson

Papers,

Letter of April

98

Smith, op. cit., pp. 129-30.

89

Kendall, Autobiography,

70

Poore,

p. 287.

Perley's Reminiscences,

Johnson had auburn hair.
71

Kendall,

29, 1834.

op. cit., pp. 280-82.

pp.

163-64.

According

to

Poore,
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Mr. Comstock, who, during several sessions of Congress,
Johnson a drawing room in Brown's
the winter of 1814, the Colonel's arrival

shared with Colonel
home, said:

"In

of much discourse, and
It was not, however, till March
pleasing contemplation.
that he made his appearance in the House of Representa

at Washington had been the subject

tives, feeble, emaciated and covered with honored scars."

™

Richard Rush, in a letter of September 8, 1840, wrote that
he frequented Washington society for several years after
"
"
the War of 1812, and attended the
of
drawing rooms
Mrs. Madison, where persons renowned in peace and war
enjoyed her hospitality.

"

Conspicuous among the guests was

to be seen a man upon crutches

;

his frame all mutilated

;

moving with difficulty yet an object

of patriotic interest
with everybody; his countenance beaming with mingled in
telligence

and

goodness

friends and distinguished

M. Johnson.

A

upon

the

strangers."

of affectionate
This was Richard

knots

"

picturesque and genial figure, he was seen

by Washington society for a brief hour, after which he re

or religion with his host, Mr.
Brown, or literature and science with Mr. Comstock; or to
his voluminous correspondence or congressional business.
Mr. Comstock spoke from an intimate knowledge of the
"
man when he said :
Improvement in useful knowledge,
and unremitted attention to business, is his element.
Serv
ing his friends and the public his delight. . . . Perhaps
there are few men in the United States who consume more
midnight oil, than Col. Johnson." 7* Niles' Register said of
turned

to discuss politics

him: "Always attentive to his duties

.

.

.

and seldom miss

ing from his place, he did more private business, than per
72

Daily Globe, July

78

Louisville Public Advertiser, April

74

Daily Globe,

op.

7, 1835.
2, 1842.

cit.; Kentucky Gazette, March

10, 1820.
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haps any other member — as much, perhaps, as several lots
of 20 each." ™ His wounds, no doubt, were largely respon
sible for his remaining at functions but a short time, for
troubled with inflammation.

he was constantly
1836,

I

At late

as

Johnson wrote:

am nearly worn down in strength by hard labour, and sev

ere business yet

I

am in good health otherwise and my wounds

for the last

are better than

In fact

3 years.

there is no sore at

; I have been however upon a
the
whole
low
diet
winter
with Steam Baths Physics
joined
very
and Sasaparally and Sassafras Tea for the last 3 months.78

all

;

but a little inflamation only

At

the President's

tended in the

levee,

thirties— where

such as Harriet

Martineau at
"

she saw men dressed

in plaid

of wigs," women
"
"
"
in bonnets and shawls
and
commonest morning walk
cloaks and leather belts with all manner

ing dresses,"

well

as

"
dresses ; where

as

in

ladies

she saw people

"

"

the

most

stand upon chairs to look

over people's heads and stare at the large rooms

of all

splendid

"

;

where

"mixed with foreign ambassadors
and their suites," with the President, his cabinet, members
of Congress and other dignitaries of government — ™ the
well-known dress of Richard M. Johnson would pass as a
vivid part of the great parade. But at a dinner given by
"
what Amos Kendall called the
big bugs," Johnson, who

people

'•

classes were

cares nothing about dress,"

78

must have presented an odd
figure as he sat, in his awkward coat and red vest, before a

"

highly ornamented and loaded with . . . ham, beef
cooked in various ways, mutton, turkey with bones and

table

78

Niles" Register, June

78

Henderson

Papers,

Letter of June

77

Martineau,

Society

in America (London, 1837), vol. iii,

78

Private Correspondence

October

14,

1843.

6, 1818.

n,

1836.

of Henry Clay,

p. 480,

pp. 96-101.

John Davis to Clay,
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without, pork, chicken, partridges,
lies, puddings,
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canvas-back

olives, grapes, raisins,

jel

ducks,

custards, apples

.

.

.

" and other
Madeira wine, sherry, Champaigne
things, in
Mc
the home of his Methodist host, Postmaster-General
Lean." Johnson probably enjoyed the company more
"
than
food—then went home
drink
Sasaparally."
Harriet Martineau, in referring to a dinner at the Presi
to

the

dent's home, said

:

his

...

Colonel Johnson
sat opposite to me at the President's
dinner-table. . . . If he should become President, he will be as
strange-looking a potentate as ever ruled. His countenance is
wild, though with much cleverness in it; his hair wanders all
abroad, and he wears no cravat.
But there is no telling how he
might look if dressed like other people.80

There are numerous

In

1842, the

Celebration

"

Frankfort Commonwealth
Danville,

at

of Johnson.
told of a "Johnson

references to the dress
Pennsylvania,

" Dick
Johnson has gone to Pennsylvania in

and a red Waist-coat."

8l

and
a suit

observed

:

of Jeans

The story of Johnson's adoption of the red vest reveals
his friendship with James Reeside, the transportation mag
nate who, in 1818, put on the first regular stage line carry
ing mail between Baltimore and Wheeling, and who, in
1827, complied with the urgent request of Postmaster Gen
eral John McLean to contract for carrying the mail between
Reeside soon became the
Philadelphia and New York.
largest mail contractor in the United States. At this time,
the post office had to rely upon its own resources which,
under Major W. T. Barry's term as postmaster general,
proved
79

inadequate

Kendall, Autobiography,

s° Nevins,

(New York,
81

for the increased service necessary in
p. 282.

American Social History, as Recorded by British Travellers
1928), pp. 193-4.

Commonwealth,

September 27, 1842.
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thickly settled regions. Reeside, who on his own responsi
bility raised funds to relieve the department, became the
He
esteemed friend of Jackson, Clay, Johnson and others.
was a genial character with a quick and ready wit, fond of
song and story, kind, strict, yet generous to a fault.

Mr. Reeside
he appeared

attracted attention by reason

in.

In

of the peculiar garb

the winter season, he always wore a long

drab overcoat and a fur cap. Once in passing along a street in
Philadelphia in company with Col Richard M. Johnson, of Ken
tucky, Vice-President of the United States, some scarlet cloth
was observed in a tailor's window, which prompted Colonel
"
Johnson to say : Reeside, as your coaches are all red, you ought
"
I will get one if you
to wear a red vest." Mr. Reedside replied :
"
will."
Agreed ", said Johnson, and straightway both ordered
red vests and red neckties, and from that time as long as they
lived, they continued to wear vests and neckties of scarlet
colors.84

Richard M. Johnson never married.88
During almost his
in
whole career
Washington, he lived at the Brown home
" E "
on
street near the General Post Office.8*
Although
he spent thirty-four years in Washington, he did not estab
lish a residence of his own until 1836, when he was the
Democratic candidate for the vice-presidency.
The United
"
States Telegraph noted that
Rich. M. Johnson, Esq. has
rented a large and fashionable

house on the Capitol

Hill.

The house is to undergo a thorough repair, and that whis
pering old damsel, yclept Gossip, says that he will entertain
upon a large scale."

85

Up to this time, there

is

nothing to

The Old Pike, History of the National Road (Uniontown,
Note that when Harriet Martineau saw Colonel
185-87.
Johnson he was without a necktie.
84 Daily Globe, July
7, 1835 (Henderson Letter).
82

Searight,

Pa., 1894),

84

Official Congressional

Calendar
85

pp.

Directories from 1816-1841
and Congressional Directories, 1828-29.

Lexington Observer and Kentucky Reporter, July

;

Elliott's Annual

27, 1836.
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But this
that Johnson was host to his friends.
was not expected of him. In his accounts of the elaborate
indicate

Washington, Amos Kendall quiets his
" such
wife's fears that he will be under obligations to give
"
entertainments

at

dinners and parties

if

he attends them.

Not at all.

These are given by very rich men or public offi
cers who have $6,000 salary, and although many living on
humbler incomes foolishly attempt to imitate all this style, it is
not required or expected of them.

of departments

I

am told that these heads

do not even expect, when they invite those

of

will be returned.

But it is other
wise among the humbler class, who throw away their living in
If you go to their parties, having a family living
this manner.
But I am sort of single
here, you are expected to return them.
to what parties I please, and noth
man now, and I can go
ing is expected of me in return.8*
less income, that their civilities

...

The fashionable house where Johnson established himself
in 1836 and where he lived until 1840 was on Maryland

Capitol Hill, and east of the Capitol. In 1840,
the second session of the twenty-sixth Congress, Johnson
Avenue,

was again at the home

of Mr. Brown.87

Johnson, from an early day, maintained his own home in
Kentucky. Until 1833, it was at Blue Spring, a few miles
from the Great Crossings.
The house was built on an ele
overlooking a fresh-water spring which is so deep
The spring is said to be " bot
the water has a blue cast.
vation

tomless."

88

It

was here that he entertained

lavishly and

with true southern hospitality.
Thomas Henderson said that
"
Colonel Robert Johnson was a wealthy farmer who
gave
to each

of his children,

as they became

88

Kendall, Autobiography,

87

Congressional

88

Draper MS. i;CC6 (Account of Captain
Kentucky, Presbyterian Church).

Georgetown,

of

age, respectable

pp. 282-3.

Directories for

1836-1840.

John Wilson, Elder in
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fortunes,

consisting

chiefly

of land and negroes."
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Colonel

Richard, from his prudent economy and industry on his
farm and his close attention to his profession of law, be

" He never married,
though

came rich.

he frequently

had

some respectable family to live in his house;

for many of
the first years of his life his own sister, Mrs. Ward and
"
As to his
family, lived with him in the same house."
servants,

I have

often thought, from the kind and indulgent

treatment received at his hands, that they were an expense

Although he was most humane and
"
kind to his black people,
no one has ever been more rigid
8B
to maintain order, obedience and decorum."
Colonel Johnson was noted for his genial hospitality.
Mr. James Kelly of Scott county, who knew him personally,
rather than a profit."

said

:

"

I

heard men say they were treated so well by Col.

B0
Johnson when they went out there, they loved to go."
McAfee told of the many Revolutionary soldiers who sought
"
Many of us can bear
Johnson at his Blue Spring home.
witness that for many weeks before and after the meeting

of Congress, hundreds of

and close

these

aged veterans,

decrepit and worn down, visited his house, to make known

their services, or receive the bounty which had been awarded
to them by their country from a man born after their ser
vices had been rendered." 91 Mr. Henderson told of seeing,
from time to time, Johnson's house crowded with people
of all ranks : orphans and widows, men of business, political
*9

Daily Globe, July

90

Kelly,

who

died

James,
in

1029

7, 1835

MS. (in

(Henderson Letter).
possession

at the age of

98,

of the author). Judge Kelly,
Colonel Johnson when he
The author found Judge Kelly

knew

(Kelly) was nineteen years of age.
well informed on the subject of Colonel Johnson,

whom he remembered

distinctly.

Louisville Public Advertiser, January 22,
B. McAfee in the House of Representatives
91

8, 1842.

Speech of James
of Kentucky, January

1842.
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On the occasion of
President James Monroe's visit to the West in 1819, he stop
ped, on his way from Frankfort to Lexington, and spent the
On July 6, the President
night at the Blue Spring Farm.

leaders, laborers, small farmers,

etc.92

The Western Monitor said

was in Frankfort.

:

On Tuesday evening last, the President, together with Maj.
Gen. Andrew Jackson, and their respective suites, arrived in
Frankfort, the seat of our State Government. They were there
handsomely received by a military escort and cavalcade of citi
zens.
On Wednesday they partook of a public dinner in that
place, in company with Lieut. Gov. Slaughter, Gen. Adair, Col.
On
R. M. Johnson, and many other distinguished citizens.
Thursday they dined and passed the night at the residence of
Col. Johnson, in Scott County.98

The Argus said that Colonel Johnson and the President left
Frankfort Thursday morning for Blue Spring, where he
took dinner with a large number of people of Scott county
and several from Lexington.94
The Kentucky Gazette also
mentioned the President's visit at the home of Colonel
Johnson and stated that several gentlemen from Lexington
were present.95
On Friday morning the President's party
proceeded on its way to Lexington, via Georgetown.

At

Georgetown they were received very cordially and "escorted
by a handsome troop
the

veteran patriot,

of cavalry."
accompanied

Jackson from his residence
party entered to the sound

...

of

"

"Col. R. M. Johnson,

the President and Gen.

to Lexington,"

9T

where the

a cannon's salute and the bells

92

Daily Globe,

98

Western

94

Argus of Western America, July

**

Kentucky Gazette, July

98

Western Monitor,

07

Kentucky Gazette, July

op. cit.

Monitor, July

July

6, 1819;

2, 1819.
6, 1819.
9, 1819.

Kentucky Gazette, July
9, 1819.

9, 1819.
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of the court house and

churches.98
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In spite of those who

had expressed an opinion that the reception should be plain,
simple and unostentatious,9* the program was so crowded

with scheduled visits,
orations,

public

dinners,

divine

services and

that by Monday morning President Monroe was

slightly indisposed and did not appear at Transylvania chapel
as had been scheduled, whereupon a committee waited upon

That evening,
the President was able to attend a five-o'clock dinner at
Keen's Hotel, where Colonels Isaac Shelby and Richard M.
him, and its chairman delivered an address.

Johnson were among the distinguished guests.100
In 1824, upon Colonel Johnson's return from Congress,
he, in conjunction with his neighbors, gave a general invi
tation to assemble at the Blue Spring on
celebrate the birth

July

3, 1824,

" to

of their liberty."

On this occasion, a
splendid table was prepared, three hundred feet in length,
and suitable accommodations

third, "

were provided.

At

an early

hour on the
the whole country seemed to be in
motion." People were on their way to accept the Colonel's
invitation, " their bosoms swelling with rapture."
The

"
Light Infantry was on its way,
waving the
"
standard of their country
and supporting the emblem of
"
freedom — the cap of liberty." The Light Infantry halted
in full view on the descent of the hill and fired a salute,
Georgetown

which was answered by the artillery planted at the spring.
At eleven o'clock the cannon gave the signal for the con
"
course to assemble around the spring,
the rude cliffs of
which, forming a kind of amphitheater," enabled the crowds

of

Attention was com
" Yankee Doodle,"
manded and the drums and fifes played
after which Colonel Johnson read and commented upon
to hear the speakers

•8

Western Monitor,

••

Ibid., June I,

«° Ibid., July

1819.

6, 1819.

op. cit.

the occasion.
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" the testament of our liberties," the Declaration of Inde
This was followed by an oration, after which
pendence.

Doctor Richard Emmons recited a
"

"

"

including the
words,
Rumpsey Dumpsey Colonel Johnson killed TecumThe stanzas, whatever their literary quality, were
seh."
Following Emmons'
received with unbounded applause.
poem

offering, the large number of people enjoyed a dinner, last
ing two hours.101
On December 1, 1824, the legislature at Frankfort, in the
name of the people, resolved to extend an invitation to Gen
eral LaFayette to visit Kentucky on the Fourth of July
following. In the event that LaFayette accepted,
lution carried the provision that the government
tucky was to defray the expenses of his reception
ing upon the treasury for any sum which might be

the reso

of Ken
by draw
necessary

for that purpose.102 General LaFayette accepted the invita
tion.
After a hearty reception in Lexington, he was con
ducted to Georgetown by a Georgetown troop.

"
made

While there,

Spring where he partook
of an elegant dinner prepared for him by Colonel R. M.
Johnson; and where had assembled a large concourse of
103
The
people of both sexes to behold the nation's guest."

he

a short stay at the Blue

joined in preparing the feast for the
occasion, the women making a cheese weighing five hundred
LaFayette left Georgetown for Cincinnati the
pounds.104
whole neighborhood

next morning.105
Argus of Western America, August 4, 1824. It was later said that,
to Emmons, Colonel Johnson procured a clerkship at Wash
ington for him, valued at eight hundred dollars per annum {Daily
Journal, September 9, 1831).
101

in gratitude

102

Lexington Reporter, December

108

Kentucky Gazette, May

104

Perrin, History of Bourbon, Scott

13, 1824.

19, 1825.

p. 161.
105

Kentucky Gazette, May

19,

1825.

. . .

Counties

(Chicago, 1882),
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Among guests of Johnson in later years was the ev
"
felt anxious to see the great
gelist Walter Scott, who
Scott
soldier and statesman Colonel Richard M. Johnson."
" found
the Lion of the Thames laid up at ease deep within
the recesses of his own sequestered halls." He said: "The
Colonel gave us a round hearty welcome as was befitting a
soldier and was willing to gratify us by every means in his
power."108

Among those in Johnson's household who held a con
spicuous place was a mulatto, Julia Chinn, and her two
"
was the chief
daughters, Imogene and Adaline.107
Julia
l08
manager of the domestic concerns of the house."
John
son made no attempt to deny that the two girls were his

In

own.

fact, on several occasions, he insisted upon having

them recognized
108

in society.109

Mr. Henderson,

who was

Scott, Evangelist (Cincinnati), vol. iv, loc. cit.

«7 Kelly,

MS.; Draper MS. i;CCi6 (Wilson, Elder in Presby
Georgetown) ; Henderson Letters, Johnson to Henderson,

James,

terian Church,

December 8, 1825.
108

Daily Globe, July

7, 1835 (Henderson letter).
Lexington Observer and Kentucky Reporter, July i and 4, 1835.
The author of a newspaper article, who thought Johnson's chief crime
against society was his scorn of secrecy, referred to a statement (which
109

he insisted was widely circulated

and which had never been contradicted)
that Johnson and the mother of his daughters were married.
The writer
went on to say that Johnson had recognized her as his wife, the mistress

of

his parlor, and the mother of his household

treated the girls as his daughters,
the most honorable

of

his

white

placing

;

that he had unblushingly

them at the same table with

guests, and that

with the combined

influence of his name and wealth, he had sought to force them into the
highest and most fashionable circles of the community and into ball

The writer mentioned an occasion when Johnson, as a Fourthattempted to place his daughters in the pavilion where
ladies were assembled, whereupon citizens reluctantly —but firmly— com
pelled the furious Colonel to remove them. He then placed them in his
own carriage, hurried through his discourse and retired moodily from
the scene, refusing to join in the festivities
(Observer and Reporter,
loc. cit.). Mr. Kelly said: "They never circulated among the whites"
rooms.

of-July orator,

(Kelly MS.

p.

2).

\
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their private tutor, said that
them to be what they really

"

KENTUCKY
would not suspect

a stranger

are — the

children

of a colored

He added:

woman."110

I

took charge of the Choctaw Academy 1n . . .
the subject one day between Colonel Johnson and myself turned
on the necessity of imparting sufficient learning to colored people
to enable them to read the Bible ; and finding that I was much
he asked whether
would be willing to engage in
in favor of

I

it,

Shortly after

enlisted

In

in

I

I

.

a

task of that kind. . .
engaged on evenings,
[Consequently]
after the ordinary duties of the Academy was over, to give
lessons to about six or eight servants and the two females spoken
of before.
soon discovered such uncommon aptness in those
to
take
two girls
learning, and so much decent, modest, and un
assuming conduct on their part, that my mind became much
their

favor.112

"

fact, Henderson

continued

to give them lessons until

their education was equal or superior to most of the females
in the country."

118

it

Julia, the mother of the two girls, fell to the Colonel by
gift, in the distribution of his father's estate; she had been
"
raised by his mother,
one of the most exemplary and
"*
Tradition has
that the occasion
pious of women."

marriage with
110

a

that led Johnson to take her as his mistress and to establish
his own home was his mother's objection to his intended
poor seamstress, prior to the

War of

18i2.118

Dai/31 Globe, op. cit.

of the academy that Johnson sponsored and
which was located on Johnson's own estate. Infra, viii, p. 358.
111

Henderson

112

Daily Globe,

118

Ibid.; Kelly MS.,

114

Daily Globe, ibid.

118

Johnson's proud mother objected

section.

op. cit.

one who was not recognized

The youthful affair was

to receiving

into the family, as

of the
resentment,

the finer social circles

terminated,

but

in

his

a

pp. 2-3.

in

daughter,

was principal
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Julia was in complete charge of Johnson's affairs in his
except those which he, from time to time, com

absence,

mitted to the care

of Mr. Henderson,

who lived within a

few miles of Johnson's home from about 1812 to 1825,
after which, while in charge of the Choctaw Academy, he
In
moved to within a few hundred yards of the home.118
1825, Johnson wrote Henderson that he had received a letter
"
from Julia saying that she had had
great trouble and
difficulty in making the men attend to the sick Indian
" On
"
Boys."
Sunday," she had said,
every man is gone
away except Sandy and Jacob Chace."
Johnson admonished
"
" and find out from
Henderson to discipline
the out hands

Julia which
" chastise

ones

" has
dogged and skulked,"

them on their

naked skins."

same year Johnson wrote Henderson

You

11T

and

then

Again in the

:

I

felt grateful for the
manner in which you commenced learning my household and I
know you will not relax in your exertions. If Julia should
remain well enough to attend to my matters she will make all do
their duty as to conduct and industry and she will only want
have always been my friend and

I

your assistance to make all act with the same propriety as if
were at home, and should [she] get unwell you will have to take
a little more trouble upon yourself.
I want you to persevere

...

in learning my girls . . . and of Sundays make them get
lesson when they do not go to meeting.118

a

Henderson seems to have given the needed assistance, for
Richard let his mother know that some day she would regret her inter
ference.
(A manuscript in the possession of the author and signed by
Katherine Stout Bradley, Katie Bradley Rice and Alfred M. Bradley,
Jr. —all lineal descendents of James Suggett, the grandfather of Richard
M. Johnson, gives this story.) Another tradition states that the girl
mentioned

was a northern

school teacher.

118

Daily Globe,

117

Henderson

Letters,

118

Henderson

Letters, Johnson to Henderson,

op. cit.

December 31, 1825.
December 8, 1825.
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Johnson said later: "Julia writes me that you have been of
"*
great service in making my out-hands behave."
Henderson was not so fortunate in keeping order among
the Indian boys in the school, for Johnson wrote, much
disturbed in mind :
Whether

I

leave black or white to keep my house in my ab

sence it is as sacred by the laws and the constitution as if I were
in it myself. I am deeply mortified to think that such a scanda
lous and forceable entry of my house in my absence should be
passed over with [a] word and a reprimand.120

Johnson was consistently admonishing Henderson to make
the girls learn.
In appreciation of Henderson's sacrifice of
time in teaching Imogene and Adaline, Johnson provided
him with a larger salary.121 The two girls were very often
allowed to care for their father's business. Once he wrote
" I have sent
to Henderson :
Imogene 100 $ get it cashed
for her and keep 50$ for self and another 50 for Reed."
Apparatus for the school was sometimes sent through one
of the girls. He sent Imogene a set of instruments for plot
ting and making maps, about which he wrote Henderson:
" If
"2
you want them she will give them to you."
While Johnson may first have taken Julia in a spirit of

youthful defiance, his treatment of her and of the girls is

He is " entitled
"
to much credit at least," wrote the clergyman,
for the
certainly an example

of his magnanimity.

kind and tender manner in which they have been treated in
their raising . . . rather than to have turned them into a
123
negro quarter, or sent them to a cotton farm."
When»• Ibid., February

10, 1826.

120

Ibid., December

121

Ibid., January

122

Ibid., December

"'Daily

Globe,

27, 1827.

14,

1826 and December

19,

July

8, 1825.

1827.

7, 1835

(Henderson letter).
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ever Henderson spoke of Johnson's servants, he showed
Both
clearly that Imogene and Adaline were not so classed.

girls were later married to white men and both couples were
deeded a part of Johnson's estate.
Johnson gave to Adaline
and her husband the Blue Spring farm, and to Imogene
and her husband certain land on North Elkhorn.
After the

of his home

Johnson removed to the other
side of the Elkhorn, the White Sulphur tract.124
During the cholera epidemic in 1833 Johnson lost his
faithful mistress, for the Great Crossings Church records
"
show the following:
Departed this life since our last meet
ing . . . July Chinn Jerry Jacob Lucy Rose and Fanny all
of the family of Col. R. M. Johnson."128
During this
disposal

place,

"
of the national epidemic, the desease was making
" in
the most frightful ravages
Scott county.128 According
to the report of the attending physician, dated August, 1833,
period

it made its appearance at the Choctaw Academy early in
June and lasted till about July i. Besides the Indian youths
who were attacked with the disease Mr. Henderson and
part

of his family were prostrate,

Draper MS. ISCC6; Lexington Observer and Kentucky Reporter,
and 4, 1835; Scott County Deed Book L, p. 126, 1832-33, which
"
This indenture made and entered into this 9th day of November,
says :
1832, between Richard M. Johnson and Edward P. Johnson of the one
part, and Thos. W. Scott and Adaline J. Scott his wife of the other part
all of Scott county Kentucky . . . hath this day bargained and sold
in fee simple and their heirs forever a
alienated and conveyed
certain tract or parcel of land lying upon North Elkhorn in county of
Scott." Scott County Deed Book Q, 1840-41, p. 426, records a deed from
Richard M. Johnson and David Suggett to Danl. B. Pence. Scott County
Deed Book U, 1846-48 records another deed from Richard M. Johnson,
Sr., to Thos. W. Scott. Johnson provided for his grandson whose
"
Robert Johnson."
Christian name was
124

July I

...

125

Draper MS. 17CCi6; Records of Great Crossings

p. 265 — date,
128

July

6, 1833.

Miles' Register, July

27, 1833.

Church,

book 2,
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of ministering to the sick and

dying fell on Colonel Johnson, aided by his black people, and
It is but justice to Colonel
some of the Indian youths.
Johnson to say that his exertions, during day and night, to re

...

lieve and comfort the sick, demand the warmest

gratitude.

.

.

.

He exhibited, throughout this awful crisis, the same intrepidity
He was himself
and firmness as in former scenes of danger.
twice attacked, once seriously, with cholera, brought on by suc
cessive fatigue and watching.127

Three years later, in 1836, Johnson lost his daughter,
Adaline. He wrote to Henderson, in February :

I

thank you, & all who administered to that lovely and inno
She was a source of incent child in her final painful hour.
comfort
to
me.
She was mild and
exhaustable happiness and
prudent. She was wise in her counsel beyond her years & obe
dient to every thought & every advice of mine. . . . She was a
firm & great prop to my happiness here, but she is gone where
sorrow & sighing can never disturb her peaceful & quiet blos
som.
She is happy, & has left me unhappy in mourning her
loss, which perhaps, I ought not to do, Knowing what a happy
change she has made.128

The provision Johnson made for his daughters, their hus
bands and his grandson, during his life, is all they received,
for Johnson's brothers appeared at the next session of court
following his death, the result of which is recorded in
Fayette County Order Book, No. 13 :
Satisfactory proof was this day made in open court, that Col.
Richard M. Johnson was a pensioner of the United States, at
the rate of Thirty Dollars per month; was a resident of Scott
County Kentucky, and died on the ipth day of November 1850

in the city of Frankfort, Kentucky.
U. S. House Document,
Register, op. cit.
127

128

Henderson

Letters,

No. I,

It

23 C,

was further proved that
ist session (1833-4)

Johnson to Henderson,

February

;

Nilfs'

26, 1836.
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living; and that

he left no widow, children, father or mother

John T. Johnson and Henry Johnson are his only living brothers,
and that he left no sister living — which is ordered to be certi

fied.129

While Johnson's letters to Henderson, from time to time,
show that he was very solicitous concerning the affairs of
his household, he was also embarrassed with financial matters

of such import that it took extraordinary effort and endur
It was at the time of his pecu
ance to surmount them.180
niary embarrassment that the question of the date at which
from the government should commence was
On March 1, 1823, Calhoun, Secretary of War,

his pension
debated.

to the Senate certain letters on the subject, the

transmitted

of which was one from the Attorney
General of the United States, William Wirt, dated July 19,

most comprehensive

He said:

1822.

I

now understand that the doubt with regard to Colonel
Richard M. Johnson's claim of pension relates to the time of its
The second section of the act of I5th of May,
commencement.
1820, declares

pension

...

"

that the right

of any person

...

be considered to commence at the time

ing his testimony.

.

.

.

The affidavits which

to receive a

of complet

prove Colonel

Johnson's title to a pension were taken before Job Stevenson, a
justice of the peace of Scott county, in the State of Kentucky,
on the ist day of August, 1816, but it was not until the 5th of
November, 1820, that the certificate of the clerk of Scott county
that Job Stevenson was a magistrate was obtained and annexed
to those affidavits.

He stated that while

"

view
in favor of
"
so meritorious a claim," he
must recede from this opin
"
ion as he believed the testimony would not be considered
He
complete until all objection to testimony was removed.
added

he had taken the

:

Order Book, No.

129

Fayette

180

Supra, v, pp. 198-201.

County

13, p. 136.
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My

however, is diminished by the consideration that
there can be no moral doubt that Congress would, on applica
tion, carry back the pension to the time of the wounds, which

will

regret,

be better

for the pensioner than to assume the earliest date

which these laws could, by any possible construction, permit.1*1

After the war Johnson had received
as the amount

I,

a total

of $260.22,

due for his military services from Septem

The items included pay,
The subsist$179.42, subsistence, $63 and forage $17.80.
ance item included $54 for Johnson and $9 for a private
ber

1812, to October

To

servant.182

15, 1812.

have received, at this late date, a lump sum

from the government as back pension would have brought
In a letter
some relief to Johnson in his financial distress.
to J. J. Crittenden, his attorney in Kentucky, he said on
March 7, 1824, that he had won his trial in the case of
Sullivan and Orr, and added :

...

if

I

can defeat

deWolfe and Green Clay, in two years

can pay all the other debts to which

I

I

am legally and honorably
you ever prepared yourself in a cause, you must in
the case of Green Clay, Heaven will reward you.
shall never

If

bound.

I

be able to do it.183

As

late as 1826, the

political enemies of the Johnsons were

using James Prentiss, who was said to have swindled the
Johnsons out of a fortune, as an agent to injure their char
acter and reputation.184
181

July

In the contests between the Old

American State Papers, Claims,
19,

p. 893,

No.

625,

Wirt

to Calhoun,

1822.

in Warrant No.

Secretary of War Armstrong had authorized
of the United States army, to pay to Richard
M. Johnson $260.22. (Personal Files, Old Records Division, Adjutant
General's Office, War Department, Packet, Richard M. Johnson.)
1«2

309.

Robert Brent, Paymaster

Papers (MSS.),
(Frankfort), April

188

Crittenden

134

Patriot

p. 140.

vol. iii, Letter of March 7, 1824.
10,

1826; Spirit

of

'76,

May

5,

1826,
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Court and New Court parties,135 the Johnsons were singled
The Spirit of '76,
out by the Old Court leaders for abuse.
" The
the organ of this party, published an article called
Johnson Dynasty."

It

said, in part

:

We have only to look, to the Johnson family, to satisfy our
judgments, that a family set upon its own interest, and aggran
dizement, pursuing its own interest, and seeking power in every
hole and corner of the state, can ruin the peace and harmony of
a republic. . . . For more than twenty years they have held the
purse strings of the nation; scarce a federal dollar has passed
through Kentucky, that has not first been their property.188

jointly by Richard M.
members of the family
upon the shoulders of
the eighteenth of that
member of the lower house

The criticisms that had been borne
and James, the two most conspicuous
in national politics, were left largely
Richard M. in August, 1826, for on
month James Johnson, then a
of the United States Congress,

died at his residence in

Scott county.187
The Johnson family was one of wealth and power. Fol
lowing in the steps of Colonel Robert Johnson, their father,
four of the six sons living after 1814 were prominent in
the annals

of

the state and nation.

James was a member

of the state legislature, a presidential elector, and a member
of Congress ; Richard M. served in the councils of his state
and the nation, and was later Vice-President of the United
States; John T. was a member of the Kentucky legislature,
a member of Congress, and Judge of Kentucky's highest
court; and Benjamin was judge of the Lexington circuit
court before leaving Kentucky for Arkansas, where he was
appointed

district judge by President Monroe, by Adams

185

Supra, vi, pp. 229-230.

189

The Spirit of

187

Kentucky Gazette, August

'76,

May

12,

1826, p. 155.
18, 1826.
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and by Jackson, and was later made United States District

Judge by Jackson.188
Richard M. and James Johnson were proprietors of retail
stores,139

and the latter held mortgages

and notes against

from which the
Kendall,
Minerva was edited by Amos Kendall in 1815.'*°
who had been warned against becoming involved with the
Johnsons, said that Mr. T. Theobald told him that the office
the printing establishment

"

in Georgetown

of two things was certain,
I must either become the tool of the Johnsons, or suffer for
my independence. He had no doubt it was a trick of the
had ruined two men, and one

Johnson family to lay me under some obligations, that I
Richard M.
might be hereafter bound to support them."
had proposed to Kendall that he should purchase the office.1*1
Kendall said that the situation put him in great trepidation
as he was later informed that James Johnson held a mort
gage against the property as well as some of Kendall's notes
which, unknown to Kendall, had been transferred to him.
Kendall's mind was put at ease by the Johnsons, although
he said

:

But sometimes

I

...

am careless whether the Johnson's are my
At any rate, if they . . . become hostile to

friends or not.
me, I shall be convinced that all they want of me is to make a
tool.
But flatter myself, if such be their plan, they will not
find me so smooth to their hands as they could wish.

I

Kendall said he had little cause to suspect them.1*2 James
Johnson held a controling interest in the Georgetown Patriot,
588 May, Genealogy
of the Johnson Family, pp. 39, 90, 91, 105-6; May,
Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Magazine, May, 1899, loc. cit.

McCullough, Reminiscences
Patriot, July 13, 1816.
189

140

Kendall, Autobiography,

141

Ibid., p.

142

Ibid.,

147.

pp. 164-66.

of Lexington, pp. 31-32 ; Georgetown

p. 161.
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which Kendall edited after the Minerva was discontinued,
but Kendall declared :

It

is not generally known what is the arrangement,

as all the

under the name of Kendall, Shelters, and
feel my situation somewhat delicate, but not half so
Lyle.
much as when I owned one half of the office; for if I now find
will quit.
that my course cannot be an independent one,

business

I

is transacted

I

In

political campaign in which the Compensation Bill
"I
have the most
was so strongly assailed, Kendall said :
"3 Kendall,
who did not approve
difficult task as editor."
of the bill, did not think that a sufficient reason for turning
against Richard M., to whom he gave his vote, but stoutly
the

declared

course,

that his

as editor,

was

an

independent

A

situation such as this, together with the exten
sive contracts James made with the government, and the

one.1"

offices held by members
cal enemies

of the Johnson family, gave politi

of the Johnsons an opportunity for clamorous

accusations.

Of

of controversies

into which the Johnson
family was drawn, none engaged public attention more than
a number

the one with Humphrey Marshall.

The occasion for this

of Johnson's to his
constituents dated May 30, iSoo,,1*5 on the occasion of the
commencement of the extra session of the eleventh Con
outbreak

seems

to have been a letter

Humphrey Marshall took exception to a statement
" . . . internal
in this letter in which Johnson said :
con

gress.

spiracies

have been engendered against

States, [and] the violence

our history."

148

In

of party has

a scathing

143

Supra,

144

Kendall,

op. cit., pp.

148

Western

World, June

148

Ibid.

iv, p. 167.
170-75.
29, 1809.

the union

of the

been unparalleled

letter, signed

"

One

in

of the
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July

3,

1809,
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Marshall demanded of

—
Johnson an explanation of his reference to conspiracies
whether or not he had reference to the several state legis
"
latures that objected to the
arbitrary and unconstitutional
'
" 147 Other
letters attack
acts of the immortal Jefferson.'
"
"
One of the People
and
ing the Republican party, signed
addressed to Richard M. Johnson, appeared in later issues
This series of letters drew a
of the Western World.1"
reply from Johnson, dated August 17, 1809, and written at
"
Be
Blue Spring, Scott county, in which he said, in part:
fore my return from the city of Washington, a writer in
'
the Western World who signs himself one of the people,'
of examining my public conduct, began

under the pretext

...

to calumniate

in a
and in language the most in

my private

manner the most vindictive,

and public

character

Johnson, who claimed that he had ignored the
for some time, requested that the editors, Messrs.

decent."
abuse

Gore and Barnes,

divulge

the name

of the author of the

letters, but the request was refused.1"

The controversy,

which occupied the public prints for
some time, became more bitter in 1811 when Johnson chal
lenged Marshall to a duel. The Kentucky Reporter of June
8, 1811, gave Richard M. Johnson's account of the cause
leading up to the note in which Richard M. Johnson chal
lenged Humphrey Marshall to mortal combat, and also, in
the correspondence and in Johnson's comments, the reasons
each of them entertained why the combat did not take place.

In his address to

the public,

Johnson said

:

Having been the object of tory abuse for several years, for no
other reason than a difference in politics, and
1« Ibid., July

6, 1809.

148

Ibid., July

14B

Ibid., August

13

and 20, 1809.
31, 1809.

a

candid avowal
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I

it,

of my sentiments when duty to my country required

was

Marshall's paper devoted
to the same work of detraction, as early as last winter, although
not at all surprised to see Humphrey

for

a

personal quarrel existed between us. During
of Congress, and before my return home, in
temperate, malicious and slanderous publications appeared in his
paper, in which my father was accused of intentional falsehood,
no cause

the last session

and the family declared

famous for misrepresentation —

Johnson said he was dissuaded from calling for the author,
but

a

I

with little intermission, this abuse was continued, with this diff
erence, that
was the principal object of scurrility, and Mr.
Marshall has confessed himself the author of some of these pro
ductions, which are calculated, and evidently intended to awaken
feelings, and not to examine as
gentleman would, my public
conduct.

He referred to

the

shall

to Johnson,

of Humphrey and Timothy
which appeared anonymously in the Argus and which Mar
although

appeared with the preface that the name

of

second

dialogue

of the author would

He said Marshall continued the

be supplied upon request.

"

a

attributed

dialogues

from a conjecture that
was the
author." Johnson said that on May 27, 1811, he received
"
which contained the imme
copy of Marshall's paper
diate cause
The following day, he
my call upon him."
rode to Paris and procured his friend, Mr. William Brown

I

me,

of

a

intolerable abuse

of Cynthiana, who delivered to Mr. Marshall Johnson's
note of May 29, requesting him to make arrangements
" for a
personal interview." Johnson said the publications
"
in the

150

May

gentleman."

Kentucky Reporter, June
31, 1811.

8,

rather than as

a

a

American Republic introduced an aged father, and
my Female relations in the most indecent manner —which
would have justified my treating him as midnight assassin,
1BO

1811,

Johnson's Address to the public,
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Mr. Marshall wrote Mr. Brown

I

:

upon himself,
his Father and family made by me in the American Republic —
As the agent and champion of the Family, Mr. Johnson has not
explained or apologized to me for the malignant misrepresenta
tions and personal abuse which I have received from them, di
am referred to various personal reflections

rectly or indirectly, through the Argus.

He said further

.

.

.

:

I

As the Editor of a public paper

have rights and duties which

are not to be confounded with my personal identity —

Johnson's
have seen,

object is a duel, which

if

I

If

Mr.

shall suppose, he ought to

he did not, that there are inequalities between

us

which will forever render such a resort nugatory ; unless I would
consent for his gratification to sacrifice the most evident pro
priety ; which he has no right to expect from me. — If Mr. John
son desires that there should be a cessation of remarks on him
"
the
self and family, as connected with their publications in
As a public
Argus ", he ought to know how to attain it.
character, a speech maker, and a writer of circulars, he is for

...

ever, within the purview

of an Editor of a public paper

;

and

I

am such an Editor.151

In replying to Marshall's claim of his editorial rights,
Johnson said:

I

have not called on

Mr. Marshall,

...

to account

for the exer

I attempted to make him re
of any editorial right.
sponsible for the most unjustifiable and unprovoked personal
I
reflection upon myself — my father and a part of the family.
have never complained of the most free and unqualified exam
ination of my public conduct and political principles. . . . The
liberty of the press is among the most invaluable blessings of

cise

freedom, and

I

never wish to see it under legal restraints and

gag laws.

Johnson said that he was surprised
frf.,

Marshall to Brown, May

29, 1811.

that Marshall should
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himself from personal responsibility upon such a
claim. He then referred to Marshall's claim of an inequal
shield

ity between them

:

Mr. Marshall's conduct

absolved

me from any obligation to

consult the inequality, of which he speaks ; as he has introduced
and abused my aged father, in his indecent publications. . . .
Does Mr. Marshall wish to establish the doctrine, that he can as
a married man, abuse and traduce my character at pleasure, or
upon a presumption that I had written against him. . . . [He] ac
" he does not know that I am the author of the
knowledged
dialogues, nor does he much care." Then he ascribes them to

of my family connections, for my use. . . . Did
select me as the object of his spleen, that I might
be reminded of the inequalities between us at the day of
me, or some

Mr. Marshall

responsibility

?

1B2

On October 13 of the same year (1811), Johnson again
addressed the public, giving the circumstances leading up to
another proposed duel with a member of the Marshall fam
ily. The address was in the form of a large handbill which
presented a small handbill which Johnson had printed on
October 8, together with the notes that passed between the
parties concerned, giving reasons why the duel did not take

"

From
Johnson introduced the subject by saying :
the peculiar manner in which I have been pursued by a
certain class of men in this state, it has again become my
duty to submit to public view transactions between John
M'Kinley, Lewis Marshall and myself." He then presented
place.

the small handbill he had had printed, entitled

" M'KINLEY

The poltroon and assassin, in his true colours," which
began

:

This scoundrel drank a toast on the 4th of July, comparing
Mr.' Jefferson, the man who wrote the Declaration of Independ
ence, to King George III and Bonaparte, two of the most des
182

Ibid., Johnson's address, May

31, 1811.
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As a consequence of this
indecent, ungentlemanly and tory toast, James Johnson, of Scott
picable monsters as men and tyrants.

county, made some very severe strictures upon the unprincipled
scoundrel, M'Kinley, and published them in the Argus. This
poltroon called upon the editor of the Argus for the author . . .
and James Johnson without hesitation authorized his name to
It was expected that
be given to this puppy as the author.
M'Kinley would call for satisfaction of James Johnson in an
way ; but . . . the dastardly scoundrel would not
bring his mind to such a trial remained silent and disgraced
under the strictures in the Argus.
honorable

Johnson said that on the eleventh, M'Kinley came to George
"
town with a large bludgeon."
M'Kinley and James John
son met in the courthouse yard, where they exchanged some
words, after which
took place; James Johnson . . . without using
. disarmed him of his cane without an injury —
any weapon
in a few minutes, had
and would have ended the combat
it not been for the banisters to the steps, up to the court-house
door, which sustained the trembling and affrighted M'Kinley
. . . who thrust his hand into his bosom where he had his dirk
unsheated, and made three murderous lunges at James Johnson,
who had not as yet used any unlawful weapon.
an engagement
.

.

...

"
but was prevented
James Johnson then drew his pistol,
from killing his antagonist for a moment by the people;
when finding M'Kinley's life in his hands, he refused to
take it." Later, it was learned that James Johnson had
The Johnson family decided that
"
one of them should pursue M'Kinley, who had
run from
town," and that, with a friend accompanying, should de
been stabbed

in the arm.

Accordingly, William Johnson, with
Mr. Taylor, his friend, pursued M'Kinley to Lexington,
where Mr. Taylor found him and told him that William
mand

satisfaction.

Johnson was in Lexington to demand satisfaction,

and that
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M'Kinley should choose the weapons.

But Johnson said:
the insignificant scoundrel refused to meet Wm Johnson
in any way, in the most positive manner. The jury under
Tne small handbill
the riot act, fined M'Kinley $19.99."
" The
concluded with Johnson's statement that
indignation
"

of the people was great," that there
regret

that

James had been

seemed to be universal

prevented

from killing

" villan " after it was known that
James was stabbed."3

the

Johnson continued in the large handbill by saying that
after his first handbill came out, M'Kinley returned to
Georgetown from Lexington. Both Richard M. and James
Johnson were absent and did not return until Friday.
Going to Georgetown,

they met

M'Kinley, whom they were

to see, as the Johnsons had been told that Rich
was to be challenged or assassinated. Johnson was

surprised

ard M.

due to leave

for Washington Saturday morning, but was

That evening, Lewis Marshall presented Richard
M. with a challenge from M'Kinley. M'Kinley's note, dated
October 12, 1811, referred to Richard M.'s handbill and
" I shall
said :
expect an interview with you to settle the
1M
matter."
Johnson's reply stated that he was the sole
author of the handbill and added:
delayed.

I will

give an interview to the friend of Mr. M'Kinley, upon
his becoming principal, as it is inadmissable to fight a man in
an honorable way, who has disgraced himself as Mr. M'Kinley
has done, in first attempting to assassinate one of my brothers,
and then refusing to meet one of my other brothers in equal
combat.158

"'Johnson Handbill, To the Public, October 13, 1811, bound with
copies of the Kentucky Reporter of .October 19, 1811, Lexington Public
Libray; Draper MSS. SCCio-26. These MSS. are no doubt copy which
Johnson prepared for the printer.
154

Ibid., M'Kinley to Johnson, October

185

Ibid., Johnson to McKinley

12,

(undated).

1811.
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It

is told in Lewis Marshall's reply that Johnson did not
" was done
it
expect his call upon Marshall to be obeyed, as

He reminded Johnson

to avoid a fight, and not to get one."

that he, Marshall, was a man with a family, which should

forbid his taking upon himself a quarrel between two un
In accepting the call, however, Marshall
married men."
"
I think myself a master with the pistol." He then
said:
informed Johnson that he chose the small sword, and that
"
The interview must be out of Scott county." IS8 Johnson's
reply expressed astonishment that Marshall should conceive

M'Kinley.

that Johnson was pledged to fight

I

stand as the person challenged,

do.

I

I

will not
of warfare, but in this

and your subterfuge

have a right to select the weapons

want nothing unequal in the conflict, nor did I expect to resort
to any other weapon than those used by you on a former
occasion, and in which you say in your note to me you are master

....

Had

[You] complain of your situation

I any control

over your selection

sented me with the challenge
graced,

I had

as a man

...?...

with a family.
when you pre

of M'Kinley, considering him dis

no alternative left than to express a willingness to

give his friend the interview, upon his becoming the principal
of the challenger. . . . [Standing] therefore in the place of John
M'Kinley, and principal in the challenge, you have, in violation

of every principle of honorable combat, selected the small sword
. . . because you consider your skill great in the art of fencing,
and that

I

never entered a fencing school, and that you would

have the decided advantage.

He then told Marshall to make arrangements with Mr. Tay
lor through Marshall's friend. The seconds were left free
" on
to select any weapons that would place the principals
1"
The seconds met.
Mr. Richardson,
equal ground."
Marshall's friend, asked if Johnson would agree to use th«
1C8Ibid., Lewis Marshall to Johnson (undated).
157

Ibid., Johnson to Lewis Marshall (undated).
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Mr. Taylor said

he would.
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Mr. Richardson

returned later and insisted that the small sword should be
used.

This being the only weapon which Johnson excepted,

for the reasons given, the affair

ended.158

Notwithstanding the fact that Richard M. Johnson was
prompt and aggressive in defense of family honor, he was
inclined to be conciliatory with those in opposition to him
over controversial questions and often exerted his powers
to make peace where there were strained relations between
men.

In

a letter to Andrew Jackson, dated August 4, 1819,

Johnson expressed his regret that Henry Clay had taken a
stand against Jackson in the controversy over the invasion
it was the sense of duty
of Florida.159 But, said he :

"...

that made me take a bold ground & put out my whole

of the opinion of others. I am ex
tremely sorry [he added] that my friend Mr. Clay should
strength

in defiance

have taken a part which has so deeply wounded that friendly

feeling which once existed — I did all in my [power] to
18°
prevent it."
Even in Johnson's speech in the debate on the Seminole

War,

He congratulated himself

.

.

.

that the difference of opinion

was not a factious difference.
When he glanced at the
characters of those who had already spoken on opposite sides
of the question, he saw with pleasure that this was no mere
He took this opportunity to disclaim . . . any
party squabble.
intention to wound the feelings of any of his valued friends who
were opposed to him on this question ; and
he declared he
should feel the same warmth of friendship today towards gentle
men, as friends and politicians, which he did before the com
.

.

.

...

mencement

of this

debate.181

™*Ibid., Draper MSS.,

War

op. cit.

and Invasion of Florida, supra, iv, p. 178.

159

See Seminole

180

Jackson Papers, vol. liii, Johnson to Jackson, August
Kentucky Reporter, February 24, 1819.

181

4, 1819.
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it

it,

Adams recorded in his Diary Johnson's attempt to bring
about "A restoration of friendly, social and personal inter
course between President Jackson and me," and copied a
letter in which Johnson mentioned the President's satisfac
tion with Johnson's interview with Adams and in which
"
and have satisfied my
Johnson added : . . . there I left
rests with me, having done what
own mind. . . . There

In later years, Johnson tried to
make peace between members of Jackson's cabinet in the
Eaton affair.188 Van Buren said: "Johnson was the friend
of the human race and all who needed his services in any
honorable way could have them." 1e* Mr. James Kelly, who
a

when

young man, knew Colonel Johnson, said

I

He was the most polite man

:

182

my heart suggested."

He was naturally
Col. Dick treated me

ever saw.

I

me so nice, and

just

was

a

I

I

polite to everybody, children and all. . . .
so politely when he came into the clerk's office here, that when
he went out,
must be the biggest man — He treated
thought
boy.185

That Richard M. Johnson became the sponsor of the
Choctaw Academy, the Indian school which was established
on his premises, was no doubt primarily due to his philan
interest in an underprivileged
time,
same
he realized that
afforded
thropic

people, but, at the

it

him an opportunity
to escape from pecuniary entanglements. He wrote to Hen
derson in 1826:

is

Supra, vi, pp. 264-265.

184

Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

145

Kelly MS.,

pp. 431-2.

pp. 4-5.

and

3,

March

Adams,

188

ii,

Diary,

182

2

I

it

Fortune for the first time, in my life, seems to open some
advantages to me, by the providential friendship and confidence
of the Indians, and
my duty to my friends and my country,
and myself to make use of my legitimate advantages to disen
thral myself, and that
mean to do, but always keeping in view

p. 381.

1832.
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for others consistent with prin

and influence.188

Even though Johnson's expectations were high over the
possibility that an economical handling of the resources of
the Choctaw Academy would aid him in getting out of debt,
and even though property came to him from the estate of
Cave Johnson,187 he wrote to Benjamin Gratz in February,
1833:

Your favor has been rec'd and if you could place yourself in
my situation, paying thousands for others and under the pressure
of extreme pecuniary embarrassment which has rendered my life
almost a burthen for the last 13 years you would not be as much
surprised that you should
pay where

I

do not believe

be

I

disappointed in my willingness to
am bound.188

Shortly after the time of this letter, Johnson made it known
that his brothers Joel and Benjamin Johnson had involved
him in at least $12,000 as a result of land purchases. He
pledged his stock that he had deposited in the Northern
Bank of Louisville for a loan to meet this obligation.18"
In a letter to John F. H. Claiborne he revealed the fact that
both of them were deeply involved in going security for
each other. Johnson expressed a confidence that Claiborne
" . . . for with
would keep him from ruin. He said :
my
own debts it would ruin me to have to pay those I have
"° Martin Van Buren, in referring to
endorsed for you."
conditions in 1833, said: "It was equally well understood
that the gallant Colonel,

though among the bravest

of the

brave and partriotic and honest, was also, to a great extent,
188

Henderson

147

Johnson Papers, Johnson to

April
188
189
170

1,

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

J.

April

26, 1826.

Harper, cashier of Lexington Bank,

1831.

Ibid., Johnson to Gratz, February I, 1833.
Ibid., Johnson to his banker, May 21, 1836.
Claiborne

Papers

(MSS.),

vol. i, Johnson to Claiborne,

May

7, 1837.
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Major Barry for

subject to the infirmity which disqualified
such a post as he filled

General], and was

[Post-Master

not more to be relied upon to check the cupidity

of his

friends." m
On March 21, 1837, Johnson wrote to C. A. Harris of
" I have
the War Department, Office of Indian Affairs :
arranged everything of my own concerns to my entire satis
faction." l72 The next fall, he continued to appeal to Claito meet his debts and so

borne to make some arrangements

relieve him from his endorsements.178
corresponding

with Claiborne

"

In

1840, he was still

respecting our liabilities to

other," and said that he [Johnson] had in notes at
least $15,000 that he had endorsed for others, in addition
to his own heavy debts, and that he saw ruin threatening
He said if he had been in prosperity, he would not
him.
each

have troubled him.

I

have risqued

He continued

:

life and everything in going to Arkansas and

N. Orleans to make some arrangements

to meet my debts &

I

was able to purchase 60,000 $ in the State Bonds of Arkansas,
now have on
30,000 1, 5 per cents 30,000 $, 6 percents which
hand &

if

I

could dispose of to advantage,

mands pressing on

I

I

could pay all de

me.174

Besides his Arkansas bonds, Johnson had, in 1840, $53,000
in the Bank of Washington, $5,000 in a Baltimore bank,
and $2,000 in the Bank

of the United States.

He suggested

using this stock to pay his debts, and offered the $60,000
bank stock to the Bank of the Metropolis for $57,000.
He
wrote to Richard Smith that he had taken notice of Smith's
expressed surprise at the steps taken by him to secure the
"
securities, endorsers etc.,
by a mortgage bone fide," by
Van Buren, Autobiography, vol.

172

Crittenden

Papers, vol. vi, Johnson to

173

Claiborne

Papers,

174

Ibid., Johnson to Claiborne,

op.

ii,

171

p. 745.

Harris (MS. copy).

cit., Johnson to Claiborne,

Letter of January

Nov.

12, 1840.

12,

1839.
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which several creditors, including the Bank of the Metrop
olis, to which he had appealed in vain for money, might be
17B
delayed in their demands on him."
"
Thomas Henderson said that Johnson
through all the
vicissitudes

of fortune

.

.

.

surrounded

by wealth

under the iron hand of pecuniary embarrassment

;

"

and also
because

of his goodness of heart in response to others, had always
" honorable " and "
178
In 1840, Johnson
been
dignified."
"
I have more at stake than
can
:
wrote to Henderson
imagine in keeping up the school.

[it]

2 years

I

should be out

If I

you

could

of debt and then

.

I

.

continue

.

would wish

17T

it wound up."
Another venture made by Colonel Johnson to recoup his
fortune was the establishment of what was known as the
White Sulphur Spring, a resort of note in that day. The
spring was on that part of Johnson's property known as
Oakland, to which he is said to have moved from the Blue
The new
Spring because its wood was more plentiful.
location was within a mile of the road from Georgetown
to Frankfort, and within a short distance of his former
residence.
At Blue Spring farm he resided in a brick
house.
At White Sulphur Spring he erected a large twostory frame building more than two hundred feet long,
with a double porch. This was built for a hotel. In addi
tion, a similar building was erected and called the Tav
ern.178
Many such places were built in Kentucky in those
"
Many
days.
wealthy gentlemen from the South, who
spend a part of every summer in travelling for health and
recreation," often "pass the hottest weather at the water
178

«•
177

Johnson Papers, Johnson to Smith, July
Globe,

July

Henderson

7, 1835, Henderson

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

Draper MS. i7CCi6
Presbyterian Church).
178

20 and

August

20, 1840.

Letter.
March

(Capt Jno. Wilson's

7, 1840.

account,

an Elder

in
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Visitors referred to that beau
ing places in Kentucky."
tiful Elkhorn tract
to which no description can do
"* and the Kentucky Gazette of May 16,
justice,"
1839, re
"
"
ferred to Richard M. Johnson's
at White
watering place

...

"

considerable celebrity."
Sulphur Spring as a resort of
"
The situation and scenery were referred to as
beautiful
and romantic," and it was said that within a half-mile of the
well were
pure white

"

The water was of
B. W. Dudley, of Lexington,

fine fishing grounds."
sulphur.

praised it and said

:

Dr.

"

anything of the kind

I

18°

The shower bath is

...

superior

to

have ever witnessed or experienced;

of the water producing reaction
m A visitor to White
immediately on quitting the bath."
" found a fashionable com
in the same

the stimulating

properties

year
Sulphur Spring
200
happy mortals, quaffing the
pany of between 150 and
water and luxuriating in the shades of the forest trees."
The visitor said he spent one night there when there was a
ball

"

of the beauty and refinement of
Those who partook of Johnson's dinners

attended by much

Kentucky."

182

" drank of
his choicest wines."

1at

Monthly Magazine, November

Western

180

Kentucky Gazette, May

181

Ibid., October

182

Ibid., August

1s*

Ibid., May

1,

3,

179

16,

1834, vol.

ii,

"
But Amos Kendall was so shocked at an entirely volun
"
letter from a devoted friend who was a guest at
tary
Johnson's tavern at White Sulphur Spring, that he enclosed
the letter to Van Buren to give him some idea of how the
Kendall said:
Vice-President appeared as tavern-keeper.
" I shall take care in as
prudent a way as I can to wash my
In
hands of any future responsibility for his support." 18*
the letter Kendall enclosed, his friend said :
pp. 532, 596.

1839.

1839.
1839.

16, 1839.

1MVan Buren Papers
August 22, 1839.

(MS.),

vol.

xxxvi,

Kendall

to

Van Buren,
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I stoped yesterday evening at Col Johnsons Watering estab
The old gentleman seems to
lishment and remained until today.
enjoy the business of Tavern-Keeping as well as any host I ever
stopped with, and is as bustling a land lord as the most fastidious
traveller could wish. The example of Cincinnatus laying down

is,

his public honors and returning to his plough should no longer
be quoted as worthy of imitation, when the Vice President of
these United States, with all his civic and military honors clus
or seems to be so happy
tering around his time honored brow,
in the inglorious pursuit of tavern keeping — even giving his per
to the chicken and egg purchasing and
sonal superintedance
water-melon selling department.

a

He then mentioned some gossip concerning the presence
"
there of
young Delilah of about the complection of
"
"
Othello who
is

Shakespears swarthy

said to be his third
is

wife; his second, which he sold for her infidelity, having
"
"
been the sister of the present lady
who
some eighteen
—
or nineteen years of age and quite handsome plays on the
" . . .
. .
The
continued

I

at any time, would

neither now nor

:

writer

."

piano.

so act in defiance

of public opinion

was said that he

of his

estate,

it

part

" took
up with another,

a

education, and to whom he deeded

a

a

is

for all the honors Col. Johnson ever has enjoyed twice
told." 185
Certain newspapers of 1835 delighted in referring to two
runaway slave girls of Johnson's as his wife and niece.
One was the girl to whom reference
made in the letter of
Kendall's friend just mentioned. After the death of Julia,
the mother of the two girls to whom Johnson gave
careful
fairer mulatto —

back."

188

At

the same time,

"»7Wd., letter dated August 12,
Van Buren, dated August 22, 1839.

«8 Draper MS. 17CCi6.

a

She and an Indian ran off but were gotten and brought

1839,

niece

of Julia's, another

enclosed in Kendall's letter to
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of the
couples passed themselves off as husband and wife; the
The two
other couple acted in the capacity of servants.
mulatto slave, ran off with a second Indian.

One

having taken the
barouche and horses and fifteen hundred dollars
They were captured within a few miles of Lake
to be well

couples seemed
Colonel's

fitted

out,

in cash.
Erie. A Lexington paper of July 8, 1835, announced that
"
one girl had
been restored to the fond embraces of her

distracted husband, and we hope in a few days to be able
to announce
the arms

.

.

.

that Miss Chinn has also been restored to

of her distressed and agonizing parents."

18T

Had Johnson sold his children on the slave market, as
many men did in that day,188 no political exception would
have been taken to it; but since he took the humanitarian
stand that he did, many acts
which the letter
political

of his life — such

as that to

of Kendall's friend refers — were used

as

But Johnson was not a

propaganda against him.

man to be swayed by political storms or by the honest con

Ignatius L. Robertson said in 1830 that
poising himself at all times on his own mag
Johnson
nanimity never becomes the slave of any body, or set of
men."
Viewing his independent course, one could say that
"
he acted and spoke
right on, what he does think, whether
" He
it be politic or otherwise." Robertson said :
has not
The following de
a particle of hypocrisy in his nature."
scription by the same writer is one that any statesman
victions of others.

"

plain unaffected man, a warm
and persevering friend, a strong partizan, and both friends
189
and enemies know where to find him."
might covet:

"Johnson is

a

July
Lexington Intelligencer,
Kentucky Reporter, July 8, 1835.
18T

188

Rhodes,

History of

the

7,

1835;

United States

Lexington

Robertson,

Sketches

of Public

Characters,

and

(New York, 1893), vol. i,

pp. 3i6, 334-37189

Observer

p. 55.

CHAPTER VIII
JOHNSON'S MISSIONARY AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

PART i.

Indian Education

of the sons of Robert Johnson profited by the
example he set in the fields of religion and education.
Richard M. Johnson was conspicuous among these, since his
elevated position and his friendships among many of the
leading men of the nation enabled him to make his activities
SEVERAL

in these fields national.
Among the men in the Baptist de
nomination with whom Johnson was intimately associated,
the following were outstanding: the Reverend Mr. O. B.
Brown of Washington, D. C. ; Luther Rice, the great mis
Doctor William Staughton,
prominent
educator;
Noel,
and
Silas
M.
one
of
the
preacher
promoters
of Baptist education in Kentucky; and the Reverend Mr.

sionary

leader;

These and many others had a great influence
Jacob Creath.
on Colonel Johnson as a layman in the denomination with
which they were all affiliated.
Colonel Johnson's affiliation with his father's church at
Great Crossings, Kentucky, in 1815, came at a period when
the denomination

began to assume new responsibilities

re

quiring positive leadership, and at a time when a wave of
missionary zeal swept over the Baptists of America.
Orthodox Christianity in the days of French influence at
the end of the eighteenth century felt itself on the defensive.
The churches of independent America were awakening to a
concern for the western Indians not generally felt in the days
of British control. Then too, the rapid extension of the
frontier left many emigrants without Christian institutions.
343

344
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activity in several denomina
tions was actively taken up during the seventeen-nineties.1
The Baptist churches at this period were comparatively few
in number and, on the whole, poor. Whatever Christian
these reasons missionary

was promoted by them was naturally di
It was
rected to the supply of their own scattered churches.

effort,

therefore,

only occasionally that any church or group of churches was

of sending a preacher to the
frontiers of most of the oldest

able to assume the responsibility

Indian tribes that skirted the

By 1800, however, they were ready to enter the
enterprise with enthusiasm.
For example, in the first year of the century, August 10,
1801, at a meeting of the Elkhorn Association of Baptists in
Kentucky,3 a request from the South Elkhorn missionaries
to the Indian nations was presented. The association, then
assembled at South Elkhorn, agreed to appoint a committee
states.2

of five empowered to examine candidates for the missionary
cause and give credentials to those most fitted

To

these duties

for the work.

of the committee was added that of securing,

by subscription or collection, money for the missions estab
lished by them.4
Colonel Richard M. Johnson's father and
his brother James were both at this session of the association
as delegates from the Great Crossings church.5
The com
mittee appointed by the association
and sent him to

"

the field

ordained

John Young

of his labors," the Great Lakes.*

It

was in this way that the mother of Kentucky Baptist asso
ciations undertook a mission to the western Indians.
1 Elsbree,
The Rise of the Missionary Spirit in America,
(Williamsport, Pa., 1928), chapters i-iii.

History

2Gammell,

1790-1815

of American Baptist Missions (Boston,

pp. 1-3*

The oldest Baptist association west of the mountains.

*

Minutes of Elkhorn Association,

5

Ibid., p.

8

Baptist Banner and Western Pioneer, July

vol. i, p. 85.

83.
25, 1844.

1849),
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There were, it seems, two major motives that led to the
establishment of this precedent in the Elkhorn Association.
"
"
This climax
1801.
The first grew out of the great year
of the period of great revivals in Kentucky, beginning in
1799, had as its origin the sincere effort on the part of
religious leaders and thoughtful citizens to counteract the in
fluence of infidel and revolutionary France on the impres
The revival effected a
sionable mind of youthful America.
spiritual awakening that gave vent, in part, to missionary
efforts.
The second motive that influenced the association
to send missionaries among the Indians on the northern fron
tier was to counteract the British influence among the red
The
men bordering on the North American possessions.7
British activities among the Indians within the American na
tional domain, we have already seen, was a part of the British
policy, not only to gain the rich fur trade of the North, but
to embarrass the already heavily laden American government
with further responsibilities.
England was, in these acts,
contemplating an early recovery of her former colonies.
Even after the American republic had succeeded in establish
ing the reality of its independence from England in the War
of 1812, the British continued to incite the Indians against
the American people for commercial advantages.
At the time the Elkhorn Association began its missionary
enterprise, the New England Baptist associations had already
(in 1801) sent missionaries to the frontier settlements.* In
the middle states feeble efforts to establish missions had begun
about 1800, but in the South it was not until 1803 that the

Charleston Association of Baptists organized a mission to
the Catawba Indians within the state of South Carolina.9
7

Ibid., McAfee, History of the Late War in

the

Western Country,

p.

supra, i, p. 46.
8

Benedict,

General

•

and Other Parts

Ibid.,

of

pp. 440-41.

History of

the World, vol.

the

ii,

2 ;

Baptist Denomination
p. 442.

in America
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These weak missionary efforts in America were stirred by
the wide reading

of letters from William Carey and his coad

jutors in the English Baptist mission at Serampore.10
These signs

of an awakening interest in the conversion of

the heathen to Christianity needed some striking and noble
impulse to excite these spasmodic efforts into flaming zeal.
The impulse was contributed by Luther Rice on his return

from India for the purpose of awakening the Baptists to sus
tain Adoniram Judson in the East.11 These two young zea
lots, who with a few others had induced the Congregational
churches of New England to form the American Board for
Foreign Missions in 1810 to provide for their support as
missionaries to India, had in the course of independent study
en route to their new field — they went on different ships —
Unable
both changed from Congregationalists to Baptists.
now to count on their promised support, Rice returned to
arouse interest among the American Baptists.
This denom
ination, hitherto without any means of common action, under
this impulse organized its first general convention — since
"
The General Convention of the Baptist Denomina
called
"
tion in the United States for Foreign Missions — in April,
1814, and appointed Rice to arouse an interest in missions.
He travelled far and wide through the states, visiting Ken
On
tucky and the Elkhorn Association the following year."
10

Gammell, op. cit,, p. 3.

11

Baptist Encyclopedia

(Philadelphia, 1881), vol. i, p.

253.

Ibid.; Gammell, op. cit., pp. 3-7; Taylor, Memoirs of Rev. Luther
Rice (Baltimore, 1840), pp. 76-77, 132-42; Taylor, Lives of Virginia
Baptist Ministers (Richmond, 1838), pp. 432-33; Wayland, Memoir of
the Life and Labors of the Rev. Adoniram Judson (Boston, 1853), vol.
i, pp. 108, 117-18; Lynd, Memoir of the Rev. William Staughton (Boston,
1834), pp. 175-76.
Rice passed down the Ohio river between August
2 and i1, 1815, passed over to Maysville, Kentucky, August 1 1, and
between August 12 and 26, visited Paris, Lexington, Town Fork, Frank
fort and Harrodsburg. (Minutes of Elkhorn Association, vol. i, p. 160;
12

Rice's

Journal

(MS.)

between these dates.)
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August 26, he met with the Tate's Creek Association held at
Between August 27, and September
Lancaster, Kentucky.
30, Rice, according to his Journal, visited a number of asso

of missions seems to have been
"
On the thirtieth, he goes out
received with approbation.

ciations where the subject

to Great Crossings, Scott Co., to meet with the Kentucky
Missionary Society and Preached and sells to Bro. Johnson
"
'
The Baptism of Jesus Christ.' " At Great Crossings on

fifty persons subscribed to the Kentucky Mission
ary Society, apparently through the influence of Rice's
visit.14
There is little doubt that he greatly stimulated John
October

1,

son's interest in missions,

domestic as well as foreign, and

of responsibility throughout his associa
tion for the evangelization of the Indians. Prior to 1817—
an important date in the history of Baptist missions — the
quickened a sense

In the
for the aborigines.
spring of that year the Baptist General Convention for the
United States appointed Humphrey Posey missionary to the
Cherokees, and soon after this, L. Compere was sent among
denomination

had done little

the Creeks.15

Thomas Jefferson, while President of the United States,
saw the need of civilizing the Indians on the borders of the
On November 16, 1807, he wrote to
American states.
James Pemberton, who had sent him a report of a committee
of Friends:

It

is evident that your society has begun at the right end
these people — Habits

for

of industry, easy subsistence,
civilizing
attachment of property, are necessary to prepare their minds for
13

Rice, Journal, entries of August 21, and September 30, 1815.

^Ibid., from October 1, to
Journal stops for awhile, Rice

November 15, 1815, at which date his
"
travels extensively, preaching, selling

Bks. and getting money ".
18

Baptist Banner and Western Pioneer, July

25, 1844.
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the first elements of science, and afterwards

for moral and re

ligious instruction.19

On June 21,

1808,

Jefferson wrote: "Our experience with

the Indians has proved that letters are not first, but the last
step

in the progression

from barbarism

to civilization."

1T

He was insistent that the most successful way to civilize the
"
Indians was not by beginning with religious missionaries,"
" the last
the employment of which he called
step of the
process."

l8

The uncertainty and inaction of the philanthropic feeling
toward the Indians before the War of 1812 was turned, by
Luther Rice's itinerant work, into definite plan and action,
and it was missionary activity that he made one of the first
In 18i6,10 the Board of
steps in the process of civilization.
Directors of the Kentucky Baptist Society for propagating
the gospel among the heathen — a body of which Colonel
—
Johnson was a member wrote a circular letter to the Indian
agents suggesting the introduction of the English language
among the Indians, and, so far as practicable, habits of civili
zation as preparation for spreading the gospel among them.
The board proposed to the agents that they attempt to get
permission from the Indians within the limits of the United
States to have several of their children from each tribe, both
18

Jefferson's

November

Writings,

vol.

v, pp.

Jefferson to Pemberton,

212-13,

16, 1807.

17

Ibid.,

302-3,

18

Ibid.,

p. 440,

Jefferson to Pemberton,

June

21,

Jefferson to James Jay, April

son's idea that the first step

1808.

It was Jeffer
in raising cattle and

9, 1809.

should be instruction

other domestic animals "to acquire a knowledge of the value of prop
"
erty ; that the second step should be a knowledge of arithmetic to
calculate the value of property; that the third step should be an ability
to write ; and that the fourth step should be a reading knowledge of Aesop's
Fables and Robinson Crusoe.

In August, 1816, Rice was again in Kentucky arousing
for missions (Taylor, Memoir of Rice, p. 166).
19

enthusiasm
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boys and girls, brought into the settlements of the whites for
The children were to be brought, fed, clothed
education.
and educated at the expense and under the care and direction

of

the society.20

The Johnson brothers seem to have taken the lead in Ken
Luther Rice wrote
tucky in the education of the Indians.
"
in his Journal on December 18, 1818 : Proceeded to Indian
Seven Indians are here,
school established in Scott County.
a chief and his wife, a little girl and two youths and three
I feel pleasure in seeing these young Indians, and
boys.
hope that much good will yet grow out of this institution."
"
On the same day he noted : Go on to the Great Crossings
'
Preach at his house — Lord, now letteth
to Col. Johnson's.
After which some was
thou thy servant depart in Peace.'
21
A notice in the Western Moni
collected for education."
tor of May 18, 1819, called attention to the annual meeting
of the Baptist Missionary Society, which was scheduled to
meet at Frankfort on the second, but which, due to the lack

...

of a quorum, had adjourned to meet on the thirty-first at
" at which
the home of Colonel Richard M. Johnson,
place
" the
and time ", it was stated,
Indians will
an
undergo

young

examination." 22 In a letter from the Colonel to Luther
Rice, written from Great Crossings, July 15, 1824, he said:
" the
money rec'd by my Brother & mentioned by you when
talking over our affairs has long since been paid by him to
missionary purposes when we had the school here for which
he has vouchers."

28

Kentucky Baptist Society Circular, in House of Representatives
Collection (MSS.), box 181, Library of Congress; Kentucky Gazette,
March 19, 1819.
20

21

Rice,

$10.00

Journal, entry of December

31,

1818.

Colonel

Johnson gave

to Rice,

July

at this time for education.

22

Western Monitor, May

28

Butler-Gonsaulus Collection

18, 1819.

(MSS.), Johnson

15, 1824.
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a circular, dated February 10, 1819, and addressed to

United States factors at Indian trading posts, Thomas L.
McKenney, then an Indian agent, wrote :

I

am authorized by a distinguished member

of the Board of

Baptist Missionary Society, to communicate an
invitation, through you, to Indian parents within their sphere
of operations and influence, to take their children to Great Cross
to be taught reading, writing, and the use
ings in Kentucky
of figures, and sundry useful branches of the domestic arts, &c.
the Kentucky

...

Their expenses in travelling will

be

paid immediately

on their

arrival at Great Crossings; and the benefits intended for the
children will be gratuitously bestowed. . . . Direct them to re
port themselves to Col. James Johnson, or Dr. Samuel Trott, at
Great Crossings. . . . Already is this promising and benevolent
Seven children had arrived by the last
system in operation.
accounts.24

Thus Colonel Johnson's humanitarianism

expressed itself in

of action.
In the House of Representatives on December

a new field

16, 1818,

Colonel Johnson presented a petition from the Baptist Asso
ciation of Missouri stating that it was desirous of establish

ing schools among the Indians, and praying for the aid and
On Feb
encouragement of the United States government.
ruary 15, 1819, he presented a similar petition of the Baptist
Board of Foreign Missions, acting under the direction of the
Convention of the Baptist Denomination of the
United States.25 Various schemes for the improvement of
"
the Indians
were devised and advocated by philanthropic
citizens in different parts of the country." *" Among other
"
General

measures

dictated by necessity," was that

** Daily National Intelligencer, February
March 19, 1819.
25

United States House Journal,

28

Gammell, History

1818-19,

of seeking finan

23, 1819;

Kentucky Gazette,

PP- I°4. 268.

of American Baptist Missions,

p. 318.
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" The missionaries
also exerted an influence in securing by stipulations of vari
ous Indian treaties, several thousands of dollars of annuity
for educational purposes." " In most of the treaties which
were made with the several tribes, large sums of money were
granted for the support of schools and for improvement in
cial aid from the federal government.

agriculture and the useful arts.

In

the year 1819,

passed Congress placing at the disposal

bill

a

of the President

an

of $10,000 for the instruction and civ
ilization of the Indians. This appropriation was disbursed
mainly through the agency of various missionary boards.28
Stirred by appeals from the supporters of missions, the gov
ernment, through the cooperation of its executive and legis
annual appropriation

lative departments, was led to give regular
prospects

of

a better relationship

aid, while the

with the Indians of the

Northwest gave a new incentive to the launching of the
Yellowstone Expedition already referred to-29
Colonel Johnson, in the Senate on January 12, 1820, pro

of making further pro
visions for the amelioration of the condition of the Indian
"
tribes.
He acknowledged that his resolution had
origin
ated in a perusal of a report on that important movement of
posed an inquiry as to the expediency

the Government,

called the Yellow Stone Expedition."

"

He

of Indian trad
ers
had had a tendency to counteract and circumscribe " the
influence of benevolent societies, devoted to the work of their
instruction in the precepts of Christianity."
It was in part
the interest that Johnson had in the civilization of the In
said further that the

"

avarice and profligacy

27

Baptist Banner and Western Pioneer, July

28

United States

Gammell,

Journal,

1818-19,

25, 1844.

I5th Cong.,

2nd

Sess.,

p.

351 ;

op. cit., pp. 318-19.

Supra, v. By 1821 government aid became regular.
(Baptist
Banner and Western Pioneer, op. cit.; Senate Documents, 1824-25, no. I,
i8th Cong.. 2nd Sess.).
29
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dians that led him to accept the plan for a reasonably large

army to protect the most exposed frontiers.

Associated with

the same subject were his consistent appeals to Congress for
larger appropriations of federal revenues in the West.80

In the

second session

of

the fifteenth Congress, 1818-1819,

of War, John C. Calhoun, proposed that a sup
erintendent of Indian affairs be attached to the department.
the Secretary

He insisted that the Indians should no longer be
"
as independent nations but should be
brought
"
The office was
pales of law and civilization."
in March, 1824,82 and on March 11, Thomas L.
was assigned, by the Department

recognized

within the
established
MicKenney

of War, to the duties of

the

bureau.88

At Washington,

on January 26, 1825, the Choctaw nation

of Indians of the southern part of the United States con
cluded a treaty with the government, providing that $6,000
be applied by the President,

for a term of twenty

annually,

years for the education of their children.84
well as another, arising from the sale

"

This fund,

of certain lands

served in the treaty made at Doak's Stand,

as
re

in 1820, the

chiefs, soon after its creation, requested to have applied to
'
the education of youths at some point
distant from the

"

"

Both the Secretary of War and the Board of
Managers of the Baptist General Convention of the United
nation.'

80

Doily National Intelligencer, January

81

United States

House Documents,

14, 1820.

1818-19,

iSth Cong.,

2nd

Sess.,

document no. 25, December 5, 1818.
82

United States Senate Document,

i, document no.

1824-25,

83

Ibid., vol. viii, document no.

8*

United

146,

March

States Executive Documents,

document no. 109,

T. Hartley Crawford

to

William Staughton to Barbour, December
85

i8th Cong., 2nd Sess., vol.

I.

Ibid., Crawford to Poinsett, op. cit.

31, 1826.

26th Cong., 2nd Sess., vol. iii,

J.

R. Poinsett, March

8, 1825.

1, 1841 ;
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for Missionary Purposes agreed to carry out this

States
treaty.84

At

Washington treaty was concluded with the
Choctaws, Mr. William Ward, of the Choctaw Agency, at
the request of the chiefs and headmen for the purposes of ob
taining the services of some missionary society distant from
the nation, addressed letters to the Reverend Mr. Jacob
Creath of the Baptist Missionary Society of Kentucky and
to Colonel Johnson. The latter, already engaged in the
education of Indian youths, made in his reply a proposition
to receive and educate on his Blue Spring farm near the Great
Crossings, in Scott county, Kentucky, such boys as the In
dians might send.
When Johnson's letter was interpreted
to the chiefs and others in the tribe, they were flattered by the
The Indians became eager to
prospect offered to them.
the time the

send, as early as practicable, a number

of their children to

Johnson's care."
The War Department acceded to the wish of the Choctaws
and, after some further correspondence with Colonel John
son, approved a plan for the school which was submitted by
the Baptist Board of the General Convention.88
In a letter

of

War Department, Johnson
mentioned a letter he had received from William Ward, In
dian Agent, enclosing notice from the War Department to
"
the Choctaws
authorizing them to spend a part of the
$j6,ooo annually in the education of some of their children at
September 27,

this place-

.

.

1825,

to the

." Colonel Johnson

continued

:

"As I

am

better situated to take them than any other person in the
country, they have consigned them to me to board and clothe,

&c." Johnson then described the spacious houses where the
Indian boys would be housed and schooled. He said : " . . .
**Ibid., Staughton

" Ibid.,

Ward

to

to Secretary

Barbour, June

MIbid., Letter of March I,

of War, December
26, 1825 ;

1841.

8, 1825.

Crawford to Poinsett, op. ctt.
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I am now pre
Indians will be here by the I5th October.
paring to receive them; my working men are fixing tables,

the

benches,

chairs, &c.

I

have engaged a teacher

of uncommon

merit." He then stated that he preferred that a gross sum
Thomas
for each student per annum should be allowed.39
L. McKenney, in a letter of September 29, 1825, to William
Ward, mentioned the resolutions of the Choctaw nation in

of Indian youths in Kentucky. He
and the Secretary of War saw no objection to the plan but
believed that a complete estimate of the cost of removal to
Kentucky, the cost of each youth per annum, the location of
the school and the plan of education should first be submitted
for the approval of the President.40
On October 28, 1825, Colonel Johnson wrote to Mr. Mc"
Kenney : The nation of Choctaws determined on this mea
regard to the education

sure, without any solicitation on my part, and without my
knowledge; but since they have determined to send their chil
dren here,

I

feel a deep interest for them."

"

On December 2, 1825, Colonel Johnson wrote from Wash
ington to the Reverend Mr. Thomas Henderson, whom he
had engaged as teacher

:

I came

sation today

.

.

.

a

I

I

it,

into the city last night about 9 o'clock. I am in toler
able health only very much fatigued and sore with the journey.
I have not been able to attend much to business but shall soon
and when
get at
complete the arrangement as to the Indian
school you shall know the whole affair.
had
general conver
with the Secretary of War on the subject pre

...

I

...

40
41

Ibid., Johnson to War Department, September 27,
bid., McKenney to Ward, September 29, 1825.

1

89

Ibid., Johnson to McKenney, October

28, 1825.

1825.

I

I

is
a

I

;

I

will do the best can for you
paratory of something definite.
in the affair all want
reasonable compensation.
feel
great interest in the success of our undertaking.
shall ex
pect you to contribute all your power to promote order, and in
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dustry and good among the Indian boys while absent from

I wish you particu
as that of my own people.
that they will be
themselves
all
hands
larly
employ
obliged to occupy leisure hours in study and particularly on Sun
day, when the mind is more apt to wander about mischief, hav
school, as well
to make

...

I want you to send me on the
ing nothing to engross it.
report as to the number of Boys, etc. as soon as you can. . . .
I wish you to remember me to the Indian Boys, and express to
them my hope that they will be industrious and conform in all
things to your advice to

them.42

Colonel Johnson was very eager to have some report of
the school in order that it might have weight with the War
Department in the sale of fifty-four sections of land in the
State of Mississippi, set aside to create a literary fund for
the Choctaws.
Johnson, in a letter to his brother, John T.
Johnson, dated December 31, 1825, mentioned this land and
added

:

Col McKenney says he will take steps to have the land sold in
the spring or summer so as to vest the proceeds

in 6 per cent
stock & increase the students next fall ; but he says he must have
at least one report from the committee or Trustees as to the
condition of the school & the future prospects . . . you must
not neglect this thing.*8

On December

Johnson wrote Henderson
that he had been very busily occupied in determining the best
plan for the Indian school, saying :
.

.

and

.

8, 1825, Colonel

and today after much reflection and many drafts of plans
conversations with the Secretary of War and Col.

...

I
McKenney, I submitted a plan which was approved.
found it was best to enlist the Baptist Board of Managers for
the general convention for missionary purposes to take hold of
42

Henderson

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

** Ibid.,
Johnson to John

T. Johnson,

December 2, 1825.

December 31, 1825.
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the subject and give the sanction of their name and patronage to
the institution.
This I effected, and had a meeting of that

Board and after several conferences and meetings and explana
tions they entered into resolutions and my next object was to
arrange it in such a manner as to give you a prominence in the
business and to keep myself out of any arrangement with the
government — the Board at my instance appointed you superin
tendent and teacher — to provide everything in your name, or
employ some person to furnish the Boarding and clothing etc."

The resolutions adopted at a special meeting of the board
on December 5, 1825, as mentioned above, provided that a
missionary station be established in Scott county, Kentucky,

religious instruction of Choctaw
youths; that funds or donations for such education should
be used for the mission; that Mr. Henderson be made super

for the education

intendent

and

and missionary,

board, to which a report
every three months

;

subject

to the direction

of the progress should

of

the

be made

and that the Reverend Dr. Fishback

of

Lexington, the Reverend Mr. Jacob Creath of Franklin
county, John T. Johnson, Major Benjamin S. Chambers, and

William Suggett of Scott county, should be members of a
committee to examine the state of the mission school and
take measures to raise funds for it.

They also were to make
These men were all Kentuckregular reports to the board.45
ians and all personal friends of Colonel Johnson.
The Rev
erend Dr. William Staughton, as corresponding secretary of
the Baptist General Assembly, wrote to Henderson inform
ing him of his election as superintendent of the academy and
outlining some duties for him :
**

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson,

December

16,

1825;

War, December

document

8, 1825;

December 8, 1825 ; Ward to Henderson,
op. tit., Staughton
to Secretary of

109,

Missionary Herald, February,

1830,

vol. xxvi,

p- 3445

Document 109, op. cit., pp. 21-22; Rouse, Ohio Archaelogical and
Historical Quarterly, vol. xxv, 1916. "Col. 'Dick' Johnson's Choctaw
Academy: A Forgotten Educational Experiment," loc. cit.
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...

to review the
The board wish you, once in each week
conduct of the youth, and to offer to them such expressions of
approbation or censure as their conduct shall appear to deserve ;
prohibiting them entirely from the use of ardent spirits. . . .
They recommend your offering to them frequent and affection
ate lectures . . . upon the truth and excellency of the Christian
It is the desire of the board and they hereby urge
religion.
observance
of the Lord's day . . . the requiring of
a strict

...

...

upon the public worship of God on that
Holy Day will be found indespensible.4*
a regular attendance

Johnson said he was anxious to make the plan and expense
of the school conform to the wishes of the Department of
War, and be economical to the Choctaw nation. He said:
". . . as it was known that they were at my house and I a
member

of congress

I

was anxious

that my compensation

should not be or appear to be extravagant."
had submitted the various items
retary

of

expense,

After Johnson
he and the Sec

of War finally decided upon the following items
Superintendent

House

etc.

and tutor

$500.00

for Superintendent

Rooms for the school etc

For Books etc
For 25 Indian youths,

:

60.00
60.00
50.00

$200

each

Total

5,000.00
$5,670.00

This left an annual contingent fund of $330.00 remaining
from the $6,000 annuity allowed by the government to the
In referring to Henderson's salary Johnson said:
tribe.47
" I had determined in
my own mind to give you that sum at
all events on account of your kindness in teaching Imogene,
He also said in the letter :
Adaline and the girls."
You must date the commencement of the school ist of Nov. 1825.
I send you the draft of a letter which you must write to the Sec.
48

Document

109, op. cit., pp. 23-24,

47

Document

109, op. cit., p. 23.

Staughton

to Henderson

(no date).
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of War; also I send you the substance of a power of attorney.
You must sign and acknowledge before Wm Johnson, Justice
of the peace to enable me to draw the money and to act as agent
and attorney for you.48

As had

following was signed by Mr.
by William Johnson, Colonel

been suggested, the

Henderson and attested
Richard M. Johnson's brother

:

Whereas the Choctaw nation of Indians have sent to the Blue
Springs near the Great Crossings in Scott county, Kentucky, a
number of their children to educate, at this time twenty-one in
number, and whereas I have been appointed Superintendent and
Tutor to sd Indian Boys by the Baptist Board of Missions, which
has been approved by the War department and the President
of the U. States, and whereas the sd Choctaw nation of Indians
have expressed a wish that a fund of six thousand dols. per
annum for twenty years which the sd nation reserved in the last

...

in January
treaty they made with the Gen' government
1825 . . . and whereas the plan and government of sd school
called the Choctaw Academy has made it my duty to Superintend
the sd Academy and Missionary Station and its finances and to
draw such sums of money as may be due quarterly to the Super
intendent for his services and for the Boarding and clothing of
Boys and all other expenditures made and allowed by sd plan
of government for sd Choctaw Academy, and whereas
in
providing the funds and drawing the same from the government
as aforesaid having confidence in Col. Richard M Johnson I
have this day authorized him
as my agent and attorney to
attend to the drawing sd funds of sd Choctaws.*9
sd

...

...

On December 9, 1825, Colonel Johnson wrote to Hen
derson

:

You will
48

see that

in the plan which is adopted no detail of

Papers, Johnson to Henderson, December 8,
Ibid., Power of Attorney to R. M. Johnson by Thomas
attested by Wm. Johnson, Notary Public.
*•

Henderson

1825.

Henderson
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It was thought best
clothing or boarding is entered into.
Now you will perceive that you cannot be too
to omit it. . . .B0
particular in inspiring each with as much emulation in taking
care of their clothes as to excel in learning. . . . [Again Hen
derson was instructed:] There is another point you must
Now in cases
guard. I am responsible for medical attendance.
of little complaints or common sickness you must
ician yourself.'1

be the

phys

The Kentucky Gazette of November 4, 1825, mentioned
the Choctaw Academy in these words :
We are informed that the Chief men of the Choctaw Nation
of Indians have sent to the care of Col. Richard M. Johnson,
twenty-one youths, to be educated. . . . We also understand
that very good arrangements

them — and

have been made to accommodate

the object is to manage them in every respect as

they were the sons of respectable

farmers —they

if

are to be taught

by the Rev. Thomas Henderson, who it is believed

possesses

high qualifications to manage them, and to prepare some of the
most promising to graduate in Transylvania University.52

A

Georgetown paper of November 4 carried the following
notice :

We have been informed that

Indian children, from the
Choctaw Nation, have just arrived at the Blue Spring, the resi
dence of Col. R. M. Johnson, for the purpose of receiving an
education.
Notwithstanding there are at this time about 16 or
18 Missionary establishments in the Nation, yet, after a consul21

J.

R. Poinsett, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1841, wrote in
March of that year to R. M. T. Hunter, Speaker of the House, that
his understanding of the financial agreement with Colonel Johnson was
that a charge of $120 per student per annum, including board, was
80

decided upon;

and $80 per annum additional

for

clothing

The other charges agree with Johnson's.
op. cit., Poinsett to Hunter, March 3, 1841.)
attention.

n Henderson Papers,
52 K cntncky Gazette,

Johnson to Henderson,
November

4, 1825.

and medical

(Document

December 9, 1825.

109,
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tation with the Agent, Col. William Ward, formerly of this
County, the parents of those children preferred sending them
on to Blue Springs, a position every way calculated to promote
their comfort and happiness ; both from its locality, convenience
in house room, and the deep interest which Col. Johnson has
ever taken to ameliorate their condition, together with that of
all the oppressed and illiterate of every country. The Rev.
Thomas Henderson, who is well fitted for the task, from his
learning, piety, and industry, is to be the teacher of the school.
Those who feel a missionary spirit, will find a field at home for
their munificence.
On the morrow, at the Blue Spring, we are told that 20 of the
horses that the Indians rode to this country,

auction; they are what are termed Indian

will

be sold at

public

ponies.63

P. P. Pitchlynn, the delegate sent by his tribe, the Choctaws, to conduct the twenty-one Indian youths to Blue
Spring, wrote to the Secretary of War, James Barbour :

I have delivered over to Col. Richard M. Johnson, twenty-one
Choctaw youths, for the purpose of education.
I approve
of this measure, because I was educated in the bosom of our
white brethren, in Tennessee, and I know how to appreciate

...

the inestimable

It

blessings arising from an education among them.

is my decided opinion that the promising youths of our nation

should be educated in this method, leaving the mass of our pop
ulation to the honorable and benevolent exertions of the mis
sionaries who are settled among us — for we acknowledge, with
gratitude, their pious and benevolent labors.B4

Henderson's first quarterly report on the Choctaw Acad
emy, November I, 1825, to January 31, 1826, included a
description of the buildings, of which there were five. The
first, called the Academy, was a two-story stone house fortyfour feet in length and twenty-four in width. There were

" American

Sentinel,

November

"Wiles' Register, December
Indian Office, October 22, 1825.

10,

4, 1825.
1825;

document

no. 109,

Ward

to
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two rooms on the first floor and two on the second, all of
equal size. The rooms were reported as having good fire
places and four windows of twenty lights in each room.
The rooms were planned to accommodate from one hundred
The second stone
to one hundred and twenty students.
There
building was used for a dining room and lodging.
were two other stone buildings, both two stories high and

There was also one frame building.

used for lodging.

Ac

cording to the report, all were plastered and finished inside,
The report also
and were comfortable and convenient.55
stated that the white boys
the academy were

It

of the neighborhood that attended

of respectable and well-to-do families.

was said that their good morals influenced the Indian boys

The white boys were instructed in the sci
This led the Indian boys to entertain the ambition to

in good conduct.
ences.

acquire knowledge.

One class

of the white boys was in

of the compass, plotting instruments,
The apparatus provided for the
globes and drawing maps.
academy at that time was comprised of one pair of globes,
structed in the use

compasses with chains and plotting instruments

surveyor's

and other necessary apparatus for surveying

purposes.5*

The report stated that there were twenty-six Choctaws in
attendance and ten young men from the vicinity of the acad
emy.
ness

It

of the good health, progress and happi
of the Indian boys, and of their ambition to excel. In
also spoke

fact, the first report was so flattering that Colonel Johnson
" I have
wrote to Henderson on February 10, 1826 :
received

your report respecting the Choctaw Academy and Mission
ary Station at the Blue Spring. You have done yourself
great credit

for that elegant masterly and interesting quar

terly statement."
"

"

Colonel Johnson was so pleased that he

5BForman, Chronicles of Oklahoma (Oklahoma City, 1928), vol. vi,
The Choctaw Academy," loc. cit.
58

Ibid.,

57

Henderson

pp. 459-60.

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

February

10,

1826.
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going to present the report not only
" if
to the Secretary of War and to Colonel McKenney but,
it were usual," to the President also.
told Henderson

he was

It is my opinion [Colonel Johnson said] that in 12 months we
In that case you must have at
shall likely have 100 students.
The Pottoleast looo $ salary per annum and two assistants.
wattomies are to make a treaty with the government near Fort
Gen'l Tipton and Gov. Cass who
Wayne this year sometime.
will make the treaty are here, and they have promised me
pointedly, that they will secure a literary fund like the one upon
which we are now acting.58

A

few months later, Niles' Register also reported the acad

emy to be in a flourishing condition

tion of the pupils lately took place

:

" The
second examina
in the presence of 500

people, and the boys acquitted themselves much to the satis

faction of all parties."
But Niles questioned the wisdom of
educating the Indian boys, especially if they were to be re
"
far from
moved, as the Cherokees were, into the wilderness
"
the bones of their ancestors."
Better it is that they should
remain as they are, than, by education, become unfit for sav
B*
age life if such only we have resolved to allow them."
In the first year or so after its establishment the Choctaw
Academy seemed to be very popular among the Indiansletter from Chief John Ross, of the Choctaw nation, said

A

:

Richard Johnson was a popular man among the Southern In
dians after he started and opened his Indian School in Kentucky.
He had a noble impulse, his heart was big and he called Indian
Returning to their
boys to the paths of peace and learning.
Indian homes ; they were the stars in a dark night.80
»»

Ibid.

89

Niles' Register,

80

Morton, Dick

pamphlet.

November

4, 1826.

Johnson's Indian

School at White Sulphur, brief
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A

letter from a Choctaw Indian to Mr. Henderson said:
" The
people of the Nation are much pleased with the reports
of your Choctaw Academy. . . . We . . . have been long
wandering in the paths of ignorance and superstition : but I
thank God and rejoice at the approaching light."

81

The prospective treaty with the Pottowatomies was con
cluded, and the Baptist Board of Missions planned to educate
several of their boys at the Choctaw Academy, if the Choctaws would consent.
Colonel Johnson expected the addition

of

these

boys to add to the responsibility

at the

academy

without providing a proportionate income for an increase of
the superintendent's salary.
The tuition for the Pottowa
tomies was to be only one hundred

fifty dollars per

Yet Colonel Johnson thought the addition would

annum.

"

and

be an entering wedge to make the Choctaw Academy

a re

sort for all the civilized tribes and at least augment the school
to 100 or 200."

82

"

The Creek Indians

impressed with the

important benefits of education appropriated a part of their
means, arising out of the treaty of the 22d.
April 1826, for
the education of some of their Children at the same
school."

e"

The increased enrollment

in the academy necessitated a
The library was turned
change in the housing conditions.
into sleeping quarters.
The extra beds were built by Wil
liam Campbell, an employee at the academy, who was to be
paid half in cash and half in store goods from William John
All the linen for the making of " bed Ticks "
son's store.
was to be purchased at the same store.*4
The cooper shop
on the plantation was converted into a school house, and an
81

Western

82

Henderson

February

Luminary, September
Papers,

6, 1826.

Johnson to Henderson,

January

30,

1826,

and

21, 1826.

88

United States House Documents,

84

Henderson

Papers,

1826-27,

Johnson to Henderson,

vol. i, document 2, p. 509.

February

26, 1826.
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In all con
extra building for a dining hall was erected.
"
tracts," said Johnson, a great point is to save me money and
85

to have it done upon the cheapest plan."
Colonel Johnson used his influence with the Post Office
Department in getting

for the benefit of

post office established at the academy
the Indian boys.
From time to time, he
a

advised that the Indian boys should write letters to their
homes and to officials

of

the government.

Johnson insisted

upon this because he thought it would give the boys practice
in writing, that letters to government officials would adver
tise the school to advantage and that the sending

of carefully

censored letters home would lead the Indian parents to feel

The academy was
also benefited by the Post Office Department, which granted
But this privilege
the students the franking privilege.

that the boys were perfectly

satisfied.88

seems to have caused

rassment.

Colonel Johnson considerable embar
On January 1 1, 1828, Johnson wrote to Hender

son that he was surprised to know that the post-master, Dr.
Emmons, was dissatisfied with his compensation.
Dr. Emmons insisted upon marking the letters paid, although the let
ters enjoyed the franking privilege.
In 1828, Post-MasterGeneral McLean told Johnson that it would be absolutely
necessary to cease marking the letters paid when deposited by

it swelled the apparent compensation far be
yond any private office established in the United States and
On February 2, 1828, Colonel
would require explanation.
Johnson wrote Henderson that if he did not stop marking
letters sent by the boys paid, the post office would be dis
the students as

continued.87
Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, March 4, 1826.
Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, January 11, 1828, and March 23 (1828
or 1829?) ; Rouse, Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly, vol. xxv,
85
80

loc. cit.
•T

1828.

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson,

January

11

and 12, and February 2,
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The year 1828 brought the academy both good and evil
report.

In

spite

of Colonel Johnson's strict attention to re

ligious instruction in the school, there arose complaint as to
The complaint seems to
the way the school was conducted.
have been begun by P. P. Pitchlynn in the autumn of 1828.88
"
On April 6, 1829, Colonel Johnson wrote: The school has
lately been threatened with destruction, and it has required a
tremendous effort on my part to place it on its former sure
foundation. . . . The whole system ought to be a military
discipline . . . nothing else could or would keep up the fame
of the West Point Academy." *9 Although charges of poor
food, soiled table linen, poor sleeping accommodations, in
sufficient supply of proper clothing and bad service in gen
eral were made against the management

of

the academy, the

real difficulty, according to Johnson's letters, was discipline.
To Henderson he wrote with some emotion :

I

am now convinced that

Joe Fulsom ought to have been dis

missed in disgrace when he went into my house after Lucinda.
.

.

.

When Dave Wells and Peter King attempted to force into

my house after the girls they ought to have been dismissed in
I tell you one thing my friend I never will suffer
disgrace.
what I have in these points. If the Boys find women or anybody

...

of my yard I will say nothing to them but to permit them
to go into my Brick house
or to permit any of them to be
outside

...

doging into my house or sellars after the girls are things which
I cannot and will not bear.70
Colonel Johnson feared that such scandalous conduct could
not be kept from the cognizance of the government and

" would have a
very bad effect and induce a belief that the
Boys feared neither god nor devil, nor man." 71 On Janu
88

Fonnan, Chronicles

89

Henderson

of

Oklahoma,

vol. vi, loc. cit.

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

April

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, March 24, 1830.
n Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, December 24(?),

6, 1829.

70

1827.
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"
It gives me great
ary 26, 1828, Colonel Johnson wrote:
uneasiness while I am from home to hear of difficulties be
tween my negroes and people and the Boys."
Johnson told
that whenever

Henderson

trustees or some

he could

of them ought to

not keep

be called

in."

order

"

In spite of the fact that whiskey was stolen from

" the

the house

and the Indian boys threw coffee and stones at Colonel

John

son's Negroes,73 there were attempts made to improve the
moral and religious life of the boys, some of whom re

Religious tracts were sent by Colonel Johnson to
Henderson's
be distributed for the boys to read and discuss.
"
"
were
lectures and the organization of a
speaking society
"
commended by Colonel Johnson, who thought that
nothing
sponded.

is more improving to the morals than your lectures."

T4

It

appears from the records of the Great Crossings Church,
which the boys attended, that the religious instruction upon

On May
which Colonel Johnson insisted, had a good effect.
2, 1825, before the school at Blue Spring was taken over by
the Department of War as the Choctaw Academy, two In
dian boy students had been received into the Great Crossings
Church. On May 3, 1828, Stephen Grayson, an Indian from
the academy, was also received.
On May 17, a Creek Indian,
named R.

M. Johnson, about twelve years old, joined the

same

church, and on the next day four other boys became mem
bers.

Some

Church.75

of the Indian

joined the

boys

These are only a few out

Methodist

of the number of In

dian youths who became members before 1830.
The Mis
sionary Herald for 1830 in a notice of the Choctaw Academy
72

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson,

January

78

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson,

March

7t

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson,

January

16,

1828.

1, 1830.

6, 1826 and

April

6, 1829.

Baptist Church, Book 2,
Records of Great Crossings
National Intelligencer, July 11, 1828 (Account of Mr. Ould).
75

pp.

173-7 ;
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"

During the last year 26 became hopefully pious, and
T8
14 joined the Baptist church."
It was in the year 1828 that Colonel Johnson was con
vinced of the efficacy of the Lancasterian or monitorial plan
of instruction.
Colonel Johnson wrote Henderson January
9, 1828, that he had visited a Lancasterian school in Wash
ington in company with the Reverend Mr. O. B. Brown,
said

"

:

Who has taught many years like yourself."

Both seemed
to be well convinced of the advantages this system offered."
On January 16, 1828, Johnson wrote Henderson that he
could get a fine young man to teach the Lancasterian system,
and that the Secretary of War was very anxious that the
The Sec
system should be adopted in the academy at once.78
retary

of War, knowing that

the increased enrollment

to Henderson's responsibilities,

added

desired to lessen his duties

and, at the same time, to increase the facilities

of learning in

the academy, so he decided to introduce there the Lancas
terian plan.
A Mr. Ould, who had been sent over from

England by Lancaster himself for the purpose of organizing
and opening a Lancasterian school at Georgetown in the Dis
trict of Columbia, was sent to the Choctaw Academy to in
troduce the system there.
In a letter written after he arrived
at Great Crossings and dated June 28, 1828, Mr. Ould told
Mr. McKenney that the academy consisted of one hundred
Choctaws, Creeks, Chickasaws, and other Indian youths, all
of whom had made considerable progress. He found them
especially well grounded

in astronomy,

geography,

history,

of the globe.

He said that many of the youths
had openly professed religion, some becoming Methodists

and the use

"

and some Baptists.
spectacle."

I

never witnessed

so

interesting

7B

78

Missionary Herald,

77

Henderson

78

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson,

79

National Intelligencer,

1830, vol. 26, p. 34.

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

July

January
11, 1828.

16,

January
1828.

9, 1828.

a
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Following the introduction of the Lancasterian plan of in
struction,

workshops

set aside a tract

of

were established and Colonel Johnson
land where the Indians were to be in

I. N. Bourassa, an Indian teacher
in the academy, wrote to the Department of War on Feb
ruary 21, 1833, that he believed the students of the academy
structed in agriculture.80

would be benefited by an opportunity to learn a trade through
the establishment of two or three workshops.
He believed
that the introduction of the blacksmith trade would do away
with laziness, so characteristic of the Indian, and that the
study of a trade would be more to the advantage of those
boys who could not learn from books if they remained at
sixty-nine years.81 Hender
son also wrote the War Department that he thought work
shops attached to the institution would be the most important
At the Secretary's request, Henderson had cal
acquisition.
culated the expense of the buildings and furnishings for the
the academy nine hundred and

blacksmith shop, a shoe and boot maker and a wheelwright
On November 1, 1833, in spite of the cholera that
shop.82
had broken out at the academy,83 the buildings for the work
shops were almost completed, tools had been purchased, suit
able workmen employed and operations begun. At the be
ginning of this enterprise, three shoe and boot makers, three
blacksmiths,

and two wagon makers were employed to in

struct the Indian youths in these trades.8*

In

a report to the Indian Office on November 8, 1833, the
Board of Inspectors of the Choctaw Academy said :

We cannot sufficiently express our high approbation of the
80

Rouse, Ohio Archaeological and Historical Quarterly, vol. xxv, loc. cit.

81

Executive Documents,

109, pp. 62-3, letter dated

*2Ibid., Henderson

26th Cong., 2nd Sess., vol. iii, document no.

February

21, 1833.

to Elbert Herring,

July

April

18,

1833.

88

Commonwealth,

8*

Document no. 109, op. cit., pp. 70-71, Quarterly Report,

2, 1833.

Nov. I,

1833.
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plan of teaching the boys the mechanic arts, as well as letters,
We visited the workshops and were well pleased with . . . the
astonishing proficiency of the boys in the several branches of
mechanism. . . . We are convinced, from the trial made, that
the workshops should be extended.85

The inspectors recommended at this time the addition of a
tailor's shop, a cabinet maker's shop, and such other shops
as the wisdom of the government should direct to be estab

for Henderson's report of
1838, on the condition of the workshops,

These were established,

lished.8''

September 30,
shows twenty-two students employed in learning the trades

:

eight in the tailor's shop

;

;

eight in the shoe and boot shops

four in the smith shops ; and two in the wagon shop. The
report added that in the last quarter a handsome profit was
shown in the proceeds of each shop. The net profits were
divided among the boys who labored in the shops after they
completed their trades.87
In fact, the progress and success of the Choctaw Academy

widely known that Ogden Bullock Gregg, who
travelled in Kentucky between the years 1831 and 1839, said
" The most
in his Commerce of the Praries, that
extensive
literary institution which has ever been in operation, for the
became

benefit

so

of the

'

red man ', was the

'

Choctaw Academy

', es

tablished in Kentucky, and supported by a common fund
several different tribes."

of

""

The Kentucky Gazette in 1835
said : The Indian Academy in Scott county, is in a flourish
ing condition, containing a large number of youth nearly
all of whom speak English with facility."
The Gazette
"

continued

:

"Ibid.
••
87

U. S. House Documents, 23rd Cong., ist Sess., 1833, document no. I.
Document 109, op. cit., no. 148, p. 128 ; House Documents, 25th Cong.,

3rd Sess., 1838-39, vol. i, no. 2, p. 499.
88 Thwaites, Early Western Travels (Cleveland,

1905), vol. 20, p. 306.
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Many of them, have completed their education and gone back
with a knowledge of God, and to open schools
for the benighted red men. The renown of Col. Johnson with
the Indian tribes, places him in a position to be eminently useful
to his own country. . . . [Colonel Johnson] has availed him
self of the chance to draw closer the bonds of union between the
to their tribes,

two populations, and to impress deeply upon the minds of these
children of the forest, an exalted character of the American
Union, and an admiration for their religion, manners, and insti
tutions.89

By March, 1831, Colonel Johnson believed the Choctaw
so well established that he appealed to the Secre

Academy

of War for

in salary for Henderson.
The
latter stated in his letter of March 28, 1831, that he was in
"
duced to take the first allowance
more from principles of
tary

humanity

.

.

.

an increase

than

for any pecuniary

consideration."

*°

But those persons unfriendly to the Colonel thought the
" Choctaw
no small
Academy, with its perquisites,
91
affair."
By 1837, Colonel Johnson was suffering a good deal of
anxiety about the school.-92 The same year the Choctaw
nation had determined to send a delegation of three to Wash

...

ington.

These were all graduates

of the Choctaw Academy

and were the most popular men in the nation.

It

was feared

" raise a
"
that this delegation might
great prejudice
against
the Academy.93
The pressure of the opposition was so great
89

Kentucky Gazette, March

made a treaty appropriating
to the Choctaw

May

Academy

On May 27, 1834, the Chickasaws
a year for fifteen years to send boys
(Henderson Papers, Johnson to Henderson,
28, 1835.

$4,000

1834). Letter of December 8, 1834, says the sum was $5,700
and the number of Indian boys to be sent 14 or 15.
90

27,

Document

109, op. cit., no. 44, p. 46.

and Reporter, October

I,

91

Observer

92

Henderson

98

Ibid., G. W. Clark to Johnson, October

Papers,

1834.

Johnson to Henderson,

December

13, 1837.

22, 1837.
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by 1839 that Henderson himself wrote to the Indian Office in

Washington

It

:

is true that many prejudices have existed against this insti

tution, ever since it was located in Kentucky . . . some of the
boys themselves, who have become impatient and tired of close
application to business or study ; and some by designing men
in the nation, and others by enemies to Indian reformation, in
the bosom of our country.94

In

Adam Nail and several other students
of the academy wrote to the Indian Office that their " sub" was a
profane man and that one of their
superintendent
October,

1839,

teachers was also profane.
students were profane,

They added that most of the

that the Sabbath day was not kept

and that the institution had no night regulations.

The din

ing room, he said, was headed by a drunken Negro, there
were few forks and two tables had no table clothes.95
On January 1 1 , 1 840, Colonel Johnson wrote Henderson
that there was much prejudice in Washington against the
school.
Johnson informed Henderson that the greatest
complaint was that his living at a distance from the school
"
necessitated too extensive an absence from it. The
next
most serious thing with them was the want of regular
Colonel Johnson
preaching and divine worship Sundays."
"
added : I have an idea of giving them notice to wind up the
9*
school after a certain period."
On January 30, Johnson
"
I believe our enemies will succeed at last." "
wrote :

In

Johnson saw one of his post offices closed
In March, he wrote to Henderson : " I
by the government.98
94

1840, Colonel

Document

109, op. cit., no. 155, pp.

133-34,

letter of September 23,

1839•5

Ibid., no.

98

Henderson

97

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, January 30, 1840.
Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, February 17, 1840.

98

157, letter

of October

28, 1839.

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

January

11, 1840.
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have more at stake than you can imagine in keeping up the

If I

school.

could

I

.

.

.

continue

2

years

I

should be out

of

would wish it wound up and so I have in
formed the War Dept." " In the same strain he wrote later
that two more years of the school would set his financial
"
affairs aright so that they would, he said, yield me 1 5000 $
debt and then

a

10°

year."

In

from Blue Spring to
White Sulphur Spring, which was also on a farm owned by
Colonel Johnson.101
The academy was now very beautifully
situated near one of the best springs in Kentucky.
The rea
son for removing to White Sulphur, as has been more fully
explained in chapter seven, was the abundance of firewood.
Here the academy buildings were constructed of logs.108
In
close proximity to the Choctaw Academy was Johnson's
White Sulphur Spring Health Resort, which from 1830 to
On June 6,
1850, was one of the most noted in Kentucky.
"
1840, Colonel Johnson wrote Henderson:
I want you and
Van[derslice] and Dan'l B. Pence to make the best tempor
ary arrangement with the Tavern during the water season as
I may not be at home till July." 103 The fact that Colonel
Johnson, was was then Vice- President of the United States,
1831, the school had been moved

was its sponsor, and the fact that Johnon's resort was located
so near, did much to protect and enhance the prestige of the
academy.
the stage

in 1840,
pects

of

But when the Colonel was forced to retire from

of national politics as the result of the Whig victory
" It is
he could
:

my candid opinion that the pros
the school under Gen'l Harrison with the aid of
say

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, March
100 Ibid.,
Johnson to Henderson, April
99

7, 1840.
15,

1840.

Perrin, History of Bourbon, Scott, Harrison and Nicholas Counties,
Kentucky, p. 161.
101

102

Forman, Chronicles

103

Henderson

of

Oklahoma,

vol. vi, loc. cit.

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

June

6, 1840.
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Col Pitchlynn is doubly as good as it has been for the last 3
10*
years."
Johnson was still much concerned about the
academy, however, for on the very next day he wrote Hen
derson that he thought the only solution for the academy was
the employment of Colonel P. P. Pitchlynn to remain at the
This, he said, would enable Henderson to remain at
school.
But Colonel Johnson had,
home about half of his time.105
at last, to give up Henderson as superintendent.108
In September, 1841, Colonel Johnson wrote from White
Sulphur to John McLean, who had just received the appoint
" I wish to see
ment of the secretaryship of war :
you, if pos

of Washington

sible before you go on to the City

War — to

as Sec.

of

converse and explain to you respecting the Indian

School at this place.

your appointment."
onel Johnson said

.

.

10T

Providence has smiled upon me by
In a footnote of the same letter Col
.

:

Genl. Harrison promised to Keep up the School.
is also friendly & favorable, but the late Sec.
the talent to effect anything.

...

I

If

Mr. Tyler
of War had not

the school could be kept

2 years
should not wish it longer if
wished
to
move
or
it
break
it up ; altho it has done more
you
It would be cruel injustice
good than all the local Schools.
to let the School languish at the only moment when I am at home

full and in operation for

...

104

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, January

1°3

Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, January

7, 1841.
10, 1841.

On March 13, 1841, he wrote to his friend: "I am directed by the
of War to inform you that circumstances render it necessary
that there should be a change in the superintendency of the Choctaw
Academy, and that your services in that capacity are therefore no longer
required.
Col. P. P. Pitchlynn, of the Choctaw nation, has been, this
(Ibid., Johnson to Henderson, March
day, appointed to succeed you."
108

Secretary

13, 1841.)

McLean Papers, vol. x, Johnson to McLean, September
Before writing this letter, which was addressed to Cincinnati,
addressed one of the same date to McLean, to Louisville.
107

20,

1841.

Johnson
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to Save Something and to Save a home to Shelter me from the
Storm.108

Colonel Pitchlynn, the new superintendent, soon resigned,
after which Colonel Johnson received a notice from the office

of

the

Indian Commissioner that Mr. Vanderslice had been

In 1843, the report on the
Choctaw Academy showed that William Suggett was the in
In spite of its facing the necessity of removal or
spector.
closing, the report of Mr. Suggett was very flattering to the
appointed to succeed

him.109

He said that he at no time had been more gratified
at the prospects of educating the children of the red men use
"
The students are promis
fully, morally and religiously.
ing; many of them have joined the Temperance Society,
school.

formed at the Academy by the Students, and the white popu

"

lation of the neighborhood." He stated further :
The
Mr.
teachers Mr. I. S. Gardner and
Rood are gifted and qual
" sent
ified." Mr. Suggett said the school had
out good
physicians

.

.

.

good

merchants,

Ministers of the Gospel."

110

good

In July,

gett again reported to the Secretary of

chiefs,
1844,

and

good

William Sug

War that " in every

department, there is care, attention and regularity in the man
agement

of this valuable institution."

1n

The continued opposition to the academy is shown in a
letter of a Mr. T. Joyce, written from Louisville, Kentucky,
in November, 1844, to Congressman W. P. Thomasson:
"
Permit me to call your attention to the Indian Institution
108

Ibid., Johnson to McLean, September

20, 1841.

House Executive Documents, 1841-42, vol. iv, Document 231, p. 36.
Board of Directors appointed a Secret Committee to investi
This committee, John Dougherty and
gate conditions at the Academy.
Willis Dehoney, made a most favorable written report, dated April I,
House of Representatives Collection, 2nd series, box 222.
1842.
109

In

1842 the

House of Representatives Collection (MSS.), 2nd series, box
Report of Inspector of Choctaw Academy, December 30, 1843.
110

111

Ibid., Report of July I,

1844.

222.
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"
The
Choctaw Academy.'
"
a much more de
possible in

located in this state, called the
quarters, Joyce said, were

ACTIVITIES

quarters."

"2

critical that it brought forth a letter from
"
Colonel Johnson himself :
It is usual for gentlemen who
visit this institution to call upon me, or the Superintendent or
the principal Teacher. . . . But Mr. Joyce called upon
neither." l1a Colonel Johnson referred to Joyce's criticism
as

so

" his
partisan feelings," and added:

For the last year

I

have personally Superintended the whole

...

institution & everything has been done
for the comfort,
the education and the elevation of the students now here. . . .
is well prepared . . . Sufficient in quantity
[Their] food
& equal to that
of the independent farmers of the Country.
. . . [Besides] the Students are clothed for the winter in Oc
tober— and for the summer in April . . . and that portion of

...
...

the students who are careful of their clothes are always as well
clad, as decent & fit for company as the white population.

He said the boys between ten and fifteen years of age were
harder on their apparel and that before summer was over
"
their clothes would be nearly worn out even with care just
before putting on their winter clothes." 114 Joyce charged
that the school was housed in dilapidated buildings.
In
"
The school having diminished one
reply, Johnson said that
half, one half of the buildings had been unoccupied for two
years & out

of repair.

.

.

.

[There was, he said, no doubt

that] these deserted rooms and houses were supposed to be
those occupied by the students."

115

The Weekly Journal of Louisville reported that
112

Ibid., Letter of November

118

Ibid., Letter of January

1" Ibid.

"'Ibid.

24, 1844.

8, 1845.
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doing good service to the cause of
honesty by pressing inquiry in Congress into the disposition of
the funds appropriated by the Government for the education of
young Indians at Co. R. M. Johnson's Choctaw Academy. The
was

Academy, so called is in all respects a most scandalous imposi
tion. It subserves no other purpose under heaven than to give
a good-for-nothing old Locofoco a few thousand dollars a year
of the public funds.11*

The committee of the House of Representatives appointed
to investigate the management of the Choctaw Academy con
" not of a Character & not sus
cluded that the charges were
tained by Sufficient evidence to warrant the definitive action
"

of the Committee

and that charges as to abuses were not

well founded.1"

But the Choctaws themselves decided, in council, to send
no more of their boys to the Choctaw Academy.
They de
cided to have the government establish a school in their own
country to teach their children the mechanical arts and agri
culture.118

In spite of the fact that

the Choctaw Academy

did not, in

the end, meet the expectations of the Indians, the very fact
that the institution was established and continued to grow

for a decade or more, is a monument to the energy and good
intentions of the leaders in philanthropy who sought to up
lift a race that was a great liability to the society of that day.
Finally, the Choctaw Academy was merged with an academy
established in the Choctaw country.119
118

Draper MS. 28CC8S, clipping from Weekly Journal, Shane's Scrap

Book, January
"
"

I,

1845.

Locofoco
was a wing of the Democratic
personal liberty and against monopoly.
117

House of Representatives

Collection,

op.

party

Forman, Chronicles

119

Thwaites, Early Western Travels, vol. xx,

of

Oklahoma,

stood

for

cit., Report 193, March

3, 1845118

that

loc. cit.
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Furthering Education for Christian Leadership

PART 2.

To

AND EDUCATIONAL

Colonel Richard

denominational

M. Johnson the Baptist promoters of

activities were to look as their leader who, in

his political capacity, endeavored to obtain the establishment
of a literary institution having for its object — at least in its
inception — the training of young men for work on the mis

As the various lines of missionary activity prog
ressed, the glaring need of a trained ministry was revealed.
The enthusiasm engendered for missionary activity produced
sion field.

Indeed, the leaders
a deeper interest in Christian education.
in the missionary enterprise also became the promoters of a
great educational movement.

To Luther Rice's leadership we have already credited the
founding, at Philadelphia in 1814, of the Baptist General
Convention, which sought to combine the efforts of the Bap
In its con
tists of America in the promotion of missions.
stitution article four stated that it was the duty of the board
"
missionaries, and,
to take measures
to

if

employ

for

necessary,

12°
A com
of their qualifications."
the first session of the convention to pre

the improvement

mittee appointed at
pare an address on foreign missions

stressed as well their

for a learned ministry, especially in the mission fields.

need

a

it,

The Baptist Education Society formed in 1812 to forward
this purpose joined with the General Convention in 1818 in
organizing a theological seminary which began modestly in a
private home in Philadelphia.121 In 1820, it was decided to
locate
on
much larger scale, in Washington, in the hope
"
that this would tend
to attract to the institution, the con
fidence and support

of all the churches."

Christian Review, March,
of the editor of the Review.
120

Ibid.,

60.

1

p.

121

pp.

1837,

117-19; Lynd, Memoir

pp.

of

117-18.

the

122

The italics are those

Rev. William Staughton,
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According to the plan of Luther Rice, O. B. Brown and
others, Colonel Richard M. Johnson, on November 29, 1820,
gave notice in the United States Senate that on the following
"
to incorporate a
day he would ask leave to bring in a bill
Religious Society in the District of Columbia for literary
123
The introduction of a bill of this nature
purposes."
When the question was proposed
brought on a lively debate.
"
in the Senate on April 26, 1820, under the title of a bill to
incorporate the General Convention of the Baptist denomina
tion in the District of Columbia, for Evangelical and Literary
12*

the ground had been taken by opponents that
such a bill was repugnant to the Constitution and that such
purposes,"

bill would give to a religious society secular powers and
might, in that capacity, serve as an excuse for future acts of
a

an unconstitutional

tendency.

It

was believed that since the

Constitution forbade Congress to make any law concerning
"
an established religion,
the incorporation of one sect would
lead to applications from others ; and it was best not to set an
Colonel Johnson and several other senators op
posed the motion to postpone the question indefinitely,
example."

on the ground of the unexceptional nature of the bill, which was

merely to enable a number of persons of a particular society to
hold real estate — that they were about erecting in the District
an extensive seminary of learning, and possessed a parcel of
ground intended for that purpose/ which was necessary to hold
in a corporate character; that for want of that character they
were obliged to forego donations.

But in spite of the exertions of the friends of the bill, the
motion to postpone indefinitely prevailed without division.1*5

While Colonel Johnson was endeavoring to get the bill
123

Daily National Intelligencer,

1« Ibid., April

27, 1820.

November

30,

1820.
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through the Senate to incorporate the literary society that
Rice, Brown and others had formed, these men purchased a
tract of land near Washington upon which to erect the pro
A paper prepared by these
posed educational institution.
men stated that the lot could be had for $6,000 and asked for
funds in order that it might be purchased for the use of a
college and theological
General
tion.128

school under the supervision

of

the

Missionary Convention of the Baptist denomina
The tract of about fifty acres was soon acquired.

This committee distinctly proposed to realize

of Washington, Jefferson

the aspirations

and Madison for the erection

of

a

In spite
university at the seat of the federal government.127
of the failure of the Baptists to obtain from Congress a char
"
ter for their
Literary Association ", the leaders continued
to forward their plan, and asked for public support-128
Following this appeal to the public, Colonel Johnson on
November 30, 1820, asked and obtained leave of the Senate
to bring in a bill to incorporate the Columbian Society for
literary purposes. On December 4, the bill was read a
second time and on the motion of Colonel Johnson it was
referred to the committee on the District of Columbia to con
sider and report thereon.

On December

5,

the committee

On December
the Senate considered the bill in a committee of the

made its report with amendments to the bill.
6,

On this day Colonel Johnson submitted a general
view of the character of the association and its object.
He
it
with other incorporations created by Congress.
compared
whole.129

128

Taylor, Memoir of Rev. Luther Rice,

pp.

184-5.

Christian Review, March, 1837, pp. 119-20; Taylor, op. cit., p. 189;
Bulletin of Columbian College, 1889, p. 5 ; George Washington University
Catalogue, 1917, Historical sketch by President Stockton, loc. cit.
12T

128

Daily National Intelligencer, November

119

United States Senate Journal,
Annals of Congress,

34, 39, 42, 44;

30, 1820.

i6th Cong., and Sess.,
1820-21,

1820-21,

pp. 27, 30, 40, 41.

pp.
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He argued that

"

bill was entirely unexceptionable,
being
merely the incorporation of the managers of a college erected
purely for the promotion of those branches of education
which were taught in other institutions of learning." Col
onel Johnson said that the same bill
the

had been defeated

at the last session, merely because the title,
it,

which had been inadvertently and without reflection given to
had been construed by gentlemen into an indication that the bill
was for the incorporation of an exclusive religious society, for
the religious objects alone.130

On December

motion to re
Johnson made
was
sume the consideration of the bill with amendments, as
found necessary to change the plan of asking for
charter
charter for a col
for
literary association and to ask for
Colonel Johnson explained the object of the bill, as
lege.181
now amended, to be the founding

of

a

a

a

a

it

a

13, Colonel

college

"

upon an ex

tensive scale, and upon the most liberal principles, extending
to every description of citizen without distinction, the benefits

of

a

collegiate education, and upon terms the most economical
182
that the country could afford."
Colonel Johnson said
that he
. . .

deeply regretted the objections which appeared to arise in the

cit., pp. 40-41, December

1820-21

Senate Journal, op. cit.,
Review, March, 1837, p. 120.
181

p. 63;

Annals,

op. cit., pp. 40-41

Daily National Intelligencer, December

183

Johnson probably had in mind the fact that
is

182

church

sovereign

Daily

National

1820.

in itself.

25,

;

op.

December

;

Annals,

Intelligencer,

7,

140

6,

;

minds of some on account of the religious sentiments of those
who were foremost in the undertaking. Of all governments on
earth, this should be the last to be influenced by feelings of this
kind and, of all religions in the world, none could be less dan
gerous to the state than that of the Baptist denomination.11"

Christian

1820.
each

separate Baptist
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Individuals of that persuasion had the credit of moving first in
this institution, but it was by no means confined to them.
Among the contributors, one found every class of citizens and
every denomination of Christians; for it was a literary, and not
; and which asked only the protection
law,
exclusive
of the
and not
privileges. . . . The education of
youth, from various parts of the country, at the seat of the gen
eral government, would naturally give an early bias to their
minds in favor of our civil institutions.184

a religious establishment

On January 9,

1821, the Senate amended the

provide that persons
be eligible

suasion.

of every religious denomination should

for election

be refused admission

Colonel

bill so as to

as trustees, and that no person should

to the college because

of religious

per

Johnson voted against this amendment,

which passed by a vote of twenty to thirteen.
On the same
day, the bill was reported to the House; in February, it
passed this body, and on February 9, it was signed by the
President of the United States. 18° Thus was passed the act
that incorporated Columbian College in the District of Co
lumbia.
The charter provided that the management of the
college should be in the hands

of trustees, the number of

which should never exceed thirty-one. They were to be
elected triennially by the contributors to the institution.
Among the first trustees were Luther Rice and O. B.
Brown.138

to the chartering of this institution, be
cause the movement was first taken by the Baptist Conven
tion at Philadelphia, which had as its original intention the

The objections

establishment

of

a seminary

for theological instruction and

184

Daily National Intelligencer, op. cit.

135

Senate Journal, loc. cit., pp. 105, 179; Annals, op. cit., p. 1795.

138

been

Annals,

op.

title today.

The name Columbian College has since
Washington University, and is known by that

cit., p. 1792.

changed to George
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for the education of the ministry, had led to the abandonment
of this first design and to the substitution of a plan for the
This right was pro
establishment of a nonsectarian college.
with the power to annul the
It should be noted that Congress in
charter at its pleasure.
granting this charter did not have in mind the establishment
The college, which was to be pro
of a national university.
vided for through individual contributions only, was organ
ized, with much difficulty, in 182 i.m
Financial problems continued to harass the earnest leaders.
In a letter addressed to Luther Rice at College Hill, Wash
ington City, July 15, 1824, Colonel Johnson wrote from
" I wish to know how
Great Crossings with some anxiety :
"
and added,
you are coming on with pecuniary matters
" Don't
138
In the winter of 1824-25,
give up the ship."
Colonel Johnson began to introduce bills in the Senate for the
relief of the college.189
On April 4, 1827, the National In
telligencer announced the resignation of Dr. William Staughton from the presidency of the college,140 and at the same time
tected

by vesting

Congress

of trustees announced that the college must call a
vacation because of a lack of funds.
After a suspension of
the board

several months,"1
college

of

a part

Congress

of its

debt.

was again urged to relieve the

On January

15, 1828, Colonel

Johnson spoke on a bill providing for the relief of the college
from its obligations to the government.
On this occasion
he said

:

The bill had for several sessions, been before the Senate, and
1ST

Natiottal Intelligencer, February I, and May
March, 1837, p. 120.

30,

1821; Christian

Review,
13»

Butler-Gonsaulus Collection,

«• Register of

Johnson to Rice, July

Debates, 1824-25, vol. i, p. 93.

14o

National Intelligencer,

141

Christian Review,

April

4, 1827.

op. cit., p. 125.

15, 1824.
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Its object was to relinquish to the
Columbian College twenty-five or twenty-six thousand dollars,
with interest, amounting to twenty-eight or thirty thousand
dollars, being a debt from the College to the Government. The
relinquishment would relieve the College of great embarrass
ment, which would bear it down; involving in its distruction
great loss to individuals and a total loss of the debt due to the
had often been examined.

government. One portion of the debt was contracted by the
Rev. Luther Rice, agent of the College, with the Secretary of
the Treasury, for two houses, situated on Greenleaf's Point.
Mr. Rice thought he could turn the property to advantage and,
he purchased

it giving a lease on it to the government

for secur

ity. The other part of the debt became due by the assumption,
on the part of the College, of a debt which Mr. Thomas L.
McKenney owed the Government. [Johnson said the rejection
of this bill would ruin the institution which] . . . had been
founded by Voluntary Contributions. . . . The debt which the
College owed to individuals, was about one hundred thousand
dollars, exclusive of the debt to the Government. The creditors
had agreed to take $75,000 and to give up their claims, relying
upon the honor of the institution to pay the other portion when
!t was able.
To pay this sum . . . the College had $25,000 in
stocks and could raise $50,000 more by individual contribution.

This sum had been subscribed payable on the condition that the
claims of the government and of individuals against the College,
should be relinquished. . . . [He expected that the passage of
the bill] would prop up a seminary which would be fruitful of
to the cause of education, without in any way imparing the rights of the Government, or calling upon it for a single
cent.
[He also stated that] if congress did nothing to promote
advantage

the literary institutions of the District, it would not do what the
State Legislature had done in the several States.142

The

for the relief of Columbian College passed Congress,
and was approved by the President on March 19, 1828.l43
142
148

act

Register of Debates, 1827-28, vol. iv, part I, pp. 72-73.
Ibid., part 2, appendix, pp. 7-8; National Intelligencer, May

29,
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was not until 1842, however, that the entire liabilities

of

the college were discharged.141

The founding of Columbian College proved to be a power
ful incentive to the establishment of educational centers in
For the mo
strategic regions throughout the United States.
ment, however, conditions in Kentucky were not favorable
for a practical application of this new and controlling senti
"
ment.1*8
The opposition to missions, theological schools,
and, indeed, all benevolent societies, had already exhibited
itself."
Suspicion was excited among the churches and the
most powerful opponent to these organized

for the
propagation of benevolent enterprises presented himself —
"
one
whose brilliancy eclipsed all other lights," and whose
influence among the Baptists of Kentucky was greater than
that of any other man of his generation — Alexander Camp
" Mr.
bell.1"
One writer declared :
Campbell is the Sun of
this new system of proclaiming the Ancient Gospel, and re
storing the Ancient Order of things.
The men alluded to,
are only his moons, revolving around him as a common centre,
and reflecting their borrowed light as they move in their
orbits." "T Campbell insisted that " nothing that was not as
old as the
a rtde

New Testament should

be

efforts

made an article

of faith,

of practice, or a term of communion amongst Chris

1828.
Private creditors were persuaded to relinquish 35%, of their claims,
while Johnson and others urged Congress to release the college from
its indebtedness to the government (Christian Review, op. cit., p. 127).
144

Christian Watchman,

March

25, 1842.

Christian Review, op. cit., p. 1 16 ; Bulletin of Columbian University,
1889, p. 5 ; Spencer, History of Kentucky Baptists, vol. i, pp. 581-2. Dr.
Staughton was inaugurated president, the faculty was installed and the
classical department of Columbian College was opened on January 9,
1822.
(George Washington University Catalogue, 1917, p. 28; Christian
Review, loc. cit., p. 123.)
145

148

Spencer, op. cit.; Western

Baptist Review,

p. 87.
147

Baptist Chronicle, February

15,

1830.

November,

1845,

vol. i,
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tians." "8

Such a belief, according to his followers, was in
direct opposition to the Philadelphia Confession of Faith
adopted by the Elkhorn Association.149 Spencer, in his His

"

If the Baptists of Ken
tory of Kentucky Baptists says :
tucky were in a most happy and prosperous condition in 1820,
they had oscillated to the other extreme.

...

A

gloomy re

ligious dearth pervaded the whole State ; and noxious plants
of discord were springing up in all the churches and associa
tions." 15° At an Elkhorn Association meeting at Bryant's
Station, August 11, 1821, the subject of corresponding with

of Missions was taken up, after which
" Whereas, there is a
:
resolution was

the Foreign Board
the following

passed

of the Churches of this Association op
posed to the continuance of the correspondence with the
Foreign Board of Missions ; whereupon resolved, that for the
sake of peace it is expedient to discontinue the correspond
ence." "l This decision was made in spite of the fact that
one object of the association had been to receive intelligence
respectable minority

from a distance.1B2
The Baptist Chronicle stated its regret that at least eight
churches had split in twain, because of Campbell's writing,
" all within
And besides these
sixty miles of Georgetown.
there are others within the same distance of which we cannot
speak definitely.

...

In most of the churches named

.

.

.

reforming minorities schysmatised in the most disorderly
"3 Yet,
manner."
in a session of the association held at
North Elkhorn August 13, 1825, a step was taken to arouse
148

Spencer, op. cit., p. 583; Western Baptist Review, December,

vol. i, pp. 132-33149

Baptist Chronicle,

1so

Spencer, op. cit., p. 644.

151

Minutes of Elkhorn Association,

182

Ibid., August

12,

1M Baptist Chronicle,

October

15,

1830, p. 156.

vol. i, pp. 209-30, 225.

1820.

October

15, 1830.

'

1845,
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is manifest

.

.

.

that

of religion falls very far short of the stand

the present state

ard of the gospel- . . . There is a necessity for more preach
ers and for more preaching — for more praying, ScriptureReading and better understanding the Scriptures." "4
"
the most extensive relig
Beginning with the year 1827,
ious awakening
'

great revival

scarcity

'

"

that had occurred

took

place.155

of preachers and,

for religious teaching.

in Kentucky

since the

There was at this period a

at the same time, a great demand

During the progress of the revival,

in many churches proper leadership be
cause of the scarcity of trained ministers.
A number of en
terprising men, regretting this deficiency, resolved to take the
lead in establishing a college to train a ministry.158
In fear
there was lacking

of the movement lead by Campbell,

Baptist Chronicle was
led to say:". . . unless the minds of those Baptists who are
beginning to read, can be furnished with some wholesome
doctrine, they will, like unfledged nestlings, swallow the
"T Thus, the fear
of the
poisonous errors of this new sect."
" Reformers ",
who were threatening to destroy the mission
the

ary zeal and much that was precious to the Baptist system
already established, led the Baptists to found at Georgetown,
Scott county, Kentucky, the first Baptist college in the
Mississippi Valley.158
of Elkhorn Association,

184

Minutes

155

Spencer, op. cit., p. 671.

"• Ibid.,
157

"

vol. i, p. 287.

pp. 599, 672.

Baptist Chronicle,

May

15, 1830, p. 73.

the meantime, parties were being formed in the Baptist Churches —
preachers and people were taking sides, and the war waxed hotter and

In

...

hotter.
In i82p-'3o the lines began to be drawn, the work of excision
'
or of cutting off the Campbellites ' commenced, in associations and
churches." (Rogers, Biography of Elder J. T. Johnson, p. 25).
158 Since Issacher
Pawling was "desirous to set apart a fund for the
education of Baptist ministers, and candidates for the Baptist ministry,
application was made to the legislature of Kentucky for an act of
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Attempts to secure an able president encountered many dis
One appointee died before he reached
couragements.
Georgetown,"9

and

another

refused

the honor.

In

the

meantime, Colonel Johnson had been diligent in his efforts
to obtain an outstanding eastern educator for the college so

The Baptist Chronicle of Georgetown said
on March 15, 1830, that the editor had very recently seen a
1e°
of Newton, Massachu
letter from Professor Irah Chase
setts, to Colonel Johnson in which he said :
near his home.

In regard to the inquiry which you have done me the honor
propose concerning the Presidency at Georgetown, Ky.,
should it not be accepted by Dr. Chapin, my personal impressions

to

are such as would incline me to reply in the affirmative. . . .
[In all probability] I should consider it my duty to repair to
the field of labor, if invited by the voice of my brethren and
friends.191

-i

incorporation" (Monroe, Kentucky Reports, Louisville, 1904, vol. i,
The act was granted in January, 1829, and the corporate body
p. 215).
"
was styled :
The Trustees of the Kentucky Baptist Education Society "
(Baptist Chronicle, July 15, 1830, p. 11o). Citizens of certain other
towns made offers to induce the trustees to locate the college elsewhere
but in response to Georgetown's offer of $25,000, the board agreed to
locate the college permanently

at Georgetown upon the condition that the
citizens of Scott county secure to the board $20,000 with interest payable
semi-annually, the principal in five years, and the property of the Ritten-

house Academy

(which had already ceased to exist, supra, i, p.
(Baptist Chronicle, February 15, 1830; Argus
America,
Western
June 24 and July 8, 1829.)

valued

at $6,000.

)

of

Dr. William Staughton had accepted the presidency because, he
"
The training of pious youths, approved by the churches, for the
"
labors of the pulpit, has long been my element and joy
(Lynd, Memoir
159

said,

of

Staughton,

pp. 282-83).

Irah Chase was one of the founders of the Theological Seminary
of Philadelphia, and was probably the outstanding scholar of the original
faculty of Columbian College.
180

181

1830.

Baptist Chronicle,

March

15,

1830, Chase to

Johnson, February

20,
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Colonel Johnson spoke of Dr. Chase in the highest terms :
" Our friends all agree that he is the best in the U- States
for us." l"2 In a letter to Dr. Silas M. Noel, another trustee,

Dr. Chase spoke of his correspondence with Colonel John
son on the subject

of the presidency of Georgetown College

of Colonel Johnson's subsequent letter to his brother
John T. Johnson.1" He declared :
and

I think on the subject, and the more I know of the
posture of affairs at the West, the more I am inclined to the
opinion that I should not dare to take on myself the responsibil
ity of refusing to go to Georgetown, should the way be fairly
the more

opened

for my toiling

there.1*4

Dr. Chase, in company with Dr. Joel S. Bacon, made a visit
to Georgetown, where he met the board of trustees, but, with
reasons satisfactory to the board, he declined the presidency,
and Dr. Bacon was unanimously

"

But the
Re
"
formers ", or Disciples ", who had just seceded from the
Baptists in Kentucky, made an effort to get control of
Georgetown College, and Dr. Bacon, after being perplexed
and annoyed by law suits for two years, resigned.1*8
In the
same year, 1832, the presidency was offered to Luther Rice,
but his great loyalty to Columbian College, with which he

was already

elected.1*5

connected, prevented

his

The

acceptance.1'7

struggle between the Baptists and those who had separated
themselves from that denomination as a result of the Camp
College, for
were
that
to
feel
since
certain
members of
beginning
Baptists
bell movement, all but destroyed Georgetown

182

Ibid.

198

John T. Johnson was vice-president

184

Baptist Chronicle, April

188 /&»<*.,

September

15,

of the board of trustees.

15, 1830, Chase to

Noel, March

13,

1830.

1830.

1*8

Baptist Encyclopedia,

187

Pollard and Stevens, Luther Rice (Philadelphia, 1928), p.

vol.

i,

"Georgetown College,"

loc. cit.
77.
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of the constituency had changed

their religious views, the college no longer represented their
fundamental doctrines and ideals, and that Baptists were jus
The contest became so
tified in withholding their support.188
"
"
Reformers
bitter that the
finally established in George
—
town a rival institution Bacon College, for which the state

While
legislature granted a charter on January 3, 1837.l"9
the establishment of Bacon College settled the question of
of Georgetown College, hos

the "Disciples" gaining control

tilities between the two institutions threatened to destroy
both.
Finally, in May, 1839, Bacon College was moved to
Harrodsburg.170

"
Howard Malcolm, D. D., a man of cultivation,
"
was elected to the presidency of
great energy and will
Dr. Malcolm, free from embarrass
Georgtown College."1

In

1840,

ing lawsuits that had threatened the institution for a number
of years and relieved of the necessity of defending the rights

of

the college in denominational

squabbles, proposed a con
With the backing of an able

structive financial program.172
board of trustees, Colonel Johnson among

them,178

Malcolm

was able to win to the college a loyal constituency.
It was
firm
financial
basis
and
the equipment, includ
placed upon a

ing the library in which Malcolm took a keen interest, was en
larged.174

In

one

April,

of his semi-annual reports to the trustees
Cross and Baptist Journal, April

188

Baptist,

109

Baptist Banner, January

1835 ;

10, 1837.

""The Christian Review, June,
1839, vol.
171

iii, no.

3, 1835.

1837,

p. 317; Millennial

Harbinger,

6, p. 285.

Perrin, History of Bourbon, Scott, Harrison and Nicholas Counties,

P- 192172

Millennial Harbinger, vol. vi,

178

Laws of Georgetown

College

1842, p. 37.

for

1840

(Georgetown,

Kentucky,

1840).
174

Western Baptist Review, January,

1846, vol.

i, pp. 179-80

;

Baptist
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of the college, President Malcolm revealed one thing for
which the college will ever be noted as distinguished among
the influences on the social and religious history of the United
This was the in
States, especially in the Mississippi Valley.
troduction of instruction in music, which Dr. Malcolm said
"

affords a healthful, pure and elevated recreation to the per
formers, [and] will spread a love of harmony and a correct
A full brass band was organized and other musical
taste."
instruments were introduced.178
Richard M. Johnson, who
sent musical instruments from Washington to the Choctaw
Academy in 1826 that the Indian boys might come under the
refining influence

of music,"8 must have

been one

of those to

whom President Malcolm referred when he said that the in
struments in the college were procured by the trustees.1"
Men instructed in the art of music, and scattered in churches
throughout Kentucky and adjacent states, must have spread
very considerably the love for the aesthetic side of life in those
rough pioneer days. As an influential trustee of the college
for a number of years, Colonel Richard M. Johnson must be
credited with having been a pioneer in the promotion of edu
cation in the Mississippi Valley.
Banner and Western Pioneer, January

18, 1844;

Baptist, August 2,

1845,

p. 800.

In May,
collections

1930,

the library was destroyed

of early

newspapers

proved valuable to the author
bearing

the signature

"B Baptist Banner
178
177

and

in this

by fire and many valuable
(some of which had
together with many books

magazines

work),

of Colonel Richard M. Johnson, were destroyed.
and Western

Pioneer, July

II,

1844.

Henderson Papers, Johnson to Henderson, January
Baptist Banner and Western Pioneer, July 4, 1844.

14, 1826.

CHAPTER IX
WINNING THE VICE-PRESIDENCY
ABOUT the time that the Virginia dynasty laid aside the
scepter of executive power in the American government,

"

spirit and a new purpose began to animate the labor
"
ing classes ", observed an economic historian.
They be
came more conscious of their existence as a distinct part of
the community . . . and very naturally the idea of class
action on a larger scale than hitherto became more familiar
*
to workmen."
Philadelphia became the pioneer city in the
a new

organization of a trade party.
In addition to this, the
Mechanics' Union of Trade Associations started in 1828 the
Mechanics Free Press, one of the first wage-earners' papers
ever published.8 The Working Man's Advocate, published in
New York during a part of five years ( 1825-30), and which
some authorities say was the first real representative of the
labor press in the United States," conceded that to Phila
delphia must be given the credit for having taken the lead in
the cause of equal rights.
But the same paper was pleased
to witness the interest of the masses in New York City in

of 1828. It stated that the late political move
"
ments evinced that we have in sentiment even made further

the elections
progress

.

beginning
sections

.

.

and we rejoice to find that the same spirit is

to pervade the working classes

of various other

of our country." At this time, both in Wilmington,

Ely, The Labor Movement in America (New York, 1886), p.
2Orth, The Armies of Labor (New Haven, 1921), pp. 29-30.

1

8

Ely,

40.

op. cit., p. 41.
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York, proposals had

been made

for the founding of weekly papers devoted to the interest
of the mechanics and other working men.4
By 1837 the great southerner, John C. Calhoun, could
"
I had no conception that the lower class had made
note :
such great progress to equality and independence.
Such
change of condition and mode of thinking on their part in
dicated great approaching change in the political & social
condition of the country, the termination of which is difficult
to be seen.
Modern society seems to be rushing to some new
B
But, as we have said, the move
and untried condition."
ment had been under way for a decade.
Among the questions of the hour for which labor was
contending were the abolition of all monopolies, prevention

of the extension of the labor day to more than ten hours,
increase in wages, freedom of lands, abolition of all laws for
the collection of debts, abolition of imprisonment for debt,
abolition of chattel slavery, and freedom of the Sunday
There were numerous strikes either to raise wages
or to maintain them.7
Niles' Register reported that the
people of New York City were much disturbed by this con
At a great meeting of workmen in Phila
tinual agitation.
delphia, it was resolved "that all banks and other monopolies,
are inimical to bur interests, and will tend ultimately to
8
subvert our liberties."
mails.8

In

1836

Democratic

a committee

party

the general

convention

of the

of the county and city of New York that

4

Working Man's Advocate,

5

Hammond

Papers

of

(MSS.),

November

28,

1829.

vol. vi, Calhoun to Hammond,

February

18, 1837.

Niles" Register, May 9, June 13, 1835, and April 23, 1836; Daily
Ely, Labor Movement in
1834;
18,
National IntelKgencer,
October
America, p. 42; Orth, Armies of Labor, pp. 35-6.
7 Orth, op. cit., p.
36.
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"

and opposed to all
rights
monopolies, wrote to Colonel R. M. Johnson, the candidate
for the vice-presidency by nomination at the Baltimore con
vention, submitting to him their declaration of principles
The first of these declara
adopted by them in convention.
"
tions stated that
the true foundation of Republican gov
ernment is the equal rights of every citizen, in his person
9
and property, and in their management."
Among other
was

equal

resolutions

submitted to Colonel Johnson by the committee
"
was one expressing
Unqualified and uncompromising hos
tility to bank notes and paper money as a circulating medium,

gold and silver is the only safe and constitutional
currency." The committee expressed itself just as much
because

opposed to

"

all monopolies

by legislation

"

and

"

vested

rights."
Johnson replied from Washington on June 24,
1836, expressing himself in sympathy with the resolutions
" The
" can
submitted to him.
rights of no class," he said,
be relinquished, nor their obligation dissolved without in
Colonel

justice and oppression."
the acts

Johnson said he believed that

" all

of my public life have shown my opposition
"

to

I have considered," he
monopolies and vested rights."
"
added, it an unfortunate circumstance that we are become a
banking nation."

10

"

It

"

was as early as 1830 that the
working class
began
to consider Colonel Johnson as its candidate for the presi
dency. The Working Man's Advocate in that year stated
that two daily papers
before

"...

"

the sovereign

a respectable,

of New York City had placed him
" in
people

the following

but select, meeting

of

manner

a number

:

of the

friends of civil and religious liberty [was] called for the

Ibid., July
Locofocos.
9

10

Ibid.

16,

1836.

The equal

rights group

became

known

as
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purpose of making arrangements to establish a new periodi
'
cal publication, to be named The Every Day Mail '."
It
was inquired,

what person would be a proper

incidentally,

of the United States.
"
After a pause of extreme interest
one of the members
"
exclaimed,
Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky is the most

candidate to elect the next president

"

The recommendation was responded to
with one voice of acclamation."
This led to the name of

fit

"

candidate."

"

Colonel Johnson being unanimously
submitted to the pub
lic as the People's Candidate."
There was belief on the
"
was
the intention of the party in
part of the people that

it

a

"

power

to amuse the people

with some of their political

a

manoevering as long as possible, and then, under some ex
citement, to run
thorough-going partizan, who will admin

for office."

1Z

The workingmen's
party triumphed in the elections in Troy and Albany in 1830
and the Jackson newspapers of the North were puzzled for
was the old
time over it. At first they claimed that
Adams and Clay party reorganized under
new name, but
" now that
seems likely to carry all before
they call
"
13
the true Jackson party!
But those early movements for the champion of Sunday
mails and the abolition of imprisonment for debt were too
To
feeble to encounter the plans of the administration.
insure the success of Van Buren as Jackson's successor after
was decided
the quarrel of the President with Calhoun,
second time in spite of
that President Jackson should run
course.
This
his previously expressed opposition to such
" Kitchen
Cabinet" as early as 1830."
was the plan of the
The Working Man's Advocate in an editorial of April

it
3,

a

a

it

it

it,

a

a

it

ister to their cravings

February

Working Man's Advocate,

12

Ibid., April

18

Kentucky Reporter, June
1830.
Stanwood, History of the Presidency,

27,

1830.

2,

1830.

vol.

i,

14

3,

11

p. 154.
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from the movements of

the Jackson papers, that there is some grand scheme going
forward. One of these —the Courier and Inquirer — con

Jackson will be a candidate for re
"
election."
The same editorial stated that
the signs of
the times imperiously demand that The People should select
their next president, without the aid of party machinery."
The editorial also expressed the fear of an attempt of the
tends

that

Gen.

"

Democrats
the spirit

to unite church and state and stated that it was

of

the public men

in Washington to consider them

of the people;
want of general system of Republican

selves the masters, rather than the servants,

that there was still a

education, and that due to that neglect, it was still more
important
should be brought forward who will take the
side of the people on these questions, and use of the influence
of his office to decide them in their favor. . . . we state that this
man is Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky . . . and we recom
mend him to our fellow working men as the most suitable can
that a candidate

didate

for the

office.18

There was a general feeling that Colonel Johnson must
be run in spite of the plans of administration forces.
W. L.
Pratt of New York wrote to John McLean (who was him
self a candidate for the presidency in 1832 until he refused
"
to use the Post Office Department for the spoils system ") :
"
The present vacuum in public anxiety must be filled by
some one ; and if you are not willing Col. Johnson will I think
" Another admirer of McLean wrote
be brought forward."
him:
18

Working Man's Advocate,

" Ibid.

April

3, 1830.

McLean Papers, vol. vi, Pratt to McLean, February 23, 1831. Judge
McLean, while holding a place in Adams' cabinet as Postmaster General,
17
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as probable

candidates,

Mr. Clay, Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Van Buren and

besides yourself

Colonel Johnson. . . . Colonel Johnson although a favorite
with the country as a patriot, a soldier and a friend of tolerant
and liberal principles, cannot become a formidable candidate, if
"
one at all. The
working men ", so called in our cities, are
"
"
probably the only party in his favor as President. Although
he is a warm friend of mine, and I feel myself, so towards him,
he appears to me to be neither qualified

likely ever to succeed to

for the presidency, nor

it.18

Some days later McLean received a letter written in much
the same

strain

:

There is some danger that Colo. R. M. Johnson, will be nom
inated, as the Jackson Candidate for Vice-president. . . . That
Gen. Jackson will be re-elected does not seem to admit of a
doubt ; but he is in feeble health ; and may not live to the end
of his second term. His death will devolve the powers and
duties of president on the Vice-president.
that Colo. Johnson's calibre

It

is not my opinion

will answer for so high a station."

Before the Democratic National Convention met in Balti
more on May 20, 1832, to nominate a candidate for the vicepresidency, the United States Telegraph declared that the
Orders were
intrigues for Van Buren were in full swing.
"
issued for the
Regency ", established in the city, to fill the
convention with subservient tools preparatory to the nomin
ation of Van Buren.
This paper noted that regencies were
appointed in the various states through which the decrees of
"
"
the
headed by Lewis, Kendall and
Washington Cabal
company could act in behalf of the promotion of Van Buren.
The same paper said that the real object was not to make a
was loyal to Jackson's cause and entered his cabinet, but was nominated
by Jackson as Justice of the Supreme Court to make way for the

"

spoils ".
1BIbid., John Norvell to McLean, January 23, 1832.
19

Ibid., Worden Pope to McLean, February

9, 1832.
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vice-president

but a president to succeed

Commentator

of February 21,

1832,

Jackson.20
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The

said:

The Jackson party in this quarter — the leaders setting the
example, are giving up Col. Johnson, as their candidate for the
Vice Presidency, notwithstanding his nomination by their state
Manoeuconvention, and are going rapidly over to Van Buren.
vered out of his seat in the Senate by his friend Breathitt, he is
next to be thrust aside to make way for his friend Van Buren.

Is this in pursuance of orders from the White house? We are
sorry to see it. For in our judgment, Col Johnson has as fair
claims upon his party as Mr Van Buren, and if we are not to
have a National Republican Vice President, we should greatly

prefer Col. Johnson to any other of the same party who has been
named

for the station.21

The United States Telegraph expressed the opinion that
The bold, but infamous design of making Van Buren VicePresident, and then President, originated with the office
holders : they ascertained his character, and found it base
enough to cover the almost innumerable frauds, which are at
22
The Cin
present going on upon the public treasury."
cinnati Gazette agreed that the Post Office was at the time
" one of the
most extensive engines of favoritism and cor
ruption that ever pervaded any country," and concluded by
" Has not the
saying :
great Prince of Mail contractors, Mr.
Reeside, recently been a prominent agent in establishing a
23
After the con
new Van Buren paper in Philadelphia."
vention had nominated Van Buren for the vice-presidency
on the Jackson ticket by a vote of 208 for Van Buren to 49
for Barbour of Virginia and 26 for Col. Johnson," the
"

20

National Gazette, January

21

Commentator,

22

United States Telegraph,

28

Ibid., September

February

Reeside was called the
24

Stanwood,

27,

"

28, 1832.

21,

1832.

Extra, October

1832,

quoting
"

Land Admiral

11,

1832.

the Cincinnati Gazette.
(Searight, The Old Pike,

History of the Presidency,

p.

161.

James
p. 186).
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Who

blind as not to see the
whole in the despicable machinery which this profligate man
**
put in requisition to ruin John C. Calhoun."
It was seen that Jackson's hold in the Democratic con
vention was matched by a like strength in the country as a
whole in the November elections.
Jackson defeated the
National Republican candidate, Henry Clay, by a popular
vote of 687,502 to 530,189.
In South Carolina, where the
Telegraph

asked

:

is now so

contest was between Nullifiers and

Union men and where

the

electors were appointed by the legislature, the vote was given
The electoral vote was
for John Floyd of Virginia.28
219 for Jackson and 49 for Clay.
There was a strong current opinion that the people were

of their preference for the presidency by
"
" Kitchen Cabinet." " The "
the
began at once to
people
manoeuvered out

make a feeble

movement

against

presidential

interference

with the nomination.
A year after the presidential election the Political Register
"
Spy in Washington,"
gave an extract from a letter of the
"
Davis,
Mathew L.
which said that Last year the Tariff and
South Carolina were the chief topics. Now we have the
surplus Revenue, the Public Lands, the Bank, Alabama,
and the Presidential Election.

The last not the least."

The same paper on April 17, 1833, said

**

:

We were in hopes that the question of the next Presidency would
not be agitated for at least one year to come, but in this reason
able expectation we find ourselves disappointed.
From various
Extra, October

28

United States Telegraph,

28

Stanwood,

27

Political Register, November

1,

1832.

27, 1833, vol.

ii,

op. cit., pp. 163-4.

p. 1002.

Ibid., p. 1009. Mathew L. Davis, correspondent of the New York
Courier and Enquirer and author of the Life of Aaron Burr, was known
as "The Spy in Washington"
(Adams, Diary, pp. 487, 489; Frankfort,
28

Commonwealth,

November

30,

1833).
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sources, we learn that the western States are flooded with hand

bills nominating Col. Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky,
for the Presidency in 1836.

as a

candidate

A
The handbills were sent into the West from the East.29
John Law wrote from Vincennes, Indiana, in 1833 to Martin
Van Buren that the attempts to forestall public opinion were
"
producing Handbills, Newspaper Essays, and private cor
Law saw in one of the remote backwoods
"
"a
towns of Indiana,
flaming hand bill posted on a grocery
"
door.
This handbill, he said, was published and circulated
by the Workingmen of Boston urging Col. Johnson's claims
respondence."

to the presidential

People."

chair,

and addressed

Law advised Van Buren " to

to the Western

be up and

doing

"

for " the Campaign has commenced here." Law said he
" should
"
be glad to see
Colonel Johnson on the Van Buren
" to see it so
"
ticket for Vice-President and
arranged

hoped

by Van Buren's friends.80

Not only handbills and essays were used to bring Colonel
Johnson before the country but his friends distributed a
biography of the Colonel written by William Emmons, a
close friend,81 and Richard Emmons, the poet, wrote a play
entitled Tecumseh, of the Battle of the Thames, a national
drama in five acts,** the theme of which was taken from
The Fredoniad or Independence Preserved, an earlier
Niles, in commenting on a
poem by the same author.88

of the " national patriotic drama," was of the
"
a want of good taste
opinion that at the time there was
presentation

...

in such an exhibition

...

in the very presence, as it

*•

Political Register, April

30

Van Buren Papers, vol. xviii, Law to Van Buren, August

17, 1833, vol. i, p. 772.

There were several editions of the biography.
April 4, 1835 ; Daily Globe, July 10, 1835 ; infra, p.
81

82

Copy in Library

*»

Kentucky Gazette, May

of Congress.
11, 1827.

20,

1833.

Kentucky Gazette,
405.
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were, of Col. Johnson himself.
The parade of the identical
'
pistol with which the hero slew his savage foe ', the iden
tical dress worn by Tecumseh at the time of his death, and
the identical flag, captured by the Colonel from the British,
'

from the War department,
for the interesting
occasion,' make up the ne plus ultra of the ridiculous. . . .
If it is the intention of Col. Johnson's friends to name him
for the vice presidency, they ought promptly to forbid or

loaned

"

suppress these bombastic proceedings, if they can."
Colonel Johnson himself was not so critical of the play for

friend Thomas Henderson that he went to
"
a very crowded Audience
the theatre where he found
I have more
huzza etc to the death of Tecumseh etc.
8B
friends than ever by hundred."
With the publication of
" The
this play in 1836, there was included in the appendix :
Warrior Sage, A National Song " by J. Graham, which
"
hailed Johnson as a hero on whose brow the
Presidential
"
wreath
was soon to be placed.88 The song was also
he wrote to his

printed

on separate sheets

persistent effort of Colonel
plans

of the administration.

"

and circulated

as part

of the

Johnson's friends to block the

There were also some indications

of the breaking up of

There
Jackson party throughout the whole country.
"
appeared to be a
rapid falling off in all the southern
"
"
States
and
indications of a sudden dissolution in the
8"
immediate precincts of the palace."
In the Post Office
Department, especially, certain individuals were giving the
the

3tNiles' Register, February
35

Henderson

Letters,

1,

Johnson

1834.
to Henderson,

February

1,

1833.

WEmmons, Tecumseh, of the Battle of the Thames (New York,
1836). The song is said to be "as sung at the chestnut- Street Theatre,
Philadelphia, on the reception of COL. R. M. JOHNSON."
»•

vol. vi,

MSS. Division of Library of

Political Register, November

27, 1833, vol.

ii,

"Songs,

Congress.
p. 1009.
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administration trouble.
Mr. O. B. Brown, who was the
steady and devoted friend of Colonel Johnson, was chief
clerk of the Post Office Department, and, as such, was sup
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He was removed
to favor Colonel Johnson's interest.
to another desk and the control and distribution of the con

l>osed

tracts and appointments

of

the department

the assistants in the department
selves

to

"

divided

among

who have devoted them

Mr. Van Buren's interests."

As

a result

"

of this

restive ".
Johnson's friends became
They remonstrated with Mr. Barry, Post-Master General,
and told Mr. Blair and Mr. Kendall of the Globe that if
manoeuver

Colonel

" dared to do
any act to the prejudice of Colonel
Johnson, that portion of the party would take measures to
either

make their weight and influence be felt."
this, the two men were told that

"

In addition

to

the west and north were

and that any attempt on the part of the Presi
dent to appoint Mr. Van Buren his successor, to the ex
natural allies

;

of Col. Johnson, would be resisted." *9 Mr. Blair
and Mr. Kendall were also given to understand that PostMaster General Barry was a personal friend of Colonel

clusion

Johnson's, and that when the time came for him to choose
" he
between Colonel Johnson and Mr. Van Buren,
would
adhere to his old friend and his old principles."
It was
called to their attention

that the people

the executive nomination

of

had risen against

a successor and that the

West

would do so again.
It was understood by Colonel John
son's friends that he was to be the candidate in 1836.
Colonel Johnson had wealthy friends, and the rich Johnson
"
" and
they
family in Kentucky had a great family pride
" suffer humiliation." 40
were determined not to
In 1833, the friends of the three candidates were already
marshaling their forces and making efforts to bring out their
Van Buren's strength lay in the determination
favorites.

of the administration to make him president. Archibald
"
Yell wrote McLean on September 22, 1833 : I fear Mr.
89

Ibid.,

4°

Ibid.

p. 1010.
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Van Buren will be the Choice, not because he is the Choice
of the people but the Choice of the Politicians & leaders." "
The Political Register said: "Mr. Van Buren's chief
strength consists in a belief he controls the patronage of all
the departments. . . . The time has come, when other and
stronger men in the party will resist his pretensions.

Col.

Johnson's friends have determined to put him in nomin
ation . . . Mr. Barry . . . will prefer Col. Johnson." **
Colonel Johnson then had many friends that were deter
mined to push his claims as a successor to Jackson.
The
ambition of Colonel Johnson to attain the presidency natur
ally caused him to give his consent to a movement of this
kind. That he had given his consent was evidenced by the
fact that Johnson's friend, Emmons, had, by 1833, written
his biography, and plans were made to give the book an ex
This biography, which dwelt upon the
tensive circulation.48
patriotism of Colonel Johnson both in the halls of Congress
and on the battlefield, printed in an appendix a sketch of the
speech made by Ely Moore at a great meeting in the Masonic
Hall, New York, on March 13, 1833, in which Moore had
said:

..." closely allied
factors."

to love

of country is gratitude to its bene

And, gentlemen, it does appear to me that if there is

man more emphatically entitled to the gratitude of this
nation, and one having stronger claims upon its suffrages than
another, that man is Col. R. M. Johnson, of Kentucky.
1
will hazard the declaration that Col Johnson has done more for
liberal principles, for freedom of opinion, and for pure and
one

...

unadulterated democracy, than any man in our country — by ar
resting the schemes of an ambitious irreligious priesthood.
41

McLean Papers, vol. vii, Yell to McLean, September

42

Political Register, loc. cit.

48

Maysville Eagle, April

1 1,

1833 ; supra, p. 401.

22, 1833.
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Moore said that Johnson proved himself a friend of pure
"
religion
by guarding it against a contaminating alliance
with politics." "
The pressure upon Amos Kendall by Johnson's friends led
that the Kentucky poli
ticians in Washington under the leadership of Kendall had
some observers to the conclusion

of the government's deposits in the
national bank for the purpose of getting rid of Duane
as Secretary of the Treasury.
Duane was a friend of
Van Buren, and another of Van Buren's friends took this
to be a political move to sacrifice the interests of Van Buren
urged the withdrawal

in Pennsylvania so as to make way for Colonel Johnson.
It was believed that Kendall had already had an interview
with the assistant postmaster of New York to get up a
movement in favor of Colonel Johnson in the Democratic
A preparatory meeting was held
party at Tammany Hall.
in the city by a group of eleven or twelve persons and the
question was debated whether or not to begin a movement
of workingmen in the Colonel's favor. A second meeting
was held with a larger attendance and it was finally decided
to begin a war upon the Albany Regency, if necessary.
A
secret committee of one from each ward of the city was
to compose a general committee having as its chief duty
correspondence with men and groups throughout the union.45
" Dick "
The committee wrote a letter to Colonel
John

In

his reply Johnson said he had decided to submit
to the Baltimore nominating convention but that a more
son.

important question was at stake. According to Van Buren's
" was hereafter in
informant, Johnson
the hands of his

friends — that is opposed to a national convention if it does
" Two days later James G. Bennett,
not nominate him."

Biography of Col. Richard M. Johnson, Appendix, ElyMoore's Speech on March 13, 1833.
** Emmons,

43

Van Buren Papers, vol. xix, Bennett to Van Buren, Sept.

48

Ibid.

25,

1833
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writer of these letters, informed Van Buren that the
more he heard, the more he was convinced that Kendall and
the

his associates at Washington had entered into a deep con
"
" Van Buren so that
sacrifice
spiracy to
Johnson could be
" Kendall, Blair,
He said :
brought forward.
Barry, Taney,
and all their departments are organized for the new move —
Johnson himself by advice has kept aloof from the Bank
question, on purpose to come up after the opposition have
4T
On October 5,
destroyed your standing on that point."
1833, Bennett again wrote Van Buren concerning Kendall's
"
He said that the new turn of the Globe
conspiracy."
" is
evidently a concerted movement to for
against Bennett
ward Johnson's views and break up yours." He thought they
wanted to injure Van Buren before bringing out Johnson.48
In Kentucky a movement had begun simultaneously with
Both the Frankfort Argus and
the New York movement.
the Kentucky Gazette began in September to promote the
"
eulogizing military
popularity of Colonel Johnson by
events."
It was thought that Van Buren would be de
molished in two years and that Kendall would then use the
" forward the Western
Globe to
military candidate," Dick
The Globe and the Workingmen's Association
Johnson.
newspaper of New York were on the very best terms.4'

In

spite

of

these

activities

to elevate

Colonel

Johnson

to the presidency, there were many who thought that the real
purpose was only to assure him the second place on the Van

Elisha Whittlesey, in a letter to McLean,
May 3, 1833, said:
Buren ticket.50

I have

thought that Col. Johnson would be taken up with Mr.
Van Buren for the Vice Presidency, if that would satisfy him.
47

Van Buren Papers,

48

Ibid., Bennett to Van Buren, October

49

Ibid., Bennett to Van Buren, September

*>°Maysville

op. cit., September 27, 1833.

Eagle, April

11, 1833;

5,

1833.
25, 1833.

Commonwealth,

Nov.

30, 1833.
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willing to unite with any one, whose
He would bring a
prospects of success are reasonably fair.
strong support in aid of Mr. Van Buren. . . . While he would
hang heavily on the hands, of an upright and honorable man.51
have no doubt he

be

Another correspondent of McLean's wrote

:

Mr. Van Buren's friends

are well convinced that unless they
or create an apparent difficulty be
tween candidates, so as to frighten the people with a fear of the
election devolving upon the House of Representatives, and
thereby force them . . . into a convention that he has no chance
of success. Hence, we must calculate upon seeing every pos
But I did
sible effort used to bring out our old friend Johnson.
think he would se through the plot and avoid their tricking.
He usually was looked upon as a warry old Fox and not easily
entraped, still they might take him at an unlucky moment.52
can produce an excitement,

The

"

"

in a letter published in
Spy in Washington
November, 1833, said:
the nomination of Col. John
son, is only for the purpose of rallying the working men, and
keeping the troops together for the service of Mr. Van
Buren."
He said further : " It is hoped that arrangement
may yet be made between the high contracting parties to
nominate Mr. Johnson as Vice President, at the Kitchen
Cabinet's National Convention.
It is to drive this bargain
"
that he is now talked of as a candidate for the Presidency."
"
"
On the subject of the presidential campaign, the
Spy

"...

wrote on December 24, 1834:

In

the West, Col. Richard

M. Johnson presents his claims.

There was a period when I supposed this gentleman might take
the field for the presidential race.
As a candidate for that
station he has some strength.
But I am now entirely satisfied
51

McLean Papers, vol. vii, Whittlesey to McLean, May

*2Ibid., George Kisling to McLean, October
53

Commonwealth,

November

30,

1833.

5, 1833.

3, 1833.
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His flag is kept flying for
He,
the purpose of transferring his friends to Mr. Van Buren.
too, has hopes of being placed on the ticket with Mr. Van Buren,
that he has abandoned

the contest.

and these hopes are adroitly cherished.

"
Spy was of the opinion that Van Buren had little to
"
gain from Colonel Johnson's followers, since only a small
part of Col. Johnson's political capital is transferable prop
"
Kitchen Cabinet ", he said, the name of
erty." In the
"
is the subject of sneer and contempt. . . . How
Johnson
The

"

ever gallant and heroic he may be in the field

of battle,

he

wants political firmness, and has sacrificed himself, unless, by
some prompt movement on the part

of his friends,

he is res

"

cued from the gulf that yawns beneath him."

"

a

a

I

if

if

is,

The
Spy
believed that Van Buren was inclined toward Rives of Vir
ginia as a running mate but he did not think Rives could
secure Virginia and that therefore he would be abandoned.54
Archibald Yell believed, however, that Van Buren would run
with Johnson, for he wrote to McLean : " My own impres
that the Regency will take up Dick Johnson
sion
he will
M
not am at loss to find man."
go it;
On February 4, 1834, the Democratic-Republican mem
Kentucky legislature met at Frankfort, as caucus
of Jackson members, and recommended Colonel Richard M.
Johnson to succeed Andrew Jackson as president, subject

of

the

a

bers

of

national

convention.

a

to the decision

a

This
caucus also passed resolutions approving the calling of
national convention of the party to meet at Baltimore to
however

for president and vice-president.
They pledged the Democratic-Republican Party of Kentucky
" in the
"
spirit of harmony and union to support the nomin
nominate

of the convention.5"

&*Maysville Eagle, January

t'Nttes' Register, March

16, 1834.

Yell

I,

M McLean Papers, vol. vii,

1834; Richmond Inquirer, May

to McLean, November

1834; National Intelligencer,
6,

ations

the candidates

1834.

20, 1833.

February

21,
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response to the action

KENTUCKY

of this committee of

the caucus

of his party in the Kentucky legislature, Colonel Johnson
wrote from Washington February 17, 1834:
The acts of my public life have resulted from the conviction
[of my best judgment, as to the faithful discharge of my public
If
duty to my country, without regards to personal elevation.
they have met with your approbation and the approbation

...

my fellow-citizens

reward.

I

have in that circumstance an ample

To anything beyond my present station,

So far as my humble ability may
the service of my country.57
aspired.

In

of

be

I

have never

useful,

I

am at

junto of South Carolina set out to
rally a southern party against President Jackson. The
scheme purported to unite, in a political alliance under Judge
H. L. White of Tennessee, the friends of John Bell of
Tennessee in the West and Mr. Calhoun's friends in the
South.58
On October, 1835, Jackson's own state legisla
ture presented Judge White, who was then a senator in
1835, an ambitious

Congress

from

Jackson."

Tennessee,

as

candidate

a

to

succeed

Mr. Bell, who was prominent in bringing

out

Judge White, succeeded in collecting a congressional caucus
of some ten members against a national convention of
He then tried to draw Colonel Johnson into
Democrats.
the

field to rally a southern

and western

party

against

Jackson but Colonel Johnson refused to take any part in it.
This move on the part of South Carolina and Tennessee had

of bringing more decided support to Colonel John
son from that part of the Democratic-Republican party that
This
was still friendly to the cause of Martin Van Buren.
the effect

wing of the party thought that by praising Colonel Johnson
67

National Intelligencer, March

58

Daily Globe, May

59

Stanwood,

21,

1834.

5, 1835.

History of

the Presidency,

pp.

180-81.
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for Van Buren.80

majority of
the votes of the nation opposed to the election of the New
Yorker, and they also realized that it would be impossible
to induce that majority to concentrate on any other in
dividual.01 Unlike Jackson, Van Buren could not depend
"
solely upon the popular vote — Van Buren cannot be made
82
to stand in Jackson's shoes."
The vice-presidency was the
"
prize that was held out to all the distinguished and would"
of the party. All that was asked was that
be great men
" of
the heir apparent to the
they would not step in the way
They realized that there was an overwhelming

throne."

8S

In

most available

Colonel

the competition

Johnson was the

one to win the votes for the party.

—"

His

friends were the farmers and the mechanics
the real bone
and sinew of the country; and every effort to stifle their
voice, or control their opinions . . . will be vain and futile."

At

the same time no man did more to elect

Jackson to the

presidency and sustain him after he became president than

Richard M. Johnson."
The people were meeting in large masses, and conventions
of delegates appointed by themselves were the order of the
". . .
Hezekiah Niles said :
such doings as are hap
day.
York,
never happened before." On March
pening in New
31, 1834; a large meeting of mechanics and other working
men was held in that city, where resolutions were passed to
l he

effect that

the only way to succeed in any business
80

Dally Globe, April

3, and

May

5,

1835;

is to make a business
Kentucky Gaeette, April

25, 183581

McLean Papers, vol. viii, D. W. Bailey to McLean, July

•2

Ibid., Thomas

** Kentucky

Tri-weekly

Observer

and

Lexington Reporter, February

edit1on.

M Commonwealth,

2, 1834.

Scott to McLean, September 23, 1834.

March

8, 1834.

17,

1835,
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of what we are about, and that

if

KENTUCKY

we are to succeed in the coming

election, we must make a business of it

; and we therefore recom
friend of the constitution and laws, when the
polls are open, to close their ware houses, stores and workshops,
and make a business of voting themselves, and procuring the
votes of their friends."

mend

to every

Although the elections referred to were congressional

elec

tions, they resolved that the candidates to Congress and the
must be

legislature

"

heartily

opposed to executive

" and
always ready to support
pation

the

usur

rightful authority

of both houses of Congress against the executive.88
This
was a sufficient warning to the office holders to walk with
some

circumspection

and not ignore altogether the preten

sions of Colonel Johnson.
Thus for a second time, it was definitely decided by the
office holders

under the leadership

that a national convention should

of Martin Van Buren

held to name the party
candidates for the two highest offices in the nation. The party
be

convention had its origin, or at least its full development, in
"
"
New York State, where Van Buren
set up for himself

in 1824-25.

He had then made all available

use

of

the

jealousy
John Quincy Adams and DeWitt
Clinton forces of the state for himself. Using Silas Wright,
then a state senator, Van Buren instructed him to propose a
state convention to nominate candidates for Congress.
The
members of the convention were to be chosen from the
several county regencies that the Van Buren influence could
control.
The movement proved successful.
Van Buren
was able to manipulate a minority faction to win for himself
a United States senatorship for six years.
Now Van Buren
expected to guarantee to himself the presidency of the United
between the

States in the same way.*7
•«

Niles" Register, October

97

Lexington

6, 1835.

88

4, 1834.

Intelligencer, April

10,

1835;

Ibid., June
National

7, 1834.

Gazette,

June
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of rallying

was a plan well fitted to the purpose

a

minority to settle the nomination of a candidate and lead the
whole party to combine on one man and act with unity.
It
would have been more in harmony with the Van Buren
schemes if the choice for the vice-presidency could also have
been

arranged

beforehand,

but there were those affiliated

with the party that could not be persuaded to accept Colonel

In spite of

Johnson.88

the

opposition

to the Colonel

in

Virginia, the ring leaders were determined to capitalize his
They were determined to make use of his popu
popularity.
larity in the West.

They turned an almost deaf ear to the
pretensions of Mr. Rives of Virginia because he did not
"
Old
the potential
that
vote-getting
possess
power
"
Tecumseh
had.89
Mr. Blair wrote to Jackson on May 19,
1835, the day before the time set for the meeting of the
"I
convention :
think from all that I can gather Colo. John
son is the strongest for the Vice President with the Delegates
but there is much and anxious efforts making for Rives." T0
The Richmond Enquirer, on the other hand, took the lead
Mr. Ritchie,
against the pretensions of Colonel Johnson.
the editor,

"

vitiate

said

that

the very

of Johnson would

a ticket."

The most powerful reason for the
to Colonel Johnson in Virginia and the South

opposition
was expressed in a letter

April

name

4, 1835

:

"

I

of Alfred Balch to Jackson on

do not think from what

I

hear daily that

of Johnson for the Vice Presidency will be
popular in any of the slave holding states except Ky. on
71
From Tennessee
acct of his former domestic relations."
the nomination

James Walker wrote Jackson before the convention met in
88

Ibid., June

89

National Gazette, loc. cit.; Lexington Intelligencer,

23, 1835.

''"Jackson Papers,

vol. xc, Blair to Jackson, May

19,

March

10, 1835.

1835;

National

Gazette, June 5, 1835.

" Jackson,

op. cit.,

Balch to Jackson, April

4, 1835 ; supra,

vii, p.

317.
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April

"

:

If

beat here."

Johnson is put on our Ticket

"

In conformity with
confidants,

KENTUCKY

I

think we will be

of the President and his

the wishes

Democratic-Republican national convention
met in Baltimore on May 20, 1835, to nominate candidates
for the offices of president and vice-president of the United
States.73
The delegates from the several states in the union
were chosen in the narrowest and most doubtful manner.
In Maine, Kentucky, Louisiana and Illinois a few members
the

of the respective

state

legislatures,

friendly to the office

holders, were clandestinely gathered together to choose dele
gates

to the Baltimore convention.

In New York

a con

vention was called at Albany for the purpose of appointing
to the convention delegates favorable to the interest of

Martin Van Buren.

These seem to have been office holders

The convention appointed a committee, one from
each congressional district of the state, to select delegates to
the Baltimore convention.
This committee was composed
of twelve postmasters, two judges, two masters in chancery,
one surrogate and one state prison superintendent.
The
only.

delegates

selected by this committee were

of the

same type.T*

Tennessee sent no delegates to the Baltimore convention
but Edmund Rucker of Tennessee, who happened to be in
Baltimore,

"

I

cast the vote of the state, although he later said

was not delegated to act in that Convention.

after the Delegates
credentials

examined

from the different
.

.

.

there

present representing Tennessee.

States

appeared

to

.

[.But]
had their
.

be

This circumstance

.

no

one

seemed

to be deeply regretted by many, and upon its being men
tioned that I was there, and a Tennessean, it was suggested
72

™

Ibid., Walker to Jackson April 5, 1835.
Niles" Register, May 23, 1835; Daily Natiot1al Intelligencer, May

22, 1835.
™

Lexington Intelligencer,

May

15

and 19, 1835.
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In a
accordingly did."
"
I was in favor of Colo
letter written in 1845 Rucker said:
Rucker,
R. M. Johnson being nominated in the convention."

by some that

vote, which

while in Washington before the convention, lunched with
Jackson, who lamented the fact that Tennessee and South
Carolina would be the only states not represented, but Rucker
declared that Jackson advised him to have nothing to do with
the affair of casting Tennessee's vote, as Pew, the editor of a
Rucker said he was induced to
Kentucky paper, had urged.
vote because Pew later told him that Blair said Jackson
had changed his mind on the subject.70
Silas Wright, who
met Rucker on the street in Baltimore, was said also to have
urged

Rucker to cast Tennessee's fifteen votes for Van

Buren and Johnson."
"

In Illinois

no man

. .

.

could be got to accept the trust

"

that a delegate would have to bear for his state in the con
vention.

The

Kentuckians.78

Illinois democracy was represented by
The president of the convention read a letter
appointed by a state convention in Illinois,

from delegates
stating their inability to be present, and enclosing resolu
tions in which they were instructed to vote for Van Buren
and Johnson for president and vice-president.
The letter
was entered in the journal of the convention.79
Of the two
Kentuckians, Tom Moore and Mr. Pew, the latter gave the
vote of Illinois.80
This was as irregular as the Rucker case.
Two sets of delegates were sent from Pennsylvania, each
insisting that it represented the genuine democracy of that
Rucker's letter in Lexington Intelligencer, July
National Intelligencer, June 18, 1835.
75

3,

1835 ;

Daily

Jackson Papers, vol. cxiii, Rucker to S. H. LaughKn, Jan. I, 1845.
"National Gazette, June 10, 1835; Lexington Intelligencer, June 19,
78

183578
79
80

Lexington Intelligencer, June 19, 1835.
Daily National Intelligencer, May 23, 1835.
Lexington Intelligencer,

June

19, 1835.
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state.

One group was known as the

KENTUCKY

Wolf

men, the other as

It
Muhlenberg division of the democracy of the state.
was decided to seat both factions in the convention, although
the

this compromise

seems

not to have met the approval

of

either.81

However chosen, some six hundred or more persons met
on the morning of the twentieth in the Fourth Presbyterian
Church of Baltimore, where George Kremer of Pennsyl
called the convention

vania

of

to order.

After stating the

Kremer made a motion that led to the
calling, by unanimous consent, of Andrew Stevenson of
Virginia to the chair as president of the convention.
Stevenson said:
efforts will no doubt be made
object

the meeting,

"...

to divide and distract the republican party."
Whether with
a sense of irony or not, he said that the democracy of the

union had
as the

best

"

forced to look to a national

been

means

of concentrating

giving it effect in the approaching

the

convention,

popular

election."

will, and
Therefore,

Stevenson thought, the one great object ought to be to quiet
discord.82
S1

Niles' Register, May

23,

Daily National Intelligencer, May

1835;

16, 1835.
82

Daily National Intelligencer, May

22,

1835;

Niles' Register, May

23, 1835as

According to Niles' of this
follows :

Maine

16

New Hampshire
Massachusetts

Vermont

. .

20

. . . .

18

7

Rhode Island

8

Connecticut

6

New York
New Jersey

date,

the delegates to the convention

Pennsylvania

60

of

(*
Wolf & Muhlendouble set

Ohio
Indjana

.,.

berg men)

Dela4re.:

2

Louisiana

3

15

Michigan

2

3

Arkansas

I

100

Georgia

. .

u
a

Virginia
North Carolina

18

M1ss^s.ppi

I4
l88

63

13

M.SSOUH

Maryland

42

Kentucky

stood

There were none from South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama or Illinois.
in his History of the Presidency, pp. 181-2, gives some differ
ence in numbers: Maryland, 181 ; Virginia, 108; New Jersey, 73.
Stanwood,
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The Presbyterian Church was too small for the large
assemblage so the convention adjourned to meet in a theatre.
The convention was able to bring some system out of the
irregular and chaotic situation

by allowing each state

as

many votes as the respective states were entitled to in the

It

electoral college.

was also decided that a two-thirds vote

It is probable in this
would be required for a nomination.
case that the two-thirds regulation was calculated to defeat
the nomination of Colonel Johnson.
Rather than submit to
the nomination

of Johnson, many southerners

preferred

that there should be no nomination for the vice-presidency.88
On the third day of the session, Friday, May 22, the
the

convention

began

solemnities

presidential

nominee, and

of

Van Buren,

voting

for

the

as was anticipated,

The next question was the
In a caucus of a majority
nomination of a vice-president.
of the convention held the evening before, it had been decided
received a unanimous

vote.

to concentrate the vote on Colonel

Johnson as the party's
Thus, in spite of the two-thirds
nominee for vice-president.
rule dictated largely by the South, the West and North
By
sought to overcome the Rives faction in the convention.
a vote

of

to 87 Colonel Johnson was declared the
nominee for the vice-presidency.
By states, the votes stood

as

follows
88

May

178

:

"

Niles' Register,

May

23 and 30,

1835 ;

Daily National Intelligencer,

22, 1835.

84 This table is found in Niles" Register, May 30,
1835. South Carolina,
Illinois and Alabama sent no delegates to the convention (Stanwood,
History of the Presidency, p. 181); National Gazette, May 23, 1835;
Daily National Intelligencer, May 25, 1835.
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Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

KENTUCKY

R. M. Johnson
of Kentucky

William C. Rivet
of Virginia
IO

7
7

Massachusetts

4

Connecticut

8

Island
New York
New Jersey
Delaware

Rhode

10

4
42
8
3

Pennsylvania

30

Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina

23

Georgia

11

10

15

Tennessee

15

Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
Mississippi
Louisiana
Missouri

15
21

9
4
5

4
87

178

On this basis,
the president of the convention announced that Colonel R.
M. Johnson had received a two-thirds majority and so was
In every case but that of Massachu
declared the nominee.
setts, which gave 4 votes to Johnson and 10 to Rives, a
There was a total of 265 votes recorded.

majority vote of the respective delegation decided a given
state's electoral vote.
There were some objections to the
For instance, a member from Ohio
votes of some states.
objected to the vote of that state as not being what the
But the convention ruled the question to
majority wished.
The
be a matter left wholly to the delegates of the state.
announcement of the vote of Pennsylvania was followed by
a motion to reconsider the vote

was withdrawn.

of that

state but the motion

The Baltimore Chronicle announced that

there seemed to be a "brotherly hatred" between the

Wolf

and
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The states of Maine,
Muhlenberg factions of Pennsylvania.
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Maryland and Georgia, all of
which cast their votes for Mr. Rives (except the 4 Massa-

Johnson), were

shusetts gave to Colonel
resist

the nomination.

Of

inclined

to

They pledged themselves to use

their best endeavors to secure the election
the people."

less

"of

the ticket

of

85

Virginia was the one inclined to be
rebellious as a result of the decision of the convention.
When the vote of New York was announced for Colonel
"
hissed most ungraciously."
As
Johnson, the Virginians
all the states,

The

a counter action, the Kentuckians applauded loudly.88

Intelligencer reported that when Colonel Johnson was an
nounced for the vice-presidency the New York delegation
" set
up a tremendous shout ! The friends of Rives hissed !
All was confusion ! All uproar ! " " Virginia took the
lead in offering a resolution against the nomination of
" . .
Colonel Johnson because it was said :
. they do not
believe that he

will carry out

the great republican

principles."

The Virginia delegation, led by Mr. Mason based its oppo
sition, on the surface, on the statement that Johnson was a
bank and a high tariff man as well as a champion of internal

While several members tried to get the
floor at once, Mr. Mason succeeded in gaining the recogni
tion of the chair.
He offered resolutions to the effect that
improvements.88

Virginia delegation could not recommend Colonel John
son to the people of their state because they had no confidence
the

in the candidate and believed that he would not carry out or
"
maintain the political principles Virginia ever held dear." 8*
Niles" Register, op. cit.; Daily
National Gazette, May 23, 1835.
85

••

Niles" Register, loc. cit.

87

Lexington Intelligencer,

88

National

Intelligencer,

op.

cit.;

June 2, 1835.
Daily National Intelligencer, op. cit.

89 Kentucky
Gazette, June 6,
National Gazette, May 25, 1835.

1835;

Niles'

Register, June

6,

1835;
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Mr. Holt of Kentucky then addressed

I

KENTUCKY
the convention

:

have heard this declaration with equal surprise and regret.

I know not what constitutes republicanism in the estimation of
Virginia, and the gentleman has not thought proper to inform
us.
But I do know something of the history and character of
the illustrious

patriot and hero, whose devotion to democratic
and wantonly assailed.
principles has been so unexpectedly
Who is he? If, Mr. President, you could at this moment trans
"
far west," you would find upon one of
port yourself to the
her green and sunny fields, surrounded by the implements of
husbandry, a personage whose plain and simple garb, whose
frank and cordial and unostentatious bearing would tell you
that he had sprung from the people — that he was still one of
them, and that his heart, in all its recollections, its hopes and
its sympathies, was blended with the fortunes of the toiling
millions.

After referring to Colonel Johnson's services in the field
during the War of 1812, Mr. Holt continued:
His life has been one of unfaltering, unswerving devotion to

"
The people love him because he
freedom and to the people.
first loved them ". . . . His brilliant and successful struggle
against the foul, adulterous union of church and state, have con
The emancipated debtor
secrated his name to immortality.
. . . shouts
forth his praises, and the soldier of the revolution,
as he totters

to his grave, teaches his children to love and ven

erate his name.90

The Washington Daily Globe said on the eve of the nom
inating convention that it seemed that Van Buren and R. M.
Johnson had been called by the spontaneous voice of the
"
Sectional jealousy
Republic to fill the two highest offices.
must disappear, and be succeeded by confidence and pros
perity." The same paper declared that it could be said with
»o

Niles", op. cit.
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"

is the favorite of the
Johnson
9l
Ritchie, of the Richmond Enquirer, who was will
West."
ing to support Van Buren for first place, sarcastically re
ferred to Johnson, the nominee for the vice-presidency, as
"
a
dwindling favorite," the Lexington Intelligencer re
"
Is the Workingsponded angrily and asked the question:
man's candidate to be treated with this kind of con
emphasis

that

Colonel

tumely?"92
The National Gazette of Philadelphia referred to the posi
"
tion of Virginia in these words : Virginia formerly dictatrix in ' the Presidential question ', could not obtain for the
office of Vice President, a preference for her Mr. Rives,
over Colonel Johnson!
Adhesion is all that is left to the
93
In fact it was New York, under
ancient dominion."
Silas Wright acting for Van Buren's interest, that was lead
ing a coalition of free-labor interest with the office-holders
to elevate Van Buren to the presidential chair, while Virginia
was heading another interest based largely upon slave labor.9*
con
Just a few years before the Democratic-Republican
vention, Virginia had an experience with slavery that was so

"

deeply impressed upon her that the so-called
amalgama
"
tion
of
Colonel
based
Johnson,
policy
upon Johnson's
to,
was to that state something
private life already referred
dangerous and not to be tampered with.

The event in Vir

ginia that led the state to interdict any mention of amalga
mation as prejudicial to the best interest of the state, was the
Nat Turner Insurrection of August, 183 1.95 In the very
first session of the state legislature that met after the Insur
rection, a bill providing for emancipation was introduced;
91

Daily Globe, May

92

Lexington Intelligencer,

93

National Gazette,

18,

1835.

June

23, 1835.

op. cit.

94

Ibid., May

»5

Liberator, September

25, 1835 ;

Lexington Intelligencer,
3, 1831.

June

2, 1835.
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the general assembly defeated the bill, the

and although

debates had filled the whole state

with alarm.68

So it was natural that in 1833 Virginia should feel a
delicacy toward the subject of Colonel Johnson's domestic
life.
As early as April, 1831, the Washington Spectator
"
referred to Colonel Johnson as
the father of a colored
family."
become

"

This paper ironically declared that if he should
"
the colored will
president of the United States,

have an Esther at the foot of the throne, who may not only
dictate modes and fashions to the female community, but

from civil disabilities, break down
the barrier of prejudice which separate the two races, and
produce an amalgamation. . . . Such a consummation would
may deliver her people

be the means

"

of an African jubilee throughout the coun

From the time Johnson was suggested for the presi
dency, the papers in Kentucky opposed to his candidacy

try."

of

made much

the

question

amalgamation

and Johnson's

The Kentucky Tribune of Danville
"
warned its readers in these words :
Nominate Col R. M.
Johnson for the Vice Presidency, and Dinah [referring to
one of the girls mentioned in chapter seven] will grin to
'"
the ears."
This same paper accused the Trenton (New
/Jersey) Emporium of saying (in what was referred to as a
"
I fulsome eulogy on Col. Johnson) : What hand, when he
/'dies, will be worthy to write his epitaph?
If he expires
in his wife's gentle embrace, we shall try our own hand at
'
" 10°
! the epitaph— thus :
Died in the Wool.'
On June 9, 1835, Colonel Johnson wrote from Great
domestic

relations.

I

"Enquirer,

January

Abolition (New York,

17,

18,

Maysville Eagle, April

»8

Ibid.

99

Kentucky Tribune, September
Ibid.. June

31,

1906), p. 177.

97

100

and

19

7, 1844.

12, 1831.

22, 1843.

1832;

Hart,

Slavery

and
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Crossings his letter of acceptance of the nomination for the
as the Democratic

vice-presidency,
mittee

candidate.

To

the com

of the convention whose duty it was to communicate

to him the nomination and to ask his acceptance, Johnson
"
For the exalted talents, pure character and
said, in part :
sound principles

of the gentleman, whose name was brought

in competition with mine, no man can have a higher respect
"
101
To
than myself."
Colonel Johnson also said of Rives :
my greater age and longer public service, and not to superior
qualifications,

can

I

attribute the preference of the conven

tion; and if any injury should accrue to the republican cause
from that preference, no man will deplore it more than my
self." He regretted very much to learn that it had been said
that his political principles did not conform to those of
"I
uniformly acted with the republican party,
Jefferson.
founded on the principles asserted by Virginia in 1798."

He said there had

been but one time when he had not agreed

"

in the struggle of 1814, '15,
with the party and that was
and '16, for the establishment of a national bank." It was
then that President Madison and many of his Republican
associates in Congress felt themselves constrained to yield
up their objections to what they considered the highest law
— public necessity. "I continued", said Johnson, "to believe
the remedy worse than the disease.
re-charter

of

the old bank

I

had voted against the

of the United States, in

1811,

from a conviction of its dangerous tendencies as well as its
I voted against the bill to recharter
unconstitutionality.
In 1834, he voted, he said: " for Mr.
this bank in 1832."
Polk's resolution, declaring that the bank of the United

...

States ought not to be rechartered, and

I

defended the presi

" of
dent's measure in regard to the removal
deposits.
had studied

General

that part suggesting
101

Niles' Register, July

He

Jackson's annual message, especially
in outline a substitute bank without
11, 1835;

Lexington Intelligencer,

July

3, 1835.
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He took the same
"

To

all these

I

" without
listened," he said,
giving my consent to any."
He wanted to see if state banks failed. Colonel Johnson's
"
were based

objections

the uncontrollable

upon

tendency

of the National Bank to use its power to direct the politics
of the country." In referring to the tariff, Colonel John
son again truthfully said that after the War of 1812 many
statesmen, even in the South,

"

it was the true policy
of the government so to regulate the tariff, as to promote the
He said
establishment of manufactures within our border."
he gave it his support in pursuance of public opinion, but
felt

that as soon as it appeared dangerous he became an advo
cate

for the reduction of the tariff and voted accordingly

"

I consider the views of president Jackson
in 1832-33.
on the tariff and internal improvements, as founded in true
wisdom." 102
The Washington Globe was convinced that the national

Democratic

convention was influenced to take Colonel

son as its nominee because

John

his 30 years service in sup
devotion he had mani

party — the

port of the Democratic
fested throughout

of

"

this period, not only in behalf

of popular

rights but by unwearied and disinterested attention to the
private interests of the poorest citizens of every State in the
Union, who had claims upon the Government," and, finally,

"

patriotism and noble gallantry which had
103
distinguished him in the field of battle."
The largest section of the opposition, known as the Whig
"
a reparty after 1834, called the Baltimore convention
upon

the ardent

Lexington Intelligencer,
N lks' Register, July 11, 1835.
102

T-O* Doily

Globe,

his life the wounds

May
"

1835.

cit.,

Johnson's letter of acceptance

;

The Globe said that in the close of

began to bleed afresh, and may too soon deprive the
to mark by its sufferage, its grateful sense of

nation of an opportunity
obligation."

25,

op.
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vival of the caucus in an equally objectionable form," and
The fact was that
refused to call a convention themselves.
the various elements of the opposition could not be brought
General Harrison and
together into any sort of union.
Francis Granger were the leading candidates opposed to the
Democratic ticket.
Several other candidates were in the
field.
McLean was a strong candidate in the West and
Daniel Webster was the popular Whig candidate in New
Judge White and John Tyler of Virginia were
on the same ticket.
Their main strength lay in Tennessee.
In this way the opposition hoped to carry the election into
the House of Representatives.104
On November 12, 1836, Niles' Register was unable to
In New York the
give a complete account of the election.
elections continued for three days and few returns were in
England.

on that date.

In Pennsylvania

On November

both parties claimed the elec

Niles could only say that the elec
tions had terminated, with the exception of South Carolina,
but that an official return had not yet been made by a single

tion.

19,

state.105

On December 24, both Niles' Register and the National
Intelligencer had received sufficient returns to declare that
Van Buren had succeeded in getting a majority of votes
over all other candidates but that the vice-presidency must
devolve upon the Senate in that no candidate for that office

The electoral vote cast in the
presence of both houses of Congress, which resulted in a
majority for Van Buren and a larger number for Johnson
than was received by either Granger, Tyler or Smith,107 is
shown in the following table:
had received a majority.108

104

Stanwood,

History of

the Presidency,

105

Niles" Register,

November

109

Ibid., December

24, 1836;

1°7

William Smith of Alabama.

12

p. 183.

and 19, 1836.

National Intelligencer,

December 24, 1836.
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ELECTORAL VOTE"*

For President

For Vice-President

No. of
electors
from each
State

Maine
Mass

£
71

&n

1

J,

|

Mangum

i

7
14

14

8

23

ii

Ga

8

*3

IS

1i

ii

Ky.

'S

10

10

'5

II

«S

ii
ii
«S

«s
21

9

Ark

3 3 4 7 S

4 7 5

HI
Ala
Mo

9

Miss

jnd

Mich

Total....

170

'5

4 5

4 5

La

21

3 3

3 3 4 7 5 9 4 5

«S
21

'4

26

73

II

M7

77

J3

N

30

23

C

'5

3°

3

\j<j

Va

4*

42

3

3

10

•

7

T

pa
Del

3°

...

8

Y

N

1

Ver

N

7

i

8

I

K

14

10

7

<j

10

H

fj

10

a

a
X

5

M

Webrter

a

States

47

ary 26, 1837, and the electoral vote was not counted
ID3

ff tks'

Register, February i1,

1837.

by

a

Although Michigan had not been formally admitted
into the union at the time of the November elections, she
had applied for admission as early as 1833 and had chosen
three electors to which her population as
state would have
The state was formally admitted on Janu
entitled her.
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joint session of Congress

until February
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The votes were counted in the same manner as in the case
of Missouri in 1821. Counted or not, the result either
way would not have materially changed the result of the
election.109

There seems to have been some disappointment in ad
ministration circles when it was learned that Indiana had
cast her votes for General W. H. Harrison and Francis

It

had been expected that Colonel

Johnson's
The scandal
popularity would carry the entire West.
against Colonel Johnson, of which the newspapers of the
state made use, together with the opposition of Henry Clay,
seemed to have decided the election against him in Kentucky,
and, of course, against Van Buren.
After the results of
the election were known, a Mr. W. R. Hallet wrote to Van
Buren from Mobile, Alabama, that Colonel Johnson was
"
"
dead weight
to the Van Buren ticket, and acknowledged
" our
that it was believed that
party lost ground by his
nomination." He said it was believed that Colonel John
"
son
lost us votes at the South and East, and added noth
1U
ing to our support in the West."
Granger.110

After the electoral votes were counted, the president of
the Senate declared that Martin Van Buren was president
elect of the United States and that he would assume the
duties of the presidency on the fourth day of March next.
No person had received a majority of all the votes cast for
vice-president; Richard M. Johnson and Francis Granger
were the two highest on the list.

Niles' Register said that

was received with perfect decorum by the
House and galleries.
The Senate then withdrew to its own

the annunication

hall, where it proceeded to vote viva voce — according
1°»

Ibid.

«o/W<f.,
111

to a

December 24. 1836.

Van Buren Papers, vol. xxv, Hallet to Van Buren, January

12,

1837.
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Mr. Grundy, who was on the joint
elections — for Colonel Johnson and Mr.

resolution

presented by

committee

of
The senators sat in their places and voted as the

Granger.
secretary

of

the Senate called their names

For Richard M. Johnson —
Benton of Missouri

Black of Mississippi
Brown of North Carolina
Buchanan of Pennsylvania
Cuthbert of Georgia
Dana of Maine
Ewing of Illinois
Fulton of Arkansas
Grundy of Tennessee
Hendricks of Indiana
Hubbard of New Hampshire
King of Alabama
King of Georgia
Linn of Missouri
Lyon of Michigan
McKean of Pennsylvania
Moore of Alabama
Morris of Ohio
Mouton of Louisiana
Nicholas of Louisiana
Niles of Connecticut
Novell of Michigan
Page of New Hampshire
* Parker of Virginia
* Rives of Virginia
Robinson of Illinois
Ruggles of Maine
Sevier of Arkansas
Strange of North Carolina
Tallmadge of New York
Tipton of Indiana
Walker of Mississippi
Wright of New York

*It

is interesting

Johnson.

For Francis Granger—
Bayard of Delaware
* Clay of Kentucky
Clayton of Delaware
* Crittenden of Kentucky
Davis of Massachusetts
Ewing of Ohio
Kent of Maryland
Knight of Rhode Island
Prentiss of Vermont
Robbins of Rhode Island
Southard of Rhode Island
Spence of Maryland
Swift of Vermont
Tomlinson of Connecticut
Wall of New Jersey
Webster of Massachusetts

Kentucky senators gave their

votes

and that those from Virginia, which had been so bitterly
to Johnson in the Baltimore convention, gave their votes to

to Granger,
opposed

to note that the

:
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Mr. King of Alabama, President pro

of the Senate, rose

tern

and declared the results to be as follows
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:

Whole number of Senators
Majority necessary for a choice
Quorum required by constitution
Whole number of Senators present

For Johnson
For Granger

52
27
35

49
33
16

Colonel Johnson, having a majority of the whole number of
votes required, was declared elected Vice- President for four
Colonel Johnson was
years, beginning on March 4, 1837.112
the only Vice-President of the United States ever elected by
the Senate.

Mr. Grundy moved that

a

joint committee

be appointed

to inform Colonel Johnson of his election and that the chair
The resolution
appoint a member on the part of the Senate.
was adopted.113
In his letter of acceptance written in Wash

February 10, 1837, Colonel Johnson informed the
Senate that the news of his election had been received with
no ordinary emotions.
Gratification was heightened, he
"
said,
from the conviction that the senate, in the exercise
ington,

of their constitutional prerogative, concurred with, and con
firmed the wishes both of the states and the people."

"

of

The

" will
said,
guard the coun

", he
try from any injury that might result from the imperfections
of its presiding officer, and its magnanimity will cover these
"*
imperfections with the veil of charity."
intelligence

the senate

«2 Niks' Register, February

"» Ibid.
114

Ibid., February

25, 1837.

11,

1837.

CHAPTER X
JOHNSON'S LAST YEARS
COLONEL Richard M. Johnson's election to the vice-presi
dency by the Senate of the United States brought to an end
his active career as a national legislator.

Seated in the Sen

officer, there passed in review before him
questions that tested the talents of those possessing the most
In the four years of his vice-presi
profound statesmanship.
ate as presiding

dency the Senate faced the panic

of

1837 and the problems

growing out of this economic disaster, together with the in
dependent treasury, the slavery petitions, the federal land pol
icy, the annexation of Texas, and other questions of great
Among the duties of the Vice-President was
importance.

of recognizing those senators seeking the floor to speak
on these various questions, and that of casting the deciding
that

There are
vote when opposing sides were evenly matched.
on record a number of striking instances when Colonel John
son performed his duties with dignity and decision.1
Probably no question more deeply stirred the feeling of
the Senate, or required greater firmness on the part
presiding officer, than the question

of the

of slavery. The debates
abolition of slavery were

on the rights of petition for the
often long and spirited and exhibited much bitter feeling.
Henry Clay, who was inclined to welcome these petitions, did
not believe that they were so dangerous that they would pro
voke disunion, and he was
1

Infra, x,

ance, supra,
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footnote

vii, pp.

64.

307-310.

For

of

the

references

opinion that any member
to Johnson's personal

appear
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of Congress who

even made
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allusion to disunion should be

called to order by the presiding officer.2

On December

Senate in the form
lature

was thrown into the

19, 1837, a firebrand

of

of Vermont.

a series

These

of resolutions from

the legis

stric

made severe

resolutions

tures upon slavery and the slave trade and made some harsh
allusions to the slave-holding

To

states.

control the ensuing

Colonel Johnson was him
self called upon to present anti-slavery petitions in the Senate,

debate was no mere formality.8

of the opinion that the presiding officer was not
"
constitutionally obliged to present
petitions of every con
On the occasion of refusing to present
ceivable description."
but he was

from Lewis Tappan, the abolitionist, Colonel John
son wrote him: "There are considerations of a moral and
political, as well as of a constitutional nature, which would
a petition

not permit me to present petitions

of

a character evidently

of the principles on
He also said that the right of regu

hostile to the union,

and destructive

which it is founded."

lating and abolishing slavery was reserved to the states and
that Congress had no more right to destroy slavery in Vir
ginia and Maryland than to establish slavery in New York
or New England.*
Colonel Johnson seems to have been required to cast a de
ciding vote in the Senate more frequently than most of his

On a single day, March

predecessors.
opportunities

25, 1840, three such

enabled him to promote the proclamation

treaty with the

Six Nations of Indians which had

been

of

a

rati

fied by the Senate two years earlier.8

When Colonel Johnson
cast the deciding vote on a bill granting relief to Mira Madi

of

a

Baptist Banner, January

8

Baptist Banner and Globe,

*

Miles' Register, April

5

Learned,

2, 1838 ; Globe,
op. cit.

18, 1840 ;

American Historical

the Vice Presidents,

December 18, 1837.

1789-1915,"

Kentucky Gazette, April
"
Review, April,
1915,

loc. cit.

16,

1840.

Casting

Votes
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of George Madison,

he again dem

On the occasion of this vote
it is notorious that I have
Colonel Johnson said:
always used my humble abilities in favor of those laws which
have extended compensation to the officers and soldiers who
have bravely fought, and freely bled, in their country's cause,
8
and to widows and orphans of those who perished."
Shorn of his privilege to debate upon the great and weighty
questions of the day, Colonel Johnson was no longer referred
onstrated his humanitarianism.

"...

to by the press as an active and constructive

statesman, but

with the desire for office.
This was
due to his persistent endeavors, with the aid of friends, to
continue to be a favored candidate in the nominating con
vention for one of the two highest offices his country could
Elevated to the second highest office in
bestow upon him.
the land, the responsibilities of legislation, that, for the most
part, he had sustained wisely and effectively were thereafter
forever denied him. The last decade of Colonel Johnson's
long, useful and colorful career was one of rapid decline.
But to take, as has been erroneously taken, the last fifteen
years or more of this statesman and philanthropist's life as
characteristic of his whole active career, stamping him, more
or less, as a sordid, uncouth, uneducated, licentious and
grasping politician, would be to lose to the nation's history
as the westerner obessed

of the middle period. Eliminating these
last years, America has in the life of Richard M. Johnson a
conspicuous example of constructive statesmanship, for he
was consistent, earnest and loyal to principle, a friend of the
masses and a true champion of those measures he believed to
the true commoner

be necessary to the public

welfare.

Possibly no statesman

with Colonel Johnson added more conspicu
ously to talent the qualities of persistent effort and diligent
contemporary
labor.
•

Kentucky Gazette, March

14, 1839.
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The scandal growing out of a youthful indiscretion gave
the politicians of the campaign of 1840, when Johnson was
again a candidate for nomination, an opportunity to cry

Then, too, his manners in this most scurri
lous campaign in American history were not above reproach.
During the campaign Colonel Johnson was persuaded to visit
various parts of the union, and on various occasions the news
papers accused him of resorting, in his campaign speeches, to
In Ohio he was accused of
undignified methods of appeal.7
On
opening his shirt to show the audience his scars of war.
shame upon him.

other occasions his speeches were said to be incoherent, ramb

It was said that these methods
ling and in poor English.8
lost to him the respect of the more intelligent of the electorate.
With

these

factors against him, and the fact that the labor

1835

North that had given him effective support in
and 1836 had lost much of its power in the panic of

1837,

Colonel Johnson was in 1840 a less formidable candi

element in the

date.

The campaign of 1840 is noted for the sensational methods
used by the so-called Whig party to win the election.
Devo
tion to the will of the people marked every action in the party
contest.
That the Whigs won was largely due to their

"

clap-trap

of processions, songs, emblems, and slang,"

°

and

to the fact that the Democratic party was discredited by the

The contest was well on its way when Vir
ginia renewed its opposition to Colonel Johnson through the
On March 14, 1839, the
pages of the Richmond Enquirer.
attitude of Virginia was defined when this paper made it
panic

of 1837.

''National

Intelligencer,

November

ao,

1840; Louisville

Journal, Oct.

9, 1840.
8

Kentucky Gazette, July

11, 1839.

Stanwood, History of the Presidency, vol. i, p. 206. For an example
of the Whig methods, see The Campaign, a Whig pamphlet published in
Frankfort, Kentucky, during the campaign, especially numbers for July
9

16

and

April

30, 1840.
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"

appear that Colonel Johnson would retire from the canvass,
if it should be the wish of his Republican friends." This

"

No man in this country is more capable
of such a generous effort; for we have strong evidences to
Per
satisfy us of his disinterestedness and magnanimity.
same paper added

:

haps no public man in America could have displayed higher
feelings than it has been our good fortune to witness in the

of Col. Johnson." 10
Such political tactics on the part of Thomas Ritchie, the
editor of the Enquirer, effected throughout the country a
reaction against the candidacy of Colonel Johnson.
The
"
New Orleans Bee, in referring to the article, said : The ad
ministration has discovered that the venerable Vice-President
has grown old . . . and must retire.
To the skillful man
agement of the editor of the Richmond Enquirer has been in
" That
trusted the delicate task of ruling him off the track."
this method on the part of Colonel Johnson's opponents in
his own party was not followed without preconcerted action
can be seen from a letter of General Jackson written to Van
"
Buren on February 17, 1840 : The selection of Harrison by
case

Whig, abolitionists & Federalists, has opened

way for
a triumphant victory at our next election by the Democracy
of the country— But one thing can jeopardise this victory, in
the South and West, & that is the selection of a suitable
individual for the vice presidency."
In this letter Jackson
again expressed his opinion in regard to Colonel Johnson's
the

value to the Democratic

I

a

party.

of the leading men on this subject I
have great respect for Col R. M. Johnson as a brave Soldier, and
a Patriot.
But from some cause in this State and in the South
West, he will be dead weight upon your ticket and the truth is
that if he is run with you it will jeopardise the loss of this state,
have heard the voice

1°

Kentucky Gazette, June

11

Ibid., July i1,

1839.

27, 1839.
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carried by 20,000 of a majority, and
have reasons to believe it will be the case in Alabama, Missis
sippi & Louisiana.12
when with Polk it can

be

I

Friends of Colonel Johnson became anxious for his success
when they had it called to their attention that anonymous let
ters were carried in leading Democratic papers to the effect
that Colonel Johnson had declined being a candidate in 1840.

"

and produced
These letters misled the public, they thought,
distraction in the democratic ranks, at a time, too, when for
bearance and unanimity

of action are the only sure means by

which we can expect to succeed." To avoid these dangers
they asked that a letter of Colonel Johnson's should be pub
lished and so put to rest this lie.

"

" In
asking this publica

tion," they said, we are actuated by no selfish motives ; nor
do we wish to be considered as aiming to produce any division
in the democratic ranks." "
The anxiously awaited letter of Colonel Johnson was pub
lished by the Kentucky Gazette on June 20, 1839.
It was
written from White Sulphur, Scott county, Kentucky, dated
June 8, 1839, and read, in part, as follows :

I

have received your favor in which you have requested

know whether
date

I

had expressed

for the office

I now

serve a second term

if

a wish to decline being a candi

fill, and

elected

;

to

if

not, whether

I was

willing to

at the same time giving it as your

opinion that it was due to myself, and particularly to my friends,
that
should no longer remain silent, as some diversity of
opinion existed as to my wishes and feelings in relation to the

I

second canvass

for the vice-presidency.

Colonel Johnson then added that he had received a number
of letters on the subject to which he had avoided making a
His reply
reply, but that now he felt induced to make one.
1J Van Buren Papers, vol. xxxviii,
Jackson to Van Buren, Feb.
« Niles' Register, March 7, 1840.

17, 1840.
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was characteristic

In substance

of him.
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he said that he had

never authorized any statement that would lead the people to
believe he would not
term

if

be the

Democratic candidate

for a

second

the people wanted him, but that, on the other hand,

" if his friends
"
he would most cheerfully retire

so desired.14

Niles' Register did not think that the Colonel would allow
"
himself to be quietly thrust aside, and asked:
Why should
Has he not discharged his duties as vice-president, quite
he ?
as well, to say the least, as Mr. Van Buren has acquitted him
""
The Kentucky Gazette
self of his official obligations ?
"
had
good reason to believe the democrats will unite upon
Col. Johnson, stronger than they ever had done."

1S

Although there was no real opposition within the Demo
cratic party in 1840 to Martin Van Buren for the presidency,
a number of favorite sons were named by several state con
ventions for the vice-presidency."
Niles on January 11,
1840, referred to a Van Buren state convention that had as
sembled some days before at Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
The
convention nominated Van Buren for the presidency and Wil
liam R. King of that state for the vice-presidency, subject to
the decision of a national convention.18
But at the time of
" it was
the convention
generally believed that Colonel John
19
The convention passed a
son would decline a re-election."
to Colonel Johnson and, later, the
Tuscaloosa Flag, with the hope of producing harmony, with

resolution complimentary

of W. R. King from the head of its columns,
" and substituted the real hero of the Thames, the
gallant
20
Colonel Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky."
The senate
drew the name

14

Ibid., June

15

Niles' Register, June

18

Kentucky Gazette, June

29, 1839;

Kentucky Gazette, June
29, 1839.

" Stanwood,

27, 1839.

History of the Presidency,
^Niles" Register, January 11, 1840.

19

Ibid., August

20

Ibid.

1,

20, 1839.

1840.

p. 198-99.
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of Tennessee, in discussing resolutions nominating Martin
Van Buren and James K. Polk of that state as the candidates
of the Democratic party for the offices of president and vice"
Resolved also, that col. Richard M. Johnson, of
president,
Kentucky, is eminently qualified for the office of vice presi
dent, and that we entertain undiminished confidence in his
2l
The Nashville Banner,
patriotism, integrity and ability."
in speaking of the approaching election, felt that the result of
the nomination of the several candidates for the vice-presi
dency — Colonel Johnson, Mr. Polk, Mr. King and Mr. Forsythe —would necessitate that the Senate again decide the
A Democratic convention in Columbus, Ohio,
question.22
recommended that a national convention be held in Baltimore
on May 5, and that Martin Van Buren and Colonel Johnson
should be renominated.23

In Pennsylvania

the Democratic

Martin Van
Buren by a unanimous vote for the presidency ; for the vicepresidency Colonel Johnson received 107 votes to Mr. W.
R. King's 23. In Mississippi, Martin Van Buren was the
candidate of the democracy for the presidency, while for the
vice-presidency, Polk, King, Forsythe and Johnson each had
state convention

held at Harrisburg

nominated

his friends.24
Such was the general tendency in the several states before

the national convention met in May — unanimity

of action for
Van Buren; doubt and division of opinion as to the wisdom
of nominating Colonel Johnson for the vice-presidency; and
efforts of groups within several states to promote the interests
of favorite sons. In fact, the opposition to Johnson was
sustained by a fear of his popularity among the masses, and
A month before the
the power of his friends to do mischief.
21

Ibid., November

2, 1839.

"Ibid.
28

Ibid., February

24

Ibid., March

1,

1840.

14, 1840;

National Intelligencer, March

10,

1840.
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convention met General Jackson wrote to

Hermitage

the

Van Buren from

:

On this much depends our success — A man ought to

be

chosen, that all the republicans in every state would cheerfully
unite on, and

if this

is not done it

will jeopardize your election —

it ought to be a man whose popularity would strengthen you,
not one that would be a dead weight upon your popularity — and
it give me much pain to learn from Major Donelson that our
friends in congress thought it best that the national convention
at Baltimore should nominate no one for the vice presidency —
surely our friends have not taken a common sense view of the
whole subject. . . . The idea of not having a nomination for
vice P. must have originated in the fear of having Col Johnson
nominated,

Who it is evident from the attitude of Virginia &

South Carolina & other states cannot carry with him the repub
lican strength. . . . The truth is that Col. Polk has double the
popularity that he has, for some cause, you cannot get the re
ligious people to vote for him and his nomination in Ohio, was
a mere accident — in committee he got one more vote than Polk."

A

few days before the Baltimore convention,
again wrote from the Hermitage to Van Buren :

I

Jackson

wrote you on the subject of the vice Presidency, I
well knew you could not with propriety, interfere.
I have
wrote to a few of my friends, confidentially, as I have to you,
When

and

I

...

now tell you,

the democracy

if Col. Johnson

thousands

is the nominee,

it will loose

of votes — jeopardize this
It is sufficient for me to

...

state,

&

surely loose Kentucky.
hear the
opposition here and elsewhere praising Col. Johnson, urging on
the democracy the propriety of taking him up & pointing to his
scars, & the cruelty of not rewarding him — would such language
escape them if they did not know that from causes that Col
Johnson was the weakest candidate that is named.

"
Jackson said that Colonel Johnson would strengthen Har25

Van Buren Papers, vol. xxxviii, Jackson to Van Buren, April

3, 1840.
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rison everywhere —he will not in any speech say anything
against Harrison or expose his opinions — I shall add no more
but barely remark, that if Johnson is selected, the democracy
28
when too late will see their error."
The situation was such that many of the leaders of the
party were of the opinion that it would be best for the party
They felt that a convention
In that
would merely advertise the division within the party.
day the party did not have a national committee to act as the
constitutional authority to decide whether or not it was advis
Both in 1831 and 1835, the New
able to hold a convention.
not to call a convention at all.

Hampshire legislature issued the call for a convention, and
in 1840, the same body followed the same precedent and
issued a call for the third convention of the party to meet at
Baltimore in May.27
When the convention met in Baltimore on May 5, 1840,
five states were unrepresented : Connecticut, Virginia, Dela
ware, South Carolina and Illinois.
New Jersey, alone, was
The Massachusetts democracy sent one
overrepresented.
Governor William Carroll of Ten
delegate to cast her vote.
nessee was chosen by the convention

as its permanent chair

On the second day of the convention the first formal
platform ever drawn up by the Democratic party was pre

man.28
sented.

It

declared that

...

one

of

to be strictly construed."
It added that
the constitution does not confer upon the general govern

limited powers

"

" the
federal government is

ment the power to commence and carry on a general system
A protective tariff was declared
of internal improvements."

"

justice and sound policy forbid
the federal government to foster one branch of industry to

unwise by the statement that
the detriment

of another."

One

**Ibid., Johnson to Van Buren, April

'"

28

29,

History of the Presidency,
Ibid., Extra Globe, May 16, 1840.
Stanwood,

resolution
1840.
pp.

198-99.
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"

Congress has no power to charter a United States Bank,"
and another expressed the party's attitude toward slavery:

"

to interfere

Congress has no power under the constitution

with or control
States."

"

institutions of the several

the domestic

Senator Clement C. Clay

of Alabama, in behalf of the nom

inating committee, reported two resolutions, each with a pre
In substance, they nominated Martin Van Buren as
amble.
the Democratic candidate for president, and stated that it was
inexpedient for the convention at this time to choose among
the distinguished citizens who had been nominated by the sev
After Mr. Clay's report
eral states for the vice-presidency.
" I rise at
was read, Mr. Butler of Kentucky rose and said :
to lay before this Con
the request of the committee

...

vention a letter addressed to my colleague,
self by the Vice President

of

the

Mr. Boyd and my

United States ".

He added

that his purpose in presenting the letter to the convention was
"
30
to present the peace offering of a devoted patriot."
But
ler said he believed that when the letter was read all the dele

would find their disappointment gone, the past would be
forgotten, and confidence in the future would be substituted
in its place.
gates

I

say to my friends, be of good cheer

Colonel Johnson has
served his country and his friends too long, and too faithfully,
to forget, or be forgotten by them.
A nomination by this con
vention could add nothing to his reputation ; nor will the failure
to nominate him in the slightest degree relax his efforts, or
abate his zeal in the great work that is now going forward. . . .
;

...

I have no doubt he is at
lost to the country.
this day the choice of a large majority of the American people
return to your respective homes, proclaim his worth, and
He will not

be

....
29

Brooks, Political Parties and Electoral Problems (New York, 1923),

P. 56.
80

Extra

Globe,

wording is different

May

6,

1840; Niles'

in Niles' Register.)

Register, May

9,

1840.
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his claims for re-election. . . . [Johnson's popularity,
Butler said,] is confined to no sect or condition, but is partic
ularly strong with the laboring class, in which is to be found the
true Democracy of this and of every other land.
[It was]
in the wilds of Kentucky . . . [that] he caught that undying
spirit, and those kind and generous feelings, that have marked
press

...

his progress, through life, and won for him the love and admira
tion of his countrymen.

In the

letter

of Colonel Johnson, from Washington, April 25,

1840, which was then read to the convention, he said he was

of the party in convention
would be that of unanimity in the choice of a candidate for
As to the vice-presidency, Johnson said:
the presidency.
" Whether the convention shall make a nomination, or leave
happy to hear that the prospects

it to

each

State to make its own selection

matter with which

I

am not to interfere."

.

.

.

will

be a

Colonel Johnson

for him should be allowed
" to
endanger the principles which we are united in sustain

asked that no feelings of partiality

ing."

All

He maintained that
offices ought to be

the encumbents.

...

for the good of the people, and not for

To regard

a highly responsible elective

for past services, is to regard the elective
franchise as forestalled by the claim of justice; and it is there
fore repugnant to republican principle.81
office, as a reward

16, 1840

13, 1840.

Niles' Register, May

1840

;

Extra, Globe, May

;

81

Intelligencer, May

9,

a

it,

Both the Ohio and Indiana delegations spoke of Colonel
Johnson in flattering terms, and said that they would return
to their respective states and again declare themselves for
him.
Mr. Howard of Indiana was confident that Colonel
"
until the flag of
Johnson would be the choice of that state
should float tri
democracy with his name inscribed on
Mr. Smith,
umphantly in the breeze in November next."
delegate from Maine, observed that the letter of Colonel
National
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was just such a one as might be expected from him

Delegates from Pennsyl
by every man who knew him."
vania said they had come to the convention instructed to vote

for Colonel Johnson for vice-president and begged for at least
a chance to express themselves as instructed.82

In spite of the strong plea made in the convention for
Colonel Johnson, the convention adopted the resolutions

as

The first resolution was
from the committee.
The second, al
adopted unanimously without discussion.
though unanimously adopted in the end, created a heated de
The Pittsburgh Constitutionalist, an ardent adminis
bate.
they came

tration paper, referred to the failure of the convention to
"
It was
nominate Colonel Johnson as
more treachery."
"
"
"
had been
laid upon
thought that a faithful public servant
the shelf by Southern intrigue and Northern craven-heartedThe same paper asked where the free spirit of old
ness."
" Is
Pennsylvania was while the convention was in session.
Pennsylvania to be considered an appanage to the political
"For our own
despotism of Tennessee and Alabama?"
"
part," the Constitutionalist added, the name of Richard M.
Johnson, the People's candidate, still floats, and shall float, at
the head of the Constitutionalist, a beacon to all who love to
3*
reward political virtue and noble achievements."
The National Intelligencer felt that the Baltimore conven
"
tion had failed.
Its only ostensible purpose — the nomina
tion of a candidate for the Vice Presidency — it has failed to
effect, and it has ended in disappointment, and real if not open
dissension."
This paper thought it was vain to say that the

for president, and that to
together from all parts of the union merely to

convention nominated a candidate
call delegates

announce Van Buren as the Democratic candidate for re-elec
32

Globe, op. cit.

38

National Intelligencer, May

stitutionalist.

;

Niles,

op. cit.
20,

1840,

quoting

the Pittsburgh

Con
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"

"

But that after all it was
poorly worth while."
supposed that Colonel Johnson could be coaxed into a with
"
drawal ; and since the Colonel would not retire, they re
"
sorted to a more severe procedure — they have boldly thrown
him overboard." M
The Washington Globe disagreed with the National Intelli

tion was

gencer on this score and replied

If

:

the convention wished a carte blanche

to

fill Colonel John
?
Did not his

son's place with another, did not his letter give it

letter expressly invite the Convention, if it thought the Demo
cratic cause could be promoted by the selection of another can
didate, to make it?
[And] did not Colonel Johnson ex
pressly say to the Convention, that if it was deemed advisable
that no national nomination should be made
he would
acquiesce cheerfully in that course?
Certainly, this is the ex

...

...

press suggestion

of his own patriotic letter to the Convention.

It

was adopted by the Convention and Col. Johnson stands now
the nominated candidate simply of eight or ten states.

"

The Globe was also of the opinion that
Colonel Johnson
would have retired if it had been the wish of the Convention.
But the Convention did not desire it." 85
The editor of the National Intelligencer thought that the
abandonment of Colonel Johnson by the Baltimore conven
"
tion had for its purpose the sole benefit of Mr. Van Buren."
He stated that the realization of this " calculating and cold
"
"
blooded policy
without regard to
injury and insult " to
"
Colonel Johnson, would
not be forgotten nor forgiven by
his political friends in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and Illinois "
"
"
and

will

be avenged

by them.88

The Kentucky Gazette, which had always been a Johnson
paper, thought that

" Ibid.,

May

for several reasons the course taken by

8, 1840.

85

Globe, May 9, 1840.

38

National Intelligencer,

May

19,

1840.
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In the first place,
Baltimore convention was a good one.
there were at the time four candidates in the field, and, too,
the convention was obliged to see that union, harmony and
The conven
united action, if possible, should be promoted.
the

tion knew, this paper thought, that these objects could not be
accomplished if a nomination were made under the circum
stances.
It therefore left the question to be decided by the
"
trusting there would be a concentration of opinion
people,
Then, too, it
on one individual, previous to the election."
was thought that the question could be settled more success
fully by the several state conventions which would reflect the

When it
opinion of the constituents in the respective states.
was announced that three of the four candidates, Forsythe of
Georgia,

W. K. King of Alabama, and James K. Polk of

Tennessee, had withdrawn from the contest, the Gazette was

with wisdom." "
The national Whig convention, which had assembled at

assured that the convention had

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,

"

acted

on December 4, 1839, had as its

of

for the presidency
The Washington
that could command the largest vote.
Globe said that the Whigs were not looking for talent but for
" available candidate."
It was necessary for the Whig
an
"
either has no principles or is
party, which the Globe said
afraid to avow them ", to choose a picturesque character.
Some such sort of man was General Harrison, said the Globe,
main business the choice

"

a candidate

various fragments of factions which
constitute the universal Whig party, so called from contain
33
For vice-president the conven
ing a little of everything."
tion chose a former Democrat, John Tyler of Virginia, who
the candidate

of

the

seemingly had been promised the vice-presidency

fore the convention met."
87

Kentucky Gazette, August

88

Globe, March 16, 1840.

89

Stanwood,

History of

27,

1840.

the Presidency,

p. 195.

a year be
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The campaign of 1840 began in earnest after the Demo
On June 17, Van
cratic convention in May of that year.
Buren wrote to Jackson that Colonel Johnson's popularity had
" heretofore
increased to be more than he
possessed & he &
his relations in Kentucky are making exertions greater than
they have before been in the habit of doing & with fair pros
40
But it seems that the Democratic party
pects of success."
in Kentucky was not faring as well as Van Buren's letter
would suggest. R. P. Letcher of Kentucky wrote to J. J.
" Harrison is
Crittenden on May 21 :
evidently gaining
—
in
this
state
no
doubt
about
it.
The V. Buren
ground
party, so far as I can see, are making little or no effort in any
If they are, it is in a most secret way."
quarter of the state.
In a postscript of the same letter Letcher said : " I will thank
you to say to Col. Johnson, Govr Polk's friends, in and about
the borders

of the

state

of Ky. are using him very badly."

*l

About a month after Crittenden's letter even Colonel John
son was very uneasy, for on June 28 he wrote to his friend,
"
Thomas Henderson : I shall leave for Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey on the 30 July. I have a thousand
His uneasi
pressing calls from the people and I must go."
ness about the situation in these states seems to have been

of the Whigs but by internal
differences of the Democratic party, for he wrote in the same
caused not only by the tactics

letter:

"I

am constantly uneasy; there is so much difficulty
and so much neglect and mismanagement as well as wicked
In fact, Colonel
villany whenever my back is turned."

"

Johnson must have made an effort to checkmate the Whigs,
who had threatened to vilify their opponents and sing their
candidates into office, by campaigning earlier than he had
On July 2, Colonel Johnson retired from his chair
planned.
40
41
42

Van Buren Papers, vol. xxxix, Van Buren to Jackson, June
Crittenden Papers, vol vii, Letcher to Crittenden, May 21,
Henderson

Papers, Johnson to Henderson,

June

28, 1840.

17,

1840.

1840.
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in the Senate and with Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Grundy and other
administration leaders proceeded to Philadelphia in response
to the invitation of friends.4* On July 4, Colonel Johnson
"
was in Philadelphia
stumping it ", as the Western Citizen
of Paris, Kentucky, would have it. This paper said that
Colonel Johnson had laid out much work for himself between
July 4 and November."
General Jackson was inclined to agree with Crittenden as
to the outlook for Johnson in Kentucky and Tennessee, but
he was very optimistic about the West and North.
Jackson
wrote to Van Buren on the last of July :

I

am proud that Col. Johnson takes so well in the North &
West.
hope the exertions of Polk will bear him up in Ten

I

nessee — but it

is uphill work here —still

I

am sure of Tennesse

for you. the Logg-cabin hard cider and coon humbugery is
doing us great service everywhere and none more than in Ten
nesse.*8

Colonel Johnson was nominated for the vice-presidency by
numerous northern state conventions and he seems to have
been

received everywhere

on his tours with acclamation.

From July to October action in Johnson's favor was taken
in conventions held in New Hampshire, New Jersey, Michi
The whole con
gan, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.48
vention in New Hampshire was described as

"

rising in his
favor, without a single dissenting vote."
In answer to a
notice of the proceedings of the Democratic state convention
held at Trenton, New Jersey, Johnson wrote :

"

**Niles' Register, July 11, 1840.
** Western Citizen, July 17,
1840.
Van Buren Papers, vol. xxxix, Jackson to Van Buren, July 31, 1840;
McMaster, History of the People of the United States, vol. vi, pp. 583-92.
45

**Niles' Register, July 4 and 11, August 27, September 26, and
October 3 and 10, all of the year 1840 ; Kentucky Gazette, Sept. 17, 1840.

« Mks'

Register,

July

4, 1840.
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Among the incidents of my political life, none has been so
gratifying, as that of the manner in which I have been presented
to my fellow citizens. Had the nomination been made by na
tional convention, I might have been forced upon some of the
states contrary to their wishes . . . but when it is left to each
state to make its own selection
it gives to the candidate an

...

...

I

that he is their voluntary choice.
am now
doubly happy, that my position is where I ever wish it to be—
in the hands of the people.48
assurance

In

speaking

of the political turmoil in which so many issues
" . . . it is
Colonel
said :

broke so many friendships,

Johnson

of wonder to myself, that I should have retained the
*9
confidence of my fellow citizens."
In Ohio and Michigan
A letter in
the enthusiasm for Colonel Johnson was great.
the Extra Globe stated that in his progress through the state
of Ohio the roads all the way were crowded with citizens
a matter

exhibiting the greatest enthusiasm.
many thousands greeted him.

Shannon joined them,

"

At

At Massillon, Ohio,

Canton, where Governor

the Massillon and other processions
were crowded into the city for several hours. . . . The whole

City of New York than Young
Ohio. . . . Col Johnson . . . was received with long and
loud applause, and listened to with deep and earnest atten
tion." 5° In Michigan the enthusiasm of the people rivaled
that of Ohio.
The Detroit Free Press of September 29 said
of Colonel Johnson's visit to that city : " Yesterday was a
scene looked more like the

At an early
proud day for the Democracy of Michigan.
hour, the hardy sons of the interior began to pour in from
every direction, to hail the arrival of the people's friend —
the patriot, the hero, the statesman, Col Richard M. John
son." The same paper referred to the Colonel's eloquence on
**Ibid., July

II,

49

Niles, loc. cit.

r°

Extra

1840;

Kentucky Gazette, July

9, 1840.

Globe, vol. vi, p. 335, Letter dated September 24, 1840.
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of nature —the outpouring of a great

and patriotic heart, full and overflowing with kindness to his

fellow men — the suggestions of good sense and of a mind
I richly stored with the fruits of experience. . . . Colonel
41
I Johnson's eloquence is that which moves the masses."
As early as July the papers referred to the demonstrations
Nties'
made by the people in behalf of Colonel Johnson.
Register on July 18 said: "The Vice President has been
received with every demonstration of respect in various places
which he has visited since leaving his chair in the senate." "
The Globe of July 22 said that the enthusiasm shown toward
Colonel Johnson was "not political effervescence ; it is not hard
cider enthusiasm, but a fond feeling which follows the limp
ing gait and multilated form of the old, kind hearted soldier,
who is endeared to them by his own personal benevolence, as
well as devoted patriotism.
How the Harrison men envy
™
him. . . ."
On his welcome in New York City Colonel
"
I am a Western man, and was nursed on
Johnson said :
" but the
"
the Banks of the Ohio
welcome
could not have
been excelled

if I

In New York it

had been born on your own happy soil."

5*

Colonel Johnson was accused of
being an infidel and a heretic because of his Sunday mail re
In reference to this accusation he said:
if I
ports.
am not deserving the name of a Christian, I was at least
brought up by Christian parents, and educated on Christian
principles, and to them I still look as my solace and my
seems that

"...

hope."

BB

In

fact, Colonel Johnson was so successful against his
rivals for the vice-presidency that Niles' Register was able
to say in August
81

Ibid.,

« Niles'
53

Extra

»*

Ibid.

p. 390,

:

for October

20, 1840.

Register, July

18, 1840.

Globe, vol. vi,

July

22, 1840.

« Ibid.
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whatever diversity of opinion existed in the Baltimore
Convention on the question of a candidate for the vice presi
dency, none exists now — that the names of the democratic can
didates save one have been withdrawn — and that the real hero
of the Thames, col. Richard M. Johnson is the only democratic
.

.

.

nominee in the field.59

There was an attempt on the part of the Whig newspapers
to credit Colonel Johnson with saying that General Harrison
was more often in battle than any other general officer and
that in all his engagements he had never sustained a defeat.
With those who attempted to draw Colonel Johnson out on
the subject as to whether he had made such a statement, the

He
Colonel refused to enter into any correspondence.
A news
merely referred them to the history of the times.57
paper of Chillicothe, Ohio, accused Colonel Johnson of de
preciating General Harrison, as a commanding general, in a
In reply to Thomas D.
speech Johnson made in that town.
Carneal of Mansfield, Ohio, on the subject, Johnson wrote
" I am
in August, 1840:
happy to have this opportunity of
informing you that during my service with general Harrison,

I had no cause
man, and

I have

to Harrison's
Johnson said
and

to doubt his courage, but consider him a brave

:

part in the Battle

"

I have never

the Democrats,

As

always expressed myself to that effect."
.

.

.

everything

spoken

I

of the Thames Colonel
saw met my approbation,

of it in any other terms."

58

In

fact,

as we have already noted, were greatly dis

appointed that Colonel Johnson would not say anything
the detriment of the Whig candidate.

to

The tactics of the Whigs toward their opponents were in
quite a different spirit. John Quincy Adams was much dis
In referring to the Whig conven
gusted at their methods.
M Niles' Register, August
w Ibid., June 27, 1840.
58

Ibid., June

22, 1840,

27 and September

from the Albany Argus.

5, 1840.
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tion of young men that met in Baltimore in May — to confirm
the nomination of General Harrison made in a select caucus
convention at Harrisburgh, Pennsylvania, in December — he
said that the convention had been followed by numerous as
semblages in all the states where the opposition was in any
"
not a week has passed within the
strength, and that

of thousands of people
to hear inflammatory harangues against Martin Van Buren

last four months without a convention

and his Administration, by Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and

orators in or out of congress."
" a revolution in the habits and
Adams saw in the campaign

all the principal
the manners

opposition

of the

people.

.

.

.

These meetings cannot be

multiplied in numbers and frequency without resulting in yet
Their manifest tendency is to civil war."
deeper tragedies.
"
Adams called the electioneering addresses itinerant speech"
"
making and felt that it had suddenly broken forth in this
country to a fearful extent. Electioneering for the Presi
*•
dency has spread its contagion to the President himself."
The state elections in August were very favorable to the

In referring to these Whig successes Adams said :
Whigs.
" The
imposture of Jackson and Van Buren Democracy
would seem to be drawing to its catastrophe." *° The shouts
of the successful Whigs in a number of states had hardly died
down before the presidential election began. The electors
" within the
were still chosen any time
thirty-four days preceeding the meeting

of the electors that might

be fixed

upon

But it was evident in the first elec
by the state legislature."
tions held that the Whigs were to succeed in electing Har
The result of the election was, for President : 234
electoral votes for Harrison and 60 for Van Buren.
John
Tyler of Virginia, the Whig candidate for the vice-presidency,
received the same number of votes as Harrison.
Colonel
rison.

59

Adams, Diary, p. 512.

•o

Ibid.,

p. 51 1.
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Johnson fell short of Van Buren's vote by 12. L. W. Tazewell of Virginia received the 1 1 votes of South Carolina, and

John
James K. Polk received one vote from Virginia.81
"
Mutual gratulation
Quincy Adams wrote in his Diary that
at the downfall of the Jackson- Van Buren Administration is
One can scarcely
the universal theme of conversation.
imagine the degree of detestation in which they are both
held." He added, however, that President-elect Harrison "is
not the choice of three fourths of those who have elected him.
His present popularity is all artificial. There is little con
ez
fidence in his talents or his firmness."
But the Whigs made the fourth of March, 1841, a great
occasion.
They flocked to Washington for the inauguration
in large numbers.
John Quincy Adams was present to see
the spectacle, and wrote that in spite of the crowds there was
" much order and tranquility." 88 The " order and tran
quillity "of the ceremonies began in the Senate of the United
"
VICE PRESIDENT and the VICE PRESI
DENT elect became the
objects of notice.
They ad
vanced together to the steps of the president's chair, when Mr.
States when the

late

...

TYLER having been presented to the presiding officer, took the
M
Adams described the inauguration of
oath of office."

Harrison as being without pageantry, and on the whole, highly
" The
creditable to them.
coup-d'oeil of this day ", he said,
Niks' Register, February

41

dency, pp. 203-4;
82

Adams,

20, 1841 ; Stanwood,

Senate Journal,

1840-41,

History of the Presi

p. 172.

op. cit., p. 514.

8" Ibid., p.
518.

Register, March 13, 1841 ; Colonel
of the Senate . . . rose, and in a
speech, took leave of that body as its presiding
moved a resolution of thanks for the able and
84

"

Niles"

president

he has presided over the deliberations
by

Mr.

Clay,

18, 1841).

and unanimously

of

adopted

Johnson on March

2, as

very neat and appropriate
officer.
dignified

. . .

Mr. Mangum

manner in which

the Senate, which was seconded

" (Kentucky

Yeoman,

March
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General Harrison on a mean-look

a showy-shabby."

ing white horse and dressed in a plain frock-coat was undis
tinguished from any of those in the procession around him.

From the capitol steps he read his inaugural address.
reading the last passage the oath

Before

of office was administered to
In this simple way the Whigs

him by Chief-Justice Taney.85
put to sleep any possible accusation of aristocratic

tendency.

From this scene in Washington Colonel Richard M. Johnson
retired, never to return in any official capacity.
Thus ended
in Washington the national career of one who had served al
most continuously

since 1807.
Colonel Johnson returned to his home in Kentucky, but not
to remain in complete retirement, for in May he was an

nounced as a candidate to represent Scott county in the state
In the election returns of that year, 1841, the
legislature.**
Commonwealth

of August

17 reported that

In

was successful in the election.

Colonel Johnson

1842, the same paper re

ported a similar local triumph.87

No election ever caused greater disappointment for both
the victors and vanquished than that of 1840.
The Demo
crats were disposed to believe that the Whigs were not capable
of governing the country, while the victors lost their presi
dent one month after the election.

Harrison was succeeded

Tyler who was not disposed to carry out
the policies that most of the Whigs desired.
The canvass
for 1844 really began before Harrison was inaugurated.88
by Vice-President

In

after the inauguration,

less than a year

for
1842, the Louisville Public

son was again recommended as a Democratic
the presidency.

On January

7,

Colonel John
candidate

Advertiser announced that Colonel Johnson would be nom85

Adams,

84

Niles" Register, May

op. cit., pp.

" Commonwealth,
88

Stanwood,

518-19.
15, 1841.

August

17,

1841 and October
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of the legislature and

for president and that an address would
be presented to the people of the United States, setting forth
some of his claims.*9
others as a candidate

At two

o'clock on January 8, 1842, the Democratic

mem

bers of the Kentucky legislature and a number of Democratic
citizens of the vicinity of the capitol, as well as many gentle
men

of Whig persuasion, met in the chamber of the lower

They chose a state senator, Judge Thomas James,
A committee was chosen, with
chairmen of the meeting.
General R. B. McAfee as chairman, to draw up resolutions
to recommend the support of Kentucky in behalf of Colonel
Richard M. Johnson as their candidate for the presidency at
the next election.
The resolutions stated that the nomina
tion was not made in prejudice to the claims of others equally
worthy. They also stated that Kentucky would submit to
house.

of a Democratic national convention.
The Signal, a Democratic paper of Harrisburg, Pennsyl
"
" the
nailed to the mast head
vania,
name of Richard M.
This was done, this
Johnson for the presidency in 1844.

the decision

Jackson paper stated, in accordance with the nomination made
by an immense meeting of the Democracy of the common
70
in the capitol of the state in March. This same
wealth

"

paper was sure that not only the democracy of the
"
stone State
was devoted to Colonel Johnson, but that

toiling millions

"

Key
"

the

throughout the nation were gratified that
these demonstrations in favor of Colonel Johnson plainly

proved that the virtue, intelligence and vigilance of the people
still prevailed against the intrigues of the designing and un

principled Whigs.71 The Louisville Daily Advertiser re
joiced to find that the nomination of this veteran soldier and
e>

Louisville Public Advertiser, March

70

Ibid., January

71

Louisville Public Advertiser, March

15

26,

1842.

and 22, 1842.
26, 1842.
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of the democracy

had met with the approbation

throughout the union.72
On June 3, 1842, Governor R. P. Letcher of Kentucky
wrote from Frankfort to J. J. Crittenden, who was attorney
general for a short period under the Whig administration, as
follows :
Colonel Dick Johnson was here a few days ago — he seems to
He is
understand very well Mr. V Buren is stacking the cards.
excited, quite excited but he will have to stand it. Dick is much
the best fellow of the two, but he will be bamboozled as sure as
He intimated to me, he would prefer Clay, next to him
a gun.
self, to any man in the union. You never saw a more restless
dissatisfied

man in your life, than

Dick is."

A

few months later Governor Letcher again wrote to
Crittenden.
By this time Letcher had decided that it was
"
" about Colonel
all a mistake
Johnson being for Henry
"
"
for president:
Clay next to himself
He is for me, after himself, for he told me so expressly. . . .
He says he will carry Pennsylvania all hollo! . . . [And] he is
exceedingly happy with the prospects ahead, and feels confident
of success. — I told him he .would have to hold very strong cards
to win the game against a Stacked

Pack and he said he knew

that, but his cards were strong enough.74

Writing from Vincennes, Indiana, in July, 1842, to Van
Buren, John Law expressed himself rather positively that
Colonel Johnson was playing a different card than that which
Governor Letcher believed he was playing :

"
"
"
Our old friend of the Great Crossings has been holding
"
at New Albany in this state.
It seems he was
up his hand

...

i* Ibid., March
73

Crittenden

T*

Ibid., Letcher

i

2, 1842.

Papers,

vol. viii, Letcher

to Crittenden,

to Crittenden,

December 8, 1842.

June

3, 1842.
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invited there, to make a speech and did so — the adventures of
"
"
"
were repeated to a
very
the good old man
by flood and field
"
—
and I have no doubt he was
as the papers say
large audience
"
extremely interesting. . . . The fact is — he is planting out his
"
as they say in the West— to be placed on the democratic
stakes

He no more thinks seriously of run
ticket for Vice President.
ning for President than I do. But it would gratify him ex
ceedingly to be elected Vice —this is the height of his ambition
— and to effect this— he, and his strong personal friends — are
endeavoring to create a belief that he has great popularity in the
West — and I believe they have made him think so— The truth
is I do not believe he would add the least strength to our ticket
in the West.

Yet Law, who confidently informed Van Buren that " we
shall have trouble with him ", thought it very doubtful that

"

Colonel Johnson had said that
next to himself he was for
Henry Clay for the next President." "
John Tyler, who succeeded General Harrison to the presi
dency, was soon at odds with the Whig party.
Tyler's affili
ation with the Whigs was the result of his hatred of General

His politics were the politics of the democracy so,
Jackson.
after his break with the Whig leaders, he attempted to rally a
democratic following to aid him in obtaining a reelection.
"
The Democrats
made no pretense of taking the President
78
Yet there were those within the
up as their own man."
Democratic party who would have accepted John C. Calhoun,
who became Secretary of State in the Tyler cabinet after the
of Forsythe, who had succeeded Daniel Webster after
Webster's resignation.
While Calhoun was very cautious
death

concerning the overtures made in his behalf by the democracy,
the Frankfort Commonwealth was declaring that Calhoun
and

Van Buren were the two major possibilities

7B

Van Buren Papers, vol. xliv, Law to Van Buren, July

T8

Stanwood,

History of the Presidency,

p. 208.

for the

13, 1842.
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This paper said, that while CalDemocratic nomination.
houn and Van Buren were endeavoring to checkmate each
"
"
other, there was a pleasant little

by-play

being enacted by

and Johnson.
The Commonwealth added that
" ' doins' at the
Colonel Johnson was making a fuss over his

Buchanan
battle

of Thames."

"

In fact, Colonel Johnson began to engage actively in the
campaign for the presidency, while Calhoun was restrained
"
"
from
because of personal scruples against
stumping it
such a procedure.
Colonel Johnson invaded the North as
far as Boston, assuring the people that nothing could prevent
the election of Henry Clay as president but his own nomina
tion for that office.78 A Mr. R. Wallace wrote to Van Buren
"
in September on the subject of the
indiscretions of the
friends of Mr. Buchanan and Colo R. M. Johnson of Ken
"
tucky." Mr. Wallace interpreted the nominations as inju
" and
dicious zeal
thought it would have an effect on the
"
friends of other men
to hasten the annunciation of their
"
predilections for others." Wallace referred to the journey
"
which it is announced, that Colo Johnson is about to make
"
as a corroboration of the existing impression that
the most
"
strenuous exertions
would be made in behalf of Colonel
The historian, George Bancroft, was disposed to
Johnson.79
consider the initiative taken by Colonel
brazen

Johnson as rather

:

May I add one word on R M Johnson. It is my deep convic
tion that he has done you more harm than any score of Whigs
in the land. I trust most earnestly he never again may [find ?]

his name by the side of yours. He has no fixed opinions.
. . . There is a prevading sentiment
against him in New Eng
land. He has no strength anywhere.
hope he will be left

I

77

Commonwealth,

78

Stanwood,

79

Van Buren Papers, vol. xliv, Wallace to Van Buren, Sept.

October

1 1,

1842.

op. cit., p. 208.
12, 1842.
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The people never chose him Vice Presi

believe, never will.80

Frankfort,
Kentucky, on January 8, 1843, to nominate a candidate for
the presidency, General McCalla of Kentucky wrote to Van
After the Democratic

state convention

Buren concerning the result

held at

:

I

feel confident that upon a fair trial of your strength youi
friends which might have obtained the nomination for you, but
at the expense of a mortal split with Col. Johnson & his friends.
We thought it best therefore, to let the address & resolution of
nomination which they had prepared pass with unanimity, . . .
The friends of Col. Johnson do not ask anything more than a
vote on the first ballot in his favor [in the national convention.]

In

the same letter General

McCalla said he thought

that

Colonel Johnson had committed a very great blunder on Jan
uary 9, by permitting the Kentucky legislature to use his
In the election
name in a vote for a United States senator.
of a senator for six years McCalla said that Colonel Johnson
"
was
beaten by Mr. Crittenden by more than two for one,
losing ten or eleven democratic votes. His friends here feel
81
the blow severely."
Mr. Crittenden, who was nominated
by the Whigs, received 88 votes on the first ballot to
the 43 received by Colonel Johnson who was nominated
"
Van Burenites." 82 McCalla said that it was being
by the
urged that since it was the general belief of many of John
son's friends in Kentucky, that it would be impossible now
for the Colonel to succeed to the presidency, he should run as
the Democratic candidate for governor in 1844.
To this
proposition the friends of Johnson agreed and McCalla
thought that Johnson himself rather anticipated such a
80

Ibid., Bancroft

81

Ibid., vol. xlv, McCalla to Van Buren, January

82

Miles' Register, January

to

Van Buren, December
21, 1843.

9, 1842.
11,

1843.
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friends of Colonel Johnson thought there
would be little doubt of their ability to elect Johnson gover
nor of the state because of his popularity in the state at large ;
and too, it suited the party better to run him for governor.84
move.88

The

Johnson was not idle. On February 7,
1843, ne wrote to Franklin Pierce of New Hampshire in
"
quiring about friends and conditions in the granite state."
"
He asked:
Is there any danger of a division of the demo
cratic party in your State — who will get your State for Presi

In

the meantime

dent & Vice President— ?

"

Speak plain as you speak to a

On June 1, 1843, Jonn Law informed
"
Van Buren : Our distinguished friend of the Grand Cross
prudent friend."

ings, the gallant Col

.

.

.

at Indianapolis at a meeting

Law added

gave us a Speech on Masonry

"

of the Grand Lodge of Indiana.

:

The Col has been traversing the valley of the Mississippi —
last from St. Louis —via Springfield here — and as he informs
me — intends shortly to visit Pennsylvania, New York, and the
New England States — so you will probably have the pleasure of
"
"
—
seeing him at

Lindenvold

on his tour East

and

I

hope you

will tender to him the hospitalities of your family mansion,
" con amore "
should be visit the Hudson — The Col speaks
of

his prospects — and it is somewhat amusing to see with what
"
calculates
chances ". . . . I doubt
sincerity he
apparent
whether he would be more happy in the full possession of the
Executive Chair — than he is in stating his prospects. . . . All
parties here united in tendering him the proper courtesies — and
he went away quite satisfied with the existing state of things

here.88
8a

Van Buren,

84

Ibid., vol. xlvii, Wallace to Van Buren, August

85

Pierce Papers

88

Van Buren Papers, vol. xlvii, Law to Van Buren, June

op. cit.
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On

Colonel Johnson was in Massachusetts in early October.
the fourteenth, John Davis wrote to Henry Clay :

Colonel Johnson has been here, and called to see me, What
he hopes for, or what he anticipates, is difficult to say, though
he seems in good spirits.
He wears his red jacket, and the
papers say, and the people think, cares nothing about dress.87

On his eastern tours Johnson visited Van Buren as John
Law had anticipated, for in a letter written from Albany No
vember 1, 1843, W. L. Marcy said to Van Buren:
He came upon us
So you have had a visit from Col. Dick.
here unawares and made but a sho[r]t stay.
He ought not to
have

felt much flattered

by his reception; yet a considerable
believe none however who conversed

number called on him. I
with him thought that he was fit for a President. The Yankees
have treated him civilly but have not been inclined to favor his

aspirations — From what I saw and heard he is not now even
what he formally was.
It may be there never was so much of
him

as many

of us were led to suppose.

company him on his visit to you but

I

He invited me to ac

declined the honor.88

By the end of the year, 1843, the prospects of Colonel
Johnson were very unfavorable, and he now began to realize
the situation himself.
General Winfield Scott wrote to
" Dick
Crittenden from Washington :
Johnson was here
He begins to think the locofoco
lately under the weather.
leaders will shuffle him out of the contest notwithstanding
the universal preference of the rank & file.
He has gone
North & East."89 The Dorrites of Providence, Rhode
Island, who were seeking the revision of their state constiPrivate
October 14,
87

Correspondence

of Henry

Clay,

p.

480,

Davis to Clay,

1843.

88

Van Buren Papers, vol. xlvii, Marcy to Van Buren, November

89

Crittenden

Papers,

vol. ix, Scott to Crittenden,

October

[4,

1, 1843.

?],

1843.
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tution, invited Colonel Johnson to make them a visit and in
his reply to the invitation Johnson took the opportunity to
express his sympathy

for the

and wished the Dorrites

"

"
" downtrodden and
oppressed

God speed and ultimate triumph
B0
in a legitimate struggle for equal rights and liberty."
But whatever overtures Colonel Johnson made to rally the
Locofoco leaders to his standard, there were forces counter
ing any possible chances for his success with them. In New
York state and some of the New England states the Locofocos began to form clubs and associations for the purpose
of attempting to collect their scattered forces. In these or
ganizations they were taking pledges not to vote for a slave
holder.
Although the real object of these pledges was

to disparage

Henry

Clay, they reacted against

Colonel

Johnson.91
Many men of the day were

of the opinion that Colonel
Johnson had spent his influence. Jackson wrote Van Buren
in September, 1843, again expressing his belief that Johnson
"
"
was
dead weight
upon the party and that his eastern tour
"
B2
William L. Marcy ex
would lay him up in dry dock."
"
The flavor there
pressed the same apinion to Van Buren :
once was about him is evidently on the wane.
The romance

of his achievements is not kept up by his

presence

or his

The current is setting against him and he will
"3
never feel returning flood."
The Kentucky Tribune of
oratory.

August 25, 1843, expressed the confidence that Colonel John
son would not receive the nomination in the proposed
90

Niles' Register, September

23, 1843.

Kentucky Tribune, November 17, 1843. The Locofocos were afraid
" Harry
of Clay, the
of the West " or the " millboy of the slashes ",
"
because they feared he would attempt to force the
American System "
91

upon the country.
92
93
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not have enough

specific

"*

gravity."
Thomas Ford wrote to Van Buren from Springfield, Ill
inois, in September of that year that Colonel Johnson was a
"
used up man and would be able to do but little against you.
It is thought by many that Col Johnson would be satis
In
fied to be on the ticket as a candidate for vice president.
my humble opinion however it would be an up hill business
to have anything to do with him." 9B While Colonel Johnson
stoutly maintained his course of remaining in the hands of
the people, a letter from R. P. Letcher to Crittenden written
from Frankfort, Kentucky, January 6, 1844, shows that he

...

was more capable

of reading the political forecast than many

of his party supposed.
He says his party
Colonel Johnson called upon me today.
doesnt intend even to place him upon the Vice Presidents ticket,
and he will look on the fight, and that Clay will be mighty hard
is,

beat — He thinks

to

Polk will

be

the

nominee

— My private

he

is

anxious to get the nomination himself tho' he
declares he would rather not have it.98
opinion

:

a

The uncertainty and indecision of Colonel Johnson's
friends left him no course to take but that shown in
letter
to the editor of the Globe, the Washington organ of the
Democratic party. Johnson stated that his friends, in
numerous letters to him, expressed themselves in great diver
sity of opinion as to the course he should adopt. He said
some advising that, under no circumstances,

a

.

a

I

.

I

should
per
mit my name to be used for the Vice Presidency — others advis
should not submit my name to the decision of
na
ing that
tional convention; and the most numerous expressing
wish
"Kentucky Tribune, August

25,

1843.

98

Van Buren Papers, vol. xlvii, Ford to Van Buren, Sept.

99

Crittenden

Papers, vol. ix, Letcher

to Crittenden,

Jan.
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I

should accept the nomination for the office of Vice Presi
dent, provided a majority of the delegates . . . should think

that

proper.

Of

Johnson had no choice,
am in the hands of the people.
Should it be

these suggested courses Colonel

"

but said:

I

the pleasure
office,

I

tance.

I

of the convention to nominate

me

for the first

should accept the honor with gratitude and reluc
should accept of the second with thanks and plea

sure and am willing to take my position among the rank

...

without a murmur."

He would have it under
stood that he had at heart principle and not his own welfare.
" The success of the measures of that
party [Democratic]

and file

are too dear to me to be jeopardized by any selfish considera

tion on my part; and, therefore, I ask nothing and expect
nothing, at the hands of the convention, that will in any man
ner injure or hazard the success

of the common cause."

"

To Simon Cameron of Pennsylvania Colonel Johnson again
"

Under the firm con
expressed himself in emphatic terms :
viction that the principles and measures which now divide
the great political parties

of

the day are essentially the same

which separated them in 1798,

I

consider the triumph

cause more to be regarded than the election

office, particularly myself."

of our

of any man

to

98

Then, too, Colonel Johnson felt himself bound to the de
termined course taken by his friends in Kentucky.
Whether
or not it was true that they favored his pretensions more out
of compliment than with any serious view of attempting to
make him president," they met in an annual convention in
1844 to nominate the Colonel a third time for the presidency,
subject, as provided in the state Democratic convention in

" Niles'

Register, Feb.

"Daily

Globe, March 6, 1844, Johnson's letter to Simon

••

17,

1844;

Van Buren Papers, vol. xlvii,

Kentucky Tribune, Feb.

J.

23,

1844.

Cameron.

Bragg to Van Buren, Oct.

28, 1843.
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of the national convention

already planned to meet in Baltimore on the fourth Monday
in May [May 27] 1844.
In the state Democratic convention

of 1844 Colonel Johnson was called upon to respond to what
" third unanimous nomination for the Presi
his

he called

of my native state," and on
this occasion he wore, in the presence of eight hundred dele
This unanimous nomination for
gates present, his red vest.
dency, by the annual convention

a third time in as many consecutive presidential nominations
by his state would alone, he said,

"

prevent me from chang

ing my position before the public and national convention on
the 4th Monday of May next, who must decide for me and
10°
In a letter of January 20, 1844, Johnson
my friends."
said that not only on account of the action of his own state,
but because of similar action taken by his friends in other
states, he felt that he must avoid changing his position before
the country.101

The condition within the Democratic party was such that
it required great caution on the part of the Democratic lead
ers to avoid further discord within the ranks.
No one of
the candidates was more consistently loyal to and considerate

of that constituency of his party that was faithful to him,
than Colonel Johnson himself.
But, on the other hand, no
man appears, from his letters and instructions, more willing to
sacrifice himself to preserve his party's solidarity.

Although

Van Buren was the decided preference of a large element
within the Democratic party, there was a bitter and deter
But, in spite of this critical situa
mined opposition to him.
tion, many state conventions were active in giving instruc
tions to their delegates to the national convention to vote for
Van Buren, and for a moment, it was not doubted that he
lt°Niles' Register, February
101

Ibid., March

9, 1844.
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could command a two-thirds vote in the national

conven

tion.102

President Tyler and Calhoun, Secre
tary of State, changed the situation by introducing the sub
ject of the annexation of Texas, by submitting to the Senate
Suddenly, however,

with Texas that provided for the annexation of that
country to the United States. A similar treaty had been re
Calhoun
jected by the United States some years before.
was a southerner of the old school who hated England to
the point of being ready to injure her whenever possible. He
was also an expansionist, and saw in Texas, which had
practically freed herself from Mexico and was eager to be
come a state within the American union, an opportunity to
extend American territory and at the same time strike a de
It
cided blow to British ambition for that republic.108
turned out that instead of effecting an anti-British feeling,
the question stirred up an anti-slavery sentiment and at once
became a political issue.
The South saw in the annexation
a treaty

of Texas

addition to slave power and was therefore

an

anxious to obtain immediate annexation.10*

of

first magnitude, it
was necessary for the prospective candidates for the presi
Since annexation became an issue

the

dency to make some public pronouncement on the question.
Colonel Johnson was called upon from several sources to

In

make a statement.

reply to a communication

erty and abolition convention

from a lib

held in Mesapotamia,

Ohio,

Colonel Johnson said positively that he was in favor of
annexation

of

In

Texas.105

reply to a communication

from

a Pittsburgh committee that was opposed to annexation,
said

:

"

I

am in favor

102

ffiles' Register, May

108

Adams, History

10*

Stanwood,

1o»

Daily Globe, May

the

he

of the annexation on equal grounds
11, and

June I,

1844.

of American Foreign Policy,

op. cit., p. 210.
21, 1844, letter

of May
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pp. 161-62.
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with the original states, when it shall be in accordance with
the sentiments and wishes of a majority of the people of the
United States."
He added:
feeling is not confined

"...

to locality, but to the whole union.

.

.

.

Our country is an

without ruin."

108

Colonel
Johnson thought Texas was as much a part of the Missis
sippi Valley as the states already formed out of the Louisiana
purchase and that it was just as important to the happiness
and stability of the union. He said that the treaty with Spain
in 1821, which ceded Texas, a part of Louisiana, to that
nation, was acquiesced in by many who hoped it might be
He did not believe
"honorably regained at some future day."
its annexation would be a sufficient cause for a rupture with
Mexico. As to the question of slavery, which was so closely
connected with annexation, he believed it was one that the
"
Each state reserved
general government could not touch.
to itself the right of pursuing its own policy on that subject."
He added, too, that he was in favor of the annexation of
Oregon, which would counterbalance Texas.107
Both Henry Clay and Van Buren published letters on the
subject of annexation of Texas, and both predicted war with
identity,

and cannot be divided

Mexico if annexation was consummated.
Both men gave
it as their opinion that annexation without the consent of
Mexico would be dishonorable and therefore both were op
posed to the measure.
Clay went further than Van Buren
and expressed a doubt as to the wisdom of the annexation
at any time.108
The letter of Van Buren destroyed any
chance of his nomination in the Democratic convention that
met a few weeks later.

Virginia, under the leadership of

Ritchie of the Richmond Enquirer, took a stand against any
candidate that would oppose immediate annexation.
A
108

Niles' Register, April

107

Daily Globe, op. cit.; Niles' Register,

108

Niles' Register, April

6, 1844, letter not dated.

27, and
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op. cit.
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meeting was held on May

"
the Virginia delegation to

KENTUCKY

for the purpose of instructing
cast the vote of Virginia in favor

3

of men known and pledged
Niles reported on May 1 1 :

to be

in favor of annexation."

notwithstanding the apparent certainty three weeks ago,
that Mr. Van Buren would be the nominee of that convention,
there is now great uncertainty of the result. The defeat of his
party in the Virginia elections seems to have convinced many
.

.

.

of his warmest friends in congress and elsewhere, that there
remain little hopes of success with him as their candidate for the
presidency.109

Tennessee wrote to James K. Polk on
May 22, 1844, a few days before the Democratic convention,

Gideon

J. Pillow of

that the dissatisfied portion was daily gaining strength by the

arrival of delegates from regions of the country which had
been lost by Van Buren's letter.
Pillow added that the fol
lowing night had been decided upon for a general meeting

of the Tennessee delegation to shape its course of action so
as to restore the unity of the party and effect Polk's nom
He said that the disaffected declared they would
not go into convention unless two thirds should be necessary
to make a nomination, while the other party insisted that a
ination.

Pillow ex
only should make the nomination.
pressed belief that if a union was effected, he felt confident
of Polk's nomination, although " old Dick " (Colonel R. M.
majority

Johnson) was on the scene strongly pressing his claims.110
The Democratic national convention met in Baltimore on
May 27, 1844. The Honorable Hendrick C. Wright of
Pennsylvania was made president of the convention, which
met in the Egyptian Salon in the Odd Fellows' Hall on North
1<">/&«<*.,
110

May

11, 1844.

American Historical Review, July
to Polk, May 22, 1844.

Pillow

6, 1906, vol.
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Gay Street, one of the largest halls in the city at that time.
On the first day the subject of the rules of the convention
After advocating the twowas referred to a committee.
" if his
thirds rule, Mr. Tibbatts of Kentucky remarked that
favorite candidate for the nomination failed to obtain the

of the convention, the Kentucky delegation
would sacrifice him [Colonel Johnson] with a ready will." l"
One of Colonel Johnson's brothers, who was present at the
unanimous vote

joined heartily in the applause that followed
Tibbatts' remark.
Tibbatts continued:
convention,

It

Mr. Van Buren could not obtain a vote of
convention ; and if the same fact was true with

was said that

two-thirds of the
reference to Col. Johnson, and his friends would adhere to him
with the same tenacity as that manifested for Mr. Van Buren
by his friends, the slaughter of Tecumseh and the common
enemy in the battle in which he fell, would not be half so great
as that which would

fall upon the democracy of the country.112

The two-thirds rule was ratified on the twenty-eighth by a
vote of 148 to 1 18, after a warm debate.
Nearly two thirds
of the northern states were opposed to the two-thirds rule,
while almost all the southern states were for it. Its adop
tion by the convention meant the defeat of Mr. Van Buren.
The vote, by states, was as follows : 118
1" Niles" Register, June I,
"2 Ibid.
1" Ibid.
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KENTUCKY
No

Yes
Maine
New Hampshire

g
6

Massachusetts

Vermont
Rhode Island
Connecticut

5

7

3

3

2

2

3

3

New York
New Jersey

7

Pennsylvania

12

38

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina

13

3

2

6
•.

17
5

Georgia

5

10

Alabama

9

Mississippi
Louisiana

6
6

Tennessee

13

Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Missouri
Arkansas

12

23
12

9
5
7
3

118

148

In

afternoon of the second day the balloting for the nom
ination of a candidate for president began. Van Buren re
ceived a majority on the first ballot; Lewis Cass of Michigan
came second, and Colonel Johnson third.
Seven times the
convention balloted without success as follows : 114
the

Whole number of votes
Necessary for a choice
Martin Van Buren, New York
Lewis Cass, Michigan
Richard M. Johnson, Kentucky
James

Buchanan,

Pennsylvania

1st

2d

3d

4th

$th

6th

jtk

266

266

266

265

265

265

265

178

178

178

177

177

177

146

127

121

m

177
103

101

99

83

94

92

105

107

116

123

.

24

33

38

32

29

23

21

.

4

9

11

17

26

25

22

I

I

.

Levi Woodbury, New Hampshire
Commodore

Stewart,

John C. Calhoun,
114

Stanwood,

Penna.

...

South Carolina

History of

212
612

the Presidency,

p. 212.
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The delegation from Kentucky adhered to Colonel John
When it was mani
son through these several ballotings.
fest that there was no chance for a stampede in his favor, nor
in favor of Van Buren, who began to lose votes very rapidly,
Mr. Tibbatts of Kentucky, said : " Colonel Johnson has al
ways been the first man to give way for the purpose of con
ciliation. Believing that the occasion now requires sacrifice,
the delegation from Kentucky had unanimously agreed to
ask leave to withdraw the name of their favorite from
11B
nomination. . . ."
Following an angry debate over an attempt to declare Mar
tin Van Buren the majority candidate, entitled to the nom
ination in spite of the two-thirds rule, the convention got
itself together again. At this time the carefully prepared
proposal of Gideon J. Pillow to throw the votes to James K.
Polk, was successful.
On Tuesday the twenty-eighth Mr.
Pillow wrote James K. Polk that the delegates had been en
gaged all day in balloting for a candidate for the presidency
and that he had within the last few minutes received a propo
sition from two leading delegates, one from Pennsylvania and
one from Massachusetts, to bring Polk's name before the
The next day Pillow again wrote
convention for president.
to Polk that on that morning Folk's name had been before

Pillow had held
"
Polk up before the convention as the Olive Branch of
118
The New York delegation withdrew Van
Peace."
Buren's name for the sake of harmony, and a stampede for

the convention

for

the presidency, and that

Polk, who was nominated on the ninth ballot, followed.
The status of Colonel Johnson throughout the seven ballots,
follows

:

l1T

us Niks' Register,
118

May
11T

op. cit.

American Historical

Review,

28 and 29, 1844.

NHes' Register, op. cit.

op.

cit., pp. 840-42,

Pillow

to Polk,
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First

ballot, third with 24 votes

Second

33

Third

38

Fourth

32

Fifth
Sixth

fourth

Seventh

V
23

(two

21

(one

than Buchanan)

less

"

"

"

)

In the afternoon the convention proceeded to vote for a
nominee for the vice-presidency.
With 256 votes, which
was almost unanimous, Senator Silas M. Wright of New
York was nominated.
Mr. Wright promptly declined the
nomination and, although he was asked to reconsider, he per
sisted in his stand.
On Wednesday, the third day, the con
vention again proceeded to ballot for a candidate for the vice-

Two ballots
presidency.
ballot George M. Dallas

were taken, and on the second

of Pennsylvania was nominated.

The votes in the two ballots were as follows

:

118

First Ballot:
Gov.

Fairfield
Maine
9
Mass.

12

Vermont

R.I.

N.Y.
Ky.
Ind.
111.

Mo.

Woodbwy

N.H.
Md.

6

8

N.C.

II

4

Ga.

10

36

La.

6

Ark.

3

5

12

Cass

Va,
Ala.
Tenn.

17

Stewart
Ohio 23

Johnson
Pa. 26

Marcy
Mich. 5

9
13

11

II

7

107

44

26

39

Second Ballot:

Dallas, 220;

Fairfield, 30;

Woodbury,
W.

6.

The South would not have Van Buren because of his stand
on the annexation of Texas. The North would not stand
behind Colonel Johnson, enthusiastically,
118

Niles' Register, op. cit.

because

of his open
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of annexation.

The Pennsylvania dele
gation that was instructed to vote for Van Buren and John
son for President and Vice-President, respectively, refused to
vote against the two-thirds rule.

An

endeavor on the part

of several delegates to get that delegation to aid in the defeat
of the southern movement to adopt the rule, was postponed
Henry Simpson, who drew up the res
by a vote of 13 to 10.
olution which was defeated by this vote, wrote Van Buren
"
"
"
the
that

the traitors

refused

to prevent their treachery

to meet

question directly &

from being known until it exposed

itself in the meeting of the Convention." "'
The failure of Pennsylvania to take the responsibility for
the candidacy of either Van Buren or Colonel Johnson left
the support of these two principals without an aggressive
leadership, and this resulted in the surrender of the North to
the southern slave program.

In spite of the fact that Colonel Johnson's friends had
failed twice consecutively to secure his nomination in the
Democratic convention, there were those as late as the winter
of 1847-48 who were willing to promote his candidacy. In
November, 1847, Niles' Register reported a writer in the
"
"
"
warmly urging the
Georgetown (Kentucky) Herald as
claims of Col. Richard M. Johnson to the Presidency."120
Former Governor Thomas Metcalfe of Kentucky wrote to
Senator J. J. Crittenden from Frankfort early in 1848:

It

begins to be believed that our old friend Col

R M J. will

be

of the democrats.
If so the sympathies
of the country would now run greatly in his favor, and [he] will
be hard to beat.
He met me no[t] long before he left for

the nominee on the part

Washington in the streets here, and after the usual cordial greet
ings he remarked that he would have been pleased if my friends
had put me in nomination for Gov but as they had not, and probVan Buren Papers, vol.

Miles' Register, November

Ii,

119
120

Simpson to Van Buren, June
13,

1847.

10,

1844.
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ably would not by my consent, he believed he would consent to
run himself; and we parted without further chat or explana
tion.121

These were echoes, only, reverberating from a once active,
popular and renowned career. The wear and tear of time
was now beginning to tell on Colonel Johnson, as it was on

of this period of American history. The
most prominent men of the middle period in American his
tory had begun their careers just before the War of 1812.

other

At

leaders

that time, they represented new blood assuming the re

sponsibilities
previous

of statesmanship

as

generation were passing

the

statesmen

from active life.

of

the

Now,

after forty or fifty years, the young statesmen grown old—
Richard M. Johnson, John C. Calhoun, Henry Clay, Daniel
Webster and others — were, as the mid-year of the century
It was
came and went, passing one by one from the stage.
the privilege of men like Clay, Webster and Calhoun to serve
their country to the very last in the national councils.
Colonel Johnson, after the Democratic convention of
1844, retired to his estate at White Sulphur until his election
He declared himself a
to the Kentucky legislature in 1850.
candidate after the adjournment of a Whig convention in
There was some talk of placing
Lexington in July, 1850.
an opposition candidate in the field but this idea was hastily
abandoned when so much evidence

of

the personal popular

ity of the Colonel was shown by the public. James Kelly
" When he was
said :
quite old, he took a notion to run for
No one would run against him.
the Ky. Legislature.
12Z
The
Everyone liked him. You couldn't beat him."
people bestowed upon the Colonel, in 1850, the same honor
they had bestowed almost half a century before when he
made his public debut. The Kentucky Statesman said:
121

Crittenden

"2 Kelly MS.,

Papers, vol. xi, Metcalf to Crittenden,
p.

I.

Feb.

17,

1848.
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" Few
public men, of this present day and generation, can
boast of such continued manifestations of public confidence
12t
The election
within the limits of their home districts."
returns of August 10, 1850, record Colonel Johnson a suc
cessful candidate as representative

to the state legislature

from Scott county.124 He had been proposed for the office
of governor under the new constitution that went into effect
in the state in iSso,125 but the end came to the venerable
statesman before the movement got under way.

"
On November 8, when he took his seat he was suffering
from the effects of a protracted and dangerous illness from
which little hope had been entertained of his recovery." ""
It was his iron will that brought him to the capital of his

A Frankfort
of his physicians.
correspondent to the Louisville Daily Journal wrote the edi
"
tor of that paper : Col R. M. Johnson is laboring under an
attack of dementia, which renders him totally unfit for busi
state

ness.

against the advice

It

painful to

is

charge the duties

of

see

him on the floor attempting to dis

A

a member."

few days later, Colonel

Johnson was reported lying ill with a paralytic stroke, from
which his physicians reported there was no hope of recov
On November 19, Mr. Desha rose in the house of
ery.127
representatives and announced

" the death of one of its
most

Colonel Johnson had died at four
o'clock that morning at his lodgings in the city of Frank
fort.128
In the state senate, Senator Beriah Magoffin said

honored

members."

of Johnson

:

128

Kentucky Statesman, July

124

Ibid., August

125

Ibid., June

128

24, 1850.

28, 1850.

Johnson's letter of May 25, 1850.
Louisville Weekly Courier, November 9, 1850, Letter signed " Z ".
8, 1850,

Louisville Daily Journal,
Courier, November 23, 1850.
127

128

Kentucky Statesman,

November

23, 1850.

Nov.

November
23,

1850;

9,

1850 ;

Louisville

Louisville

Weekly

Weekly Courier,
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He was the poor man's friend, and their tears will tell in the
of sorrow, how dearly, how deeply the masses
loved him. . . . Void of ostentation, simple in his taste, his
mute eloquence

manners, and his dress — brave, magnanimous,

patriotic and gen
fault,
in
his
earliest
he
was
the beau ideal of
erous to a
years
the soul and the chivalry of Kentucky, as he was, in his declin
ing days, the very type of her wisdom and her moderation. . . .
History will record him as a benefactor of mankind.129

In consideration of the eminent services of Colonel John
son, both in the field and in the councils of the nation, it was
resolved by the legislature that his remains should be buried
in the Frankfort cemetery " in the ground appropriated to
the burial

of Kentucky's illustrious dead."

18°

A joint

com

of the legislature planned the funeral services, which
took place in the hall of the house of representatives, where
the Reverend Mr. Stuart Robinson delivered the funeral dis
course.
Mr. Robinson, said the Louisville Weekly Courier,
mittee

of no public man in this country
had been as little known and understood as that of Richard M.
Than him fewer men possessed as kind a heart, and
Johnson.
lived as little for themselves and as much for their friends. . . .
Like all men, he had his frailties, but they faded into insignifi
cance before the dazzling brilliancy of certain good qualities.181

.thought that the real character

He also said

:

" His
views of the obligations of friendship

of the old fashioned
" 182
true to death.'

'

motto

is,

were those

romantic school, whose

in

By an act of the Kentucky legislature, a monument was
raised to the memory of Colonel Johnson.
Part of the
1SS
:

scription carved on the monument reads
"9 Ibid.

Funeral Discourse
(Louisville Public Library).
Robinson,

133

One of the inscriptions

30,

1850.

for Colonel Richard M. Johnson,

on the monument in the Frankfort

2

Louisville Weekly Courier, November

132

p.

131

cemetery.
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"

to the memory of

COLONEL RICHARD M JOHNSON
a

faithful public servant

for nearly half a century, as a member
of the Kentucky legislature and
representative

and senator in congress

;

author of the Sunday mail report
and of the laws abolishing imprisonment
for debt in Kentucky
and in the United States

;

distinguished by his valour
of a Kentucky regiment
in the Battle of the Thames :
for four years vice president
of the United States.

as Colonel

Kentucky his native state,
to mark the sense of his eminent services
in the cabinet and in the field,
has erected this monument

in the resting place of
her illustrious dead."

APPENDIX
THE JUDGE JAMES Y. KELLY MANUSCRIPT.
MR. JAMES Y. KELLY'S REMINISCENCES ABOUT "DICK JOHNSON"
TAKEN DOWN AS HE SPOKE, APRIL 2, 1929,
TO LELAND W. MEYER.

"I

knew old [Colonel] Dick Johnson personally. I was in the
clerk's office.
I reckon he was the most popular man in the
county. He could have a office if he wanted it. He was the

most polite man I ever saw. He always wore a red vest.
When he was quite old, he took a notion to run for the Ky. Leg
islature. No one would run against him. Everyone liked him.
You couldn't beat him. I've heard him speak. He could make

He
a good speech. He built up a fine hotel at White Sulphur.
—
the
don't
well
would
draw
the
But
thought
Sulphur
people
think it took much.
You could reach the house from the Frank

I

fort pike.

He kept an Indian school.

He used to bring them

They were very fine marksmen. People used
for the Indians to shoot at. They
could most always hit it. The school played out gradually.
The old fellow got so old, he played out too. His colored
to Georgetown.

to put up a five-cent piece

got all the education they wanted.
They never circu
lated among the whites. Old Col. Johnson had a mulatto wife.
The daughters were said to be well educated.
heard men say
they were treated so well by Col. Johnson when they went out
daughters

I

there, they loved to go.

When

knew him I don't think I was
It's been a
be 98 next month.

I

over twenty years of age. I'll
good while. He was the most polite man I ever saw. He was
naturally polite to everybody, — children and all. I remember
this: — He had a nephew I was well acquainted with. I was
telling him Old Col. Dick Johnson was the most polite man I

He said he used to drive his Uncle Dick to Lexing
He was fond of his uncle. They met someone in the road

ever saw.
ton.
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The nephew, Jetson,
who would not give his part of the road.
Old Col. Dick said
said he did not want to turn off the road.
"
Jetson, Jetson. Turn out. Always act the gentleman whether
The nephew got to be a polite
the other fellow does nor not."
fellow himself.
Col. Dick treated me so politely when he came
into the clerk's office here that when he went out, I thought I
must be the biggest man.

He treated me

so nice, and

I

was just

This had an effect on me to be polite to everybody. The
His brother, John T.
Johnsons had a streak of politeness.
Johnson, a preacher, was polite too. When old Col. Dick was
alive, that was all the talk, that Johnson killed Tecumseh.
He
He was not afraid of any man. He told how
was a bold man.
he did it.
He was on a horse. He shot Tecumseh with a pis
tol. Since that time some claimed that another man killed Te
a boy.

cumseh but while he was alive, it was the talk generally by all
the people that Johnson killed Tecumseh.
Col.
knew about when Col. Dick died.
busy.

I

noted man.

him.

Of

Dick was always
He was a very

He was very active and industrious when I knew

course

he got old — an old man slows down.

I

get

around very slow and have a great many pains.
This is a true
I think he has
story as I remember it of Col. Dick Johnson.
been dead about seventy years.
That is a long time to remember,
(signed) JAMES

Y. KELLY."

Judge Kelley died May 9, 1929 (Georgetown Times, May 16, 1929).
" He
was actively interested in the political activity of Georgetown
for more than a half century" (Cour1er Journal, May 11, 1929).
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and directed to the Governor of the State of New York, by
Governor of Kentucky, Manuscript
Christopher
Greenup,
Division, Library of Congress.
The Journals of the House and Senate of the General Assembly
of Kentucky, complete file in the Kentucky State Library,
Some of the early volumes are in manuscript.
Frankfort.
Kentucky
the
Convention, July, 1788-April,
of
1793, in
Journal
University
Collection,
Chicago.
of
manuscript, Durrett
Journal of the State Constitutional Convention begun and held on
July 22, 1799, State Library, Frankfort.
The Statute Law of Kentucky, by William Littell, Frankfort, vol.
1810; vol. iii, 1811, State Library, Frankfort.
i, 1809; vol.
Political Transactions in and Concerning Kentucky, from the First
Became an Independent State in
Settlement Thereof Until
June, 1792, by William Littell, Frankfort, 1806. (Printed by
William Hunter, Printer to the Commonwealth of Kentucky.)
Kentucky State Historical Society, Frankfort.
This little
volume expresses
bitter hatred for Humphrey Marshall,
a

it

ii,

H.
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founder of the Western World and author of an early history
of Kentucky.
The Federal and State Constitution, Colonial Charters and other
Organic Laws of the United States, Washington, 1878, com
piled under order of the United States Senate by Benjamin
Perley Poore. Used in referring to the State Constitution.
Military Certificate Book No. I, Kentucky State Historical Society,
Frankfort.
Valuable for the establishment of land titles.
Calendar of yirginia State Papers and Other Manuscripts from
January I, 1786 to July 2, 1789, edited by William P. Palmer,
of the legislature of
1884, under the authority
Richmond,
Virginia. This contains letters to the governors and state
An easy approach to these papers is through an
papers.
efficient system established in the Newberry Library, Chicago.
The Statutes at Large: Being a Collection of All the Laws of
yirginia, 1619-1792, by William W. Hening, vol. 10, Richmond,
1823; vol. 13, Philadelphia, 1823.
1822; vol. II, Richmond,
This series contains the laws relating to Kentucky before
Kentucky became a state. Kentucky State Historical Society,
Frankfort.
Reports Decided by the Court of Appeals of the Commonwealth
of Kentucky (1823), by William Littell, Louisville, 1899.
Acts Passed 1st Session of 13th General Assembly of Kentucky
Beginning October 15, 1821 (Frankfort).

I.

United

States Government

Documents:

(1) In manuscript:
Manuscript Division, Library of Congress.
House of Representatives Collection in Manuscript,
1814-15,

box

1816-19,

box 20

1819,

box 25
box 44

1827,

18

box 49

1829-30,

House of

Representatives

Collection

in Manuscript,

Second

Series
box 204 (not da ted)
box

181
(not dated)
box 222 (not dated)

(2) Journals of Congress:
Journal of the Continental
ington,

Congress,

1774-1789,

vol.

16,

Wash

1910.

Published
United States in Congress Assembled.
of Congress. John Dunlap, printer, Philadelphia
(date not given), Georgetown College Library-

Journal of

the

by order
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Journal of

the Senate

of

the
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United States,

1836-40.

(3) Records of Debates in Congress:
Annals of the Congress of the United States. This title runs
consecutively till 1824. This collection was made by Gales
and Seaton from newspapers and published at Washington
between 1834 and 1856.

Register of Debates in Congress.

of

A

continuation

of the Annals

to 1837, Gales and Seaton, Washington, 1825-

Congress

1837.

Abridgment of the Debates in Congress from 1789-1856, by
Thomas A. Benton, New York, 1857. This is a condensa
tion of the Annals, Register of Debates and the Globe.
(4) Congressional

Documents:

later called Executive Documents,
United States House Reports and House Documents,
American State Papers,
Military Affairs, vol. i.
Senate Documents,

1829-1842.
1818-1839.

Second Series, vol. v.

Miscellaneous,

ii,

Claims.

Foreign Relations,
vol.

1809-1823.

(5) Federal Court Documents:

I

of

the

",

",

Report of Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of
the United States, vol. viii, edited by Henry Wheaton,
Philadelphia, 1823.
"H
" "
"K
United States Circuit Court Order Book
and
Deed Book "U" and Files for 1822, Kentucky District,
Frankfort.

A

(6) Special Reports and Documents:

i

1789-1897,

the Messages

and Papers

by James D. Richardson,

Washington,

Presidents,
1896, vols.

and ii.

Sources:

Secondary

and
other
accounts
written
from primary sources. Primary
material
found extensively, however, in the newspapers of the
period.
Several of the newspapers, especially those of Kentucky,
recorded faithfully letters and speeches of Colonel Johnson. Several
histories used were written by men who were contemporary with the
Such histories, therefore, have
times or actors in the events recorded.
historical value very similar to journals and diaries.

These

sources

include

histories

from information gathered chiefly
is

II.

of

Compilation
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A.

Magazines.

(1) Historical magazines:
William and Mary College Quarterly, April, 1915.
History Quarterly of the Filson Club, Louisville, 1929.
Chronicles of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City.
Proceedings of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, De
cember

14,

1893, Madison,

1894.

Kentucky Historical and Genealogical Magazine, Frankfort, 1899.
Register of the Kentucky State Historical Society, Frankfort
ip/7 Year Book of the Society of Colonial Wars in the Common
wealth of Kentucky.
Indiana Historical Society Collection, vol. ix, containing William
Henry Harrison's Messages and Papers.
Ohio Archaelogical and Historical Quarterly, vol. 25, 1916.
Article by Mrs. Shelley D. Rouse.
Annual Report of the American Historical Association for 1899
and 1918, Washington.
American Historical Review, April, 1915, vols. II and 20.
Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society, July, 1930.
(2) General magazines:
Western Monthly Magazine, Cincinnati (Founder, Timothy Flint.)
B. Histories.

(i)

,

Local:
Durrett, Ruben T., Bryant's Station and the Memorial Proceed
ings, Filson Club Publication No. 12, Louisville, 1897.
Gaines, B. O., History of Scott County, Georgetown, 1904. A
compilation of notes collected by the author from newspaper
files and from conversing with old residents.
The work is
very inaccurate and must be used with caution.
McMurtrie, H., Sketches of Louisville and Its Environs, Louis
ville, 1819.
Perrin, W. H. (editor), History of Fayette County, Chicago,
1882.

Perrin, W. H. (editor), History of Bourbon, Scott, Harrison
and Nicholas Counties, Kentucky, Chicago, 1882.
Peter, Robert, Transylvania University, Filson Club Publication
No. i1, Louisville, 1897.
Ranck, George W., History of Lexington, Kentucky, Cincinnati,
1872.

Scott,

W. W., History of

1907.

Orange

County,

Virginia, Richmond,
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(2) General Histories of Kentucky:
Butler, Mann, History of Kentucky, Louisville, 1834. Butler
came to Kentucky early in the nineteenth century and his
work records the events that passed before him for a period
of twenty-five years.
Collins, Lewis, Kentucky, Maysville and Cincinnati, 1847. The
work was largely done by others. It is an excellent chronicle.
Collins, Richard, History of Kentucky, Covington, 1874 and 1882.
This is an enlarged edition of Lewis Collins' Kentucky.
Marshall, Humphrey, History of Kentucky, Frankfort, 1812 and
This work was the first attempt to write a systematic
1824.
history of Kentucky. The history is mainly an account of
the events in which the author himself took part. The
work is strongly partial to the Federalists.
Shaler, N. S., Kentucky — A Pioneer Commonwealth, Boston,
1888.

(3) Western Histories:
McClung, John A., Sketches

of Western

Adventure,

Coving-

ton, 1872.

Perkins, James H., Annals of the West, Cincinnati, 1846.
Roosevelt, Theodore, Winning of the West, New York, 1917.
Turner, F. J., Rise of

the

New West, New York,

1906.

(4) Histories of the War of 1SI2:
Armstrong, John, Notices of the War of ISi2, New York, 1840.
Armstrong was Secretary of War for a time during the
war.
H. M., History of the Late War Between the
Brackenridge,
United States and Great Britain, Philadelphia, 1839.
Darnell, Journal. See Journals, Diaries etc.
McAfee, James B., History of the Late War in the Western
Country, Lexington, 1816. McAfee was a volunteer in the
War of 1812 and served in the Northwest Campaign. To
write this history McAfee drew largely upon his own
Journal kept during the campaign. See McAfee under
Primary Sources in this bibliography.
Quisenberry, Anderson Chenault, Kentucky in the War of 1812,
Frankfort, 1915.
Young, Bennett H., The Battle of the Thames, Filson Club
Publication No. 18, Louisville, 1903.
(5) Church Histories:
Backus, Isaac, Church History of New England, Boston, 1796.
Benedict, David, General History of the Baptist Denomination
in America and Other Parts of the World, Boston, 1813.
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Robert H., Outline of
State of Kentucky, during

Bishop,

ton, 1824.
Elsbree, O. W., Rise

of

the

Williamsport, Pa.,
Gammetl, William,
History
1815,

History of the Church in the
Period of Forty Years, Lexing

the
a

Missionary Spirit in America,

1790-

1928.

of American Baptist Missions,

a professor
in Brown Uni
R. I.
Semple, Robert B., History of the Rise and Progress of the
Baptists in Virginia, Richmond, 1810.
Semple was a contemporary of many of the events recorded.
Spencer, J. H., History of Kentucky Baptists, Cincinnati, 1886.
Taylor, History of Ten Churches.
See Journals, Diaries etc.
Boston,

1849.

Ganunell

was

versity,

(6) Histories on Miscellaneous Topics:
Adams, Henry, History of the United States of America, New

York,

1921.

Randolph G., History of the Foreign Policy of tht
United States, New York, 1924.
Brooks, Robert C., Political Parties and Electoral Problems,
New York, 1923.
Ely, Richard T., Labor Movement in America, New York, 1886.
Hart, Albert Bushnell, Slavery and Abolition, New York, 1906.
Hill, Charles E., Leading American Treaties, New York, 1922.
Hulbert, Archer Butler, Bonne's Wilderness Road, Cleveland,
This is volume 6 of Hulbert's Historic Highways of
1903.
America.
Latane, John H., History of American Foreign Policy, New
Adams,

York,

1927.

New York, 1926.
McMaster, John Bach, History of the People of the United
States from the Revolution to the Civil War, New York,

Mathews,

Shaler, French Revolution,

1937.

Orth, Samuel P., Armies of Labor, New Haven, 1921.
Rhodes, James Ford, History of the United States from the
Compromise of 1850, New York, 1893.
Schlesinger, A. M., New Viewpoints in American History, New

York,

1922.

The Old Pike, A History of the National
Road, Uniontown, Pa., 1894.
Semple, Ellen Churchill, American History and Its Geographical
Conditions, New York, 1903.
Stanwood, Edward, History of the Presidency from 1788 to 1897,
Searight,

Thomas,

Boston,

1898.
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C. Biographies:
Bassett,

John

Spencer,

Life of Andrew Jackson, New York,

1928.

Drake, Benjamin,
Life of Tecumseh and His Brother the
Prophet with a Historical Sketch of the Shawnese Indians,
Cincinnati,

1841.

William, Authentic Biography of Colonel Richard M.
Johnson, New York, 1833. A campaign biography prepared
at the time Johnson was a proposed candidate for the
presidency of the United States.
Little, Lucius P., Life of Ben Hardin, his Times and Con
temporaries, 1784-1852, Louisville, 1887.
Lynd, S. W., Memoir of the Rev. William Staughton, Boston,
Emmons,

1834-

Parton, James, Life of Andrew Jackson, New York, 1861.
Pollard, Edward B., and Stevens, David G., Luther Rice, Pioneer
in Missions and Education, Philadelphia, 1928.
Robertson, Ignatius Loyola, Sketches of Public Characters —
Drawn from the Living and the Dead, New York, 1830.
Rogers, John, Biography of Elder J. T. Johnson, Cincinnati,
1861.

Smith,

L.

G.,

Life

Stevens, David G.
Sumner,

and Times

of Lewis

Cass, New

York,

1856.

See Pollard.

William G., Andrew Jackson

as a

Public Man, Ameri

can Statesman Series, Boston, 1882.
Taylor, James B., Lives of Virginia Baptist Ministers,

Rich

mond, 1838.
Taylor, James B., Memoir of Rev. Luther Rice, Baltimore, 1840
Wayland, Francis, Memoir of the Life and Labors of the Rev.
Adoniram Judson, Boston, 1853.
D. Miscellaneous:

Address delivered at the opening of the Columbian College in
January 9, 1822, by William
the District of Columbia,
Staughton, D.D., Washington, 1882. Copy in Library of
Congress.

Baptist Encyclopedia,

William

Cathcart,

Editor,

Philadelphia,

1881.

Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 1774-1927,
Washington, 1928.
Bulletin of Columbian College, 1889.
Campaign, The, a Whig campaign pamphlet published in Frank
fort, Kentucky, 1840-1841.
Lexington, MDCCCCatalogus Universitatis Transylvaniensis,
XXIV, Library of Transylvania University.
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Congressional

Directory for

1809,

Rare Book Room, Library of

Congress.

Directory for the Second Session of the Four
teenth
Congress of the United States, Washington, 1816.
These directories were used up to and including that for
the twenty-sixth Congress, Washington, 1840.
Court Controversy Pamphlets, Durrett Collection, University of
Congressional

Chicago.

of the Elkhorn Association in Sixteen Letters addressed
Elder Henry Toler, by James Fishback, Lexington, 1882.
Dick Johnson's Indian School at White Sulphur, Scott County,
Kentucky, by Jennie C. Morton, published by the Kentucky
State Historical Society, Frankfort, not dated. A copy in
the Louisville Public Library.
See also the Register of the
Kentucky State Historical Society for September, 1906.
Elliott's Annual Calendar and Congressional Directory for 18281829, Washington.
Fredoniad or Independence Preserved, an epic Poem on the Late
War of 1812, by Richard Emmons, Boston, 1827. Copy in
Library of Congress.
Funeral Discourse over the Remains of the Late Colonel R. M.
,..
Johnson, by the Reverend Stuart Robinson
(typewritten
copy), Louisville Public Library.
I ~f
Genealogy of the Johnson Family, by J. B. May (place and
date of publication not given). See also May's article on
the Johnson Family, Kentucky Historical and Genealogical
Magazine, May, 1899.
General Alumni Catalogue of George Washington University,
Washington, 1917. Historical sketch by Charles Hubert
Stockton, President of the University.
Laws of Georgetown College, Kentucky, as revised and enacted
Defense
to

'

by the Trustees,

December,

1840,

Georgetown,

1840.

Mayo, Bernard, "The Man Who Killed Tecumseh", American
Mercury, April, 1930.
Notes on the State of Virginia, by Thomas Jefferson, Boston,
1802.

Robertson,

James

Rood,

Petitions of

the

Early Inhabitants of

Kentucky to the General Assembly of Virginia, 1769
Filson Club Publication No. 27, Louisville, 1914.
Scrap Book of Law and Politics, Men and Times, by
Robertson, Lexington, 1855. This book is valuable
information given on the Old Court and New Court
versy in Kentucky.

to 1792,
George

for

the

contro
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Songs, vol. vi, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress.

or the Battle of the Thames, a National Drama in
Acts,
by Richard Emmons, New York, 1836. Copy in
five
Library of Congress.

Tecumseh:

i,

it,

Topographical Description of the Territory of North America,
by Gilbert Imlay, London, 1797.
Treatise on the Rights of Personal Liberty and on the Writ of
by
Habeas Corpus and the Practice Connected with
Rollin C. Kurd, Albany, 1876.
Tribune Almanac, vol.
1838-1868, New York, 1868.
Newspapers

Magazines:

State Papers:

is

it

is

It

Kentucky Gazette (weekly), Lexington. Founder, John Brad
ford.
was established in 1787 after the Kentucky Con
vention that had convened to consider separation from
Virginia had promised Bradford its patronage. The paper
was first issued on August II. From this first number con
temporary events of the history of the West pass in review.
This paper faithfully recorded Richard M. Johnson's
The
speeches, letters and reports of his political activities.
most complete file
found in the Lexington Public Library.
These cover the dates from 1787 to 1835.
Lexington Reporter (weekly and semi-weekly), later (1818)
called the Kentucky Reporter. First editor, William Worsley.
Next to the Kentucky Gazette, the Reporter was the most
important source of any newspaper used for the period
between 1808 and 1825. Like the Kentucky Gazette
was
Republican paper. The most complete file
found in
the Lexington Public Library.
Western Monitor (weekly), Lexington. Editor, W. B. Hunt,
a

by purchase.
and

),

(

Lexington Observer and Kentucky Reporter (semi-weekly
tri-weekly), Lexington.
Lexington.
semi- weekly
Kentucky Statesman

Lexington Intelligencer (weekly and semi-weekly).
Lexington Public Advertiser (semi- weekly).
Literary and Political Weekly Repository, Frank
Palladium:
fort Founded by Hunter and Beaumont, August 9, 1798.
was especially valuable for information concerning early

A

A.

and Contemporary

It

III.

elections.

Kentucky Yoeman

(weekly), Frankfort.
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Argus of Western America

(weekly), Frankfort.
This paper
by Amos Kendall after he left
Georgetown.
Kendall, as co-editor of the Argus, became
printer to the Commonwealth.
The Argus is valuable in
connection with a study of the Old Court and New Court
was

purchased

in

1816

controversy.

(weekly), Frankfort, was established by Moses
O. Bledsoe who had been a partner of William Gerard, one

Commentator

of

of the Argus of Western America before its
The Commentator was established in opposition
to the Argus.
Humphrey Marshall, the Federalist, con
the editors

purchase.

tributed to the Commentator.

Spirit of 'j6 (weekly), Frankfort.
Patriot (weekly), Frankfort.
Guardian of Freedom (weekly), Frankfort.
American Republic, Frankfort.
(weekly), Frankfort.
Commonwealth
Western World (weekly), Frankfort.
This was an Humphrey
Marshall paper, edited by Joseph M. Street. It was strongly
anti-Johnson.
Patriot (weekly), Editor, Amos Kendall. This
faithfully Johnson's speeches and letters. An
recorded
paper
almost complete file for 1816 is in the Georgetown College
Library.
American Sentinel, Georgetown.
Western Citisen, Paris.
Maysville Eagle (weekly), Maysville. Edited by Lewis Collins,
an early historian of Kentucky.
Louisville Weekly Courier.
Louisville Daily Journal.
Louisville Daily Advertiser.
Louisville Public Advertiser (daily).
Kentucky Tribune, Danville.
Georgetown

B. National and miscellaneous:
Niles' Weekly Register, Baltimore and (later) Washington.
Very informing on political questions between 1811 and
1849.

most

Of

the national

valuable

source

newspapers

this

proved

for information concerning

to be

the

Richard

M. Johnson.
National Gazette and Literary Register (daily), Philadelphia.
Political Register, Washington (Duff Green).
Daily Globe, Washington (Blair and Rives).
Extra Globe, Washington (Blair and Rives).
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Daily National Intelligencer, Washington (Gales and Seaton).
Daily National Journal, Washington (Peter Force).
United States Telegraph (daily), Washington (Duff Green).
Liberator (weekly), Boston, Anti-Slavery (W. L. Garrison).
Working Man's Advocate, New York.
National Journal (tri-weekly), Washington (Peter Force). This
was an Adams

paper.

Richmond Enquirer (daily), Richmond,
C. Denominational,

including denominational

Virginia (Ritchie).
magazines:

Luminary (inter-denominational
weekly), Lexington,
Kentucky.
Baptist Banner and Western Pioneer (Baptist weekly), Louis
ville. This paper was at first known as the Baptist Banner
Western

and was published at Shelbyville.

Cross and Baptist Journal of the Mississippi Valley, Cincinnati.
Christian Review, Boston.
Western Baptist Review, Frankfort, Kentucky.
Baptist Chronicle, Georgetown, Kentucky.
Baptist Chronicle and Literary Register, Georgetown, Kentucky.
Evangelist, Cincinnati (Walter Scott).
Chrittian Watchman, Boston.
Sunday School Journal, Philadelphia and New York.
Baptist, Nashville, Tennessee.
Missionary Herald, Boston.
Millennial Harbinger (New Series), Bethany, Virginia.

INDEX
Abolitionists, see slavery.
Adair, John defeated for Senate,
188; 314

Adams, Henry, 80, 101
Adams, John, 39
Adams,
John Quincy, considered
for vice-presidency, 64; on Jack
son's invasion of Florida, 178;
presidential candidate, 216-23 ; on
Panama mission, 239-40; Demo
crats against, 247; Eaton affair,
265; on bank, 278-80; see also,
250, 325, 413, 449, 450, 451.

Adams

and Clay combination,

247,

272

Albany, 414; see Labor
Alexander, Mira Madison, 432
Alexandria, 145
Alien and Sedition laws, 39-40, 282,
292, see Robert Johnson
Allen, James, 99
"
American System ", 246, 460
Anglican church, 13
"
"
Anti-Relief
party,
see
229 ;
Court controversy in Kentucky.
Ambrister, Robert, see Seminole
War, 178, 250
Arbuthnot, Alexander, see Semin
ole War, 178, 250
Argus of Western America, sup
ports Johnson, 407
Arkansas, 325, 338; post of, 196
Armada, Fort, 120
Armstrong, John, Secretary
of
War, 108, 117, 120
Astor, John Jacob, fur trader in
Northwest, 190
Atkinson, Colonel, 198, 202, see
Yellowstone Expedition.
Bacon, Captain in War of 1812, 95
Bacon College, 391
Bacon, Dr. Joel S., President of
Georgetown College, 390
Bailey, D. W., 411

Balch, Alfred, 413
Baltimore Whig Convention, 450
Baltimore Democratic Conventions :
of 1832, 398; of 1835, 414-20;
for viceJohnson nominated
presidency, 417-18; Virginia dele
gates rebel, 419; of 1840, 439,
449,

of

1844, 463, 466-71,

472.

Bancroft, George, 456-57
Bank,
United States and

state

banks, 54, 56, 79, 80, 142, 160-61,
199-200, 205, 226-30,
407, 423-24

276-80,

395,

in United States, (espec
missionary
activities of) ;
swept with missionary zeal, 343;
Association of Missouri, 352;
Baptist Board of Missions, 346,
Asso
352, 360, 365; Charleston
ciation, 345; General
Conven
tion in the United States for
Missionary Purposes, 346-47, 354,
355, 357, 379, 381, 383; mission in
Serampore,
346; in Kentucky,
Elkhorn Association, 44, 46, 300,
302, 344, 345, 346; Tate Creek
Association,
347; Town
Fork
Association, 346; Baptist Educa
tion Society, 379; Baptist Mis
sionary Society, 347, 348; meets
at R. M. Johnson's, 349 ; 355 ; see
movement ; Philadel
Campbell
phia Confession of Faith, 387
Barbour, James, asks Congress to
present sword to Johnson, 183;
Baptists,

ially

362,

399-

Barry, William T., at Battle of the
Thames, 134; owes money, 199;
receives letter on Calhoun, 247;
candidate
for governor,
251 ;
Post-Master General, 258, 265;
student at Transylvania, 291, 310;
friendship with Johnson, 404-5
Battle of the Thames, see War of
1812
495

INDEX

496

Baton Rouge, provisions for, 195
Bay ley, Thomas, on the caucus, 217
Beargrass, 19-21 ; creek, 19, 21
Beatty, Adam, 184
major in
Jereboam,
Beauchamp,
War of 1812, 92

Bell, John,

410

post on Yellowstone

Bellefontaine,

Expedition,

193-97,

202, 204

Bennett, James G., 406-7
Benton, Thomas H., on the Panic
of 1819, 160; on Missouri Com
promise, 214; on federal land
policy, 244; on Tariff of 1828,
247 ; on veto of bank charter, 277
Berrien. John M., 265-67
Bibb, George M., candidate for
governor, 251 ; election to United
States Senate, 254; Grand Mas
ter of Masons, 299
Biddle, Nicholas, 277, 280
Biddle vs. Green, 230
Bird, Colonel Henry, plans attack
on Kentucky, 19
Bissell,
Daniel,
General
com
mander of Yellowstone Expedi
tion, 197
Blair, F. P., founder of Globe,
Jackson paper, 404, 407, 415
Blair vs. Williams, 228
Bledsoe, Fanny, second wife of
Robert Johnson, 47
Bledsoe, William, 47
Blue Jacket, Shawnee chief, ally of

Bourassa, I. N., Indian teacher at
Choctaw Academy, 370 ; 133
Boyle, Judge John, 228, 230
Bracken county, troops from, 106

Bradford, Fielding, 67. Bradford,
William, see Kentucky Gazette
Bradley, Alfred M., 319

Bradley, Eugene, 28
Bradley, Katherine S., 26, 28, 319
Bradley, Stephen R., 64
Bradshear ;c.v. Lapsley, 228
Branch, John, 265, 267
Breckenridge, John, 292
Brent, Robert, paymaster of United
States army, 324
Breathitt, Senator, 399
Brissot, 36
British agents or traders, 17, 87,
202, 345 ; see Indians, missions to
by Baptists ; officers, prisoners of
war in Kentucky, 136, 138; regu
lars, 19, 121, 124-34
Brock, Major-General Isaac, Brit
ish commander, 89, 91
Brown, James, Johnson reads law
with, 291-92
Brown. Mary, 303-4
Brown. Reverend O. B., 200-201.
258, 262, 294, 302-3, 312, 343- 3<59,
380, 383, 403
Brown, Mrs. O. B., 303

Brown, Samuel R., 133
Brown, William, 329, 330
Brownstown, 121
Bryant family, 18
Bryant's Station, 18; attack upon,

British, 87
Blue Licks, road cut to, 27
Blue Run church
in Virginia,
Robert Johnson a member, 43-44
Blue Spring, home of Richard M.
Johnson, 312-17, 321, 339; re
ceives Indians for education, 355,
see Choctaw Academy ; see John
of
son, hospitality
"
Bob Johnson Law ", 38
Bodley, Thomas,
Quarter-master-

21-25; 27, 290, 387
Buchanan, James, 446, 456, 468
Buffalo Crossings, see Great Cross
ings, Johnson fort at
Buford, Colonel Thomas, 94
Mr., presents Johnson's
Butler,
letter to Baltimore Convention of

Bomford, George,

Burr, Aaron, 56-58

general,

Boone

108

County,

106

Boone,

Daniel,

Johnson,

27

25

196

255;

troops

pilot for

from,

Robert

Boonesborough, 18, 24
Boone's Wilderness Road, 16
Boston, 257, 282, 456; Bostonians,
190

1840, 440-41

Butler, Mann, Kentucky historian,

Cahokia,
Caldwell,
24

19

William, British captain,

Calvinism, 259, 301
Calhoun, John C, on western arm
ory, 156; on military academy,
159, on bonus bill, 163; on con

INDEX
tract to furnish boats for Yellow
stone Expedition, 191 ; on Yel
Expedition, 198, 202,
lowstone
204; for vice-presidency, 248-49;
at public dinner, 255
ent for presidency,

;

heir-appar
264; break

with Jackson in Eaton affair,

366,

268-71; in society, 306; on pen
sion for Johnson, 323; see also
354, 394, 396, 398, 400, 410, 45556, 464, 468, 472

Calhoun steam boat,

193

Cameron, Simon, 462
Campbell, Alexander, see Campbell
movement in Kentucky.
Campbell movement in Kentucky,
386-88,

300-91

Campbell county, 255

;

troops from,

106

Campbell, Colonel Lee, 253
Campbell, William, 365
Cambreleng, C. C., 278
Canada, invasion of , 89, 90, 93, 104,
1 18,

I2O,

122

Canton, 447
Carey, William, 346
Carneal, Thomas D., 449
of
Carroll,
William,
Governor
Tennessee, 439
Cass, Lewis, 139, 468
Cave, Elizabeth, 20
Cave, Benjamin, 20
Chambers, Colonel, 197-98
Chambers, Benjamin S., 128, 130,
358

Chapin, Dr.,
Chase, Irah,
Chau-be-nee,
Chesapeake,

389.
389-90
133

attack upon, 59, 61, 71,

Cheves, Langdon, 201
Cholera epidemic of 1833, 321-22,
370

Cincinnati, 24, 11o, H1, 316
Chillicothe, council at, 21 ; Johnson
speech at, 449
Chinn, see Johnson

Choctaw

Academy,
179, 336-37;
agriculture
taught at, 370, 378;
committee of investigation, 378;
introduced,
plan
Lancasterian
369; mechanic arts taught, 370society,
71,
378;
Temperance
376 ; white boys also attend, 363 ;
see

Johnson.
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Claiborne, John F. H., 337-38
Claims, committee on, 150, 154
Clark, George Rogers, 17, 19, 24, 37
Clarke, Captain, 95
Clark county, 39, 228
Clarke, Lieutenant James, 18
Clay, Clement C., 440
Clay, Henry, 54, 83, 167, 172-3,
178-79, l8l, 184, 215, 22O-2I, 223,
266, 273, 277, 291,
239, 347-48,
305-6, 398, 400, 430, 450, 451, 454,
455, 456, 460, 461, 465, 472
Clay, Green, 104, 118, 324

Cleaver, Colonel
Cleveland, Fort,
Clinton, DeWitt,
Clinton, George,

David,

92
118
249, 412
64

Collins, Lewis, Kentucky historian,
29, 231

Columbian College, 380-86, 300
Columbian Society, see Columbian
College
Columbus (Ohio), 243, 437
Commerce and Manufacture, com
mittee on, 162, 241
Compensation law, 167-76, 327
Compere, L., missionary to Indians,
347

Comstock, O. C., intimate friend of

Johnson,

293, 298, 304, 307

Congregational churches, 346
"
"
Conspiracy
to advance John
son, see Kendall.
Constitution of the United States,
proposed amendment to, 53, 55,
232-38; see also 60-61, 217, 286,
380

Cook, Noah, 287
Council Bluffs, see Yellowstone Ex
pedition, 204-6
Court Controversy
in Kentucky,
229, 231, 237, 251, 324-5

Courts of Justice, 51
Cow Island, fort at, 191

Crawford,
219,

223,

William

H,

160,

217,

269

Craig, Elijah, 44; Latin school of,
290

Craig, Lieutenant, captain of boat
in Yellowstone Expedition, 198
Creath, Jacob, 45, 302, 343, 355, 358
Cristman, George T., 128
Crittenden, John J., attorney for
Johnson, 324; see also 187-88,
445, 446, 454. 457, 459, 461, 471
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Crocket,

Colonel,

Kentucky,

Cumberland
provements

pension agent in

152, 154
road, see

Internal Im

Filson, John,

Reverend, 358
Florida, 216; invasion of, see Seminole War

Henry,

Declaration of Independence, 81,
3i6
Defiance, Fort, 93, 97
Democratic
National Convention,
see Baltimore Democratic
Con
vention
Democratic

party, 46, 217, 218, 223,
247, 292, 394, 409, 410, 433, 439.
445, 446, 449, 452, 455
Democratic revolution of 1829, 247
Democratic societies, 35-37
"
Disciples ", see Campbell move
ment.
Desha, Mr., announces the death of
Johnson in Kentucky legislature,
473

at, 354
162-3, 245-6

Domestic manufacture,
Downing, Lieutenant,
stone

Expedition,

on

Yellow

198

Dudley, Colonel, troops under, 149
Dudley, Dr. B. W., 340
Duels, see Marshall-Johnson con
troversy.

Eaton Affair, 266-68
Eaton, John H., see Eaton Affair

Embargo, 62-64, 66, 69-70, 74, 160
Emmons, Dr. Richard, 316, 401
Emmons, William, 176, 401, 405
England, 61, 64, 2*5, 345; see

Britain
Enquirer of

Richmond,

Virginia,

4.13

Ep1scopalians, 43
"
Era of Good Feeling ", 214, 218,
224

Erie, Lake, 104, 118, 120, 135
Erskine, David M., envoy, 73, 74
Eustis, William, 94, 120
Excise Bill, 86
Expedition, steam boat, 193, 197,
202

set

15

Fishback,

64, 109

Doak's Stand, treaty

;

Fayette county, 23, 33, 39
Federalists, 57, 249, 434
Ficklin, James F., 252

Dallas, George M., 470
Danville, 30, 33
Darnell, Elias, 92, 93, 94
Davis, John, 459
Davis, Mathew, see " Spy "
Dayton, 92
Major-general
Dearborn,

Fallen Timbers, battle of, 39
Falls of Ohio, 19, 240-41
Louisville

Floyd, John,

18,

Force,

400

Peter, 219
Ford, Thomas, 461
Forsythe, Secretary
437, 444, 455

"Forlorn Hope"
of,

of State,

306,

128-29; members

128

Fourth-of-July

celebrations, 296-7
35, 40, 54, 56, 57, 62,
137, 226, 314, 316, 346, 473
Franklin county, 39, 58
France, 16, 37, 45, 57, 63, 71, 74,
78, 345

Frankfort,

Fredericksburg, see Warsaw
Fredonoid, or Independence

Pre

served, 401
Freemasonry, 45, 299-300, 458
French clubs, 35, 36; see Demo
cratic societies

Frenchtown, 103
Frontiers, protection

of, see na
tional defense
Fulsom, Joe, at Choctaw Academy,
367

Gallatin county, 47; troops

from,

106

Gardner, I. S., teacher at Choctaw
Academy, 376
Garrard, James, Governor of Ken
tucky, 40
Genet, Edmond, 37
Georgetown in District of Colum
bia, 369
Georgetown (Kentucky) 34, 35, 36,
58, 67, 91, no, 227, 290, 292,
3i6, 333; newspapers in,
314,

Minerva and Patriot, both edited
by Amos Kendall;
Telegraph,
122, Herald, 471 ; Baptist Chron
icle; churches, Methodist,
368,
Presbyterian, 312; light infantry
of, 315; colleges, see Georgetown

College, see Bacon College
Georgetown College, 388-92

INDEX
George Washington University, see
Columbian College
Ghent, Treaty of, 190
Gibbs, 301
on Yellowstone
Gibson,
Colonel

Expedition,
Girty, Simon,

194-5, 200
19, 21, 24
Globe, 370, 271, 407
Granger, Francis, 425, 427

Great Britain,
80,

368
36, 59, 63, 71, 72, 74,

189-90

on

the

Elkhorn,

18, 25, 28, 35, 50,
292;
136,
119,

1 10,

117, 118,

"Republican

"
at, 296
Lyceum
Baptist Church,
Great Crossings
founded, 44, 343, 347; discipline
of members, including slaves, 44"
Bull Ring ",
45 ; compared to a
45 ; Robert Johnson leaves, 47 ;
Indians of Choctaw Academy at
tend, 368-9
Great Lakes, 344
"
"
Great Revival
of 1799-1801, 46,
49, 345, 388
Green, Duff, 224. 247, 248, 269, 270 ;
Johnson's friendship with, 250
Green, John, 223

Green vs. Biddle, 230
Greenup, Christopher, Governor

Kentucky,

of

52

Gregg, Ogden Bullock, 371
Grundy, Senator, 270, 271, 446
Gutherie, Ben, 25

Hamar, Brigadier-general, 30
Hamilton, Mrs. Alexander, 298
Hanks, Lieutenant P., 89
" Hard Winter
", 18
Hardin, Colonel John, 30
Harpers Ferry, 156
Harrison county, 172, 255
Harrison, Mrs. Clarissa B., 281
Harrison, William Henry, see War

of

1812; see also, 42, 137, 176,
177, 281, 374, 375, 425, 427, 434,
444, 450, 455
Harrisburg, 437, 444, 450, 453
Harrodsburg, 17, 346, 391

Hawkins, Thomas W.,
Henderson

Company,

94
16

18

Hill,

Academy,

Great Crossings

Henderson,
Thomas,
superintend
ent of Choctaw Academy, 300,
306, 339, 445; "a teacher of
merit ",
see
uncommon
356 ;
Choctaw Academy ; see Johnson,
— the Man.
Henry county, troops from, 106

Henry, Patrick,

Grant county, 255
Gratz, Benjamin, 337
Gray, Captain Robert, 190
Grayson, Stephen, Indian student
at Choctaw

499

Isaac, 268
Kite, Captain in

War of

1812, 94

Holt, Mr., of Kentucky, supports
Johnson in Baltimore Convention,
420

House of Burgesses

of Virginia,

20, 23

Howard, Benjamin, 68
Hoy's Stockade, 21
Hudson Bay Company, 192
Hull, William, 89, oo, 96
Humphrey and Timothy Dialogues,
329

Hunter, R. M. T.,
Kurd, R. C., 283
Illinois, 414,
Immigration
of, 13-17;

361

415 ; land in, 161

to

see

tion
Imprisonment

Kentucky, causes
Western Immigra

for

of,

debt,

abolition

235, 263, 282-89, 396, 475
Indiana, 241, 253; land in, 161

Indianapolis,

458

Indian Affairs, committee on, 207
Indians: Six Nations of, 431; Catawba, 345; Cherokee, 347, 364;
Chickasaw, 369; Choctaw, confi
dence
in and appreciation
of

Richard M. Johnson,
son;

see

John

Delegates sent to
Washington, 372; Creek, 347,
365,
369;
Pottawatomie,
364,
365; Shawnee and Wabash, see
War of 1812; villages of Mandan on the Missouri, 189, 192;
Pottawatomie on the Elkhart, 92 ;
attitude of the federal govern
ment in 1783, 32 ; missionaries sent
to, 344-48 ; Johnson brothers take
lead in Kentucky in the education
of the Indians, 349; see Indian
Education; see also, 21, 29-32,
179,

Choctaw

Innes, if9-90
Harry, 26
Ingham, Samuel IX, 265-66, 306
Internal Improvements, 162-66, 273,
roads,
military
276 ;
166-67 ;

INDEX
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canal at Louisville, 240-44 ; Cum
berland road, 242-44; Maysville
road, 244, 274
International Relations, 67, 69-73,
'77. 3<x>; see France and Great

Britain.
Invalide Corps, Johnson advocates,
152-53

Ithaca, see Labor.

Jacobin clubs,

35, see

Democratic

clubs

Jackson, Andrew, attitude toward
Johnson in campaigns of 1840,
1844, 434-5, 438, 445, 446, 460 ; see

Eaton Affair

"

democ
racy ", 181, 450, 451 ; Johnson's
defense of, see Seminole War;
"
true Jackson party ", 396 ; see
also, 194, 219-23, 247-8, 253, 264,
;

Jackson

281, 287, 299, 326,
265. 269-76,
306-98, 400, 409, 410, 423, 455

Jackson, Mrs., of the Brown house
hold, 303-4

Jackson, Francis James, envoy,

73,

74

James, Judge Thomas, 453
Jay, James, 348

Jay, John, 36
Jefferson, steam boat, 193,
Jefferson, Fort, 19
Jefferson party, 218
Jefferson policy, 67
Jefferson, Thomas, 43, 46,
61, 66, 68, 190, 347-48,

Jessup,

General

102, 194

"Johnson",

202

49,

57,

381

Thomas S.,

steam boat,

165,

191,
193,

202

family, 83, 327, 332, 404;
Johnson
"
Johnson dynasty ", 325
Johnson, Benjamin, 155, 193, 196,
325, 337

Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
127,
333,

Betsy, 23, 24
Cave, 17, 25, 337
Elizabeth Cave, 20
Fanny, see Bledsoe

Henry,

193, 323

James, 23, 24, 91, 95, 126,

132, 136, 213, 292, 304, 3-25,
344, 352; see Yellowstone

Expedition
Johnson, Jemina Suggett, mother
of Richard M., 18, 19-20, 21, 2324, 43, 47, 319

Johnson, Joel,
Johnson, John

193, 337
T., 11o, 227, 238,
252, 254, 292, 301, 323, 325, 357,
358, 390

Johnson, Robert, father of Richard
M., see Alien and Sedition laws,
Robert takes first steps against,
"
Bob Johnson Law ", 38 ; see
39 ;
Beargrass; see Boone, Daniel;
see Bryant's Station; candidate

for

office, 41, 49;

commissioner

for evaluation of slaves,

etc., 39;

46; death, 47-8; see
clubs; emigrates to
Kentucky, 17, 18, 43; see John
son fort; judge of court, 34; see
Kentucky Conventions and Ken
tucky
Resolutions ; marriages,
of I2th
20, 47; lieutenant-colonel
Kentucky regiment, 34; large
land owner, 29, 313; member of
commission
to settle boundary
dispute, 38-39 ; member of consti
tutional convention, 34, 40; mem
ber of Kentucky legislature, 34,
38, 40, 41 ; member of Virginia
House of Burgesses, 23; moves
Crossings,
Scott
from Great
county, to Gallatin county, 47;
negroes, 29, 44, 313, 318; scout
against Indians, 19, 24, 29-30, 31 ;
surveyor, 27, 28, 38; surveyor's
sketch or map made by Robert,
27 ; state director of public build
ings, 34; town trustee of George
town,
34; of Frankfort,
35;
trustee of Rittenhouse Academy,
43; of Transylvania Seminary,
43; see War of 1812 Circular,
41-42, 104; see also 136, 292, 300,
conciliator,
Democratic

302, 344

JOHNSON,
RICHARD MENTOR, ad
dress of officers to Johnson, 116;
his reply, 116-17; "Amalgama
"
question, 421, 422 ; author
tion
of farce or play, 304; armory in
West,
favors establishment of,
156; bar, admitted to, 292; bene
volence of, 336, 448, 460, 474;
birth, 20, 290-2, 448; campaign
biography of, 401, 405 ; campaign
tours of, 433, 445-48, 456, 458-63;
candidate, mentioned for gover
norship in 1844, 457-8, in 1848,
471 ; mentioned for presidency in

INDEX
1847-48,

471 ;

"

Jackson candidate

for Vice-President

", 398 ; present
at Baltimore convention of 1844,
466, ballots for Johnson, 469-70,
see Baltimore convention ; "West
407;
ern military candidate",
" the favorite of the West "
;
" 421
"
Workingman's Candidate
and
Candidate", 395-401,
People's
408,

433,

443,

459,

see

Labor;

caucus, secretary of, 64; takes
stand against in 1824, 217-19;
childhood,
at Bryant's Station.
21 , 23-34, tee Johnson fort; Clay,

Johnson's

friendship

for,

224,

qualities,
293; great commoner, 432; see
Compensation
Law ; conciliator,
between Adams and Jackson,
336, between Calhoun and Jack
son, 271-2,
between Clay and
Jackson, 335, see also, 423, 441,
see also Eaton Affair ; Constitu
tion of United States, 60-61, see
to;
also proposed
amendment
courtesy of, 336, see Harrison,

306, 454; companionable

see

Kelly Manuscript, Appendix;

daughters, appearance of, 318;
education of 318-20, 359 ; his con
for,
fidence in, 320; provision
of, 317-20;
321-22;
treatment
Adaline, 317,
Imogene,
317;
Johnson mourns death of, 322;
Julia Chinn, their mother a
mulatto, 317; her position in the
home, 317-20; her death, 321, 341 ;
Johnson's death, 322, 473; din
ners, public, given for Johnson,
137, 167; domestic life, 312, 422;
see domestic manufacture;
duels
proposed, see Marshall-Johnson
controversy ; education and stud
ious habits, 290-92, 304-5 ; educa
tion in the Mississippi Valley,
of, see
Johnson a prompter

Furthering Education for Chris
tian Leadership; Florida, opposed
to bartering away. Texas, 216;
"Forlorn Hope", 128-9; friend
of working man, farmers and
mechanics, 411, see Labor; gen
erosity of, 339, 294-5; Harrison
defended by Johnson, 176-77, 439,
449; heritage of, 48, 200, 300301; "Hero of the Thames ",

449; hospitality of, 312-17;
Debt;
for
Imprisonment
Indians, a pioneer in education
and evangelization of, see Indian
Education; Indian chief, encounters, see War of 1812; industry
of, 313, 432; see Internal Im
provements ; Jackson, friendship
for, 220, 249-50, 264, defense of
War;
Jackson, see Seminole
controversy,
Johnson - Marshall
Kentucky
legislature,
327-35 ;
elected to, in 1841, 452, in 1850,
472; letters to Johnson, 66, 152,
249; Johnson letters, 71, 76, 105,
436,
see

114, 125, 142, 149, 151, 157, 160,
182, 185, 193, 201, 254, 350, 356,

357 ; liberty, civil and religious,
240, 286, 395, 460, see also Con
stitution, War of 1812, Sunday

Mails, Imprisonment
for Debt
" Lion of
slavery ;
and
the
"
Thames ", 317;
Locofoco ", 378,
"
"
Locofoco leaders shuffle John
son out, 459, 461 ; love affair in
youth, 318-19; a Mason, 299, 458,
see

Freemasonry; see Missouri
military career of,

Compromise;

War of 1812 ; monument
to memory of, 474-5; Mounted
Regiment
called for, Handbill,
106; music, an appreciation of,
305; see national defense; na
tionalism,
promoter
of, 162;
Negroes,
Johnson,
freed
by
295-6;
taught
to read, 318;
Phoebe, Patsy Miller, Frances
Anne, John, Edwina, James, Isaac,
Patience, all on p. 295, Lucinda,
395, 367 ; Harry 44, Milly Chinn,
Chinn, 342, Jerry,
296,
Jacob, Lucy, Rose, Fanny, all p.
321 ; see also, 313, 368, 373, nom
inated by Democratic
party of
Kentucky for the presidency, 453
463;
see
non-intercourse;
oc
cupying claimant law in Ken
tucky,
52;
"Old Tecumseh",
306, 413; oratory of, 50, 180,
296-99,
447-8,
see
460,
also
Missouri Compromise Veterans
and Mrs. Hamilton; see Panama
293, see

Mission;

see

Panic

of

1819;

parentage of, 448, see Robert and
Jemima Suggett Johnson ; pecun-

INDEX
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iary embarrassment,

323-4,

336-9,

also Yellowstone
Expedition; penal laws in Ken
tucky, 51 ; pension from the gov
ernment, 322-24;
personal
ap
pearance, 307-11, 448; red vest,
306, 309, 311, 459, see also frontspiece and silhouette, 308; pistol,
127; popularity of, 364, 372, 407,
413, 420, 427, 445, 458, 472-73;
press, freedom of, 330; private
library of, 292; see public lands;
religious affiliation, 300-303, 343;
scandal,
political
propaganda,
421-22, 427; slaves, see Negroes;
statesman of a new era, 46, 58,
472; see states' rights; steam
navigation, pioneer in promotion
of, see Yellowstone; see Sunday
Mails; sword presented to by
Congress, 183, 186; see tariff; see
trumpet
used as
temperance;
a signal in Battle of the Thames,
127, 128; see Veterans; electoral
vote, 426; senators who took
part in his election, 428; presid
ing officer of the Senate, 430-32,
451 ; retires from the chair, 445,
448; at inaugural ceremony of
March 4, 1841, 451 ; returns to
Kentucky, 452; war advocate,
83-85, 88, see War of 1812; re
turns from war, 136; in Wash
ington
after war, 139, 307;
wounds received in war never
healed, 309; "Warrior
Sage",
402 ; Washington burned by Brit
ish, Johnson chairman of com
mittee to investigate, 145-47; see
Washington social life
Johnson, R. M., Indian boy at
Choctaw Academy, 368
374,

376,

see

Johnson, Sally, 23
Johnson, William, father of Robert
and Cave, 20, 21

Johnson, William, brother of Rich
ard M., 23, 301, 332, 360, 365
Johnson fort, 18; life in, 25-26; 29,
31, 44, 290

Johnson-Suggett
28

Johnson,

Sir

possessions,

William,

British

agent, 16

Johnston, Captain William,
Jones, Mrs. T. L., 172

26,

297

Joyce, T., on Choctaw

Academy

376-77

Judson, Adoniram,

346

Kaskaskia, 17, 114, 116, 117
Keljy, Judge James Y., see Appen
dix
Kendall, Amos, 39, 173-74, 209, 236,
262, 289,

303, 306, 309,

312,

398,

404; 405; business relations with
Richard M. and James Johnson,
"
"
conspiracy
to ad
326-27 ;
vance Johnson to the presidency,
"
"
shocked
at Johnson as
406-7 ;
tavern-keeper, 340
Kentucky, character of people, 32,
42, 76, 96; attitude of people to
ward Clay in 1825, 223; consti
tutional conventions, 34, 40; emi
gration
to, 15-19; Democratic
party in, 40, see also Johnson;
domestic manufacture, 162; jails
and penitentiary in, 137; land in,
15, 16, 42, 48, 52, 58; patriotic
women of, 93-94; most actively
patriotic state in union, see War
of 1812; separation from Vir
ginia, 33-34, 38; troops, 30, 77,
151, see Kentucky
volunteers;
volunteers, 85-135,
see
troops;
see also, 18, 19, 31, 32, 37, 39, 46,
55-56, 231, 238, 241, 246, 251. 253,
287, 292, 414, 446

Kentucky Academy, 43
Kentucky, Bank of the Common
wealth of, 226, 228; see banks
Kentucky Baptist Education So
ciety, Trustees of, see George
town College.

Kentucky Court of Appeals, 228-30
Kentucky Gazette, supports John
son, 407, 443

Kentucky Insurance

Company,

56

53,

Kentucky Resolutions, 40
Kentucky Society for Promoting
Useful Knowledge, 43
Kentucky-Virginia compact, 230-31
Kentucky-Virginia
land boundary
dispute, 38-39; see Robert John
son

King, Peter, 367
King, William R., 429, 436, 444
King's Mountain, Battle of, 42
King's Proclamation of 1763, 16

INDEX
Kirtley,

124-25,

268,

396, 400,

408, 409, see Jackson
Kramer, George, 416

Mr., aided Johnson in
Battle of the Thames, 134
"
Labor, see Johnson, the
People's
" ; abolition of all mon
Candidate
objects
of
and other
opolies
working men's
Labor, 394-5;
"
"
261 ;
Vigilance
committee
Mechanics Union of Trade As
sociations, 393 ; Every Day Mail,
396, Mechanics Press Press, 393,
Working Man's Advocate, 393;
Working men of Albany, 396,
Boston, 401, Ithaca, 394, New
York, 393, 394, 407, 411, Phila
delph1a, 393, Troy, 396 and Wil
mington, 394; see Sunday Mails,
for
Debt
and
Imprisonment
Labodie,

pages, 263-4, 287-8,

4",

433

Lachaise,
clubs.

Mr., 36;

393-6,

408,

see Democratic

LaFayette,

General,
visits
Ken
tucky, 316; see Blue Spring.

Lake Erie, 342
La Plata, 240
Lapsley vs. Brashear, 228
Lancaster, (Kentucky) 347
Lancastrian system of instruction
in District of Columbia and in
Choctaw Academy, see Ould.
Land Acts of 1779, 1780, 1782, p.
27

Lands, public, 209, 244-45; see Im
migration and Kentucky
Landon, John, 64
Law, John, 401, 454-55, 458

Lebanon, 92
Station,
Lebanon
see
35,
290,
Georgetown
Lee, Richard, 20
Leestown, 193
Leopard, 59
Letcher, R. P., 445, 454, 461
Lewis, Thomas, 45
Lewis, Major William B., 248, 253,
268

Lewis and Clark's Expedition,
Lexington, 18, 22, 24, 30, 34, 35,
39, 54, 61, 226, 280,
3i6, 332, 472; Keen's
37,

Johnson at dinner in honor of
Monroe, 315; Postlethwait's Inn,
public dinner for Johnson, 137;
dinner for Johnson and Clay,

127

"Kitchen Cabinet",

190
36,
314-15,

Hotel,

503

167; academy in, 294, see Tran
~—
sylvania.
"
Lion of the Thames see Johnson
Little Turtle, Miami chief friendly
to United States, 87
"
Locofoco ", 459, 460 ; see Johnson
Logan, Colonel Benjamin, 32-33
Logan, Samuel, 128
London, 61, 63, 257
Louisville, 19, 117, 193, 226, 280;
see
Beargrass,
birthplace
of

"

Johnson
Louisville- Portland Canal,
Lyon, Matthew, 282

241-42

Louisiana, 36, 50, 65, 78, 414; pur
chase of, 216, 298

Macon Bill Number
Madison,

2, 74

George, 432
Madison, James, 29, 65, 68, 70, 72,
98, 134, 140, 148, 218, 381, 423

Madison,
Mrs. James,
drawing
rooms of, Johnson present, 307
Magoffin, Beriah, 473-4
Maine, admission of, see Missouri
Compromise
Malcolm, Dr. Howard, President
of Georgetown College, 391-2
Malden, see War of 1812
Mangum,
Mr.,
resolutions
of
thanks to Johnson, 451
Manual training, see mechanic arts
in Choctaw Academy
Mansfield, John L., 128
Marcy, L., 459, 460

Marshall,

Humphrey,

historian,

Kentucky

83; see John
son-Marshall controversy, 327-31
16,

57,

Marshall,
Lewis, see JohnsonMarshall controversy, 331-35
Maryland, 60
Maryland vs. McCulluch, 230
Martineau, Harriet, 309-10, 311
Mason county, troops from, 106
Mason, Armistead,
171
Mason, John T., 171
Massachusetts, 439, 459

Massillon,
Matson,

447

Captain

130

Maysville,

346

in

War of

1812,

INDEX
Maysville-Lexington
Johnson on, 273,

bill,
road
279; see In
Improvements

ternal
Meigs, Fort, 149; see War of 1812
Mesapotamia (Ohio), 464
Metcalfe, Thomas, 222, 251, 253,
47I

Mexico, 464, 465
Miami Rapids, see War of 1812
Michilimackinac, fort, 89
Miller, Major Anderson, 138
Michigan, 446, 447 ; territory of,
Michigan, Lake, 115

Military
Military

academ1es,

Affairs,

157-59

commtttee

89

on,

156, 178
Military roads, 166-67
Mississippi, 357, 437

river, navigation
of,
Robert Johnson and
35-37.
Democratic
Societies ; territory
west of, 214
Mississippi Valley, Johnson promotor
in, 392,
of education
Mississippi

see

see Choctaw
Academy and
Georgetown College
Missouri, land in, 161
Missouri Compromise, 209-15
Mitchell, Dr., aided Johnson in
Battle of the Thames, 130
Moore, Ely, 405-6
465,

Moore, Thomas P., 222
Morehead, James T., Governor of
Kentucky, 168
Monitoral plan of instruction, see
Lancasterian

Moraviantown,
Monroe, James,

127
29, 61, 183, 202,
214, 217, 218, 237, 243, 369, 285 ;
his visits to Kentucky, 314-15,
325
Montgomery county, 39
Morris, Gouverneur, 57
Morrison, Colonel, War of 1812,
108

Regiment,

1812

see

War of

McAfee, Robert B.,
120,

121, 124,

15, 17, 11o, 118,
127, 136, 222, 291,

304, 453

Indian
agent, 352, 385; see Choctaw
Academy
McLean, Xohn, 251, 266, 280, 304,
310, 366, 375, 397, 398,
409, 425

149, 154.

Mounted

McDuffie, George, 278
McGunnigle, John, 128
McHatton, R., 256
McKee, Alexander, 19, 21
McKee, Samuel, 95
McKenney, Thomas L.,

407,

408,

Nail, Adams,

student at Choctaw
Academy, 373
National defense, 59, 61, 69, 77,
81-2, 83; see War of 1812; John
son favors tax for war emer
gency, 141-44; see also 148, 158,
166-67,

208-9,

354

National-Republican party,
publican party

see Re

Nat Timer Insurrection, 421-22
Natchitoches, post of, 196
Nelson, Thomas M., 178
"
New Court " party, see Court con
troversy in Kentucky
New Fredericksburg, see Warsaw
New Hampshire, 446, 458
Newport, Johnson favors military
academy at, 11o, 118, 157-8

New Orleans,

38, 50, 195, 196, 293,
255
New Jersey, 439, 446
New York 57, 287, 412, 446; city
of New York, 288, 406, 414, 425,
448, Humane Society of, 286 ; see
338 ; battle

of,

Labor
Nicholas, George, 291-2
Noel, Silas M., 302, 343, 390
Non-intercourse Bill, 74
North Carolina, immigrants from,
17-18

North Elkhorn, 18, 387
Northwest Army, see War of
Occupying Claimant Law, 52,

1812

230,
236
Ohio, 433, 446, 447, 241, 253, 287;
land 1n, 161, troops from, 90,
96
Ohio river 15, 19, 29, 52
233,

McCalle, General, writes of John

Oh1o-Erie
Canal, 241
"
Old Court " party, see Court con

McCullongh, Samuel D., 294-5
McCulluch vs. Maryland, 230
McDowell, Abraham, Jr., 109

Orange county (Virginia), 17; see
Robert
Johnson and Jemima

son, 457

troversy

Suggett

INDEX
Oregon territory, 191, 465
Oswego
(New York) Johnson's
speech,

125

Ould, Mr., sent from England by
Joseph Lancaster; see Choctaw
Academy,

369

Owsley, Judge of Kentucky Court
of Appeals, 230
Panama Mission, 238-9
Panic of 1819, 159-62, 199, 225-30;
"
"
see relief laws
and
Relief
party

Panic of 1837, 433
Paris (Kentucky), 35, 329, 346
Paris, Treaty of, 32
Partridge, Captain Alden, 157
Patriot, 230 ; see Court controversy
Payne, Major, 11o, 112, 126
Payne,

Robert,

128

Pawling, Issacher,

see Georgetown
College
Peale, Charles
W., portraits of
Johnson and Clay, 181
Pemberton, James, 347
Pence, Daniel B., of White Sulphur
Springs, 374
Pendleton county, 255, troops from,
106

Pensacola, 177
Pennsylvania,
241, 265, 415, 425,
"
"
Keystone State
devoted
446 ;
to Johnson, 453 ; troops from, 30,
96

Pew, Mr., Kentucky editor, 415
Philadelphia, art museum of, 181 ;
Democratic society of, 35, 37, see
Genet; pioner in trade organiza
tions, 393; see also 379, 383, 399,
446

Piedmont, 13
Pillow, Gideon, 466, 469

505

Posey, Humphrey,
Indians, 347

missionary

to

Pratt, W. L., 397
Prentiss, James, 324

Presbyterians,
302; see George
town
Presque Isle, fort at, 118
Press, see Johnson
Prison bounds, Johnson releases a
creditor from, 294-5
Proctor, British General, 89, 103,
104, 109, 127, 133

Prophet, Tecumseh's brother, 87-88
Providence, 459

Raisin river, disaster at, 103-4, '21 ,
Johnson helps bury the dead, 113
Rapids of Miami, 91
"
Reedside, James, the
Land Ad
"
"
miral
and
Prince of Mail
Contractors", 310-11, 399
"
Reformers ", see Campbell move
ment in Kentucky
"
"
Regency
see Van Buren
"Relief Party" and "Relief laws",
227-29; see Court controversy
" Re-organization
Act ", 231
Replevin law, 228
Republican
party,
tional-Republican

Revival of
Revolution,
76,

215

59,

218;

Party,

Na

247, 251

1827, 388

American,

Revolutionary

soldiers,

14, 45,
see

62,

Vet

erans

Rice, Katie Bradley, 319
Rice, Luther, 302, 343, 346; visits
Kentucky, 346-7, 348-51, 3791 *«
Columbian

College, 380-86

Ritchie, Thomas,
mond
434,

Editor of Rich

(Virginia) Enquirer,

413,

465

Pierce, Franklin,

Rio Grande boundary, 216

Pierce,

Rittenhouse Academy, 43, 55, 290,
389; see Robert Johnson
Rives, William C., 409, 413, 423
Robertson, George, 231
Robertson, Ignatius L., 298, 342
Robinson, Reverend Stuart, funeral
remains
of
discourse
over
Colonel Johnson, 474
Mr., teacher in Choctaw
Rood,
Academy, 376
Roper, Captain in War of 1812, 95
Rose, minister from England, 61

Joseph,

458
92

Piqua, 91
Pitchlynn, P. P., Choctaw

Indian,

362, 367, 375, 376
Pittsburgh, 18, 196, 464

J. R., Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, 361
Polk, James K., 423; favored by
Jackson, 435, 438, 446 ; " Olive
Branch of Peace ", 469 ; see also

Poinsett,

437, 444, 466

Poore, Benjamin Perley,

306

INDEX

506
Ross, John, Choctaw

Indian chief

364

Rucker, Edmund,
"

Rumpsey

414-15

Dumpsey,
Colone
Johnson killed Tecumseh ", see
Richard Emmons, 316
Rush, Richard, 295
Sanders, Lewis, 162
Sanders, Robert, 44
Sandusky, Lower, see War of 1812
Sanford, Nathan, 220
Scandal, political attack, see John
son

Scotch-Irish,

13

Scott, Charles, General, 30, Gover
nor of Kentucky, 77, go
Scott county, schools in, 290; pat
riotic women of, 94; women
made
pound
cheese
for
500
Lafayette, see Lafayette's visit;
troops from, 91, 106, see War of
1812 ; see also, 29, 34, 38, 40, 43,
49, 50, 55, 58, 67, 255, 334

Scott, General Winfield, 459
Scott, Walter, 317
Scrogin, Robert, 131-32
Sebree, Major, on Yellowstone Ex
pedition, 193
Sedition law, see Alien and Sedi
tion laws, 282
War, Johnson defends
Seminole

Jackson,

176-82,

250, 299

Senators who took part in the elec
tion when Johnson was chosen
Vice-President of the United
States, 428
Serampore, see Baptist
Shannon, Governor of Ohio, 447
Sharp, Solomon P., 172
Shawneetown, 165
Shelby county, 58
Shelby, Isaac, first Governor of

Kentucky, 30, 31, 37, 41, 107, 315 ;
War of 1812; letter of, 105;
circular of, 119
Short, Eli, 128
see

Shephard, Samuel, 45
Shropshire, England, 20
Simpson, Henry, 471
Simrall, Colonel in War of
126, 132
C|94,
Slavery,
460,

464;

1812,

pet1tions
to
abolish,
see
Missouri
430-31 ;
Compromise, 215-16; see Johnson

Slauhter,

Lieutenant-Governor

Kentucky, 314
Smith, Archimides, 119
Smith, Richard, 199, 200,

of

201, 227,

338

Smith, Mrs. Samuel H., 304-5
South Carolina, 345, 400. 410,

425,

451

Spam, 35, 36, 37, 57, 63, 177, 293
Spaniards, 36
Spanish Treaty of 1795, 39; of
1821, 216
'76, 229, 325
"
Spoils system
397, 398
Spurr, Richard, 128

Spirit of
"

Springfield,
speech,

(Illinois)

Johnson

125

Springfield (Mass) armory at, 156
Spy in Washington ", Mathew L,
Davis, 400, 408-9
St. Clair, General Arthur, expedi
tion of, 31
St. James, Court of 61 ; cabinet of,
"

63

St. Lou1s, 117, 191, 194, 196, 198;
see

Yellowstone

St. Louis Bank, 201
St. Marks Episcopal Church,
ginia, 20
St. Marks, Spanish fort, 177
St. Mary's, 93, 94, 97

Stanwix, Fort,

Vir

16

States' rights, 217; see Johnson
Staughton, Dr. William, President
of Columbia College, 343, 358,
384

Steam navigation, 164-5, 225 ; John
son a pioneer in promotion of,
see

Yellowstone

Stephenson, Fort, 118
Stevenson, Andrew, 416
Stevenson, Job, 323
Stewart, Commodore, 468
Stockton, Charles Hubert, Presi
dent of Columbian College, 381
Stucker, Captain Jacob, 131
Suggett, Lieutenant James, 20
Suggett, Parson James, 23
Suggett, Jemima, mother of Rich
ard M. Johnson, see Johnson

family

Suggett, Jemima Spence, 20
Suggett, John, 26
Suggett, William, 358, 376

INDEX
Suggett- Johnson
possessions,
26,
28
Sullivan and Orr, 324
Sunday Mails, Johnson's first re
port, 258; second report, 261 ; see
also 256-63, 282, 396, 448, 475
Survey Act of 1824, 244
Swartwout, General, 248-9
Sword voted to Johnson by Con
gress, see Johnson
Taney, Chief Justice, 452
Tappan, Lewis, abolitionist, 431
Tariff of 1824, 245; of 1828,
"
Tariff of the Abominations ",
245-47; of 1833, "Compromise",
276, 281

Taylor, James,

90, 91,

137-38,

172,

Taylor, Joseph, 128
Tazewell, L. W., 451

War of

1812 ; see

John

son
Theobald,
Dr., aided Johnson
Battle of the Thames, 129-30
Theobald, Samuel A., 128
Thomas, Francis, 277
Thomasson, W. P., 376, 378
Tippecanoe, Battle of, 88, 89

in

Tibbatta, John W., 255, 467, 469
Tompkins, Daniel D., 183
Tomlinson, William, 17
Transylvania Seminary, 42, 291,
302; University, 43, 315; students
of, 163, 292, 361
"
Travelling Cabinet ", 249
Trenton, 446
Trisler, Peter, 132-33
Trimble, David, 221
Trott, Dr. Samuel, 352
Turtle's Town, 95
Tuscalopsa,

436

Two-thirds rule.

467-68,

444, 450, 45 1 ;
452, 455, 464

United States, Supreme Court of,
52, 230, 236, 237

Untied States Telegraph,
Urbana, 91, 115

270,

271

Van Buren, Martin, " Little Magi
"
cian ", 264 ;
Lindenvold ", 458 ;
"
visits,
459;
Johnson
stacking the
cards" against Johnson, 454; see
also 215, 239, 265, 268, 269, 271-

73, 283, 289,
399, 401, 405,
414, 425, 434,
446, 450, 456,
467-69, 470

306,
406,
436,
458,

Mr.

337,
408,
437,
461,

396,
409,
440,
463,

298,
411,
443,
465,

at White Sulphur,

374, 376

Tecumseh, 87, 88, 118, 294, 306; see
Battle of the Thames, 122-33;
Tecumseh of the Battle of the
Thames, a play, 401-2
Temperance, Johnson a pioneer in
the movement in Washington,
263 ; in Choctaw Academy, 376
Tennessee, 410, 414, 415, 425, 446;
troops from, 96
Thames,
Battle of, 122-133, 301,
204 ; see

Tyler, John, 375, 425,
succeeds Harrison,

Vanderslice,

200, 304

5<>7

471

Veterans, Johnson urges govern
ment aid for, 149-55, 281-82, 313
Vmcennes, 401 ; council at, 88
Virginia, colony of, 20; distress in,
14; first English settlement, 13;
governor of, 16, 29; government
of, 32; land in, 15, 48; land act
of 1779, 52; troops from, 30,
96;
V1rginia dynasty", 218,
3931 objection to Johnson, 413,
419, 421-22, 433-34; see also 431,
451, 465

V1rg1nia-Kentucky

Virginia-Kentucky

compact, 230-31
boundary
dis

pute, 38-39; see Robert Johnson
Volunteers, Mounted, see War of
1812

Wall, Garrett, 125, 128
Walker, Dr., 16
Walker, James, 413
Wallace, R., 456
Ward, Mrs. sister of Richard M.
Johnson, 313
"
War Hawks ", 84, 85
War of 1812, declaration of war
by Congress, 84; Battle of the
Thames, 122-33, Chapter iii; see
also, 41, 46, 147, 150, 160, 166,

209, 218, 225, 232 243,
345, 424, 449, 450, 475
Warsaw, 47
Wayne, Anthony, 87

183, 187,

INDEX

508
Wayne,

Fort,

92,

treaty of, 88
Ways and Means,

94,

114,

committee

364;
on,

277

Webb, William, 128
Webster, Dan1el, 245-6,

425,

450,

455. 472

Wells, Colonel in War of 1812, 92
Wells, Dave, at Choctaw Academy,
367

West, economic conditions
Panics
Western Immigration, 209,
Kentucky
West Point, 158, 195, 367
Western World, 57
Wheeling, 18, 19, 24, 242

in, see
343 ; see

Whig

party, 424, 425, 433, 444. 445,
449, 450; inauguration of March
4, 1841, 451-52 ; see also 455, 457,
472

White, Judge H. L., 410, 425
White Sulphur Spring Health Re
sort, 321, 339-41; 374; Johnson
retires to estate at White Sul
phur, 472

Whittlesey, Elisha,

407

Whitley, William, see " Forlorn
Hope", 128
Wilson, Captain John, 312
Williams, vs. Blair, 228
Winchester, Fort, 93, 112
Winchester,

General, 93, 103

Winder, General, 146
Wirt, William, on pension for
Johnson, 323-4
Wood, William, 286
Woodbury. Levi, 468
Woodford county, 29, 34; militia
of, 30
Woolley, Abraham R., 196
Working men, see Labor
Wright, Hendrick C, 466
Wright, Silas M., 412, 415, 421, 470
"

Yankee Doodle ", 315
Yell, Archibald, 404, 409
Yellowstone Expedition, 65
ter

V,

;

Chap

208, 353

Young, (Ohio), 447
Young, John, missionary to Indians,
Addenda: see Appendix and Bib
liography
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